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ABSTRACT

This study aspires to illuminate the stress experienced by primary school teachers in Greece. 
The impact o f  stress in the contemporary political, social and economic context, which 
renders teaching a highly demanding profession, is important not only for the protection o f  
teachers' mental and physical health, but also for its implications for the quality o f  
teaching. The coping mechanisms that teachers use to cope with stress and the policies 
suggested by them in order to prevent it are presented.

The study used a research framework that viewed certain elements, specifically 
organisational involvement, reaction to stress and the resulting behaviour, as being vital 
for understanding stress in teaching.

The analysis o f  data collected revealed that most teachers regard their jobs as stressfial; 
there is no difference in the levels o f  stress determined by teachers' gender or age, but 
there is difference in the levels o f  stress by sources o f  stress, teachers' work experience, 
specific role in teaching and marital status. They also felt that they frequently encountered 
situations for Vv'hich they felt inadequately prepared; felt that the curriculum was not 
aligned with students’ needs and felt unsupported.

The sources o f  work-related stress are related mainly to students' behaviour and classroom 
management; organisational structure and climate; relationships with third parties and 
work-home interference. The symptoms o f stress are physiological, psychological and 
behavioural. The analysis also discloses that the core challenges in the Greek context were: 
lack o f  long-term education policies; absence o f  clear aims and structure; poor design and 
delivery o f  curriculum reform and lack o f  involvement in planning.

Teachers, however, have no regrets about choosing teaching as a career; are positive about 
their roles and their professional relationships; are aware o f  challenges they face; accept 
their limitations; provide ideas for their professional development; welcome well planned 
and meaningftil changes in education and school contexts and school-based confidential 
support and guidance. Finally, they believe they can effectively cope with the main sources 
o f  stress. Coping actions teachers embrace in order to cope with work stress are mostly 
proactive, direct and problem-solving.
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION
1.1 PREAMBLE

This exploratory study aims to shed light on the experience and effects o f work-related 

stress in primary school teachers in Greece. The first part of this chapter defines some of 

the key concepts guiding the study. The second section outlines the rationale for the 

investigation and the research aims. The final part gives a brief summary o f the structure 

o f the dissertation, with a view to providing specific indicators for the reader.

1.2 THE KEY CONCEPTS GUIDING THE STUDY

Amongst researchers stress was first defined as the mental, or somatic, reaction o f any 

demand made upon the individual. Later, stress was viewed as a broader concept o f a 

relational nature, defined as the outcomes o f the interaction between the individual and the 

demands made on him/her by the environment, where appraisal and coping had a 

mediating effect on the stress process. According to European Commission (2000: in 

Carlyle & Woods: xii, 2002) work stress is defined as:

The emotional, cognitive, behavioural and physiological reaction to aversive and noxious 
aspects o f  work, M>ork environments and work organisations. It is a state characterised by 
high levels o f  arousal and distress and often by feelings o f  not coping.

In an age often said to be characterised by growth in the general occupational stress rates, 

stress in teaching has become a matter of international concern (Kyriacou, 1987; Byrne, 

1995; Woods, 1995 [Britain]; Rudow, 1995 [Germany, Russia and Scandinavia]; 

Leithwood et ah, 1995 [Canada]; Dinham, 1993 [Australia]; Farber, 1991 [United States o f 

America]; Chan and Hui, 1995 [Hong Kong]; Friedman, 1991 [Israel]; Kantas, 2001 

[Greece]; Kokkinos, 2000 [Cyprus]), since teaching has been identified as one o f the most 

stressful professions (Travers & Cooper, 1996; Cooper, 2000; Kyriacou, 2000).

While some professional pressure is healthy because it energises the working person in 

order to meet the challenges o f work and can enhance one's performance, a lot of such 

pressure typically results in increased dissatisfaction and depletion o f one's resources and 

can make one prone to illness, absenteeism, inefficiency at work and even burnout 

(Veninga & Spradley, 1981, cited by Carlyle & Woods, 2000). It is, therefore, a socio

cultural phenomenon o f some importance. Sarason (1996) and Bartlett (1998) claim that 

teachers' emotional exchange at work 'locate the person in the world o f social interaction'
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(Denzin, 1984: 137) and this location is akin to being, as we might say, trapped in a 

nightmare, obviously, the effect will be adverse.

In the case o f teachers, rapid and extensive governmental policy reforms, sweeping 

societal change and restructuring o f educational systems has increased the demands on 

educational organisations and intensified their work (Apple, 1986; Farber, 1991; 

Hargreaves, 1994; Dinham & Scott, 1996; Woods et a l,  1997; Fullan, 1997; Brown & 

Ralph, 1998). While a lot o f time and effort has been invested in research into teacher 

stress, there is little, if any, research on how change is managed, on the impact o f its 

implementation and little evidence that teachers have been assisted in their everyday 

practices in coping with the rapid pace o f change, which is often at odds with their 

personal beliefs and experiences (Van den Berg, 2002).

Stress has been acknowledged as being a multi-dimensional phenomenon involving 

personal, organisational and structural factors. Despite being a multi-level phenomenon 

with micro (personal), meso (organisational) and macro (structural) elements, it has often 

been dealt with as if these units were separate and not inter-related, as if the individual 

were separate from the social environment (Kelchtermans, 1995; Woods, 1996a; Carlyle 

and Woods, 2002). Handy (1995: 87) points out that despite the fact that 'stress is 

undeniably a subjective psychological experience', the discourse about work stress should 

not be depoliticised.

This is so because teachers cannot avoid being emotionally involved in teaching. The 

relational orientation o f teaching makes them invest much of themselves in it. 

Additionally, teachers are subject to collective influences, and organisational processes, 

which are beyond their control. Therefore, stress cannot be attributed solely to a teacher's 

personal dispositions or vaguely to the nature o f teaching as Nias (1996) and Hargreaves 

(1998b) argue. Teachers' identities are shaped 'through social transactions with social and 

political phenomena, institutional forces and by how teachers' work is organised, 

structured and led' (Hargreaves, 1998b: 315). This implies that teachers are socially 

constructed since their personal experiences are associated with schools as organisations 

and structures and with broader society. This dialectical relationship may have a dual 

effect on how teachers are able to maintain or transform their identities (Van den Berg, 

2002; Zembylas, 2003; Kitching, 2009).

Similarly, Munhall (1996: 456) observes that 'the discourse on stress or indeed anything 

else does not arise in a political or ideological vacuum'. Hence, systematic research on



occupational stress calls for attention to characteristics of work situations rather than

personal attitudes. Otherwise, as Calnan et al. (2000; 297) point out:

This highly individualised conception o f  role stress effectively depoliticised the work stress 
discourse, facilitating its easy passage into corporate human resource management.

The nature o f the causes and effects o f teachers' negative emotions at work should not be 

ignored, due to their importance to society and economy and their weighty consequences 

at institutional level. In effect, stress matters because it may interfere with teaching 

performance and educational outcomes. At a personal level, it is associated with teachers' 

physical, mental and psychological health. Teaching is an 'emotional practice' and 

emotions 'lie at the heart o f teaching' as Hargreaves (1998a: 835) puts it. Teaching does not 

involve only knowledge and skills, but also teachers' relationships with students, parents 

and colleagues and being a teacher involves thinking, feeling and acting in certain ways 

(Ashforth & Humphrey, 1995; Ekman & Davidson, 1994, Averill, 1996, cited by Carlyle 

& Woods, 2000).

The relational nature o f teaching entails a high investment o f self, in addition to time, in 

achieving goals that have a moral purpose and require great commitment to work. 

Teachers' working lives are 'highly charged with feeling, aroused by and directed towards 

not just people, but also values and ideals' as Nias (1996: 293) puts it. Many teachers do 

this to such an extent that the boundaries between personal and professional lives do not 

exist. The experience o f stress is closely connected to emotion, since stress generates 

feelings o f  fear, anger, frustration, anxiety, guilt, shame, sadness (Lazarus & Lazarus, 

1994; Eisler & Blalock, 1991, cited by Carlyle and Woods, 2000), which in turn, 

demotivate and disable teachers, who feel professionally incompetent (Hargreaves & 

Tucker, 1991).

With regard to structural changes educational organisations, poorly thought-out change can 

result in a 'culture o f conflict', so that an 'atmosphere o f  hostility and mistrust' and [are] 

'lives turned upside down' and leading people to experience 'anger, fear and despair' as 

Halton (1995: 187-189) suggests. Additionally, teacher-student relationships can be 

disturbed by continuous external interventions. Hargreaves (1999) and Carlyle and Woods 

(2002: xiv) draw attention to the fact that research has typically addressed only 

measurable, safe and manageable concepts such as satisfaction and dissatisfaction at work, 

rather than 'more unsettling, volatile and unpredictable' concepts concerned with teachers' 

emotions, which often signify the experience of stress (Dinham & Scott; 1996; Lazarus &
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Lazarus, 1994). Moreover, many models o f teacher stress have been criticised for 

underestimating the affective components o f stress and failing to recognise the emotional 

dimension involved in relational and organisational processes, such as educational change 

for example (Boyle et a l,  1995; Hargreaves, 1998a; Hargreaves & Fullan, 1998). 

Richardson (1995: 67).

Nias (1997) argues that sustaining a warm, encouraging and caring relationship with 

children demands investing a teacher's own resources in the work. Primary school teachers 

feel that care involves a constant effort to achieve and maintain standards and a sense o f 

self-esteem in pupils and themselves, which in turn, may become a convenient way o f 

exploiting them. The very fact that most primary teachers worldwide are women 

(UNESCO, 2011) means, because women are expected to be caring, that they are often 

expected to take on responsibilities and unpaid work as part o f their roles, which would be 

better done by other, trained, professionals, such as counsellors and social workers. This 

sense o f "commitment" results in nothing but fatigue or emotional exhaustion, in a way 

that is probably not only is non productive, but is counter-productive for children/pupils 

concerned. Nias also draws attention to the fact that there is a conflict, between what is 

expected o f teachers and what teachers want to be as professionals.

Failing to fiilfil all the expectations that are held o f teachers can exacerbate their feelings 

o f guilt and professional inadequacy, while meeting these expectations can create a sense 

o f individual fiilfilment and accomplishment. While teachers feel responsible for both 

children's cognitive progress and for their own professional efficiency, they are often 

unsure o f  the extent to which they can contribute to school improvement generally, 

unhappy about the quality o f the curriculum and the values which it inculcates. In order to 

protect their sanity, therefore, primary teachers may decide to care less about those aspects 

o f their jobs which seem to be least worthwhile, especially when the factors affecting these 

are outside their control, socio-economic status o f students, age o f students, characteristics 

o f students, class size, poor school management, working conditions for example which 

are beyond their control and which, together, shape teaching and learning outcomes 

(Jackson et al., 1986; Blase, 1986; Raudenbush, Rowan & Cheong, 1992; Nias, 1997; 

Kelchterinans, 1999; Cobum, 2001).

Teachers should not simply conform to other people's stereotypical beliefs about their roles 

and their multiple identities. They should be accepted both as carers and professionals and 

certainly not feel guilty when experiencing negative feelings (Nias, 1997). Schools can
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improve only if teachers succeed in their primary task - equipping children for life. And 

this can happen only if teachers focus on upgrading their professional skills so that they 

have a positive impact on their pupils' learning. But this, in turn, can only happen if 

teachers are respected by policy-makers and understood as human beings in the fiillest 

sense, not simply as biological machines for knowledge delivery.

1.3 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY AND THE RESEARCH AIMS

This study suggests that stress should be viewed as a social and psychological consequence 

o f radical social, economic and legislative changes and should be an issue o f great 

concern, as it affects both organisations and the people working in them, rather than a 

discourse o f personal responsibility where stress is attributed to personal characteristics 

(Handy, 1990; Newton e/a/., 1995).

Similarly, as Kelchtermans (1996) argues, there are political and moral dimensions in 

teachers’ emotional experiences o f their work as teachers’ emotions are inseparable from 

issues of power and politics and because teachers must achieve what they feel is good 

teaching. It becomes evident, therefore, that teachers should not only give their 

commitment, enthusiasm, affection and conscientiousness to their work (while relying on 

personal coping strategies, when necessary, the usefulness o f which is not disputed). But 

they must also engage in collective political action to regain social recognition as 

professionals, allowing them to change organisational structures and to create/restore the 

conditions that ensure their best performance at work. Identifying and exploring these 

dimensions o f teachers' work is crucial for the development of successfLil strategies o f 

power and resistance (Zembylas, 2003).

The main research questions included identifying factors which may be causing stress in 

primary level teaching in Greece, with emphasis on social and institutional contexts; 

identifying causes o f  job satisfaction as well as providing an appraisal o f the levels o f  the 

stress experienced. The particular impacts o f the 2006 curricula and book reform on 

primary level teachers and the strategies teachers use to cope were explored. Knowing 

about such thing is vital and the results reported in this dissertation aspire to illuminate the 

issues mentioned in a setting (i.e. Greece) where teachers' stress has not been adequately 

researched, where teachers' voices are not heard, their perceptions are not valued and their 

experiences are not utilised. Understanding how teachers experience work-related stress 

socially, how school micro-politics contribute to stress and are linked to work-related
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illness needs greater attention. Brown and Harris (1989: 133) portray the link between 

narrow personal problems and social structures as follows.

The fact that socio-economic factors now primarily affect health through psychosocial 
rather material pathways, places emotions centre-stage, in the social pattering o f disease 
and disorder in advanced Western societies.

There is an interaction between the context in which change takes place, the way change is 

applied and the meaning o f the change (Fullan, 1991; Ball, 1994; Hargreaves, 1994; 

Manzo, 2005; Sarason, 1982, 1990 cited in Bascia & Hargreaves, 2000; Coburn, 2001). 

Teachers cannot assume responsibility for a whole series o f new tasks and responsibilities 

which are shifted to school level and which they often think o f as having little relevance to 

their daily practice. This is especially so if they are not given appropriate leadership, 

administrative support and adequate funding. Some o f the responsibilities, changes, 

demands and expectations teachers are expected to deal with can be contradictory and 

require serious changes in schools and teachers and thus exceed their capacities (Van den 

Berg & Vandenberghe, 1995). Teachers are, therefore, entitled to question the legitimacy 

o f such changes and the worth o f integrating changes o f  doubtful value for their students 

into their daily practices and to question their being obliged to conform to an external 

definition o f good teaching (Kelchtermans, 1994, 1996; Weick, 1995). The lack of 

participation on the part o f and of consultation amongst teachers about "what works" in the 

classroom increases their dissatisfaction (Gitlin & Margonis, 1995). The perceived 

discrepancy between the goals, needs and competence o f the teacher on one hand and the 

resources available on the other is likely to cause stress (Katz & Kahn, 1978).

In summary, teachers' opinions and reactions to policies related to their professional 

practice depend, in part, on their own personal meanings. That is, changes deeply affect 

teachers: how they perceive themselves, how they present themselves, what they consider 

important - in short, their professional identity (Flouris & Invrinteli, 2001; Didaskalou, 

2002; Baliou, 2004). In addition to this, it is typically assumed that teachers' 

professionality is largely shaped by the continual interaction between their beliefs, 

attitudes and emotions and the social, cultural, and institutional enviromnents in which 

they fiinction. As a result o f their interactions with the environment, teachers also construct 

specific visions o f themselves and their profession.

Teachers and educational leaders should research these and be encouraged to build 

understandings o f the cognitive and emotional contexts in which they work in order to
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amplify their ability to manage in these contexts. A better understanding o f the mediating 

o f stress is also required to enable teachers to sustain their coinmitment, resilience and, 

therefore, the quality o f  their teaching and effectiveness tliroughout their whole 

professional careers (Spillane, 1999; Ballet, 2001; Day et a l, 2006). Educational leaders 

should identify factors that play critical roles in the development o f teachers' identities and 

develop a structured and systematic way of reflecting on the processes o f teaching and 

learning when considering what kind of reform is required to make these more successfLil 

(See: Smylie, 1999; Coburn, 2001).

Teachers in Greece often feel that there is too much change, at too fast a rate, so there is no 

time to try new things out and find out what "really works". Successive, rapid changes 

unnecessarily accelerate and intensify the work of teachers who often think that they 

should be given an opportunity to provide an insight into the consequences o f change on 

their students, fine-tune innovation to their pupils' needs and provide feedback about the 

kind o f intervention that is required (Flouris, 1998; Baliou, 2004; Stavrakaki, 2007). They 

think that their professional development should be small scale in nature and interventions 

should be aimed at penetrating the classroom and directly affecting their daily practices 

(Garet et al., 2001). All in all, unless externally developed change is connected to daily 

teaching and learning practices in schools, it is likely to be considered a distraction rather 

than a stimulus and provoke negative attitudes on the part o f teachers (Elmore, 1992; 

Hargreaves, 2005). The implementation o f change can therefore result in confrontation 

between two cultures: the culture o f the policymakers/innovators and the culture o f actual 

practice o f practitioners. As Richardson (1990: 16) puts it:

The problem is not only o f  change or non-change. It centers on the degree to which 
teachers engage in the dialogue concerning warranted practice and take control o f  their 
classroom activities and theoretical justifications.

Understanding how teachers experience and respond to educational change is essential if 

reform and improvement efforts are to be successful and are to be adopted among teachers 

at different career stages. As a teacher's confidence and competence grows, he/she is likely 

to welcome, but be selective about, the change initiatives adopted (Hargreaves, 2005). A 

more universal adoption o f change can be achieved by making the most of a mixture o f all 

the qualities each age group has to offer, from the enthusiasm, optimism, energy and 

adaptability o f younger teachers, to the collective learning, resilience, capacity for 

mentoring, wisdom and experience of older ones. This is very significant in Greece, in
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particular, where pension schemes changed between 2010 and 2012, making retirement 

more difficult, with the effect that teachers had to stay longer in service, despite low 

morale or ill health.

The notion o f emotional cost in teachers' professional lives is very important, according to

Hochschild (1983), as it is a recurrent experience, which poses questions about how

teachers feel when they have to hold back their emotions at work. This dilemma was often

shown in participants' diaries, where teachers described events and the discrepancies

between how they actually felt and what behaviours they had to engage in.

Seeking ways to encourage teachers, explore their emotional experiences in teaching, even 
such as uncertainty, fear, anger and anxiety and develop their ability to embrace and 
value these experiences can be a powerful tool to achieve border crossing and to 
overcome the traditional dichotomies between emotion and reason (Giroux, 1992, cited in 
Zembylas, 2003; 232).

Building a repertoire o f stories, Noddings (1996) argues, can enhance human relations and 

help us to connect what we study to a wider picture. It is a challenge to interpret the social 

meanings that emerge from teachers' stories and experiences because these can help 

teachers achieve ‘greater cognitive insight into and enriched theoretical discussions o f 

teaching’ (Nias, 1996: 304). Identifying and reflecting on different perspectives and 

changing the ways teachers interpret educational matters can empower them and transform 

their experiences into a true political force (Fricker, 1991). Informing and revealing ways 

o f expanding teaching possibilities and pedagogies, accepting that negative feelings are 

part o f teachers' professional identity, regardless o f how contradictory this may sound, and 

not trying to control or neutralise these feelings may offer a kind o f recognition that gives 

teachers strength rather than reflecting their weaknesses.

In addition to individual reflection, the discovery o f tools that can empower teachers 

involves connections, bonding and networking so that empirical research leads to 

affinities, coalitions and friendships which can strengthen teachers' sense o f collegiality 

and utilise their collective insight into perennial problems. New research paradigms and 

better understandings o f  work-related stress can awaken teachers' unions by providing 

information on what the best practices are to tackle this problem and can provide 

momentum to campaigns for policies on work-related stress.

Pascale ([1623-1662], cited in Fullan, 1993: 19) argues that 'productive educational change 

roams between over control and chaos'. Educational change requires moving away from 

centralised authority and compliance to formalised rules and regulations. This is perhaps
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the most ambitious enterprise o f all, due to the entrenched bureaucratic traditions o f  the 

Greek educational system (something in which the teachers themselves are sometimes 

complicit). However, by 2012, there was widespread agreement that the education system 

in Greece needed to be modernised and adapted in the light of the demands o f a changed 

international socio-economic environment (Bouzakis & Koustourakis, 2002).

In addition to the lack o f  funding and resources for example, which is an endemic stressor 

in Greece, since a low percentage o f Greek Gross Domestic Product goes to education, 

most o f which is spent on salaries and maintenance and rumiing o f schools, curricular 

reform raises critical issues. Instances o f incompatibility, mismatch and discontinuity seem 

to persist (changes o f minsters and policies; absence o f long-term planning; lack o f 

infrastructures for planning and management and follow-up after the implementation o f 

new policies; the absence o f dialogue and consent with the educational community) with a 

damaging effect on teachers' well-being (Didaskalou, 2002; Flouris & Passias, 2003, 2006; 

Stavrakaki, 2007).

Unless the problems o f poor design and strategic planning o f innovation, pace of 

implementation o f innovation, professional support for teachers, lack o f communication, 

deficiency in utilisation o f financial and human resources, decision-making which follows 

the chain o f command and teachers’ in sufficient regard for teachers' working conditions 

are addressed, both on the professional and personal levels teachers will continue to feel 

frustrated and undervalued as professionals; they will become less productive and creative 

and they will experience physical and psychosomatic problems.

Unless reform includes changes in educational infrastructures, decentralisation, openness, 

flexibility, collaboration in decision making, dissemination of information and quality 

professional development, paying attention to teachers’ needs and expectations, the 

process is likely to fail. Greek teachers' marginahsation and exclusion from the production 

and dissemination o f reform policies means that will they continue to be poorly organised 

and to operate spasmodically. Overall, education will face an uncertain future in Greece 

(Gravani, 2005).

Hitherto, Greek curriculum reform has primarily been at the level o f political rhetoric 

rather than being transformed into practices and tangible results (changes in teaching 

methods, instructional means or in-service training), while the perennial problems still 

endure: single textbook; teaching o f all subjects in the same classroom; lack o f educational 

media and new technologies and teachers’ limited or inadequate in-service training. The
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need to consider both chronic and situational work characteristics in the study o f stress was 

evident in the surveyed teachers' suggestions and such a study can contribute by advancing 

knowledge in the field towards providing meaningful results that may be o f  ftinctional 

value to both policy makers and practitioners. These can address re-organisation o f 

teachers' initial training and professional development, creating support structures and 

preserving their well-being tliroughout their careers.

To conclude, it can be stated that stress in not inevitable if occupational stressors are 

controlled, if demands are managed correctly and if reward aspects o f work are reinforced. 

Challenges, therefore, can be overcome, positive change is viable and healthier workplaces 

are feasible. Keeping teachers satisfied with their work should be a priority for policy 

makers and would be o f long term benefit to school systems (De Nobile & Zembylas, 

2005).

1.4 THE STRUCTURE OF THE DISSERTATION

The dissertation is presented in nine chapters in an attempt to establish the logical and 

compelling connections - the epistemological integrity - between the contcxt, the literature, 

the research questions, the design and the methods o f data collection and the analysis. 

Chapter Two is a traditional literature review structured around theoretical views of the 

phenomenon o f stress, as well as models o f occupational stress. The origins and outcomes 

o f stress and the mechanisms that are activated to face pressures exercised on people by 

their environments are discussed, thereby aiming at a broader understanding o f this 

complex phenomenon. Specific attention is drawn to occupational stress and its 

consequences on the working person, which links directly to the next chapter, which 

examines stress in teaching.

Chapter Three focuses on understanding the importance o f stress in teaching and the need 

to develop positive, practical policy for dealing with it. As stress is a product o f 

individuals’ interaction with their environments, addressing understanding the teaching 

setting and defining the stressors which exacerbate stress can lead to better understanding 

o f the phenomenon and help create a supportive and nurturing school milieu for teachers. 

It is noted in this chapter that recognition o f teacher's centrality in the education and 

welfare o f young people, as well as the complexity of their role in the contemporary social 

context, can contribute to the creation of interventional policies which, in turn, can 

alleviate stress and most importantly, prevent burnout amongst teachers. This chapter also
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includes a research framework which served as a heuristic for the collection and analysis 

o f the data.

Chapter Four gives a brief description o f the Greek educational system as background. 

Presented here to provide context, are notes on: the structure o f the system, a curriculum 

outline, a general outline o f the teaching profession and the industrial relations, situation o f 

teachers with emphasis on primary teachers. This, along with Chapter Five, which gives a 

brief account o f the educational reform and the theoretical underpinnings o f education in 

Greece for the thirty years from c 1980 to c 2010, with specific emphasis on the 2006 

reform on which the study focuses, gives us an idea o f the context o f the study.

Chapter Six introduces the method o f the study and describes in detail the research design, 

the choice o f the participants, the methods of data collection and analysis as well as the 

verification methods used to ensure validity, reliability and the research ethics given the 

limitations o f the study.

Chapter Seven focuses on the presentation o f the results, based on the evaluation o f 

elements identified throughout the research. Organisational factors that contribute to the 

occurrence of stress, diagnostic needs and educational policies design aimed at preventing 

teacher stress are described. This chapter, coupled with Chapter Eight, forms the core o f 

the dissertation, as the comments of the teachers are here given voice and shape. The 

Eighth chapter comprises a cross-case analysis, interpretation and discussion structured 

around key themes and the results are reviewed and interpreted with reference to relevant 

international studies and the research questions originally set.

Chapter Nine is the concluding section. It examines the significance o f the study and raises 

a range o f issues regarding the fliture planning and re-structuring o f the educational 

policies in Greece. It offers ftirther suggestions for additional research and 

recommendations for interventional policies aimed at the reduction and prevention o f 

stress in teaching. This chapter notes that, since teaching is acknowledged to be a stressful 

profession, both teachers and policy-makers should be aware o f the phenomenon, and be 

willing to undertake ftirther research into its treatment and prevention.
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CHAPTER TWO 

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON STRESS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Stress is a phenomenon that has been extensively studied because o f its impact on physical 

health. As stress is complex, there are different interpretations of, and reactions to it, 

making it hard to define (Cooper, 1998). However, a working definition is given by Baum 

(in Taylor, 2003:179) as follows.

Stress is a negative emotional experience accompanied by predictable biochemical, 
physiological, cognitive, and behavioural changes that are directed either toward altering 
the stressful event or accommodating to its effects.

Systematic research into stress may only have begun in the 1970s and initially researchers 

focused on stressors, as stressful events are called, in what is known as the engineering 

model o f stress (Hinkle, 1974), which has led to the defining o f conditions that seemed 

more likely to produce stress than others. But this alone cannot explain the experience o f 

stress. The engineering model, or approach, is based on the nature of the stressors. It 

neglects the person’s ability to influence his/her environment, that is “hardiness” or coping 

ability. It also ignores the fact that stressors and events themselves cannot produce stress 

reactions unless they are perceived as stressful. The way a potential stressor is perceived 

by the individual determines, to a large extent, whether it is experienced as stressful 

(Taylor, 2003). Types o f stressors can include major environmental changes that may 

affect large numbers o f people (such as natural disasters); major life events that affect only 

one or a few people (such as the death o f a well-loved person or being unemployed) and 

daily "hassles", which, though, in one sense, far less serious, may ultimately be more 

harmfiil to health (Cohen & Lazarus, 1983).

Whether an event is experienced as stressful, depends on the individual’s assessment o f it 

and the person's ability to meet the demands of the situation. Lazarus and Folkman 

(1984b) and Pervin (1968, in Taylor, 2003) call this the person-enviromnent fit model. 

When individuals feel they cannot cope with difficult situations they feel stressed. The 

extent o f stress varies according to the appraisal o f the situation and the ability o f  the 

person to deal with the stressor. The degree o f stress experienced is related to the appraisal 

o f an event as challenging, harmful or threatening and determines the potential responses 

and the level o f stress. Another researcher. Miller (1999), explored personality traits such
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as the inclination o f  the individual to focus on threatening circumstances which is called 

monitoring or distract his/her attention from them referred to as blunting.

While researchers have suggested that some stress is positive and creative, they have also 

advocated that people experience it as having negative effects on their performance and 

find it damaging to their self-esteem (Cartwright & Cooper, 1997; Bachkirova, 2005). 

With regard to the engineering model, some researchers (Cox, 1989, Kelly, 1988, in 

Travers & Cooper, 1996; Dunham & Varma, 1998) have suggested that stress is related to 

people’s reactions when pressures are exercised upon them, while others have examined 

what the causes o f  stress are and have tried to identify them for example: Capel (1992). 

Kyriacou and Sutcliffe (1978b: 2) have argued that 'the engineering model provides a 

sufficient account for intrapersonal perceptual and affective process involved in stress 

reactions'. However, the physiological model views stress as generating physiological 

responses within the individual, though many o f the related intra-individual changes are 

both psychological and affective in nature (De Frank & Stroup 1989, in Boyle & Katz, 

1991). Cox (1978), defines stress in terms o f  external environmental stimulus 

characteristics (i.e. individuals’ emotional states and interaction variables), emphasising 

the relationships between individuals and their environments. Most modern definitions o f  

stress highlight individuals’ relationships with their environments. The 

interactional/transactional perspective in particular conceptualises stress as the product o f  a 

complex transaction between individual needs/resources and environmental demands and 

constraints (Handy, 1989).

2.2 THEORETICAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE STUDY OF STRESS

There are three major approaches to stress research: the response approach, in which stress 

is viewed in biological and physiological terms, as a response to stressful stimuli; the 

stimulus approach, in which stress is described in terms o f stressflil stimuli and the 

interactional approach and according to which, individuals evaluate situations by 

considering the pressures exerted by their environments, and assess resources available for 

coping with the situation.
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Stress as a stimulus Stress as a response Stress as an
interaction

Fig. 2 .1 Approaches to defining stress.

The experience o f  stress is personal (Beehr & Franz, 1987, in Sulsky & Smith, 2005; 

Schaubroeck & Ganster, 1993; Tosi, Mero & Rizzo, 2000; Wilson & Hall, 2002; Rout & 

Rout, 2002) and involves some sort o f interaction o f  stressors, strains, psychological 

appraisal the situation, stress outcomes and stress moderators (Cox et al., 2000).

2.2.1 THE STIMULUS APPROACH

The stimulus definition relates the experience o f  stress to events and situations in the 

environment that affect the quality o f  one’s performance and well-being (Appley & 

Trumbull, 1967; Caplan, 1973; French, 1973; Pinneu, 1975; Cobb, 1976; Van Harrison, 

1978; Bemansur, 1998; James, 1999; Cooper et al., 2001; Rout & Rout, 2002). The highest 

performance level is achieved when demands upon the individual are moderate, thus the 

level o f  stress experienced is also moderate. When the levels o f  stress are both too low or 

too high, one’s performance and well-being will be low. The workload, health and 

performance relationship is explained by the Yerkes - Dodson Law (Yerkes & Dodson, 

1908) or the inverted U hypothesis. This hypothesis arises from Hebb's activation, or 

arousal, theory (1955) which suggests that person will tend to behave in such a way that 

the optimal stress level is activated. This activation helps the person perform at his/her 

best, be motivated, calm, creative and highly energetic. One's level o f 

arousability regulates the level o f activation or arousal o f  the individual (Gray, 1964, 

Strelau, 1992, cited by Pourkos, in Vasilaki, Triliva & Bezevengis, 2001). The level o f  

reactivity and hardiness o f  a person depends on factors such as extroversion, dispositional
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optimism and motivation. Some individuals appear to have greater dispositional abilities 

and larger repertoires of coping patterns, as opposed to people whose personalities 

(perhaps reflecting higher degrees of neuroticism) tend towards emotional vulnerability, 

pessimism and a general tendency to react negatively to life and work stressors (Eysenck, 

1975; McGrae & Costa, 1987).

The reactions of different people to stressful events depend on their appraisals of the 

events, the coping strategies adopted and their emotional responses to the events 

(Folkman et a l,  1986). It is easier for participants in a study to indicate those situation-
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Work Stress

Boredom Moderate Stress from Excess
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Figure!.2  Stress and Performance - Inverted U-Curve o f Stress Levels

Specific variables regarding a particular stressful incident, than to try to respond in abstract 

terms to stress. Coping with a specific situation may not involve an individual’s full 

coping repertoire but improved methods for assessing coping repertoires are needed if we 

are to understand their role in promoting effective coping (Cohen, 1987). Hardiness has 

been conceptualised as a personal 'resistance resource', which enables the individual to 

remain healthy in spite of stressful life and work circumstances (Parkes, 1994: 115). The 

measurement of hardiness includes three components: control belief, cominitment and 

challenge (Kobasa et al, 1979). The inclusion of three different constructs in a single scale 

raises a problem of validity (Carves 1989, Ganellen, 1988; Weibe, 1991, in Parkes, 1994)
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and several studies have failed to provide evidence o f hardiness as a moderator o f the 

stress-illness association (Schmied & Lawer, 1986, in Taylor, 2003). It is claimed that 

hardiness leads the person to adopt multiple, active coping styles to restore balance 

between loss and profit. By contrast, those with high neuroticism levels, who lack 

hardiness, tend to adopt withdrawal and repression as coping strategies (Strelau, 1983, 

1989a, 1992).

Stress arises when too many, or too few, tasks are given to the employee to complete in a 

given time (the quantitative aspect o f work) and the worker feels that s/he is not capable o f 

accomplishing the piece o f work (Bar-On, 1986), or that his/her skills and talents are not 

being fiilly utilised (qualitative aspect o f work) (French & Caplan, 1973). Any imbalance 

between these factors can lead to manifestations o f stress, such as boredom, poor morale, 

lack o f stimulation, absenteeism or apathy, in case o f work underload and tension, 

mistakes, irritability, low self-esteem or insomnia in case o f work overload.

2.2.2 THE RESPONSE APPROACH

One o f the earliest contributions to systematic stress research was when Cannon (1932, in 

Dolan, 2007) described what is called the fight-or-flight response. He suggested that a 

physiological response mobilised the organism to confront what it perceived as a threat 

through a rapid arousal o f the body and its motivation, via the sympathetic nervous and the 

endocrine system; the alternative being to flee. The fight-or-flight response is said to be 

adaptive, because it may enable the organism to respond fast to the threat, but, at the same 

time it may be harmful, because it can disrupt the physiological and emotional functioning 

o f the organism and may cause health problems in the long term (Alexander, 1950; Wolf, 

1953; Selye, 1956; Pelletier & Lutz, 1999; Wilson & Hall, 2002).

Stress was defined medically by Hans Selye (1956, 1976), an endocrinologist, who 

identified stress as a neutral physiological phenomenon, a non-specific response o f the 

human body to any demand. Seyle’s work started in the laboratory, exploring adreno

cortical responses to stress. From these observations the concept o f General Adaptation 

Syndrome (GAS) concept was developed. When an organism faces a stressor a 

physiological mechanism for action is mobilised inside the organism in order to confront 

the stressor. Regardless o f the cause o f threat, the individual will react with the same 

physiological pattern. Prolonged and repeated exposure to stress can have a detrimental 

effect and will probably damage health. The syndrome consists of tliree phases:
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■ the alarm phase, in which the body first reacts to the stressor in an attempt to meet 

the threat;

■ the resistance phase, when the organism attempts to cope with a stressor with 

bodily signs and

■ the exhaustion phase, this results when the organism, after a long-term exposure 

to stressor, fails to defeat it, thus depleting its physiological resources.

Selye initially referred to stress as neutral, but he later made a distinction between ewstress, 

a mild and good kind o f stress, which could have a positive effect and distress, something 

which has a negative effect on people (Selye, 1976). Selye’s model remains a cornerstone 

o f the field o f stress research since it provides a theory o f reaction to a broad range o f 

stressors over time and, consequently, a way o f thinking about the interaction o f 

physiological and environmental factors. His theory provides a physiological mechanism 

for the stress - disease interchange. Prolonged and repeated exposure to stress and the 

resultant exhaustion o f resources has strong implications for illness, as in the cases of 

immune-related disorders, hypertension, artliritis and cardiovascular disease. However, 

there have been criticisms o f this model on the grounds that a number o f factors are 

neglected. These considerations are set out below.

■ A limited role is given to psychological factors, which appraise and determine the 

level o f stress (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984b).

■ The assumption is made that responses to stress are uniform (Hobfoll, 1979, in 

Lazarus & Folkman, 1984a: 781), when in fact, people respond differently to 

different situations depending on their personalities, perceptions and biological 

characteristics (Lazarus, 1984a; Moos & Schaeffer, 1987; Meichenbaum, 1977).

■ It is assumed that the assessment o f stress is possible only when GAS has run its 

course. People actually experience many o f its weakening effects while the 

stressfiil event is going on or in expectation o f it.

Both Cannon and Seyle’s models have been critised for focusing on physiological 

manifestations of stress, thus missing the significance o f psychological and social 

processes. Individuals are viewed as passive recipients o f stressors rather than actors who 

can interact and possibly affect their environments (Bemnansur, 1998; James, 1999; 

Cooper et a l, 2001; Rout & Rout, 2002; Wilson & Hall, 2002).

2.2.3 THE INTERACTIONAL APPROACH
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Monat and Lazarus (1991) recognise three types o f  stress: psycho-physiological, 

psychological and social. They introduced the concept o f stress as a process involving the 

individual, his/her body and the social context. The concept o f stress as a process 

highlights the potential importance of intervention at some early stage to prevent 

exhaustion. If stress can be attributed to too many, or too few, demands, or inadequate 

coping resources, ways to prevent it can be found. A broader definition o f stress, one that 

allows for physiological and psychological ‘resources’, was given by Lazarus, who said 

that: ‘stress occurs when there are demands on a person which tax or exceed his/her 

adjustive resources’ (Lazarus, 1976: 15). Lazarus and FoUcman (1984b; Lazarus, 1976) 

introduced the concept of the psychological view o f stress. They argue that when 

individuals face new, changing environment, they employ a process o f primary appraisal 

to determine the meaning o f the event. Events may be perceived as negative because o f 

their potential for psychological harm, or because they may cause damage in the fiature, 

but events may be appraised for their challenge, being seen as being things which can be 

overcome or even profited from. For example, a man who has lost his job, as well as 

thinking o f this fact as harmfiil to his sense o f worth, to his self-esteem, will probably 

perceive it as threatening as he will anticipate potential problems that will affect him and 

his family following loss o f income. However, despite the stress caused by immediate 

harm and future threats, he may see his unemployment as a challenge and an opportunity 

to engage in something new. Thus, a secondary appraisal o f the stressful situation initiates 

an assessment o f the individual’s resources and his/her ability to cope with the harmful, 

tlireatening or challenging event. The balance between primary and secondary appraisal 

results in the subjective experience of stress. The lower the coping ability, the higher the 

stress experienced by the individual (Tomaka et a l, 1993). Potential responses to stress 

may have physiological, cognitive, emotional or behavioural in various combinations. 

Cognitive responses to stress result from the appraisal process o f events and may involve 

finding, both the causes and ways o f controlling the stress. Such responses involve 

becoming distracted, inability to concentrate on performing cognitive tasks or having 

intrusive, repetitive and morbid thoughts (Cohen, 1980; Shaham, Singer & Schaeffer, 

1992; Horowitz, 1975, in Taylor, 2003). Furthermore, potential emotional reactions to 

stressful events include excitement, anger, fear, anxiety, stoicism or denial and depression, 

depending on the nature o f the stressful event and the person. The two major categories o f 

potential behavioural responses are fight or flight: confrontative action against the stressor
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or withdrawal from it. Physiological and psychological distress can have either or both of 

short-term and long-term consequences for an individual’s health, because stress "grinds 

down" the person being stressed depleting cognitive resources for other tasks and 

overburdening one's cognitive capabilities (Glass & Singer, 1972, in Taylor 2003). The 

stressfiil event, its monitoring and the effort invested in dealing with it, can draw resources 

away from other aspects o f life and deprive the individual o f his/her ability to focus on 

other duties. The extent to which this is so is directly related to the unpredictability and 

uncontrollability o f events and a feeling o f helplessness not experienced with predictable 

events that are amenable to control.

The interactional model o f stress views stress as a phenomenon, which is both interactive 

and situational, since different individuals respond differently when confronted with the 

same situation. In this model, therefore, individuals are viewed as actors and not as passive 

recipients o f environmental stressors (Benmansur, 1998; Rout & Rout, 2002, Steyn & 

Kamper, 2006).

2.2.4 OTHER CONCEPTUAL MODELS OF STRESS

Mason’s definition o f stress claims that stress causes positive or negative reactions based 

on a variety o f personal and environmental factors (Mason, 1971, 1975a, 1975b in Sulsky 

& Smith, 2005). What determines the levels o f stress is a combination o f the strain (the 

internal condition o f the organism), the stressor (the stressftil event per se) and the 

experience that results from the interaction between the individual and the environment. 

Aldwin (1994, in Vasilaki, Triliva & Bezevengis, 2001) focuses on the experience 

resulting from the person-enviromnent interchange, which, through over-stimulation or 

under-stimulation, can produce psychological or physiological tension or both. Sorensen 

(1993) states that understanding stress involves:

■ recognising the psychosomatic symptoms as the result o f unsuccessfiil coping;

■ understanding the conditions under which there is a mismatch between the 

demands, the loss, the threat o f loss, the life events and the individual’s reaction to 

the fact that his/her health is threatened and

■ assessment o f the process o f stress so that the individual compares the nature and 

the meaning o f the interaction between his/her well-being and the strategy of 

utilising the resources available for coping.
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It is difficult to agree on the causal relationship between individuals’ experiences o f  stress 

and their environments, as responses and outcome(s) vary, depending on personal and 

situational characteristics. It is also hard to substantiate whether the environment causes 

emotional and psycho-physiological reactions, or whether these result from the 

endogenous conditions, which have an impact on the way people perceive the 

environment.

2. 3 MODELS OF OCCUPATIONAL STRESS

As discussed previously, stress can be caused when work demands are high but choices o f 

alternatives, variety and participation in decision making are limited and social 

relationships are bad. The same happens when work is boring, monotonous or not 

challenging, when it does not provide opportunities for utilising and developing the 

person’s abilities and talents or when the person does not acquire new knowledge and 

skills. There are several models o f  occupational stress, most of which conceptualise stress 

as a negative psychological state and refer to the dynamic interaction between the person 

and the work environment (Cox et al,  2000).These can be divided into two main 

categories.

■ Those that focus on working conditions, as they are perceived by individuals and 

the consequences they may have upon health. These include:

a. the demand/control model (Karasek, 1979; Karasek & Theorell, 1990);

b. the demand/social support model (Payne & Fletcher, 1983; Payne & Jones, 1987);

c. the effort/reward imbalance model (Siegrist, 1996, 1998) and

d. the vitamin model (Warr, 1990).

■ Those based on the Person-Enviromnent (P-E) fit, following the work of Murray 

(1938), Lewin (1951) and French, Caplan & Harisson (1982). That is, the extent to 

which a working person frilfils his/her expectations and covers his/her needs 

through work, and the extent to which the individual’s personal values meet his/her 

job demands.

The person-envirormient fit model emphasises the interaction between the individual and 

the working environment (McGrath, 1976 & Schuler, 1980, in Sulsky & Smith, 2005; La 

Rocco, House & French, 1980, in Baker, 1985). It takes into account the individual and the 

way s/he perceives the environment, comparing personal demands with the demands made 

by the environment, and his/her ability to cope with them (Baker, 1985). It differs from
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other models by emphasising the different responses people can have towards the same 

stimuli (French, Caplan & Van Harrison, 1982; Edwards & Van Harrison, 1993; Edwards, 

1996). A distinction is made between objective fit, which is the degree o f fit between the 

person and the environment, measured by external sources, such as a supervisor or co

worker’s reports or personnel files, and subjective fit, which is the result o f how 

individuals assess their own working environments. The degree o f conformity between 

objective and subjective assessment is the measure o f a person’s contact with reality. A 

misfit between the two components is likely to cause stress (Ivancevich & Matteson, 1980, 

Caplan et al, 1975, 1980, Harrison, 1985, in Sulsky & Smith, 2005; Ivancevich, 1987; 

Matteson, 1984). This is a two-dimensional model, which focuses on to the extent to 

which:

a. work provides rewards that meet or fit the individual’s needs while the lack o f 

fit leads to distress and

b. the employee’s skills and abilities meet the demands and requirements o f the 

job.

Unless the person can exhibit his/her talents and abilities and unless those talents and 

abilities meet the requirements and demands o f the job or are under-utilised, stress will 

occur. This model focuses on the compatibility between the individual’s goals and those of 

the organisation, rather than the compatibility o f the organisational goals with the person’s. 

The weakness o f this model is that it ignores variables, such as social support and coping 

strategies, which may intervene and mediate the impact o f work stressors on people.

The demand-control model, introduced by Karasek and Theorell (1979, 1990), suggests 

that there are three basic factors affecting the working person: the content o f his/her work; 

the ability to control one's own activities and skill usage, through skill discretion and 

decision authority and relationships with colleagues and superiors. Drawing on research, it 

is indicated that the model predicts that high work demands on one hand and low 

autonomy on the other may cause strain (Payne & Fletcher, 1983; Warr, 1990; Jones & 

Fletcher, 1996; De Jonge & Kompier, 1997; Maes, 1999; Peeters & Rutte, 2005). Karasek 

and Theorell’s model has been criticised by several researchers (Schnall, Landsbergis & 

Baker, 1994; Kristensen, 1995, 1996; Schaubroeck et al, 2001, in Sulsky & Smith, 2005) 

for various reasons. Essentially, it has been described as being rather simplistic, as it 

ignores the fact that, even in repetitious or monotonous work, there can be positive 

characteristics such as skills complexity, creativity and the ability o f the working person to
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learn new things (Sulsky & Smith, 2005). It has also been said that the theory was tested 

only in samples o f participants who belonged to heterogeneous work environments and not 

in such a way to differentiate working people according to the socio-economic groups to 

which they belong (Ganster, 1989, in Sulsky & Smith, 2005; Payne & Fletcher, 1983).

The effort/reward/imbalance model introduced by Siegrist (1996) is based on the 

desirability o f  having a balance between effort and reward. Effort refers to what the person 

does to meet the job's demands and the intrinsic motivation that helps him/her to perform 

in his/her field. This includes capability for decision making, the need for social 

recognition, competitiveness and ability to draw a distinction between professional and 

personal life. The working person’s reward is any combination o f social recognition, pay, 

job and financial security. Studies by Siegrist, alone and with a colleague (Siegrist, 1996; 

Siegrist & Peter, 2000), have confirmed the hypothesis that a lack o f balance between 

effort and reward often causes cardiovascular disease.

The "vitamin" model, proposed by Warr (1990) is based on the analogy that as vitamins 

are necessary for physical health, a similar pattern may apply to affect o f the 

environmental features on the mental health and well-being o f individuals. The model, 

though not been adequately tested, suggests there are nine factors that aggravate working 

people’s health. These are:

■ degree o f participation in decision making;

■ degree o f ability to utilise one’s knowledge and talents;

■ adequacy o f pay rate and resources;

■ variety o f tasks;

■ role clarity;

■ externally generated goals;

■ job security;

■ interpersonal communication skills and

■ degree o f social recognition.

Beelir and Newman (1978) proposed a stress model with seven facets: environmental, 

personal, human consequence, process, organisational, adaptive response and time.

All these models have been criticised for their focus on predicting the consequences o f 

poor working conditions, while failing to realise the importance o f individuals' 

personalities and their particular relationships with their jobs. Taxonomy o f work stress 

theories is difficult to provide, as they may differ in emphasis, but they either overlap or
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complement each other. A general classification, however, would categorise them in 

interactional and transactional groups. The former focuses on structural features o f the 

individual's interaction with their work environment and the latter focuses on the cognitive 

processes and emotional reactions related to the individual's interaction with their 

environment (Cox, et al. 2000a).

2.4 MANIFESTATIONS OF STRESS

As the nature o f stressors may be either chronic or acute, a distinction between short term 

and long-term outcomes should be made (Cambronne, Shih & Harri, 1999, in Sulsky & 

Smith, 2005). It is hard to give a distinct account o f the fine line that determines when an 

acute stressor becomes chronic in the stress process, or whether stimuli become stressors 

only when they are perceived as such (Sulsky & Smith, 2005). Stress may come fi-om extra 

work, special problems, exceeded resources, loss of control or psychological distress 

(Caplan et al., 1975; Sarason, Johnson, & Siegel, 1978; Stochols, Ohlig & Rosnick, 1978, 

in Taylor, 2003; Me Farland et a l, 1980; Perrewe & Anthony, 1990; Sauter et al., 1990; 

Kendall et al., 2000; Cox et al., 2000a; Dollard, et al. 2001). What may make an event 

stressful is often a combination of its being negative, uncontrollable or ambiguous and 

excess workload may also contribute.

In cases o f stress a range o f other psychological conditions may also be manifested varying 

from anxiety, depression, panic disorder, anti-social personality disorder and agoraphobia, 

to substance abuse, thoughts of suicide or suicide itself (Kendall et a l, 2000). Negative 

events have the potential to produce loss o f self-esteem, or erosion o f a sense of mastery or 

identity (Thoits, 1986, in Travers & Cooper, 1996), while chronic exposure to stressors, 

such as bullying, have also been considered to be precursors to post-traumatic stress 

disorder ( Tennant, 2001). Uncontrollable or unpredictable events e.g. high noise levels, 

over-crowding, discomfort) also render people unable or less able to predict, modify or 

terminate an unpleasant situation or turn to somebody who can do something about it 

(Thomson, 1981, in Taylor, 2003; Suls & Sanders, 1988). In an ambiguous event the 

individual has no opportunity to take action. Instead, s/he may dedicate time and energy to 

trying to understand the stressor, which can be a time consuming and draining experience, 

affecting health, energy and confidence.

Clear-cut stressors, on the other hand, allow the person to get on with the job o f finding 

solutions and do not leave him/her stuck at the stage of trying to define the problem. This
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type of stressor allows for direct action and may result in less distress (Gal & Lazarus, 

1975; Kaloupek & Stoupakis, 1985, in Taylor, 2003; Billings & Moos, 1981). Finally, 

overloaded people are those who have too many tasks to perfomi in their lives and are 

more stressed than people with fewer tasks, because they are responsible for doing too 

much in too short a period of time (Cohen, 1987; Cohen & Williamson, 1988, in Taylor, 

2003).

Stress manifests itself in a multiplicity of ways, varying in intensity, from physical, bio

chemical and somatic symptoms such as headache, migraine, dizziness, perspiration, 

backache, hypertension, quickened pulse, respiratory disorders (shortness o f breath or even 

asthma) body rashes, cardiovascular disease musculoskeletal pain and gastrointestinal 

disorders (peptic ulcers, colitis, low bowel syndrome or Chron’s disease) to psychological 

and mental disorders such as job dissatisfaction, insecurity, frustration, chronic fatigue, 

sleep disorders (poor sleep or insomnia), vulnerability, affective disorders, including 

anger, anxiety and, occasionally, panic attacks, depression, deterioration of work 

performance, inability to concentrate, deterioration of interpersonal relationships, abrupt 

mood swings, reduced tolerance of frustration, loss of caring for other people, increased 

irritability, absenteeism, or use of drugs or alcohol to fight the effects of the stress. All of 

these may lead, in turn, to accidents and high staff turnover (Caplan et al., 1975; Bloch, 

1978; Hargreaves, 1978; Fimian, 1980, in Travers & Cooper, 1996; Perrewe & Anthony, 

1990; Mendelson, Catano & Kelloway, 2000, Thoern, 2000 in Sulsky & Smith, 2005; 

Kendall et al, 2000; Dollard et al, 2001; Kemeny, 2003).

Stress can also be manifested through more severe psychosomatic symptoms such as a 

twitchy eye, nervous rash, loss of voice or hair, loss of weight and, if protracted, may lead 

to a nervous breakdown (Dunham, 1976, in Travers & Cooper, 1996). Research has shown 

that poor working conditions are associated with the risk of diabetes, coronary disease or 

cardiovascular conditions and highly stressed people are more prone to die of these 

diseases than people who do not experience high levels of stress at work (Cobb, 1976; 

House et al, 1986; Sauter et al, 1990; Davis, Matthews, Meilahn & Kiss, 1995; Repetti, 

1993a; Netterson et al, 1998; Cox et al, 2000).

2.5 MANIFESTATIONS OF OCCUPATIONAL STRESS

Occupational stress has attracted attention because, apart from helping identify stressors in 

everyday life, it provides information on and evidence of the relationship between stress
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and illness and offers possibilities for intervention (Beehr, 1989; Sauter et al, 1990; 

European Agency for Occupational Health and Safety, 2004, 

http://agency.oscha.eu.int/publications/magazine/5/es/index_5.htm, cited by Dolan, 2007). 

In general occupational stress cannot always be avoided and it is endemic to some 

professions (such as those of social/health care workers, air-traffic controllers, teachers, 

police officers and firefighters). Knowing more about stress causing factors provides the 

possibility o f better designed jobs and making for successful stress management 

interventions. Occupational stress is recognised as being associated with physical and 

mental health disorders and responsible for a large and increasing degree of pathology 

among workers, with considerable cost to economies (Sauter et al, 1990; Warr, 1999; 

Salsky & Smith, 2005).

Historically, a large number of working people were exposed to physical, chemical and 

biological risks (Baker, 1985; Beehr, 1989; Greenhouse & Parasuraman, 1987; Sauter et 

al, 1990; Cox & Griffiths, 1995; Cox et al, 2000; Evans & Kanrtowitz, 2001; Dollard, et 

al., 2001) which caused injuries, incurable diseases and chronic conditions, such as 

respiratory and cardiovascular diseases (House & Smith, 1985, in Taylor, 2003). This may 

now be less so in ‘western’ countries where economies have ‘de-industrialised’ more 

recently. However, the changing nature of work has created vulnerability to new illnesses, 

a good example being repetitive stress injuries, such as carpal tunnel syndrome, as a result 

of sedentary work with computers (Taylor, 2003).

Work overload accounts for high levels of occupational stress, as workers who are 

required to work too long and/or too hard at multiple tasks (Caplan & Jones, 1975) practise 

poor health habits (Sorensen et a l,  1985), carry on working in situations where there are 

health hazards and feel more stressed (Repetti, 1993a). Japan is a country that explicitly 

shows the relation between workload and poor health as it is notorious for people working 

long hours, working at weekends and declining to take holidays, resulting in ‘karoshi’ or 

death from overwork (Kawakami, 2000). However, Herzog, House and Morgan (1982) 

argue that work overload is both subjective and objective hence it alone cannot account for 

poor health and well being. But the perception of work overload and high levels of 

responsibility can be strongly related to physical health problems and psychological 

distress. In one study, men who reported being under high degrees of pressure at work 

were more likely to die in the following ten years than those who reported lower levels of 

pressure (House et al, 1986).
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Responsibility provides some latitude, which moderates stress, but jobs with high levels of 

responsibility can themselves be very stressful (Iwanaga, Yokoyama & Seiwa, 2000). This 

stress may be even greater when it comes to responsibility for people, compared to 

responsibility for goods. Research has shown hypertension was four times higher among 

air traffic controllers than any other airline staff. Rates of diabetes and peptic ulcers were 

also twice as frequent, began at a younger age and occurred at higher rates amongst 

controllers working at busier airports (Cobb, 1976, in Sulsky & Smith, 2005). 

Organisational constraints often reflect situational constraints such as lack of resources, 

interruptions by supervisors or colleagues are also related to stress and can have direct 

impact on the immune system (Lazuras, et al, 2009). Role ambiguity and role conflict are 

also related to stress. Role ambiguity occurs when people are not well or fiilly informed of 

what needs to be done and the standards used to evaluate their work. Role conflict arises 

when people get conflicting information about how to perform certain work tasks or 

standards at work (Chen & Spector, 1991; Spector, Dwyer & Jex, 1998). According to 

Cooper et al, (2001), jobs in the twenty-first century are more fluid than hitherto, thus 

undermining role clarity and jobs that require the performance of multiple tasks and the 

learning of new skills are also highly demanding (Belkic et al, 2000, in Bollard; Winefield 

& Winefield, 2003). Clironic high blood pressure and high pulse rates have been related to 

role conflict and role ambiguity (French & Caplan, 1973, in Sulsky & Smith, 2005). By 

contrast, when people get clear feedback about performance they report lower levels of 

stress (Cohen & Williamson, 1988, in Taylor, 2003).

Poor social relationships at work account for psychological distress and poor physical and 

mental health. Those who have little or no interaction with others tend to experience lower 

levels of satisfaction in their work and poor relationships with supervisors are associated 

with the risk of coronary disease (Cooper & Marshall, 1976; (Landsbergis et al, 1992; 

Buunk et al, 1993; Repetti, 1993a; Davis et al, 1995). By contrast, those who develop 

supportive relationships tend to experience high levels of well-being (Loscocco & Spitze, 

1990, in Taylor, 2003). Good social relationships may not be able to prevent stress, but 

may moderate stressors at work (French, 1974, in Sulsky & Smith, 2005; House, 1981).

The extent of control over work has also been related to work stressors such as job 

dissatisfaction, absenteeism, high concentrations of the hormone catecholamine which 

causes the development of coronary artery disease (Bosma et al, 1998, cited by Sulsky & 

Smith, 2005). Frankenhauser’s study on workers who had repetitive and boring jobs with
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no control over how their work should be done, as this was determined by the machines 

they used at work, showed that when work demands quick decisions and allows for little 

social contact a number of conditions occurred including frequent headaches and 

gastrointestinal disorders such as ulcers (Frankenliauser & Rissler, 1970a, Frankenhauser, 

et al, 1971, 1989, Frankenhauser, 1991, Bosma et a l,  1998, cited by Sulsky & Smith, 

2005). Studies by Karasek, Ahlbom & Theorell, (1981), Marmot, (1988), Pickering et a l,  

(1996), Kawakami and Tsutumi (2000) have shown that high psychological demands in a 

job with little decision-making latitude can contribute to the development of coronary 

artery disease. Other studies have related risk factors for high blood pressure and its 

symptoms (Schnall et al, 1998, Nettersom et al, 1998, in Taylor, 2003). In a WHO report 

(World Health Organisation, 2001) to stress and, as noted by Levi (2002, cited in Dollard 

Winefield & Winefield, 2003: 2), it may be that mental health problems and stress-related 

disorders are ‘the biggest overall cause of premature death in Europe’. This is said to be 

due to the impact of globalisation on the European economy, with a rapid shift from 

manufacturing to knowledge and service industries (Dollard, in Dollard, Winefleld & 

Winefield, 2003) but with a failure to incorporate human needs and values into jobs and 

organisations at the same time (Cooper, et al, 2001). The cost of occupational stress is, 

therefore, of concern across developing and industrialised countries alike (Kawakami, 

2000).

At the other extreme, unemployment is known to produce a range of undesirable outcomes 

including psychological distress (Reynolds, 1997, in Taylor, 2003), physical and mental 

illness (Hamilton et al, 1990), alcohol abuse, low weight of children at birth and declining 

sexual arousal (Catalano, Hansen & Harting, 1999). Unemployment has been associated 

with high levels of depression, anxiety and physical illness, due to the financial strain and 

vulnerability to other life events it causes. Maysent and Spera (1995, in Levi, 2003) have 

suggested that losing one’s job is among the ten most stressful life events. Jobs are 

important parts of most people’s lives. Therefore, job satisfaction, motivation and security 

are important for safeguarding well-being (Wexley & Silverman, 1993; Cartwright & 

Cooper, 1997). Uncertainty about employment and instability o f employment can also 

account for physical illness (Heaney, Israel & House, 1987; Wexley & Silverman, 1993). 

By contrast, employment stability apparently enliances and protects health (Rushing, Ritter 

& Burton, 1992; Wexley & Silverman, 1993). Social support has a buffering effect on the
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consequences of unemployment, while being employed again can reverse the adverse 

effects caused by unemployment (Kessler, Turner & House, 1987).

Stress may, therefore, be extremely costly to society if it is not prevented or controlled, 

before it causes or contributes to illness. Apart from the cost of stress in the form of illness, 

high levels o f lateness, job dissatisfaction, poor performance, even sabotage, absenteeism 

and job turnover stressed workers who cannot participate in decision-making feel 

powerless and alienated, lack commitment and may react by trying to reduce stress by 

refusing to work as long and as hard as they are expected to by their employers (Elkin & 

Rosch, 1990; Cooper, 1998; Taylor, 2003).

2.6 THE COPING PROCESS

Research on the matter of stress often focuses on coping since work stress is linked to 

serious illness (Bhagat et ai, 1995) and its prevention is, therefore, very important 

(Kendall et al, 2000). Research on coping emphasises individual differences and the need 

for an understanding of the processes that can lead individuals to different reactions. 

Particular reactions to stress may originate from physiological disposition (genetic factors) 

or environmental influences that occur in early life and which can influence the degree of 

psychological response to stress. Interactional models of stress emphasise the distinction 

between two main types of coping.

The first type of coping refers to the aim of coping, namely attempts to change or control 

certain characteristics of the individual or his/her environment that are perceived as 

stressful, and the relationships between them. This form of coping is known as problem- 

focused coping (Murphy & Evertson, 1991; Moriarty et al, 2001) or active confrontation 

(Wertlieb et al., 1987; Lazarus & Folkman, 1984; Peterson, 1989, Lazarus, 1991, in 

Vasilaki, Triliva & Bezevengis, 2001).

The second form of coping is called emotional coping, or emotional management 

(Wertlieb et al., 1987; Lazarus, 1991, in Vasilaki, Triliva & Bezevengis, 2001; Lazarus & 

Folkman, 1984; Murphy & Evertson, 1991; Moriarty et al, 2001). Others refer to it as 

avoidance through flight for example; Peterson, 1989, in Vasilaki, Triliva & Bezevengis, 

2001). This kind of coping is an attempt on the part of the individual to escape from or 

avoid facing the stressful situation. The effectiveness of coping appears to be related to the 

coping method, the type of stressor and an individual’s perception of stress (Jex et al,
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2001). But it has been said that stress can probably best be moderated by problem-focused 

coping (Bhagat e/a/., 1995).

People who have to deal with numerous sources o f stress in their lives, such as a failing 

marriage, financial difficulties and health problems, will probably use more resources in 

coping with stressors than people who do not have to deal with such stressors. Another 

example o f factors influencing cognitive appraisal is the relation between social class and 

disease and mortality levels among people o f lower socioeconomic status (SES). People in 

lower SES groups are more likely to experience medical and psychiatric disorders and 

show higher mortality rates than people in higher SES groups. A study that examined the 

likelihood of experiencing stress, or depression in response to stress, has shown that people 

with good health, higher self-esteem, high levels o f social support and higher level of 

education confirmed this hypothesis (Taylor, 2003). But this advantage vanished when the 

extent o f stress increased. This supports the view that stress may deplete/ overwhelm even 

the greatest o f resources (Cohen & Edwards, 1989; Moos & Schaeffer, 1987).

A variety of factors add to the range o f coping processes and methods by providing more 

ways o f dealing with a stressfLil event (Booth & Amato, 1991). These can take the form of 

internal resources, such as personality traits, as well as external resources such as time, 

money, education, a decent job, family, friends, standard o f living, the presence o f positive 

life events and the absence o f stressors in former life. Motivation can also play a part 

(Viswesvaran, Sanchez & Fisher, 1999, in Sulsky & Smith, 2005). Personality 

characteristics cannot change easily but what can change are certain aspects o f an 

individual’s cognitive and behavioural attitudes. Since the 1990s there has been an 

increasing interest in research on stress as to the matter o f resources available for 

mediating and minimising the impact o f stressful events or having a buffering effect on 

stress (Cooper et al, 1996; Levi, 2000; WHO, 2001; Cooper et al, 2001; Winefield et al., 

2002; Do Hard, 2003). The resources available can include having a healthy lifestyle, or 

gaining a feeling o f control over one’s life by acquiring special skills that can increase the 

ability to gather “energy” from positive life events and good will from the interaction o f 

social and natural enviromnent and the use o f social support networks.

Social support is broadly defined as "resources provided by other persons" (Cohen & 

Syme, 1985) as "coping assistance" (Thoits, 1986, cited by Schwarzer, 2004) and is 

generally perceived as very valuable for physically and psychologically buffering stress. It 

becomes especially beneficial in cases o f those experiencing high stress levels in
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alleviating and reducing psychological distress (Haines, Hurlbert & Beggs, 1996; Lin, Ye 

& Ensel, 1999, in Taylor, 2003). Social support acts as a reserve that blunts the effects of 

stress and can thus help the individual cope with stress more effectively (Cohen & 

Hoberman, 1983; Cohen & McKay, 1984; Penninx et al., 1998; Wills, 1984; Warr, 1999; 

Viswesvaran, Sanchez & Fisher, 1999; Bliese & Britt, 2001; Perrewe, 2001). However, 

this is only so provided that the individual is competent or has the innate skill required to 

draw support from his/her social support network when it is needed (Kessler et al., 1992, 

in Taylor, 2003). This reflects the likelihood, given the personality o f  the person seeking 

support, of his/her getting tangible assistance or information from others (Dunkel-Schetter, 

Folkman & Lazarus, 1987, in Delongis, Folkman & Lazarus, 1986). The success o f social 

support can be described as the match between the person’s needs and what is received 

from others (Cohen & McKay, 1984; Cohen & Wills, 1985). Even believing that social 

support will be available if it is needed or thinking o f sources o f support that may be 

available, can have a beneficial impact (Uchin & Garrey, 1997, in Taylor, 2003). When 

support comes from a friend, rather than from a stranger, the effect is greater, as it 

typically is when provided by a female (Christenfeld et a l, 1997, Broad well & Light, 

1999, in Taylor, 2003, Glynet et al., 1999, in Taylor, 2003).

Personal growth and emotional regulation can moderate the experience of stress. Learned 

optimism is a mechanism for providing behavioural intervention in thoughts and feelings, 

thus making coping easier. Cognitive behaviour modification therapy involves the 

conserving, retaining, protecting and building o f resources that are the basic underpinnings 

for stress coping (Beehr & Shuler, 1982; Peterson & Seligman, 1984; Schuler, 1985). An 

investment in the positive aspects o f  life can have a very beneficial impact on alleviating 

stress (such as having a holiday or spending time with family/friends) as positive mood 

makes the individual less vigilant and this provides more relaxed way in processing 

information, provides him/her with a psychological break and can broaden the focus of 

his/her perception (Lazarus, Kanner & Folkman, 1980; Lazarus & Moskowitz, 1998, in 

Vassilaki, Triliva & Bezevengis, 2001).

Finally, Erikson (1963) attempted to develop a Freudian psychology of stress from the 

belief that early childhood shapes one’s personality, but realised that an individual can 

change at any stage o f his/her life, develop new skills and adapt to changing social context. 

In conclusion, we can say that research since the 1980s in the field o f coping suggests that 

coping is:
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■ multi-functional and includes regulating psychological tension and management of 

the problems that cause psychological distress (Endler & Parker, 1996);

■ influenced by the appraisal o f the stressful situation (Folkman et al., in Delongis, 

Folkman & Lazarus, 1986);

■ affected by personality characteristics such as optimism, (Carver & Scheier, 1999) 

neuroticism and extroversion (Me Grae & Costa, 1986) and

■ influenced by the extent o f the social resources available such as economic 

independence and social support (Holahan, Moos & Schaeffer, 1996; Pierce, 

Sarason & Sarason, in Zeider & Endler, 1996).

Effective coping seems to rely more on the individual’s repertoire o f  strategies and skills 

than on the type o f coping. However, individuals who have supportive families, friends, 

supervisors and co-workers when facing stressful situations have reported low anxiety and 

depression levels, fewer health problems, less use o f health services and lower health care 

costs (Billings & Moos, 1981; Barrera, 1981; Broadhead et al., 1989; Schmieder & Smith, 

1996; Manning, Jackson & Fusilier, 1996; Frese, 1999, cited by Sulsky & Smith, 2005).

2.7 COPING IN CONTEXT

Coping can be addressed at several levels: a primary level, through national policy and 

legislation, an organisational level, through job redesign and through appropriate training 

and management when stress has been manifested (Komper & Cooper, 1999; Kendall et 

al, 2000). The social context within which coping takes place is a very important variable 

in the study o f stress and social factors should not be ignored (Coyne & Smith, 1991, in 

Vassilaki, Triliva & Bezevengis, 2001). Historically, there has been a shift from earlier 

stress models that did not acknowledge the role o f coping in the stress process (Karasek, 

1979; McGrae, 1984) to an interest in coping research towards environmental and socio- 

ecological factors (Buss & Kenrick, 1998; Frese, 1999). People’s environments, with all 

their social and physical demands, can either breed stressors, or provide resources that can 

increase the individual’s coping ability and reduce health problems. Where individual 

coping strategies fail, a social context that can provide the means and the resources to 

cope, or a collective type o f coping seem to be successful. Various researchers have 

confirmed this general finding that social support can be a significant moderator o f stress 

and its impact on the individual (Stokols, 1977, in Vassilaki, Triliva & Bezevengis, 2001; 

Billings & Moos, 1981; Barrera, 1981; Broadhead et al., 1989; Sclimieder & Smith, 1996;
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Manning, Jackson & Fusilier, 1996; Frese, 1999, cited by Sulsky & Smith, 2005; Pearlin, 

1991; Dewe & Trenberth, 2004). And Dewe and Trenberth (2004:144) in particular, 

maintain that:

It is almost a tradition in work stress research to point to difficulties surrounding the term 
and to question whether the traditional stimulus, response and transactional definitions 
actually capture the essence o f  the experience and are capable o f  supporting a theory o f  
stress.

Social support takes forms such as appraisal support, tangible assistance, providing of 

information and emotional support (Cohen, 1988; Reis, 1984; Schwarzer & Leppin, 1991; 

Willis, 1991). Appraisal support entails helping an individual better understand the nature 

and the intensity o f  a stressfial event and what resources and coping tactics may be used to 

deal with it. Exchange o f  appraisals determines the degree of stress and can be profitable 

in providing suggestions about how to manage the event. Tangible assistance can involve 

provision of material support, such as services, financial assistance or goods. Infonnation 

from colleagues about the best use of time management or advice on delegating tasks 

appropriately or about how to change aspects of the job, can be important. Emotional 

support, whereby a person is reassured that s/he is a precious human being who is cared 

for, with warmth and nurture being offered by other people, can make it possible for the 

person under stress to cope with greater assurance (Taylor, 2003).

2.8 REDUCTION STRATEGIES FOR OCCUPATIONAL STRESS

Some ways to reduce occupational stress that have emerged from organisational research 

are as follows:

■ physical work stressors can be reduced (Kahn et a l, 1964, 1976);

■ ambiguity and unpredictability in work tasks and standards o f performance can be

minimised;

■ some control over facets o f workers’ jobs can be given (Kahn, 1976);

■ a job can be made more interesting and be enriched by redesigning the job or

retraining the worker;

■ opportunities for developing and promoting social relationships can be provided 

(Moos & Schaeffer, 1987);

■ rewards for good work, rather than punishment for poor performance, can enhance 

morale and motivation for better work (Kahn, 1976) and
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■ signs o f stress, such as tardiness, absenteeism, apathy, hostihty towards colleagues 

can be taken as alarms, suggesting the need for prevention o f  stress due to boredom 

or overwork, before poor health is manifested.

Finally, having multiple roles, specifically competing work and home roles, may raise role 

conflict and role overload because this can increase the pressure o f workload. This, in turn, 

can lead to distress and poor health. But role combination offers the possibility o f 

enlianced self-esteem and well-being by increasing one's resources, such as money, social 

support, help, satisfaction and sense o f meaning.

2.9 SUMMARY OF THEORETICAL CONTRIBUTIONS

By the early twenty first century, most definitions o f  stress now emphasised the 

relationship between the individual and the environment. Stress is the consequence o f 

appraisal o f a situation and whether personal resources are adequate to meet the demands 

of the environment. The person - environment fit determines the level o f stress. Stress thus 

results from the process o f appraising events as harmful, threatening, or challenging and 

the response o f the person to them. The greater the effort the individual needs to make to 

meet the demands o f the stressor, the higher the level o f the stress the individual will 

experience.

When the International Symposium o f Research on Work-Related Diseases met in 1984 

researchers concluded by giving a description o f the relationship between work, stress and 

health, as well as offering ideal working conditions and working enviromnent. They 

suggested that work should provide the working person an aim, a meaning, content and a 

structure applying to his/her life as a whole and help the working person to acquire an 

identity, self-esteem, companions, friends and the necessary resources. Unless the 

relationship o f the working person with work is satisfactory, unless s/he gets support from 

the social environment and if s/he feels helpless in having control over his/her work, then 

the organism may react in a pathological way. This reaction can be related to one's way of 

thinking, emotions, behaviour or body and may lead to somatic or psychological 

disturbance.

In addition to regarding occupational stress as a health problem, however, it must be 

tackled as a social and political issue, the prevention o f which should be a priority. The 

Trades Union Congress (TUC) in 2000 drew attention to stress and overwork as the major 

work hazards. Unless the modern situation of too much work for some and no work for
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others changes into a ‘healthy-productive’ for all (Dollard, in Dollard, Winefield & 

Winefield, 2003), mental and stress-related disorders could go on taking their toll as the 

biggest overall cause o f premature death in Europe (WHO, 2001).
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CHAPTER THREE 

STRESS IN TEACHING

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Teaching is an occupation that has been characterised as particularly stressful (Kyriacou & 

Sutcliffe, 1979a, 19796; Broiles, 1982; Spooner, 1984; Borg & Falzon, 1989; Solman & 

Feld, 1989, in Johnstone, 1989; Capel, 1992; Van Horn et al, 1997; Wisniewski & 

Gargiulo, 1997; Kyriacou, 2000; Jennett et al, 2003; Kokkinos, 2007; Stavrakaki, 2007; 

Stoeber & Rennert, 2008) and research on stress has attracted considerable attention 

(Kyriacou, 1987; Wolpin, Burke & Greenglass, 1991; Brown & Ralph, 1992; Byrne, 1994; 

Cooper, 1995; Friedman, 1991; Maslach & Leiter, 1997; Travers & Cooper, 1993, 1996, 

1998; Lazuras, 2006). The potential consequences of negative experiences at work are 

significant for both individual teachers and education systems (Guglielmi & Tatrow, 1998; 

Cochran-Smith, 2003; Larchick & Chance, 2004).

On the other hand, there is growing evidence that when teachers feel good in their work, 

their pupils' achievements increase (Spear, Gould & Lee, 2000), while job satisfaction 

influences recruitment and retention of high quality teachers in the education system 

(Coolahan & Murphy, 2003; Johnson & Birkeland, 2003; Kyriacou et al, 2003; Morgan & 

O'Leary, 2004). Job satisfaction is very important as it is characterised by a combination of 

physiological and psychological conditions that make people feel happy with their jobs. 

According to Darboe (2003), job satisfaction is important, because it goes beyond meeting 

one's economic needs and can satisfy needs such as those for recognition, achievement and 

the pleasure derived from working with other people.

A wide range of factors can be identified as causing stress in teaching. The structure of the 

school as an organisation may not necessarily produce stress, even if work in it is 

bureaucratic and routine in nature, however, personal, psychological and physiological 

factors are important. Additionally, the fact that not all teachers share the same 

professional, pedagogical and organisational 'orientations' (in other words, do not go about 

their work in the same way), should not be neglected (Sleegers, 1999). Furthermore, they 

do not always share the same educational philosophies or educational theories, the same 

attitudes, or the same values. Thus, in order to understand 'the way teachers behave, react, 

feel and give meaning to their professional lives' (Kelchtermans, 1995a; 95), all the 

concerns mentioned above should also be considered.
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Research findings appear to be contradictory in the matter o f which variables are 

predictive o f  stress in teaching. Some researchers argue that work-associated and 

contextual factors are more influential in generating stress than personal or socio

demographic factors (Kyriacou, 1987; Borg, Riding, & Falzon, 1991; Billingsley & Cross 

1992; Byrne, 1994; Pithers, 1995; Burke, Greenglass, & Schwarzer, 1996; Travers & 

Cooper, 1996; Chan, 1998; Friedman, 1995, 1999; Zellars et a l, 2000; Burisch, 2002; De 

Nobile & McCormick, 2005). However, others have found that personality characteristics 

have more predictive value than contextual considerations in explaining stress and burnout 

(Pines, 1982; Mills & Huebner, 1998). Finally, a number of studies have suggested that 

occupational stress amongst teachers is related to the interaction o f stressors at both the 

environmental-organisational and personal levels (Kyriacou & Sutcliffe, 1978; Farber, 

1991; Shirom, 1993; Schaufeli et a l ,  1993; Kokkinos & Davazoglou, 2005; Cano-Garcia 

e ta l,  2005).

Ultimately, there may be no single cause o f stress and there seems to be no single cure for 

stress (Johnstone, 1989; Cox, 1993; Friedman, 1999). Outside intervention for the 

alleviation o f stress may be o f considerable benefit to the teacher. But even if stressors are 

removed from teaching, this does not entail, ipso facto, improvement in teaching quality. 

However, having a better understanding o f the potential stressors in the work environment, 

things which can exacerbate stress, may help to create a school context with reduced stress 

levels, thereby preventing or reducing the likelihood of burnout in teachers.

3.2 DEFINITIONS OF STRESS IN TEACHING

The term ‘teacher stress’ apparently first appeared in Kyriacou and Sutcliffe's paper in

Educational Review in 1977. The fact that teachers can become frustrated and upset in

school settings was well known over the centuries. But the term was seemingly only

introduced in the early 1970s, as stress, with its implications o f job dissatisfaction, had

become an issue o f major concern and an increasing problem among teachers.

Teacher stress may be defined as the experience by a teacher o f  unpleasant, negative 
emotions, such as anger, anxiety, tension, frustration or depression, resulting from  some 
aspects o f  their work as a teacher (Kyriacou & Sutcliffe, 1978: 1).

In this definition, stress is viewed as a negative emotional experience, being triggered by a 

teacher’s perception o f the work situation as threatening his/her self-esteem and well-
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being, so that coping mechanisms are employed to decrease the perceived threat. The 

Kyriacou and Sutcliffe model o f stress consists o f tliree main components:

1. the demand [s] made upon the teacher;

2. the teacher having difficulty or being unable to meet the demand[s] and

3. failure, resulting in the experiencing of a threat to the mental or physical well

being of the teacher.

The model introduces the important issue o f personal control as being central in stress 

generation. According to this model:

Teacher stress may he defined as a response o f  negative affect (such as anger or 
depression) by a teacher usually accompanied by potentially pathogenic physiological and 
biochemical changes (such as increased heart rate) resulting from  aspects o f  the teacher’s 
job  and mediated by the perception that the demands made upon the teacher constitute a 
threat to his/her self-esteem or well-being and by coping mechanisms activated to reduce 
the perceived threat (Kyriacou & Sutcliffe, 1978: 2).

Kyriacou and Sutcliffe acknowledge that personal characteristics may interact with an 

individual’s perceptions o f stressfijl stimuli, thus explaining why stress reactions tend to 

vary broadly, even if the external conditions are the same. Some teachers tend to have 

external loci o f control, meaning they attribute problems to external, global causes beyond 

their control, and feel they are not self-efficient. These teachers may experience more 

intense feelings of helplessness and demotivation, along with less job satisfaction, lower 

self-esteem, symptoms o f depression and more stress than teachers who see things 

differently (Sleegers, 1999). Brenner and Bartell (1984, cited in Dunham, 1992) propose a 

model o f stress based on Kyriacou and Sutcliffe’s model, in which teachers’ stress results 

from the combined effects of a teacher’s and a school’s characteristics, while Dunham 

(1992) suggests there are three models defining stress.

1. The engineering model that emphasises causes rather than symptoms, with teachers

being acted upon rather than being actors themselves. This model suggests that 

stress is the load or demand put on the person, with resultant strain or defonnation,

if the ‘elastic limit’ o f that person’s capacity is passed.

2. The medical orientation model that suggests that the focus o f concern should be 

stress responses, either physiological or psychological. This model concentrates on 

symptoms (such as depression, irritation or tension), as well as a search for cures 

for, rather than ways o f dealing with the causes of, stress.
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3. The third model is interactive and situational; the term ‘teacher stress’ is used to 

refer to the pressures and demands exercised on teachers by existing conditions, 

while the term ‘strain’ is used to refer to the negative reactions to these pressures. 

The degree o f mismatch between the demands made on teachers and the ability to 

cope with those demands determines the level o f stress.

An interactive stress/coping research model, reflecting the complexity o f the teaching 

process, has also been proposed by Kwiatkowski (1992, in Cockburn, 1996). It pre

supposes that it is the teacher’s perception o f a situation that determines the variables, 

contributing to differences in sense of professional identity. Such variables are: biography, 

personality, effectiveness o f teachers' initial and in-service-training, resource sufficiency 

and coping capacity, which lead to job satisfaction and can buffer professional stress, since 

professional and environmental stresses rely on professional and organisational resources, 

if they are to be dealt with. Professional resources are related to the adequacy o f a teacher's 

ability in coping with issues and problems intrinsic to teaching, while environmental 

resources are those available in the organisation. The availability, or not, of resources may 

have the effect either of buffering or intensifying stress. Such resources are related to the 

structural and cultural characteristics o f schools. The experience o f empowerment, 

collective problem-solving, participation and opportunities for experimenting and 

reflecting can maximise teachers' learning and professional development and, in turn, can 

lead to higher motivation and reduced stress levels (Sleegers, 1999).

Fimian (1984) defines stress as a hypothetical construct that represents the balance the 

individual achieves in responding to environmental demands. Thus, stress can be viewed 

as a positive or negative, a desirable or undesirable reaction to a real or perceived 

imbalance between the demands o f the environment and the person’s ability to respond to 

them. Stress is generally identified with distress and is related to negative work attitudes 

and psychological states such as anger, frustration and job alienation (Simmons, Nelson & 

Neal, 2001, in McGowan, Gardner & Fletcher, 2006). Eustress, on the other hand, is 

associated with morale or ‘the energy, enthusiasm, team spirit and pride that employees 

experience as a result o f their work’ (Hart & Cotton, 2002:102). The Schwab, Jackson and 

Schuler model (1989) consists o f three items that sum up the phenomenon o f teacher stress 

in a nutshell.
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1. Organisational involvement, which includes role ambiguity, collaboration, support 

networks and rewards and personal factors, which include gender, age and 

expectations o f the individuals.

2. Tliree types o f reaction, which involve constructs such as emotional exhaustion, 

depersonalisation and reduced personal accomplishment.

3. The resulting behaviour, which takes into account decreased effort and expressions 

of dissatisfaction, consequent absence from work and intention to leave teaching.

A macro-view of the stress process is adopted here, since the consequences o f teacher 

stress do not simply affect the teacher, but are potentially detrimental to the school as an 

organisation, to the children being taught and to the teaching profession as a whole. The 

behaviour o f  students can aggravate the situation, leading to poor teaching, which in turn, 

makes the situation worse: a vicious circle.

Other researchers have focused on the notion o f teachers 'burning out' as their entering a 

state o f emotional, physical and attitudinal exhaustion, which may develop gradually, if 

they fail to cope with the stress they are exposed to over long periods o f time (Schaufeli & 

Enzman, 1998; Guglielmi & Tatrow, 1998, in Vandenberghe & Huberman, 1999; Peeters 

& Rutte, 2005). Most studies on stress in teaching have relied on teachers’ self-reporting. 

These are not supported by medical or observational data, a fact that may be considered 

problematic. Such measurements can only take place in a laboratory, where conditions are 

ideally manipulated, whereas, in life, stresses are more complex and depend on individual 

interpretation (Dewe, 1985).

3.3 THE BURNOUT PHENOMENON IN TEACHING

The term ‘burnout’ was apparently first used in this context by the psychiatrist 

Freudenberger in 1974, in order to describe a range o f psychosomatic symptoms that 

occurred among people working under pressure in the health services. Freudenberger’s 

definition o f burnout focused on feelings o f failure and exhaustion of the individual’s 

resources, both the physical and psychological. Before Freudenberger the term ‘burnout’ 

was used in American slang to describe athletes, who, after having succeeded in setting 

astonishing records, failed to perform as expected. It is a typical characteristic o f people 

suffering from burnout that they carmot perform in their professions. Burnout is a multi

dimensional construct with three conceptually distinct, but empirically related, factors; 

emotional exhaustion, depersonalisation and reduced personal accomplishment
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(Hargreaves, 1978; Maslach & Jackson, 1981; Maslach, 1982; Maslach, Jackson & Leiter, 

1996). Emotional exhaustion refers to a feeling o f having depleted one’s emotional 

resources.

Depersonalisation involves a distant and cynical attitude towards one’s task and the people 

with whom one works. Finally, reduced personal accomplishment is related to poor 

performance at work. Pines and Aronson (1988) also refer to physical exhaustion, which is 

manifested by low energy and chronic fatigue, as a key aspect o f burnout, often 

accompanied by sleeping problems, emotional tension, headaches and forgetfulness. 

Reduced personal accomplishment is much as it sounds: failure to 'get the job done'.

Factors which are likely to be associated with burnout include individual, interpersonal, 

historical, social and organisational variables (Capel, 1987; Pierce & Mo Hoy, 1990; Byrne, 

1994; Burke & Greenglass, 1995; Papathanasiou & Hirsch, 1997, in Bibou-Nakou, 

Stogiannidou & Kiosseoglou, 1999). On the part o f teachers burnout is, therefore, 

characterised by negative feelings about students or colleagues or a negative evaluation o f 

oneself and belief that one does not do a significant or meaningful job anymore (Skaalvik 

& Skaalvik, 2007). Social processes, breakdown in staff relationships and changing 

cultures in teaching introduce stressfiil consequences to teachers’ experiences at work 

(Troman & Woods, 2001). The experience of curtailment o f autonomy on the part of 

practising teaching and being responsible not only for the content o f what is taught, but 

also for pupils' outcomes; bureaucratisation o f the profession and the resultant the 

experience o f stronger control; a tendency in many countries to concentrate on measurable 

competencies and declining salaries are some o f the factors adversely affecting the self- 

concept o f teachers. Educational experts, well paid as they are in many countries state but 

not typically valued by teachers, make decisions about education both as a process and a 

system. At the same time, teachers’ expertise is often left aside, their autonomy reduced 

and their status undermined, leading to further de-professionalisation and de-skilling o f 

teachers (Apple, 1982; King, 1993, cited by Sleegers, 1999).

Cherniss (1995) focuses on teachers’ attitudes, including reduced work goals, lessening of 

personal responsibility for work outcomes, diminished idealism, greater emotional 

detachment, alienation from work and heightened pursuit o f self-interest. Both dimensions 

in Cherniss and Maslach’s models (emotional exhaustion and depersonalisation) grow 

gradually and are associated with escape as a defensive, coping mechanism. Stress exists 

in all lines o f work, but burnout is very characteristic o f people working in caring
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professions, including teachers, who are said to be among those with the highest levels of 

work stress (Stoeber & Rennert, 2008). A large number o f teachers world-wide either 

leave teaching, ask for early retirement or experience job dissatisfaction and burnout 

(Jennett et al, 2003; Kyriakou et al, 2003; Cano-Garcia, Padilla-Munoz, & Carrasco- 

Ortiz, 2005; Hakanen, Bakker, & Schaufeli, 2006). This means that teachers are often (as 

the saying has it) 'present in body' but not in 'spirit' at work. A greater insight into the 

specific nature of teachers’ work should is required, as well as time spent looking into their 

attitudes, beliefs, values, knowledge and experiences (Nias, 1989).

3.4 SOURCES OF STRESS IN TEACHING

Definitions of and methods for research in the matter of stress in teaching are various, as 

are the limitations on and difficulties associated with studying it, because perceptions and 

understandings of the term vary from person to person. Supposedly objective indicators 

may not be good enough to describe people’s understandings and fine psychological 

perceptions and complexities, in other words: what actually annoys teachers and affects 

their working lives (Johnstone, 1989; Chaplain, 1995; McCormick & Solman, 1992a, 

1992b; Scott & Dinham, 2003).

Various studies have revealed that up to a third of teachers in a variety of 

countries/contexts regard teaching as highly stressfiil (Kyriacou & Sutcliffe, 1979a, 1979Z?; 

Broiles, 1982; Spooner, 1984; Borg & Falzon, 1989; Solman & Feld, 1989, in Johnstone, 

1989; Capel, 1992; Van Horn et al, 1997; Wisniewski & Gargiulo, 1997; Kyriacou, 2000; 

Jennett et al, 2003; Kokkinos, 2007; Stavrakaki, 2007; Stoeber & Rennert, 2008). Stress 

has a marked impact on most teachers, regardless of socio-demographic variables such as 

age, gender, experience and post held in the school (Boyle et al., 1995; Pierce & Molloy, 

1990a; Laughlin, 1984; Punch & Tuettman, 1990, in Pithers & Soden, 1998; Brown & 

Ralph, 1992) and in general, the concept of stress is related to the individual’s reaction to a 

challenge or a threat (Ursin, Olff & Godert, 1991).Worldwide, the majority of teachers 

(perhaps up to 60 or 70 per cent) regard teaching as rewarding and highly satisfying on the 

whole and derive pleasure from their careers (Kyriacou & Sutcliffe, 1979a; Borg & 

Falzon, 1989; Wilhelm et al., 2000; Kyriakou et al, 2003; Stavrakaki, 2007) and this is 

what might be called the paradox of teaching: people often dislike doing it, but, somehow, 

cannot imagine their lives being different. They love it and loathe it, both at once.
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Any study o f organisational stress must focus on stressors and strains and their antecedents 

and outcomes. Sources o f stress can be o f two types: primary sources, which are intrinsic 

to the job (referring to the nature o f teaching, including pupil-teacher relationships, 

discipline, pupils’ behavioural problems and poor attitudes to work) and secondary 

sources, which include working conditions and school structures (Punch & Tuetteman, 

1990; Kelly, 1990; Brown & Ralph, 1992; Cooper, 1993; Byrne, 1994; Blix, Cruise, 

Mitchell & Blix, 1994, in Pithers & Soden, 1998; Perie, Baker & Whitener, 1997; 

Greenglass et a l ,  1997; Chan, 1998; Burke, 1998; Friedman, 2000; Maslach, Schaufeli, & 

Leiter, 2001; Maslach & Pines, 2005; Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2007; Kokkinos, 2007). 

Kyriacou and Sutcliffe (2001) suggest that research on stress in teaching should include:

■ monitoring the extent to which particular educational reforms are generating high 

levels o f  stress;

■ re-appraising and retaining a positive commitment to the work;

■ clarifying the nature o f the stress process in terms o f two types o f triggers; those

related on excessive demands and those related on concerns with self-image;

■ assessing the effectiveness o f particular intervention strategies to reduce teacher

stress and

■ exploring the impact o f teacher - pupil interactions and the classroom climate on 

teachers' stress levels.

They also identify the following sources o f stress in teaching as the most commonly 

reported (Kyriacou, 2001):

■ teaching pupils with low or no motivation;

■ discipline problems and classroom management;

■ concern about methods and ways o f presentation;

■ concern about their knowledge of the subject matter;

■ limited time and workload;

■ organisational problems, class size, conflicting demands, meetings, extra duties, 

poor scheduling and interruptions;

■ coping with change;

■ being evaluated;

■ relationships with colleagues;

■ lack o f communication and cooperation;

■ self-esteem and status;
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■ negative public attitudes;

■ administration and management;

■ role conflict and role ambiguity;

■ poor working conditions;

■ parental interference or lack o f support and apathy;

■ excess expectations in teachers;

■ lack o f career development, low salaries, lack of promotion and job insecurity;

■ lack o f participation in decision making;

■ repetition;

■ unrealistic goals and

■ conflict with the individual’s personal values.

Assorted causative factors are identified by various researchers and are outlined in a range 

of reviews (listed below in greater detail). Stressors are identified as resulting from content 

of work, working conditions, school culture, coirununication, relationships with students, 

colleagues and school principal, promotion prospects, financial dissatisfaction, adequacy 

of resources and the role o f the teacher in the organisation (for example, are there 

opportunities for participation in decision-making? is responsibility given? is there 

feedback from others? For further discussion, see: Kyriacou & Sutcliffe, 1977, 1978a; 

Kyriacou, 1980a, 1986; Needle et al, 1980; Dunham, 1984b; Assistant Masters and 

Mistresses Association, [AMMA], 1985; Lester, 1987; McCormick & Solman, 1992a, 

1992b; Chaplain, 1995; Travers & Cooper, 1993, 1996; Dinham & Scott, 1996, 1998; 

Maslach, Schaufeli & Leiter, 2001; Kyriakou et al, 2003; Scott & Dinham, 2003; 

Schaufeli & Bakker, 2004; Maslach & Pines, 2005; Hakanen et al,  2006; Stavrakaki, 

2007; Kokkinos, 2007j.

Cox (1978) suggests that stress results from lack o f adequate training and career 

development opportunities; the nature of teaching; the school's physical environment; the 

subsystems of the school's organisation and the relationship between the school and the 

community. Wanberg (1984) and Byrne (1994) claim that the sources of stress are societal, 

institutional and personal in nature. Travers and Cooper (1996) maintain the following 

categories o f stressors exist in teaching:

■ those that are intrinsic to the job, such as working conditions and workload;
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■ those that concern the level o f  participation in decision making which is associated 

with the teacher’s role in the organisation, including role ambiguity and the amount 

of responsibility s/he is given;

■ those that touch on professional development, including career development, job 

security and promotion prospects;

■ those concerning organisational structure and climate, namely the politics and 

culture of the organisation and how the individual interacts with it and

■ the home-work interface (this refers to potential mismatch between work demands 

and social fiinctions, resulting in the intrusion o f the one domain, usually the latter, 

into the other).

Dunham’s research on stress in teaching (1981) has revealed that work pressures that cause 

the greatest problems include:

■ sources intrinsic to the job, including assessment o f pupils and their behavioural 

problems;

■ organisational structure and climate, including lack o f relationship between 

teaching skills and promotion/poor career development; salaries out o f proportion 

to workload; the nature o f the national curriculum; the teacher’s role in the 

organisation; relationships at work; lack o f govermnent support (if one exists); lack 

of respect for teachers and

■ the home - work interference.

Additional sources o f stress in teaching come from changes in the general socioeconomic 

context, typically dictated by the labour market. These changes tend to be followed by a 

rapid influx o f information, which can be hard to manage. Furthermore, constant 

educational reform, including changes in the methods of teaching and new organisational 

structures is a crucial stress predictor. Unless information and training are provided, before 

reforms are implemented, conflict and ambiguity can be introduced into otherwise stable 

teaching work, adding stress (Kelly, 1990; Travers & Cooper, 1996; Kyriakou & Chien, 

2004). Uncertainty regarding one's role in the school appears to be common amongst 

teachers (Schwab & Iwanicki, 1982b; Capel, 1987; Kelly, 1990; Byrne, 1994; Smylie, 1999, 

Menter, 1997, cited by Troman & Woods, 2001).

However, change can be an alleviating factor in cases o f  stress (Fullan 1991; Dunham, 

1992) depending on the circumstances. Roughly speaking, change for the better can reduce 

stress, e.g. if a new, better principal is appointed to a school, or if books are replaced by
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better ones. While career obstacles discourage some teachers, others derive satisfaction 

from experiencing greater variation and challenge (Van Gennip & Powels, 1993, Van 

Gennip & Sleegers, 1994, Van den Berg & Sleegers, 1996a, cited by Sleegers, 1999; 

Troman & Woods, 2001; Van den Berg, 2002). Research findings show that, in schools 

where the organisational structure and the professional orientation o f the teachers are at 

odds, more tension, stress and job dissatisfaction can be produced, adding to the perceived 

problems among teachers (for example: Pelkmans & Vrieze, 1987; Shuit, 1993, cited by 

Sleegers, 1999). But, a good match between a school's organisation and the nature of a 

teacher’s professionality can make for a lack o f stress (Hoyle, 1975, cited by Sleegers, 

1999; Goodlad, 1984; Conley, Bacharach, & Bauer, 1989; Spillane, 1999; Ballet, 2001). 

Sources o f stress in teaching may differ slightly across countries, according to specific 

characteristics o f national education systems (Kyriacou, 2001). In German and Swiss 

schools teachers complain about large numbers o f foreign and immigrant students in their 

classrooms. Low pay rate specially affects Austrian and Greek teachers, while German 

teachers also report mental fatigue, workload and intensification o f work (see: Rudow, 

1999; Dick & Wagner, 2001; Day el al, 2005, 2006; Miles & Huberman, 1994). British 

teachers' stress is associated with low social support, pupils' behaviour and attitudes 

towards schoolwork and disengagement from work (Chaplain, 1995; Griffith, Steptoe & 

Cropley, 1999), while Australian teachers have identified issues such as staff conflict and 

tensions, poor relationships with students, time pressures, a poor context in which to carry 

out teaching (e.g. poor buildings), low levels o f information, limited student motivation, 

excessive workloads, lack o f support from the administration and lack o f recognition 

(Smith & Bourke, 2002; De Nobile & McCormick, 2005).

Salary varies between countries, but it is often mentioned as a cause of dissatisfaction 

among teachers in the literature. Ololube (2005) notes that in Nigeria teachers' 

dissatisfaction is closely related to administration, pay rate and career promotion, while 

Lee (2006) found that in Cambodia dissatisfaction is associated with levels o f salary and 

welfare conditions. Financial concerns are consistently among the most serious causes of 

job dissatisfaction among Greek teachers (Alexopoulos, 1992; Kantas, 2001; Koustelios, 

2001; Balliou, 2004; Panagio to poulou, 2005; Antoniou, Polychroni & Vlachakis, 2006; 

Stavrakaki, 2007). By contrast, Greek Cypriot teachers often reported that they chose their 

profession because o f the high salary, the working hours and the long holidays (Zembylas, 

2004). Irish teachers also appeared to be highly satisfied with their jobs by 2009 (Morgan
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& Kitching, 2007, Kitching, et al, 2009; Shiel, et al, 2009), though this may have 

changed to some extent following 'austerity' cuts in subsequent years.

Low levels o f salaries generally show that teachers are often treated as second class 

citizens (Keiper & Busselle, 1996, in Me Bride, 1998; Alexopoulos, 1992; Antoniou, 

1999; Antoniou et al., 2000; Leontari, Kyridis & Gialamas, 2000; Kourtesi & Kantas, 

2000; Kantas 2001; Koustelios, 2001; Panagiotopoulou, 2005; Antoniou, Polychroni & 

Vlachakis, 2006; Stavrakaki, 2007). Van Der Linde (2000) argued that higher 

remuneration and better benefits were important attractions that kept teachers from quitting 

their jobs. By contrast, teachers in Greece stay because they have no alternative 

employment opportunities (Stavrakaki, 2007). Again, unlike Greece, salary is not 

generally listed among the major sources o f discontent and is not considered a common 

stressor amongst teachers worldwide (Blase, Dedrick & Strathe, 1985; Wynne, Clarkin & 

Dolphin 1991; Perie & Baker, 1997; Northern Ireland Teachers’ Health and Wellbeing 

Survey, 2002; ASTI, 2007).

However, other things vary by national context. For example: Ukrainian teachers’ stress is 

manifested through physiological symptoms (Rudow, 1999). English teachers report 

excess overload and student misbehaviour and there are increasing difficulties in recruiting 

teachers there, convincing student teachers as to the attractiveness o f the teaching 

profession and retaining teachers, while sickness, absenteeism, early retirement and 

leaving teaching rates among them are also high (Chaplain, 1995; Travers & Cooper, 

1996; Griffith, Steptoe & Cropley, 1999). Teachers in the United States report the highest 

burnout levels and 50% want to give up their jobs (Farber, 1991; Scott et a l,  1999). 

Nonetheless, overall, while the circumstances o f teachers and schools in each country and 

the established attitudes and values held by society as a whole in those countries with 

regard to teachers, schools and education may vary, general patterns o f the sources o f 

stress appear to be surveyed by teachers worldwide (Dunham, 1992; Perie, Baker & 

Whitener, 1997).

3.4.1 ROLE CONFLICT, ROLE AMBIGUITY AND STRESS

Among structural factors that contribute to stress in any organisation are role conflict and 

role ambiguity (Dunham, 1992; Byrne, 1994). Role ambiguity may exist when people do 

not have the information necessary to carry out a task or lack a clear understanding o f the 

requirements o f the job (Chen & Spector, 1991; Spector, Dwyer & Jex, 1998). This may
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result in dissatisfaction, lack o f self-confidence and self-esteem, lack o f motivation, 

feelings o f futility or depression and, finally, intent to leave the position (Bacharach, Bauer 

& Conley, 1986; Greenberg, 1984; Capel, 1989; Schwab & Iwanicki, 1982b; Guglielmi & 

Tatrow, 1998; Johnson & Birkeland, 2003). Role conflict occurs when the individual is 

trapped between conflicting demands made on him/her by the organisation especially those 

which are not perceived as being part o f their role, or when there is conflict between 

personal values and the job. Inability to meet what seem to be unreasonable demands 

results in tension and low job satisfaction (Clagget, 1980, in Travers & Cooper, 1996; 

Greenberg, 1984; Schwab & Iwanicki, 1982b; Celodine, 1982; Jackson, Schwab & 

Schuler, 1986; Byrne, 1994a). Role conflict is also related to the clash between 'job 

expectations and teachers’ personal values and orientation towards teaching' (Woods, 

1989a; Tschannen-Moran, Hoy & Hoy, 1998; Bogler, 2002). The discrepancy between 

what teachers are prepared by their pre-service education to do and what they are expected 

to do when they are in-service is an issue that should not be ignored (Dworkin et a l, 1990; 

Tsolidis & Pollard, 2007).

A matter o f special concern should be that teachers seem to be spending more time and 

energy on administrative and pastoral tasks and responsibilities than actual teaching. The 

need for contemporary teachers to perform so many roles means that they may have less 

time available for their teaching (Needle et a l, 1980; Austin, 1981, in Travers & Cooper, 

1993; Peeters & Rutte, 2005). Responsibility is concerned with stress arising from being 

held accountable for the performance and welfare o f others at work (Pitchers & Soden, 

1998; Pan & Yu, 1999; Tsai, 2002; Pelletier, Seguin-Levesque & Legault, 2002; Kyriacou 

& Chien, 2004). In England, after the introduction o f the new curriculum provided for by 

the Education Reform Act o f 1988, a curriculum designed, in large part, on the principles 

o f school effectiveness and consumer choice. According to Lingard, Hayes and Mills 

(2003) matters o f teachers' performance and public accountability became paramount, 

taking priority over teaching and increasing stress in the process.

Teachers, however, might often have believed that their role was about social change and 

not about making pupils better fitted for work, or preparing them uncritically for ‘the 

world of work’. This might lead to their feeling that they were ‘selling out’ or 

compromising by concentrating even more on 'doing what works’ to get pupils into work. 

The result is that teachers often get physically and emotionally drained (Cooper & Crump, 

1978, in Pithers & Soden, 1998; Tschannen-Moran, Hoy & Hoy, 1998; Vulliamy, 1998).
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A consequence o f confining the teacher to the role of mere technician, instead o f his/her 

being an intellectual, following changing ideas about the knowledge-based society and its 

economic value may thus be yet more stress. Teaching, for teachers, is often a moral 

endeavour linked to their pupils’ welfare, rather than to entrepreneurship (Katz, 1975; 

Friedman, 2000; Tsolidis & Pollard, 2007), and if they are not allowed to act on these 

principles they may become unhappy.

3.4.2 WORKLOAD AND STRESS

Though work is generally considered stressful, dealing with people may be the most 

stressful aspect o f various professions (Sparks, 1983; Jennett et al., 2003). Work in such 

jobs often includes both increased working hours as well as the combining o f several 

duties and multiple role demands (Repetti, Mathews & Waldron, 1989; Hochschild, 1989; 

Eckenrode & Gore, 1990; EiTunons et al., 1990; Taylor, 2003). This problem is often 

encountered, particularly by working women who have to combine home duties and their 

search for recognition as workers with the same work men undertake (Skeggs, 1995; 

Cooper & Payne, 1988; Kyriacou & Chien, 2004).

Everyday ‘hassles’ have an impact on most teachers, as they are frequent and act 

cumulatively on mood and health (Kanner et al., 1981, in Cooper & Payne, 1988; Chan, 

1998). Minor events and petty problems, such as keeping pupils in order or getting them to 

do work and interruptions by other colleagues or supervisors, appear to cause more stress 

than more dramatic, but isolated, incidents, such as confrontation with a colleague (Jex, 

1998; Spector & Jex, 1998; Chan, 1998). Individual incidents may not be intensely 

stressful, but events that are minor in themselves may become stressfijl because o f  their 

fi'equency and the cumulative effect o f their happening. And if infrequent incidents can 

radically change teachers’ thinking and motivation (Sikes, Measor, & Woods, 1985; 

Chamberlain & Zika, 1990; Lazarus, 1991; Tripp, 1993; Kitching, 2009), the same can be 

so o f such 'hassles'. The significance o f the latter t\^pe o f events for teachers is due more to 

the recurrence o f this type o f event rather than the strength o f the teacher’s affective 

reaction to any incident, this having a harmful impact on teacher’s self efficacy and self

esteem (Day et al., 2006, 2007). This is especially well illustrated in stress research where 

it has been shown convincingly that minor, but frequent, negative events are more 

influential on one’s well-being (Chan, 1998). Lazarus proposes that a detailed daily report
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of such events can be a useful coping technique (Lazarus, 1981, cited in Cooper & Payne, 

1988), while Berlin argues:

Extremes o f  overindulgence of, or harsh punitive actions toward pupils by teachers may be 
attempts to maintain control o f  pupils in the face o f  severe neurotic conflicts that reduce 
the feelings o f  self-esteem and worth. The suppression by teachers o f  intense feelings o f  
anger, hostility, frustration or hopelessness they may occasionally feel, may have 
pathogenic significance. (Berlin, in Solomon, 1960; 83)

Lindrgen, in the same paper, states:

One result o f  a superabundance o f  anxiety in a teacher is a narrowing o f  the perceptual 
field, inhibiting ingenious and creative solutions to the problems, and requiring the 
teacher to fa ll back on less adequate techniques, resulting in the teacher becoming 
defensive and intensely self-concerned. (Lindgren, in Solomon, 1960: 87)

Workload, poor pupil behaviour, adverse teacher-pupil ratios and a wide range of abilities 

in the class emerge as significant predictors o f stress in teaching (Borg & Falzon, 1989; 

Smith & Burke, 1992; Travers & Cooper, 1993, 1996; Greenglass et a l, 1997; Association 

of Secondary Teachers o f Ireland, [ASTI], 2007). Furthermore, pressures on time, both at 

school and at home, intrude into teachers’ personal lives add to the demands o f teachers’ 

working days by extending them at night (Smith & Cline, 1980; Bacharach et al., 1986; 

Byrne, 1994a; Jackson et al., 1986; Fimian & Santoro, 1983, in Cooper & Payne, 1988). 

The intensity and the rigid structure o f the school day, with timetables that allow for few or 

no breaks and relaxation, the general demand for constant alertness and vigilance and for 

direct contact and constant interaction with pupils (Weiskopf, 1980, Schwab, 1983, cited 

in Cooper & Payne, 1988) produce the frantic pace imposed on the teacher during a school 

day and unremitting workload, contributing to stress. The apparent intensification of 

teachers' work in the twenty-first century, with increasing numbers o f work assignments, 

allows even less for rest and recovery than hitherto (Hargreaves, 2003; Greenglass, et al, 

1995; Lindqvist & Nordanger, 2006). Further, modem teachers are often put under 

increasing pressure to attend in-service training activities either on weekdays but after their 

normal working day, or at weekends. This can cause huge frustration and interference with 

their personal and family lives. Moreover, the so-called 'audit culture' seems to have 

created much seemingly needless paperwork, which increases further teachers’ workloads 

(Fisher, 1995; Yang 2001).

In a study conducted by Me Daniel-Hine and Willower (1988) it was noted that it was not 

the total length o f time, but the variety and number o f activities crammed into elementary 

teachers’ workdays that resulted in their overwhelming busyness. Teachers are often
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polyclironic, doing two things or more things at a time. For example, the teacher is often 

asked to teach geography, while supervising children on the computer and attending to a 

child with a disability at the same time. Some skills the teacher is asked to possess, 

according to Kounin (1970, cited by Good & Brophy, 2008), are: with-it-ness, which 

means constantly monitoring and checking the classroom for children not attending or 

being off-task; overlap, which is the ability o f the teacher to deal with two or more 

activities simultaneously; and signal, continuity and momentum, which identify a teacher 

with good management skills. This means that presenting a well-prepared lesson at a brisk 

pace and carrying out lesson transitions smoothly (having signalled them to the children in 

advance), greatly contribute to avoiding wasting o f time by not disrupting the lesson, 

ensuring the completion o f the lesson appropriately. Those with extensive experience 

adapt well to the demands o f the job, but the physical and task structures o f schools have a 

major effect on the working behaviour o f  teachers. The study failed to find a heavy burden 

of office-generated paperwork, as most o f the teachers’ paperwork involves correcting 

pupils’ assignments and preparing lessons. However, the study, found that sixth-grade 

teachers were close to secondary level teachers in their busyness. Elementary teachers’ 

work is literally child-centred, with the result that the responsiveness rate among teachers 

was high: pupils successfully sought their teachers’ attention. The overwhelming busyness, 

fragmentation and intensity o f the work o f teaching have been noted in many studies 

(Jackson, 1968; Hilsum & Cane, 1971; Park, 1986, in Me Daniel-Hine & Willower, 1988; 

Smith & Burke, 1992; Travers & Cooper, 1993; Greenglass et al,  1997; Blandford, 1998; 

Greenglass, et al,  1995; ASTI, 2007; Stavrakaki, 2007; Good & Brophy, 2008), with some 

of them suggesting restructuring the work of teachers by adding teaching assistants. 

Teachers continue to be busy even when not interacting with others. Work overload 

appears to be endemic to schools, where many people and activities are found in a small 

space in a way that can lead to dissatisfaction and exhaustion. Elementary teachers are an 

extreme case, since the average elementary teacher ‘engages in as many as 1,000 

interpersonal interchanges each day’ (Jackson, 1968, cited in McDaniel-Hine & Willower, 

1988: 11).

3.4.3 PUPIL - TEACHER RELATIONSHIP AND STRESS

Research into teachers’ job satisfaction suggests that the development o f caring and 

meaningful relationships with their students as well as addressing students’ changing
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needs, and motivating them, are essential to fulfill their mission. At the same time, self- 

efficacy and classroom management is pivotal for building their self-confidence, self

esteem and professional competence and growth (Sergiovanni & Moore, 1985; Friedman, 

1992, 2000; Pajares, 1996; Bandura, 1997; Blandford, 1998; Alder, 2000; Pelletier, 

Seguin-Levesque & Legault, 2002; Ben-Ari, Krole & Har-Even, 2003; MetLife, 2005, in 

Crocco & Costigan, 2007; Good & Brophy, 2008). Teacher efficacy is linked with 

classroom performance and to students' learning and affective development (Pajares, 1996; 

Bandura, 1997; Wheatley, 2002; Morgan & O'Leary, 2004).

Pupils' discipline (or indiscipline) and time pressures seem to be the two aspects of 

teaching that cause most stress to teachers, as most studies across countries, school levels 

and educational systems have found. Scarcity o f time can lead to feelings o f reduced 

personal accomplishment, or o f having blurred the home-school boundary. Taken in 

conjunction with disciplinary, motivational and, frequently, learning difficulties in all 

types o f schools, this causes increased professional distress. Teachers’ responsibilities for 

children are inherently stressful (Celodine, 1982; Greenberg, 1984; Sarason, 1985; Nias, 

1989, 1997; Seguin-Levesque & Legault, 2002). However, this does not mean that stress 

in teaching is inevitable and there cannot be reduction in its levels by fostering open and 

inclusive administrative processes (Kyriacou & Roe, 1988; Friedman, 2000; Moriarty et 

al, 2001).

Regarding the teacher-pupil relationship, Kyriacou suggests that single, serious disruptive 

incidents may be a lesser cause o f stress than the cumulative effect o f constant or repeated 

'low level' disruptions. Less than a quarter o f the incidents involving students in one study 

referred to individual students only according to Kitching (2009), while Hargreaves (2000) 

asserts that whole class relationships are more significant to teachers than individual 

relationships with specific pupils.

Pupils' misbehaviour can cause feelings o f meaninglessness and powerlessness at work 

(Bacharach et a l, 1986; Byrne, 1994a; Dworkin, 1987; Friedman, 1992; Day et al. 2006; 

2007; Good & Brophy, 2008). Pupils' attitudes and behaviour, reflected in their lack o f 

motivation and engagement, along with heterogeneity in pupils’ ability and under

achievement, are dimensions o f emotional exhaustion and depersonalisation for teachers 

that ought not to be ignored (Borg & Falzon, 1989; Greenglass, Burke & Konarski, 1997; 

Smith & Burke, 1992; Byrne, 1994a; Kyriacou & Roe, 1988; Kyriakou & Kune, 2007). 

The level o f teacher stress may also be related to tlie grade level and vary according to the
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characteristics of students (Jackson et al., 1986; Raudenbush, Rowan & Cheong, 1992). 

Students' apathy, resistance to and verbal and physical abuse of teachers are associated 

with frustration, anxiety and burnout (Byrne, 1994a; Woods, 1999a). The underlying 

source of pressure lies with the teachers’ wish to perform effectively in their work, to 

motivate pupils to achieve and to maximise their potential, and their frustration when they 

cannot meet these standards and goals (Pratt, 1978). Freeman (1988) argues that, for most 

teachers, job satisfaction stems from successfiil teaching, whereas Mancini and his 

colleagues (1984, in Moriarty et al, 2001: 12) suggest that ‘burnout may be associated 

with teacher-pupil relationship breakdown’.

3.4.4 SCHOOL LEADERSHIP AND STRESS

Relationships with those in management in schools, organisational structures and the 

overall atmosphere of the school often interact. Extent of involvement in decision-making 

and the level of participation are two features that may be indicative of the quality of the 

relationships. It should also be noted that good organisational structure can be conducive 

to good working relationships and allow them to grow but overly formal structures and 

lack of communication may limit opportunities for the development of such relationships. 

According to Good and Brophy (2008:60), 'management difficulties are associated with 

teacher anxiety and stress', while Spaniol and Caputo (1979) emphasise the lack of trust 

often found in stressed organisations. Kyriacou (1981a) suggests that a great deal of the 

responsibility for improving support for teachers lies with principals.

Leadership styles may also be important. School climate and school culture are not strictly 

dependent on the principal’s style of management, but rather, are formed by particular 

circumstances, which encourage particular forms of management. A supportive principal, 

one who stimulates collaboration among teachers, provides individual support, enhances 

the development of both personal growth and professional development and has a shared 

vision for problem-solving capacities and whole school development, can be crucial to 

minimising stress. Positive and supportive relationships between the principal and the staff 

can act as important mediators of stress and are negatively associated with stress, anxiety 

and burnout among teachers and a significant source of job satisfaction (Bacharach et al, 

1986; Jackson et al., 1986; Dworkin et al, 1990; Smith & Bourke, 1992; Menon & 

Cliristou, 2002).
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An authoritarian principal, one who does not encourage staff to participate or to respond to 

his/her decisions, or one who does not recognise good work, may put his/her relationship 

with members o f staff at risk (Lewin & Nolan, 1991). Teachers in such situations often 

avoid exposure to the dangers of confrontation and reject ftirther communication. When 

principals o f this kind are asked to give information about teachers’ weaknesses and 

incompetences it may be beyond their abilities to appraise the teachers in the school, or 

even to coordinate them (Menon & Christou, 2002). An attempt to do so can worsen bad 

relations.

Cooperation between the principal and the teachers in a school is important, not only to 

solve problems at work, but also so they can plan jointly the better to obtain resources the 

school needs and protect fellow members o f staff from external pressures. If  a teacher feels 

that the principal’s directives are inappropriate and deprive him/her o f autonomy, then 

mutual distrust or conflict may develop. The lack o f a democratic culture in some schools 

may serve to keep teachers working under conditions o f stress and anxiety, strain and 

tension which are not conducive to the improvement o f the school or the fostering o f a 

culture o f stability (Balliou, 2004; Cochran-Smith, 2004, MetLife, 2005, in Crocco & 

Costigan, 2007). The divergence between preferred and perceived role o f the principal is 

directly related to teachers’ feelings o f alienation at work (Dworkin, 1987). The centrality 

o f the school principal in reducing or preventing stress was suggested by Troman and 

Woods (2001), whose study seemed to show that it could affect school ethos by 

contributing to low-stress, collaborative workplace cultures.

3.4.5 CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND STRESS

Career development has been identified as consisting o f two key features: security and 

promotional prospects (Marshall, 1977, in Balliou, 2004). Teaching has long been 

considered a secure job. However, insecurity may be caused by relocations, school 

mergers, falling numbers on rolls, new technologies and materials that teachers have to 

deal with and the rapid pace o f change within education changing the nature o f and 

requirements for the job. These may mean teachers have to retrain and acquire new skills 

at different stages o f their careers, or even career changes (Lazarus, 1981; Needle et al,  

1980; Wanberg, 1984; Lacey, 2003). Identifying salient features o f the cognitive and 

emotional contexts o f teachers’ work and specifying their professional development needs 

can increase the ability to manage such concerns. It is, therefore, crucial to sustain
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teachers’ conmiitment, resilience and consequently effectiveness and quality throughout 

their professional lives (Day et al, 2006; DES, 2006).

Poor promotional prospects and a mismatch between the individual’s status and 

expectations have also been related to stress in teachers. Teachers often seem to suffer 

from a poor public image resulting in limited rewards, salaries and professional status and 

they often feel there is little respect for their profession (Yang, 2001; Yen, 2002; Lan, 

2002; Doka & Brouzos, 2007). Tliis is a huge and controversial matter. It was true as far as 

back as the early modern period, Francis Bacon [1561-1626] wrote that teachers would 

never be taken seriously because they worked with children, and adults do not take 

children seriously and the situation may not have improved much since. Unpredictability 

and uncertainty about promotions tend to reinforce a feeling of being subject to external 

control amongst teachers (Kyriacou & Sutcliffe, 1979b). Under-promotion and lack of 

advancement are apparently more widespread among women, whose job mobility is 

restricted despite their comprising the majority of people in the profession. Women's 

teaching careers are differently structured and often less well planned than those of men 

(Acker, 1995). The result is a career ‘glass ceiling’ (Fimian, 1983; Eskridge, 1984; 

Laughlin, 1984; Mykletun, 1984; in Balliou, 2004; Powell, 1988; Wanberg 1984; Lacey, 

2003), an invisible or intangible - but nonetheless real - baiTier to career advancement for 

many, or most.

3.5 STRESS IN CONTEXT

Many contextual features have been identified in the literature that are related to teachers’ 

occupational stress, such as interpersonal demands, the diversity and multiplicity o f tasks 

required, time pressure, workload, lack of resources, lack of social recognition, large 

classes, isolation, fear of violence, role ambiguity and limited professional opportunities 

(Greenglass et al, 1992; Pithers, 1995; Burke, Greenglass, & Schwarzer, 1996; Travers & 

Cooper, 1993, 1996; Chan, 1998). Moreover, a major component of teachers' 

dissatisfaction comes from increases in bureaucracy, administration, paperwork and record 

keeping, activities which are widely deemed to have limited professional value and are 

often thought to be irrelevant to teaching which is typically seen by teachers as being 

based on 'caring' for children (Pollard et al, 1994; Campbell & Neill, 1994). The purpose 

of schools is to ensure children's learning and, as such, it requires that teachers make 

intellectual demands upon their pupils and spend time and energy not only on children's
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social and emotional needs, but also upon teaching them (Nias, 1997). Teachers are 

typically passionate about teaching effectively, this meaning that they want to promote 

both children’s learning and development (Drummond, 1993; Campbell & Neill, 1994; 

Alexander, 1995; Croll, 1996, cited by Nias, 1997) and may mean that they see other, non

teaching, work (e.g. administration) as a distraction from this.

Stress is also a result of discipline problems in the classroom, lack of classroom control 

and difficulties in managing students’ misbehaviour, the cast o f these being considered one 

o f the most important activities in any teacher’s work (Langdon, 1996; Good & Brophy, 

2008) as effective classroom discipline provides the order that is necessary to teach 

students and for learning to take place. According to Blandford (1998: 60) 'classroom 

management provides teachers with the ability to create an environment whereby effective 

teaching can happen', while Good and Brophy (2008: 71) assert that 'becoming an effective 

classroom manager is crucial to teachers' sense of well-being'.

Ideally, every school should have a policy for dealing with behavioural difficulties so that 

there is consistency within the school among all the staff members but the fact that 

'different types o f  schools have very different and specific behaviour problems' (Crowley, 

2006: 172), should not be forgotten. Ensuring an effective policy involves reviewing it 

regularly so that it does not become outdated, teachers are not likely to adopt their own 

strategies, consistency is not lost and it is implemented by all staff (Griffiths & Jones, 

2006). It is also important that the behaviour policy supports the teachers, as, 'when we 

[teachers] are having problems controlling behaviour, what we most need is good support 

systems' (Crowley, 2006: 176).

A broad range o f issues, such as teachers’ ideas as to what constitutes best disciplinary 

practice, curricula, professional development programmes inform and shape the 

approaches they use to discipline students. Stress occurs when teachers see the demands 

from their environment as exceeding their resources and, therefore, work is perceived as 

threatening (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984).

As the complexities o f teachers’ jobs increase, the expectations o f teachers’ advanced and 

specialised training become more demanding as the teacher’s role is influenced and shaped 

by the educational system (Huberman, 1993; Fullan & Hargreaves, 1998; Parkes & 

Sparkes, 1998; Leiter, 1999) and [re-]training to 'keep up' with systemic change is 

increasingly expected, itself a potential source of stress. Educational changes and 

regulations should not be directed from the centre without planning, research and ranking
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of needs and problems and should take account of the context in which they are taking 

place but this is not always so. Schools and teachers are (or should be) key in attempting to 

solve educational problems (Argyris & Schon, 1979; Sarason, 1990; Senge, 1990; Smylie, 

1995; Kelchtermans & Strimatter, 1999). But, overall, ‘the classroom is a workplace in 

which practitioners accept their accountability to everyone and their responsibility for 

everything’ as Nias claims (1997:14) and this willingness to accept 

responsibility/accountability does not always seem to be rewarded by involvement in 

policy-making, again a potential source of stress.

3.6 IMPACT OF CHANGES ON THE TEACHER’S ROLE

Among the most common sources of stress for teachers is the need to make adaptations to 

sudden curriculum changes and feelings of disempowered (Brown, Ralph & Brember, 

2002; Moriarty et al, 2001, 2006). 'Such change causes erosion of collegial relationship 

and harbours feeling of inequity and uncertainty' (See: Troman, 2000, Taris et al, 2004, 

cited by Moriarty et al, 2006: 364)

Change can introduce new roles and expectations which are different from those the 

individual was previously expected to perform or meet (Brett, 1980; Latack, 1989; Nias, 

1989; Louis, 1990; Bolman & Deal, 1991 cited by Smylie, in Vandenberghe & Huberman, 

1999; Gordon, 2002). Change can also add more uncertainties about schools’ and teachers’ 

roles as teachers may lack, or fear lacking, the knowledge and skills required to perform 

the new roles (McGrath, 1983; Pan & Yu 1999; Tsai 2002). They can also cause feelings 

of incompetence as confidence in one’s skills repertoire and adequacy and aptness of 

knowledge are challenged. Radical social, economic and legislative change can involve 

cognitive and emotional challenge, re-definition, even loss or a sense of (metaphorical) 

bereavement (Schein, 1969; Lewin, 1935; Nicholson, 1984; Bolman & Deal, 1991, cited 

by Smylie, in Vandenberghe & Huberman, 1999; Nias, 1996).

Quantitative and qualitative increases in educational demands affect school structures and 

may lead to overloading of teachers who try to keep up with them (Cooper & Marshall, 

1978a; Vulliamy 1998; Yang, 2001; Yen, 2002). The 'explosion of knowledge' 

characteristic of life in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, for example in the 

emergence of new computer technologies, has led to new forms of knowledge, the 

consequences of which are expected to be grasped by professionals and applied with 

rigour, probity and a market orientation. Thus, with little or no training, and perhaps even
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less inclination to do so, teachers may have to log records o f pupils' marks using new 

software programmes and hardware devices so 'managers' can track pupils' progress and 

satisfy politicians that schools provide 'value for money'. Furthermore, school is not a 

unique source of education for students anymore. Apparently, better educated parents, new 

technologies, mass media, the internet and its innumerable websites, to which students can 

have easy access, even if they do not possess computers, can also now be educational 

providers o f a sort. Teachers have to learn to utilise equipment designed to incorporate 

new learning theories introduced by universities, as well as commercial innovations. Such 

developments have made their domain - the classroom - vulnerable to change and may 

leave them feeling left behind. For example, teachers are now encouraged (or even 

expected) to use Power-Point, even though it is intended for business, not education. 

Teachers’ skills and training cannot compete with constant change and their abilities and 

professional competence are even more tested (Elmore & McLaughlin, 1988; Guskey, 

1984, cited by Smylie, 1999; Shon, 1991; Evans, 1994; Pollard et a l,  1994). At the same 

time, teachers are 'shamed and blamed' by govermnents and the media for not supposedly 

putting in enough effort to make reforms effective and for not raising educational 

standards in Greece and elsewhere (Pan & Yu 1999; Tsai 2002; Kyriacou & Chien, 2004). 

Greek teachers often complain that the balance o f power has shifted against them and they 

are held responsible for pupils' progress in a way that was not so hitherto, as is shown well 

in the cartoons (Appendix 6.10).

In general, change can evoke feelings o f powerlessness and threaten an individual's sense 

o f having the ability to influence the work enviromnent (Lazarus, 1966; Nicholson, 1984, 

cited by Smylie, 1999). Teachers are no exception (Fullan, 1991). A clash between 

teachers’ personal values and the values o f authorities responsible for educational reforms 

may increase the former's vulnerability to stress (Carlyle & Woods, 2002). Apart ft-om 

teachers’ concerns about their personal roles in the new audit-dominated and information- 

rich environment of work, the ability to meet the new demands, new strategies required to 

implement change and new demands on their time, even when at home, they are often also 

concerned about the consequences of change on their students (Hall & Hord, 1984, cited 

by Smylie, 1999; Myrphy & Liu, 1998; Tsolidis & Pollard, 2007). Innovations add to 

demands on teachers' time and increased pressure on them, as they add to existing 

programmes. Teachers are asked to accommodate, concurrently, old progammes and 

practices and new innovations, therefore challenging their beliefs, patterns of practice and
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personal senses o f what work should mean (Sarason, 1982; Jackson et al., 1986; Rossman. 

Corbet & Firestone, 1988, cited by Smylie, 1999; Byrne, 1994a; Day, 2004; Tsolidis & 

Pollard, 2007).

Increased specialisation makes holistic assessment o f teachers’ performance an impossible 

task and, instead, they are assessed increasingly on parts o f their work: how many pupils 

passed this year? how many got the highest marks possible? how many new courses did 

you attend? what new skill(s) did you learn? But, provision for getting a sense o f whether 

one is a "good" teacher or not (whatever exactly this may mean) is increasingly costly. 

There are no good (or bad) teachers any more, only those who are efficient (or not). And 

this may make for stress as it is not a way o f thinking/acting most teachers 'signed up for'. 

All of this implies curtailment o f teachers’ autonomy at work, as teachers work in the 

isolation o f the classroom, where autonomy prevails (Winnubst, 1984, cited in Smylie, 

1999; Crosso & Costigan, 2007) but have less and less sense o f direction over 'the system', 

which is increasingly driven by the demands o f efficiency and pursuit o f 'value for the 

money'. Personal meaning and individual goals in organisations may, therefore, be 

disrupted (Lazarus, 1966; Lazarus & DeLongis, 1983; Schein, 1985; Bolman & Deal, 

1991; Weick, 1993, cited by Smylie, 1999; Day, 2004). It is now common to judge a good 

(or, efficient) teacher by his/her students’ performance on standardised tests and 

examinations (Murphy & Liu, 1998; Kyriacou & Chien, 2004), but a teacher tends, 

amongst other teachers and pupils to be judged on whether he/she can manage to keep 

students going to school and performing well at non-academic skills, or by behaving as a 

person whom students can trust (Noddings, 1994). At best, the teacher thus becomes a 

source o f positive influence and school becomes an alternative place to keep children safe 

and nurtured. Parents often cannot carry out their educational and pastoral roles anymore, 

due to their long working hours and the demands o f their jobs, hence they become 

dependent on a new type o f teacher: the parent substitute (Nias, 1989). Female 

participation in the labour market has also required schools to become places for the 

babysitting o f children (Goslin, 1965, in Shon, 1991). But such 'caring' may be 

increasingly lost in the rush to pursue efficiency, causing teachers to feel that they are 

abandoning their vocational goals and this to become (more) stressed.

Recently, increased signs o f crises o f confidence have occurred in all professions, not the 

teaching profession alone. Previously highly esteemed professionals are often thought o f 

as having misused their autonomy and there is a general disposition to shift the blame for
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failure to meet expectations, (accompanied by the loss o f faith in professional judgment) to 

the professionals. Lack o f trust in the knowledge industry has increased, as has public 

outcry for external regulation o f professional activity (O’Neill, 2002). Most significantly, 

professionals themselves have shown signs of a loss o f confidence in their claims to 

specialist knowledge. As teachers have geared up to meet the escalating demands for their 

services, they have suffered from overload, not unlike Icarus, whose wings melted when 

he approached the sun on his way to freedom. Accountability, ‘which superimposes 

managerial targets on bureaucratic process, burdening and even paralyzing those who have 

to comply’ (O’Neill, 2002: 18), came in as a supposed remedy to our ‘crisis o f trust’ 

(Luhmann, 1979, cited by O’Neill, 2002: 4) but may actually have made the situation 

worse, not better.

Use should be made o f the expertise and insider knowledge o f  teachers and their 

participation in the decision-making process should be promoted (Raptis & Delibanidou, 

2006). Newly appointed teachers, at the same time, need support and guidance to handle 

anxiety and difficult situations involving students and parents. Better understanding, 

mentoring and support with social relationships should be intrinsic parts o f their first steps 

in building self-confidence and exploring their potential and should contribute to keeping 

them in their jobs. It is disheartening that a number o f  excellent teachers worldwide give 

up teaching because they think these difficult problems cannot be solved (Metzger & Fox, 

1986; Gulielmi & Tatrow, 1998; Cohran-Smith, 2003; Cano-Garcia, Padilla-Munoz, & 

Carrasco-Ortiz, 2005; Hakanen, Bakker, & Schaufeli, 2006). If  the needs o f the teaching 

environment - consisting o f schools and educational systems - and the needs o f whole 

societies and their political systems are not addressed, the loss may not simply be the 

intellectual, but politically and socially destabilising (Dunham, 1992).

3.7 TEACHERS’ DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES AND STRESS

The socio-demographics o f teachers appear to be less powerfial predictors o f stress than 

work-associated and contextual factors (Kyriacou, 1987; Borg, Riding, & Falzon, 1991; 

Billingsley & Cross 1992; Pithers, 1995; Burke, Greenglass, & Schwarzer, 1996; Travers 

& Cooper, 1996; Manthei & Gilmore, 1996; Chan, 1998; Friedman, 1995, 1999; Zellars et 

al, 2000; Burisch, 2002). However, levels o f stress may vary depending on the genders 

and ages o f teachers. Roughly speaking, younger and female teachers experience higher 

levels o f stress compared to older and/or male teachers (Georgas & Giakoumaki, 1984;
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Offeman & Armitage, 1993; Chaplain, 1995; Perie & Baker, 1997; Kantas, 2001, in 

Antoniou, Polychroni & Vlachakis, 2006; Stavrakaki, 2007). Thus, a young female teacher 

might typically be more stressed than the opposite extreme, an older man.

3.7.1 GENDER DIFFERENCES IN EXPERIENCING STRESS

The incidence o f higher stress levels among female teachers has been confirmed by many 

studies (Nelson & Quick, 1985; Davidson & Cooper, 1992; Alexopoulos, 1990; Kantas,

1996, 2006; Zafeiropoulou & Mati 1997; Bibou-Nakou et al, 1999; Vlachopoulos, 1999; 

Leontari, Kyridis & Gialamas, 2000; Antoniou, Polychroni & Vlachakis, 2006; 

Cliristodoulou, 2006; Stavrakaki, 2007; Voutsa, 2007; Nalbantis, 2008). Female teachers’ 

dissatisfaction is mainly related to classroom situations, pupils’ behaviour, curricular 

demands and work-family interactions. Discrimination, the need to bring work home and 

lack o f supportive networks (on these, respectively see: Burgess, 1989, Grant, 1989, cited 

in Measor & Sikes, 1992; Measor & Sikes, 1992; Grimwood & Popplestone, 1993; 

Council o f Teachers’ Unions Equality Conference, 1992; Hilsum & Start, 1974; Morgan,

Hall & McKay, 1983; Sikes, 1986; 1989) are stressors reported as being more common 

amongst female teachers. Male teachers report greater dissatisfaction concerning whole- 

school and career situations, problems with the administration, levels o f participation in 

decision-making, the need for professional recognition and a greater range of trade union 

issues, some involving difficult working conditions (Rudd & Wiseman, 1962; Kyriacou & 

Sutcliffe, 1978b; Laughlin, 1984; Galloway et ah, 1985; Pithers & Soden, 1998; Ma & 

MacMillan, 1999). Greater levels o f  stress (as perhaps might be expected) may also often 

be observed in teachers with extra or managerial responsibilities or in those who deal with 

pupils with learning difficulties (Kyriacou & Sutcliffe, 1978a).

With regard to well-being and mental health, conditions such as tearfiilness, headaches, 

exhaustion and ‘low-mood’ disorder are more common among female teachers. It may be 

worth noting, however, that female teachers may be more able to admit stress and express 

their emotions more openly than their male counterparts, and this is a coping mechanism 

itself (Maxwell, 1974; Kyriacou & SutcHffe, 1978; Goldberg & Huxley, 1980; Dunhan, 

1984b; Laughlin, 1984; Patton & Sutherland, 1986, in Pithers & Soden, 1998). A 

dimension o f women’s still generally lower professional status is the relative absence o f 

women in management posts, despite the significantly larger numbers o f women teachers
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in education worldwide. They have a smaller share o f higher posts than their male 

counterparts in many countries (DES, 1976; Kelsall, 1980; Powell, 1988; Lapathioti, 1991; 

Vassilou- Papageorgiou, 1995; Shakeshaft, 1998; Blackaby, 1999; Lacey, 2003; Kantartzi 

& Anthopoulos, 2006) including Greece, Ireland and the UK.

Absence rates are higher among young female teachers than among their female married- 

with-children colleagues (Simpson, 1962, 1976) as is the intention to leave teaching, which 

is more frequently found than amongst male teachers (DES, 1973b). The rationale behind 

young female teachers’ intention to leave may often be the wish to start a family (Nias, 

1989) though out o f such private matters it could be hard to be certain as motivations. An 

additional reason is that female teachers have to fulfill multiple roles including satisfying 

both their professional and feminine roles and the expectations stemming from those roles 

(Sleggs, 1995). However, overall, the fact that, while teachers report high levels o f  stress, 

at the same time, they report high levels o f job satisfaction should be noted, since is 

evident from the majority of studies (Moriarty el al, 2001).

3.7.2 AGE AND TEACHING EXPERIENCE OF TEACHERS RELATED TO STRESS

Teaching experience may come with age. Laughlin argues that the young teacher is 

concerned with his/her pupils, the middle aged with a career, and the older one with 

general teaching (Laughlin, 1984; Galloway et al, 1985; Klecker & Lodman, 1999). This 

may be indicative of the fact that, when a teacher has learned to cope with the basic 'stuff 

of teaching, he/she moves to other interests. Increasing age and experience, however, do 

not guarantee less stress. Probationers have often identified dealing with mixed ability 

pupils and classroom discipline as their most serious worries in adapting to teaching 

(Taylor & Dale, 1971, in Galloway et al., 1985; Nias, 1989; Huberman, 1993; Cains & 

Brown, 1998, cited in Troman & Woods, 2001) but the same could also be true for an 

older teacher.

Overall, biographical factors appear to have little relationship with the sources and 

prevalence o f stress, unless they are viewed in their proper contexts and situations. Gender 

and age cannot be isolated fi'om teaching experience, the level o f students taught, the type 

of school and several other contextual and situational aspects o f the job. These factors are 

more important than biographical matters, and this finding is consistent in many studies 

(Cichon & Koff, 1978; Kyriacou & Sutcliffe, 1978b; Kyriacou, 1987; Borg, Riding, & 

Falzon, 1991; Billingsley & Cross 1992; Pithers, 1995; Burke, Greenglass, & Schwarzer,
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1996; Travers & Cooper, 1996; Bishay, 1996; Chan, 1998; Friedman, 1995, 1999; Zellars 

et al, 2000; Burisch, 2002; Morgan & O'Leary, 2004).

3.8 TEACHERS’ PERSONALITY AND STRESS

Personality traits and individual differences may play mediating roles in delaying the onset 

of stress reactions and reducing susceptibility to stress (Pines, 1982; Boyle, 1983; Evans, 

1986; Krohne, 1990; Ormel & Wohlfarth, 1991, Grossarth-Maticek, Eysenck & Boyle, 

1994, in Bachkirova, 2005; Antoniou, Davidson & Cooper, 2003). Given the interactional 

nature of stress it becomes evident that reaction to stress is not merely a product of 

external sources but is determined, to a large extent, by the individual’s own perceptions 

and interpretations of stimuli, as well as his/her ability to cope. Stressors may be physical 

or psychological in nature, or a combination of both, and can potentially lead not only to 

psychosomatic symptoms but to actually somatic effects, including reduced immune 

flinctioning, which may, in turn, result in greater likelihood of contracting infectious 

diseases or even chronic illnesses (Bosma, et al, 1997, 1998).

Many teachers get personally involved in work (Pollard, 1985; Nias, 1989, 1993, 1996). 

They are ‘committed’ to it and are ‘ready to allocate scarce personal resources’ (time, 

money or physical effort) to their jobs (Lortie, 1975: 189). Self-expenditure, commitment 

to caring and self-imposed demands, combined with the pressures of accountability, 

intensification of and changing social conditions governing teachers’ work generate 

feelings of inadequacy and guilt. This, in turn, can result in a state of affairs where 

teaching becomes ‘personally unrewarding and professionally unproductive’ (Hargreaves, 

1994: 42), all of which may result in ill health or a decision to leave the job.

In some studies on stress (Kyriacou & Sutchffe, 1978a; Lefcourt, 1976; Chan, 1977, in 

Hill, Hall & Abaci, 1997; Kokkinos, Panayiotou & Davazoglou, 2005) emphasis is placed 

on the appraisal of an event or a situation either as tlireatening to well-being, or as a central 

mechanism mediating the experience of stress. Pratt’s research (1978) on personality and 

its effect on the experience of stress described a significant correlation between reported 

stress, extraversion and neuroticism. Chan (1998), however, found that individuals 

experienced stress to the extent they perceived they lacked control over a situation and 

estimated it as threatening. He also found that conflict, ambiguity and overload were 

mediated by personalities. Introverts, with anxiety-prone and rigid personalities, 

experienced more tension in role conflict than those who were more flexible. A
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correlation between vulnerability to stress and low self-esteem has also been found 

(Dodson, 1982; Mruuk, 1989, in Hill, Hall & Abaci, 1997). Furthermore, neurotic 

individuals are often claimed to be engaged in ineffective coping strategies, including 

attempts at denial and distancing themselves from the perceived source of stress (Watson 

& Hubard, 1996). Teachers who are less strong-minded and lack determination in pursuing 

goals may be more apt to adopt detached attitudes, exhibit lack o f empathy, or develop 

more cynicism towards their students in order to avoid stress and consequential strain 

(Friedman, 2000; Kokkinos, 2007).

By contrast, tendencies towards extraversion, sociability, conscientiousness and high 

levels o f  such as traits o f punctuality and organisation seem to be significant work assets 

and can contribute to success at work (Hogan, Hogan, & Roberts, 1996; Kokkinos, 2007). 

Additionally, these personality characteristics are linked to greater success in developing 

interpersonal relationships and are related to higher degrees o f involvement, persistence 

and capacity to be reflective, all o f which can contribute to accomplishing aspirations. 

Stress is caused by the anticipation and the appraisal o f problems as threatening, rather 

than when a teacher’s expectations are not met (Dodson, 1982, Moracco et a l, 1981, in 

Baclikirova, 2005). Sometimes, active coping may be identified by perfectionistic striving, 

as individuals who strive for perfection seem to perceive impending stressors as 

challenges, not as threats or potential losses. Consequently, when facing problems, some 

teachers actively try to change the situation to the better and they seldom get stressed 

(Bieling, Israeli & Antony, 2004; Hewitt & Flett, 1993; Stoeber & Otto, 2006; Bakker, 

Van Emmerik, & Van Riet, 2008). These findings dovetail with those o f other studies 

which show that striving for perfection is associated with higher self-confidence, higher 

achievement motivation, sustained goal-directed behaviour, and better test results 

(Campbell & Di Paula, 2002; Van Yperen, 2006; Stoeber & Rambow, 2007; Stoeber et a l, 

2007; Stoeber & Kersting, 2007). Striving for perfection may, therefore, be viewed as a 

kind o f legitimate quest of excellence rather than a medical condition that requires therapy. 

The usefiilness o f personality assessment based on behavioural patterns in predicting real 

life actions is doubted by some researchers, however. Coates and Therensen (1976, in 

Cooper, 1980: 33) point out:

Psychosomatic assessments have limited ability in predicting overt and covert behaviour 
in specific situations ... relations among questionnaires and behavioural or psychological 
indices are low or negligible.
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We can conclude by saying that any research results in this field have to be interpreted 

cautiously. But the more complex and demanding the role o f  the teacher becomes and the 

more rapid social changes become, the longer the list o f stress factors may be (Sarason, 

1990; Smylie, 1995; Parkes & Sparkes, 1998; Kelchtermans & Strimatter, 1999; Leiter, 

1999).

3.9 AUTONOMY- LOCUS OF CONTROL AND THE TEACHER

At work, control is generally defined as mastery over the environment (Fisher, 1995) or 

the exercise o f effective influence over events and people, for example, in the work place 

(Sutton & Chan, 1987, in Koustelios & Kousteliou, 2001). It is a complex term related to 

the concepts o f power, autonomy, influence, competence, efficiency and achievement. 

Lack o f control over work may lead to anxiety, feelings o f low job satisfaction, inadequacy 

in performing a role, low self-esteem, helplessness, reduced motivation, passivity and 

depression (Levi, 1981, in Koustelios & Kousteliou, 2001; Sleegers, 1999). The likelihood 

o f individuals’ perceptions o f their working situations activating stress will depend on the 

interaction between each individual and his/her environment (Tellenback et al., 1983). The 

degree o f influence o f individuals over working environments determines the locus o f 

control. An individual with an internal locus o f control has a greater sense o f power and 

this may yield a higher degree o f satisfaction with a career (Kantas, 1991). Chan (1994) 

found that locus o f control was a powerflil indicator o f teachers’ attitudes to their jobs and 

their perceptions of schools as organisations. Teachers who felt in control o f their work 

had more positive attitudes more intrinsic job satisfaction, greater role clarity, more sense 

o f job challenge and organisational commitment and were more content with their jobs. 

Those teachers, those who saw themselves as able to control their lives, were more 

satisfied and less stressed, compared to teachers who felt that control over their work was 

not in their hands and teachers such as these reported higher levels o f stress in another 

study (Travers & Cooper, 1996).

A number o f studies have examined the relationships between teachers’ feelings o f  control 

over their work and job satisfaction (Kyriacou & Sutcliffe, 1979b; Kyriacou, 1980b; 

McIntyre, 1984, in McCormick, 1997; Perie & Baker, 1997; Pearson & Moomaw, 2006; 

Crosso & Costigan, 2007). Lortie (1975) warns that removing teachers from policy making 

and control over their work can be stressfiil, while Peeters and Rutte, (2005) claim that 

lack o f  autonomy is predictive o f strain. Teachers feel that they have no autonomy when
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they have to use teaching methods or work towards goals in which they do not believe or 

which would not be their personal priorities. In the same vein, Skaalvik and Skaalvik 

(2007) found that teachers who have to organise teaching in ways they did not tliink best 

for their students experience feelings o f all three aspects o f burnout. Furthermore, Crosso 

and Costigan (2007) state that teachers’ need for autonomy is closely related to their wish 

to do good work, specifically, to address the changing needs o f students. Consequently, 

autonomy is deemed to be very important in the teaching profession.

However, international research has shown a tendency towards the diminishing of the 

teachers' autonomy in the twenty-first century (Ballet, Kelchtermans, & Loughran, 2006). 

Teachers’ involvement in decision making can be a way of increasing their self-esteem, 

control over their work, efficacy and professional confidence (Rudow, 1999), all things 

that can contribute to better teaching, but the tendency is in the opposite direction, 

worldwide, with a correspondingly negative effect on sense o f autonomy, a psychological 

necessity (Deci & Ryan, 1985, 2000).

3.10 SCHOOL DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES AND STRESS

There is a general assumption that certain types of school, such as special schools and 

large, inner-city schools, may be intrinsically stressful locations. There are also a number 

o f characteristics such as school size, age of pupils taught and grade o f schools (primary or 

secondary) which may cause different problems to teachers. Greater school size seems to 

generate higher levels o f stress, as large, urban schools may be overcrowded, have 

proportionately less in the way o f resources and poorer working conditions and staff 

relations (Abel & Sewell, 1999; Lee, 2002; Crossman & Harris, 2006). Interactions 

between the personal, professional and situational dimensions o f  teachers' identities, such 

as values, life experiences and events, professional beliefs and aspirations, external 

policies and situatedness o f the school (its socio-economic context, composition o f the 

pupil population, the nature o f the school's leadership and the colleagues with whom one 

works) all appear to shape both teachers’ levels of commitment and effectiveness or to 

decrease morale or even cause health problems. In big, inner-schools in particular, where 

teachers may face greater difficulties, these can only be tackled with collegial support 

(Acker, 1995). By contrast, small schools are less impersonal and teachers can give more 

time and attention to individual students (Wasley et al, 2000; Morgan & O'Leary, 2004). 

Still, there seems to be no clear pattern indicating that teachers who work in particular
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contexts are more likely to suffer high levels o f stress or burnout (Lortie, 1975; Perie & 

Baker, 1997; Rhea & Weiner, 1998, cited in Troman & Woods, 2001; Troman & Woods, 

2001; Crossman & Harris, 2006).

3.10.1 SCHOOL SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS

The impact of a school’s socio-economic status [SES] on a teacher's experience of stress 

has been considered greater than location, because the problems associated with SES can 

be found in all types of schools, regardless of whether they are rural or urban (Pierce & 

Molloy, 1990). Higher stress levels have been reported by both primary and secondary 

school teachers working in areas of low SES than teachers in areas with families of higher 

SES (Dunham, 1976; Pratt, 1978; Brenner & Bartell, 1984; Blase, 1986).

"Difficult" or "socially deprived" schools are those with students who come from low SES 

backgrounds. This aspect as school's nature can be attributed to the composition of the 

local population and has an impact on educational disadvantage. It may imply widespread 

behavioural and learning difficulties on the part of students and lack of parental and school 

support in facing those difficulties and can be a significant factor in reproducing 

inequality in education, or, at least, has often been thought of as such in Greece and 

elsewhere (Bourdieu, 1971; Bowles & Gintis, 1972; Coleman et ai, 1966, 1973; Iliou, 

1976; Tsoukalas, 1987; Karabel & Halsey, 1977; Bernstein, 1978; Frangoudaki, 1985; 

Psacharopoulos, 1987; Kassimatis, 1991; Kontoyiannopoulou-Polydoridi, 1995a, 1995b, 

1996; Sianou, 2005, 2009; Sianou & Tsaplakides, 2009; Tsakloglou & Cholezas, 2006; 

Koutsoubelas & Tsakloglou, 2008; Grolios, 2010; Alexiou, 2011; Maloutas, 2012; 

Kalimeridis, 2012, Gouvias, 1998, 2012).

Studying the interaction between the two variables o f location and SES may provide a 

more useful insight into how working in different schools can generate more or less stress 

in teachers than concentrating on either alone (Pierce & Molloy, 1990).

3.10.2 SCHOOL LOCATION

Small or rural schools are not always the stress-free places a romantic imagination might 

lead us to expect (Ireland & Ireland, 1984, in Johnstone, 1989; Limond, 1997, 2007), but 

the experience of stress seems to be lower among teachers in rural areas (Brankin, 1993; 

French, 1993, in Abel & Sewell, 1999; New York State United Teachers [NYSUT], 1980). 

A survey in Northern Ireland by the Irish National Teachers Organisation [INTO] of 

primary and post-primary teachers indicated that urban teachers had to deal with more
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pupil indiscipline, while their rural counterparts reported suffering low status, poor 

physical environment, excess workload, more low ability pupils and a heavier burden of 

paperwork, which relates to lack o f resources such as secretarial staff (INTO, 1990). 

Behavioural problems may exist in all types o f school, but any definitive rating o f levels o f 

stress by location seems unlikely, as most studies have shown. In some cases a high degree 

of job satisfaction was expressed by teachers who worked in poor or unfavourable 

conditions (Maxwell & Payne, in Johnstone, 1989). Small problems that may have a 

cumulatively stressfiil effect and coping skills of teachers seem to be o f critical 

importance. In other words, even where there are many o f the former, sufficient o f the 

latter can reduce or prevent stress. However, aspects of school organisation and school 

climate seem to be capable o f alleviating stress in any location (Galloway et al, 1982). In 

conclusion, we could say that location does not appear to be important (Lazarus, 1984; 

Dunham, 1984; Dewe, 1985; Bogler, 2002; Morgan & O’Leary, 2004).

3.11 THE PREVALENCE OF STRESS IN TEACHING

Teaching is inherently prone to stress and all or most teachers seem to experience stress at 

work (Van Horn et al, 1997; Wisniewski & Gargiulo, 1997; Jennett et al., 2003), while 

teaching has been characterised historically by high levels o f role conflict, role ambiguity 

and overload (Waller, 1932; Lortie, 1975; Lieberman & Miller, 1984; Newson, 1993; 

Spear et a l ,  2000; Wilhelm et al, 2000; Coulthard & Kyriacou, 2000; Menter et a l ,  2002; 

Morris, 2001; Nordanger & Lindqvist, 2002; General Teaching Council, 2003; DES, 

2003). Teaching has undoubtedly become a more demanding and intense job over time 

(De Nobile, McCormick, 2005).

Teacher stress may never be quantified but it is worth noting that an estimated 25% o f the 

general population experiences stress but only 8% of the general workforce suffer from 

occupational stress. By contrast, an International Labour Organisation [ILO] report (cited 

in Iliou, 1996; see also: Kantas, 2001) on employment and conditions o f work of teachers 

refers to stress among teachers as an increasing problem. A review o f 43 studies carried 

out in the US between 1979 and 1998 classified teachers first in their levels o f emotional 

exhaustion, compared with other professional groups (Schaufeli & Enzman, 1998; Firth- 

Cozens & Payne, 1999; see also: Stoeber & Rennert, 2008). Most researchers who have 

compared results of many studies in the field o f stress in teaching all over the world over 

the past forty years, claim that it has consistently grown to an extent that it is now of
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alarming concern (Kyriacou & Suttcliffe, 1978; Cooper, 1980; Cooper & Payne, 1988; 

Pierce & Mo Hoy, 1990; Wynne, Clarkin & Dolphin 1991; Boyle & Katz, 1991; Huberman, 

1993; Borg et al, 1995; Burke, 1995; Burg & Greenglass 1995; Travers & Cooper, 1996; 

Cockburn, 1996; Dunham & Varma 1998; Antoniou, 1999; Antoniou et al, 2000, 2006; 

Leontari et al, 2000; Brouwers & Tomic, 2000; Kourtesi & Kantas, 2000; Kyriakou, 

2000, 2001; Troman & Woods, 2001, 2005; Kantas 1996, 1997, 2001; Koustelios & 

Kousteliou, 2001; Moriarty, 2001; Tsiakkiros & Passhiardis, 2002; The Northern Ireland 

Teachers’ Health and Wellbeing Survey Report, 2002; Wilson, in Scottish Council for 

Research in Education [SCRE], 2002; Chien (2004); Greek Institute of Health and Work 

Security [ELINYAE], 2005; National Association of Head Teachers [NAHT], 2005; 

Panagiotopoulou, 2005; ASTI, 2007; European Trade Union Committee for Education 

[ETUCE], 2007; Murray, 2007; Jarvis, 2002, 2008; Times Educational Supplement, [TES] 

18 September 2009; Moore, 2010). However, we might have to view these results with 

caution, given that:

■ the research relies on different methods, samples and times;

■ stress may have increased among the general population as a whole or people may 

show a new promptness in reporting stress;

■ people in lower socio-economic classes and ‘blue-collar’ professionals experience 

more stress at work than ‘white collar’ professionals, but they may be more 

reluctant to report it;

■ stress cannot be precisely defined by a single definition as a concept and

■ teachers are no more prone to mental or physical illness or suicidal than any other 

professionals (Fletcher & Payne, 1979, in Cooper, 1980).

But some facts are clear. High proportions of school teachers have reported finding their 

work very stressfLil (Pratt, 1978; Kyriacou & Sutcliffe, 1978; Chiang, 2002; Lee, 2002; 

Kyriacou & Chien, 2004; Kokkinos, 2007; Stavrakaki, 2007; Skaalvik, 2009). 

Occupational stress may accelerate mental and physical disease (Cooper & Marshall, 

1976; Kasl, 1978, in Kyriacou, 1985; Pines & Aronson, 1988; Maslach et al., 1996). One 

study (Cox et al, 1978) compared the answers o f school teachers to the answers of other 

professionals to the question ‘where are the main sources of stress in your life?’ and found 

that 78% of the teachers surveyed report that these were at work, whereas only 38% of the 

other professionals did the same. Pratt’s study in 1978 (cited in Kyriacou, 1986) reported 

that 60.4% of teachers, compared to 51.1% of other professionals, mentioned experiencing
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some degree or severe nervous strain when they were asked whether they felt they worked 

under strain.

This result is consistent with other research (see Munn & Johnstone, 1993b) in whose 

study tecahers appear to be less satisfied than the general population with factors instrinsic 

to the job, organisational climate and home - work interface. Further comparative evidence 

provided by a survey o f TUC (2000) safety represenatives across most occupational 

sectors mentioned stress and overwork as the main work hazard by 82% of the educational 

sector.

It may be argued, however, that teachers are a more articulate professional group and often 

discuss their problems and difficulties in staffrooms. This itself may be indicative o f the 

level o f stress they experience at work but at the same time, they may be able to define 

their perceptions o f v/ork, talk to and seek advice from colleagues, as a form o f social 

support, which, combined with long holidays, may have a mitigating effect on the 

incidence o f stress.

Research findings have found relationships between teacher burnout and neuroticism 

(Maslach, Schaufeli & Leiter, 2001). Multiple international studies, across various teacher 

population sizes, as for example those of: Borg & Riding (1993) among 212 secondary 

school teachers in Malta; Byrne (1993) among 3,188 teachers o f all grades in Canada; 

Travers & Cooper (1996) among 1,790 teachers o f all grades in Britain; De Nobile & Me 

Cormic (2005) among 356 primary teachers in Australia; Kokkinos (2007) and Stavrakaki 

(2007) among 447 and 635 teachers respectively, in Greece, have identified teaching as 

one o f the most stressfril professions.

3.11 THE PREVALENCE OF STRESS IN TEACHING

Teaching is inherently prone to stress and all or most teachers seem to experience stress at 

work (Van Horn et al, 1997; Wisniewski & Gargiulo, 1997; Jennett et al, 2003), while 

teaching has been characterised historically by high levels o f role conflict, role ambiguity 

and overload (Waller, 1932; Lortie, 1975; Lieberman & Miller, 1984; Newson, 1993; 

Spear et a l ,  2000; Wilhelm et al, 2000; Coulthard & Kyriacou, 2000; Menter et a l ,  2002; 

Morris, 2001; Nordanger & Lindqvist, 2002; General Teaching Council, 2003; DBS, 

2003). Teaching has undoubtedly become a more demanding and intense job over time 

(De Nobile, McCormick, 2005).
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Teacher stress may never be quantified but it is worth noting that an estimated 25% of the 

general population experiences stress but only 8% of the general workforce suffer fi-oni 

occupational stress. By contrast, an International Labour Organisation [ILO] report (cited 

in Iliou, 1996; see also: Kantas, 2001) on employment and conditions o f work of teachers 

refers to stress among teachers as an increasing problem. A review o f 43 studies carried 

out in the US between 1979 and 1998 classified teachers first in their levels o f emotional 

exhaustion, compared with other professional groups (Schaufeli & Enzman, 1998; Firth- 

Cozens & Payne, 1999; see also: Stoeber & Rennert, 2008). Most researchers who have 

compared results o f many studies in the field o f stress in teaching all over the world over 

the past forty years, claim that it has consistently grown to an extent that it is now of 

alarming concern (Kyriacou & Suttchffe, 1978; Cooper, 1980; Cooper & Payne, 1988; 

Pierce & Molloy, 1990; Wynne, Clarkin & Dolphin 1991; Boyle & Katz, 1991; Huberman, 

1993; Borg et a l, 1995; Burke, 1995; Burg & Greenglass 1995; Travers & Cooper, 1996; 

Cockburn, 1996; Dunham & Varma 1998; Antoniou, 1999; Antoniou et a l, 2000, 2006; 

Leontari et a l, 2000; Brouwers & Tomic, 2000; Kourtesi & Kantas, 2000; Kyriakou, 

2000, 2001; Troman & Woods, 2001, 2005; Kantas 1996, 1997, 2001; Koustelios & 

Kousteliou, 2001; Moriarty, 2001; Tsiakkiros & Passhiardis, 2002; The Northern Ireland 

Teachers’ Health and Wellbeing Survey Report, 2002; Wilson, in Scottish Council for 

Research in Education [SCRE], 2002; Chien (2004); Greek Institute o f Health and Work 

Security [ELINYAE], 2005; National Association o f Head Teachers [NAHT], 2005; 

Panagiotopoulou, 2005; ASTI, 2007; European Trade Union Committee for Education 

[ETUCE], 2007; Murray, 2007; Jarvis, 2002, 2008; Times Educational Supplement, [TES] 

18 September 2009; Moore, 2010). However, we might have to view these results with 

caution, given that:

■ the research relies on different methods, samples and times;

■ stress may have increased among the general population as a whole or people may 

show a new promptness in reporting stress;

■ people in lower socio-economic classes and ‘blue-collar’ professionals experience 

more stress at work than ‘white collar’ professionals, but they may be more 

reluctant to report it;

■ stress cannot be precisely defined by a single definition as a concept and

■ teachers are no more prone to mental or physical illness or suicidal than any other 

professionals (Fletcher & Payne, 1979, in Cooper, 1980).
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But some facts are clear. High proportions o f school teachers have reported finding their 

work very stressful (Pratt, 1978; Kyriacou & Sutcliffe, 1978; Chiang, 2002; Lee, 2002; 

Kyriacou & Chien, 2004; Kokkinos, 2007; Stavrakaki, 2007; Skaalvik, 2009). 

Occupational stress may accelerate mental and physical disease (Cooper & Marshall, 

1976; Kasl, 1978, in Kyriacou, 1985; Pines & Aronson, 1988; Maslach et ah, 1996). One 

study (Cox et a l,  1978) compared the answers o f school teachers to the answers o f other 

professionals to the question ‘where are the main sources of stress in your life?’ and found 

that 78% o f the teachers surveyed report that these were at work, whereas only 38% o f the 

other professionals did the same. Pratt’s study in 1978 (cited in Kyriacou, 1986) reported 

that 60.4% of teachers, compared to 51.1% of other professionals, mentioned experiencing 

some degree or severe nervous strain when they were asked whether they felt they worked 

under strain.

This result is consistent with other research (see Munn & Johnstone, 1993b) in whose 

study tecahers appear to be less satisfied than the general population with factors instrinsic 

to the job, organisational climate and home - work interface. Further comparative evidence 

provided by a survey o f TUC (2000) safety represenatives across most occupational 

sectors mentioned stress and overwork as the main work hazard by 82% of the educational 

sector.

It may be argued, however, that teachers are a more articulate professional group and often 

discuss their problems and difficulties in staffrooms. This itself may be indicative of the 

level o f stress they experience at work but at the same time, they may be able to define 

their perceptions o f work, talk to and seek advice from colleagues, as a form of social 

support, which, combined with long holidays, may have a mitigating effect on the 

incidence o f stress.

3.12 STRESS MANIFESTATIONS

Apart from negative reactions and adverse consequences, higher levels o f stress at work 

can have influence on the immune system and exacerbate various medical conditions 

(Caputo, 1991; Ashcraft, 1992; Brown & Ralph, 1992; Dinham, 1993; Burke & 

Greenglass, 1994; Spector & Jex, 1997; Simmons, Nelson, & Neal, 2001; Angerer, 2003; 

Lazouras et al, 2009). Stress manifests itself in a variety of responses, ranging from the 

physical (headaches, musculoskeletal pain, backaches, dryness in the throat, nervous tics, 

neck and chest pain, headache, migraine, tiredness, chest pain, hypertension, high blood
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pressure, shortness o f breath, cardiovascular disease, stomach complaints, colitis, peptic 

ulcers, low bowel syndrome), to the psychological (insecurity, vulnerability, anger, job 

alienation, apathy, frustration, anxiety, depression) and behavioural (negative attitudes, 

withdrawal, reduced or declining work performance, deterioration of interpersonal 

relationships, abrupt mood swings, reduced tolerance to frustration, loss o f caring for other 

people, increased irritability, absenteeism, substance abuse such as drugs or alcohol to 

fight the effects o f stress, panic attacks and accidents). These findings are discussed in 

various studies (Bloch, 1978; Hargreaves, 1978; Kyriacou & Sutcliffe, 1979; Maslach, 

1982; Solman & Feld, 1989; Borg, Riding & Falzon, 1991; Sarros & Sarros, 1992; 

Dinham, 1993; Whitehead, 1994; Travers & Cooper, 1996; Manthei & Gilmore, 1996; 

Muchinsky, 2000; Spector, 2000; Troman, 2000; Luthans, 2002; Kemeny, 2003; Angerer, 

2003; Hanson & Sullivan, 2003; Pervez & Hanif, 2003; Chen, Yu & Wong, 2005; Aluja et 

a l, 2005).

Common stress responses among teachers are:

■ frustration, which manifests itself in constant fatigue, frequent headaches, stomach 

upsets, insomnia, hypertension, body rashes and in prolonged cases depressive 

illness and

■ anxiety, associated with feelings o f  inadequacy, loss o f  confidence, confiision in 

thinking and, sometimes, panic.

Occasionally, stress is manifested through more severe psychosomatic symptoms such as 

twitchy eye, nervous rash, loss o f voice or weight and, if protracted, it may lead to a 

nervous breakdown (Dunham, 1976, in Travers & Cooper, 1996). There have not been 

many studies investigating stress manifestations among teachers specifically. The extent to 

which teachers are stressed depends on a number o f enviromnental factors, individual 

differences in perception and appraisal o f  the situation and each individual’s stress 

response. And such research as has been conducted hitherto has thus focused on specific 

groups o f teachers, sources of stress and general working conditions.

Among the most costly consequences o f stress from an organisational perspective is an 

unproductive worker, whose typical behavioural characteristics can be alienation, apathy 

and absenteism (Gugliemi & Tatrow, 1998). In the case o f teachers, consequences include 

are absenteeism, withdrawal, and premature retirement (Australian Teaching Council, 

1995; Bruce & Cacciope, 1989; Starnaman & Miller, 1992; Muchinsky, 2000; Singh & 

Billingsley, 1996; 2001; Spector, 2000; Kyriacou, et al., 2003; Rosenblatt & Shirom,
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2004). It would be wise however, to treat the idea that extent of absence leave is a measure 

of stress with caution, since we cannot presume that all illness can be attributed to stress. 

However, Hamen and De Mayo (1982, cited in Travers & Cooper, 1996) found that the 

average British/US teacher reported missing 4.5 days per year due to stress, comprising 

two tliirds o f the total absences due to all causes but it is hard to discern the difference 

between absences due to sickness or stress. The fact that subjectivity is involved in 

determining this should not be ignored. Therefore, there may doubts as to how accurate 

these findings are, as underreporting and scepticism regarding health issues due to stress 

may be issues and these results should be treated carefiilly (Fimian, 1988a; Travers & 

Cooper, 1996). A study in Spain in 1985 and 1986 (Franco & Esteve, cited in Esteve, 

1989), examining the relationship between sick leave and absenteeism, using the official 

statistics for Malaga, revealed that:

■ 12.5% of the 7,321 teachers there took sick leave during the year for an average of 

34 days each and

■ of the 899 teachers who took sick leave days, 11% were diagnosed as suffering 

from psychoneurotic symptoms, 15% from respiratory or cardiovascular problems 

and 9% had complaints affecting their digestive systems.

Four patterns o f stress experience emerged from the study conducted by Makinen and 

Kinnunen, (1988) in Sweden. The aim was to investigate how stress is manifested and they 

found that teachers could be classified as those who:

■ felt exhausted during the whole term;

■ were stressed a few weeks after the beginning of the year and did not recover 

during the rest o f it;

■ felt stressed at the beginning and at the end of the year and those

■ were not stressed at all.

Stress levels may not be liable to easy assessment, but studies that have investigated the 

dynamics o f stress throughout the school year conclude that stress patterns vary throughout 

the year and they are always higher at the beginning and at the end (Hembling & Gilliland, 

1981; Canada & Fleishut, 1985; Salo, 1995). A study conducted by the NYSUT (1980) 

found the opening week of each year was the single most stressful time.

In the UK a NAHT survey involving 1,800 schools showed that 38% o f all absences 

among school principals were due to work-related stress, while a survey among classroom 

teachers in 2004 found that a third o f sick leave taken by them was due to work-related
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stress (BBC News, 2005, http://news.bbc.co.uk/go/pr/fr/-/1 /hi/education/4447232.stm. . 

The NAHT voiced extreme concern and said education reforms would collapse unless the 

matter was dealt with. 'We will not be able to attain the high standards o f education that 

both government and school leaders desire, unless the extremely grave situation of 

overworked, anxious head teachers still in the system is addressed' (BBC News, 2005, 

http: //ne ws. bbc. co. uk/ go/ pr/fr/-/1 /hi/educat ion/4447232, stm).

Although Kyriacou and Pratt (1985) support the view that there are indications o f an 

association between reported psychoneurotic symptoms and self-reported teacher-stress, 

they also feel that there is little evidence that teachers, as a whole, have higher incidences 

of physical or mental ill health than those in other professionals. But in cases where the 

stress level is high, the result can be severe physical and psychological consequences for 

teachers including fatigue, tension, anxiety, depression, poor teaching performance and 

judgment, as well as low job satisfaction (Litt & Turk, 1985; Capel, 1987; Eckles, 1987; 

Beehr & Frantz, 1987, in Pithers & Soden, 1998). Most surveys indicate that teaching is 

among the most highly stressing professions (air-traffic controllers, firefighters, health

care workers, social workers) sometimes requiring therapeutic intervention (Travers & 

Cooper, 1996; Dunham & Varma, 1998; Kyriacou, 2000, in Kyriacou, 2001; Taylor, 2003; 

Sulsky & Smith, 2005).

There is an increasing recognition that stress in teaching in Greece and elsewhere is a 

serious problem (Kyriacou & Sutcliffe, 1978a, 1978b, 1980; Fletcher & Payne, 1982; 

Turk, Meeks & Turk, 1982; Tellenback, Brenner & Lofgren, 1983; Smilansky, 1984; 

Brenner, Sorbom & Wallius, 1985; Woodhouse, Hall & Wooster, 1985; Farrugia, 1986; 

Perlberg & Keinan, 1986; Capel, 1987; Kyriacou 1987; Fimian, 1988; Wearing, 1989; 

Borg & Falzon, 1989, 1990, 1993; Borg, 1990; Borg, Riding & Falzon, 1991; Cooper & 

Payne, 1991; Smith & Bourke, 1992; Sramaman & Miller, 1992; Fontana & Abouserie, 

1993; Boot, Cox & Harrison, 1988; Hall et a l, 1986, cited by Boyle et a l, 1995; 

Kokkinos, 2007). Though, by contrast, the level o f occupational stress is lower than in 

other professions among satisfied teachers, some research claims (Otto, 1986; Chaplain, 

1995; Crossman & Harris, 2006).

In one o f the most interesting studies (Huberman, 1993) the problem was illustrated in 160 

interviews with high school teachers in Switzerland. Huberman compared the worries and 

frustrations teachers experienced in the various stages o f their working lives. The study 

indicated that, as teachers’ careers advance, they seem to go through a period o f ‘self-
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doubt, disenchantment and reassessment’, during which their concerns are either resolved 

or not, in which case they decide either to continue their careers or to leave teaching. 

Decisions to leave or stay in teaching may also depend on factors such as social support, or 

lack o f  it, from colleagues, superiors, family and friends. The most common reasons cited 

for leaving are ‘fatigue, frustration, nervous tension, wear and tear’ (Huberman, 1993: 75). 

A prolonged exposure to these stressors may lead to burnout.

Though a number o f studies have indicated a positive association between self-reported 

teacher stress and overall measures o f mental ill-health (Pratt, 1978; Galloway, 1982; 

Tellenback et al., 1983, in Kyriacou & Pratt, 1985; Howard & Johnson, 2004; TES, 5 June 

2009; Guardian, 27 February 2009; Guardian, 13 July 2009; Moore, 2010) this 

association may be greatest in cases of anxiety, somatic and depressive symptoms. It is 

thus assumed that there is an interaction between the level o f stress experienced, the 

teacher’s personality, the nature o f the stress reaction and the coping strategies adopted. 

This may have important implications for understanding the nature o f the association 

between teachers' stress and mental ill-health and may provide insight into the successful 

coping strategies which can be used by teachers. Job satisfaction and occupational stress 

influence one another, even if a trend of causality cannot be established due to the 

complicated natures of both. With regard to the financial cost o f stress, it may be sizeable, 

but the cost in terms o f disrupted learning for students may be beyond measure (Chaplain, 

1995; De Nobile & Zembylas, 2005; Crossnian & Harris, 2006).

3.13 THE EFFECTS OF STRESS IN TEACHING

It is difficult to estimate the effects of stress in any other way than the personal. 

Occupational stress may be meaningful in industry, as loss can be estimated in economic 

terms as lost production and other monetary loss. Loss in education generally, and in the 

teaching profession particularly, may be identifiable to some extent, in statistical terms, 

through teachers’ leaving teaching, absence and sick leave, but in the attitudes o f 

detachment teachers may adopt, we are dealing with something not quantifiable. However, 

occupational stress may not be separate to all other sources o f stress and coping with stress 

generally has been presented as a matter o f finding out what practical or personal 

tecliniques people may be using. What 'works' in one context may work for teachers but 

little research has been undertaken into interventionist strategies that can be used in the 

school as a whole and what materials are available to use in the classroom. Ultimately, the
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cost o f teaching ineffectively has not been systematically investigated, in Greece or 

elsewhere.

However, it is part of the paradoxical nature of stress and responses to it that some 

symptoms o f stress can, at the same time, be coping strategies relieving the stress. Highly 

stressed teachers for example, report more maladaptive coping responses (smoking, 

drinking, and substance abuse) during stressful periods, while they find disengaging from 

work difficult to achieve and having less control over their time off work (Griffith, Steptoe 

& Cropley, 1999; Cropley & Purvis, 2003). "Symptoms" may be indicative o f hard and 

successful work and indicative o f personal and not occupational stress or typical of 

teachers who may be more conscious o f professional standards (Smilansky, 1984). 

Dunham notes that a finite and unambiguous list o f stress symptoms may be hard to 

achieve and, even if achieved, hard to utilise, because:

The use o f  checklist to obtain information about sta ff reactions to occupational pressures 
has several disadvantages. The items on the list, e.g. depression, are probably understood 
differently by the people who read them. They may be reluctant to accept that they have 
some o f  those problems, e.g. marital or fam ily conflict (Dunham, 1984, in Johnstone, 
1989: 30)

In conclusion, it can be said that the fact that 78% of teachers have referred to work as the 

main source o f stress in their lives and that 60.4% of them suffer neurotic stress is 

extremely worrying, if we assume teachers’ stress not only has adverse consequences for 

the teachers themselves, but may lead to poor educational standards and have a financial 

cost (Cox, 1978; Cox & Brockley, 1989).

3.14 STRESS AND COPING

Coping has been included in a number o f models o f stress (for example: Lazarus, 1976; 

Kyriacou & Sutcliffe, 1978a, in Hawe et a l, 2000). There is little empirical evidence o f 

the methods used by teachers as coping behaviours and most studies have been descriptive, 

not evaluative (Kyriacou, 1980; Dunham, 1983; Dewe, 1985; Travers & Cooper, 1996). 

The strategies used by the individual teacher may range from denial, "the problem does not 

exist" to direct action, "I will deal with the problem now". Self-reported symptoms of 

stress may coincide with techniques teachers use to cope with stress, such as passivity, 

withdrawal, apathy or aggression. The top three coping strategies elicited from teachers in 

Kyriacou and Sutcliffe’s study (1980b) were:

■ trying to keep things in perspective;
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■ trying to avoid confrontations and

■ trying to relax after work.

Dunham (1992) found teachers’ most preferred coping strategies were:

■ setting aside some time in the evenings and at the weekends when they refuse to do 

any school-related work;

■ trying to come to terms with each individual situation;

■ talking to their family/partner over stressful situations at work;

■ involving themselves with friends and family when not at work;

■ saying no to unnecessary demands;

■ switching off;

■ admitting their limits more easily than when they first became teachers;

■ trying to bring their feelings and opinions into the open;

■ accepting the problems and

■ talking about problems, usually with colleagues at school.

In order to prevent or mitigate stress, several strategies can be used. Dunham proposes to 

strengthen organisational patterns and to emphasise diversity and flexibility in coping with 

stress in teaching. For example, establishment o f a peer support system that would provide 

professional and personal interaction with colleagues or administrative assistance, which 

would particularly useful for novice teachers and training teachers in behavioural and 

cognitive techniques in order to tackle stress (Travers & Cooper, 1998; Williams, 1995, 

Cooley & Yavanoff, 1996, cited by Ben-Ari et a l, 2003).

However, Dewe (1985) has noted that lists o f coping strategies can say very little about 

what teachers actually do and are only prescriptive o f the coping strategies they could use. 

Lazarus (1980), from a psychologist’s perspective, suggests that there are two forms o f 

coping: direct action or palliative, the latter sometimes being unsuccessfiil. In more recent 

studies Kyriacou has distinguished between coping techniques that involve direct action, 

aiming at reduction of the source o f stress and palliative techniques, involving emotion 

control and stress relief (Kyriakou, 2000, 2001). Pearlin and Schooler (1978) have 

suggested that coping has tliree fiinctions:
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■ to eradicate or change the conditions causing the problem;

■ to recast the experience in a way that may be less problematic and

■ to keep emotional consequences o f the problem within limits.

Individual coping strategies seem to work best when dealing with inter-personal affairs,

but are not as effective when dealing with other problems. For example, individual coping

may be the best way to deal with a bullying principal in a school, but would be less

effective in dealing with some disruptive class[es], Pearlin and Schooler claim that;

People seek to control stress in occupation, though without much success, by keeping work 
itself in a place secondary in importance.

Furthermore, they assert that:

Possessing the 'right ’ personality characteristics is somewhat more effective in dealing 
with economic and job  problems ... psychological characteristics are more helpful in 
sustaining people facing strains arising out o f  conditions over which they have little direct 
control — finances and job  (Pearlin & Schooler, 1978: 13).

The tendency o f study participants to keep stress within limits by denying the importance

of work may have serious implications in a job such as teaching, which is people-focused.

Most o f the attempts to reduce teachers' anxiety, through improving teaching skills,

relaxation, physical exercise, acquiring desensitisation skills and other behavioural

approaches had rather weak effects or failed to improve the situation (Coates & Thoresen,

1976, in Dunham, 1992). Kyriacou and Sutcliffe (1978b: 2) explain that:

Teacher stress is conceptualized as being directly related to the degree to which the 
coping mechanisms are unable to deal with the actual stressors and the degree to which 
the teacher appraises the threat.

The experience o f stress is greatly related to whether teachers feel threatened by the 

demands made on them and whether, after having appraised a situation as threatening, they 

can (or believe they can) do something to improve or change it. There are two types o f 

cognitive and behavioural processes that teachers use in stressfiil situations: problem- 

focused and emotion-focused (Latack & Havlovic, 1992, in Travers & Cooper, 1996). The 

former is considered as capable o f having a positive impact on the problem, while the 

latter is considered dysfunctional (Masel, Terry & Gribble, 1996). The first step towards 

finding successfiil strategies to help teachers cope with stress is to identify factors 

contributing to stress at work. Various researchers (for example: Dunham, 1980; Fletcher 

& Payne, 1982; Freeman, 1987; Pierce & Molloy, 1990), have drawn attention to the 

importance o f social support, namely support from family and friends, as a means o f
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alleviating stress in teaching. The importance o f improving the climate and the level of

social support in schools, meaning support by colleagues, superiors and parents, is also

emphasised by some researchers, as good relationships with colleagues are considered

beneficial, especially when a teacher experiences stress from other sources (Chakxavorty,

1989; Dunham, 1989; Kyriacou, 1981; Otto, 1982, in Travers & Cooper, 1996; Dworkin,

Haney & Telschow, 1990; Griffith, Steptoe & Cropley, 1999; Dworkin, Saha & Hill, 2003;

Morgan & O'Leary, 2004). Nevertheless, collegiality cannot happen in schools unless it is

valued and actions are taken to overcome the obstacles to its development as Moriarty et

a l, (2006) suggest. Drawing on Teschke (1996) they also suggest that:

Principals could play a pivotal role in developing collegiality i f  they could explicitly state 
expectations for cooperation among teachers, model collegiality themselves by joining  
with teachers to w’ork on improving school conditions, and reward collegiality by granting 
release time, recognition, and other resources. (Moriarty et a l, 2006; 369)

In addition to collegiality and turning to resources and assistance provided by others (as 

well as taking direct actions to solve problems), teachers should also learn to manage their 

own stress. Lazarus (1976) identifies anticipation that one's coping skills will not suffice as 

likely to exacerbate stress, maybe more so than the stressfiil event per se. Using relaxation 

techniques can be useful (Kyriacou, 2001), while the practice o f controlling negative and 

emotional rumination may also be usefril. Rationalisation o f worries and reasoned 

anticipation can turn stress into a positive process as some studies suggest that better 

performances are given under stress and that helplessness may be less stressful than 

assertiveness (Roger & Hudson, 1995).

However, it must be pointed out that although the study that was successfiil in identifying 

assertiveness as one o f the more common stress sources and stress manifestations o f 

female kindergarten teachers, the sample from which the data were obtained was rather 

small and caution must be exercised in making strong generalisations. Therefore, it is 

suggested that additional research, perhaps incorporating qualitative approaches to identify 

stress sources and physiological techniques to obtain measurement o f stress levels, needs 

to be conducted so that teachers’ stressors and stress symptoms can be better understood. 

Undesirable responses to stress are also caused by the "lack o f fit" between person and 

environment. In the case o f teachers, the mismatch between teachers and their jobs is 

something that can have individual and organisational consequences. The teacher’s 

personality is a key element in this model, along with his/her biographical characteristics 

which influence what support the teacher needs. The majority o f  studies on stress in
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schools (in Greece and elsewhere) have focused on recommendations for coping based on 

the individual teacher and what s/he can do, whereas evaluations o f in-service courses that 

have been designed to help teachers cope effectively with stress have led to contradictory 

results (Janis, 1971; Abramson, Seligman & Teasdale, 1978; Dunham, 1984b; Fisher, 

1984; Docking, 1985; Woodhouse et a l, 1985; Fisher, 1986, in Dimitropoulos, Koulouri 

& Athanassoula, 2003). The development o f more practical skills, such as in time 

management, could seem to be more valuable than psychological stress reduction 

strategies and the former can probably also be more easily achieved than the latter. 

Overall, the effectiveness o f any particular coping strategy depends on its appropriateness 

to the person and the situation as authors including Lazarus and Folkman (1984) and 

Folkman and Moskowitz (2004) claim.

Pines and Aronson (1988) and Hargreaves (1994) however, argue that it is broad-scale 

changes in the work place, rather than individual coping approaches that are more effective 

in managing stress. The nature o f the changes required should be determined by 

identifying the sources o f stress for teachers in their working environments. Relevant 

factors are leadership, role conflict, work overload, collegiality and discipline policies and 

this involves a whole school approach in dealing with stress (see also: Brissie, Hoover- 

Dempsey & Bassler, 1988; Wyly & Fresher, 1990; Borg & Falzon, 1991; Starnaman & 

Miller, 1992).

3.15 THE IMPORTANCE OF SOCIAL SUPPORT

Social support can be defined as: ‘that subset o f persons in the individual’s total social 

network upon whom s/he relies for socio-emotional aid, instrumental aid, or both’ (Thoits, 

1986: 34). Social support may act as a moderator o f stress in teaching. It can originate 

from several sources, either in the social (personal) or the organisational (work) domains 

and it can have a varied influence on teachers, depending on its extent and nature. 

However, lack o f social support may not have a negative effect on teachers, (despite the 

fact that there is no unambiguous definition o f its nature so that it can be hard even to be 

sure what, if anything, is "missing"), nor, is there any agreement as to how it can alleviate 

stress (Rodin & Salovey, 1989; Sarason, Sarason & Pierce, 1990; Schwarzer & Leppin, 

1989; 1991; Veiel & Baumann, 1992; Schwarzer, 2004). One study has suggested that if  

schools provided counsellors, half the surveyed teachers would make use o f their 

expertise, as they did now with trusted colleagues, with whom they discussed their
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professional problems (Philips & Whitfield, 1980, in Dimitropoulos, Kalouri & 

Athanassoula, 2003). Fleming, O’Keefe and Baum (1991) remark that people often suffer 

silently, because admitting that one is under stress is contrary to western European cultural 

norms; stress bears a stigma of weakness and is linked to supposed incompetence and, 

fear of mental illness. As a typical feature of any teacher's work is interaction with 

children, parents and colleagues, support structures and working conditions are important 

for job satisfaction (Perie et al, 1997). Teachers may experience stress when they feel 

unsupported by their colleagues, their supervisors, parents of their pupils, pupils 

themselves and the community (Cox, 1977; Needle et al, 1980; Clark, 1980; Tellenback et 

al, 1983; Hawkes & Dedrick, 1983; Kalker, 1984; Mykletun, 1984; Wanberg, 1984; 

BlackBranch, 1996; Russel et a l,  1987, in Me Cormiek, 1997; Brenner et a/., 1985, in 

Travers & Cooper, 1993; Kyriacou & Chien, 2004; Stoebcr & Rennert, 2008). Satisfactoiy 

collegial relationships and support were negatively associated with burnout (Corrigan, 

Holmes & Luchins, 1995), suggesting that organisational structure and climate and 

relationships at work can act either as a source of support or as a source of stress: where 

they are present burnout is less likely; where they are absent, it is all too possible.

3.16 CONCLUSION

There is an emerging awareness of the need to examine the school context so that it is 

managed as a whole (Cox, 1978; Cox & Brockley, 1989; Rogers, 2007). Teaching 

demands massive self-investment and shapes one's identity, often erasing the boundaries 

between personal and professional life. The working enviromnent is a considerable source 

of satisfaction for teachers (Moriarty et al., 2001). But the emotions experienced by 

teachers at work have political and moral implications, as they are associated with power 

and the ability to be a good teacher (Kelchtermans, 1996).

Teachers’ experiences of stress, therefore, carmot be viewed in isolation from their 

organisational context and treating the causes of stress as if they resided only in teachers 

themselves is a narrow approach to the problem and does not usually make for appropriate 

solutions. The fact that emphasis is often placed on individual teachers’ coping techniques 

based on their skill repertoires, personal resources and powers of endurance, is surprising 

as most studies have acknowledged the importance of the organisation in determining 

teachers’ experiences of stress. Responsibility for the health and well-being of personnel
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and finding solutions to problems thus tends to be shifted to teachers themselves and is not 

often accepted by those who manage educational systems.

Milstein and Golaszewski (1985) claim that the most important stress factors for teachers 

are linked to the structure of teaching as an activity and to the ability to accomplish the 

professional role, such as providing knowledge to students and dealing with discipline and 

motivation problems, rather than being due to aspects of organisational structure. But 

educational policy can affect what happens in the classroom. Improvements to 

management practices, enhanced teachers' pre- and in-service training, organisational and 

administrative rearrangements, staff relationships, working conditions and curriculum 

development could minimise stress within schools (Kyriakou, 1987). Given this, it seems 

sensible to suggest that keeping teachers satisfied with their work should be a priority for 

educational systems and an aspiration for educational leaders in Greece and elsewhere. As 

a final point, we might say that if more attention were paid by policy makers to the views 

of teachers, than is paid to blaming them, there might be significant progress in preventing 

and reducing stress (Kyriacou & Chien, 2004).
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE GREEK EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Conspicuous characteristics o f Greek education throughout Greece's modern history have 

been its strict hierarchical organisation and bureaucratic structures. Educational provision 

in Greece is entirely the responsibility o f the Ministry o f Education, Lifelong Learning 

and Religious Affairs abbreviated from the Greek and rendered in Latin script as 

YPEDBMTH. Centralised control over all aspects o f Greek educational structures defines 

education.

However, the lack o f long-term educational policies is also a core problem, coupled with 

the absence o f clear aims and structure, poor design and delivery o f policies and a lack of 

teachers’ involvement in planning of programmes (John & Gravani, 2005). These are 

organisational factors restricting teachers’ autonomy and breeding professional 

dissatisfaction and stress.

4.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE EDUCATION SYSTEM

The Greek educational system has an extensive record o f reform, which has been affected 

by the country's long history. It operates within a context o f great geographical variety and 

contrasts, with proportional diversity in the distribution o f population amid urban and rural 

areas. The system has its own principles, structural characteristics and functioning 

regulations at each level.

4.2.1 PRIMARY EDUCATION

Compulsory education in Greece lasts for nine years and all children aged 6-15 are obliged 

to attend primary, the Greek word for which can be given as dimotiko and lower secondary 

(gymnasio). School life, however, may start at the age o f two years and six months (pre

school education) in (private or public) day nurseries. In some of those there are infant 

classes (nipiagogeio), which accept children from the age o f four. Primary education lasts 

for six years, with children being admitted at the age o f six. The general structure and 

levels o f the Greek education system are presented in Table 4.1:
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TABLE 4.1: GENERAL STRUCTURE AND LEVELS OF GREEK EDUCA TION SYSTEM

Higher Education
U niversities (AEI), Polytechnic Schools, H igher School o f  F ine Arts (ASKT)
Technological Educational Institutes (TEI)
H ellenic Open U niversity (EAP)
Upper Secondary Education
LYKIO: genera] & EPAL/EPAS (vocational education training schools): not compulsory, ages: 16+ 
Variations: experimental, ecclesiastic, evening, art
lEK : Vocational Training Institutes: post-com pulsory but non-tertiary education 
Lower Secondary Education 
GYM NASIO: compulsory, ages: 13-15
V ariations: general, music, ecclesiastic, athletic, special needs, cross-cultural, experimental, minority, 
evening, art: compulsory 
second chance: not com pulsory 
Primary Education
D IM OTIK O  SCHOLIO: compulsory, ages: 6-12
Variations: all-day, special needs, cross-cultural, minority, experimental
Pre-Primary Education
NIPIAGOGHIO : com pulsory, ages: 4-5
Variations: all-day, special needs

4.3 ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF THE EDUCATION SYSTEM

As has already been noted the Greek education system is highly centralised. General and 

particular goals and policies are conceived, formulated and issued by YPEDBMTH. More 

authority has been devolved to lower authorities since the 1980s in an attempt to 

democratise education by decentralising it and to ensure participation o f  those directly 

involved in educational processes, but the centralising tendency remains strong. The 

administrative structure o f  YPEDBMTH (Table 4.2) can be summarised as follows.

TABLE 4.2: ADMINISTRA TIVE STRUCTURE OF THE GREEK EDUCA TIONAL SYSTEM  
National Level (central government)

M inister o f  Education, Lifelong Learning and Religious Affairs 
D eputy M inisters 
Secretary General 
D irectorates o f  Education
Central Official Council o f  Prim ary/Secondary Education 
Prefectural Level (local government)

Prefect
D irector o f  Studies
Regional Official Council o f  Prim ary/Secondary Education
H eads o f  Offices
School Level
Principal
V ice Principal
T eachers’ Council
Teachers
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There is also a number o f agencies supervised by the Ministry which perfonn various 

activities such as the Pedagogical Institute, the National Education Council the School 

Buildings Organisation, the Textbook Publishing Organisation, the Organisation for 

Teacher Training, the Organisation for Vocational Education and Training the Foundation 

for State Grants, the Inter-Disciplinary Organisation for the Recognition o f Academic titles 

and Information, the Foundation for Research and Technology, the Educational Research 

Centre, the Institute for Greek Diaspora Education and Intercultural Studies and the 

National Youth Foundation.

4.4 STANDARDS OF EDUCATION

Some basic features o f the Greek educational system are presented here for a better 

understanding o f the standards o f the Greek educational system. Some of the figures used 

are before 2008, as no more recent data were available, due to extensive and constant 

changes up-to-date.

4.4.1 EDUCATIONAL LEVEL

Participation levels in post-compulsory and higher education in Greece tripled in the 

quarter century from 1975/76 to 1996/97 as they did in Ireland, Italy, Spain and France 

(European Commission, 2005) and in Japan (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 

Development [OECD], 2005). By 2008, in Greece, the number o f students who had 

completed upper-secondary education was higher than the average o f European Union 

countries, with university degrees possessed by 12% of those aged 25-64 (OECD, 2008); 

see Table 4.3 for summarised relevant facts/data':

* NB: Greek national statistics are not always very reliable or even easily obtained and while figures from 
years since 2008 may be available, those form that year (effectively, the year in which the work began, are 
used as general indicators o f  the situation in the early twenty-first century, rather than as definitive measures 
o f the "state o f  play", either then, or at the time o f  writing (2012). Figures fi'om before 2008 were also used 
when none more recent were easily available. The fact that a lot o f  changes have occured with regard all 
educational data (numbers o f  teachers/students in public and private schools, numbers o f  schools, teacher- 
student ratios, etc.) since the country's bailout in 2010, should also be considered.
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TABLE 4.3: GREEK EDUCATIONAL STANDARDS 
Educational Level
The number of students who have completed upper secondary education is higher than the average of 
the European Union countries with the number o f a University degree holders being 12% among ages 
25-64
Average teacher-pupil ratio
Kindergartens: 1:14 Lower Secondary: 1:10.2
Primary: 1:11 Upper Secondary: 1:9.9
Expenditure
4.04% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP), in 2005, which was the lowest compared to the mean 5% 
among OECD countries
Number of Teachers in Public and Private Schools

Public Private
Kindergartens 9,380 246
Primary schools 55,220 3,258
Lower secondary schools 32,206 1,434
Upper secondary schools 19,725 1,354
Technical education schools 14,079 967
Number of Students in Public and Private Schools

Public Private
Kindergartens 139,455 5,202
Primary schools 594,476 46,892
Lower secondary schools 341,379 18,869
Upper secondary schools 227,791 16,373
TEE 124,403 7,110
lEK 36,857 13,232

4.4.2 EXPENDITURE

Annual expenditure on education in Greece in 2005, as a percentage of GDP, was 4.2%, 

compared to a mean o f 5% among OECD countries. Education is provided free o f  charge 

and the cost is covered by the national budget and by European Union funding (OECD, 

2008).

4.4.3 STUDENTS

The total pupil population in 2008 in public kindergartens was 147,141 with 589,198 in 

primary schools, while the pupil population in private kindergartens was 9,488 and in 

primary schools 46,606 (Hellenic Statistical Authority (ELSTAT), 2009. There were 

341,379 pupils in public lower secondary schools and 18,869 in private schools. The pupil 

population in upper secondary education was 227,791 in public and 16,373 in private 

schools. Some 124,403 students were in public and 7,110 in private technical education 

schools (KEE, 2003). The total number o f students who attended institutions o f the lEK 

type in 2002 was 50, 089, o f whom 36, 857 attended public and 13, 232 private (European 

Commission, Eurydice, 2005). The teacher pupil - ratio in the twenty-first century Greece 

was among the best in the OECD with averages o f 1:14 in kindergartens, 1:11 in primary 

and 1:10.2 in lower and 1:9.9 in upper secondary education, respectively (OECD, 2008).
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4.4.4 SCHOOL TYPES

By 2008, most mainstream state primary schools were all-day (90%), in response to both 

the changing needs o f the modern Greek family and contemporary pedagogical thinking 

that had come to require an extended curriculum, one providing for with modern subjects 

and skills, in fields such as ICT, and additional hours for foreign language teaching.

Besides mainstream schools, educational support for pupils who are facing learning 

difficulties and problems due to somatic, intellectual, psychological or social 

disadvantages is provided in special educational needs (SEN) services for primary and 

secondary schools based either in mainstream or separate schools. Apart from teachers 

trained in special education, the latter have additional staff including psychologists, social 

workers, work and speech therapists, physiotherapists and school nurses. By 2008 some 

24.4% o f kindergarten schools and 60.2% of primary schools were all-day schools, which 

provided an extended timetable, aiming to meet both the social and educational needs of 

pupils and promote creative work amongst them.

Furthermore, by 2008 there were special orientation schools, such as music, athletic, 

ecclesiastical and experimental schools. These schools' curricula offer extra athletic, 

musical or religious projects (depending on the type), while experimental schools work 

under the supervision o f universities, applying experimental teaching methods. (See: Table 

3.1).

In the early twenty-first century Second Chance schools were set up in order to fight social 

exclusion and address the educational needs o f young people over 18 who had not 

completed compulsory education and thus lacked the qualifications and skills necessary to 

meet the contemporary labour market’s needs (Eurydice, 2010).

Intercultural and minority schools were designed to meet the educational needs of social 

groups with particular cultural or religious identities and to guarantee equality of 

opportunity to every student in the country. Established in regions with high numbers o f 

repatriate, immigrant or Roma pupils, such schools provide special reception and tutorial 

classes added to the curriculum and special materials and staff to aid social and 

educational integration. Effective education in the Greek language is a priority in such 

schools (IPODE, 2003) and a school can only be described as inter-cultural when 

repatriated Greek and/or foreign pupils account for at least 45% of the total.

Minority schools operate in the region of Thrace, where many residents belong to the 

Muslim minority. The languages o f instruction are Greek and Turkish. A special
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programme called Education o f Muslim children began in 1997 and aims to provide for the 

harmonious integration of these pupils into education and society.

Finally, the European Education School was founded in Heraklion, Crete, in 2005 in order 

to cover the education needs o f children o f employees o f the Organisation for Security of 

Information Networks (ENISA) under the terms o f Law 3376/2005. It also enrolls children 

o f families where at least one parent is a citizen o f an EU member-state. The European 

Education School implements the various curricula o f other European states. In 2008, a 

pre-primary and primary education school operated with English, Greek and native 

language (French and German) divisions and the school has expanded to the secondary 

education level. There are also specialist schools for Greek diaspora students (i.e. those of 

Greek parents living outside Greece, such as in Britain).

4.4.5 SCHOOL CURRICULA

School curricula, in Greece as a whole, vary depending on the level o f education and the 

school type. Kindergartens offer activities for the development o f psychokinetic, socio- 

emotional, aesthetic and cognitive skills. In orientation schools (i.e. schools for pupils with 

particular musical, athletic abilities/interests), extra teaching hours in special subjects such 

as music and sports are offered. In all-day schools, apart from study support, extra 

curricular activities such as learning some foreign language(s), games, dancing, drama, etc. 

are offered. The first foreign language (English) is usually introduced in the third grade, at 

the age o f nine. The second foreign language (French or German) is usually introduced in 

the first grade o f lower secondary school, at the age of 13, but in some schools it was 

implemented experimentally in the fifth and sixth grade of primary school from 2005-2006. 

The national curriculum for the primary and secondary levels is universal, drawn up by the 

Pedagogical Institute and applied in all state schools. The aims o f primary education in 

particular are ‘to build up the abilities that help pupils to assimilate knowledge; to be 

developed physically; to improve their natural and mental health; and to practise their 

motor skills’ (Law 15666/85). Compulsory subjects at primary level are Greek language, 

mathematics, history, religion, environmental studies, geography, science, social studies, 

human sciences, aesthetics (music, arts and crafts), foreign language(s) and physical 

education (OECD, 2010). See: Table 4.4 below for a summary.
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Table 4.4: SUBJECTS TAUGHT A T  PRIM ARY AND SECONDARY LEVEL
Primary
Greek
Mathematics
History
Religion
Environmental Studies 
Geography 
Science 
Social Studies 
Human Sciences 
Aesthetics 
Foreign Language 
Physical Education

Secondary
Greek
Matheinatics
History
Religion
Ancient Greek Literature
Geography
Science
Political and Social Studies 
Human Sciences 
Geography 
Foreign Language 
Physical Education
ICTs
Vocational Guidatice
Biology
Chemistry
Household Economy

In the compulsory phase o f  education assessment is not based solely on performance in 

various subjects. Effort made by the pupil, interest shown in the subject, initiatives 

undertaken, creativity, cooperation with other pupils and respect for school regulations are 

also considered. The general aims o f  education are applicable to all levels o f  education and 

can be divided into three categories:

1. promoting pupils' knowledge of, and ability to apply, the methods relevant to 

specific subjects;

2. promoting pupils' capacities for cooperation and communication and

3. promoting pupils' appreciation o f  the interrelations between science, art and 

everyday hfe (Law 15666/85).

The Pedagogical Institute provides teachers with teaching guidelines, but teachers choose 

their own methods. Curricula, textbooks and the choice o f  teaching materials are based on 

the Pedagogical Institute’s proposals, but subject to the M inistry’s approval. The curricula 

are drawn up, tested experimentally, evaluated and revised according to developments in 

subject areas and in the realm o f  general education theory. New subjects are introduced 

when necessary, such as ICT since the 'computing revolution' o f  the 1980s. Textbooks for 

pupils and teachers are distributed free o f charge in state schools, including students' books 

and workbooks, teachers’ books and guides, laboratory exercises, evaluation tests, audio

visual teaching aids and educational software for teaching through other media. Moreover, 

assessment books for the evaluation o f  students in various subjects, published by KEE,
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may be used as support materials for teachers. Books from an approved list are also 

provided for the teaching o f  foreign languages at secondary level.

4.4.6 TEACHERS

The total teaching staff in Greek public, primary schools in 2002 was 55,220 and a further 

3,258 worked in private schools. The number o f  teachers in public kindergartens was 9,380 

and in private 246. The number o f  lower secondary teachers in public schools was 32,206 

and in private 1,434 (4.3%) o f  the total, while the number o f  upper secondary teachers in 

public schools was 19,725 with 1,354 (6.4%) in private schools. The teaching staff o f  public 

technical schools numbered 14,079, with 967 in private schools (OECD, 2008; see also 

Table 4.3 above). The distribution o f  primary school teachers (mainstream, physical 

education, teachers o f  English as a foreign language and music) is presented in Fig. 3.1 

below.

Total number of  
teachers: 55 ,220

Feinale: 34,680 
Male: 20,557

Mainstream
teachers:
45,425

Female: 27,929 
Male: 17,486

Teachers o f Physical 
Education: 3,893

Female; 1,826 
Male: 2,067

Teachers o f English 
as a Foreign 

Language: 3,140

Female: 2,927 
Male: 213

Music teachers: 
1,280

Female: 955 
Male: 325

Figure 3.1 Greek Primary teachers
(Ministry of Education, Lifelong Learning and Religious Affairs, 2004-2005).

4.4.6.1 TEACHERS’ LEVEL OF EDUCATION AND APPOINTMENTS

The duration o f initial training for pre-school, primary, secondary education teachers o f all 

types is four years, except music teachers with university degrees in music studies for 

whom it is 5 years. Courses for primary school teachers include educational theory, 

psychology, sociology, history o f  education, teaching methods (including both theory and 

teaching practice) and a range o f  general subjects related to those taught in schools and
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their personal choices. The proportion o f time allocated to teaching practice varies across 

universities, but can be estimated to be 15- 25% on average.

Selection and appointment o f teachers is carried out by the Ministry and requires the 

sitting o f  exams at national level conducted by the Supreme Employee Selection Board 

(ASEP) for 60% of the vacant regular positions. However, success in the exam does not 

mean immediate appointment o f the candidates as appointments to permanent positions are 

based on the number o f points gained in the exam, added to points that may be gained 

from the grade o f the candidates’ university degrees, postgraduate qualifications, previous 

teaching experience and for meeting certain social criteria (Law 2834/2000). Extra 

qualifications, such as a certificate to show that one is physically healthy and evidence o f 

having completed military service, in the case o f male applicants, are also required. 

Priority on the list is obtained by those who have postgraduate degrees, those whose 

parents are war victims, or who participated in the national resistance, or who belong to a 

family with more than three children. Other criteria can also determine the order on the list 

o f appointment and affect location. These include marital status, the number o f  children 

one has and having children with special needs or health conditions.

Regular positions that have fallen vacant due to teachers' retirements, resignations, deaths 

or promotions/demotions are filled each year, but the existing number o f teachers per 

school, decisions to found new or close schools and other such considerations are also 

taken into account, in determining how many posts are made available. However, only 

60% of posts are awarded to teachers in this way, with another 40% being given to 

teachers on the list o f substitute teachers, ranked according to their previous teaching 

experience as substitute teachers or teachers on hourly wages. Furthermore, teachers are 

appointed to a separate list o f positions in some all-day schools, provided they are below 

the age o f 45. A version of this procedure is also in effect for kindergarten and secondary 

education appointments.

The ultimate decision on any appointment is made by the Ministry, while the exact 

location within the directorate is decided by the local education committee on the basis o f 

local needs and other criteria. This is particularly significant, with a tendency for newly 

appointed teachers to be allocated to schools that are small and in remote districts 

(Pyrgiotakis, 1992; Papanaum, 2003). The first two years o f teaching are considered a 

probationary period. It is normal, after this evaluation period, for teachers to be offered 

permanent posts. New teachers are required to attend a series o f short seminars prior to
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taking up their teaching posts, to help them with initial orientation to schools. Apart from 

this, and help that may be offered in an informal way by other staff, no special support is 

provided for probationers at the beginning o f their careers. Thus, a novice teacher could be 

the sole teacher in charge o f a small, village school and be in such a position with little 

preparation for it (Andreou & Papakonstantinou, 1994).

The greatest influence on the probationer is the school adviser whose role is to provide 

guidance and help, participate in the evaluation and in-service training o f teachers and 

encourage research within schools (Andreou & Papakonstantinou, 1994; Diinitropoulos, 

Kaiouri & Athanassoula, 2003; Balliou, 2004; Salteris, 2008). School advisers replaced school 

inspectors in 1984 under the terms o f Law 1304/1984 and their roles include cooperation 

with school staff in planning school work and the implementation o f the educational policy 

o f the Ministry o f Education. The evaluation o f a probationer may include comments being 

made on his/her preparation and presentation o f lessons; classroom rapport and 

relationship with students; knowledge o f school rules and school law; professionalism and 

general comments on character and attitude.

Additionally, temporary or substitute teachers are hired on limited contracts, on demand by 

local directorates o f education, to cover either functional needs o f schools or the lack of 

permanent teachers. Primary school teachers are required to teach for 24 hours per week. 

Each period lasts 45 minutes. Teaching hours start dropping by one hour after ten years in 

service, one more hour after 15 years and reach finally 22 hours at 20 years o f service. 

Secondary teachers initially teach 21 hours per week. After six years this is reduced to 19 

hours per week and, after 12 years o f service, to 18 hours per week.

4.4.6.2 IN-SERVICE TEACHER TRAINING

In-service education can be organised and carried out by institutions such as schools; 

Regional Further Education Centres (PEK); universities; TEIs; the Higher School o f 

Pedagogical and Technological Education (ASPAITE); the PI; the National Youth 

Foundation (EIN); the National School o f Public Administration and OEPEK. School 

advisers may also provide educational services, in their areas o f expertise, in schools under 

their supervision.

In-service training can be of two types: short-term and long-term. Initial in-service training 

takes the form of compulsory induction courses for new teachers. Periodic, ftall-time in- 

service training opportunities, which focus on pedagogy and classroom management, are
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also offered for selected teachers. These programmes are optional and teachers can select 

topics o f  interest. Part-time, intensive in-service programmes, aimed at informing teachers 

on changes in curricula, the use o f new books or how to meet special needs, are also 

offered throughout the school year.

Primary school teachers who are graduates o f Pedagogical Academies and pre-school 

teacher academies, in addition to fiirther education, can receive extra training at the 

Marasleio Primary School Teachers’ College, which offers a two-year programme o f 

studies. The teaching staffs o f both primary and secondary schools mainly receive ICT 

training, training in environmental, cultural, health and consumer education, wliile 

counselling, vocational guidance and school library management have been offered 

exclusively to secondary school teachers (Minerva Project, European Coininission Directorate 

of Genera! Education and Culture, Prometheus, 2009).

Courses provided by PEK take the form o f lectures, seminars, tutorials, workshops, 

presentations as well as research and practical exercises and are designed to incorporate 

new teaching methods, eliciting active participation in the process. Teaching aids and 

modern teaching teclmologies are used extensively in these courses. Certificates are 

granted to those who complete such programmes.

4.7 THE TEACHING PROFESSION IN GREECE
4.7.1 SOCIOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE PROFESSION

The Greek state’s initial pre-school education provision dates back to the late nineteenth 

century, when individuals were granted the right to establish pre-school institutions, upon 

authorisation by the Ministry o f  Education. The first institution (didaskaleio) for 

instructing prospective teachers and initiating them in the method of mutual teaching (in 

Greek: allilodidaskalia) was founded in Argos in 1824. Subsequently, similar institutions 

were established in other towns and the duration o f studies became three years. Later, in 

1956, didaskaleio was aboHshed and a two-year programme - post-secondary level - was 

established, with pedagogical academies providing courses for the education o f teachers. 

After the military dictatorship o f 1967 to 1974 there was a transitional period, during 

which several efforts to restore democracy and renew institutions, including education, 

were made. However, the teaching profession and training did not change as teachers had 

wished. There was no academic improvement with regard to length and level o f their
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studies, un.il Law' 1268/82 was implemented, establishing pedagogical departments at 

universities for teacher training (Eurydice, 2009-2010).

In the histoncil overview o f  the basic training o f  secondary school teachers it is also worth 

mentioning that a chair o f  pedagogy was established for the first time in Greece in 1897, at 

the Universit) o f  Athens. This was the university’s response to the views prevailing at the 

end o f  the lireteenth  century that special preparatory training had to be provided to those 

who were intent on pursuing teaching as a profession. The further training o f  teachers in 

secondary schools for technical and vocational education was systematised for the first 

time in 1959 w ith the establishment o f  the School for Technical Education Teachers 

(SELETE). In 2002, SELETE was abolished and the Higher School o f Pedagogical and 

Technological Education [ASPAITE] was founded. ASPAITE, along with the other 

institutions of education o f the TEI type, belongs to the technological sector o f  higher 

education (Eurydice, 2009-2010).

The teaching profession has always been seen as substandard in modern Greece (Gotovos, 

1985; Spyropoalos, 1990; Kaila, 1990; Pyrgiotakis, 1992; Tamissoglou, 1993; Konstantinou, 1994; 

Katsikas, 1994; Kaila & Theodoropoulou, 1997; liiou, 2000; Papanaum, 2003). This has been 

reflected in teachers' social standing and rates o f  pay. Ever since the modern Greek state 

was established, teachers have had only limited influence on education policy, a fact that 

has further undermined their social status (Freiderikou & Folerou-Tserouli, 1991; 

Tamissoglou, H 93; Konstantinou, 1994; Katsikas, 1994; Kaila & Theodoropoulou, 1997; 

Papanaum, 2003). Teachers have often had to work in unstable and changing political 

contexts and th s  goes on to the present day (Pyrgiotakis, 1992; Tamissoglou, 1993; Kaila & 

Theodoropoulou, 1997; Papanaum, 2003). Tamisoglou (1993) argues that even teachers" 

payment depended on who they knew in the local authorities or whether they were liked by 

the local authorities; even then they would have to claim their salaries repeatedly, 

meanwhile living in absolute poverty. Knowing that, there were times that no one wanted 

to enter the profession but the very desperate ones who had no other occupation. As 

Katsikas & KaAvadias (1996: 162-163) claim:

The Greek educators are functioning Mnthin a strong governmental grip in which they are 
oppressed and oppressors. Their role is double; on one hand to instil and reproduce the 
dominant ideology and on the other the selection o f  students fo r  their accession in the 
labour market.

The low status o f Greek teachers is evident in the high levels o f discontent and ill-health 

observed am on| them over time. O f the total number o f teachers on sick leave in the 1927
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records, 38% o f absences were due to tuberculosis, a disease related to a low standard o f 

living (Katsantonis, 1981). By the early twenty-first century the typical form o f sickness 

found in the teaching profession was stress, the prevalence o f  which is ob\ ious, with an 

average o f  40 - 45% o f Greek teachers suffering physiological or psychological symptoms 

related to it, symptoms which affect not only their professional, but also their personal and 

family lives (Kantas, 1996, 2006; Dimitrakopoulos, Kalouri & Athanasoula, 2003; Stavrakaki, 

2007). Nonetheless, demand to enter teaching in Greece remains relatively high and I turn 

below to the matter o f  why people might want to enter a profession in which they can 

expect to be held in quite low esteem, to an extent that (allied to the other sources o f  stress 

associated with such work) may actually harm their health.

In order to understand the contemporary Greek teaching profession and why teachers 

choose their profession, account should be taken o f both objective factors and their 

subjective views about the social value o f  their profession as well as the levels o f 

professional satisfaction teachers experience from their job  (Ginzberg et al., 1951; Kuvlesky 

& Beater, 1966; Miller, 1970, quoted by Freiderikou & Folerou-Tserouli, 1991). Research has 

found that 76% o f Greek primary school teachers made this career choice because they had 

no alternatives, as the profession would provide them with at least some social status and 

because it would help them avoid manual and rural work and offer a brighter future 

(Tsoukalas, 1977; Freiderikou & Folerou-Tserouli, 1991; Pyrgiotakis, 1992). Being appointed as 

a teacher was also thought to be a way to secure a permanent post and a steady income, 

however small. This is totally at odds with the common view that teachers, typically, have 

some innate vocation to teach, or that they love working with children (Frangoudaki, 1985). 

Despite the belief that teachers can gain improved social status and enjoy professional 

security many do not feel this has been so. Greek teachers often think o f  their profession as 

‘undermined’, ‘inferior’, ‘worn out’, ‘morally and economically stagnated’ and 

‘disreputed’ (Freiderikou & Folerou-Tserouli, 1991; 72). Individual teachers are not satisfied 

with what they get, compared to what they expect to get, from their profession. They 

define professional satisfaction based on three factors: satisfaction in everyday 

professional practice; satisfaction with their professional development and satisfaction 

with their professional status. Disillusionment starts when teachers realise that the reality 

o f their profession is different from what they thought it would be (Konstantopoulou, 1986). 

Further, however inadequate Greek teachers often feel their training is, and however good 

collegial relationships may be, they seldom ask for colleagues' advice and help, because
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they usually are afraid o f criticism. This Greek tendency to work in isolation, because of 

fear o f being considered inadequate, is consistent with international findings (Cooper & 

Crump, 1978; Cooper & Marshal, 1975, cited in Freiderikou & Folerou-Tserouli, 1991). 

Organisational deficiencies, the numbers o f pupils in classes, the lack of school yards that 

meet standards o f safety and satisfy the needs of pupils, the lack o f school libraries and 

resources in general are factors causing high dissatisfaction among Greek teachers. 

Another issue o f  great concern lies in their working hours. Although they work fewer 

hours than most working people, and have lengthy holidays, they think their workloads, 

due to homework correction, marking and preparation, require work beyond their actual 

teaching hours. They generally think that they can be really productive only for the first 15 

years, thus the typical teaching career should not exceed twenty decades.

Lack o f promotion or career opportunities are issues especially felt among male teachers in 

Greece. However, feelings o f disappointment at late, slow or unforthcoming promotion 

tend to be compensated for by job security. Greek women appear to be more satisfied with 

the teaching profession and any profession dealing with children is often regarded as 

typically "feminine" (Avdi-Kalkani, 1978), though this only reinforces the view caring and 

maternal roles on the part o f women are "natural" (Konstantopoulou, 1986; Nias, 1997). 

Despite Greek women’s legal equality, actual inequality is evident in dual career families, 

where female teachers may need to give up their jobs or ask for early retirement when their 

presence at home is considered o f vital importance and it is assumed that priority must be 

given to their husbands’ careers. Female teachers’ workloads are increased by their 

multiple roles (Vervenoti, Dimitriou & Frantzi, 1988).

The third cause o f job dissatisfaction is one o f the factors most difficult to define. There is 

a consensus among most occupational sociologists that job satisfaction involves interaction 

o f rate o f pay, their general social status and educational level (Vervenoti, Dimitriou & 

Frantzi, 1988). Greek teachers believe that, despite their profession deserving more 

respect, due to the profession’s characteristics as a vocation, its value and its high degree 

o f responsibility, the level o f recognition it gets in society is not satisfactory. However, 

although teachers feel discouraged, they typically do not feel entirely alienated from or 

depersonalised within their profession. At the beginning o f career a teacher may feel 

disillusioned by the strict role frame is imposed by professionalism. Later teachers find out 

that the live relationship with their pupils’ demands can offer personal involvement in 

relationships that sometimes bear parental characteristics (Xohellis, 1985). Thus, there is a
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contradiction in teachers’ views about their profession (and this may be a more or less 

universal truth, not specific to Greece) regardless of the reason for their career choice, 

relationships with pupils appear to be both a significant cause of stress and a cause of great 

satisfaction.

4.7.2 CONSTRAINTS ON TEACHER PROFESSIONALISATION

The goals of both individual teachers in schools and professional associations converge as 

both want recognition from the community and the state (Marcus, 1973). ‘Public 

confidence in teachers’ voice will rise when teachers’ voice is a self-confident, reflective 

professional voice’ argues White, (1993: 20). It was thus been suggested that teachers 

should seize any occasion to share and make their knowledge and expertise evident, 

fostering a sense of their professionalism in society. Promotion of professionalism should 

have the outcome of the cherishing of teachers for delivering high quality service to the 

community (White, 1993). This is true generally and perhaps, compared to some other 

countries in Europe in Greece especially.

By the early twenty-first century teachers in Greek public schools were under pressure, 

more than ever, coming from several interest groups, in particular parents, demanding a 

successful and efficient public service. The emphasis on ‘management’ in schools suggests 

that teaching quality can be improved by organisational controls, but the truth may be that 

it is teachers’ skills that are at the core of the school system. As a result, teachers 

themselves are uncertain of their professional status. The curriculum in Greece has 

historically been imposed on them from ‘above’, while a paternalistic management 

structure promoted passivity and lack of professional self-confidence. Unlike other 

professionals, Greek teachers seem to undervalue their professional training. Generally, 

teachers are often disillusioned by negative staffroom attitudes to educational theory and 

acquire a ‘learning by doing’ professional attitude that reduces the profession to a mere 

technical craft (Parks, 1993) and this be especially so in Greece.

However, teachers everywhere tend to be aware that they cannot easily decide to go on 

strike as they must consider the impact on their students. Schooling cannot happen without 

teachers, and the disapproval of the wider community is often used by states as an 

antistrike mechanism to deprive teachers of their legal rights. Both society and teachers 

share a same concern, raising the standards of education, and it might be very effective if 

they both pressed the state for improvements in education for the communal good but this
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is rarely so, with one typically being set against the other. The curtailment o f teachers’ 

power and professionalism in Greece is fiirther compound by poor union management and 

their failure to provide good service to members. The overall effect o f these interacting 

circumstances was summed up as long ago as 1973.

The teaching profession today emerges as a conservative force in the community, hostile to 
administration, resistant to change and incapable o f  providing service to meet social 
needs (M slxcvls, 1973: 74).

Generally, teachers’ conception o f performance is individualistic, so they do not know 

how to think o f productivity as a collective matter. Feelings o f guilt are the typical 

outcome o f their individualistic socialisation into, and conception of, their practice, which 

exacerbates the burden of failure. They do not know how to raise the standard o f their 

performance, to reverse or correct early impressions and ideas as to their roles and are thus 

incapable o f acting as a group. This incapacity threatens the status o f their occupation and 

leaves them unable to assert their authority. There is widespread uncertainty among 

teachers, who are never sure whether they can make all their students learn, as to their own 

effectiveness.

Any discussion about professionals, or sub-professionals, must include teachers as an 
example o f  group being denied fu ll rights and privileges, fu ll entry into the exalted circle 
o f  true professionals {}Aarc,\is, 1973: 139).

Teaching therefore, is often considered a hit-or-miss affair. The teacher's occupation has 

the aura o f a special mission attached to it by society, and at the same time, a special, but 

uncertain, social standing. It is both praised as dedicated service and lampooned as easy 

work (Lortie, 1975). Again, if  this is true generally, it may be especially so in Greece, 

compared to other European or "western" countries (from the UK to the USA).

Greek teachers have always been thought o f as conservative, fearfiil, submissive, docile 

and quiescent. It was only in the 30 years from 1980 to 2010 that they emerged as a 

militant group demanding higher salaries, tenure, control over their classrooms and the 

establishment o f accreditation criteria for professional admission (Freiderikou & Folerou- 

Tserouli, 1991). Awareness o f their low status, as well the need to resist authoritarian 

political power, led to Greek teachers taking collective action in various forms since the 

formation o f  the first Teachers’ Association in 1921. Teachers demanded that their 

professional problems be addressed as well as calling for improvement o f their pay rates 

and demanding that their professional status be enhanced through professional training. At
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the same time, periodicals were issued intended to promote communication among 

teachers (Freiderikou & Folerou-Tserouli, 1991).

Generally, teachers’ organisations focus on promoting the professional and social status of 

teachers, claiming better working conditions and strengthening professional awareness and 

autonomy. Collective negotiations, therefore, seek to emphasise pay rates, establish 

professional admission requirements and achieve improved ancillary support, while also 

enliancing teachers’ status (White, 1993). Acknowledgement o f teachers’ social 

contribution can be recognised in the form o f pay, as money is a symbol and a cause o f 

social status, while increased funding for education shows the extent to which a society 

desires a highly educated workforce as an investment for the future. However, in Greece, 

both fiinding for education and teachers’ salaries have historically been kept low, showing 

that education is not among the top priorities o f the Greek state. Comparative figures for 

some European countries are provided in Table 4.5 below.

Table 4.5: TEACHERS' SALARIES IN  EUROS (yearly)
Country Initial pay scale Final pay scale

1 Luxembourg 72,336 125,738
2 Ireland 33,753 63,361
3 Germany 45,1 13 62,824
4 Belgium (Flemish) 35,098 61,211
5 Belgium (French) 34,279 60,513
6 Austria 27,901 56,964
7 Holland 33,364 55,924
8 Finland 32,696 55,881
9 Spain 33,344 46,692
10 France 24,342 46,020
11 Portugal 21,973 38,609
12 Italy 24,403 38,272
13 Greece 19,729 29,127
14 Slovenia 18,396 23,490
15 Slovakia 6,325 7,844

OECD Average Salary 29,472 47,740
E U  Average Salary 29,459 47,374

OECD, Education at a glance (2010)

Reform in education in Greece has often been marked by serious tensions. In 1990 the then 

conservative government faced a mass mobilisation o f teachers and o f students that got out 

o f control and led to the death o f  a secondary school teacher (Dimaras, 2008). 

Subsequently, there has been a high level o f participation o f all federations o f teachers, 

lecturers and student unions in Greece in issues concerning education and in activities such 

as strikes, demonstrations and school occupations. Greek educational policies have not
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addressed the causative factors o f the educational discontent, including factors such as low 

expenditure on education, poor infrastructures and resources, the increasing student drop

out and top-down reform all o f which are conducive to the chronic problems of the Greek 

educational system (Katsikas & Therianos, 2004).

The claims o f Greek teachers and their students have always been related to educational 

problems which have not been dealt with in an effective way. These include improvement 

o f curricula, resources and school infrastructure, the need for increased funding for 

education and the defence o f education at all levels as public good.

The rapid rate o f policy change, the relative decline in salaries, status and promotion 

prospects and the restructuring o f education have exacerbated teachers' stress. A cynic 

might argue that stress in teaching is an invention of union leaders anxious to lend weight 

to their pay claims and is true that teaching will always be inherently stressful but radical 

changes in the Greek educational system are likely, on balance, to increase rather than 

reduce levels o f stress.

4.8 CONCLUSION

The Greek educational system has been characterised by centralisation, being both 

monolithic and conservative. The contemporary Greek school receives a barrage o f 

educational reform initiatives which are fragmentary in nature, and may not attract 

teachers’ interest as they cannot be embedded in the broader pedagogic and administrative 

framework and are not considered worthy of investing time, effort and energy 

(Kouloubaritsi, 2006). Only consistency o f change, financial support for school in making 

changes, teachers' development in change management and recognition o f the work of 

teachers involved in making change happen can secure a reform’s viability.

Despite aiming at improving and empowering schools, Greek educational reform has been 

consistently confined to proclamations and legislative announcements and has neither 

managed to change school culture and teaching as a professional activity, nor bring about 

innovation in teachers’ everyday practices (Cuban, 1988; Reppas, 2000; Damankis, 2003; 

Patsalis, 2003; Dimaras, 2008). Greek schools have to change to meet the challenges o f the 

twenty-first century, but it may be that ‘the state is either too big to solve small problems 

or too small to solve big problems’, Andreou and Mantzoufas argue (1999: 75). In what 

follows, specific issues involved in reforming the Greek educational system will be 

illustrated.
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CHAPTER FIVE 

EDUCATION REFORM IN GREECE

5.1 EDUCATIONAL POLICIES IN THE GLOBAL SPHERE

Since the 1990s much discussion worldwide on education reform has focused on the so 

called ‘White Bible’. The report White Paper on Education and Training - Teaching and 

Learning Towards Knowledge Society, issued by the European Commission in 1995, can 

be taken in conjunction with UNESCO’s report Education, the Treasure Inside (1996). 

These two documents attempt to set education in the globalised socioeconomic, 

information and communication environments and to define the central characteristics o f 

education while linking globalised educational trends with the national and local. The 

European Union emphasised issues related to life-long education and certification o f its 

various forms; the extent o f investment and action needed to acquiring new knowledge and 

social skills; the importance of learning tliree foreign languages and the value of 

connecting school with entrepreneurship while, at the same time, calling for inclusive 

education. UNESCO focused on balancing global and local tensions; reconciling the 

demands o f tradition and cultural integration; promoting competition and equality o f 

opportunity and encouraging cooperation between formal and non-formal types of 

education (Doukas, 1997).

Education is related to the economy in two o f five recommendations made for its future 

direction by the Commission (education and entrepreneurship, investment in acquiring 

skills and employment qualifications) and UNESCO made much the same 

recommendations, but stressed also the use o f  new technologies as central to fiiture 

educational strategy. The socio-cultural dimension o f learning was included in both texts 

in consideration o f the perceived importance o f pressing for inclusive education, foreign 

language learning and the importance o f  muhicultural education in the formation o f 

identities and values. However, in the reports overall, education tends to be characterised 

by a greater level o f  adaptability, effectiveness and quality in an internationally 

competitive economic environment (Doukas, 1997). There were thus two prevailing trends 

in early twenty-first-century educational policy. Trends represented in these documents 

can be summarised as follows.

■ A neo-liberal trend, supporting the treatment o f education as a marketable 

commodity (Kenway, 1995). Its characteristics are strict hierarchy; emphasis on
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improving educational standards; parental choice o f school; transforming 

educational provision from a public good into a personal responsibility and seeing 

a return to traditional values. The implementation of such policies can be criticised 

for their part in the intensification of social discrimination and the threat they may 

pose by increasing the social and educational marginalisation of the most 

vulnerable socio-economic classes.

■ A social democratic trend, supporting restructuring of education within a European 

welfare state (Mandelson & Liddle, 1996). This is an attempt to synthesise the 

provision o f a welfare guarantee with economic competition, where the centrality 

o f the role o f education and the value placed on getting new skills lies in the 

strategic importance o f education for all countries in the international economic 

arena (Brown & Lauder, 1996). The role o f national education policies is limited to 

being concerned with the results they can have in the economic sector and the 

importance o f the production o f a highly qualified workforce is reinforced. The 

combination o f market economies, technology and a social democratic, socio

cultural dimension aimed at producing a highly skilled workforce means that the 

provision o f technical-scientific qualifications lies with the state as a prerequisite 

of economic growth and as way to safeguard social cohesion and solidarity. 

However, it is important to note that such social democratic policies have confined 

the state to providing social opportunities and do not involve state provision o f 

goods (Simitis, 1997). Getting professional qualifications that allow for flexibility 

does not guarantee work a fact reflected in recent educational policies in Greece 

(YPEDBMTH, 1997).

But there may be fundamental tensions between these neo-liberal and social democratic 

trends in modern European, "western" educational policy-making. Some are as follows.

■ How can achieving quality o f education be reconciled with overcoming the 

different starting point o f students caused by social and educational disadvantage?

■ How can competition be organised so that all are provided the same opportunities 

and education contributes to personal development and employment?

■ How can improvement of competitive ability through increasing qualifications be 

achieved while, at the same time, achieving redistribution by means o f social 

policies and increasing qualifications through education?
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■ How can diversity be preserved in an increasingly homogeneous socio-cultural 

environment?

All these issues are reflected in modern educational policies and the reforms’ effectiveness 

have been called into question since the late 1970s. In Eurydice reports between 1984 and 

1994 a crisis in education was identified as being due to constantly changing conditions. It 

was expected that national policy changes could be coordinated with the changing 

international context, leading to more effective implementation, evaluation o f results and 

control over the means o f implementation o f reform. International tendencies such as these 

have been reflected in Greece, but there has been particular tension there in the form of 

mistrust by the public o f changes which are aixnounced without actually being applied in 

everyday praxis (Kazamias & Kassotakis, 1995; Voros, 1991; Mathaiou, 1997; Doukas, 

1997).

5.2 EDUCATIONAL POLICIES IN GREECE

Greece is a small country with an extensive history and an affluent cultural heritage. Since 

it became an independent country, it has been involved in several wars, a foreign 

occupation, two long-term dictatorships, a devastating civil war and has received a large 

influx o f refiigees and immigrants. Such a history, for a small agricultural country like 

Greece, has weighed greatly on national development, and has significantly influenced the 

educational system. The following is a brief history o f educational reforms which have 

affected Greece from 1974 to the present day.

Reforms that were implemented between 1982 and 1986 and 1986 and 1987 by socialist 

governments aimed at the democratisation o f educational institutions and emphasised 

national building as an aim o f education. Reforms in 1990 and 1991 to 1993, under 

conservative governments, had a neo-liberal character involving emphasis on 

competitiveness, disciplinary education and market criteria such as assessment, 

examinations, selection o f education leaders and ‘traditional’ educational values. Changes 

by socialist govermnent that followed in 1994-1995 and 1996-1997 abolished the previous 

reforms. These govermnents announced decentralisation, a national baccalaureate and 

reform of curricula, along with free access to third level education aimed at updating 

quality o f teaching/learning and promoting equality o f opportunity. Little changed, 

however.
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This is typical o f the ineffectual announcement o f change, a phenomenon common in 

Greece, not only under governments o f all parties, but also by ministers o f the same 

government. In a time span o f 15 years (1982-1997) six package o f reforms were 

announced, regardless o f the effectiveness o f the previous reforms. Such reform as did take 

place was limited to educational mechanisms, rather than bringing about change in the 

educational nature o f  schools and teaching practices. Overall, most Greek education 

reform exists on paper only.

The causes of ineffectiveness o f reform are due to low expenditure on education; the 

difficulties involved in governing a centralised system; the unsuitability o f a bureaucratic, 

minister-centred mechanism to designing decent policies and resistance to reform 

implementation (Kazamias & Kassotakis, 1995; Voros, 1991; Mathaiou, 1997; Doukas, 

1997). These difficulties are reinforced by changes that take place worldwide, resuhing in 

even more complex and contradictory demands being put on educational systems. In the 

past, when change came, it was based on certainties such as that education is the basic 

contributor to progress, creative work, rationality, personal development and social 

welfare. These certainties have been questioned as a result o f globalisation, the power of 

market forces and new technological and socio-cultural priorities (Cowen, 1996; Coulby & 

Jones, 1995).

In the twenty-first century world the relationship between education and work is not linear. 

Uncertainty, insecurity and development o f new, complex forms o f life-long education, in 

response to the demand for flexibility made by the labour market, are typical o f a new 

environment. Young people form identities based not on universal values, but in a 

fragmented, decentralised world o f images, sounds, texts and changing cultural principles, 

which are produced, by and large, by mass media and those with power over information 

technology. The "culture o f the electronic", means that technology becomes an important 

factor influencing perception o f reality on the part o f young people. Social relationships 

and identities are often replaced by images constructed beyond spatial and time frontiers, 

in a linguistic and cultural ‘cyberspace’ characterised by pluralism (Doukas, 1997).

The problem lies in the discrepancy between the representations o f reality constructed by 

historians and those who study people as economic and cultural agents and those 

constructed by school pedagogy and teaching. Reforms have not successflilly addressed 

this divergence. The reformers usually assume a uniform, established set o f socio-cultural 

values, which they attempt to encode in school curricula and impose through centralised
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power, especially in the form o f assessment rules. Teachers and producers o f pedagogy 

face everyday practical question in relation to the contribution o f teaching to the formation 

of educational identity in the multicultural world of modern young people. These problems 

involve:

■ reconstruction o f central educational power relationships and how to allow for the 

fact that power has shifted as a result o f changes in the production o f educational 

texts;

■ the influence o f teaching and pedagogical practice on identity formation and values 

and how the production o f new types o f knowledge affect pupils in a multifaceted, 

multicultural environment;

■ the contribution o f school towards the inclusion o f diverse in behaviours and the 

promotion o f social values (such as collective action on the part o f active citizens) 

and

■ transformation o f the role o f the teacher from that o f one who delivers 

executive/technical commands to that of thinker, researcher and producer of 

educational knowledge and action (Doukas, 1997).

Responding to these problems involves seeking answers and engaging in strategic planning 

and action through both bottom-up and top-down processes, as opposed to the traditional 

kind o f reform, which was based on nationalistic ideological-historical needs 

(Frangoudaki, 1985). Unless this happens, it will always be a case o f ‘reform that never 

happened’ (Dimaras, 1973-1974; 11). People in Greece may need to rethink reform, 

leading to schools being transformed into autonomous zones o f communication, 

knowledge and culture, improving conditions there and providing them with pedagogic 

autonomy.

5.3 A BRIEF REVIEW OF EDUCATIONAL REFORM IN GREECE

The Second World War, the German Occupation and the subsequent Civil War in Greece 

almost brought about the education system’s complete deconstruction. Schools operated as 

social welfare organisations rather than as educational and pedagogical centres, while 

teachers’ becoming victims o f political prosecution aggravated the system’s problems 

(Dimaras & Vassilou, 2008). O f 8,345 schools in existence before the war only 719 

remained untouched at the end. Most were requisitioned, bombed, burnt down or seriously
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damaged. There were no teachers. In the year 1940-41 schools operated for three months, 

while in the year 1941-42 for only 20 days (Bouzakis, 1999). It is estimated that in the 

years 1940-1945 600,000 Greek children did not attend school (Kalantzis, 2002).

On 28 September 1941 the National Liberation Front was established by the Communist 

Party along with other smaller parties, forming Etliniko Apeleftherotiko Metopo (EAM). 

EAM’s military wing, Etlinikos Apeleftherotikos Stratos (ELAS), fought against Italian, 

German and Bulgarian occupation forces. EAM aimed at guaranteeing the Greek people's 

sovereign right to determine the form o f their government once the country had been 

liberated. A major contribution to the development o f Greek education was made by the 

‘Government of the Mountain’, as it was widely known, formally: the Political Committee 

o f National Liberation (PEEA), which was established after the war (10 March, 1944). 

PEEA ministers covered a wide political spectrum from the left to the centre. It was 

elected by 1,000,000 Greek citizens, both in the liberated parts o f Greece and in those 

cities that were still occupied, including Athens and it should be noted that this was the 

first time that Greek women were allowed to vote. A prominent professor o f constitutional 

law o f the University o f Athens became the president o f the National Committee. The 

government tried to re-organise life in free Greece (i.e. the mountainous areas it controlled, 

the major part o f the country). It helped local people organise schools and hospitals for 

refijgees from big cities, while amateur actors and musicians created travelling theatre 

companies and bands, something that most rural communities had never heard o f  Another 

achievement of this government, partially due to its progressive ideas and to a lack o f men, 

was to promote women’s liberty. Young girls, who until then worked at home or the fields, 

had the opportunity to be educated and to express themselves. It developed new 

institutions, repaired the roads, developed telecommunications and tried to set the 

foundations o f an organised state in the Greek mountains, something that former Greek 

governments had failed to do since independence from Turkey in the 1800s (Tsoukalas, 

1981).

EAM’s educational programme was designed by outstanding personalities such as Kostas 

Sotiriou, Michael Papamavros and Rosa Imvrioti (Sakellariou, 1984) and its structure was 

based on four stages related to the development o f children. The pre-school stage (0-6 

years o f age) included provision in nursery stations, kindergartens and children’s centres; 

the stage from 7 to 14 years involved elementary school and school support centers; from 

15 to 18 years high schools, technical and art colleges and learning and school support
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centre were provided and for those aged 19 to 22 there were universities and third level 

technical colleges. Schools using demotiki, the people’s language, were established. The 

promotion o f the ‘one word stress system’ in writing and the abolition o f the historical 

system o f orthography was based on Dimitris Glinos’s, a Greek philosopher, educator and 

politician's, proposals (1971, cited by Dimaras, 1990: 15). Secondary education included 

agricultural, industrial, handicraft and classical schools. Free provision o f books, writing 

materials, meals, a nurse in every school, co-education o f male and female students, 

studentships and student exchange visits within the country and abroad were proposed. 

Schools were re-opened and schools for illiterate adults, as well as public libraries, were 

created. Two pedagogical schools (frontistiria) were created to provide for teachers’ 

education and two textbooks for elementary school were published and distributed to 

students (Dimaras, 1990; Dimaras & Vassilou, 2008).

The language issue, which was prominent, indicated a social ideological clash, between 

bourgeoisie and proletarians. The former used "katharevousa" as the official language of 

the state and the latter used "demotiki". Katharevousa (purified language), which 

constituted the major body o f written Greek, was at odds with the language spoken by 

Greek people, demotike (the language o f the people and the root o f the word demotic in 

English). The rationale underpinning the use of katharevousa was to revive the ancestral 

language, so as to provide the citizens o f the new state with a national identity, enabling 

them to define themselves as Greeks. But there was another, more practical need, behind 

the "invention" o f katharevousa as a common language for all Greeks. This was an attempt 

to engineer a language that could be used by Greeks from different areas, who, at the time, 

spoke different dialects, though there were mutually understandable (Frangoudaki, 1992). 

The Greek state, since its establishment in 1830, had institutionalised katharevousa as the 

language o f governmental and administrative business, education and the press. As a 

whole, katharevousa was similar to the demotic, with the exception of the vocabulary, 

which was more elaborate and archaic but the most significant effect o f having two forms 

of language was to differentiate people. The educated used to write and even speak in 

katharevousa, while the majority o f people, who had never been to school, used demotike 

and most could not even understand the katharevousa.

As Charalambakis (2003) remarks, the use o f katharevousa set limits on the opportunities 

o f those in the lower social ranks as it was mainly a written language, whereas the demotic 

language was spoken. The result o f  using katharevousa was the creation of a socio-cultural
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gap and the distortion o f the hnguistic reahty o f the time, as the Greek elite and those 

holding governmental places would use the katharevousa, while the rest would use the 

demotic. According to Frangoudaki (1992: 369):

Katharevousa became a major instrument fo r  exercising power by language ... the 
language gradually came to he identified with governments that treated democratic 
principles and freedom o f  the press as dangerous fo r  the social status quo.

Demotike is what we call modern Greek. It was the living language, the language o f 

casual conversation, the one used in the fields, in the family, among friends, in school, in 

theatre, in songs, in the movies and even in popular literature and its promotion in the 

schools and other institutions of the PEEA could be said to constitute the fast, and most 

effective, educational reform (both a reform in education and a reform o f society through 

education) in modern Greek history.

However, the Civil War in Greece (1946-1949) between those who favoured a return to 

mere traditional political arrangements (backed by the western allies) and those who 

sought a communist Greece cost 474,000 lives, the country was destroyed and the majority 

o f the people reduced to penury. Post-Civil War governments took severe measures against 

those who were defeated, including imprisonment, exile and other forms o f political 

oppression aimed at the extinction o f the defeated communists. Education was in a poor 

state due to the destruction o f schools, a lack o f teachers and widespread non-attendance. 

In the years 1950-51, 102,893 students left school, while 150-200,000 did not go to school 

at all. Less than 15% o f secondary school age students attended school and the percentage 

o f illiterate people was greater than 24% (Kalantzis, 2002). It was not until 1950 that there 

were concerted attempts at the reconstruction o f education, inspired by the eminent 

pedagogue, philosopher, author and academic, Evangelos Papanoutsos, who was Minister 

o f Education in several governments (Dimaras, 1990; Dimaras & Vassilou, 2008).

In this context, education was used openly as a mechanism o f political and social control 

or even ideological coercion. The content o f the curriculum was dominated by a classicist 

tendency. Changes in the economy and social structures made the adaptation o f the 

educational system to new circumstances, such as developments in the economy, improved 

infrastructure and demand for specialised technical staff, were deemed imperative. This 

programme o f reform aimed at a) the creation o f a binary system (general and technical); 

b) reorientation o f general education to serve new socio-political needs and c) re-
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organisation o f the educational system on technocratic lines, accompanied by rising public 

expenditure on education.

Updating education (general and technical) involved adaptation to the needs o f the 

economy, as these needs were defined by international organisations, and this led to moves 

towards the development and promotion of a specialised workforce (Pesmazoglou, 1987: 

242). Social priorities were secondary to economic development (Milios, 1985:62). Given 

that education was considered a significant lever o f economic growth, school effectiveness 

and education’s adaptability to economic imperatives were particularly emphasised. This 

involved the provision o f qualifications certifying the usefulness o f the knowledge 

provided and promotion o f ‘talented’ and ‘gifted’ students, both aimed at achieving ‘the 

most positive and productive investment’ (Dimaras, 1990: 232).

In 1951 Law 1823/51 set the basic framework of the length o f studies in the Greek 

educational system. A six year elementary system (dimotiko) was followed by a three-year 

lower secondary system (gymnasio) and a three-year upper secondary system (lykeio) o f 

two types: one stressing philological study and the other physics and mathematics, with 

school examinations to govern movement from one grade to the next. However, this led a 

large number o f students abandoning school after completing the elementary grades. An 

attempt at educational reform in 1952 did not succeed due to political instability. In 1957 

there was the next serious attempt at reform, following suggestions by a national 

committee for education. However, these were not welcome by any o f the stakeholders and 

were not implemented. Protests by students and teachers, who emphasised the need to 

resolve accumulated and age-old problems, were dealt with a combination o f indifference 

and touglmess (Dimaras, 1990; Katsikas Therianos, 2004; Dimaras & Vassilou, 2008).

In 1961 Greece initiated discussions on joining the European Economic Community 

(EEC), which had been founded by the Rome Treaty in 1957, though it did not join until 

1981. The EEC did not then have any position on the educational policies o f its members. 

However, Xenophon Zolotas, a Greek economist and prime minister, had already 

discussed the relationship between education and economic growth in 1959 in a way that 

somewhat anticipated human capital theory (Zolotas, 1959), a model o f education that was 

to become the most influential element in shaping educational policies in Greece.

In the five year plan o f 1960-64 it was stressed that one of the most serious obstacles for 

development was the lack o f specialised scientific teclinical staff at all levels (Karmas, 

1986: 222). It was promised that; ‘Due to the demands o f the economy, and viewing
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education as an important factor o f economic growth, emphasis on education will be 

transformed shortly in state policy’ (cited in Frangoudaki, 1981: 9). The adaptation o f 

education to the needs o f the economy, along with promotion of new ideological concepts 

(humanism combined with ‘a new kind of liberal ethnocentrism, including elements of 

technocratic ideology’ [Noutsos, 1988: 277]) became the main aims of Greek educational 

policies. The state represented ‘the general common good’ based on democratisation, equal 

opportunities, meritocracy and social justice. The economic role o f education was 

emphasised and, for the first time in Greek educational history, spending on education 

ranged between 2.05% and 2.26% of Gross Domestic Product [GDP] (Bouzakis, 1995).

In 1964 Greece was the first country in what is now the European Union to offer upper 

high school qualifications in classical studies and only one other country had more 

technical schools certificate holders. The provision of free, compulsory education now 

lasted for nine years for children aged 6-15. "Demotiki" was the language in which lessons 

were taught in all educational grades and while teaching o f ancient Greek continued being 

taught from translated texts. Scientific and educational research became the responsibility 

o f the re-constituted Pedagogical Institute. This progress o f reform was completed in 1965 

with additional provision made for technical-vocational education and the initiation o f new 

universities (Dimaras &Vassilou, 2008; Dimaras, 1990).

However, internal political instability resulted in a period o f military dictatorship in Greece 

in the late 1960s and early 1970s. During the dictatorship (1967-1974), due to favourable 

conditions for inward investment there was flourishing foreign investment and economic 

growth in Greece. It was considered necessary to render the educational system ‘a more 

effective means o f economic growth and cover the demand for human resources in the 

teclinical fields o f  industry, agriculture, enterprises and health’ (Karmas et al, 1986: 24). 

This was the underpinning rationale o f establishing Centres o f Upper Technical Education 

[KATEE]. Katharevousa was brought back as the language used in teaching. Compulsory 

education was reduced to six years again and the national certificate was abolished. The 

Pedagogical Institute was replaced by the Supreme Educational Council. Lower 

Polytechnic Schools were replaced by the KATEE. Many teachers were prosecuted for 

their political beliefs. But it was a revolt in the Polytechnic School o f Athens in 1973 that 

set off the political revolution that led to the downfall o f the dictatorship and the 

restoration o f democracy (Dimaras, 1990; Katsikas & Therianos, 2006; Dimaras & 

Vassilou, 2008).
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Demotiki again became the official language o f the country in 1975. Local educational 

authorities were instituted by the state for the first time. However, in subsequent years 

(1976-1977) reform was based on the idea that education could not serve a redistributive 

role, so the conditions were favourable for a forni o f school that served the needs o f some 

more than others. Education was seen as ‘a productive investment’ and ‘a prerequisite for 

economic growth and welfare’ (Kazamias, 1995: 14). Laws 309/76 and 576/77 recognised 

the role o f education in guaranteeing the conditions for professional mobility. Expenditure 

on education in this period ranged between 2.6% and 2.76% of GDP (Bouzakis, 1995: 237, 

239).

In 1981 a socialist government was elected and re-elected in 1985. It began a series of 

reforms that placed emphasis on the compensatory and social roles o f education, as well as 

its connection to economic development. The educational policies o f 1982-1985 primarily 

focused on the ideological role o f education and obtaining the consent o f pupils for 

reforms. The importance of education, not only as a form of investment, but as an end in 

itself, was emphasised by the Socialist Party. However, the economic role o f education 

remained, as well as a striving to achieve greater mobility amongst the work force, and 

education's social "equalisising" role was also stressed. The first time that Greek public 

expenditure on education reached 3.5% of public expenditure was in 1982 (ESYE, 1987, 

in Ktenas & Geitonas, 1994).

Law 1566/85 formally brought back "demotiki" as the official language of the country and 

a uniform type o f word stress was legislated for. Management o f school property passed to 

local authorities. Compulsory education now lasted for nine years. Marks were abolished 

in primary schools and there was an effort to develop curricula with internal coherence and 

uniform content. Foreign language teaching at primary level was introduced, as well as 

teaching o f art, music and physical education by specialised teachers. KATEE were 

replaced by TEI, in an attempt to upgrade upper-level technical education. The two-year 

academies for mainstream and physical education teachers were upgraded to four-year 

courses provided by universities.

The major changes introduced by a new conservative government elected in 1992 were 

consistent with a neo-liberal or neo-conservative spirit (Noutsos, 1990). It involved the 

creation of the vocational training institutes, a level o f education intended to come between 

upper-secondary and third-level. There was also new legislation for postgraduate studies; 

regional further education centres (PEK) were created to provide periodic professional
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education and induction for newly appointed teachers; teaching o f English as a foreign 

language in the primary school began, starting from the fourth grade (ten-year-old 

students); teaching o f a second foreign language at lower secondary school also began and 

two modern subjects: ICT and Technology (the latter a subject providing basic technical 

skills) were introduced. Weekly teaching hours at lower secondary school hence increased 

from 30 to 35.

The reform programme that the socialist government adopted in the following years was 

an attempt to promote the model o f ‘competitive effective’ schooling, which could 

‘capture the dynamics o f economy’ (Introductory Statement to Law 2986/2002). This 

resulted in a restructuring o f the whole organisation and administration o f general 

education with a new focus on vocational education. Reform took place in a rapidly 

changing global environment affecting both the labour market and social life through 

economic and cultural globalisation and against the background of a revolution in the use 

and dissemination o f information. The theoretical framework underpinning the reforms 

was the idea o f human capital as a tool o f development whether social, cultural or 

economic.

In 1995 the National Education Council (ESYP) was reconstructed, the KEE and the 

Institute o f Continuous Adult Education (IDEKE) were introduced. In the spirit of the 

1985 reforms, and with further legislative encouragement from Law 2525/97, from 1995 

the YPEDBMTH formulated and implemented legislation, co-ordinated and evaluated 

regional services, administered financial support, approved primary and secondary school 

curricula and appointed teaching staff. The prefectures, in cooperation with the 

educational authorities, supervise schools, facilitate co-ordination between schools and 

have responsibility for school buildings and equipment. At school level, the principal co

ordinates school activities and is responsible for ensuring that the school satisfies legal 

requirements. Teachers’ councils implement curricular regulations and monitor students’ 

attendance and discipline. School committees have administrative responsibilities and 

manage budgets for heating, school maintenance and equipment.

The specific changes that were implemented in Greek education by Laws 2525/97 and 

2640/98 included: the creation o f the unified upper secondary school, which replaced the 

various former types o f upper secondary school; reform o f the admission procedure to 

higher education, which shifted emphasis to assessing the all-round performance o f 

students in both the second and third grades o f upper secondary school, rather than the
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marks students obtained in national exams; the establishment o f all-day kindergartens and 

primary schools, with the possibility o f gradually providing these in all schools; setting up 

of second chance schools for people over 18 and those who had not completed compulsory 

education; the introduction o f a comprehensive curriculum framework for primary and 

secondary school; the initiation o f provisions for teachers’ appraisal; instituting o f 

examinations at national level for the appointment o f primary and secondary school 

teachers, with the existing precedence list (epetirida) to be abolished over five years and 

the establishment of regional counselling and orientation centres and the initiation of the 

EAP.

Legislative interventions in the period 2000-2001 included further changes in procedures 

for the appointment o f teachers to permanent positions; a review of training for, and 

appraisal of, serving teachers; change in the assessment process for upper-secondary 

students and university entrance exams; reform o f special education; de-centralisation o f 

education; upgrading TEI by incorporating them into higher education, which now 

functions at two levels: university and TEI (Law 2916/2001).

Greek educational policies in the years 2000-2004 had a neo-liberal ideology and this was 

required for them to come into line with European Union directives. But other goals were 

the promotion and development o f the student’s personality and creativity by means o f 

child-centred, active and participatory teaching and learning, elements that were embedded 

in the reforms. By 2012, however, everyday practices, focused largely on transmitting and 

acquiring fixed knowledge and this usually involved, ‘traditional’ teaching methods. As a 

result, the existence o f frontistiria (privately owned learning institutions offering 

complementary training to students preparing for exams, or who need additional 

instruction) grew in number. This aspect o f educational practice clearly encouraged the 

selection o f students for higher education based on assessment o f knowledge acquired 

from specific text books and the ability to memorise these, which, in turn, promoted 

‘traditional’ educational practice in a vicious circle o f conservativism (Katsikas & 

Therianos, 2004).

5.4 EDUCATIONAL REFORM IN GREECE; THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS

The most influential theory underpinning education policies by all Greek governments 

between 1959 and 1985 was the idea o f human capital. It was used in an attempt to relate
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education to economic growth, dealing with inequality in capitalist society through the 

promotion o f equality o f opportunity through education (Frangoudaki, 1977: 13).

Human capital refers to the accumulation of competences, knowledge and personality 

traits, representing the ability o f the individual to perform so as to produce wealth for a 

country. According to this theory, human capital involves the attributes gained by a worker 

through education and experience. Investment in human capital is considered worthwhile 

since it increases the productive power o f labour and creates a workforce o f the kind 

necessary for fast economic growth (Schultz, 1977). The idea underpinning human capital 

theory (HCT) is that individuals should invest in themselves for the acquisition of 

knowledge. The cost o f education should be considered an individual responsibility and 

one that the individual should happily bear, as education is considered part o f one’s 

fortune, it should not be a state responsibility or a cost to be undertaken by society. Any 

investment in education repays the expense and is worthwhile, as it provides a long term 

gain, given that income ranking is often due to an individual’s educational background 

(Schultz, 1977). In that light, employers should not only emphasise the intrinsic value o f 

education with the dexterity and flexibility it provides, but also its importance in shaping a 

model individual, one who will be adaptable to working conditions, compliant and 

productive (Gintis, 1971).

In 1975, at an OECD conference, the effectiveness o f increased expenditure on education 

in promoting economic growth was questioned and ten years later the OECD (1985: 26- 

27) emphasised that education per se cannot guarantee economic growth. However, 

tliroughout this period four important programmes o f reform took place in Greece, the 

underpinning theoretical framework o f which was HCT, and since the 1990s, reform in 

Greece has re-emphasised HCT. Provision for new "knowledge", new "skills" and 

"lifelong education and training" is deemed necessary for the formation o f the workforce. 

‘Ideas, knowledge, skills, talent and creativity’ are brought forward as the ‘true capital’ o f 

an economy (Leadbeater, 2001: 29). The EU White Paper fo r  Education and Training 

(European Commission, 1995: 17) suggested that the role o f human capital should be 

emphasised as much as ‘social justice and coherence’. Human resources are considered the 

main asset o f the European Union, so that money spent on education should be thought o f 

as investment, rather than expenditure.

The human capital model has had significant influence on Greek educational policies 

(Frangoudaki, 1979), even if at times when the theory was questioned in Greece and
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elsewhere. The establishment o f parallel networks o f general and technical education, a 

division traditionally linked to production (Kazamias, 1983:467), had been attempted since 

the 1929 reforms, while a standardised school system, which had been criticised in other 

countries, had already been adopted in Greece. However, the adoption o f a stress on HCT 

was not supported by increased public financing o f education and levels o f Greek 

education expenditure have always remained low compared with those o f other 

comparable countries (Bouzakis, 1995; Milios, 1981: 112), exceptions being financing o f 

the reforms o f 1964, 1982 and 1985. In 2000, the level o f public expenditure on education 

in Greece was 3.5% of GDP (KEE, 2002: 49).

Overall, education has not been a high priority for the Greek state. ‘Unruly and unplanned 

economic development’, which ‘was based on and was reinforced by the unruly financing’ 

of education (Pesmazoglou, 1987: 466) had the result o f depriving education o f generous 

financial support. The only exception lies in the policies of socialist governments, which 

declared their support for the promotion of the social role o f  education. However, after 

1990 there was ‘a turn not merely towards technical education, but a generalisation o f 

emphasis on acquiring skills’ so that even late twentieth and early twenty-first century 

socialist governments were influenced by HTC (Milios, 1994: 26).

State interference in education has always been considered essential in Greece. But, 

according to neo-liberal ideology social policies and investment should function in a 

complementary way to the market (Zabeta, 1994; Whitty et al, 1998; Apple, 2002). The 

virtues o f privatisation and seeking new types o f financing for education were promoted in 

the 1990s, such as cooperation between the public sector and private finance (European 

Commission, 1995; Whitty et a l, 1998). Persuading people to invest in themselves 

tlirough lifelong learning and re-skilling also became a top priority (Tomlinson, 2001: 2). 

Education was to be provided to individual clients using private resources instead of the 

state making provision for all. If  individuals wished to find new jobs or keep the ones they 

had, thus contributing to a decrease in the state’s welfare expenditure and growth in the 

economy, they should take care o f their own education. This was the dominant ideal o f the 

1990s(Giddens, 1998: 117).

The relationship between education and employment is central in Third Way policies. 

Such policies focus on the promotion o f opportunity o f equality rather than results and on 

‘investment in human capital, wherever possible’ (Giddens, 1998: 117). It is claimed that 

interaction with the market will result in greater income equality and less need for
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redistribution, leading to the conclusion that social justice requires economic effectiveness 

(Callinicos, 2001: 51).

Educational policies influenced by HCT promote the idea o f an education adjusted to the 

needs o f the market. The role o f knowledge in education is subordinated to the needs o f  a 

competitive economy. Education is considered as exclusively preparing individuals for the 

labour market, which is characterised by insecurity. The school is asked to have the 

competitive character o f a business, emphasising accountability, which, in turn, links 

performance to productivity. Consequently, accountability defines the educational process 

and narrows the objectives o f curricula, which are defined and formed in terms o f 

effectiveness, rather than as being concerned with processes o f personal and professional 

development (Manzo, 2005; Dillon, 2006; Crocco & Costigan, 2007). The consequences 

o f these policies in Greece are well known and involve:

■ the emergence o f parallel educational networks (i.e. private schools and tutoring) 

which undermine the roles o f the classical lyceum and the local school board;

■ mass access to third level education along with the degrading o f the value o f 

degrees and

■ the creation o f third level institutions which vary in importance according to the 

nature o f the teaching they do.

The effect on working conditions for teachers becomes evident in the need for increased 

control o f the "disobedient" (individuals belonging to low socio-economic status groups) 

and an increased provision for "special needs" on the part o f members o f minority and 

immigrant groups. The latter will possibly occupy the lowest posts in the labour market in 

the future, through their presence may often be considered a problem as it prevents schools 

from fLilfilling their competitive ftinctions (Tomlinson, 2001; Whitty et al, 1998). If these 

effects have been found worldwide (Wallford, 1992; Ball, 1997; Apple, 2002; Manzo, 

2005; Crocco & Costigan, 2004, 2007), then they may have been all the more marked in 

Greece where they have resulted in poor school attendance and increased drop-out rates 

amongst the socially disadvantaged, who, if they remain in education at all, increasingly 

turn to lower status technical education and generally higher failure levels in national 

examinations for third level education entrance (Economic University o f  Athens, 1999; 

Kalomoiris & Kotsifakis, 2002). As despair sets in when it emerges that the promised 

relationship between personal investment in education and future employment/wealth is 

not automatically so, HTC thinkmg has led to the adoption of policies intended to promote
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equality o f opportunity, not equality o f outcome and the reliance on the personal resources 

o f individuals, shifting the blame to the unemployed and those on low incomes, so that 

their positions come to be seen as a result o f  their not taking advantage o f the "chances 

provided" and not investing in themselves. But even those who have made such investment 

may not always be rewarded, so that general belief in the value o f education may be 

undermined.

5.5 EDUCATIONAL CHANGE AND SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT IN GREECE

The cultural and political dimensions o f change need to be addressed and reform needs to 

be seen from a different perspective than the one o f a technical issue. Successfijl 

implementation o f reform requires sensitivity and adaptability on the part o f both 

educators and reforms' designers in order to develop joint understandings about how 

reforms can be successfully co-constructed. Educators' ideologies and the culture o f the 

school need to be addressed in reform efforts, along with technical and/or curricular 

considerations (Bascia & Hargreaves, 2000).

The architects o f reforms need to have good knowledge o f the context and the diversity of 

the lives o f  those whose circumstances they are supposedly trying to change if they wish 

reform to succeed. And teachers are often seen by governments as obstacles to or passive 

implementers o f reform rather than as an asset and as collaborators (Sarason, 1990; 

Mavromatis, 2000). Flexibility is required in approaching schools and a set o f strategies 

needs to be developed for attending to local conditions that include equality as a clear goal 

o f reforms.

Educational changes all over the world in the twentieth century aimed at improving the 

existing situation, without disturbing the basic characteristics o f school and the roles o f 

students and teachers (Cuban, 1988; Ravitch & Viteritti, 2000, in Crocco & Costigan, 

2007). In the 1990s there was an attempt to change the culture and the structure of schools 

by restructuring and reorganising responsibilities so that schools became more ‘business

like’, responding to the ‘needs’ o f ‘consumers’; pupils and parents (Fullan, 1993: 53).

But no matter what the extent o f changes such as these may be considered necessary, they 

always entail losses, anxieties and conflict, as different political and educational forces 

clash. The aims, the values, the applicability or the results o f proposed changes cannot be 

taken for granted (Nisbet, 1980; Fullan, 1991; Manzo, 2005). The objective and subjective
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interact. The objective parameter o f change refers to teaching practices and resources, 

while the subjective parameter refers to individuals or groups of people and their 

perceptions. Both are involved in the production o f social phenomena such as institutions, 

laws, political strategies and educational changes (Fullan, 1993).

Requirements for effective reform involve the use o f revised materials (teaching materials, 

new technologies and other components o f the curriculum); the adoption o f new teaching 

approaches (strategies and activities) and changes o f attitudes (pedagogical views and 

theories) on the part of teachers and others who implement new political strategies or 

programmes. And these requirements for effective reform (perhaps especially the last, 

concerning the commitment o f teachers) seem to have been consistently ignored in Greece. 

The success or failure o f change depends on the quality and appropriateness o f  change to 

the specific topic. Difficulties facing reforms are related to: who develops the materials 

and defines the approaches used; who decides about the conceptual frameworks that 

govern them; the reliability o f initiatives, which itself is related to users’ adoption o f these 

policies and difficulty in being able to define the objective dimensions o f  reform, which 

should be liable to change form and flirther develop in the course o f the implementation. 

Interaction o f the context in which change takes place and the way change is applied is 

necessary (Fullan, 1991; Ball, 1994; Hargreaves, 1994; Manzo, 2005). For example, when 

new textbooks are introduced, even if students have great difficulty keeping up, teachers 

are still held accountable for covering material regardless o f students’ and schools’ 

socioeconomic background; this needs to change and reform programmes need to be 

flexible enough to take account o f such circumstances.

Overall, reform is (or, ought to be) aimed at the improvement o f schools and a definition 

o f school improvement was provided by the International School Improvement Project, 

which was financed by the OECD. It is described as a systematic effort that seeks to 

change the learning and other internal conditions in one or more schools, fiirther aiming at 

a more effective accomplishment o f educational endeavours (Van Veltzen, 1985). 

Systematic improvement includes: careful planning and change in school mechanisms, 

where assessment, evaluation, cooperation and commitment o f staff are necessary 

components; improvement in students' learning (Fullan, 1991); reconsideration o f other 

internal conditions, including roles, relationships and structures (Hargreaves & Hopkins, 

1991) and the development o f a network o f schools (often with the support of local 

agencies, such as universities) (Mortimore et al, 1988; Fullan, 1993; Stoll & Fink, 1996).
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These objectives are related to, and focus on, changes in students’ and teachers’ learning, 

performance and development. Research on school effectiveness measures educational 

success by criteria such as learning outcomes (White & Barber, 1997).

The UK's National Commission on Excellence in Education (1993) recommended the 

following prerequisites for school improvement: strong and positive directive; a good 

climate that is characterised by shared aims and values; an attractive and motivating 

environment; high expectations o f students; a clear and continuous emphasis on teaching 

and learning; assessment o f students’ progress; responsibility for learning shared by 

students; participation o f students in school life; rewards given for students’ 

encouragement; parental involvement in students’ learning; and clear targets for achieving 

the cooperation o f teaching staff and staff development. Greek educational reforms have 

consistently aimed at these things, though with mixed or poor results.

Additional prerequisites for successful change would be: a) development o f close 

professional relationships between the staff and the community; b) a willingness to inform 

staff about research outcomes; c) encouragement for staff to analyse data in relation to 

students’ performance and to observe/measure the results o f changes, either unofficial or 

systematic; d) undertaking o f initiatives in regard to the curriculum and e) development of 

teaching skills, strategies, specific teaching approaches and techniques. Again, Greek 

reforms have often referred to these things, but they may not always have been achieved. 

Likewise, school culture greatly affects reform attempts. For these purpose, culture is 

defined as ‘the processes, the values, and the expectations that drive the behaviours o f the 

people in an organisation’ (Hargreaves & Hopkins, 1991: 17) and the dimensions involved 

in school culture include school management, the agenda including objectives, policies and 

decision-making, roles, responsibilities and co-operations. School culture is shaped by the 

school’s aims, the aspirations and values o f teachers, the curriculum and the organisation 

o f school management. Those who are expected to change (teachers and students) and 

those who are expected to accept the changes (pupils, parents and other community 

members) assign their own meanings to changes and respond to them in ways that are 

consistent with their existing knowledge, beliefs and practices. But educators know that 

change:

■ will likely not go forward exactly as planned because school reform is a process, 

not an event (Fullan, 1991; Elmore & McLaughlin, 1988; Sarason, 1990, in Bascia 

& Hargreaves, 2000);
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■ involves mutual adaptation (McLaughlin, 1976; Tyack & Cuban, 1995, in Bascia & 

Hargreaves, 2000);

■ will differ depending on the unique culture o f each school (Sarason, 1982, in 

Bascia & Hargreaves, 2000) and

■ is a non-rational and non-linear process (Louis & Miles, 1990; Wise 1977, in 

Bascia & Hargreaves, 2000; Lainas, 1995; Gavalas, 1998).

They also know that successful policy-makers set the conditions for effective 

administration, but refrain from predetermining how those decisions will be made and, 

instead, charge local practitioners with the development o f solutions (Elmore & 

McLaughlin, 1988, Firestone & Corbett, 1989, cited by Bascia & Hargreaves, 2000). 

School leaders should be able to understand the importance o f establishing a culture of 

change as a means o f bringing about reform, in such a way that schools do not become 

entangled in larger cultural struggles over the meaning of change in different settings 

(Sarason, 1990, cited by Bascia & Hargreaves, 2000).

Change and school improvement are interrelated in a complex relationship that should be 

supported by political structures and strategies (Ifanti, 1992). And school development 

must guarantee consistency between former and present practices (Apple, 1996). Despite 

the fact that school and social development are interrelated, the greatest difficulties in 

planning new developments come from the curriculum and teaching, requiring changes o f 

emphasis, along with restructuring o f school management. School culture has a twofold 

role in development planning; it affects and it is affected by the development process and 

change. School culture needs to be developed in such a way that it supports the process o f 

change (Stoll & Fink, 1996; Dallin, 1993). As Fullan (1991: 47) states: ‘change does not 

necessarily entail progress’, whereas any improvement requires change (Hopkins, Ainsow 

& West, 1994). Planning differs from reality and the repercussions o f  change are not easy 

to assess.

5.6 SCHOOL INNOVATION: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND PRACTICAL PROBLEMS

Since the 1990s, competition in the international setting has imposed changes on the basic 

organisation o f schools, changes to schools' cultures and teachers’ and students’ perception 

o f their roles and "missions" (Cuban, 1988; Fullan, 1993). The reinforcement o f school 

effectiveness through good teachers has thus become crucial (Karatza-Stavlioti, 1970; 

Mavroskoufis, 1988; Elmore & Sykes, 1992; Ingresoll, 2002, 2003a).
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Reform, change and innovation are terms that need clarification with regard to the criteria 

o f the kind, the breadth and depth o f changes, the processes o f their planning and 

implementation and their relationship with the system, understood as an existing context, 

as opposed to a desirable reality (Mavroskoufis, 2002). Reform can be either external 

(referring to the structure and the organisation o f the system) or internal (related to the 

choice o f educational ends and the content o f learning, teaching methods and classroom 

organisation). Change is a tenn used to describe the transition from one situation to 

another, while innovation is an action characterised by a new or original insight into 

matters (Zaltman & Duncan, 1977; Yfanti, 2000).

For these purposes, modernisation and innovation are synonymous terms. Reform aims at 

improvement, but a change is not necessarily an innovation. The implementation of 

innovation demands a combination o f political and educational agents, whereas reform is a 

broader process with primarily political characteristics (Yfanti, 2000). Reform can face 

intense resistance to its implementation, because any reform is necessarily linked directly 

to systems o f values and the issue o f ideological legitimisation (Salter & Tapper, 1981; 

Katsikas & Kavadias, 1996; Mavromatis, 2000).

Greek educational innovations are piecemeal, with no aspiration to bring about wholesale 

improvement o f educational institutions. They are specific, novel interventions, through 

which, it is believed, the vicious circle o f apathy and stagnation may be disrupted. They 

have the advantage o f flexibility and o f focusing on specific aspects o f the educational 

process and can be aimed at bringing about innovations o f content or of a technical type; 

internal or external and to be implemented at a micro/local, or macro/national level 

(Mavroskoufis, 2002) but, overall, they have been, as previously noted, ineffective.

Greek reforms are planned at a central level and are universal and compulsory, but the 

most effective innovations implemented by organisations and institutions away from the 

centre and may be those which have a voluntary character (Kavouri, 1999; Yfanti, 2000). 

Tliroughout the stages of their implementation strong political will is necessary if reforms 

are to succeed. The requirements for successful reform include high quality decision

making and delivery; continuous support for all those involved; coordination o f actions; 

provision for substantial training for the teachers involved and development o f the 

necessary resources in schools (Fullan, 1991; Kavouri, 1999; Yfanti, 2000). Typically, 

these have all been lacking in Greek reform efforts.
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What is at stake is impact on school culture, through changes to the mentalities and 

behaviours o f  teachers and students. Otherwise, by and large, reform will tend to be seen 

as tinkering. Change can be achieved through a combination o f short-term and long-term 

strategies, such as structured and purposeful networking o f schools involved in the 

innovations (Honig, 1994); a radical re-allocation o f the time available to teachers at 

school, so as to meet the needs o f  the innovations (Senge, 1990; Hargreaves, 1991; Steffy, 

1993; Fullan, 1993, 1995) or a process o f creation o f a new school culture; a re

assignment o f the roles o f all involved in schools and a re-structuring o f the school system 

(Fullan,1993; Donahue, 1993; Barkatsas, 1998; Yfanti, 2000). Greek reforms can seem to 

be half-hearted and confused combinations o f various o f these approaches.

The usual cause of failure o f reforms in Greece is overload on the part o f teachers with 

repeated and fragmented attempts at policies, often lacking coordination and clarity, and 

without clear and widely approved aspirations (Barkatsas, 1998). This is likely to happen if 

some parameters are not taken in consideration, such as the fact that any attempt to 

innovate is difficult and, for the majority o f people, a stressful experience (Morrish, 1972). 

Greek teachers are initiated into the spirit o f change neither by their initial education, nor 

by their in-service training. They usually appear to be conservative, to have change- 

defensive characteristics and to try to reject innovations or, at least, to fit them into their 

existing practices through the hidden curriculum (OECD, 1979; Scott, 1982; Mavromatis, 

2000). This may be a general truth, but it can seem especially so in Greece. Huberman 

(1993) however, reminds us o f the fact that teachers, who have often been unequivocally 

committed to school change efforts, only to be let down and see their efforts wasted, are 

often not given the resources to follow up on reforms, but policy-makers quickly move on 

to the next reforms. Disenchanted teachers whose idealism may have vanished, because o f 

educational leaders’ excessive ambitions are victims o f repetitive change syndrome 

according to Abrahamson (2004). Again, a general claim finds particular resonance in 

Greece.

A new approach to the appraisal o f innovations has to be adopted, involving strategies 

intended to achieve greater overall coherence and manageability at the bottom of the 

educational community. Such strategies need to rely on the implementation o f new 

methods o f periodic assessment o f students and the designing o f protocols through which 

the alignment o f strategies already applied and the success o f subsequent innovations can 

be evaluated. Evaluation needs to be based on documented research and lead to teachers
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being transformed from passive consumers o f ideas into their critical architects (Barkatsas, 

1998).

5.7 EDUCATIONAL CHANGE AND STATE CENTRALISATION

There is international consensus that general and vocational educational systems can play 

significant roles in detennining the nature o f the international labour market and can be 

key to future prosperity (Orphanou, 1998). But there are fiandamental differences in the 

ways nations respond to the international economic environment (Brown & Lawder, 

1997). The decision by the World Trade Organisation to bring service sectors, such as 

education, into negotiations on trade, in a quest for liberalisation and regulation o f these 

services through global rules, was a result o f pressure by powerful commercial lobbies all 

over the world (Robertson, 2006). Even the nature o f national sovereignty has changed in 

Europe to as a result o f the Lisbon Declaration which sought harmonisation o f some 

aspects of higher education (European Universities Association, 2007). Despite the 

emphasis on education remaining a national matter in European Union countries, it seems 

probable that educational policies will converge, with increasing "Europeanisation" in the 

future (Dale, 2003). Supra-national organisations have a key role in reform, producing 

"bundles" o f educational notions, which they transform into educational programmes, 

institutions and practices (Papadakis, 2004). Examples o f this being evident in Greece in 

the twenty-first century include emphasis on intercultural education, life-long education, 

the flexible zone, foreign language and ICT teaching as well as teachers’ education in ICT. 

Competitive economic interests have restructured education across countries. It is 

important to understand clearly the socio-educational transformations taking place in the 

twenty-first century. Globalisation o f competition has led to globalisation o f educational 

reform. However, state promotion o f education for competition has long been the case, as 

illustrated by the financing of school curricula by the National Science Foundation in the 

USA in order to respond to the geo-political consequences o f the launch o f the USSR's 

satellite Sputnik in the 1950s (Norris, 1990). But developments such as a growing interest 

in accountability have been introduced as a means o f achieving not only economic 

management but ideological control o f education. The promotion o f accountability has 

resulted in a more centralised state and has contributed to changes with no coherence or 

meaning in the administration o f education (Ball, 1990; Kauffman et al., 2002; Manzo,
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2005; Dillon, 2006). And once again, what is true elsewhere (e.g. the US, UK, etc.) may be 

especially true in Greece, where centralisation was akeady a dominant tendency. 

Additionally, modern communication technologies have led to an increased centralisation 

o f responsibility in decision-making in Greece and elsewhere (Exarhakos, 1997). Political 

and bureaucratic control can be exercised both at micro and macro levels through the use 

o f communication technologies. The increasing tendency towards political bureaucratic 

control over major educational decisions causes uncertainty and role conflict for the 

professional teacher (Skilbeck, 1989; Kauffman et al., 2002; Costigan & Crocco, 2004). 

There is so in many countries, and perhaps nowhere more so that in Greece.

5.8 EDUCATIONAL CHANGE AND SCHOOL LEADERSHIP

The educational system o f a country reflects and maintains its political and social realities. 

Institutional success and effectiveness requires evaluation not only by students’ success in 

national school examinations and third level education, but also by considering other 

important parameters. Such parameters are the evaluation of student performance in 

European and international competitions; the promotion of progress for all students, by 

providing them better opportunities; pupils’ ability to adapt to the demands o f the socio

economic system; the minimisation o f socio-economic differences among students, taking 

into consideration their cultures and customs; the extent o f emphasis a society places on 

teaching, as a means of shaping a suitable environment for knowledge and discussion; 

improvement of the quality o f material resources; evidence o f ftill development of 

teachers’ and students’ potential and the system’s capacity to provide for the assessment o f 

each student (Passhiardis, 2004:106).

Among the things required for educational success is capable school leadership, with 

leaders who can plan, organise and coordinate the activities o f the school system 

(Gournaropoulos & Kontakos, 2003). Quality school leadership on the part o f a principal 

requires relevant knowledge and the qualities o f  both a manager and a pedagogue. A 

school leader is required to be able to maximise effectiveness through utilising the 

available resources and contemporary scientific pedagogy (Koumpouridis, 2002). Unless 

an organisation supports leaders, there is likely to be failure (Passhiardis, 2004: 107).

In Greece, school leadership and administration are not governed by any kind o f scientific 

approach. This often results in centralisation o f authority, too many laws and a lack o f 

meritocracy (OLME, 2005). Lack of meritocracy, transparency and objectivity prevail in
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the selection of staff at all educational levels. This selection is based primarily on political 

criteria rather than qualifications, professional adequacy and the efficiency of the 

candidates (Papachristou, 2006). Education needs to be considered a top priority, (a macro- 

economic investment for a country) and a matter of considerable socio-cultural importance 

and consequently set the foundations for economic, cultural and social development 

(Exarhakos, 1997). The components of administration of education, therefore, ought to 

rely on qualifications, management specialisation, enhanced scientific knowledge and 

skills rather than merely relying on individuals’ charisma and talents in being able to apply 

the established rules and laws (Pepes et al, 2004). Typically, however, this has not been so 

on Greece.

Leadership is widely considered to be the art or process of influencing people so that they 

will work enthusiastically towards shared visions (Koontz & O’Connell, in Saitis, 2002; 

Cohran-Smith, 2004; MetLife, 2005, in Crocco & Costigan, 2007). The management of an 

organisation generally, and administration in a school context in particular, is of 

paramount importance when reform is proposed as there is a direct relationship between 

leadership and the promotion of change. School principalship as a function of management 

is related to recruitment, motivation, supervision and guidance of staff, all things that aim 

at accomplishing projects within the organisation (Saitis, 1994). School principalship in 

Greece is a stage in a teacher’s career and the most difficult part of school administration, 

as it involves dealing with many different groups of people, including teachers, students, 

parents, local authority and central government administrators.

In the changing context of a knowledge-based society, the survival of a school system 

could seem to rely on its ability to adapt the content, methods and ethos of education to 

new conditions (Exarhakos, 1997). Schools, too often, may be organisations that resist 

change but research has shown that successful educational leaders are those who 

manipulate levers of power but can also originate ideas for initiatives which they can 

transmit to the teachers within their schools (Goleman et al, 2002; Cohran-Smith, 2004; 

MetLife, 2005, in Crocco & Costigan, 2007). Effective school leaders, therefore, are those 

who have created a vision and led their schools towards it, and not those who act only as 

conveyors of new policies to teachers. Few school principals in Greece have relevant 

qualifications for such a task. They may seem to be able to promote change, however, but 

in Greece, responsibility for educational change does not lie with the principal. Thus, if 

Greek principals are ever successful it is usually only in getting others (the teachers) to do
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what they (the principals) have been told to do. But if they are not successful, then they are 

not entirely to blame, because not having the necessary qualifications, and as a result o f the 

state’s failure to adopt a scientific approach towards the administration and the 

management o f schools, failure is almost certain before reform begin. Scientific criteria 

should prevail in the selection o f principals (Papachristou, 2006). The limitation of 

empirically-based management is that it does not allow for application o f the principles o f 

scientific management, which could lead to the selection o f the most suitable people for 

each post. The importance o f years spent in service, and political leanings, cannot be 

underestimated in understanding how Greek principals come to be appointed 

(Koumpouridis, 2002). The challenge is that o f creating an emotionally healthy school 

characterised by efficiency, with good working conditions and relationships among 

principals and teachers, where people make the best of the resources available (Saitis, 

2002). But this is rarely seen in Greece, if  ever.

5.9 EDUCATIONAL CHANGE AND NEW TEACHING ENVIRONMENTS

It seems that there are still questions that remain unanswered with regard to the 

understanding of the nature o f teachers’ work and how teachers develop as individuals, 

and as a professional group, in a rapidly changing milieu. However, the popularity o f an 

emerging model o f teaching to be found most obviously in the UK, USA, Australia and 

New Zealand cannot be doubted. This derives from conservative educational think-tanks 

and Smyth (1993) has argued that it involves:

■ intensifying testing and the measurement of educational outcomes through 

standardised national tests;

■ defining teachers’ performance and competence by standards derived from 

business and industry;

■ rewarding teachers through payment on the basis of students’ results and requiring 

them to be accountable, efficient and effective in producing quality learning;

■ limiting teaching to the absolutely essential basics o f knowledge;

■ appraising and rating schools and placing them in league tables aimed at increasing 

competition;

■ favouring "clients", as parents are defined, and
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■ marginalising teachers, treating them as if they cannot be trusted and are in need of 

constant surveillance, for example by introducing performance indicators to ensure 

adherence to what are claimed to be community expectations.

In an environment where there is a struggle over the intellectual and moral ideas that 

should guide the educational system, moves towards empowering teachers and making 

schools critical and inquiring communities become unwelcome. Cost-cutting and ensuring 

compliance with the new dogma have become the main concerns o f governments in the 

western world. This is based on centralised control over education; the construction or 

restoration o f hierarchies, with teachers treated as semi-professionals as they tended to be 

in the nineteenth century; reductions in resources and shifting o f responsibility for 

achieving objectives onto teachers ‘in an attempt to use schooling as a tool o f micro- 

economic reform, through re-skilling o f the workforce’ (Smyth, 1993: 21).

Responding to global economic restructuring, while undermining the "traditional" role of 

teachers, may lead students and parents to lose trust in schooling and teachers, thus 

damaging institutional credibility. Teachers may also tend to lose their sense o f meaning 

and direction, their confidence and their belief that what they are doing is right. They can 

experience confusion and alienation, so their work is likely to suffer and their commitment 

to decrease (Ingersoll, 2002, 2003a; Elmore & Sykes, 2006). A competency-based 

approach increasingly defines teaching and teachers’ development but is not based on 

consultation with teachers. The implication o f this view is that there are deficiencies in 

teaching and that they can only be fixed by narrowing teachers’ work to a specific model, 

but this is problematic for many o f them.

Teachers are expected to perform different roles and are asked to be able to have the 

personal and social skills needed in different settings. Nixon (1993: 15) claims that we 

live in an era o f an ‘economic, technological and sociological earthquake’ where schools 

face great complexities and teachers carry a heavy burden in trying to give their students 

life chances. He presents the example o f the UK where competition, market forces and the 

managerialist style o f running schools have destroyed collaboration and mutual support 

between schools and created underclasses o f schools and students. Increasingly 

marginalised are teachers who are committed to a professional vision o f what teaching is 

"really" about. Typically, they have had to reconsider this as a result o f rapid changes 

being imposed. Teachers need not only to protect their autonomy, but also to articulate 

values such as the importance o f broad learning, the importance o f students’ self-
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determination and the value o f supportive relationships. Exploring students’ disaffection 

and making students feel that they belong to a learning community is also an issue o f 

enormous importance. The challenge lies in the attempt to create a more knowledgeable 

and socially just world (Nixon, 1993). Allowing teachers to work towards this end might 

be good for the world as a whole, but it could also be good for teachers themselves as there 

is a positive relationship between teachers’ autonomy and job satisfaction (Koustelios, 

Karabatzaki & Kousteliou, 2004). Teachers not only seek autonomy so they can do w'hat 

they consider to be good work, by addressing students’ needs, but they also ask for support 

from administrators and mentors. Collegiality and effective leadership, along with a 

structured work environment, can help them to cope with an increasingly frantic pace of 

work (Crocco & Costigan, 2007).

According to Barth (1990) nothing increases teachers' professionalism more than the 

visions teachers create in their schools. It is no use trying to find simple solutions to 

complex problems. Nobody should ask for a new professionalism in education without 

realising that it is a painful, lingering perspective that cannot be met by funding only but 

demands labour and responsibility on individuals. Professionalism is o f no value, if  it 

remains at the level o f political rhetoric or a reform o f statute solely. A convincing 

suggestion should include and be underpinned by theories o f meeting the professionals' 

needs and personal effectiveness (Hoy & Miskel, 2001; Passhiardis, 2004). A new matrix 

o f professionalism cannot be effective unless it institutes opportunities for meeting the 

individuals' needs for recognition, autonomy, achievements, goal setting, specialisation 

(Mavromatis, 2000).

A so-called knowledge society can find it difficult to make teaching a true learning 

profession because ‘it craves standards o f learning and teaching that are more in line with 

economic and corporate policy’ (Nixon, 1993: 16). This has subjected teachers to public 

attacks, eroded their autonomy and affected conditions at work so adversely that their 

ability to make fair judgements is now in doubt. It has also created epidemics o f 

standardisation and overregulation, provoking tidal waves o f resignation and early 

retirement, crises o f recruitment and shortages o f eager and able educational leaders. The 

very profession which is so often claimed to be o f vital importance for the knowledge- 

based economy has been devalued. More and more teachers want to leave the profession, 

fewer and fewer want to join, and very few are interested in becoming educational leaders. 

It is a crisis o f disturbing proportions (Hargreaves, in Haggarty, 2004).
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Good teachers have an impact on students’ outcomes and their highly skilled work 

deserves to be considered as professional (Darling-Hammond, 2005; Crocco & Costigan, 

2007). However, in many western countries governments (including Greek governments) 

are trying to transform teachers’ practice into something more like that of the technician, a 

deliverer o f pre-designed, carefully scripted and precisely timed packages, guidelines and 

assessments (Bottery & Wright, in Goodson, 2000). The profession o f teaching is being 

changed, nationally, in Greece, and internationally and invariably for the worse, on so 

many teachers and educationalists contend.

5.10 EDUCATIONAL RESTRUCTURING AND REFORMATIONS: THE ROLE OF TEACHERS 

IN GREECE

The main characteristic o f educational reform in Greece is subordination o f education to 

labour market laws and the denial o f the ideal o f education as a public good and a social 

right. The motives for changes in educational policies and the role o f school can be 

questioned, as they seem to be deeply permeated by neo-liberal ideology. Increasingly in 

Greece, as elsewhere, knowledge is considered a private good for consumption, which 

should be sought individually, in a competition shaped by market demands (Sianou, 1998). 

Greek educational policies in the early twenty-first century reflected the collapse o f a 

consensus that had been emerged in the 1960s. At that time, educational policy was shaped 

by an increased need for skilled workers and managerial staff Economic growth created 

the expectation o f social progress through the education o f working class people. In the 

1990s, globalisation, and the accompanying changes in the labour market, produced a 

demand for mass education, but for different reasons to the spirit o f the 1960s. During 

periods o f high unemployment education is considered an unnecessary expense for both 

the ruling and the working classes unless it can guarantee employment (Reppas, 2000). 

Education and the effectiveness o f schools and teachers thus came to be rigoroursly 

criticised. The need for re-structuring o f working relations was proclaimed in detail in the 

White Paper for Education (1999). The rise o f a new type o f school called for a new type 

o f teacher, one who accepted its market-based objectives. This new class o f teachers 

should have different working conditions and actively promote the prevailing business 

culture. And while Delors (1999: 44-45) stated that ‘no reform can be successful without 

the teachers’ cooperation and active involvement’, those teachers who would not cooperate 

could be marginalised or dispensed within an attempt to criminalise dissent and create a
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new cadre o f "pro-market" teachers, distinct to their more Hberal forebears from or 

influenced by the 1960s.

Greece, adopting the OECD’s directives (1995), which characterised teachers as the most 

important resource, apart from students, thus placed emphasis on teachers and their actions 

in schools. In this, the OECD had the approval o f the two major Greek political parties. As 

a result, the reforms o f 1997 (Law 2525/97) changed teachers’ working conditions and 

their pedagogical roles. The method o f appointing teachers to pubhc schools changed, due 

to the existence of a large and aging teaching force and its members’ supposedly low 

standards o f education. It was replaced by selection through highly competitive exams at 

national level. However, the true reasons for the abolition o f the earlier method of 

appointment (a precedence list) were financial and political, though this is generally 

ignored in descriptions o f the reforms (Galanis & Fatourou, 1997; Papaioannou, 1997; 

Katsikas & Kavadias, 1998).

The appointment o f teachers by examinations promotes individualisation and competition, 

while increased teachers’ accountability and pay-related appraisal may produce a culture 

o f insecurity and fear. Teachers are required to be flexible and adjust to the demands o f a 

constantly changing environment (Grollios, 1989). Compliance on the part o f teachers with 

the new system can lead to ideological manipulation o f education (Pedagogical Institute, 

2006). But responsibility for unemployment among teachers has successfully been shifted 

onto teachers themselves so that a quiet revolution has been affected, in Greece and 

elsewhere, which has effectively cowed many teachers into ideological, or even worse, 

submission and complicity with policies o f  which they may not approve. Entering the 

teaching profession through selective and competitive procedures requires those concerned 

to accept flexible working conditions and to consider labour as a personal privilege, as 

opposed to labour being a social right. This undermines teachers’ roles as instructors and 

curtails their pedagogical autonomy. Instead, the role o f the teacher becomes confined to 

that o f mediator and executor o f the curriculum, without questioning decisions and 

priorities that have already been made by superiors at a national or local level (Elmore & 

Sykes, 1992; Giannakaki, 1994; Ingersoll 2002, 2003a). Teachers’ pedagogical freedom 

becomes illusory. Yet, unless teachers have a say about the aims o f the curriculum, its 

content and decision-making processes by which it is designed, there is likely to be 

unhappiness on their part. In the Europe o f the early twenty-first century, however, the 

teacher is the last to be consulted about education policy (Neave, 1997). Education policies
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should be questioned by citizens but they should also be scrutinised by experts, i.e. 

teachers. However, the professional characteristics o f the teacher under the new system 

policy priorities are defined by a view o f students and parents as clients. Knowledge is 

thus considered a commodity. I f  teaching is thought o f as a mere application o f specialised 

knowledge and skills, which is certified by teachers’ "work permits" to exercise their 

profession (university degrees, college diplomas, etc.) the social role o f education and its 

aims are negated. Meanwhile, accountability o f schools becomes indispensable to the 

"clients", (either families or, more importantly, members o f the business community) as 

Friedman, roved as long ago as 1955, (cited in Zabeta, 1994). And this was the effect o f 

shifting the blame to teachers for education not achieving equality o f opportunity for all 

students. However, this seems to ignore the fact of structural socio-economic inequality. In 

that light, education comes to be deemed not only expensive but also ineffective and 

responsible for the decline o f knowledge on the part o f pupils for which teachers are 

likewise blamed.

At the same time, a process was underway that involved the transformation o f teachers’ 

federations into professional organisations, acting as partners o f governments, jointly 

managing educational reality (though governments had the ultimate privilege o f decision

making) (Kazamias, 1994). Relating professionalism to school failure and school 

effectiveness purposefully ignores the roles o f education in reproducing social patterns and 

relations, class conflict and the aims and values of school (Chariot, 1933). The ideal of 

professionalism in education has developed in the light o f the rise o f neo-liberal ideology 

in Europe and in the USA. The teaching profession is increasingly expected to conduct its 

work in a ‘logical and businesslike manner’ (Noutsos, 1999: 147). This might be good for 

future business leaders, but is not ideal for the majority o f teachers, students and working- 

class people. Still, the history o f pedagogical and social movements in the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries has shown that the quest for another world o f "true" educational and 

social emancipation may not be easy to achieve, but is possible (Reppas, 2000) as when 

the PEEA revolutioned Greek education, even under the most difficult o f circumstances. 

Nonetheless Greek teachers' working conditions remain typically characteristiced by 

bureaucratic structures and the fact that refonns are subject to serious delays 

(Michalakopoulos, 2002). Empirical data since 1980-1981 show that, despite frequent 

attempts at changes, the structural characteristics o f the Greek system have barely 

changed. Indeed, some things have worsened. A typical example is the advanced ageing of
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staff in secondary education, with an average age o f 31 years in 1980-1981, 40 in 1990- 

1991 and 45 in 2000-2001. There has also been increasing feminisation of the teaching 

profession, with a potential impact on the socialisation and psychological development of 

teenagers as a result (Xochellis, 1989).

Thus, whatever inspiration the successes o f the past may offer, not only do things not get 

better in Greek education, taken as a whole, but they can often seem to get worse, with 

"reform" apparently more the problem  than the solution.

5.11 EDUCATIONAL REFORMS: TEACHERS’ AND SCHOOL INTERVENTION

There seems to be a lack o f serious theoretical work on education reform in Greece 

compared to the international situation. Terms such as school effectiveness and school 

improvement remain unknown in Greece, due mainly to historical and social 

considerations. Technical rationality is the basic criterion for reform in Greece (Bagakis, 

2006) but the history o f the reform process would seem to show that reform has often been 

marked by improvisation and political experimentation. Changes in the philosophy, the 

curricula, the processes and the laws do not guarantee the desired results - quite the 

contrary - they produce boredom, mistrust and disapproval among the stakeholders 

(Mavromatis, 2000). The lack o f strategic planning in Greek education and the actions o f 

doubtftil value, have led to an increasing mistrust o f reform amongst teachers. As in other 

countries, ‘change efforts are regarded as ephemeral and opportunistic, and teachers are 

inclined to "wait them out" (McMillan, 1998, in Bascia & Hargreaves, 2000: 65).

Greek teachers have often asked for a golden mean between top-down and bottom-up 

changes (John & Gravani, 2005), which would be evaluated and revised regularly and last 

longer than a Minister’s service in govermiaent. Schools, as learning organisations 

(Argyris, 1964), can embed change and develop only if they are supported by improved 

leadership and increased participation on the part o f all those involved. Organisational 

learning is related to the organisation’s ability to act as a whole. An organisation is also 

required to be able to change its basic knowledge and values in order to produce new skills 

and make new decisions (Xanthakou, 1998; Papadimitriou, 2006). A policy conducive to 

the emergence and the embedding o f change and innovation would be one that included: 

strategic planning; adequate autonomy; leadership ability; everyday practices that 

encouraged personal involvement and interaction and supporting procedures that allowed



for the spreading and evaluation o f innovation (Whitaker, 1993; Derouet & Dutercq, 1997, 

Cross, 1998, in Papadimitriou, 2006).

Schools (both in Greece and elsewhere in the world) and teachers have often been blamed 

for not being effective, despite their teachers’ lack o f participation in decision making, by 

both media and politicians, who have systematically ignored the problems facing schools 

and teachers. In the long-term, many small Greek schools have closed or merged, 

especially in rural areas, where the local authorities were not able to support the expense of 

running them. Similarly the numbers o f students entering higher education increased, but 

without increasing financial support for this. Instead, educational institutions were 

encouraged to pursue businesslike activities or find sponsors to support their operation, 

with sponsors having a say in the nature and content o f studies. Humane studies were 

marginalised due to a perceived lack o f practical and economic value; studies were adapted 

to markets’ demands for rational effectiveness and with economic return; research 

programmes were conducted on the basis o f compatibility with the needs o f the market and 

sponsors, while unemployment levels among those seemingly highly qualified steadily 

increased. A Greek constitutional amendment proposed in December 2005 was intended to 

allow for-profit making private universities, which were then forbidden by the constitution. 

This remained a major topic of educational debate at the time of writing (2012) (Katsikas 

& Therianos, 2004). But whether such universities ever come to exist in Greece, the very 

raising o f this idea indicated a fiandamental shift in Greek socio-cultural values from the 

1960s to the early twenty-first century. Such a thing might have been unthinkable once, 

but seemed perfectly "natural" to many people -  politicians, business leaders and members 

o f the public -  by the 2000s.

The reasons for compliance with the OECD’s suggestions for continuous assessment in 

education (OECD, 1996), was to ensure quality in education, as well as applying the 

Bologna and Prague Declarations^ (Katsikas & Sotiris, 2003). Criticism came to focus on 

supposed failure o f and falling standards in schools, mismatches between qualifications 

and market demands and a general sense o f the failure o f  schools to help countries be

 ̂ ‘The European Commission sums up these declarations by saying; Bologna Declaration [and its sequel, 
made in Pargue in 2001] o f  June 1999 (http://ec.europa.eu/index.en-htm) put in motion a series o f  reforms 
needed to make European Higher Education more compatible and comparable, more competitive and more 
attractive for Europeans and for students and scholars from other continents. Reform was needed then and 
reform is still needed today if  Europe is to match the performance o f  the best performing systems in the 
world, notably the United States and A sia’ (European Commission, 1999). Ministers agreed to meet again in 
Prague in 2001.
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competitive. In Greece in particular, the blame for educational failure was shifted to public

schools, mainly by the Ministry and the mass media accusing teachers and pupils o f not

being capable o f  achieving a high standard work. Thus, a typical 1990s’ newspaper article

could claim: ‘Work is satisfactory in neither primary nor secondary schools. Schools

produce illiterate children and provide useless certificates’ {Nea, 29 August 1997: 8).

By the early twenty-first century there was increasing scepticism in Greece about reform

and its ability to revive the education system, unless all those involved in decision making

made it a high priority. It has been noted that ‘Society carmot change through circular

orders’ (Crozier, 1998 in Katsikas & Sotiris, 2003: 12) and schools cannot be changed by

imposed reforms. Educational culture can only change if reform takes account o f the

rapidly changing context (characterised by such features as the information explosion)

within which education operates (Hatzigeorgiou, 1988). Fundamental reorganisation o f

roles, structures and fiinctions is what constitutes change and that is what is required. But,

as change stems Irom internal pressures on human relations and infrastructure or the

broader political, judicial and social environment, it usually causes reaction. Tendencies

towards inactivity, protection o f vested interests and lack o f information produce and

reinforce reaction to change. Thus, the attempt to bring about change by applying

organisational development teclmiques relies on management o f change which, in turn,

involves having the means o f creating the right climate tlirough cooperation and

information among the education stakeholders (Holevas, 1995). In the Greek context,

reform expresses a political decision, planned by the central educational authority and

implemented by the local authorities (Kokkotas, 2002, in Karabelas, Kelly & Fokiali,

2006; Flouris & Passias, 2003). This seems to be true in other countries.

Educators fin d  themselves M’orking in a deeply paradoxical profession where, on the one 
hand, they are hailed as the catalysts o f  change, the harbingers o f  the new information 
society, the creators o f  the knowledge and learning on which success in this society will 
depend. This is why so much is expected o f  them and why so much change is demanded 
from  them. On the other hand teachers are also casualties o f  the informational society 
with its commitment and public life. At the very same time as they are expected to work 
better and harder, teachers also fin d  themselves more restricted, more regulated and less 
supported to do their work. This is the most crucial context o f  teaching o f  all. I f  change is 
not to remain transient and localised, and i f  other reforms are not to destroy and diminish 
the very teachers on whom the future quality o f  public education fo r  all depends, it is 
about time that teachers were pulled back from  the sharp edge o f  change and moved 
toward its leading edge - intellectually, emotionally and politically (Bascia & Hargereaves, 
2000: 20).
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Teachers’ culture can be either a great promoter of, or a stubborn obstacle to, educational

change (McMillan, 2000, cited in Bascia & Hargreaves, 2000). Teachers realise the need

for change but, at the same time, they feel that the climate, the context, their levels o f

autonomy and initiative and methods of work have not improved. Teachers cannot have a

shared vision o f change as they do not take part in decision-making and changes in

curricula themselves do not magically deliver restructuring o f school life and behavioural

change, but may only result in teachers feeling increasingly restricted to their teaching

roles and their classrooms. Change should be well planned, its course should be evaluated

and supported by change of the whole school context, with improved resources (financial,

human and physical) for and cooperation amongst the teaching staff at school level and

communication within the broader "educational world". Particular emphasis should be

placed on human resources, as teachers, as thinkers, wish to ‘decide jointly with their

superiors and colleagues on how their time, knowledge and skill will be used’ (Everard &

Morris, 1999: 66). Otherwise, they may end up working ‘against themselves’ or ‘against

the organization’ (Nicholls, 1983: 68). The majority o f teachers (in Greece and elsewhere)

report that they need guidance, instruction and support but think that they have no access

to these (Nicholls, 1983; White & Philips, 1998; Karabelas, Kelly & Fokiali, 2006). Once

again, what has been said o f other countries may apply especially to Greece.

Change can constitute a threat to the established patterns; it is not simply the collapse o f  
established patterns that cause problems in organisation but also the instability created by 
the opposition o f  alternative interpretations o f  organisational reality (Ball, 1994, 155-6, in 
Bascia & Hargereaves, 2000: 65).

The Greek teacher-administration relationship lacks trust and this is reflected in the 

increased promotion o f the idea o f the teacher’s role as a simple forwarding agent who 

should not participate in decision-making (Hargreaves, 1998, in Manessis, Katsounos & 

Tseregouli, 2006). As Sarason (1971: 154) claimed as long ago as the 1970s, when the 

situation was probably much better than it had become by the early twenty-first century: 

‘teachers are far from having a role in some important decisions that affect life in the 

classroom’. Teachers in Greece refuse to listen to in-service trainers, despite their 

recognition o f the need o f in-service training. Why? Because teacher development is 

tainted by ideological complicity which imposes the prevailing educational discourse 

(Mavrogiorgos, 1993, in Bagakis, 2003).

At the same time, a cultural gap between universities and schools, which have different 

concerns, beliefs and interests, makes it difficult for academics to understand teachers’
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perceptions o f  meaningful, practical knowledge compared to the theoretical knowledge 

that universities can provide (Husen, 1984; Kennedy, 1997; Hargreaves, 1998, in John & 

Gravani, 2005). Contacts between universities and schools are not well established, being 

occasional and selective, thus illustrating an inability to combine academic with practical 

knowledge in the Greek educational system (Salteris, 2009). The dialectical relationship 

between knowledge and practice is a perennial problem in education, having been noticed 

since at least the 1970s (Hoyle, 1974, cited by John & Gravani, 2005) but the lack of 

cooperation between the Greek Ministry o f Education and university schools and the 

absence o f coordinated structures for ongoing professional development for Greek teachers 

is especially acute (Karofillaki, 2001, in John & Gravani, 2005). In this context, it cannot 

be expected that change will be embraced and be successful. The school needs to be 

attuned to scientific, technological and philosophical views o f the modern world (Fullan, 

2001) and research on educational innovation has shown that its promotion and 

implementation is a process, not an event. It should, therefore, take into account the way 

teachers perceive innovation, particularly when innovation suggests new practices and new 

pedagogical concepts. The promotion of innovation requires a consensus between its 

designers and teachers. Innovation can happen best in the context o f human networks, 

aimed at the activation and involvement o f the teachers in this process (Elliot, in Altrichter 

& Elliot, 2000; Sarason, 1996; Hargreaves, 1994; Fullan, 1991). And, once again, this 

"human dimension" is what has usually (or always) be absent in post-war Greek education 

reform.

Policy-makers and educators need to think about external reforms as part o f overall, long

term plans for school change, not as simple technical fixes for schools’ "deficiencies". 

They need to understand the difference between supporting reform and mandating or 

strongly encouraging it. Besides the level o f  teachers’ participation in reform being 

genuinely increased, the amount o f information and length o f time schools have prior to 

the adoption o f reform should also be increased. Moreover, policymakers need to realise 

that educational reform proposals will not be met with unanimous agreement among all 

stakeholders. Therefore, they must be prepared to build a context for discussion and the 

capacity to implement reforms (Bascia & Hargreaves, 2000).
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5.12 EDUCATIONAL IDEOLOGIES AND REFORM OF SCHOOL BOOKS IN GREECE: A CASE 

STUDY

The expectations o f reform on the part o f teachers, students, parents, the 

scientific/academic community and the public in Greece are often contradictory and 

conflicting in nature. As such, the various interest groups can influence a centralised, 

bureaucratic educational system to introduce fiirther un-coordinated changes and this 

renders educational reform even more ineffective. The declared aspiration o f the Greek 

educational system to align itself with the rest o f Europe had not been accomplished by 

2012 and educational goals remained astonishingly unchanged from the 1980s to the early 

twenty-first century, regardless o f which political party was in government (Dimaras, 

1982; Flouris, 1995; Flouris & Passias, 2003).

However, the effects o f different actions by political entities, institutions and social bodies 

on educational policies at macro (state, EU) or micro-level (prefecture, school, classroom) 

are not all equal. These actions can be supplementary, convergent or divergent and 

theoretical and practical examination and knowledge of power relationships, attitudes and 

practices among stake-holders is necessary to understand the formation o f educational 

policies. Parameters to be taken into account include a) authority, b) context and c) 

potential effects o f the educational reform (Faraklas, 2007) but educational policies are 

primarily conceived, implemented and applied by the Greek state and its institutions, such 

as the PI, the Organisation o f Teacher Training and the Centre for Educational Research. 

Further input comes from educational associations, teachers’ associations, political 

movements and academics (Voulgaris, 2008). In other words, policies are imposed by 

those who are ideologically dominant, with or without social consent. This fact does not 

prevent supplementary or different educational policies and practices being brought into 

effect by trade unions, political parties, the Orthodox Church, intellectuals, teachers, 

students and parents which may affect, modify, differentiate or cancel national or supra

national policies at the implementation stage (Salteris, 2006). But power over Greek 

education very largely lies with whoever controls the institutions o f the state and, in turn, 

whoever most influences those controlling those institutions.

Additionally, objective conditions such as financing, the extent o f political will for the 

implementation o f reform, availability o f resources or teachers’ readiness or unreadiness 

often lead to the amalgamation of heterogeneous and contradictory educational policies. 

The philosophy o f education underpinning reform is evident in the language used in
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statements to describe intentions, beliefs and practices. This contributes to the direction 

taken in formulating the suggestions into practices and the final frameworks for action and 

allegations. The production of hybrids, both at ideological and institutional level (laws and 

objective realities), often resuhs in a state o f ideological and political confusion (Salteris, 

1998; Jarvis, 2004). The importance o f the mass media in the success or failure of 

educational policies is significant, due to the political power wielded by those who own, 

edit and produce national newspapers and the like in representing and shaping public 

opinion. The level o f consent and application o f proposed reforms is interpreted and 

communicated via the media and this can either empower or undermine policies among 

stakeholders (Salteris, 2006).

Greek governments since 1974, whatever their rhetoric, have attempted to inculcate their 

beliefs and intentions in pupils tlirough the content o f textbooks. In most cases this 

undermines the good intentions and scientific theses o f the original writers. The important 

question is thus who is entitled to control and legitimise knowledge? The fact that power 

belongs to the government, the Ministry o f Education, particular groups in the PI and 

academics, has long been accepted by teachers’ associations and the whole educational 

community. There is, therefore, a monocracy controlling the content of the methods used 

in and the nature o f assessment o f the whole learning process. By 2012 a tragicomic 

process o f renewing all programmes and textbooks at primary and lower secondary level 

was being witnessed in Greece. It ended in a great deal o f argument over whether books 

that had been written actually matched cognitive and learning abilities o f children and 

whether they were useful for their standard development (Bouzakis, 1987; Voulgaris, 

2007; Andreou, 2010).

A typical example was the replacement o f the sixth-grade book o f contemporary Greek 

history, which had an impact on the general election o f 2003. Political, not educational 

objections resulted in the immediate withdrawal o f the book by the then Minister o f 

Education, because it was believed that if it remained in use for longer it would damage 

the government (Voulgaris, 2007). The critique o f the book focused on ethnocentric issues 

rather than on pedagogical grounds, but concerns were also raised as to whether the book 

was teachable, the amount o f material to be taught within the time available being widely 

deemed excessive and the appropriateness o f its content for the cognitive ability o f the 

children being doubted. Another example was the book used for the teaching of ancient 

Greek, which, instead o f being related to the use of the living language, put the rationality
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of both the teachers and the learners to the test, since they both had to cope with 

incomprehensible terms and concepts (Gargalianos, 2007).

In Greece the school book is identified with a curriculum, which has been approved and 

legislated for by the Ministry o f Education. Teaching is exclusively related to a single 

textbook, which, therefore, becomes a Bible and is characterised by teaching methods 

reliant on repetition and memorisation. Students are examined on their skills in 

memorisation, regardless o f  what the writers’ original intentions might have been. The 

main feature o f the learning process is that it is teacher-centred, in a way that neither 

allows for initiative, nor promotes critical thought or creativity amongst teachers and 

learners (Noutsos, 1983; Flouris, 1995). Furthermore, educational disadvantage may 

increase because the resultant, uniform, curriculum takes no account o f particular contexts. 

The material in the school books is uniform and compulsory in all schools. The argument 

in favour o f this is that having a single book keeps expenditure low and is thus cost- 

effective, allowing provision o f free school books. Publication o f all school books was 

privatised in the early twenty-first century and countries seeking to provide school books 

could do this by providing students with vouchers (Salteris, 2009).

The term "replacement" rather "change" o f school books might be preferable because, 

although things change, in a superficial way, they remain flindamentally the same. The 

response to the changing o f  school books at both primary and secondary levels often takes 

on an intense, and even hostile, character, further fuelling the inaccurate depiction o f 

Greek teachers as lazy in the mass media. The ultimate claim on the part o f teachers that a 

book is ineffective or unworkable may thus be caricatured as an unwillingness to change 

because change requires effort. Change o f Greek school books has always had political 

rather than scientific or educational motives, which unavoidably causes crisis (Salteris, 

2009). As a result, it is not a continuous process which satisfies scientific principles, but a 

haphazard political one that is subject to the whims o f governments and the public.

There has always been an urgent character to the process o f changing books, while concern 

about quantity, as opposed to quality o f the books, prevails. Being aware o f inadequate 

financing, time limitations and the fact that there can only be one textbook per subject, the 

authors try to put everything into that book, while simultaneously attempting to promote 

critical thinking. In new books produced in the early twenty-first century the writers 

included a whole range o f the latest teaching methods including projects, cross-curricular 

activities, brainstorming and cooperative teaching. This tendency created almanacs of
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theoretical pedagogy, instead o f easy-to-use school books (Matsagouras, 2002; Grollios, 

2003; Therianos, 2003; Noutsos, 2003; Arnidou, 2006; Alachiotis, 2007).

This led to a widespread perception among teachers that the new material, despite the 

potential it had, conserved and even intensified the encyclopaedic character o f the former 

books (Flouris, 1995; Flouris & Passias, 2003). Additionally, the lack o f resources, 

opportunities for professional development and motivation among teachers makes it 

impossible to achieve the required outcomes.

Typical characteristics o f the books are internal incoherence as to their educational goals 

and content. This results in the accumulation o f fragmented teaching materials in separate 

subjects so that they ‘often contain isolated collections o f facts and concepts, impeding the 

integration into a comprehensive schema’ (Flouris & Passias, 2003: 78). Diametrically 

opposed objectives within the books themselves can make it impossible to operate a 

generally acceptable and applicable educational theory. Curriculum reform is based on the 

development o f the Single Frame of Curriculum Studies (EEPS), a technocratic model 

planned by the presidents o f the PI (Exarhakos, 2000; Alahiotis, 2001). The underpinning 

philosophy considers teaching as a technical issue and this has an impact on the 

implementation o f new approaches to acquiring knowledge, resulting in the chaotic 

character o f the textbooks.

The ever-increasing volume of material to be covered, for the reasons described, causes 

high levels o f confusion with regard to what should be taught and stress for both teachers 

and students, as school advisers’ reports from teachers’ feedback indicate (Salteris, 2009). 

Confusion is largely due to the multiple, and sometimes conflicting, curriculum discourses, 

theories and teaching methods that are at work, as well as a lack o f expertise in curriculum 

design among PI staff (Flouris, 1995; Noutsos, 2003). Two major problems facing the 

development o f the new books are the language and the notions used in them and the 

actual teaching time available. The language used in the books, which were written by 

serving teachers, is comprehensible to 9-10-year-old students, but the books for the 11-12- 

year-old students, which were written by secondary teachers under the auspices o f 

university professors, often are unintelligible. The demands made by books on language 

and mathematics for these grades are out o f proportion to the time available. On the one 

hand, a plethora o f new teaching methods and a more scientific approach to knowledge can 

but found in the new books, but, on the other, the books, especially for the lower classes o f  

primary school, far exceed the abilities o f the relevant age groups, making it impossible to



complete the teaching material in the time available (Flouris, 1995; Flouris & Passias, 

2003).

The state financed the teams o f authors and the publishers, who undertook the writing o f 

the textbooks, but ignored the need for systematic and coordinated teacher training on the 

new books, regardless o f its obligation to do so, according to its own regulations. At the 

same time, the whole undertaking was broken into smaller parts, a fact that had a negative 

effect on the didactic dynamics o f the books. The whole process was rushed, the 

stakeholders were not informed and no terms were agreed for safeguarding their proper 

involvement. The members o f the decision-making committees, who supervised the 

writing o f the books, ignored the writers' views and authors were forced to make 

continuous compromises. This had a negative impact on the new books.

The lack o f evaluation showed a lack o f communication betw'een the teams o f writers o f 

the textbooks and the committees that evaluated the teams. Greek teachers have had, 

therefore, to adapt to circumstances by operating a combination o f the intended curriculum 

and the ideas o f their own. They have had to make decisions and negotiate emerging 

concepts, notions, emotions, values and ideas that were deemed appropriate to teach to 

students according to the books, however, they are not allowed to act with pedagogic 

authority.

Furthermore, the PI, which produces the books, was at the same time their evaluator. At 

the time o f writing (2012), there was no institutional provision for quality assurance of the 

Greek educational system. Regardless of how competent they may be, authors are unable 

to be objective observers and examiners o f the material that they have produced, making 

for an obvious conflict o f interests. A systematic evaluation o f curricula would require 

investigating the relationship o f the intended, the applied and the accomplished curricula 

aims, based on a set o f criteria o f scientific validity, trustworthiness and objectivity. 

Aspects o f the intended curriculum, such as cohesion o f the material and compatibility 

with contemporary knowledge would have to be compared with the applied curriculum 

(allowing for autonomy and flexibility o f teachers through appropriate textbooks and 

teaching materials), as well as to the attained curriculum (including students’ responses, 

based on their previous knowledge, experience and attitudes, depending on the extent of 

understanding and their ability to consolidate and use what they have learnt), so that the 

books’ value could be tested and they could be improved or replaced accordingly. Such 

evaluations never happened, nor was there any piloting o f the textbooks in different
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contexts before their general use in schools, this having an impact both on the educational 

process and its scientific validity had critical comments made by teachers and students 

been taken into account, instead o f those responsible insisting on questionable choices o f 

method and content, the outcomes might have been better (Flouris, 1992). By 2012 there 

had been no additional training o f teachers, despite the long period o f time that had lapsed 

since the publication o f the first editions o f  certain books as far back as 1997, in some 

cases the publication o f the new curricula (EEPS, 2003) and the publication o f the other 

books (2006-7). Some textbooks contain errors, hyperbole, unintelligible definitions, 

inadequacies, outdated information and even unintentionally funny or wrong illustrations 

that are not related to the content being taught. The books are also often ideologically 

prejudiced and thus inappropriate for teaching (Flouris & Ivrinteli, 2001, 2002; Kakridis, 

2006). But, regardless o f this, accountability o f teachers to students and parents depends 

on teaching all the material provided in the books as a supposed proof o f the quality o f 

services supplied in the classroom. Any divergence o f a teacher from the prescribed 

curriculum, or introduction o f material not provided for, is taken as a cause for suspicion. 

Teachers’ manuals are rarely printed and are often unavailable to teachers and as the tests 

that accompany the textbooks are revisions o f the taught material and the ultimate criterion 

o f evidence that the student has met the requirements o f school knowledge so the majority 

o f teachers seem to take a look at the text, find the answers to the exercises given and try 

to complete the material in the limited time available. Teachers may also comply with the 

tests, simply in order to be able to face parents’ complaints if  their children do not perform 

well. It is not known to what degree the students understand the material presented within 

the books. Nonetheless, by 2012 rigid adherence to the texts had become the criterion o f 

good teaching nationwide.

The lack o f teacher training on the content o f and new teaching methods in the new 

textbooks and general ignorance as to why they are as they are amongst both teachers and 

the public, is typical o f the confusion surrounding the production o f Greek school books. 

An example o f this negligence with regard to training on the new school books is that in 

the first year o f their use (2006-7), a two-day long training seminar for teachers was 

cancelled by the Ministry o f Education on the grounds that time had been lost due to a long 

teachers’ strike at the beginning o f  that year (2006), (Salteris, 2006a). Generally, Greek 

teacher training is o f an occasional and improvised character, it lacks clear aims and is 

often characterised by lack o f appropriate methods and proficient trainers but unless
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teachers share a vision, a sense o f purpose and a sense o f ownership o f the material taught, 

they cannot embrace or commit themselves to change (Fullan, 1993). As Stenhouse (1975: 

34) says: ‘if curriculum development is the basis o f educational change and aims at school 

improvement, then any opportunity for teachers’ control over the material to be taught 

should not be lost’.

The existence o f a single school book for each subject at each level, and the Ministry's 

complete control over the knowledge disseminated and the methods by which it is 

transmitted, has led to a paternalistic relationship between education and the Greek state. 

Students and teachers enter the world o f  knowledge as clients, recognising and coming to 

terms with the fact that the state holds a monopoly on education and believes itself to be 

immune to criticism o f its practices. As a result, the whole educational process acquires 

metaphysical characteristics (one type o f knowledge, one truth) and this allows for the 

reproduction of the fundamental ideological stereotype o f the Greek political system, that 

o f etlinocentric conservatism (Kalogiannakis, 1996; Frangoudaki & Dragona, 1997; 

Flouris, 1998; Mavromatis, 2000; Voulgaris, 2007). The inadequacy o f planning for 

complex, long-term and rationally organised policies in Greece becomes evident in the 

fundamental weaknesses o f teaching materials, lack o f time for instruction, poor reception 

of the material and its ethnocentrism. Even teachers who have embraced the new textbooks 

and try hard to teach them suggest drastic reduction o f the size o f students’ books (up to 

50%), as the solution to the problems they create (Salteris, 2006).

The political context in which the books were produced is one in which an attempt to 

achieve convergence with other European educational systems was made, following the 

view that knowledge is best used as a driver for development and economic dominance. A 

teclmo-bureaucratic view is prevalent in the European Union, whereby teaching is 

regarded as a technical issue rather than as a complex intellectual, political and ideological 

endeavour (Fullan, 1995; Apple, 2002). This has involved an increased homogeneity o f 

European educational systems in their cognitive aims and the pedagogical and 

methodological tools used to achieve these aims as declared at Lisbon (2007) and 

previously in Bologna (1999) (Grollios, 2003).

Emphasis on certification o f degrees, the division of tertiary education into three levels, 

promotion o f technical and vocational education and lifelong learning, (which are closely 

related to quality o f education and the processes for its acquisition) are all related to a 

developing "EU agenda" on the nature o f education. Additionally, the implementation o f a
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development known as flexible zone^ has resulted in the adoption, to a great extent, o f a 

"hidden timetable" by Greek teachers. Teachers are striving hard to complete language and 

mathematics courses at least, thereby decreasing the time available to teach "secondary" 

subjects, such as art, or for taking on projects. This is largely due to the excessive demands 

o f the material and the activities involved. Trying to enhance students’ critical abilities 

demands more time than before and makes it hard for teachers to decide which material 

should be included. Subjects such as art, which offer a touch of joy and creativity to 

students, are excluded and the academic character o f education dominates.

Changes in the philosophy, the curricula, the processes and the laws do not guarantee the 

desired results - quite the contrary - they produce boredom, mistrust and disapproval 

among the stakeholders. The more teachers are empowered the more are the chances for 

the students to be benefited. There is one element that remains unchanged for the past 

decades despite changes in European educational systems. It is that the quality o f teaching 

and learning and performance level still depends on the personal relationship between 

teacher and student. The material that the students have to assimilate is based on a 

relationship o f trust and commitment between the parties involved (Mavromatis, 2000). 

Greek teachers are fiinctioning within a strong governmental grip in which they are 

oppressed and oppressors. Their role is double; on one hand to instil and reproduce the 

dominant ideology and on the other the selection o f students for their accession in the 

labour market (Katsikas & Kavvadias, 1996: 162-163).

On a final note, criticism o f textbooks has focused on the issue o f the reproduction o f 

political-ideological control over education in Greece. A way out o f the current state o f 

affairs might be possible if there were not a single school book; if limits were put on the 

material for teaching; if the importance o f inter-culturalism were appreciated; if knowledge 

areas to be taught were re-defmed; if a new timetable and new ideas as to the function o f 

the primary school were adopted and if systematic teacher training were attempted. Lastly, 

more frequent revision o f curricula and textbooks could provide for the critical acquisition 

o f teaching skills and methodologies motivate students and reinforce their active learning 

(Flouris, 1995; Passias & Flouris, 2001; Markantonatou & Salteris, 2006).

 ̂ Flexible zone, which was first implemented in 2000, involves teaching subjects through multidisciplinary 
activities and project work for two to four hours a week depending on the students’ ages, their needs and 
their interests and curricular demands, instead o f  using the traditional teaching methods. Neither its 
philosophy, nor its character, constitute something new in the Greek school programme, however (Flouris & 
Passias, 2003).
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A prerequisite for this to happen would be the development of different dynamics in the 

field o f education, which is not possible in the existing political context. This context 

favours a conservative ideology and fosters ambivalence between modernism and 

tradition. Hence, modernism is said to be valued in a conventional way, but modernising 

developments are not planned systematically, suggesting that this is only rhetoric. Political 

needs are at odds with scientific ideas in textbook authorship. This results in there being 

teams o f writers whose strings are pulled by the government. There is much talk of reform, 

but little action.

5.13 CONCLUDING REMARKS ON CONSTRAINTS ON EDUCATIONAL REFORM IN GREECE 

The lack o f national strategic planning; inability to develop educational programmes; the 

existence o f too many laws; centralisation; out-of-date procedures and low expenditure on 

education summarise the constraints on educational reform in Greece (Saitis, 1997). 

Incompatibility o f  curricula with the educational objectives at different levels and aspects 

o f education; asymmetry between educational practice and the means available for 

effectively achieving the aims o f education; inconsistency, discontinuity or conflict at 

political, legislative, administrative, pedagogical, scientific and educational levels are the 

four plagues o f  the Greek educational system (Flouris & Ivrinteli, 2001; Kassotakis, 2004; 

Flouris & Passias, 2006).

The structures, the principles, the values and the practices o f the past are reflected in Greek 

administrative reality and they continue to regulate educational institutions’ operation 

amongst teachers, resistance to change is reinforced by past experience of its failure. The 

education system continues to be associated with social distinction, with negative 

consequences for people’s morals and a deficit o f technical education. Educational reforms 

should not only identify the dysfiinctions o f the system, but also specify the "gains" that 

they can bring (Moschopoulos, 2006).

These "gains" are not material or political. They are interrelated with principles and values 

that are built-in to the moral knowledge o f the people involved in the educational process. 

Reform cannot merely be based on rational recommendations, which become approved 

because o f a vague sense o f public approval. Reform is only truly realised when the 

"reciprocal gains" o f the old system begin to lose their attraction. Only in this case can 

material gains and new mentalities be produced and new "reciprocal gains" emerge as a 

result o f reform (Moschopoulos, 2006). As Fragos (1987: 17) stated as long ago as 1987;
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Education nowadays needs both quantitative and qualitative changes, changes which can 
only happen with the combined actions o f theory and praxis, science and experience, 
enthusiasm, scientific research and political will.

For future reform o f Greek education to be successftil, people must come to see that the 

promises made in respect o f former attempts at reform were false and exaggerated. There 

were no reciprocal gains for society, only gains for politicians, who appeared to be "doing 

something". In fact, they were not achieving much (the benefits o f reform were 

exaggerated) and what they promised would not have even worth having, even if it had 

been achieved. Reciprocal gain comes only when politicians promise, and society receives, 

educational reforms that are both possible and worthwhile.
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CHAPTER SIX 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

6.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides a description o f the research methods used in and the aims, 

objectives, and rationale underpinning the study, as well as a description o f the instruments 

used in carrying it out. Consideration is given, finally, to the weaknesses and strengths o f 

methods used. Aptness o f  any method(s) must be determined by the characteristics o f the 

topic and the resources available for its completion (Bell, 1991). To demonstrate aptness 

here an outline o f the research questions and a description of the efforts made to maximise 

both the extent o f subjects' participation and objectivity o f their responses are also 

presented.

There are many reasons for adopting any research method(s) as opposed to any other(s)

but, essentially, choice o f method reflects one's view as to how best to conceive of social

reality. Cohen and Manion (1994: 72) suggest that the choice o f the problem, the

formulation o f questions to be answered, the character o f participants, the methodological

concerns, the kinds o f data sought and the ways they are dealt with are all influenced or

determined by the viewpoint held by the researcher. They claim that 'the principal concern

is with an understanding o f the way in which the individual creates, modifies, and

interprets the world in which s/he finds herself or himself, while Taguchi states:

The stories we tell can be understood as a result o f  the kind o f  meaning making is 
available to the subject: that is, what the discursive constitutions are, in terms o f  available 
discourses (meanings), and how the context is discursively constituted (Taguchi, 2005: 
250).

While social sciences do not reveal the ultimate truth, they do help us to identify the 

origins o f social reality and to make some kind o f sense o f our world. What the social 

sciences can offer are explanation, clarification and demystification o f the social forms 

which somebody has created around him/herself Overall, the endeavour to understand the 

subjective world o f human experience guided this study, despite how hard that enterprise 

was. In the case o f stress in teaching, which was the problem researched, it can be 

maintained that:

A better understanding o f  the moderating and mediating factors, which enable teachers, 
not to simply keep healthy in the profession but to sustain their commitment and resilience 
and safeguard quality teaching throughout their entire careers (Day et a l, 2006: 5).

With this in mind, the study involved:
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1. an evaluation o f the level o f stress experienced by Greek primary school 

teachers;

2. an examination o f the factors which may affect stress levels in teaching with 

emphasis on institutional factors and contexts;

3. an exploration o f job satisfaction among teachers;

4. an evaluation o f the extent o f stress generated by the last education reform and

5. an investigation o f the symptoms and coping strategies teachers may use to deal 

with stress.

A single method approach may yield only limited and, sometimes, misleading data, so a 

mixed method, combining qualitative approaches was used. Fifty-two teachers kept diaries 

o f stressftjl events experienced at work at three different periods (for a month each) time 

throughout the school year. Life in organisations is dynamic; events and experiences ebb 

and flow and behaviours fluctuate accordingly in incidence and intensity (Wendelien et al, 

2005). The same applies to the dynamics o f  stress, which appear to differ at different times 

o f the school year (Hembling & Gilliland, 1981; Fleishut, 1985; Makinen & Kinnunen, 

1988). Thus, 26 follow-up, in-depth interviews were complementary to the diaries, 

allowing fiirther investigation o f these Greek teachers’ experiences o f stress at work. An 

interpretative, phenomenological approach, combined with a social constructionist version 

o f grounded theory, was used in analysing the data produced by this research, which 

emphasise the teachers’ experiences o f and understandings or meanings given to events in 

the everyday working enviromnent. A particular effort was made to encourage teachers to 

share their thoughts about their working lives, how they coped with stress and what they 

would like to see changing in their work so that stress was not again allowed to creep in, 

the basic assumption being that stress was capable o f having a deleterious consequence on 

both their well being and their teaching.

6.2 AIMS OF THE STUDY

The primary aim o f this research was to identify the factors influencing the levels o f stress 

perceived by primary school teachers in Greece, as well as the consequences o f the 2006 

reform o f primary education, and to suggest improved policies for limiting stress and 

preventing burnout. The main motivation for this research came from the realisation that, 

although it is widely recognised that reform is necessary for educational improvement, 

there is generally little research on how to help teachers develop their ability to cope with
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it and prevent it from being a stressfiil process, and even less research o f  that kind in the 

particular case o f  Greece. The work aimed at bringing about a greater understanding o f  

what it means to teach in a rapidly changing context with implications for teachers’ well

being. Munhall (2007, cited in Tappen, 2011: 172) argues that it requires great 

introspection and honesty to reflect on why one selected a topic.

Knowing that you  do not know something, that you do not understand someone who stands 
before you and  who perhaps does not f i t  into some pre-existing paradigm or theory, is 
critical to the evolution o f  understanding meaning fo r  others.

And that was so in this case. I had to think long and hard about methods, research 

questions and what this topic meant to me before I began the work. However, it should 

also be noted that while studies using qualitative methods cannot always aspire to explain 

the phenomena they describe, they can provide rich and comprehensive descriptions o f  

them, so that a sense o f  quality and texture is communicated to readers. The main concern 

in qualitative research lies in locating meanings in context and hermeneutic interpretation, 

this implying that reflexivity issues have also to be addressed. In other words, it is 

important to acknowledge the researcher's perspective as this has shaped the research. 

Evaluation criteria applicable to this type o f  research are, therefore, designed to assess its 

quality, rather than its validity (Madill et a l, 2000; Willig, 2001).

6.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

This research was an attempt to gain a deeper understanding o f  the complex nature o f 

stress in teaching at primary school level in Greece. The study was designed to investigate 

which work-related factors Greek primary school teachers perceived as being the greatest 

sources o f  stress. The specific objectives o f the research were as follows.

1. To assess the prevalence o f  stress as reported by selected teachers in Greece. And 

to establish whether biographical characteristics, such as age and gender, or 

professional characteristics, such as teaching experience, age level o f  pupils, 

subject(s) taught, school type and area (urban, semi-urban and rural, disadvantaged 

and non-disadvantaged settings) were associated with teachers’ attitudes to and 

perception o f  work stress.

2. To identify sources o f  stress related to work as reported by these teachers.

3. To review and determine the extent to which professional and institutional factors, 

especially the implementation o f  the 2006 Greek educational reform, contributed to
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occupational stress amongst primary school teachers.

4. To find out whether job satisfaction and Greek teachers' experiences o f  stress are 

related.

5. To explore the means these teachers use to prevent or cope with stress.

Overall, the purpose o f a phenomenological and interpretative type of inquiry such as this, 

however, is not only to describe the experience of a phenomenon, but also to see 'the 

deeper significance, or meaning o f the lived experience it describes' (Van Manen, 1990, 

cited in Tappen, 2011: 386).

6.4 RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY

There have been few studies in Greece that have been concerned primarily with the 

occurrence o f burnout on the part o f teachers. But rapid change in education, including 

school re-organisation and curriculum reform, has altered the picture so that by 2011-2012 

existing research was largely out o f date. My research was based on the perception of 

stress by primary teachers o f general and special subjects in different types o f schools 

nationwide. The focus o f the study was on the organisational and social or contextual 

factors that contributed to stress in teaching. Specific emphasis was put on the 

implementation o f the then most recent Greek educational reforms and exploration o f the 

relationship between reform and occupational stress. A review of literature worldwide 

indicated that this particular form of research had been generally neglected (Munt, 2004). 

This study, therefore, aimed to investigate whether social contexts, combined with 

organisational factors, could lead to the experience o f higher levels o f stress among Greek 

teachers and to suggest policies that might be beneficial in its reduction.

The study has the potential to have great significance for policy and practice as its results 

illustrate how prevalent stress is among Greek primary teachers and what its sources and 

consequences are. It also shows what they do to cope, and what the implications for 

policy-making may be. The research attempted to identify gaps in the literature, 

particularly in relation to studies o f rural Greek schools the experience o f  teaching 

composite classes and in multiple schools (as in the case o f  teachers o f special subjects, as 

opposed to mainstream teachers) as well as the impact o f educational reform on primary 

school teachers. It was also, probably unique of its kind for Greece in using diaries as a 

research method. Its importance lies in the fact that stress has a high cost, not only 

affecting teachers’ health and, in turn, their pupils' educational standards, but also in
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creating financial cost for all concerned (Woods, 1989; Kelchtermans, 1996; Kourtesi & 

Kantas, 2000; Vassilaki et a l, 2001; Moriarty et ah, 2001; Troman & Woods, 2001; 

Dimitropoulos et al., 2003; Baliou, 2004; Kyriacou & Chien, 2004; Koustelios, 

Karabatzaki & Kousteliou, 2004).

6.5 APPROACHES TO THE RESEARCH

The basic intentions o f this research involved understanding the phenomenon o f stress; 

identifying work factors which might generate it; examining how these factors can interact 

with the individual to produce it; exploring how it is experienced and how it is tackled and 

checking teachers' levels o f information as to ways of dealing with stress and their training 

in preventive and coping techniques. Teachers' thoughts about what provoked stress in 

their everyday working situations and their emotions were also explored. The findings, by 

going beyond individual conditions, allow us to look at the problem of stress in teaching as 

a whole.

A case study approach was taken as the most appropriate to study a contemporary human

affair such as stress 'in its real-life context' (Yin, 2009: 73). According to Yin (2009: 18):

'the critical features o f  a twofold technical the definition o f  case studies involve: the scope 
o f a case study, specifically the ones o f  an empirical inquiry that investigates a 
contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its real-life context, especially when the 
boundaries hetM'een phenomenon and context are not clearly evident'.

A case study approach allows for understanding a real-life phenomenon in depth. Such 

understanding included key contextual conditions because they were highly related to the 

phenomenon of study (Yin & Davis, 2007). Because the phenomenon and the context are 

not always discernible in real-life situations, other technical characteristics, including data 

collection and data analysis strategies, as second component of case studies inquiry are 

involved. These take into account coping with a technically unique situation in which there 

were many more variables o f interest; relying on multiple sources o f evidence, with data 

needing to come together in a triangulating mode, and as a result be assisted from the 

previous development o f theoretical suggestions to guide data collection and analysis (Yin, 

2009). This twofold definition shows how case study researches involve an all- 

encompassing method-covering the logic o f design, data collection teclmiques, and 

specific approaches to data analysis, which is not restricted to being a data collection tactic 

or a design feature alone (Stoecker, 1991).

The value of the diary method for example, that was used to collect data, lies in offering a
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means to "observe" phenomena which would be inaccessible to "normal" observation. This 

is deemed particularly appropriate 'where the aim is to measure an unobservable variable 

(e.g. work-related thoughts) over a fixed time frame' (Cropley & Millward-Purris, 2003; 

205), as in this study. Diaries allow us to accommodate different ways o f thinking and 

writing about things; capture the diarists' own priorities; illuminate the contexts in which 

people work and the occasions when stress may occur; act as both a_record of, and a 

reflection on, the experience o f stress and serve as a means o f understanding what is "taken 

for granted" in accounts o f stress.

However, diaries have specific uses in "picking up" the finest points o f explicit educational 

experience in ways which the other major form of seeking written information, 

questionnaires, may not. Diaries can be viewed as rather traditional, paper-bound 

instruments, but in educational research practitioners' recordings o f aspects o f their 

working lives and experiences may be particularly important, as they are social actors who, 

through personal logs and reports, make available "inside" information that might not 

otherwise be available or visible to the researcher (Morrison, 1996).

Adequacy and efficiency in collecting and analysing the data are necessary criteria for 

determining the success o f a study of the sort. As the participants’ teaching situations, 

environments and working conditions were particularly important aspects o f the study both 

a decsriptive and an interpretative analysis o f the influence these have on the experience o f 

stress were employed in the data analysis. The interpretative approach applies to 

interactions between people in different settings and processes (Giddens, 1986). It is a 

process concerned with how people seem to understand the world and go about 'searching 

for meanings embedded in common life practices, their life world' (Lopez & Willis, 2004; 

728-729, cited in Tappen, 2011). Meanings are employed, managed and changed through 

interaction (Sarantakos, 1998) between the researcher and the subject(s), but there should 

always be close dialogic, honest and balanced enquiry into the data sources (Robson, 

2002). As Strauss and Corbin (1990) suggest, tlirough qualitative analysis o f data, the 

researcher has to cope with questions such as the following.

■ How to make sense o f all the material collected?

■ How to have a theoretical interpretation while still grounding it in the empirical 

reality reflected in the materials?

■ How to make sure that data collected and their interpretations are valid and 

reliable?
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■ How to can break through the inevitable biases, prejudices and stereotypical 

perspectives that the researcher inevitably brings to the analytic situation?

■ How to pull all o f the analysis together to create a concise theoretical formulation 

o f the area under study?

Any study that seeks to generate theory which relates to the particular situation shaping the

focus o f the study is "grounded" in data obtained during the study, particularly in the

actions, interactions and processes o f the people involved (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Glaser,

1978; Strauss & Corbin, 1997, 1998). However, Dahlberg et al. (2001: 208), suggest that

the interpretation of data should be a "blend" o f the meanings o f the researcher and the

participants'. This is what Lopez and Willis call 'intersubjectivity' (2004; 730). This 'shared

perceptual space of intersubjectivity' is explained as the connection between the subjective

worlds of the researcher and the participants (Munhall, 2007, in Tappen: 173, 2011).

Reliability in case studies is achieved by having ‘an enquiry which uses multiple sources

of evidence that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context when

the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident’ (Johnson, 1994:

20). Bassey (1999) suggests dismissing the term for case studies and replacing it with

"trustworthiness", a criterion originally put forward by Lincoln and Guba (1985). As

Willig (2001: 146) suggests 'the inclusion of raw data in the form o f verbatim quotations

or extracts from interview transcripts allows readers to arrive at their own interpretation of

the material'. Validation o f the findings came from both the diaries and the interviews:

each serving to confirm the other. Furthermore, Nisbet and Watt (1984: 85) suggest that:

In order to guard against being misled either in interview or by documents, you must 
check one informant against another, and test what they say against any documents which 
exist. Similarly, observations in one context must be checked against others in comparable 
situations. The basic principle in data collection fo r  case study is to check your data 
across a variety o f  methods and a variety o f  sources.

This is an example o f what call Adelman et al. (1984: 94) call ‘a family o f research 

methods’. Triangulation, therefore, can be used to safeguard good practice, which involves 

the use o f multiple and diverse sources. 'Attacking a research problem with an arsenal o f 

methods that have non-overlapping weaknesses in addition to their complementary 

strengths' is another way o f describing a multi-method approach (Brewer & Hunter, 1989, 

cited by Blatkie, 2000: 262) and that was the effect aimed for here.

Making sense o f the data and conceptualising them is a dialectic and dynamic process 

involving the researcher and the participant(s). The process offers unlimited possibilities
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for meanings to be understood, which renders findings open to endless interpretation. It is 

an epistemological commonplace that people see what they expect to see in data and their 

perceptions are shaped by their social and cultural background (Beattie, 1981), but 

knowledge of the kind pursued here is a result of the interaction between the researcher 

and the researched.

6.6 RESEARCH DESIGN

Developing further understanding of what raises obstacles to successful work and happy 

lives for teachers in the Greek primary school context, the consequences of the 

phenomenon of stress on their health and performance and how stress could be managed 

constituted my main goals. The research design was, therefore, intended to enable me to 

gain access to the participants’ experiences of stress at work, making sense of its nature 

and of the means available to them in attempting to cope with it. Awareness of the 

complexities involved and the significance of the tools that should be used to achieve this, 

and to answer satisfactorily the research questions, informed my decision to use the 

specific research instruments.

The need for qualitative work on Greek teachers' stress emerged from a previous study, in 

which participants were asked for their opinions on and thoughts about directions for 

future research. It emerged that they felt it was impossible to give a true picture of stress 

through a questionnaire survey that confined them in such a way that they could not 

express their own views (Stavrakaki, 2007). As Glezer (1997, quoted by Tuettmann, 2003: 

23) comments:

Broad surveys don't give you the in-depth process stuff, which gives you a better fee l o f what is 
going on - what the issues are. [We] need to know about individuals ... we are working at the 
distance - we need more qualitative work.

Thus, this study aimed to provide the fine detail that previous research on stress amongst 

Greek teachers had not.

6.6.1 THE RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS

Questionnaire surveys and statistical techniques have been widely used to identify the 

different variables involved in stress amongst teachers, but approaches such as interviews, 

case studies, diaries, narratives, as well as studies using physiological indicators of stress, 

can also be adopted to explore stress in teaching (Tellenback et al., 1983); Worrall & 

Cooper, 2001; Kyriacou, 2001; Breakwell & Wood, 2006). Self-reporting methods, such
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as questionnaires and interviews, may fail to give the fiillest picture, however, as different

teachers may interpret the meaning o f  the questions differently, or their responses may be

affected by self-defensive mechanisms. Teachers may be afraid that admitting they are

stressed could seem to imply they are "weak". They may even be unaware o f  their own

situations when it comes to experiencing stress. As Hargreaves argues:

For many reasons, emotional experience is notoriously difficult to investigate and hard to 
articulate while difficult emotions may be repressed or denied  ... Expressions o f  
vulnerability may be regarded as personally or professionally inappropriate exaggerating 
the common tendency in interviews to present credible rather than authentic amounts o f  
one's own actions. (Hargreaves, 2005: 969)

A large number o f  reviews and studies focus on identification o f  the sources o f  stress using 

the technique o f  open-ended questioning on what causes stress at work for example: Cox, 

1977; Comber & Whitfield, 1979, in Vassilaki, Triliva & Bezevengis, 2001). A central 

concern in the use o f questionnaires is reliance on the participants’ accuracy and frankness 

(Marshall & Rossnan, 1995). Another drawback is that self-reporting questionnaires offer 

no chance to go deeper into answers or examine the reasons for non-response. Some 

researchers have asked respondents to keep diaries or write detailed stress reports 

(Dunham, 1984b; W oodhouse, Hall & Wooster, 1985, in Vassilaki, Triliva & Bezevengis, 

2001) that provide information about the sequence o f  events, the profile o f  actions and 

people's feelings and thoughts across time.

Despite their weaknesses, it is difficult not to use self-reporting methods when information 

about people is sought over time (Breakwell & Wood, 2006) because it may be difficult or 

impossible for the researcher to observe many participants over a protracted period. The 

need to reveal the multidimensionality o f  stress has to be combined with unravelling the 

relationships between sources o f  stress in an attempt at understanding to what extent these 

factors determine the stress caused to individual teachers (Kyriacou & Sutcliffe, 1987). In 

order better to explore teachers’ understanding o f  stress this work combined two research 

instruments: diaries in which teachers were asked to monitor and evaluate stressful events 

at work, as well as coping techniques used by them and in-depth interviews seeking 

teachers' experiences o f  stress. The latter placed particular emphasis on the impact o f  the 

2006 educational reforms in Greece their levels o f  stress and their suggestions to prevent 

or minimise it.
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6.6.2 THE DIARY

Diaries are hardly a new idea and some as those of Samuel Pepys (for 1660-1669) are 

considered significant historical sources, in his case for seventeenth-century England. A 

comparable Greek example being General loannis Makrigiannis' (1797-1864) memoirs, 

one o f the most important fighters in the Greek War o f Independence in 1821 and a key 

character in the political events leading to the writing o f the first Greek Constitution. Such 

diaries as those o f Pepys and Makrigiannis can also be o f considerable literary merit. 

However, as Elliott (1997:1) states, ‘diaries have been relatively neglected as a 

sociological research method’.

The log, a kind o f listing o f events with relatively little commentary, is ‘constructed within 

the diarist's own frame o f reference and can assume a forgiving, understanding reader for 

whom there is no need to present a best face’ (Allport, 1943, cited by Elliott, 1997: 2). 

However, diaries are more than technical tools for managing and documenting research, 

they are also essential to the production of the anal}4ic record ‘that underpins the 

conceptual development and density’ (Strauss, 1987, cited by Morrison, 1996: 213) and 

thus often feature in qualitative accounts o f educational experience.

Key points about the use o f diaries in educational research are clarity as to the diary’s 

design and fitness for purpose with a wide range o f participants. Despite the notion that 

designing diaries might seem a "contradiction in terms", given that a diary is supposed to 

allow for free expression o f a kind that seemingly could not be constrained by a "form"), 

diary forms need to suit the contexts and the ways they will be used, so that the diary data 

can be consistent with data from other sources, such as the follow-up interviews (as in this 

study). The diary forms can be completed as personal accounts, reflections on, or 

confessions about, daily experience. Appropriate and carefiilly designed instructions 

(perhaps given orally) for completing the diary will probably need reinforcement by 

personal contact during the data collection period (Galloway & Morrison, 1996; Breakwell 

& Wood, 2006).

The participants need to know what sort o f views and/or activities need to be recorded and 

what period o f time needs to be sampled in the diary. Ease o f completion is essential as 

keeping the diary is going to be an added burden for the participant, so it is particularly 

important that it should not take too much time to fill in. Flexibility is also important - one 

o f the great advantages o f diaries is that they are able to be used not just to record what 

happened, or what people did, but also some o f the vital contextual information that relates
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to these events and peoples’ reactions to them. The researcher’s ambitions must be clear, 

but they are unlikely to be enough in themselves to convince someone to participate in the 

project. The participants should know what they are likely to get out of the process, and 

attempts to enlist their support should appeal to self-interest. Finally, a key issue is the 

need for clarity as to how the items used in the diary relate to the research questions. It is 

important to know how data collected from specific areas o f  people’s experiences are 

going to be analysed afterwards with regard to the research problem to be addressed 

(Morrison, 1996).

Given the sensitive nature o f the research topic, the diaries were designed to make it easy 

for the respondents to report in their own time and at their own pace, without any 

interpersonal interaction, thus increasing the chances o f obtaining more honest reports. In 

other words, they were not obliged always to refer back to me for advice on what to say or 

how to say it. At the same time, the diary technique suffers high levels o f dropout rates and 

sample maintenance is problematic as this method is plagued by lack o f control over 

entries and people's failure to comply with instructions, despite their good will towards the 

research (Breakwell & Wood, 2006). It is desirable that the diary become a sort of 

companion and keeping it should become a significant element in the participant's daily 

routine. However, the very fact that people have to produce diaries may modify their 

behaviour and thoughts. As with any intrusive research technique, the researcher can never 

be sure, whether participants have told the truth (Willig, 2001).

A semi-structured diary allowed respondents to report in ways that were less intrusive into 

their private lives. There are a number o f other reasons why keeping a semi-structured 

diary was chosen as a mode of data collection. Unlike the format found in "free text 

diaries" I devised a set structure for the diary and then asked a sample o f teachers to 

complete it in such a way that they recorded all that they did, more or less 

contemporaneously with their activities. This kind o f diary is referred to as a 'researcher 

driven diary' (Elliott, 1997 cited by Bryman, 2004; 140). It offers all the advantages o f 

first-hand observation since the observer (the diarist) is the teacher o f the class 

himself/herself and data are collected in context. There is no intrusion into the life o f the 

school o f the kind that might occur with the physical presence o f an "outside" observer. 

Therefore, spontaneity on the part o f pupils and the teacher, who feels at ease, can be 

assured as the daily school routine is not disturbed. Additionally, this type o f  format can 

serve as a tool to get answers about the research questions posed at the start o f the research
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in a way that does 'not to get lost in the minutiae o f participants' personal circumstances 

and life stories' (Breakwell & Wood, 2006: 300).

Diarists are usually invited by researchers to complete diaries over specified periods. 

Because diaries are time-consuming having understandable, straightforward instructions to 

accompany them, clear layout and a diary's orderly appearance as a "booklet" may take on 

special significance. Diaries can also become tedious: the tendency towards non

completion is, therefore, only partially overcome by particular attention to aesthetic 

appearance and clear instructions. For both qualitative and quantitative purposes, "time 

slots" in the diary can be open or fixed and activity categories, pre-coded or open 

(Morrison, 1996; Breakwell & Wood, 2006). The diary used in the present study was 

designed to:

■ record events that happened at work every day, events perceived as stressful by the 

teachers themselves;

■ explore the nature and the frequency o f those events;

■ check the levels o f stress generated by such events using teachers’ own rating 

criteria and

■ examine the ways teachers tried to cope with the events perceived as stressfiil.

The target population consisted o f teachers working in a range o f school types and 

locations (rural, suburban and urban and o f various sizes and socio-economic types) at 

primary level in Greece. A number o f  teachers at various career stages, o f different ages 

and in a range o f subjects, were recruited to keep diaries o f the stressful events 

experienced at work over selected periods throughout the school year. This seemed the 

best method of gaining insight into teachers’ daily routines.

A covering letter with information about the researcher and the nature, aims and objectives 

o f the research was addressed to each prospective participant at the recruitment stage. The 

same letter was provided to the recruited participants at a later stage. It briefly outlined the 

importance and the rationale o f the study, emphasising the value o f being informed about 

stress in teaching; the potential contribution of the study to the improvement o f school 

organisation was also mentioned and the beneficial impact it could have on the 

participants' everyday practice. The possibility o f  participating in the follow-up interviews 

was briefly noted and it was explained what this would entail. Finally, assurances o f  

anonymity and confidentiality in relation to the respondents’ responses were also provided 

along with my contact details, in case o f potential/actual participants having any queries.
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The letter allowed for the establishment o f rapport and gaining o f the confidence o f 

participants, in addition to the acknowledgement o f their contribution to the study (see 

Appendix 6.1).

The diary form used in the study was structured as a daily report sheet (Appendix 6.3), 

asking for information, such as date and time o f the stressful event; a brief description o f 

the event, including details o f those who were involved in it; an outline account of how the 

teacher tried to cope and, finally, an assessment of levels o f stress caused by the event by 

the teacher's own criteria. To help teachers rate the level o f  stress at the top o f each sheet 

of the diary a scale ranging from one to five was given, with one representing 'no stress' 

and five representing 'extreme stress'. The values in-between represented 'little', 'moderate', 

'quite much' and 'a lot o f stress. Each diary page was headed with instructions, in addition 

to the detailed letter with guidelines about how to complete the diary that was also 

provided (see Appendix 6.2). Some copies, 20 in all (one for each working day observed) 

were provided to each o f the participants. They were asked to photocopy additional pages, 

on their own school photocopiers, if extra space was required.

What was expected from the participants was explained, with information added about the 

requirements o f the study. The diarists were asked to keep records, over a month at a time, 

at three different periods o f the school year that, according to the literature, might be 

indicative o f the fluctuation o f stress levels throughout the school year. The times selected 

were: the beginning of the Greek school year, from 21 September to 16 October; the end o f 

the second school term, before the handing in o f  second term reports, (namely from 22 

February to 19 March) and a period towards the end o f the school year, specifically 10 

May to 4 June. Illustrative examples o f hypothetical stressful situations at work were given 

and anything the diarists themselves perceived as sources o f work stress were discussed in 

person when the diaries were provided to the participants.

The value o f the participants’ insights into the understanding o f stress, its impact on their 

health and the quality o f their teaching, as well as the contribution o f diaries in educational 

research were all highlighted. The importance o f filling in the diary daily, regardless o f 

whether or not they felt there was something worth reporting, in order not to forget the 

events at the end o f the working day, was strongly emphasised. The time, effort and 

commitment involved were also acknowledged.

The diarists were contacted at regular times, either via e-mail or on the telephone 

throughout the study period, either gently to remind them that they were requested to
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complete the diary (this especially before starting a new stage), or to provide guidance and 

extra support, if necessary. They were encouraged to feel free to ask questions should they 

face any difficulties when completing the diaries. Holiday greetings were sent to them, 

which not only maintained contact, but were also a token o f appreciation for their 

participation, since there were no monetary payments. Small gifts were offered to the 

interviewees who I met in person. It is noteworthy that some o f them not only sent back 

postcards or little decorative objects they had made with their students in their art classes, 

but also offered me 'goodies' when I interviewed them at their homes. The reminder letter 

is presented in Appendix 6.4. For a sample o f a completed diary both in Greek (original) 

and in English (my translation) are presented in appendices 6.5 and 6.6.

6.6.3 JUSTIFICATION FOR THE USE OF DIARIES

Research informants’ diaries ‘are partial, and reflect the interests and perspectives o f  their 

authors’. In educational research there is a propensity to favour both the "oral" and the 

"observed" - what people say they do and what they are observed doing - over the written. 

Diaries thus provide an interesting counterpoint, since diarists are invited to write what 

they do or think. We may be inclined to assume that ‘the spoken account is more 

"authentic" or "spontaneous" than the written account’ (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995: 

165).

However, diaries have specific uses in "picking up" the finest points o f explicit educational 

experience in ways which the other major form of seeking written information, 

questionnaires, may not. Diaries can be viewed as rather traditional, paper-bound 

instruments, but in educational research practitioners' recordings o f aspects o f their 

working lives and experiences may be particularly important, as they are social actors who, 

tlirough personal logs and reports, make available "inside" information that might not 

otherwise be available or visible to the researcher (Morrison, 1996).

Combined with other forms o f data collection and analysis, diaries are based on a 

principle, shared in qualitative and quantitative research, namely: that the researcher 

should collect, combine and analyse diary records, in order to produce a wider and/or 

deeper picture o f what educational experience means to groups, as well as to individuals. 

Therefore, diary records are a good way to access responses to diverse social experiences 

and provide a more rounded picture, or as part o f the process of triangulation (Breakwell et 

al,  2006). Diary accounts are ‘tantalisingly attractive’ because they appear to have the
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potential to produce large amounts o f data with minimal amount effort on the part o f the 

enquirer (Robson, 2002: 258). Though, that said, as Tantalus himself found, what appears 

easy to reach or get, may not be so in practice (Zarabouka, 2000) and the quality o f diary 

data may not always be as one would wish.

Diaries can be an important tool for reflection and a vehicle for the promotion o f teachers' 

personal and professional growth and change. Diary data can also make an important 

contribution in shedding light on teachers' ways o f making sense o f their working 

experiences and meaning making in context. These meanings construct teachers' realities 

and multiple identities, as opposed to idealistic identities such as those o f autonomous 

actor, carer, controller or whatever other depiction might be preferred of what a teacher is 

or does (Youngblood & Jackson, 2001, Soreide 2006, cited in Morgan et a l, 2010; 

Zembylas, 2003). Diaries can reveal a range o f understandings about what a term means. 

In this research ‘stress’ was the key term and ‘daily accounts can add an immediate and 

different dimension o f the experience’ (Morrison & Galloway, 1996: 37). Thus, keeping 

the diary itself can shape teachers' meanings o f a term such as stress.

Keeping a diary, in particular an unstructured or semi-structured diary, places a lot of 

responsibility on the respondent’s interpretation of the task. Using a specific set of 

questions to gauge the respondent’s activities at given times is favoured, as it may simplify 

the task by structuring it. But even then, the data may be prone to bias (Bourgue & Back, 

1982), as eager involvement may entail a danger o f misreporting (perhaps in order to 

please the enquirer), or o f changing the behaviour reported in order to show the diarist in a 

good light. These are phenomena are potentially present in any enquiry where subjects are 

actively involved but they are sufficiently bothersome to cast doubt on the use o f the diary 

as the only method in an investigation. Objections to the value keeping diaries over longer 

periods are that agreements to participate become more difficult to secure and the quality 

and rate o f responses may vary and/or decline. The tendency to respond may vary at 

different times o f the day/night and the gap between the event and its record and 

interpretation by the diarist can widen over time. All this suggests that research, whether 

making small or large-scale use o f diaries, must accommodate practical constraints 

(Morrison, 1996).

The development of a diary form suggests a "critical" incident approach (Bryman, 1989; 

Sikes et a l, 1985; Tripp, 1993), which aims at separating out, and getting people to notice, 

specific incidents they consider to be important and to rate them according to their
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perceived levels o f importance. Guidance in developing a diary should consider vital 

factors such as co-operation between researcher and subject(s); ensuring that respondents 

know what they have to do, why and when; personal contact in the course o f the study (to 

ensure things are going well), along with assurances o f confidentiality and anonymity and 

that reporting o f results will only be done after obtaining permissions, wherever these may 

be required. Sometimes diarists mix descriptions o f  activities and interpretations 

depending on what is brought to their minds and this can be both an advantage and a 

disadvantage (Holly, 1984).

The extent to which diary data constitutes ‘substitute observation’ (Morrison & Galloway, 

1996: 41) might be a challenge because, while, as Zimmerman and Wieder (1977: 481), 

claim ‘observational logs, maintained by diarists can then be used as the basis for intensive 

interviewing’ these may, ultimately, be no substitute for "real" observation. Morrison and 

Galloway (2007) give detailed attention to the extent to which ‘writing about experience 

adds an element o f artificiality and superficiality to already complex features of data 

recording in "natural settings"’. They caution however, against simplistic assumptions 

about diary data as a substitute for observation by the researcher. In some instances, diary 

accounts can be at odds with observations recorded by researchers. Oppenheim (1966) has 

noted the tendency either for diarists to record what they think researchers will wish to 

read, or alter "usual" behaviour during the recording period. In this sense, diaries share the 

strengths and weaknesses o f all forms o f self-reporting. Diary-writers have predominantly 

to be people with at least adequate writing skills, at ease with reflecting on paper; people 

with sufficient resources and who are stable and/or secure enough to produce coherent 

accounts and those whose cultures value written, rather than spoken, accounts (Breakwell 

& Woods, 2006).

The diary collection method is also time-consuming for researchers, as informants may 

need some training and, perhaps, regular follow-up contact to maintain the motivation to 

keep the diaries. This was anticipated by sending out periodic reminder letters to the 

participants in advance o f each new phase o f diary keeping, instructions for its completion 

and the importance o f their contributions, as well as feedback about the experiences o f 

other participants so far (Appendix 6.4). It is also true that the anxieties o f participants may 

intrude and, as a result, the objectivity o f the data should be regarded with some caution. 

It is clear though, that an account o f daily experiences expressed in writing can dovetail 

with unobtrusive observation, recording and commenting when analysed by the researcher.
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On a final note, diaries tend to be considered an expensive method of data collection, 

because o f the cost associated with recruiting diarists and ensuring that the diaries will be 

appropriately completed. There is also the possibility that diarists will gradually become 

less conscientious about record-keeping. They may sometimes fail to record details fast 

enough, so memory lapses may distort the dataset. Some teachers may even decide to give 

up the task o f completing the diary due to fatigue and limited time, this having the likely 

implications o f producing a biased sample by the end o f the study (Bryman, 2004; 

Breakwell & Woods, 2006). These problems can be anticipated and the last one in 

particular overcome by recruiting a larger number o f diarists than actually required, so that 

in the case of losing some o f the diarists due to fatigue, de-motivation, or any other reason 

in the course o f the research, there will still be sufficient data.

Burgess (1981) has argued for the use o f diaries as a forerunner to interviewing, especially 

as a means of generating a set o f questions to be covered in the interview. Zimmerman and 

Wieder (1977) suggest that this twofold approach (diary followed by interview) can 

function as an alternative to participant observation. Diary use has been seen as a means o f 

obtaining information that might not be readily available in another form, as in face-to- 

face interview, or by means o f observation but in diaries are used in combination with 

interviews, at first sight, this might appear to be a rather uneasy combination o f a form o f 

‘mute evidence’ which ‘endures physically and thus can be separated across space and 

time from its author, producer or user’ (Hodder, 1994: 393) and the interview, which may 

be considered as a more "spontaneous" form o f verbal interaction. However, the "fit" may 

be better than it seems in that each can compensate for the failings o f the other - what 

diaries do not reveal the interviews can, and vice versa.

The commitment required o f diary writers demands an initial face-to-face meeting. Indeed, 

mid-diary contacts may also be necessary in order to encourage diary-writers to keep up 

momentum and commitment. Post-diary interviews can use diary data to explore issues in 

greater depth and in this case, scheduled diary-interviews and telephone contact 

undoubtedly sustained commitment. Fuller, more reflective styles o f  recording offer a rich 

seam to be mined in interview (Galloway & Morrison, 1996). The extent to which the 

diary method risks becoming intrusive or overly time-consuming has already been noted 

and post-diary interviews may exacerbate this. It becomes evident that research must find a 

middle ground offering balance, breadth and depth o f information against the degree o f 

intrusion into private, as well as public, aspects o f life.
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6.6.4 THE INTERVIEW

Interviewing is an approach that gives access to personal experiences and allows the 

researcher to enter the participant's world and to understand that multiple "realities" exist 

for that person.

Asking questions and getting answers is a much harder task that it may seem at first. The 
spoken or written M>ord has a residue o f  ambiguity, no matter how carefi^lly we word the 
questions and how carefiilly we report or code the answers. Yet interviews offer a powerful 
way which can give access to personal experience, and understanding our fellow  human 
beings (Fontana & Frey, 2000: 645).

Data reflect the participant's and the researcher's mutual constructions and 'provide an 

interpretative portrayal o f the studied world and not the exact picture o f it' (Charmaz, 

2003; 314). However, some flexibility in responding to and probing people’s accounts is 

required, as is initial opportunity to identify patterns o f similarity and difference with 

regard to those experiences.

To this end, the interviews conducted with a sample of 26 teachers were constructed to 

ensure their suitability to the aims o f  the research. This was done after initial, and 

successftil, piloting o f the interviews and redrafting of the set o f questions used to 

complement the accounts provided by the diaries. Teachers were encouraged to talk openly 

about the everyday, lived experience o f stress in their professional lives and o f  the impact 

o f this on their health and personal lives. This direct approach to the difficulties 

experienced by teachers and their emotions o f anger, frustration, shame, and dissatisfaction 

and the physical, psychological and behavioural symptoms often regarded as culturally 

inappropriate to reveal in western societies (Scheff, 1990), meant that the attempts made 

by the teachers to cope were explored. The teachers concerned were asked to provide 

examples o f  their experiences o f  stress in interactions with colleagues, students, parents 

and school administrators. Such 'critical incidents are usefiil areas to study because they 

reveal, like a flashbulb, the major choice and change times in people’s lives' (Sikes et a l, 

1985: 57; see also: Tripp, 1993). The interviews consisted o f  four parts, designed to 

explore the following:

■ demographic and professional features o f the respondents and their schools' 

profiles;

■ sources o f stress at work context;

■ levels o f stress in teaching and the emotional impact on their personal lives;
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■ factors making for job satisfaction and dissatisfaction;

■ evidence o f whether stress was triggered by the then latest round of Greek 

educational reform (2006);

■ coping mechanisms used by teachers to prevent or alleviate stress and

■ their thoughts on policies that could prevent or reduce the occurrence o f stress.

A semi-structured interview was developed after reviewing literature in the field o f stress 

in teaching. This was intended to collect data that would reflect teachers’ perceptions o f 

stress (see Appendix 6.7). Comments from the pilot study were taken into account so that 

any difficulties subjects might have in understanding specific questions were avoided by 

replirasing the final questions. A wide range o f items were considered to obtain a 

comprehensive treatment o f the many facets o f Greek teachers’ stress, addressing as many 

aspects o f the phenomenon o f stress as possible, such as sources, manifestations and 

coping techniques. Unstructured interviews might have provided an unthreatening 

atmosphere and the opportunity for the informants to feel free to express their thoughts and 

feelings but this route was not chosen, although it was considered, because it was thought 

that it would produce a huge amount o f data, which would be hard to manage given the 

limited time available. The reason semi-structured interviews were adopted was that doing 

so was thought to be better aligned with the aims and nature of the study. Such interviews 

can allow for a flexible style that may accommodate the different personalities and 

contexts o f participants, by providing the opportunity for probing and expanding on their 

responses where appropriate (Hitchcock & Hughes, 1989).

Questions were 'sufficiently general to cover a wide range o f experiences as well as narrow 

enough to elicit and explore the participant's specific experience' as Charmaz (2003: 315) 

suggests. At the same time, each set o f questions belonged to a specific category, all o f 

which were designed to elicit similar pieces o f information from the participants, thus 

making data more manageable and a comparative analysis o f the responses easier. The sets 

o f research questions that were developed for the interview fell into four such categories, 

each o f which addressed issues intended to explore the meaning and the experience of 

stress, the principal phenomenon under investigation.

The first section concerned information about the participants’ biographical details, 

educational backgrounds and professional profiles. Details o f their schools’ profiles were 

also sought, as I believed this background information would help me establish whether or 

not stress levels were associated with these variables.
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The second section was designed to gain an understanding o f what teachers' definitions o f 

stress might be and to identify sources o f stress in teaching, including items such as pupils' 

behaviour, working conditions, relationships with others, time pressures, perceived lack of 

autonomy, influence and participation in decision making and satisfaction or not with the 

curriculum and new textbooks.

The purpose o f section three was to examine levels o f job satisfaction among teachers, 

including favourable and unfavourable factors as indicators o f job satisfaction and 

dissatisfaction. Some open-ended questions included in this section were aimed at 

providing insight into the teachers' opinions on, and attitudes towards, job satisfaction and 

the implementation o f the 2006 Greek educational reform programme and its implications 

for teachers’ stress. Finally, the participants were asked for their suggestions for successful 

reform and educational improvement.

The last section included questions that explored coping strategies which the participants 

adopted to keep away from, or reduce, work stress once it had manifested itself Their 

ratings o f their abilities in the management o f stress, the adequacy o f their pre-, or in- 

service training and the extent o f  information they had about stress in teaching, its 

management, its alleviation and, above all, its prevention and the level o f support available 

for teachers were also themes explored.

6.6.5 JUSTIFICATION FOR THE USE OF INTERVIEWS

The interviews provided an opportunity for the participants to contribute their personal 

experiences o f work-related stressors and insights into how they interpreted these. This 

was complemented by diary keeping. The existence of the two approaches was seen as 

contributing to the understanding o f stress and coping in both personal and professional 

life.

The interview was considered a suitable method for this study for a number o f reasons. It 

was felt that data should be derived directly from the participants, who themselves 

experienced the phenomenon under investigation during the routine performance o f their 

work. This belief was based on the experience o f a previous study in the field o f  stress in 

teaching in Greece (Stavrakaki, 2007). Emphasis was placed on the participants' 

observations o f their work situations, events, definitions o f terms, assumptions, implicit 

meanings and the unspoken rules which shape them as professionals (Charmaz, 2003). The 

use o f interviews is often thought o f as a good way o f accessing people’s perceptions.
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meanings, definitions o f situations and constructions o f reality (Punch, 1998). Adaptability 

is a major advantage o f interviewing as a research instrument (Bell, 1993). Interviewing 

allows the researcher to "trail" emergent ideas and develop issues the participants bring up. 

Mutual negotiation o f the meanings o f the questions and the answers involved in the 

interview is possible, as the interviewee can ask for clarification about a question and the 

researcher may ask for elaboration o f an answer. An experienced interviewer follows up 

ideas, probes responses and explores motives and feelings, which is impossible when 

questionnaires are used. Body language (tone of voice, facial expression or body posture 

when a response is given) can also be indicative o f information that cannot be revealed by 

any form of written response.

However, bias is something to be aware o f in interviewing. Bias can be defined as ‘a

persistent tendency to make errors in the same direction, that is, to overstate or understate

the "true value" o f an attribute’ (Lansing et al., 1961, cited by Cohen & Manion, 1989:

281). A partial solution to the problem o f bias is the use o f a structured coding system

which requires categorisation o f each type o f behaviour into an objectively definable

category (Johnson & Johnson, 1994; Strauss & Corbin, 1998; Robson, 2002). But this in

turn, may also pose the problem known as the "Hawthorne effect". This happens when

participants feel that they have been selected to produce a specific result. Some of the

participants may wish to please the interviewer or present themselves in favourable terms,

while others may be indifferent or even hostile, and so not motivated to cooperate. On the

other hand, researchers may, perhaps unconsciously, emphasise the responses which meet

their expectations and neglect those that do not. As Walker and Adelman, (1975: 79) say;

The researcher needs to be an attentive, interested and sympathetic listener while being 
neutral with respect to the subject matter. Reassurance that any idea or attitude exposed 
will not be considered incorrect and confidentiality o f  the human element must also be 
assured. The necessity o f  generating a kind o f  conversation in which the respondent senses 
at ease is o f paramount importance.

All these considerations result in a need for the use o f a combination o f methods. Bias in 

interviews, or response effect, is the tendency of the interviewee to give inaccurate or false 

responses, or, more precisely, the gap between the answer given and the true belief o f the 

respondent (Borg & Gall, 1983). The main potential source of invalidity in interviews is 

the interviewer's bias and as Cohen and Manion put it (1994: 282): ‘the sources of bias are 

the characteristics o f the interviewer, the characteristics o f the respondent, and the 

substantive content o f the questions’. They suggest careful formulation o f questions and
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interviewer training as possible solutions, but bias is likely to be endemic and difficult to 

eliminate in interviews. In the case o f open-ended questions, the development o f a 

satisfactory method of recording the replies is a problem that has to be considered. 

Interviewers should not allow their own biases, beliefs and curiosity to interfere with the 

research and nor should let they their behaviour be affected by responses. In effect, the 

interviewer is the instrument o f data collection (Tuckman, 1972). The attitudes and beliefs 

o f researchers and the tendency to see a respondent in a particular way or to expect 

answers that support his/her preconceived opinions, along with the possibility of 

misconceptions or misunderstanding o f respondents’ answers, or misunderstanding o f 

what has been asked, are some o f the sources o f bias to be considered. According to Borg 

and Gall (1983), there are three basic sources o f error present in the interview situation:

a. the interviewer’s pre-conceived notions;

b. the participants’ predisposition to answer in the ‘expected’ way based on beliefs 

and opinions that are ascribed to the interviewer based on visible characteristics 

and

c. the procedures used in conducting the study.

Another factor to be taken into account is the need for careful selection o f the locations 

where the interviews take place. They should be similar, if not the same, for all the 

participants (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1992). The interviewer should also try to establish 

rapport and develop appropriate and acceptable questions.

I f  the interviewer does his job  well (establishes rapport, asks questions in an acceptable 
manner, etc.) and i f  the respondent is well-motivated, accurate data may be obtained. O f 
course, all kinds o f  bias are liable to creep in, but with skill these can largely be 
eliminated (Kitwood, 1977, cited by Cohen & Manion, 1991: 274).

Ultimately, ‘limiting the researcher’s biases, not eliminating them’ is as much as can be 

expected (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982) as far as possible, the "flow" o f the dialogue should not 

be interrupted, either by the recording procedures or by the taking o f  notes. Given the fact 

that the interview is a transaction, it inevitably has bias but building controls into the 

research design can go some way to preventing bias (Kitwood, 1977). In order to reduce 

bias I followed guidelines proposed by Cohen and Manion (1992):

a. formulate and word the questions carefully so that the language is simple, 

unsophisticated and sincere and the meaning conveyed is clear;

b. the problem of bias should be addressed and reported;

c. pilot the interview with a number of teachers;
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d. undergo training procedures, throughout the pilot study, through recording detailed 

and reflective field notes, thus becoming aware o f the possible problems;

e. respect the culture of the participants; be careful with facial expressions, body 

language and gestures; be friendly, interesting, purposeful and non-tlireatening;

f  record the interview using a tape recorder, so that the respondent will be given 

sufficient time to answer the questions and limit the occurrence of interviewer bias 

by recording the actual words and statements (the participants' informed consent for 

recording the interview should be requested in advance);

g. do not present the respondent with the interview questionnaire as this could yield 

less information;

h. provide information about the nature and the aim o f the study how the data will be 

used in order to put the respondent at ease after initial greeting (the respondent 

should be allowed to ramble a little so that a sense o f trust and cooperation can be 

established) and

i. select the times and places o f the interviews so that they suit the interviewees.

Finally, time people offer to be interviewed should be acknowledged as precious and

something that could otherwise be spent in their own ways. The time and place o f an

interview should thus be tailored to suit each interviewee. The interviewees should feel

comfortable with the environment and should not be interrupted. Overall, the interview

should be thought o f as an opportunity to learn from the interviewee (Fetterman, 1989).

Indeed, interviewees may find the experience o f being interviewed cathartic, thus

interviews may become significant events for them (Charmaz, 2003). However, the

potential for participants to confiise the role o f  the researcher with the role o f 'expert

helper' or therapist is high (Tuettmann, 2003). Patton (1990: 353-357) is adamant that:

Researchers using the in-depth interview hax’e to tread the fine line betM’een being unresponsive to 
the inten’iewees and their issues (and hence not establishing rapport) and being over-responsive 
(and hence catalysing more change than that which is absolutely inevitable as an outcome o f the 
interview process). Above all it is necessary to be aware o f this dimension o f the data-collection 
process and to set clear limits.

The researcher should thus adopt what Patton (cited in Tuettmann, 2003), calls 'empathetic 

neutrality'. Tuettman goes on to say:

Empathy ... is a stance toward the people one encounters, while neutrality is a stance towards the 
findings. Neutrality can actually facilitate rapport and help build a relationship that supports 
empathy by disciplining the researcher to he non-judgemental about what people say and do 
during data collection. (Tuettmann 2003: 20)
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Whilst the diary method gives some access to events that researchers cannot personally 

record, post-diary interviews may produce even richer data, as they allow for re

interpretation in an interactive process. The researcher can address themes that emerge as 

important from the diary-writing evidence or specific, meaningful details in the research. 

Familiarity with diary entries helps in a preliminary identification o f key issues. These 

‘questions in mind’ helped Zimmerman and Wieder (1977; 492) to find answers, to realise 

omissions and to ‘probe informants about the reasons they had not done something’. Post

diary interviews may help confirm facts, contribute to triangulation procedures and act as a 

channel for provisional feedback.

The diary/interview combination sets side-by-side the written word and the oral evidence 

o f one person. Finding differences between data, for example, may be possible because of 

the nature o f each method, but the quality o f original diary data partly shapes the success 

o f subsequent interviews. Overall, post-diary interviews make additional demands on 

informants, but can enrich data collection. It is the combination o f  oral and written data 

that can make research of this kind exciting (Morrison, 2002).

6.7 THE SAMPLE

Sampling considerations permeate all research aspects and crop up in a variety o f forms 

regardless o f the strategies we use (Robson, 2002). A sample should be built up in such a 

way as to enable the researcher to satisfy her/his specific needs in a project. Sampling o f 

people to interview in this case was undertaken as complementary to the diarists’ 

sampling, so that additional information could be obtained to help in generating conceptual 

categories. That is, the persons interviewed or asked to keep diaries had to be chosen in 

such a way as to help formulate theory. In order to accomplish the important goal o f 

sampling for a study, careful planning is required. Specifying the sample involves defining 

inclusion criteria, based on the aims of the study.

A focused view of potential sources o f participants needs also to be developed. 

Recruitment is a great challenge for researchers as judgements they make about people, 

places and things are based on fragmentary facts. In this case, the process o f  recruiting 

subjects involved persuasion o f a personal kind, as participation was voluntary and unpaid. 

Diary keeping can be seen as onerous and may result in people being unwilling to join a 

study. Initially, participants should see why the study is relevant to them, while later they 

should be facilitated in any reasonable way so that the least inconvenience is caused.
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Enrolled participants are precious to the researcher since a lot o f time and energy is likely 

to have been invested in their recruitment, ensuring that they are not deterred is essential. 

This was certainly the case in this study.

In this study there was no random sampling from a known population to achieve statistical

generalisability, as this was not feasible. Seeking representative sampling frames in

qualitative research is not usually attempted, as they are difficult to obtain, if not

impossible and there are many snags in the gathering o f  representative data. Non-response

can be a very serious problem and it is worth giving considerable time and effort to reduce

it. Anything other than a very high response rate can cast serious doubts on the

representativeness o f  the sample that is actually achieved. The question o f  the (unknown)

degree o f  difference between respondents and non-respondents is what really matters.

We all know that almost all o f  the empirical published in our journals [these on 
organisational studies] use convenience, not probability samples ... Thus i f  one took 
generalisation to a population using statistical inference seriously, one woidd recommend  
rejecting nearly all manuscripts submitted  (Schwab, 1985: 173).

Once a sample has been secured and participants have consented to take part in the study, 

what is involved in the study and what is expected o f  them needs to be explained (Fisher & 

Ury, 1981; Fisher, Ury & Patton, 1991, Berger, Begun & Otto-Salaj, 2009, cited in 

Tappen, 2011). Establishing trust and retaining motivation are vital to the process.

Special efforts were made to ensure that different types o f  Greek schools and different 

geographical regions o f  Greece were represented as fully as possible in the initial 

sampling. However, given the fact that half the schools and half the population o f  teachers 

in Greece are in the greater metropolitan area o f  the capital, Athens, it was inevitable that 

half the interviews and diaries had to come from teachers and schools in this area. These 

schools were carefiilly selected in order to include various school contexts, cultures and 

sizes and to balance disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged schools, as well as those 

located in the centre o f  Athens, its suburbs and its outskirts. The rest o f  the participants 

were recruited in different places all over Greece, selected by geographical location and 

the school types in which they worked.

Access to the schools was obtained through telephone contacts, primarily with school 

principals, who were informed about the nature o f the research, before actually visiting the 

schools and talking to the staff. Permission for access to schools had also to be sought (and 

was granted) by the Ministry o f  Education, Lifelong Learning and Religious Affairs 

through the Pedagogical Institute. The cost, which included telephone charges, incurred
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when talking to the participants all over Greece, postage expense and extensive travelling 

over a period o f one month, though considerable, was justified given the time involved, the 

geographical distribution o f the respondents and the response rate.

A sample o f 73 teachers, who agreed to keep diaries for the needs o f  the research, was 

recruited after visiting 52 schools all over Greece. Another five schools on distant islands 

were only contacted by telephone, due to the high cost of travelling there and time 

limitations. This number o f participants was considered satisfactory because it was thought 

that it would give sufficient data, even if some o f the participants decided to withdraw 

during the study, something that was made known to them as their right fi’om the start. 

There was a conscious effort to recruit a variety o f the teachers, taking into account these 

criteria. When I visited schools and talked to teachers about the study, during the 

recruitment phase, I could not but accept those who entered the research process 

voluntarily, understanding the nature of the study and the commitment involved. However, 

a balance o f localities could not be entirely achieved since some of the participants had 

moved to other schools, in other areas, by the time the study began. This is normal 

amongst Greek teachers who often improve their status by moving closer to place o f 

residence and their families. The recruitment period for the research was between March 

and May 2009, for the school year starting in September 2009 and ending in June 2010.

The final number o f the participants was not only a result o f the criteria set in advance, but 

was also shaped by the teachers who were willing to participate. School principals who 

offered to participate were excluded, as their roles are administrative and do not usually 

involve teaching and they did not meet the criteria set for the research. Only one teaching 

principal in a small rural school was included, as knowing about this type o f school was 

very important for the aims of the study. In order to avoid bias, substitute teachers and 

those paid hourly, even if they volunteered, were not included, as they did not have 

permanent jobs and were likely to go tlirough a lot more stress than permanent teachers 

every school year. In addition to employment insecurity, the fact that they were likely to be 

working far from their homes and families was considered a factor likely to cause 

additional stress. Participants' profiles are provided in the next chapter.

In the end, a total o f 52 teachers kept diaries and 26 were selected to participate in post

diary interviews, although a larger number were eager to be interviewed. Decisions about 

selecting participants to be interviewed largely involved internal sampling, with regard to 

contexts and settings that were related to the research aims. The number o f interviews was
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considered adequate in producing a satisfactory and manageable amount o f data for the 

study, given the time available for the next stages o f the study including transcription, 

translation from Greek into English and analysis. Convenience sampling, which involves 

choosing the nearest and most convenient persons to act as participants, was used in this 

study. This involved talking to teachers, colleagues and friends whom I knew from 

different places, such as professional and educational associations, local education 

authorities and trade unions, who, in turn, gave me access to people whom they knew and 

so on.

A number o f teachers who appeared to be seriously engaged and dedicated to the research 

giving it more time and effort, providing richer data than the rest in the diaries, seemed to 

be suitable candidates for the interviews. It was assumed that they would be able to 

elaborate what they had narrated in their diaries and shed further light on the realities o f 

their work. A number o f teachers who had not significantly contributed to the diary themes 

or had not kept diaries but expressed willingness to be interviewed were also considered. 

These teachers fulfilled criteria of type o f school, locality or subject taught but thought 

they might not be good at diary keeping. Others perhaps felt that the task would become 

tedious or feared that they would lose interest or might have to give up, due to lack o f time 

or a personal problem. It could also have been the case that these teachers did not feel 

stressed, so their views would be equally, if not more, interesting, as it is sometimes things 

contrary to expected views that provide new research evidence and perspectives.

6.8 THE PILOT STUDY

Preliminary testing o f any research instrument used in a study is essential. A pilot study 

took place ahead o f conducting the actual study. Two teachers, randomly selected from the 

diarist sample, were requested to comment on the clarity, format and explicitness o f the 

questions. Ensuring that participants would experience no confiision while keeping the 

diaries meant that they had to be pre-tested in this way.

The diary form which served as a foundation for the present study was an expanded 

version of the form used in a previous study on Greek teachers' stress (Stavrakaki, 2007). 

The comprehensiveness o f the diary format, as well as the clarity o f instructions to the 

diarists, had to be checked, so that minor ambiguities and omissions were fixed and 

changes from the pilot study were incorporated.

A sample questionnaire for the interview was also constructed. This sought information on
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several aspects o f occupational stress and ensured that subjects had an overall 

understanding o f the questions for the interview. The participants in the pilot study were 

encouraged to outline any difficulties they encountered in answering the questions; 

highlight any ambiguities in the draft questionnaire and suggest the inclusion of additional 

material they thought might have been omitted. Therefore, teachers who were involved in 

this preliminary phase o f the study contributed in the overall design of the instrument by 

rephrasing questions, highlighting errors and adding elements which I might have failed to 

include otherwise.

There was a further review undertaken in the second phase o f the pilot study, by two 

mainstream teachers and one working in EFL, who were contacted for advice and 

assistance as to the clarity, relevance and fiirther refinement o f the interview questions, 

wherever necessary. Those teachers had some research experience, so they were asked to 

be as critical as possible. The time needed to complete the interview was also estimated, by 

interviewing two o f them - one mainstream and one EFL. Practice interviews ranged from 

one to one and a half hours, much as expected.

Each o f these teachers was interviewed separately and their remarks were discussed and 

reviewed by the whole group in my presence. Final editing involved small alterations in 

the wording o f some questions, which was considered necessary in order to adapt them to 

the Greek language and to reflect Greek school terminology.

6.9 DATA COLLECTION

Data collection took place over a period o f approximately nine months, from the beginning 

o f September 2009 to the end o f June 2010. On completion o f each part o f the diary the 

participants were asked to return it by post. Prepaid envelopes had been made available to 

the participants for that purpose though collection was undertaken in person whenever 

possible.

The interviews took place at pre-selected dates and suitable times agreed with the 

participants. Interviews were conducted in May and June 2010, shortly before the end o f 

the Greek school year (21 June). The place o f  the interview was also negotiated and 

agreed, according to what was convenient for the interviewees. Nine o f the participants 

were interviewed at their homes, nine more were interviewed at their schools and five at
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my home, while three o f the teachers were interviewed on Skype'', as they worked far 

away and could not be interviewed in person, due to financial and time constraints. An 

interview transcript and its translated version are presented in Appendices 6.8 and 6.9.

6.10  D A T A  A N A L Y S IS

There are various tecliniques for analysing qualitative data, because there are ‘different 

questions to be addressed and different versions of social reality that can be elaborated’ 

(Goffey & Atknison, 1996: 57). ‘There is no single right way to do qualitative analysis - 

no single methodological framework’ (Punch, 1998: 17) and a broad range o f approaches 

and research purposes exist. A definition o f analysis is 'the process of moving from raw 

data to evidence-based interpretations that are the foundation for published reports' (Rubin 

& Rubin, 2005: 201) and all research, however conducted, must be subject to analysis of 

some kind.

In the case o f diaries, priority goes to analysis o f what is written, rather than the decisions 

and situations that informed the writing. Qualitative data analysis views diary writing as a 

process or construct in which diary writers address potential and actual readers. "Reading" 

of the text goes in parallel with consideration o f data from secondary sources, including 

interviews and observation. Content analysis may be quantitative or qualitative, vî ith 

computer analysis o f diary records becoming more coiTunon by the early twenty-first 

century than hitherto, examining, for example, the frequency with which certain phrases 

and words appear in a diary. Computer-assisted analysis was not selected in this case as 

this alone was not thought sufficient to address the research questions. This follows the 

line on textual data taken by Tappen (2011) which favours qualitative over quantitative 

analysis which derives categories from data in order to compare and count them. But any 

diary design must consider how diaries will feature in the final report. Platt’s (1981) advice 

on the presentation o f findings from documents is instructive, especially her suggestion 

that there be clear enunciation o f the role o f diaries from the outset and her 

recommendation to use diary extracts as illustrative data for general themes emerging from 

the research overall. Miles and Huberman (1994) argue strongly against allowing any data, 

including diary data, to accumulate over weeks and months without engaging in early 

analysis o f that data.

* A service that allow s users to com m unicate instantly by voice, v ideo, phone calls and m essaging over the 
Internet.
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Some qualitative researchers put primary energy into data collection fo r  weeks, months, 
even years and then retire from  the filed  ‘to sort out their notes’. We believe this is a 
mistake. It rules out the possibility o f  collecting new data to fi l l  in the gaps, or to test new 
hypotheses’ that question a field-worker’s routine assumptions and biases. And it makes 
analysis into a giant, sometimes overwhelming, task that demotivates the researcher and 
reduces the quality o f  the M’ork produced (Miles & Huberman, 1994; 50).

Therefore, analysing data is a dialectic process, very different from a traditional, linear, 

one-directional model o f research where data are first gathered, then analysed. Throughout 

the analysis, theory is built by means o f interaction with the data, making comparisons and 

asking questions o f it (Pidgeon & Henwood, 1996; Robson, 2002).

Data-driven coding is an analytic process whereby the researcher approaches the data 

without preconceived ideas about how to code anything. The task is to open his/her 

preconceptions to critical testing. Reading and rereading the data gives the researcher an 

opportunity to devise a coding scheme. As coding goes on and categories start to emerge, 

the division o f initial data into distinct parts becomes necessary, while themes (similar or 

related phenomena) begin to emerge. The size o f the unit o f data may be a sentence, an 

utterance, or a paragraph. A code or provisional label is applied to each unit, reflecting its 

nature. However, this may be changed in the course o f analysis. A piece o f data may have 

more than one code, since it may be considered to fall within more than one conceptual 

category. Labels can be of whatever kind seems appropriate, including descriptive (e.g. 

parental lack o f co-operation), ‘in vivo’ (e.g. a direct quotation from the data), or more 

inferential (e.g. what constitutes successful reform from subjects' answers on a number o f 

parameters) (Robson, 2002). Within each category, extreme possibilities may be sought or 

dimensions that vary may be identified (e.g. teachers who reported they were not stressed) 

may be contrasted with those who were greatly stressed as being at opposite extremes on a 

scale.

Open coding is, in essence, a way o f interpreting and trying out the theoretical possibilities 

in the data. In a flexibly designed approach initial analysis can take place before data 

gathering is complete. However, there is a need to have done a substantial amount o f 

coding and to have a good appreciation o f what has been captured overall in the various 

data sets (e.g. diaries, interviews and field notes) if  this is attempted. Stepping back from 

the data from time to time to get an overall sense o f what is going on and allowing 

adequate time to ‘squeeze as much conceptual juice’ as one can out o f the data, until
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analysis of the work in progress suggests no more new categories and insights, is also 

recommended (Robson, 2002: 192).

Understanding o f a phenomenon in the context in which it occurs, noting the conditions 

which created and influence it, the action and interaction strategies by which it is dealt 

with and its consequences can be an important aspect o f the analysis. This is what Strauss 

and Corbin (1998) call axial coding. Mertens (1998: 352) claims that during this stage, 

‘you continue to ask questions o f the data; however, now the questions focus on 

relationships between the categories’. Axial coding provides a picture o f the relationships 

between various categories, which helps one get a feeling for what the study is about, 

allowing one to see what can be understood and explained in the overall picture. In order 

to complete the analysis, however, the researcher needs to go flirther than exploring or 

describing the phenomena being studied. Selective coding is the third stage o f analysis, in 

which one selects an aspect of the work as the core category and focuses on it. This may 

include limiting the study to the major relationships which fit with this conceptualisation. 

Data collection and data analysis may occur at the same time and this is what happened 

with diary collection in this study. In descriptive analysis, diary keepers are "witnesses" o 

the phenomena o f interest to the researcher. Therefore, the diary’s accuracy is central in 

descriptive analysis. Its contribution lies less in its "truthfiilness" and more in the 

representativeness o f the category to which what the said diarist is assigned. Like any 

document, diaries can be considered in terms of ‘authenticity, representativeness, 

credibility and meaning’ (May, 1993: 144). The balance between approaches may differ, 

but the essential components remain the text, the audience and the diarist.

Miles and Huberman (1994) claim that coding of data may be descriptive but a later stage 

data should be divided into categories o f phenomena which are interpretative and abstract, 

being based on the researcher's understanding o f the meaning o f what has been said or 

written. Finally, at a higher level o f abstraction and complexity, coding suggests 

connections between patterns and meanings and indicates themes emerging from the data. 

Gibbs (2007) advocates an approach that involves using increasing abstraction, from 

descriptive to analytic and theoretical categorisation.

The diaries were expected to, and did, provide substantial amounts o f data. Context 

analysis was used in analysing the data from the diaries and transcripts from the 

interviews. The aim was to seek, trace and identify frequencies o f genuine patterns, 

recurring issues and major trends within the data sets. The first stage o f data analysis
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involved thorough reading o f the material collected, in order to get familiar with and make 

sense o f it, along with extensive and reflective note-keeping and making o f memos and 

comments. A summary sheet of field notes for each interview was written, analogies and 

personal concepts were jotted down and this helped me develop tables with clusters of 

results. Managing data involved the use o f a coding system for the classification of 

instances o f  events and their resulting behaviours into categories. This seemed the most apt 

method for handling the information collected. The thematic grouping o f the questions 

asked and the information sought helped me see themes and patterns within the data, in 

conjunction with the relevant literature and the research questions. Organising the material 

entailed constant selecting, filtering, sorting out, simplifying, merging, condensing, 

comparing, contrasting and evaluating, so as to decide which categories any particular 

piece fell into. Some quantification was also useful in order to describe the sample (e.g. 

number of participants, their demographic data, professional backgrounds and so on).

The frequency o f a response indicated how common an experience or behaviour was 

showing, for example, what the nature o f the most persistent sources of stress might be. It 

should be highlighted, however, that frequency does not indicate the intensity o f the 

impact o f something stressful. Rating the impact of stress requires a qualitative evaluation, 

based on analogies and concepts (e.g. this incident was worse that that, because this was 

stressflil and frightening). Comparisons o f  frequencies across subgroups o f the participants 

were also possible; an example is mainstream compared to special subject teachers, or 

those among the teachers who reported not being stressed. Factoring and noting relations 

among variables helped me to build a logical chain o f evidence and I could then use 

analogy, categorisation o f concepts and comparison all at once.

Illustrative examples drawn from diarists’ accounts o f stressful events and coping 

strategies and their ratings o f their level o f stress are presented in the next chapter in 

support of the findings, combined with relevant views drawn from the interviews as Willig 

(2001) suggests. Henwood and Pigeon's (1992) guidelines for good practice are concerned 

with ensuring rigour, while acknowledging idiosyncrasy and creativity in the research 

process, in addition to refiexivity in handling the data. The diaries were work-specific and 

event-based, exploring everyday working situations that generated stress for the 

participants. The interviews were oriented towards more general aspects o f educational 

policy issues that can cause stress, with particular emphasis on the Greek reforms o f 2006. 

The participants' understanding o f the experience o f stress, its sources and the coping
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strategies they used, in addition to suggestions on ways o f improving their working 

situations, were sought. Deriving conclusions and building theory relied on interpretation 

of the findings and the empirical realities reflected in the material selected. Validation o f 

the findings required came from combining and comparing data from two sources: the 

diaries and the interviews, which complemented and confirmed each other.

A distinction should be made, however, between the ideal or desirable and the achievable 

as the "conceptual baggage" one brings to data either derives from a pre-existing theory or 

from the literature and will unavoidably have some influence on what is likely to be "seen" 

in the data and the development of conceptual categories coming up from it (Robson, 

2002: 194). Additionally, awareness o f the fact that what people say is not necessarily 

what they mean is vital (Gubrium, 1988, cited in Tappen, 2011). In other words, where 

some example from the data more or less perfectly suited the conceptual model, either the 

example may be misleading, or the model may be flawed, or both. It might be ideal to 

have an example that perfectly fits the model, but as much as may be achievable is an 

example that suggests the model is correct.

6.11 VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY OF THE RESEARCH

As induction is the process o f theory development and deduction is the process o f theory

testing (Fawcett, 1999), so theory and research interact and are closely interrelated, in that

theory should inform research and research should inform theory. Consequently, it can be

said that research may be used either to generate theory or to test it, or both. Analytic

quality and ethics require the researcher to recognise that validity, reliability and

generalisability are disputed qualitative analysis. Obtaining confirmation of findings

through convergence is often seen as representing "reality" (Willig, 2001: 148) but in

contemporary social scientific research as (Denzin, 1988: 432) argues:

Gone are words like theory, hypothesis, concept, indicator, coding scheme, sampling, 
validity, and reliability. In their place comes a new language, readerly texts, modes o f  
discourse, cultural poetics, deconstruction, interpretation, domination, the auditory o f  the 
text, the author’s voice, feminism, genre, grammatology, hermeneutics, inscription, master 
narrative, narrative structures, otherness, post-modernism, redemptive ethnography, 
semiotics, subversion, textuality, tropes.

Despite this, the desire for authenticity in and quality o f evidence, still determine the 

research approach and method used as well as the aims and context o f the research. 

Validity, reliability and triangulation are all important concepts in positivist (or 

quantitative) and qualitative research (Easterby-Smith et a l, 1994; Hammersley, 1987;
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Brock-Utne, 1996). However, ‘The commonly held assumption that qualitative methods 

pay attention to validity and not to reliability is false’, though there is ‘reluctance to apply 

these ideas to phenomenological research because they might imply acceptance o f one 

absolute (positivist) reality’ (Easterby-Smith et a l, 1994; 89). Aspinwall et ah, (1994) 

regard reliability, along with validity and relevance, as key to judging the adequacy of 

research. This involves asking whether similar conclusions be drawn if the information 

was obtained by somebody else or by some other method. Validity is relevant to the 

appropriateness, meaningfulness and usefulness o f the inferences made by the researcher, 

based on the data collected, in an attempt accurately to capture what is happening. 

Reliability refers to the consistency o f inferences over time (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1993; 

Breakwell et al., 2006). In qualitative research much depends on the perspective o f the 

researcher, rendering crosschecking o f data essential in order to prevent bias.

Reliability relates to the probability that repeating a research procedure or method would 

produce identical or similar results. It provides a degree of confidence that replicating the 

process would ensure consistency (Hammersley, 1987; Breakwell et al., 2006). In other 

words, it concerns ‘the extent to which a test or procedure produces similar results under 

constant conditions on all occasions’ (Bell, 1987: 50-51), or showing that some part or 

process o f a study (e.g. data collection), can be repeated with the same results (Yin, 1994). 

It applies to people involved in the research as well as to the instruments they may employ 

(Sapsford & Evans, 1984). Overall, the goal o f reliability is to minimise the errors and 

biases in a study. The general way o f approaching the reliability problem is to conduct 

research as if someone were always looking over your shoulder (Yin, 1994).

Common methods used in research are interviews, observation and documentary analysis 

(Johnson, 1994). Bassey (1999) describes these as asking questions; observing events and 

reading. Nisbet and Watt (1984) claim that in structured interviews, where the questions 

are predetermined, the approach to reliability is similar to that o f a questionnaire survey. 

When the interviews are semi-structured or unstructured ‘allowing each person to respond 

in their [sic] unique way’ it is more difficult to ensure reliability because o f the deliberate 

strategy o f treating each participant as a potentially unique respondent (Nisbet & Watt, 

1984: 82). Another way o f saying that might be as follows.

A critical qualitative perspective always involves a less certain approach characterised by 
participant reaction and emotional involvement. Some analysts argue that validity may be 
an inappropriate term in a critical research context, as it simply reflects a concern fo r  
acceptance within a positivist concept o f  research rigour ... Trustworthiness ... is a more
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appropriate word to use in the context o f  critical research (Kincheloe & McLaren, 1998: 
87).

Robson (1994) regards reliability as one o f the advantages o f content analysis using

documents. ‘The data are in permanent form and hence can be subject to re-analysis,

allowing reliability checks and replication studies’ Robson (1994: 243). He recommends 

that two people be involved in coding text to improve reliability; this is difficult, however, 

for single-handed researchers, such as postgraduate students. To counter the problem 

demand of achieving reliability in semi-structured and unstructured interviews, Lincoln 

and Guba (1985) and Bassey (1999) propose trustworthiness instead. The questions that 

should be asked in relation to data collection, according to Bassey (1999: 75), are as 

follows.

■ Has there been prolonged engagement with data sources?

■ Has there been persistent observation o f emerging issues?

■ Have raw data been adequately checked with their sources?

Validity is used to judge whether the research accurately describes the phenomenon it is 

intended to describe. The research design, the method and the conclusions o f the research 

all need to have regard to the validity o f the process. The main demand o f validity is that 

an item or indicator measures or describes what the researcher wishes to measure or 

describe (Sapsford & Evans, 1984). Internal validity refers to the extent that research 

findings accurately represent the phenomenon under investigation. Internal validity 

depends on:

■ establishing a causal relationship, whereby certain conditions are shown to lead to 

other conditions (Yin, 1994);

■ how correctly the researcher portrays the phenomenon it is supposed to portray 

(Brock-Utne, 1996) and

■ the degree to which findings correctly map the phenomenon in question (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 1998).

Overall, however, ‘provided that the researcher is committed to providing a faithful 

description o f other’s understandings and perceptions, then ideas such as validity and 

reliability can provide a very usefiil discipline (Easterby-Smith et a l, 1994: 89). As 

Lincoln and Denzin (1998: 415) put it:

Validity represents the always just out o f  reach, but answerable, claim a text makes fo r  its 
own authority ... the research could always have been better grounded, the subjects more 
representative, the researcher more knowledgeable, the research instruments better
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formulated, and so on ... validity is the researcher’s mask o f  authority, which allows a 
particular regime o f  truth ...to  work its way on the world.

In the end, it may be that 'quahtative researchers, Hke all scientists, cannot escape the way 

that their work will, to some degree, reflect the background, milieu and predilections o f  the 

researcher' (Breakwell et a l, 2006: 90). Understanding this has both practical and ethical 

implications and is o f great importance.

6.12 TRIANGULATION

Triangulation is an important way to address the question o f validity and achieve more 

broadly applicable and better results (Denzin, 1989b; Flick, 1998). Multiple sources of 

information should be sought, so that what is said by the initial informant is confirmed. 

Different sources making much the same points can provide confirmation and additional 

information (Fetterman, 1989, in Tappen, 2011).

Quantitative measuring o f outcomes cannot reflect the subtle, intangible features and 

immeasurable factors at work, such as the changes in attitudes towards, and relationships 

with, teachers on the part o f pupils and parents in early twenty-first-century Greece, as 

opposed to those that might have been found in, say, the 1950s, or earlier. Exclusive 

reliance on one method may bias or distort the picture, or the particular slice o f reality, 

being investigated. But Yin (1994) emphasises the fact that the researcher needs to be 

confident that results are not simply attributable to similarities o f method. Educational 

research is complex and a single method approach may yield only limited, and sometimes 

misleading, data. This has special relevance where a complex phenomenon such as stress 

in teaching is under investigation.

Triangular techniques in the social sciences attempt to amp out or explain more fully, the 
richness and complexity o f  human behaviour by studying it from more than one standpoint 
and in doing so, by making use o f  quantitative and qualitative data (Cohen & Manion, 
1994: 98).

Triangulation, or multi-method research (Bramwell, 1996), is the use o f two or more 

methods o f data collection in the study o f some aspect of human behaviour and is intended 

to enable the researcher to substantiate findings by verifying and strengthening their 

validity and trustworthiness. However, the limits on transferability o f  the findings should 

always be indicated (Borg & Gall, 1983). Triangulation means comparing many sources o f 

evidence in order to detemiine the accuracy o f information or phenomena. It is essentially 

a means o f cross-checking data to establish validity. Cohen and Manion (1994: 233) put it



thus:

Triangulation may be defined as the use o f tw’o or more methods o f  data collection in the 
study o f  some aspect o f  human behaviour ... The use o f  multiple methods or multi-method 
approach, contrasts with the ubiquitous but generally more vulnerable single-method 
approach that characterises so much o f  research in the social sciences ... triangular 
techniques in the social sciences to attempt to map out, or explain more fully, the richness 
and complexity o f  human behaviour by studying it from  more than one standpoint.

Their understanding of the concept involves using several methods to explore the same 

issue (methodological triangulation) and asking the same questions o f many different 

participants (respondent triangulation). However, McFee (1992: 215) discusses two further 

approaches to triangulation.

Triangulation between methods employs two or more approaches to a single problem ... 
triangulation between methods compares (at least) two research ‘solutions' to a single 
problem in an effort to ‘validate ’ the outcomes o f one approach in terms o f  the outcomes 
o f another.

He also claims that:

Triangulation within a method takes as its starting point the claim that the ‘reality ’ o f  a 
situation is not to be apprehended from  a single view-point. Thus it brings to bear two or 
more viewpoints on a particular occasion (say those o f  teacher, pupil and obsen>er), with 
a view to characterising the occasion so as to accommodate, or account fo r  all these 
viewpoints 1992: 65).

But it should be noted that the demand for generalisability o f  results (establishing that they 

be true in a wide range o f circumstances) is difficult to satisfy, in qualitative research 

(Breakwell et a l, 2006). Indeed, it may even be inappropriate to make such a demand o f 

research o f this kind. Yin (1994: 145) puts it as follows.

The investigator is striving to generalise a particular set o f  results to some broader theory 
. . . .A theory must be tested through replication o f  the findings in a second or even third 
[case], where the theory has specified that the same results should occur. Once such 
replication has been made, the results might be accepted fo r  a larger number o f  similar 
[cases], even though further replications have not been performed.

The temptation to over-generalise can be avoided by guarding against selective 

anecdotalism and by being careflil how the researcher makes claims about the relevance o f 

her/his results to wider settings.

6.13 ISSUES OF ETHICS - LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH

The research took place in the Greek school year 2009/2010. This was tliree years after the 

implementation of sweeping changes in the primary school curriculum. Amendments were
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made, not only in course books and curricula, but to teaching methods, while major reform 

had also taken place in the broader educational system, applying to institutions from 

kindergartens to universities. This process o f refonn has been said to have resulted in a 

widespread and continuous educational crisis in Greece within a broader socio-economic 

crisis, the details o f which were discussed in chapter four. Thus, the reforms were "fresh" 

for the teachers concerned, who still had to deal with their implications. To ask them to 

keep diaries recording stress caused, or worsened, by these reforms might have been a case 

o f "adding insult to injury". This was also a real issue o f ethical concern, though, again, 

there may have been no solution, except to be sensitive to the issue.

Keeping a diary can be a rather expensive and arduous method of inquiry as it takes a good 

deal o f time to recruit the diarists initially, to retain their commitment later and to ensure 

that the diaries will be appropriately completed. There is also a possibility that the period 

in which the research takes place may not be representative o f the whole school year. It 

would be tedious and intrusive, however, to ask participants to keep a diary throughout a 

school year, as a researcher might wish, in order to have a more complete idea o f all the 

ups and downs a teacher goes through with regard to levels o f working stress. This is 

among the limitations o f the present study. But even as it was, the work involved a huge 

investment o f time on my part on the management, coding and analysing o f the data.

With regard to the interviews, one ethically relevant limitation o f the method is the fact 

that recording the interviews might have intimidated participants, preventing them from 

speaking freely, no matter how comfortable they might have felt about being interviewed. 

They might also have under-reported stress, if they were afraid o f admitting what might be 

taken to be incompetence. Fear is obviously an ethical issue, or reducing it on the part o f 

interviewees ought to be one. However, there may be no precise "recipe" for doing so. All 

that matters is that one tries. Despite these limitations, interviews are still considered 

appropriate to facilitate a greater insight into the more subjective responses o f people.

On a final note, the important issue o f  acknowledging the participants' time should be 

mentioned. More might have been asked o f them (and some, or even all, o f them might 

have done more), but even what was asked o f them was considerable. It is a real ethical 

consideration that keeping a diary on stress may itself have caused stress.

Overall, despite the conscious effort to construct what would ideally and desirably be an 

unbiased sample, this may not be reflected in the empirical realities and the sample may be 

confined to the achievable. Careful selection o f participants on the basis o f  a specified set
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of inclusion criteria that best met the aims o f the study could not safeguardjhat the final 

sample that was created was not free o f bias. We could never be sure o f the reason the 

teachers of the sample were willing to participate. Were they the ones who mostly 

experienced stress in their workplace? Were they motivated by the fact that never before 

had they been asked about their level o f job satisfaction or about their opinion as 

professionals on educational matters? Did they do their best in terms of contribution in 

keeping the diaries or made themselves available for an interview to give a more detailed 

account of factors affecting their work satisfaction or dissatisfaction? Did they believe that 

their contribution in this type o f research could shed light in their work realities? These are 

thoughts they either shared or concerns a researcher should reflect on.

The reseracher could only count on building rapport, establishing trust and retaining 

participants' motivation throughout the study as no material reward was involved and 

participants were free to withdraw at any time if so they decided. Anonymity, 

confidentiality and reassurance o f the participants that the data collected would be 

exclusively used for the research purposes were provided both at the recruitment stage and 

later. Finally, permission had been sought and granted by the Ministry o f Education for 

access to schools.

A case study database was organised where computer files with reviewed articles, reports, 

material used in the study or material that might be useful, bibliography notes, original 

diaries in Greek, recorded, transcribed and translated interviews and diaries was created as 

an 'evidentiary data base' as suggested by Yin (2009: 119). The components o f the data 

that were stored comprised o f notes, documents, narratives and tabular materials in a 

variety o f forms, which were the result o f the interviews, the diaries, both original and 

translated from Greek, as well as the document analysis to allow for later retrieval. Some 

o f the material assembled was handwritten, other was typed in word-processing or was in 

the form o f audio electronic files, with the recorded material was stored in a form of 

organised fashion and according to a classificatory system in such a way that I could 

retrieve, access and use them at a later date, when required. Case study documents are 

likely to require a certain amount o f physical storage space as well, to allow for original 

documents to be readily retrievable for later inspection or perusal over a desirable time 

period. Then the documents can be destroyed.
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6.14 CONCLUSION

This chapter has illustrated methodological issues employed in the study. The choices 

made about the approaches used; sampling techniques; methods o f data collection and 

analysis; ethics and limitations were discussed. As stress seems to be interwoven with 

daily life obtaining an accurate measurement o f the phenomenon and its effects may be 

problematic and the objectivity o f research findings may not be ensured. There are many 

issues to consider when attempting to gauge stress. A wide variety o f measures are used to 

assess either job stress or satisfaction. Occupation-specific measures range from looking at 

psycho-physiological risk factors, from the medical to the organisational. While 

independent, objective, indicators may be required to show the association between 

individual perception and the objective experience o f work stress. By 2012 most o f the 

existing Greek studies relied almost exclusively on self-reported data. The fact that the 

topic under research drew eager participation from the respondents indicates the need for 

further research using qualitative methods, in order to move towards a deeper 

understanding o f the phenomenon and plan better intervention and prevention policies to 

deal with teachers’ stress. People generally, and Greek teachers in particular, may be keen 

to tell their stories about stress and be listened to.
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

RESULTS OF THE STUDY

7.1 INTRODUCTION

This study investigates, and draws attention to, the matter of stress in teaching, specifically 

stress among primary Greek school teachers and this chapter contains the study's results. 

The purposes o f the research were to bring about a deeper understanding o f the complex 

nature of stress in a rapidly changing enviromnent and to consider its personal and 

economic implications for teachers’ well-being and its impact on students.

Particular emphasis was placed on the educational reforms o f 2006 in Greek primary 

schools and stress associated with these. Even though it is widely known that changes in 

schools, especially in curricula and the working conditions o f teachers, can cause stress 

(Fullan, 1982; Bouzakis, 1991; Frangoudaki, 1992; Kazamias, 1995; Clark, Dyson & 

Sleidmore, 1997; Dyson & Millward, 2000; Flouris & Pasias, 2006), there is little research 

on how to help teachers develop the ability to cope with, and prevent the triggering of, 

stress. This study aims to go some way towards addressing that deficiency.

Two research instruments were used to gather relevant data: diaries and questionnaires, 

which yielded a huge amount o f information. The diaries aimed at recording stressful 

events and capturing problems arising from everyday school life. Fifty-four teachers kept 

diaries o f stressful events experienced in their daily routines at work in order to provide 

insight into the phenomenon under investigation. Diaries were kept for a month each at 

three different times throughout the school year 2009-2010. An evaluation of the levels o f 

stress caused by these events and coping mechanisms teachers used to deal with stress 

were made. Stress levels may not be liable to precise assessment but it has often been 

claimed fluctuate at different times in the school year (Hembling & Gilliland, 1981; Fleishut, 

1985; Makinen & Kinnunen, 1988). This study bore out that claim.

Follow-up, in-depth interviews were also conducted to complement the diaries, with 26 

primary school teachers at various career stages, with varying work experience, ages and 

teaching subjects, working in different types o f  schools and in different areas in Greece. 

The interviews allowed for fijrther investigation o f teachers’ experiences o f work-related 

factors that were perceived as serious sources o f stress. Major aspects o f the study 

included:

1. appraising the prevalence o f stress among primary school teachers in Greece by 

investigating whether biographical characteristics, (such as age and gender).
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professional characteristics, (such as teaching experience, age o f pupils, subject 

taught) and organisational characteristics (including type and location o f school) 

are associated with teachers’ perception o f occupational stress;

2. identifying the sources o f stress and professional dissatisfaction as perceived by the 

teachers;

3. evaluating the extent to which professional and institutional factors contribute to 

occupational stress, emphasising the impact o f change in curricula and textbooks 

and the implementation o f educational reforms in Greece;

4. investigating the effects o f stress on teachers’ well-being and on the quality o f the 

teaching they provided and

5. exploring the coping strategies Greek teachers use and the possibility o f adopting 

policies aimed at improving professional satisfaction among teachers, thus 

affecting the quality o f education provided to students in their care.

7.2 DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF THE DIARISTS

Demographic characteristics o f the 54 primary school teachers who kept diaries for the 

study are presented in Table 7.1.

TABLE 7.1
Diarists  ’  demographic characteristics by age and gender
A ge group Num ber o f  diarists M ale F em ale
21-30 5 5
31-40 20 5 15
41-50 23 6 17
51 + 6 1 5
Total number 54 12 42

Almost a quarter o f the diarists were male (n=12), but the majority o f the participants were 

female (N=42). This is representative o f the gender ratio in the Greek teaching population 

as a whole, reflecting the numerical preponderance of female teachers in Greek primary 

education (see Fig. 3.1, p. 129).

In relation to the ages o f the participants, only a small number belonged to two extreme 

age groups, five to the youngest and six to the most senior. Almost half the participants 

were between 41 and 50 years o f age (N=25), while more than a third o f the sample 

(N=20) belonged to the age group 31-40 years. The average age o f the teachers in the 

sample was 41.
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7.3 PROFESSIONAL PROFILE OF THE DIARISTS

Table 7.2 indicates the professional profile o f the diarists by subjects they taught, work 

experience, educational backgrounds and type and location of the schools where they 

worked. More than two thirds o f the diarists (N=37) were mainstream teachers, the 

majority o f whom were female (N=29). The representativeness o f teachers of special 

subjects (EFL, PE, music) can be compared against their numbers in Greek schools (see 

Fig. 3.1, p: 129).

TABLE 7.2
Diarists  ’  professional characteristics 
Number of teachers by subject taught
Mainstream (M S) 37
English as a Foreign Language (EFL) 9
Physical Education (PE) 5
M usic (M ) 3
Number of teachers by educational background 
Bachelor’s Degree (B A ) 47
Postgraduate Diploma (Dip) 1
M aster’s Degree (M A) 4
PhD 2
Years of work experience
I-5 8
6 -10 12

II-15 13
16-20 12
21+ 9

Number of schools by area type
Urban 40
Suburban 9
Rural 4

The participants’ academic backgrounds were highly homogeneous, since the vast majority 

o f them were holders of bachelor's degrees and only a small number o f the participants 

held postgraduate degrees, (master’s or PhD). Only one o f the participants held a Higher 

Diploma in Education^ and another had two bachelor's degrees, a master's and a PIiD, but 

this was highly unusual.

The majority o f  the diarists had considerable experience. The average length o f their work 

experience was 14 years. Eight o f the participants belonged to the least experienced group

 ̂ Greek teachers have to sit exams in order to attend further courses o f  studies, such as a Higher Diploma, 
which are organised and run by university schools o f pedagogy (Bouzakis, 2000).
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and nine o f them to the most experienced. Ahnost a quarter (N=12) had limited teaching 

experience (6-10 years) but not a huge number. The largest number o f the participants 

(N=25) belonged to the mid-career group with between H and 20 years o f teaching 

experience.

The average teaching week^ o f the teachers in the sample was 23 hours. One principal in a 

rural, two-teacher school worked 30 hours a week as his role involved teaching 

responsibilities and administrative duties. But this, like the highly qualified teacher 

mentioned previously, was highly unusual.

The teachers belonged to 43 different schools, which were distributed in rural, suburban 

and urban areas. The vast majority o f schools belonged to the third category. More than 

two thirds o f the diarists (N=40) worked in schools located in urban areas, cities or big 

towns. Only a small number o f teachers in the sample worked in suburban (N=9), or rural 

schools (N=4) in small towns or villages. The location o f the schools where the teachers 

taught was o f considerable importance for this study, as this factor, coupled with the 

socioeconomic status o f the area, seemed to affect levels o f occupational stress. 

Distinctions between rural, suburban and urban areas were made based on official figures 

for their populations.

The General Secretariat o f the National Statistical Service o f Greece (ESYE) defines rural 

areas as comprising populations less than 2,000 inhabitants; suburban areas are those 

where the population ranges between 2,001 and 10,000 inhabitants and, finally, urban 

areas are those where the population exceeds 10,001 people. Urban schools are located in 

cities or big towns and are often large schools measured by the number o f  teachers and 

pupils. Suburban schools are situated on the outskirts o f cities or in small towns, while 

schools located in villages normally belong to the rural type.

It should also be noted that more than one third (37.1%) o f Greek primary schools are 

urban. O f the total number o f primary schools in Greece in 2003 13.9% were located in 

suburban areas and almost half (49%i) in rural areas, the latter being the most numerous 

among all types o f school in Greece (KEE, 2003). However, these figures were the most 

recent available at the time o f conducting the research and may have changed to some 

extent, as a large number o f rural schools were closed or merged in 2011 (Circular Order 

29984/D4, 14 March 2011).

 ̂ Teachers’ working hours in Greece are related to their work experience. The regulation is that primary 
school teachers’ working hours decrease by one hour for every five years at work ending at 21 teaching 
hours after 21 years of service (Law 2571, Government Gazette, 160 (1), 11 August 1997).
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7.4 DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF THE TEACHERS INTERVIEWED

Data in relation the demographic characteristics o f the 26 primary school teachers who 

were interviewed are presented in Table 7.3.

TABLE 7.3
Interviewees' demographic characteristics 
Number of teachers by gender
Female 20
Male 6
Total number 26
Number of teachers by age
22-30 4
31-40 10
41-50 10
51 + 2
Number of teachers by marital status
Single 9
Divorced 2
Married 15

More than a quarter of the interviewees were male (N=6) but the majority o f them were 

female (N=20). Four teachers belonged to the youngest (22-30) and another two belonged 

to the most senior age group (over 51 years o f age), but the vast majority were equally 

distributed between two age groups, 31-40 and 41-50 years o f age, (N=10 for each). The 

average age o f the interviewees was 39.

Information about family status was also sought, in order to explore the relationship 

between family and work responsibilities. Marital status was included in the participants’ 

personal profiles, as it may be a factor in either reducing or reinforcing stress levels when 

combined with work responsibilities. Over half the interviewees were married (N=15) and 

over one third o f them were single (N=9), either never having married or being divorced. 

The most stressed among the participants was a female teacher who was divorced and had 

two children, as she reported having suffered depression and increased work load due to 

familial and teaching responsibilities. The majority o f the participants (N=25) stated that 

they found teaching stressfiil and only one teacher stated that, although he was concerned 

about certain aspects o f the job, he did not feel stressed.

7.5 PROFESSIONAL PROFILE OF THE TEACHERS INTERVIEWED

The professional profiles o f the teachers interviewed by subject and age level taught, work 

experience and educational background are presented in Table 7.4.
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TABLE 7.4
Interviewee’s professional characteristics 
Number of teachers by subject taught
Mainstream 17
English as a Foreign Language 5
Physical Education 2
M usic 2
Number of teachers by grade/age taught 
First/7-year-olds: 3 Fourth/10-year-olds: 2
Second/8-year-oids: 2 F ifth/11-year-olds: 4
Third/9-year-olds: 2 Sixth/12-year-olds: 4
Number of teachers by work experience
I-5 6
6-10 6
II-15 7
16-20 1
21+ 6
Number of teachers by educational background 
Bachelor’s Degree 21
Postgraduate Diplom a 1
M aster’s Degree 3
PhD 1

Most o f the teachers interviewed were mainstream teachers based in one school each 

(N=17). Those teachers were distributed by the level they taught as follows in declining 

order o f number sixth grade pupils, aged 12 (N=4); first grade, aged 7 (N=3); fifth grade, 

aged 11 (N=4); fourth grade, aged 10 (N=2); third grade, aged 9 (N=2) and second grade, 

aged 8 CN=2).

One third o f the interviewees were teachers o f special subjects, namely teachers o f 

Physical Education (N=2), English as a Foreign Language (N=5) and Music (N=2). One 

PE teacher and one EFL teacher worked in two schools each, while both Music teachers 

who were interviewed worked in three schools each.

In one to three-teacher Greek primary schools EFL, PE and Music are not taught and the 

principal is normally a class teacher, too. In schools o f between four and nine teachers the 

subjects mentioned above are taught and there is no vice-principal, while schools with 10 

teachers or more have vice-principals. Teachers o f English as a Foreign Language, 

Physical Education and Music are often shared between schools, which may contribute to 

stress. The bulk o f teachers who work in Greek primary education are general classroom 

(mainstream) teachers based in one school each.
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Teaching experience was evenly distributed among the least and the most experienced 

participants (N=6-7), with only one o f them belonging to the range between 16 and 20 

years (Table 7.4). More than a quarter of the participants (N=6) had up to five years of 

teaching experience, while another quarter or more (N=7) had over 20 years o f experience 

each. The interviewees’ average number o f teaching periods per week was 23, apart from 

one participant who, as a teaching principal o f a rural, two-teacher school, was involved in 

both teaching and administrative duties and thus taught for 30 hours per week.

Data on the participants’ academic backgrounds indicate that the respondents’ educational 

levels were highly homogeneous, since the majority o f them were holders o f bachelor's 

degrees (N=21), as already noted, while only a small number o f the participants held 

postgraduate degrees (N=4) and only one had a Higher Diploma in Education.’

7.6 SCH O O L PRO FILES

School profiles o f the teachers interviewed are presented in Table 7.5 including details o f 

size (based on the number o f teachers and the numbers o f pupils), location and socio

economic status, as these data were considered important for the study.

TABLE 7.5 
School profiles 
Num ber o f teachers
2-8  5
9 -1 9  15
20+ 6
Number of pupils 
2 0 -1 20  6
121-240  16
2 4 1 +  4
Num ber o f schools by location
Urban 20
Suburban 3
Rural 3
Socio-economic status of the areas teachers worked in
A dvantaged  10
D isad vantaged  16

The teachers belonged to 23 different schools, which varied from being small schools with 

fewer than 120 pupils (N=7), to large schools with more that 241 pupils. The majority o f

’  Pedagogy academies gradually stopped training teachers from 1990 and those serving in schools who had 
attended pedagogy academies were provided two-year additional training courses, so that all teachers came 
to have equivalent qualifications (Bouzakis, 1999; Andreou, 1990).
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the schools in the sample (N=15) were medium-sized, with numbers o f students ranging 

between 121 and 240 and numbers o f teachers ranging between nine and 19. Only a small 

number o f the participating schools (N=4) had more than 241 students and only six had 

more than 20 teachers. The average school in the sample had 185 students.

According to the Education Research Centre (KEE, 2003), the average number o f pupils 

per school throughout Greece is 107. Among Greek primary schools 60.7% have up to 120 

pupils, 28% range between 121 and 240 pupils and just over 11% have in excess of 241 

pupils. These were the most recent figures available at the time o f conducting the research 

and the numbers probably changed thereafter due to school closures and merger. By 2012 

the regulation was that the number o f pupils per class should not exceed 25 (Circular Order 

29188/G2, 14 March 2011).

The average teacher-pupil ratio in each o f the participating schools was 19, while the 

average teacher-pupil ratio in the participants’ classes was 18. The national average 

teacher-pupil ratio in Greece was 17.7 in 2008, with 20.9 pupils per class in urban, 16.6 in 

suburban and 11.8 in rural areas, while the OECD average in the same year was 22 

(OECD, 2008).

The majority o f the teachers who were interviewed worked in schools located in urban 

areas (N=20), i.e. in cities or big towns, while a small number o f teachers worked in 

suburban (N=3) or rural schools (N=3). According to KEE data, by 2003 46%> o f schools 

with 12 or more teachers were in urban areas and 42% in suburban areas. Most one and 

two-teacher schools were in rural areas (27.6% and 26.6%, respectively). Six-teacher and 

seven-teacher schools were normally distributed among all areas. As already mentioned, 

37.1% of Greek primary schools are located in urban and 13.9% in suburban areas but 

almost half (49%) were in rural. This is due to the physical and human geography o f the 

country, which is composed o f a large number o f islands and mountainous areas, with half 

the population living in the capital and big cities. Thus, by the early twenty-first century 

the majority (64.2%) o f Greek pupils attended urban schools, while 17.8%i attended 

schools that were in suburban areas and 18% were in rural schools (KEE, 2003). Thus, 

although there were not as many rural pupils as the past, there were still many rural 

schools, serving isolated communities.

The type and socio-economic status o f each school was an also important aspect of this 

study, as one of its objectives was to highlight differences in the perception and the 

prevalence o f stress among teachers working in densely populated city centres and those
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working in rural areas or small provincial towns. For that reason, specific details o f where 

the schools were situated were sought, in order to acquire the teachers’ own definitions o f 

disadvantaged areas. The aim was to estabUsh teachers’ own opinions as to the ways in 

which they considered their schools disadvantaged, since the literature often suggests 

teaching in a disadvantaged area can to add to stress (Lortie, 1975; Rhea & Weiner, 1998, 

cited in Troinan & Woods, 2001; Troman & Woods, 2001; Lee, 2002).

More than half the teachers (N=19) thought that their schools were located in 

disadvantaged areas. The reasons they thought that their areas were disadvantaged were 

various. Indications o f disadvantaged status included rural location, being in a remote area 

with poor transport facilities, poor infrastructure or scarce cultural and work opportunities 

and being in areas with major economic or cultural diversity in the population. Areas 

where parents might have low socioeconomic status, poor educational backgrounds, high 

levels o f poverty and unemployment, or where there were large numbers o f  immigrants, 

parents of foreign origin, or who were from cultural minorities such as the Roma, or being 

amongst people with no decent homes (sometimes lacking the bare necessities o f modern 

life such as electricity and water supply) were also considered evidence o f disadvantage. 

Environmental problems, due to high levels o f industrialisation, causing pollution or 

noise, and proximity to prisons were also considered typical characteristics of a 

disadvantaged area. Finally, poor conditions in school buildings, proximity to roads with 

heavy traffic, or to inner city areas, frequent incidents o f  school vandalism and extensive 

littering, often accompanied by a lack of, or limited access to, sports facilities, open 

spaces, playgrounds and trees were also reasons to report schools as disadvantaged.

7.7 R ESULTS O BTA IN ED  FROM  THE DIARIES

The results obtained from the 54 diaries offered insiders’ views on the sources o f stress in 

teaching, as well as strategies teachers used in order to cope with stress. The most 

frequently cited problems o f stress are presented in Table 7.6.

g
According to KEE, 4.25% o f Greek primary schools are near industrial areas, 2.2% near pollution sources, 

8.1% experience high noise levels and 31.8% are near streets with heavy traffic, while 24.5% o f primary 
school yards have no areas with grass and 42.2% have few green areas (KEE, 2003).
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TABLE7.6
Categories o f Stressful Events
1 classroom inanageinent

a disturbing others/aggression
b noise
c inattentiveness
d misbehaviour
e laci< of student motivation
f  learning difficulties

2 problems during breaks, when on duty
a aggression
b injuries

3 time management
4 pupil misbehaviour
5 lack o f  substitute cover
6 inadequate support
7 parental interference
8 extra administrative duties
9 pressure from administration
10 class interrupted
11 responsibility for organising an event
12 staff relations
13 testing/marking anxiety
14 collapse/lack o f  resources
15 pupil's health problem
16 learning difficulties
17 parental lack o f  cooperation
18 adaptation problems
19 vandalism
20 m issing pupil during class

The results show the incidence of stressful events cited by the diarists, the most common 

being classroom management and problems faced when on duty in regard to pupils’ 

supervision and safety during breaks. More specifically, aggression, noise, inattentiveness, 

misbehaviour, demotivation and learning difficulties were said to be the primary stressors 

directly related to teaching and the classroom. Aggression and injuries among pupils 

during breaks were the most frequent sources o f stress for teachers outside the classroom. 

Time management and lack o f substitute cover, followed by lack o f adequate support, 

parental interference and extra administrative duties were also among important stressors. 

Teachers’ coping strategies mainly involved talking to pupils' parents about problems 

caused by pupils, and discussion in staff meetings seemed to be an effective, way o f 

resolving tensions among the staff or dealing with problems related to administration 

pressures. Trying to get advice and help from school advisers did not seem to be effective
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as they were not thought to provide practical solutions to everyday problems teachers 

faced at work.

7.8 LEVELS OF STRESS

A classical question in the research on stress was also asked o f the teachers. They were 

asked to assess the levels o f stress they experienced when teaching. Though answers 

varied greatly, most o f the teachers said that they found teaching stressful, to some greater 

or lesser extent. At the same time, any teachers who had previously had different jobs 

(before being appointed as state school teachers), stated that nothing compared to teaching 

for stress. This is what Nephele, a female, 38-year-old teacher o f 12-year-olds in an urban 

school, with ten years o f experience, stated:

In general, I  think that my job  is very stressful. I  experienced average stress in my previous 
job, in a florist's shop, where I  worked fo r  a year and in a private company, where I  
worked as a debt collector fo r  four years. Comparing it to teaching in a state school, I  
really fin d  teaching much more stressful. I  also experience stress in the classroom, when I  
have to manage certain behavioural problems o f  the students, which is really exhausting. I  
experience stress even M’hen I  am out o f  school, trying to prepare so as to he competent in 
the classroom. I  often have to provide extra material to either supplement insufficient or 
simplify complicated material. The M’orst o f  all is that there is never enough time to cover 
all subjects effectively. It's May now and I ’m trying hard to catch up with the syllabus ... 
I'm under too much pressure when I  see that it can't be completed. So I have to be selective 
and focus on what I  think the most important things are.

At the other extreme, however, one o f the interviewees, Proteus, a male, 42-year-old

teaching principal o f a two-teacher, rural school, with 10 years o f teaching experience, said

that, although he was concerned about certain issues, he did not feel stresses.

I ’m just trying to improve my work, be a better teacher and be effective. I'm  not stressed 
about how much the student is going to learn or whether the material is going to be 
covered. I ’m trying to do my best. When you do something you love, stress should not be 
there. Effort, persistence, patience are required and help you overcome all difficulties. 
There are issues o f  concern, but I  M’ouldn ’t say I ’m stressed at work. I ’m concerned about 
certain behaviours. I ’d  reflect on something i f  I  were unsure whether I  did it properly, but 
I  wouldn ’t be stressed. I  try to keep work — home life apart. I  switch o ff when I  go home; I  
take a rest and then go back to school to do the rest o f  the work in the afternoon.

There are a number o f reasons for stress levels varying and not all days at work are equally 

stressful. Events o f minor importance may happen every day, causing low or moderate 

levels o f stress, but it is events that have more serious causes and happen frequently, not 

daily, that most concern teachers. Some incidents appeared to cause more stress than 

others, depending on their significance some causes could be extreme. For example,
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Thetis, a female, 40-year-old teacher o f 10 year-olds in an urban school, with 13 years of 

work experience, wrote in her diary:

The mothers o f  two o f  my pupils confidentially informed me that a pupil o f  mine is 
seriously and repeatedly physically abused by his parents. I  was terribly upset. I  had 
talked to the parents o f  this pupil the previous day, not only because he behaves naughtily 
outside the classroom, but also because he does not concentrate in the classroom. I  was 
shocked and stressed because I  thought that he might have probably been beaten up, when 
he returned home yesterday, after me having talked to his parents. I  was cautious towards 
him all day long.

Another extreme example o f a source of stress came form Amaltheia, a female, 51-year- 

old EFL teacher, in an urban school, with 22 years o f service.

A student is threatening to commit suicide, by jumping out o f  the window. I  talked to the 
student, who experiences serious fam ily problems as well as learning difficulties. I  also 
turned to the principal and we agreed to ask the student’s parents to come to the school.

Further examples included the following. lole, a female, 35-year-old teacher, with one year

of teaching experience, teaching seven year-olds in an urban school on an island, stated:

A student with behavioural problems climbed onto the roof o f  a building under 
construction next to the school. I  talked to him and asked the school authorities fo r  
protection to be put in place. The very next day, however, the same student jum ped over 
the railings, trying to get aM>ay.

Finally, Hippolyte, a female, 40-year-old teacher, with 15 years in service, teaching seven 

year-olds in an urban school reported two incidents that caused high levels o f stress on the 

same day.

A pupil was injured by a stone another pupil threw at him during the break. I  reprimanded 
the culprit and took care o f  the injured. Fortunately the injury w asn’t too serious (11:30 
a.m.) ... Class was interrupted by a pupil's grandmother, who came to pick him up in loco 
parentis. Because I  do not often see the child’s parents, I  informed her that the pupil often 
neglected his schoolwork. She started beating the child in my presence. I  tried to tell her 
that this was not the right way to manage the situation, but did not achieve much (12:50 
p. m.).

But Helle, a female, 24-year-old, newly appointed teacher o f seven year-olds in a big,

urban school on an island, with tliree years o f  work experience described more typical

causes and suggested that extremes were actually easier to deal with.

It is easier fo r  me to tackle more difficult problems such as racism and student isolation 
than problems o f  the type ‘madam, s/he did this or that to me ‘madam, s/he hit me ’. The 
most serious problem is that due to their age, the children have difficulty in respecting 
their peers; talking all at the same time happens very frequently and causes chaos. There 
are classroom rules the children agreed to. They drew them up and we put them on the 
classroom wall. The problem is that they w on’t comply with the rules.
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The composition o f the class a teacher has (a product o f student intake, individual 

personalities and cognitive abilities) could cause levels o f stress to vary year to year, as 

opposed to day-by-day.

Andromeda, a female, 56-year-old EFL teacher, with 28 years o f teaching experience both 

in the private and public sectors, teaching in an urban school summed up this point as 

follows.

Teaching itself is not stressful. I  can do anything it takes to make students understand, 
simplify class work, revision, individualise teaching. But when it comes to difficult classes, 
situations in M’hich you fee l entirely helpless and you just look forward to the end o f  the 
lesson without having achieved your teaching objectives, it can be veiy stressful. 
Discipline problems then become an obstacle to student learning. I  had two such classes 
last year. 1 have one fifth  grade this year. In these classes there are 3-4 children who form  
cliques, cause trouble, and use physical violence in the classroom. I  have to admonish 
them every five  minutes; swap places to keep them quiet. This puts me o ff and disrupts, 
cancels, undervalues the lesson process. Coherence is lost; children who are not involved 
in the problems suffer. To make matters worse, the text book for this level is very bad; i t ’s 
unacceptable; even trying to give them photocopied material is cancelled by the students 
themselves. H alf have got it; 25% have forgotten it in their classroom, so they start going 
back and forth to fetch them; another 25% have left them at home or have thrown them 
away. This damages the lesson. The most annoying behaviours are being ironic and 
provocative, which would he justified among teenagers but not at this age (11 year olds). 
Continuing talking, playing and not giving a damn, despite having politely been asked to 
be quiet and standing over them; systematic ignoring and being impudent drives me mad.

The teachers showed that their sense o f control over their work environments grew

stronger as their professional experience and professional confidence grew. Stress

appeared to be inversely related to work experience as the most experienced teachers

appeared to be the least stressed, which can be attributed to growth of confidence with

experience. The most stressed among the interviewees seemed to be the least experienced

teachers. Semeli, a female, 28-year-old EFL teacher in two rural schools, with four years

of teaching experience, described her experience as a novice teacher.

In the beginning o f  my teaching career I  faced  a lot o f  problems related to students’ 
discipline. I  really d idn’t know how to cope and had to buy books and read about what to 
do. I  was constantly tense because I  d idn’t know i f  what I  was doing was right. In addition 
to cognitive issues, effective teaching, I  d idn’t have a clue about how to manage my class. 
The classroom setting was too unfamiliar. There was too much fo r  me to learn. I ’d  like to 
have heard o f  these issues in the course o f  my studies. I  would like to be more prepared.

Teachers usually answered negatively to the question related to the intention to leave 

teaching due to high levels o f stress, but the most stressed among them had more often 

considered leaving the profession. Few teachers stated that they would dare seek
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alternative employment, ask for early retirement or actively consider leaving teaching due 

to economic insecurity, lack o f employment opportunities and fear o f changes to, and 

further deterioration in, the economic situation in Greece in 2010-2011, especially 

retirement conditions for teachers and other public employees, which were tightened 

during the period in which the research was being conducted. Calypso, a female, 51-year- 

old EFL teacher in two urban schools with 27 years o f teaching experience both in private 

and public schools stated:

Well, I ’d  take another job  i f  I  could. I  realise that people o f  my age - in their fifties - can't 
be hired easily in such a context o f  instability and unemployment. The most widespread 
view o f  people about teachers is that teachers have the longest holidays, get paid fo r  less 
work than other employees. They consider us as very privileged. Especially fo r  a woman, a 
teacher's job  is considered a great asset because she can enjoy more time at home with her 
family. But I  fin d  it difficult to cope with the situation because o f  my personality. I  fe e l it's 
exhausting to complete my work in a school where kids aren't so easy to deal with and do 
not cooperate any more. There's an atmosphere o f  a general mess and a lack o f  limits. 
This exhausts me; I  face problems I  can’t cope with in my class or set limits and this too 
often makes me desperate and anxious. I'd  like to leave my job  and quit i f  I  had alternative 
employable skills. This is too difficidt at my age. I  fee l too tired in my and have no energy 
to do anything else.

It is worthy of note that both teachers who stated that they would like to take early 

retirement or find different jobs were experienced EFL teachers, while three o f the four 

teachers who said that they had additional employment were EFL, PE or Music teachers 

and only one mainstream teacher had additional employment. This might seem to suggest 

that specialist teaching was more stressful than general teaching, but that it was also easier 

to "escape" specialist teaching by working at something else, either while still remaining in 

some state schools(s) or as an alternative to remaining there. Finally, no major differences 

can be established between the levels o f stress and gender, since levels o f  stress seem to be 

related to the sources o f stress rather than aspects (such as gender) o f the person under 

stress.

7.9 SOURCES OF STRESS IN TEACHING

The views that were obtained from teachers interviewed on the most common sources o f 

stress are presented in table 7.7.
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TABLE 7.7
Factors generating Stress
A . T e a ch in g /S tu d e n t-re la ted
1 C lass ro o m  M a n ag e m en t

a student learning/effective teaching/professional adequacy
b alertness for student safety/well-being

disrespect for peers, teachers and classroom rules/increasing verbal and physical 
c aggression
d excess noise levels/daily hassles
e frequent class interruptions
f  student dem otivation/attitude tow ards school
g m isbehaviour/indiscipline/difficult classes
h learning difficulties o f  students
i em otional difficulties/adaptation/socialisation problems o f  students
j awareness o f  student’s health problem /excess fatigue/socio-cultural deprivation
k testing/m arking

2 S afe ty  an d  S u p erv is io n  d u rin g  b reak s, w hen  on du ty  
aggression/injuries

B. O rg a n isa tio n a l S tru c tu re /C lim a te
a tim e constraints/m anagem ent

poor planning and inadequate inform ation for implementation o f  educational reform s/ 
b curriculum constraints
c poor/lack o f  resources/lack o f  substitute cover for sick leave
d large num ber o f  students in class/m ixed ability classes
e responsibility for organising an event
f  poor school m anagem ent
g m ultiplicity o f  the teachers’ role
h inadequate initial education/in-service training
i lack of7inadequate support from superiors/state
j bureaucracy/pressures from adm inistration to undertake extra duties
k lack o f  enough break tim e/work intensification
1 professional insecurity/poor promotion prospects/pay rates

m pressures from adm inistration
C . R e la tio n sh ip s  w ith  th ird  pa rtie s

a parental interference/lack o f  cooperation
b sta ff relations

c industrial relations
d recognition o f  the teachers role/devaluing the subjects o f  EFL, M usic and PE

D . In te rfe re n c e  o f  w o rk  w ith  h o m e life

Issues that cause high levels o f  stress are either intrinsic to teaching and can be attributed 

to working closely with children or stern from institutional, organisational and social 

considerations, which can affect teaching, teachers and pupils. These issues can be divided 

into a number o f categories, related to students’ learning and motivation, learning 

difficulties amongst students and concern for effective teaching. Increasing levels o f  

aggression (verbal and physical), on the part o f  the pupils, excessive noise levels and the 

constant need for teachers to stay alert to potential problems, for the safety o f  students in 

the classroom and in their supervision during breaks, were the most frequently mentioned
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stressors for teachers. Daphne, a female, 44-year-old teacher o f nine year-olds in an urban

school, with 12 years o f teaching experience described her own experience o f stress.

Stress levels vary from  day to day and from  year to year. It is related to the students ’ 
personalities, potential and cognitive ability. The composition o f  my class is different every 
year. The most important source o f  stress is my students ’ behaviour. The class I  teach this 
year have no limits in their behaviour; do not respect their classmates; talk out o f  turn and 
too often about things that are irrelevant to the lesson; and to make things worse, there is 
a number o f  students with ADHD. I  have high achieving students, with huge potential, who 
know their limits, are responsible and respect their classmates. The climate is extremely 
difficult, despite improvement since the beginning o f  the school year. Some children's 
behaviour is highly problematic; they are often violent towards classmates and it takes 
long during the day talking about the same things over and over again. In the end o f  an 
intense day, I  always think o f  how I  could have dealt with things differently. It is worse 
when something serious happens on a Friday, because then I  keep thinking about it during 
the weekend. I  think that i f  we had school the next day I  would meet the students and w’ould 
be able to do things right. So the weekend is a nightmare. Many times when I  try too hard 
and see my expectations o f  the students fail; my efforts to have no effect, it wears me out, it 
exhausts me.

Among primary stressors were pupils' behaviour and maintaining classroom discipline 

from day to day. Classroom management, involving relationships with pupils and their 

successful adaptation to school, their socialisation and their behaviour, both in the 

classroom setting in the school in general, topped the list o f causes o f stress. Antigone, a 

female, 40-year-old teacher with 14 years o f work experience of teaching 10 year-old 

students in an urban school described the situation in her class.

I  face a lot o f  discipline, behavioural, emotional and socialisation problems o f  the 
children. I  was lucky to be aware o f  each child’s background from  the beginning so I  know 
that their behaviour is justified. This awareness is both negative and positive. As fo r  their 
performance it is a mixed abilities class. I  also have a student identified with very serious 
dyslexia, but has improved since last year. Another student has probably the same problem  
but has not been diagnosed yet. He is very clever, but this causes a huge problem because 
he can’t coordinate with the rest o f  the class. He has other problems, too, that make it 
difficult to be accepted by his classmates, so he does his best to attract their attention, 
doing silly or even disgusting things. ’

Such behaviour varied from being noisy, cheeky and impolite towards the teacher to being 

disrespectful o f and aggressive towards peers. Having difficult classes with large number 

o f challenging students, having to teach special educational needs pupils in mainstream 

classes, awareness o f students’ health problems or excess fatigue from an overburdened 

daily work schedule, or working against a deprived socio-cultural background were also 

causes o f stress. Hippolyte logged several such incidents in her diary.
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A pupil was injured by another pupil suffering from  ADHD, on returning to the class after 
the break (crying, anxiety, etc.); discussion in the classroom about the consequences o f  
violent playing ... the pupil who caused the event was reprim anded... A pupil with ADHD  
(Attention D eficit Hyperactivity Disorder) and learning difficulties was too anxious; she 
started singing and rolling on the flo o r  ... Despite trying by talking to her to calm her 
down, I  didn ’t succeed much  . . .  /  had to send her to the special needs teacher.

Frequent class interruptions, high levels o f noise in the classroom and persistent disruption 

were also sources of stress described in her diary.

There was a ‘hot ’ event with a difficult student. He refused to sit in his desk, yelled, was 
out o f  control. I  took him out o f  the classroom cajoled him and he was thrown hack; it took 
him ten minutes to calm down ... The same student has not come back after the break. I  
took me ten minutes to f in d  him. He was hiding in the toilet. I  gave out to him and deprived 
him o f  the next break ... Outbreak by the same s tu d e n t... he refused to write ... he is a 
weak student . . .  /  temporarily released him ... pressure does not work ... and there is no 
extra teaching support class in the school ... he can not stand pressure from  lessons ...h e  
upsets the whole class ... 1 sat him beside me ... the lesson was interrupted ... there was 
tension among the class ... parents cannot be contacted. It seems that limit setting and  
coaxing are effective to some e x te n t . . .  The father o f  the intractable student appears at last 
... he doesn ’t seem to realise the extent o f  his child 's difficulties. He suggests applying his 
own method: beating up the child.

Being aware o f children’s backgrounds and familial problems and inability to help with 

these was a source of serious stress (N=7). Similar feelings o f helplessness were caused by 

the lack o f diagnostic procedures and delayed intervention for pupils with learning 

difficulties (N=6). Emotional and behavioural difficulties of pupils who cannot be helped 

in the existing context (N=12) and lack o f extra teaching support and language support for 

pupils o f foreign origin and need o f extra language support (N=4) were also mentioned. 

Antigone, a mainstream teacher, provided an account o f stress caused by awareness of 

students’ deprived socio-economic backgrounds.

We have a student now in school that has no home, as he and his mother were evicted. 
What is this child supposed to do? His mainstream teacher said that h e ’s absent-minded  
and his performance is low at the s ta ff meeting two days ago and it is expected. He can  7 
fo cu s on lessons since he thinks he has nowhere to stay ... How can I  avoid stress when all 
this is happening?

Professional adequacy and the need to be seen to be delivering good lessons caused 

considerable stress for most, if not all, the teachers studied. Also often mentioned were 

issues o f institutional structure and organisational climate such as teachers’ poor 

professional status and working conditions; poor, or authoritarian school management; 

time and curricular constraints due to poor planning o f educational reforms and inadequate 

information about their implementation, poor pay rates, substandard or non-existent
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support from the state and difficulties in liaison with others, namely colleagues, principal, 

superiors and parents. Additional factors contributing to high stress levels were the 

inadequacy o f human resources, especially lack o f substitute cover in case o f personal 

leave or illness, coupled with unavailability or insufficiency o f equipment, materials or 

facilities and satisfactory working environments. Antigone described good school 

management as follows.

The role o f  the principal is extremely important. I  want to tell you about how I  fe lt about 
my ex-principal: I  fe lt like a soldier. He wouldn’t interfere with my work, my teaching, my 
marking ...he  would be always supportive in any case o f  a colleague facing difficulty with 
a parent ... he was excellent with conflict resolution ... he M’ould talk with both the 
colleague and the parent and would always defend and protect the teachers in his school 
against any threat. But his styde was authoritarian in relation to the rest o f  the school 
organisation; we did not have a clue about any administrative issue, because he did it all 
himself ... he would not trust to share responsibility with anybody. The virtues which I  
most value in a principal are those o f  our current school principal. We fee l free to speak in 
sta ff meetings with precision, effectiveness, to the point, without M>asting time, without 
bureaucracy, express our views, objections, bring forward our arguments, resolve 
problems, take decisions and share responsibility. The previous management culture was 
military and centralised. The new principal had no difficidty with assigning 
responsibilities to the sta ff as we had been used to obey orders. The major difference lies 
in the fac t that we do it on our own free will now. I  was cautious in the beginning, but soon 
formed a very positive opinion, which is enhanced as time goes by ... her behaviour is 
impeccable ... she is a very nice person ... I  do n ’t know what it is about her, but my 
experience is good ... can V be better ... she is excellent. I  think this is due to comparisons I  
make with the previous principal ... I  fe e l stress free now. I  remain at school after 
finishing work even after having finished work, while in the past I  would stay only when 
the principal asked fo r  it ... to have a chat with the principal or the colleagues about 
something related or not related to school.

Constraints posed by time and the prescribed curriculum, which is thought o f as 

overloaded and overburdening for students, with material that does not match their needs 

and abilities, were causes o f stress to the majority o f teachers. Inadequacy o f time to spend 

with individual pupils and the inappropriateness o f text books were also issues o f 

considerable concern for the majority o f the teachers, regardless o f  the subjects they taught 

(N=24). Only one o f the teachers stated that time was adequate due to the small number o f 

pupils in her class (10), but she realised that the task would not be manageable if she had 

more pupils. Another teacher said that she was satisfied with the teaching materials and 

had no problems with time management due to the privileged socioeconomic status o f the 

pupils in her school. Additionally, these pupils were taught within the European 

framework, using both Greek and European curricula and teaching materials (Presidential 

Decree 3376/2005 - Government Gazette, Issue 191 (A)/2 August 2005). More typical is
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Nephele's description o f the relationship between curricular demands and the students’ 

abilities.

I  can never finish what is initially planned; there is too much to be done in especially in 
some subjects i.e., mathematics, but in most subjects, too. The quantity o f  the syllabus is 
excess fo r  the time available. And not only do I  think that the cognitive ability o f  these 
particular children can't meet the high demands o f  the curriculum and the new books, but 
to expect eleven or twelve-year-old kids to learn such things as equations, proportions or 
fractions, percentages, in a month’s time, as planned in mathematics o f  sixth grade, is too 
much. Pupils responding adequately are very few; average students cannot. Those in 
charge o f  planning and writing the books could have \\>ritten the books in much simpler, 
clearer way, introducing fewer and more essential material. Additionally, I  wish some 
things were in place w’hich would help us with our job such as a computer in the class, so 
that \\>e have access to the internet; a smaller number o f  pupils in a class ... Parents 
expressed their complaints and difficulties with the books, too, although they know books 
and curriculum are not my responsibility. By my experience o f  teaching the three higher 
grades, I  know that most parents, even the well educated ones hire a tutor at home because 
they are imable to help their children.

Poor collegial relationships, related to lack o f consensus on discipline issues and poor 

cooperation and liaison with third parties were also serious sources o f stress. Orestis, a 

male, 41-year-old teacher with 12 years o f teaching experience, teaching 11 year-olds, in a 

medium sized, urban school said:

/  have problems with a large number o f  colleagues. I  think I  have no contact with them. 
There’s lack o f  understanding, defiance o f common sense in quite a number o f  cases. You 
can see those who do not do their job  and you are burdened by this in the end. I  mean that 
your own work is affected to a large extend by others, who sit back and relax.

Work interfering with family seemed to be something very prevalent in the teachers’ 

perceptions o f things capable o f generating stress. This was particularly true among those 

who were single parents. Transferring problems related to work home, many found, could 

have a deleterious effect on the family life (N=8). As one put it:

Our profession is quite stressful. I f  you get a difficult class, you are doomed. When you 
want to have a lesson and some students cannot understand or simply do not attend, you 
are stressed to manage within the timeframe given. You have to make learning happen, 
make them understand, do your preparation at home, do your best and try not to exceed 
your limits in the end o f  the day. They must learn and you must take care o f  yourself, too. I  
fin d  it difficult to relax when I  come back home ... it takes me 2-3 hours ... I  fee l upset and 
cross mainly because o f  the school climate. You realise you are stressed by working close 
with children, when you go on raising your voice even when you are in your own home, 
with your own fam ily  (Orestis).
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Phaedra, a female, 45-year-old EFL teacher, with 24 years o f teaching experience, 

currently teaching in two urban schools, divorced and the mother o f twin daughters, said o f 

work interfering with home life and vice versa:

Switching o ff is related to the situation at home. When my children come back from school 
feeling tense for an incident at their school or having argued between them, this infuriates 
me. 1 can’t cope; I  can 't keep cool because I  carry the fatigue from school and think my 
children should be understanding despite being almost 12 yrs old; I ’d  expect them to give 
me a half an hour break. On difficult days, when there have been serious incidents at 
work; an injury; a difficult class, etc. then I  need some time to unwind. Well, in the 
afternoon it may have been forgotten. But I  fe lt that I  have consumed all my energy at 
school while I  have to save some for my own children ... and there is nothing left top give 
...I know that what happens is not the children's fault; I  mean neither children’s at school 
nor my own. In some occasions I  apologised to my students, especially when my daughters 
were babies. Then I  often w>ould go to school sleepless, extremely tired and tense. I  told 
them openly ‘I ’m sony I  have not been good today; I  haven’t slept well at night. ’ I  have 
apologised both to children at school and mine: ‘I ’m sorry I  shouted to you; what you did 
was not that terrible, but I  haven ’t slept. I ’m tired’. In fairness. I ’d only get angry when 
the students have done something really bad; otherwise I  am patient as an individual, can 
be self-critical and will not take it so seriously i f  the students say something about me or 
laugh at me or laugh. I'm not such a person. I ’d laugh with them, too about lots o f things.

Relationships with parents, especially when there was poor or no cooperation or support 

from parents, or even parental interference in teachers’ work, were cited as causes o f 

considerable stress among a large number o f the teachers (N=18). Andromeda, an 

experienced, 56-year-old, EFL teacher said:

I have unsupported students for their learning difficulties in the class. I  have at least tM’o 
dyslexic students in every class. Not to talk about a child who doesn’t bring books, only 
plays with things he brings in the classroom and cannot respond to the minimum to the 
lesson. This is not a typical SEN student. His background entails lack o f  cooperation with 
parents, who are marginalised due to facing financial problems, having been in and out o f 
prison; changing accommodation every six months, because they can’t afford the rent so 
they are evicted from wherever they live ... Being aware o f students’ socio-economic 
deprivation and not being able to help is very aggravating. I  only can be tolerant as for the 
child’s behaviour and performance. I  just let him sit there quietly, draw or play and not 
create problems in the classroom and give him something small to do so as not to feel 
excluded. There are also foreign students, who may have no problems with Greek 
language any more - this being a problem 8-10 yrs ago, unless it is new waves o f  
immigrants arriving- but whose financial status does not allow fo r extra teaching support 
they might need and objectively their parents cannot help them with homework as they 
don’t have the language and in most cases work in two jobs. This may also be true for  
Greek parents.

Last, but not least in teachers' evaluation o f the sources o f stress, was the restructuring o f 

their socio-economic and working conditions. Phoebe, a female, EFL teacher in an urban 

school, with 16 years o f service, wrote in her diary:
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This particular period was so loaded with all SM’eeping changes in pension and insurance 
schemes, cutting down o f  salaries and concerns about how we are supposed to manage 
making a living, that nothing else fe lt stressful enough at school as to be recorded. It fe lt  
like you have been so badly beaten up, that even having survived makes you fee l happy, 
you try to keep things simple and cope easier with all the rest. This is why my diary is ju s t 
a boring repetition o f  ‘nothing worth reporting’, not due to neglecting keeping notes, but 
because this is what really happened these days.

7.9.1 SOURCES OF STRESS AND SUBJECT TAUGHT

All the EFL teachers (N=5) mentioned the number o f children in their classes as an

important source o f stress for them, implying that numbers were too high for successful

teaching or learning of a foreign language. Pupils’ poor attitudes to work seemed to be

attributed to the fact that most o f the students attended classes in private language schools,

which their parents paid for, so teaching o f English in public schools was not appreciated.

The same appealed to the teachers o f Music and Physical Education, who felt their subjects

were devalued by pupils and their parents. Specifically, Calypso, said in her interview:

I don't know i f  good work is recognised by pupils and their parents. Most o f  my pupils 
have already got some knowledge o f  English. They attend English lessons in private 
language schools, so most o f  them do more than what the class level demands, especially 
in lower levels. I  don't think they believe they learn a lot or care so much about English at 
school.

Having to teach several age groups also appeared to be a stress factor for the teachers o f 

special subjects (N=4) as they felt they had not been adequately prepared to teach young 

pupils. The fact that some o f these teachers worked in more than one school was reported 

as a cause o f stress, due to insufficient time to develop relationships in their schools and to 

get to know their colleagues and their students to a satisfactory extent. An additional point 

they made concerned the large numbers o f pupils they taught. An example was given by 

the two teachers o f Music, who taught about 400 pupils each. Insufficiency or lack o f a 

special class and resources such as audio visual equipment, musical instruments, library 

and sports facilities for each of the special subjects taught was reported as a factor of 

dissatisfaction from all teachers o f special subjects. Eurydice, a female, 37-year-old Music 

teacher, working in three urban schools, with 14 years o f teaching experience, similarly to 

all music teachers in the sample said:

‘Time management is an issue and so is the level o f  communication and the type o f  
relationship I ’d  like to have with students. The latter is unsatisfactoiy and too hard to 
achieve, due to time constraints and rare contact with a very large number o f  students. 
The lesson is taught once a week and this is not always the case since sometimes classes
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are lost due to school visits or extra-curricular activities. It is stressful to work in three 
different school contexts with so many colleagues and students to adapt to the different 
school environments and cultures. Stress levels are related to favourable or unfavourable 
class climate, which has been shaped by the mainstream teacher and each class’s 
dynamics and this, cannot change. There are established behaviours and I  have to adapt to 
any single class I  teach and students tend to behave differently in the special subject 
classes. The mark in music and arts merge and this seems to affect students; they d o n ’t 
care. The level o f  importance o f  the subject and communication with parents is limited. 
Parents would not come to school even when you ask them. Stress generated from  the lack 
o f  motivation and from  trying to attract and maintain students’ attention is a cause o f  
stress.

The lack o f support and guidance was attributed to the small number o f school advisers by 

the English language teachers, while dissatisfaction with the inappropriateness o f text 

books was expressed by both teachers o f English and Music. Teachers o f PE said that their 

initial training did not include pedagogy, psychology and knowledge relevant to teaching 

young learners. The same was true for one o f the EFL teachers, Semeli. She said that she 

had to learn how to teach young learners, studying by herself, as this component was not 

part o f her initial education. Dido, a female, 35-year-old PE teacher, who had five years o f 

service and taught in two urban schools, stated:

I f  a criterion o f  importance o f  PE is the number o f  parents who come to me to ask me 
about what their children do, M’hat they learn, what their abilities are .... Well, nobody 
comes to ask me. So I  assume that the subject is not highly valued or thought o f  as 
important. They may consider it as something fo r  the children to pass their time, play with 
a ball, do a little running and that’s all. Despite the fa c t that the importance o f  exercise is 
generally greatly appreciated, I  think the subject is undert>alued. It is also true that the 
role o f  teachers is generally not highly appreciated nowadays; not as much as it used to be 
in the past. People don't know what is going on in school and what the aim o f  PE is in 
school. They think o f  it as ju s t a game. Two teaching hours a week o f  the subject are too 
few; three would be better. It would be ideal i f  we had one hour eveiy day. The students 
need it. And I  think that my studies had not adequately prepared me fo r  my role. The kind 
o f  training we had was rather to be coaches than teachers in state education. There was 
no specialisation in teaching young learners, in primary education. I  mean I  found  it very, 
very difficult. I  think that there should be a different track fo r  trainers and a different track 
fo r  teachers o f  PE. We need it. I  still fee l inadequate . . .  /  learn by experience and by my 
own reading. I  do n ’t know how long I  can stand being in a primary school classroom  . . .  

playing with the little ones. I  don’t know how long I  can do what I ’m doing now. ’

Mainstream teachers also reported different sources o f stress with regard to the levels and 

ages o f students whom they taught. Teachers o f  younger pupils seemed to face problems 

caused by pupils’ lack o f adaptation to the school environment and its demands (N=5), 

while teachers o f senior pupils faced problems typical o f  dealing with teenagers (N=8).
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Achilles, a 40-year-old male teacher o f seven-year-olds in an urban school with 11 years of

teaching experience, described the adaptation problems o f one o f his students in his diary.

A female student wanted to go to the toilet but couldn’t without an adult’s escort, as she 
has not been used to this particular type o f  toilets in schools. I  took her to the teachers ’ 
toilet and waited outside. I  talked her and encouraged her to be helped by one o f  her 
classmates i f  she \\>anted or ask a female teacher to escort her during the breaks until she 
was familiarised with using the school toilets. I  also talked to her mother. I  was relieved 
when she managed.

Calypso, an EFL teacher, on the other hand, logged problems faced with working with 

teenage students in her diary;

Both fifth  and sixth grade students often come to class not having done their homework. 
They've reached the age o f  puberty and want to show that they don't give a damn fo r  
getting lower marks. They often challenge their limits and my own. In the fifth  grade I  gave 
writing punishment to the troublemakers and kept them in the classroom during the break, 
supervising them in order to do it ... The sixth class o f  my own school kicked up (the same 
as last year) intense behavioural problems, insolence and impudence being the most 
typical. I  did not try> to do anything in particular. The fuss simply w^ent on and I  completed 
the lesson working M’ith the students who participated, despite the too high noise levels. 
Even the quietest o f  the students seemed to be amused by this pandemonium. I  fe lt 
desperate. I  told them to close their books or read the lesson they had fo r  the next hour: 
Mathematics! It was quiet fo r  the next fifteen minutes. I  talked to the principal; she told me 
that she was aware o f  the situation and that we would contact some o f  the parents ... In my 
other sixth grade the situation was more or less the same. They were busy sending 
messages, some o f  them are in love (!), and they can't M’ait fo r  the break. Some o f  them go 
on chatting as i f  there were no teacher in the classroom. I  am trying to go on with the 
lesson with those who are interested and more reliable. I'm  also asking those causing 
noise questions in order to get them back to order. It doesn ’t M>ork with all o f  them. When 
things get worse, I  threaten to send them to the next classroom where the headmaster is 
teaching.

7.9.2 SOURCES OF STRESS AND SCHOOL PROFILE

There were no significant differences in the levels o f stress, but there were differences 

associated with the sources o f stress and the specific characteristics of schools, especially a 

school's location or status. Teachers, regardless o f the social composition o f the areas 

where they worked, referred to the things they thought rendered schools as 

"disadvantaged". These reasons were described previously and many were common across 

urban and rural school teachers. But teachers who taught in rural schools referred to fewer 

opportunities for students due to distance from cities, as well as different mentalities and 

values held by people in these areas, while teachers in urban schools referred to less 

contact with nature and limited opportunity for a better quality o f  life, due to lack o f space
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and urbanisation so each situation brought its unique problems. Proteus said of his 

experience of teaching a multi-grade class in a rural area:

The role o f school in a rural society is very significant in addition to the role o f the family. 
Apart from transmitting knowledge, developing students’ personalities, improving their 
socialisation, teaching them how to learn, how to work as a team is o f great importance. 
Children’s knowledge especially in the specific location is mainly school based, as family 
and local facilities are limited. Therefore the traditional role o f the teacher should change 
... Double effort is required in a small school, where teachers work in complete isolation; 
work extra hours; try to overcome problems alone; achieve their teaching objectives with 
limited or no access to resources, which big city schools have got. Funding is insufficient; 
two years ago three PCs were bought with funding from the cultural and parents’ 
associations. A small school can only rely on its teacher(s). There’s no provision for 2/3- 
teacher schools for games, physical education, art and ICT. They probably think o f it as 
unnecessary luxury ...I never know to what extent what I  have planned at the beginning o f the 
school year is going to be achieved with all problems I  am going to face 'en route'.

Various teachers also reported children whose parents overworked and struggled to 

survive, who were unsupervised, unsupported or neglected in their studying and those who 

were of foreign origin, with parents who had poor or no Greek, as being the most 

educationally unprivileged. Additionally, children whose parents were not concerned about 

their education, for reasons such as their own low educational levels, low socio-economic 

status, unpreparedness for the parental role, poor family relationships (for example: 

divorced parents, parents who are on bad terms or are single parents), being socially 

deprived or marginalised, lacking appropriate homes or having no homes at all, caused 

high stress levels for teachers (N=7). Daphne, a teacher of nine-year-olds in an urban 

school, with 12 years of service wrote in her diary:

A lot o f absences o f C ... I  called her mother, informed her about her daughter’s frequent 
absences and her late arrival to school. She answered that the child does not want to go to 
school and she allows her to decide herself.

On another occasion she wrote:

C ’s mother came to school and told me that she faces discipline problems at home as M>ell 
as family and financial problems. She said she cannot master the child. She has three 
children and is pregnant with a fourth, outside marriage. She claims that this situation 
does not affect C. However she believes that she must help her with the children. I  
promised her that 1 w’ould talk to the child, but suggested that she should allow the child 
time to be a child.

7.9.3 SOURCES OF STRESS AND WORKLOAD

The mean number of hours weekly taught by teachers interviewed was 23. The mean time 

teachers had to spend at school per week on other, non-teaching, activities was around four
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hours. Covering for absent colleagues was reported as a source o f stress by a small number 

of teachers (N=3). On such occasions, most schools arrange to accommodate a small 

number o f the absent teacher’s pupils in classes o f pupils at the same or a similar age level. 

The mean time spent on preparation, correction, marking homew^ork and tests at home per 

week was approximately eight hours. However, on certain occasions (such as when 

preparing school shows at Christmas, organising or supervising events, games, excursions, 

visits or trips, or participating in school championships or competitions) when significant 

extra work, both at school and at home, was required considerable stress was reported. 

The fact that Greek primary schools are not supported by administrative staff creates extra 

work for teachers who have to undertake administrative duties. Some indicated that this 

was a major source o f stress (N=8).

Adonis, a 40-year-old male, PE teacher, with eight years o f teaching experience, who 

taught in two urban schools said o f his extra workload:

/  spend about five to six hours a M>eek at home on work-related activities such as 
preparation, planning and organising my lessons fo r  the following day, one hour per day 
on average. I  sometimes teach tM’o classes at a time; it happened four times last month and 
M>as due to a special subject teacher's absence. Apart from teaching two classes when a 
colleagiie is absent, when a colleague tells you: ‘I ’ve got some work in the staff room; I ’ll 
let them play in the yard’, you have your own class and another 20 unattended students 
asking you to give them a ball to play and o f course you have to keep an eye on them. Due 
to the nature o f PE I  have to organise games and train the students for school 
championships towards the end o f the school year, therefore I have to stay longer hours 
then. Twice a year I also need to organise the parades for the national holidays with 
colleagues ’ assistance. I ’d say it is about five-eight extra hours/week. I  don’t think parades 
are necessary; they are useful only for parents who M’an t to see their children marching; 
especially those participating for the first time. That’s all. I  think that a historic event can 
be commemorated in a different, more meaningful way.

7.10 ASPECTS OF JOB SATISFACTION AND DISSATISFACTION AMONG TEACHERS

The interviewees were asked about their levels o f satisfaction or dissatisfaction in several 

aspects o f their work and stresses these might cause. The results are presented in Table 7.8. 

The surveyed teachers generally considered education a good career. Good relations with 

their fellow teachers, satisfactory industrial relations at school level and supportive 

relations with school principals all contributed to generally positive working environments. 

Another source o f job satisfaction was the recognition these teachers got for good work 

from students, parents and colleagues. Thus, much job satisfaction stemmed from the
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relationships the teachers experienced within their schools, as well as recognition o f their 

work by society at micro or community levels.

TABLE 7.8_______________
Causes o f job satisfaction

1 Career choice
2 Collegial relationships

3 School climate
4 Industrial relations
5 School management
6 Recognition for good work
7 Teachers’ education
8 Working hours

9 Job security

10 Work autonomy including amount o f
responsibility given/attention paid to
suggestions/ability to choose own method o f
teaching/opportunity to use own abilities in
the classroom

Causes o f job dissatisfaction____________
Support by school advisor/superiors/state 
Resources (facilities/materials/human )/student- 
teacher ratio
Professional development/in-service training 
Career development prospects 
Teachers’ education 
Salary
Teacher’s role in society/mass media
School discipline policies/lack o f  consensus
among staff
Inadequate knowledge about reform before its 
implementation/no follow  up support 
Limited work autonomy and constraints 
stemming from curriculum overload and 
inflexibility/text book inappropriateness/time 
management/
not taking part in decision making

Things were noticeably different, however, when it came to recognition o f teachers by 

society. Teachers in Greece have often felt that they were not appreciated as much as they 

should be and teachers worldwide, frequently state that the way they are portrayed by the 

mass media is remarkably negative (Ginsberg, 1986; Baker, 1994; Cunnigham, 1992; 

Swetnam, 1992; Baker, 1994; Judge, 1995; Warrburton & Saunders, 1996; Doka & 

Brouzos, 2007). Calypso, an EFL teacher, said o f  her career choice:

My choice to enter teaching was based on good old times' criteria. It was a myth then, 
which was all in my mind. Times change, conditions change, children are different 
nowadays. Well, I ’d  take another job  i f  I  could. But I  can see that people o f  my age - in 
their fifties - can't be hired easily. Another reason is increasing unemployment. But I'd  like 
to try other things. But fo r  discipline problems, I  really like working in a school. The most 
widespread view about teachers is that we, (teachers), have the longest holidays and get 
paid more fo r  working less, compared to other employees. People consider our job  very 
privileged; especially fo r  a woman, a teacher's job  is considered a great asset because she 
can enjoy more time at home wnth her family. But I  think the majority appreciate good 
teaching, while the mass media have got a low opinion o f us.

Helle, a mainstream teacher on an island, said:

My relationship with students and parents is excellent. Love and appreciation is mutual 
and parents are satisfied with my work; but I  am not sure . . .  /  expected to gain less respect 
and appreciation; that parents would not trust me because I ’m too young and 
inexperienced. On the contrary, parents are happy and this is very rewarding. I  sometimes 
fee l that I  have not offered that much and am impressed by how positive parents are 
towards me. I  mean I  often fee l that I  have not been as productive as I  am attributed by
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parents. Parents ’ appreciation can work in two ways; as a reward, to motivate and help 
you perform  better or to demotivate you i f  it doesn ’t exist. This may be due to the fa c t that 
people in small societies know each other w’ell and are related to each other in a closer 
way than in big cities.

With regard recognition o f the teachers’ role by the society, she added:

I  think society is not informed about what is going on in schools, th a t’s M>hy teachers  ’ work 
is not appreciated. People think that somebody becomes a teacher i f  they have no 
alternatives. Young people have no idea and d o n ’t accept teachers as having authority, 
while older people have an idea o f  school as it was in their own times. Only parents whose 
children go to school know. Am ong those, some may have a negative attitude because 
some teachers may not meet their standards. Teachers ’ role is substandard compared to 
what it was in the past and even though teachers used to be less knowledgeable and less 
pedagogically oriented, they were more acceptable, respectful and were considered people  
o f  authority. It is also remarkable that while children were unden’alued in the past, 
noM’adays they are overvalued. A t the same time teachers are imderestimated. In the past 
when parents were asked to come to school because o f  a referral, they would admonish 
their children. Nowadays the teacher is admonished by parents who think their children 
have been wronged i.e., about marks. There’s a complete about turn in societal values. 
(See cartoon in appendix 8)

The attention paid to suggestions teachers make and the degrees o f responsibihty they

were given made them feel that they make significant contributions towards the

organisation o f their schools. The ability to choose their working methods and to have

enough authority to do the best work also contributed to the feeling o f being sufficiently

autonomous. More than half the teachers felt confident about making a significant

contribution towards the organisation of their schools, but despite feeling sufficiently

autonomous with regard to certain aspect of their jobs, they also felt that their autonomy

was constrained by the national curriculum, inflexible timetables and inappropriate

textbooks. Time constraints seemed to be an inevitable outcome o f curricular overload. It

is noteworthy that the vast majority o f the participants stated that the curriculum's

requirements were too demanding and beyond the average pupil’s needs and abilities,

regardless o f the school types or areas in which they worked. Mentor, an experienced male

teacher o f 12 year-olds, with 25 years o f service in an inner city school, wrote in his diary:

/  couldn ’t complete the lesson o f  language within the teaching unit. I  used some time from  
the next subject. It should be noted that this stressful situation happens every day with the 
subjects o f  Language, Mathematics and History and this is common practice among most 
o f  my colleagues, as fa r  as I  know from  our discussions during the break.

Proteus, on the other hand, who taught in a rural area said:
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Children’s knowledge is framed by their social and cultural background given that the 
children here are confined to the narrow limits o f their locality. Their families cannot 
enhance their knowledge, so it is only school that provides them opportunities to view 
things differently. In this remote area where contact with a different context, this o f large 
cities, even nearby towns, ranges from restricted to non existent. This particular context 
should be taken into account; a small village with a population o f farmers, where an 
idiolect is typical and the vocabulary is rather poor. The students cannot understand the 
language in the books and have huge deficiencies at vocabulary level. We have to explain 
everything word by word. Apart from the problem with the language, time is not adequate 
fo r  the huge amount o f the material, on top o f having to teach three different levels and 
ages. Small schools and teachers teaching in them are totally isolated and often 
unprepared, being mostly novice teachers. They try to overcome problems alone; achieve 
their teaching goals by working extra time, without being provided even basic things. I  can 
only contribute as much as I  can in my own school, but my ability to influence things is 
slim.

Inadequate knowledge, lack o f support after the implementation o f change, lack o f 

participation in decision making and not being asked for feedback about the effectiveness 

o f textbooks, teaching materials and curricula were often thought o f as factors curtailing 

teachers’ autonomy. Lack o f opportunity to use one’s abilities in the classroom and do 

one’s best for the pupils were also considered causes o f de-motivation and evidence o f a 

culture o f restricted autonomy.

The importance o f good management o f schools emerged strongly. Shared responsibility 

and participation in decision-making, combined with good relationships among staff 

members, were important factors in job satisfaction. But authoritarian, unsupportive school 

management or lack o f skills, experience and caring on the part o f school principals were 

highlighted as damaging to school organisation, climate and ethos. Helle gave this account 

o f collegial relationships and management in her school.

My overall relationship with colleagues is not bad; neither cordial nor difficidt; it is 
acceptable, though not perfect. Our school principal lacks experience and is rather 
‘invisible ’. He has substituted the previous, who was retired. He is young and doesn’t 
seem to care, probably because the post is only temporary. He will always respond i f  I  ask 
something from him and will not create any problems. He is stressed however, by not 
having control over the school due to its big size, the very large number o f  students and his 
inexperience. The situation in the school is chaotic i.e., when it rains ... and it often rains 
in C ... it is very problematic; all students have to be inside the school buildings during the 
break; we are all on alert for accidents. The environment is extremely noisy and one gets 
more stressed when one has to work in a highly noisy environment, than a peaceful one. It 
has a negative impact on people.

However, the surveyed teachers stated they were happy with their own levels o f  education 

but what they were not satisfied with, was the fact that, despite their initial training having
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included excellent theoretical education, it lacked a practical component related to

teaching practice. Teachers stated that their education did not prepare them for situations

they would face in real class environments. Coping with daily situations they encountered

was not within their training and was sometimes even beyond their abilities. An additional

cause of serious stress was that they had no one to turn to when they needed help and

support in coping with challenging situations. Demeter, a 23-year-old teacher o f  11-year-

olds in an urban school, with one year of teaching experience said o f her education:

I  am very satisfied with my education. It was adequate, but has not prepared me fo r  what I  
would face at work. Practice and classroom management was missing. We could have 
been taught through attending a lot o f  sample classes during training, taught by 
practitioners, not by lecturers, who may not have taught fo r  20 years at primaiy level, i f  
they have at all.

Semeli, an EFL teacher, made much the same point.

My education in relation to what I  am finally asked to do at work is inadequate. I  think we 
have learnt a lot about theory, but nothing about practical issues; practice M>as missing. 
First, 1 was never taught pedagogy and psychology throughout my four-year course 
studies. The lessons we took were formal and related to lesson planning. We were taught 
things such as setting the students to do some exercises fo r  example, or teaching a text, 
M’hich M’as not adequate training fo r  going into the classroom and knowing what to do. I  
mean I  think it is unacceptable fo r  a higher education school training teachers not to ask 
its students to go into a classroom to see what things are like before starting their career. 
We neither practised teaching nor attended any experimental teaching. I think that there is 
a very serious gap in EFL teachers ’ education. I  believed that by completing my studies 
everything was fine, I  was ready to go into the classroom. When I  started teaching I  
realised that I  was not prepared at all. I  was asked to teach without knowing basic things 
that I  should have known through my studies. Our school fo r  training EFL language 
teachers was supposed to have taught us pedagogy and psychology as part o f  our training, 
which it fa iled  to do.

The majority o f the participants were happy with their levels o f job security and their 

working hours, despite stating that they felt dissatisfied, worried and even threatened by 

the changes in education taking place in 2010-2011. Rates o f pay caused dissatisfaction, 

however, with few o f the interviewees stating they were satisfied with their salaries. They 

also often stated that their incomes would not be satisfactory unless their partners 

contributed to the family economy, with partners often having better salaries. In addition, 

teachers considered their pay unsatisfactory compared to the salaries o f other professional 

groups with similar quaHfications. Dido, a PE teacher, compared her working conditions to 

those o f other people.
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I ’m jealous o f  the PE teachers who work at secondary level. They work 21 hours a week 
and go down to 16 hours/week after a few  years o f  teaching, while I  will only be able to 
finalise with 21 hours/week after 20 years in-service because I  teach at primary level. I  
think that working longer hours at the two educational levels is not fa ir  as we do the exact 
same job and have the exact same qualifications. This is reflected on my salary, too. I  
work longer fo r  the same pay rate. Teachers have lower salaries compared to other 
employees working fo r  the state, who have the same qualifications, too. 1 was talking to a 
young woman I  met at a birthday party the other day, who told me that she works fo r  a 
pension association and is paid 100 euro more fo r  a bureaucratic type o f  job, with less 
qualifications and less work experience than me. It doesn Y make a difference that I  am 
qualified or deal with people; I  am paid  less. Is there any justification fo r  such a policy on 
salaries? It is not fair. Additionally my salary was cut recently by a further 100 
euro/month.

One o f the most important causes o f dissatisfaction for teachers was the lack o f support 

from superiors and the state, as well as lack o f or inadequacy in resources, professional 

development and in-service training, promotion prospects and professional growth. 

Teachers believed that poor or non-existent professional development, coupled with poor 

resources, (specifically, insufficient specialised staff, facilities such as libraries, sports 

facilities, theatres, computer and language labs, audio-visual equipment, music rooms and 

musical instruments and insufficient materials in general), are serious obstacles in 

achieving one’s teaching aims. Student-teacher ratios, SEN students in mainstream classes, 

students with learning and emotional/behavioural difficulties, (who take a long time to be 

diagnosed and get help and students o f foreign origin, who need language support and 

cannot be helped in the existing framework) were all indirectly, but clearly, related to 

teachers’ stress. Apollon, a 42 year-old teacher o f music, who taught in three schools in an 

urban setting, stated that:

At the beginning o f  my teaching career I  made a lot o f  mistakes in relation to my 
relationship with students which I  have regretted. I  had to fin d  out what was wrong and 
bridge the gap in my knowledge through self-education. Managing this relationship, 
gaining students’ cooperation and minimum commitment to the subject is the ultimate 
reward. Including all students is another huge concern. I  keep updating my knowledge as 
fie ld  data keep developing. Professional training should be regular and be provided at 
least every four years at a time that woiddn’t affect the school operation and teachers 
should be free o f  teaching duties in order to attend. It is the sta te’s responsibility to 
upgrade curricula and teachers’ status. I ’d  prefer training to be in the form  o f  workshops 
rather than seminars; the existing model is not satisfactory, if there is any at all.

Poor or no school policies on discipline issues, lack o f consensus on educational matters 

among the staff, poor liaison with parents and pressures from superiors seemed to be 

additional sources o f dissatisfaction and stress for a large number o f the teachers, despite
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their overall satisfaction with their teaching careers. These results suggest that Greek 

teachers get more satisfaction from relationships within their schools, especially their 

pupils, their colleagues, school principals and parents, than from organisational structures.

7.11 T E A C H ER S’ SU G G ESTIO N S FOR EDUCATIO NA L PO LICIES

To investigate primary school teachers’ sources o f stress and causes o f professional 

dissatisfaction participants were asked to suggest what reforms they would like to see 

being implemented to improve teaching, the learning o f their students, their working 

conditions and the well-being of ail involved in Greek education. The main suggestions 

reported are presented in Table 7.9.

TABLE 7.9
Suggestions for policy making
A. Curricular improvement
1 material matching the students’ needs and abihties
2 reduction o f material/better designed syllabuses for the time available
3 piloting books/information/training before implementation o f  change
B. Organisational improvement
4 support provision by

a school psychologists’ support for emotional/behavioural problems o f  students 
b specialists for learning difficulties/special needs early identification 
c extra teaching for students with learning difficulties/extra language support for 

students o f  foreign origin
5 better teacher-student ratio
6 availability o f  more resources/facilities/materials/staff/fijnding
7 school management by better qualified school principals
8 whole school discipline policies /strengthening relationships with parents/local society
9 family counselling provision by psychologists/social workers
C. Teachers' improvement
10 better initial training/systematic, well planned and purposeful in-service professional 

development
11 building teachers’ support networks/strengthening o f collegial relationships
12 upgrading teachers’ and school role
] 3 extra support provision for newly appointed teachers

Participants were asked for their views on the curriculum and textbooks introduced for all 

subjects in 2006 (except English as a foreign language for which books were introduced in 

2009). They recommended reforms o f the curriculum, schools and teachers' conditions 

which they thought would have positive impacts on their everyday practice, if 

implemented. The majority o f them expressed their dissatisfaction with both books and 

curricula, stating that they are either too demanding or inappropriate for the students’

needs and abilities, or had insufficient time available to teach them. They felt this led to

students lacking motivation and having poor learning outcomes, teachers becoming
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disillusioned and societal dissatisfaction at the standards o f  education provided. More than

half the interviewees (N=15) stated that the curriculum was beyond students’ abilities,

while half (N=13) thought that the material they have to cover was excessive in the time

available. Poseidon, a 34-year-old teacher o f 12 year-olds in a suburban school put it thus:

Different philosophies or contradictory methodologies in the books render teaching highly 
problematic and cause confusion to the students. There is little connection between 
curriculum demands and their needs and cognitive abilities at this age. The extent o f  
imderstanding o f  the material by my students ranges from  little to none, as the subject 
matter is more difficult compared to what they had been taught at the previous level. Even 
the terminology used in the books is too unfamiliar and hard fo r  them to understand. So 
additionally, teachers had to bridge the huge gap between the students’ previous 
knowledge and the new demands made on them, as the specific books are addressed to 
ideal classes. Having always to adapt the material to the average class’s potential has 
implications fo r  extra workload fo r  the teacher, M̂ hile it is time consuming. The books o f  
mathematics, i.e., are considered too difficult by the teachers o f  all levels in my school. 
Writers at each level obviously did not consult each other, about the content o f  the books, 
resulting in either overlapping or gaps in the material. Piloting the new hooks and 
training o f  the teachers should have happened prior to generalising teaching them. 
Guidance provided was fragmentary and unrealistic, taking no account o f  the school 
reality, while trainers had not been trained to provide information on anything hut lesson 
plans in an ideal context, in lab conditions, with no time constraints. The Mriters’ 
expectations o f  students are too high causing them great difficulties. Mathematics and 
language are addressed to high achievers, not the average student. I f  the material is too 
difficult fo r  the average student, it becomes obvious what this means fo r  those beloM> 
average. Well, the new books look more attractive but the material is impossible to teach 
in the time available and is unsuitable fo r  the specific student population as demands are 
higher than their potential. The books o f  science fo r  fifth  and sixth grades are more 
popular among students due their interactive, appealing and allowing fo r  student 
participation quality and having the right methodology (learning by doing). This is 
directly reflected in their performance. The material is no less, but is standardised, each 
unit can be completed in one teaching unit and there is sufficient time to do extra things, 
too. This is desirable fo r  all subjects, implies less homework fo r  students and sets more 
realistic and achievable goals.

Lack of adequate information and training before they taught from the books were among 

the issues raised by more than a third o f the teachers interviewed (N=10). They also 

thought that piloting the books and training teachers before implementation o f changes, or 

asking for teachers’ evaluations o f new books, would inform authors and help in 

improving curricula and teaching materials. Niove, a 45-year-old teacher o f eight-year- 

olds in a suburban school claimed:

Teachers were completely uninformed and unfamiliar with the new books before starting 
teaching them. Supposedly ‘training seminars’ organised by advisers were completely 
superficial and did not involve things such as guidance on methodology o f  teaching the 
new books; projects; the interdisciplinary approach to teaching. The material in
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mathematics is excessive and the books o f  all grades are generally thought o f  as 
unacceptable by most colleagues. Teachers were not asked fo r  feedback in order to 
improve the books. Experience o f  teaching the book o f  second grade mathematics is 
contradictory: it is unexpectedly liked by students despite being highly problematic. This 
may be due to variety o f  topics, that w on’t allow students to be bored, but its material is 
fragmentary with too many new topics introduced in the same lesson, making 
consolidation impossible. Various new concepts and complex grammatical phenomena are 
introduced in the same language lesson and irrelevant conjugating o f  verbs and nouns 
mechanically overburdens the students. The material is too demanding, expectations on 
students are beyond their abilities and curricula do not match their needs, M’hile subjects 
such as art are often cancelled in order to give extra time fo r  mathematics and language. 
I f  there were no special teachers fo r  music and PE, I ’d  probably ‘stea l’ time from  them, 
too, in order to complete the material. Generally speaking, there’s a huge gap between 
what students had been taught previously and the new material. Teachers experienced a 
shock as they had to bridge the gap between previous knowledge and present demands in 
too short a time, this generating huge pressure on them.

EFL teachers’ views about their levels o f satisfaction with books for English were 

unanimous. As one typical response put it:

Listening activities are not adequate, cannot be clearly heard, there are a lot o f  mistakes, 
and CDs give no instructions about which activity corresponds to which track. (Athena, 42 
years old, 22 years o f service, teaching in an urban, disadvantaged setting).

Another made much the same points:

/  am not happy with the students ’ level o f  understanding the material compared to their 
previous knowledge. I f  I  take into consideration curriculum demands on one hand and my 
students’ abilities on the other, I ’d  say with certainty that the former exceed students’ 
abilities. The language level o f  students is low in the particular school context I  teach. It is 
impossible to teach that amount o f  material within the time available. I f  I  could change 
something. I ’d  reduce the material. It is not necessary to teach so many texts, so many 
exercises in the workbook, which in my opinion, are unrelated to what we do in the 
students ’ books. When I  complete each unit, we do grammar and vocabulary exercises 
from  the workbook selectively, according to what is within my students ’ abilities and needs 
(Semeli).

A third confirmed these views:

There was a seminar on the new books. I  really liked the whole philosophy on which they 
have been designed. But in practice, I  fin d  difficulty in running the lesson. I  think they're 
too difficult especially the ones fo r  the fifth  and sixth grades. The pupils have to plunge 
into almost authentic texts, adapted somehow to their age, but still fu ll o f  new vocabulary 
which hinders their understanding. They fe e l very confused when they've got to face too 
many unknown w’ords at the same time; they get panicked, i f  there are more than four or 
five  unknown w’ords in text. The new books contain some nice, interesting things that 
attract the students ’ attention, which is very positive; but the vocabulary is too demanding 
and the time available does not allow/ fo r  practice. The illustrations are unattractive; the 
layout o f  the pages looks crammed, repellent and often confusing fo r  the children’s eyes.
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I'd prefer the books to be more student-friendly, providing more space between exercises 
to complete the answers. There's too much to be taught and time is insufficient. I  feel I  
need double time for what is suggested in the teachers' book, such as introducing new 
vocabulary and structures and revise. Writers, as usual, take for granted that pupils have 
learnt this or that. But they actually haven't Suggestions in the teachers' book such as 
‘discuss ’ cannot be followed as the majority o f the students haven't got the vocabulary 
needed to do so (Calypso).

The need for support of a kind that would allow teachers to improve their working 

conditions emerged as a matter of supporting both them and their students. When they 

were asked to specify the kinds o f support they needed in order to be able to do their best 

for their students, the majority o f the teachers (N=19) thought that school psychologists 

were required, not only for teachers to consult, whenever serious problems arose, but also 

for the benefit of students and parents. Social workers were also identified as people who 

would be able to provide help to students’ families, as it is often these problems that cause 

late arrivals at school, absenteeism, inattentiveness, lack of motivation for learning, 

misbehaviour, aggression and poor school performance. And there was agreement that 

there ought to be more of these attached to schools (N=6). Family counselling by 

psychologists or social workers, coupled with strengthening partnerships with parents 

(N=8) and local society (N=3), were regarded as equally important. Ismene, a female, 36 

year-old teacher of 12 year-olds, with 17 years of teaching experience, who taught in an 

urban school, wrote in her diary:

/  am really concerned about a student’s behaviour, which is provocative and 
unacceptable. I  try to ‘switch o f f  after school in order to avoid running wild. The student 
has shown self-harm tendencies, too. He tried to hang himself with the curtain rope. I  saw 
the mark on his neck and was shocked! I  notified the principal and we decided to ask the 
parents to come to school. They didn’t seem to realise how serious the incident was. We 
recommended they should see somebody at the social services o f the municipality.

Electra, a female, 39 year-old teacher of 10-year-olds in a disadvantaged urban area with

eight years of service logged in her diary two incidents of feeling helpless, incapable and

unsupported. The first refers to an incident caused by a student's bereavement.

/  was informed about the death o f one o f my pupils 'father. The pupil was absent o f course, 
but I  had to talk to the rest o f the class about the incident, trying not to upset them. I  told 
them that when their classmate comes back they should be kind and allow him to talk 
whenever he fe lt like that ... When G. returned I  was worried because he tried to look 
happier, smile more often than he used to do before it all happened and generally behave 
as nothing had happened. I  talked to him a little before class started in the morning. I  
didn’t want to push him. I just tried to make him understand that I  would be around in 
case he fe lt like talking to me ... Finally: G. complained for a terrible headache. I  talked to 
him during the break. It was the first time he manifested his feelings and cried. I  tried to
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explain to him that the role o f  the fam ily protector he wished to play was too heavy a 
burden fo r  a boy o f  his age (he is the eldest among three children). I  suggested it might be 
a better idea that would help both him and his family, i f  he didn ’t try to hide his feelings.

The second involved the lack o f  extra language support for a student o f  foreign origin.

A new pupil who comes from  Uh'aine and does not speak a word o f  Greek was enrolled in 
my class. I  tried to communicate with him with gestures and body language and make him 
fee l as comfortable as possible. I  encouraged the class to create a friendly and positive 
climate and include him in their games during the breaks. There is no extra language 
support in our school because the number o f  students, who need it, is smaller than the 
required in order to provide fo r  that. I  remain at school one extra hour every day in order 
to help the student He w on’t be able to attend, i f  I  don’t.

It was a common view that identification o f  students’ learning difficulties the earliest 

possible and support for those who need it, as well as extra language support for students 

o f  foreign origin, who have little or no Greek and consequently cannot attend school at the 

level to which they "belong", would be good for pupils and so good for teachers (N=6). 

More than half the teachers (N=16) also thought that a better teacher-student ratio was 

essential in achieving better teaching and learning outcomes, while availability and 

adequacy o f  resources, facilities, materials, staff and funding were also often considered 

vital for better teaching and learning (N=14). The importance o f  good school management 

by better qualified school principals was mentioned by some teachers surveyed (N=6), 

while whole school discipline policies were thought necessary by one in five teachers 

(N=5). Niove described what she perceived as the problematic management o f  the school 

where she worked.

Our school principal gets anxious when it comes to the leaves o f  absence. We dare not ask 
fo r  a day’s leave to have medical tests or see a doctor. His behaviour always changes; he 
sulks; and this is an additional stress factor. I  think that all teachers in the school are 
responsible and wouldn’t be absent fo r  no good reason. They often come to work no 
matter how sick they may be; with temperature; no voice; dripping noses and bad colds 
trying to get through the day in order not to disrupt school running or burden the 
colleagues. He gets panicky whenever somebody happens to be sick on Monday or Friday. 
There is some stiffness and inflexibility there, not to refer to personal leave, which is out o f  
the question. Not only does he stick to rules and regulations, but is always moody and has 
mood swings, too; everything is subject to his changeable mood. He has neither the 
qualifications nor the skills to manage a school.

They reported that they would like better initial training as well as systematic, well- 

planned, high quality and purposeful continuing professional development (N=22). 

Moreover, some (N=5) highlighted the importance o f  extra support and mentoring for 

newly appointed teachers who lack teaching experience and may lack self-confidence, a
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fact that could cause them additional stress. Building teachers’ support networks, 

strengthening collegial relationships and improving both teachers’ and schools’ social 

standing were considered o f paramount importance for more than a third o f the participants 

(N=9). Semeli, an EFL teacher, identified problematic areas and suggested things that 

should be done in order to improve the quality o f foreign language teaching schools 

provide.

Apart from  reducing the material and correcting errors in the books, enhanced resources 
and facilities to support the books are required in order to keep students motivated, such 
as language labs fo r  EFL teaching. Generous funding and supportive school policies fo r  
immediate tackling o f  problems would help towards stress prevention. A suitably qualified 
person who would have experience in schools matters and their management; be based in 
school or locally; be immediately accessible to provide confidential advice; know the 
people and the context fo r  direct intervention, would be ideal. Consistent and quality in- 
service training that would bridge the gaps in teachers ’ education such as teaching young 
ages or classroom management; enhance teachers ’ knowledge; support, guide and guide 
novice teachers, as well as an adviser who would fu lfil the role in real are absolutely 
necessary. Prevention and coping stress techniques can be taught while constant top- 
bottom-top feedback would enable teachers to cope with a rapidly changing social context.
A smaller student-teacher ratio in EFL classes and the certification o f  language 
competency through state schools w’ould upgrade both EFL teaching and the teacher's 
role. Education should be a public good as it is provided by the tax payers’ money. It 
would save families money and time, which they now invest in language learning in 
private language schools rather than this happening in state schools. Most importantly, 
children shouldn ’t be overburdened and robbed o f  their childhood by attending so many 
extra classes from  early afternoon to late at night. Everything should be completed within 
school, so that families wouldn’t have to spend enormously on private classes that 
aggravates their budget; would allow for time to spend together and would mean less 
intensification in their children’s studies.

Although specific to EFL in some respects, these comments generally sum up the points 

made by many of the teachers.

7.12 MANIFESTATIONS OF STRESS IN TEACHING

Stress is related to the experience of unpleasant or negative feelings and is, therefore, 

manifested through physiological, psychological and behavioural symptoms, which are 

presented in Table 7.10.

i
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TABLE 7.10 
Manifestations o f Stress
A .  P h y s io lo g ic a l
a feeling tired/weary/exhausted at the end o f a w orking day 
b depleting one’s resources (voice, energy)
c acute stom ach ache/feeling a knot in one’s stomach 
d experiencing mental fatigue
e experiencing frequent headaches
f  experiencing pain in one’s neck/1 egs/arms
g experiencing increased blood pressure/palpitations/high pulse 
h getting pim ples on one’s face
B. P sy ch o lo g ica l
a experiencing feelings o f guilt/rem orse/regretting previous behaviours

feelings o f  helplessness/powerlessness/worthlessness/fiitility/incom petence/reduced personal 
b accom plishm ent/em otional exhaustion/lack o f  se lf  confidence/low  self esteem /isoiation/alienation 
c feeling that contact with people becomes painfijl
d experiencing feelings o f  disillusion when one’s expectations fail
e keeping one’s feelings inside/suppressing one’s feelings o f  anger/frustration/stress
f  feeling tight/tense inside
g feeling psychologically drained/em pty inside/worn out from teaching 
h feeling petrified and incredibly sad
i feeling a pain in the chest all the time
j not feeling stimulated by one’s job
k feeling that teaching is turning me to an impatient person
1 feeling frustrated by w orking closely with children
m feeling having lost ability to feel em pathy with people
C . B e h av io u ra l
a finding it hard to relax/unwind
b often turning impatient/losing tem per/abrupt/frustrated/irritated/upset/touchy/m oody 

c shouting/yelling
d experiencing sleep disorders
e failing to use pedagogic m ethods to m anage one’s classes
f  being constantly alert/on the edge/mentally alert/not being able to  keep cool
g feeling less flexible/tolerant/open
h feeling there is too much to m anage at work
i getting panicky
j excess eating/com fort eating/carvings for food
k being im patient with one’s own family having depleted one’s resources at work
1 feeling unable to recharge unless w ithout a rest/absolutely disconnecting from the environm ent

Somatic symptoms, ranging from experiencing fatigue to physical pain and a sense o f  

having depleted one’s emotional resources were frequently reported by the interviewees. 

Psychological symptoms involve emotional and mental fatigue, exhaustion or isolation and 

ahenation with regard to personal accomplishment and relationships at work. These 

feelings can have a domino effect, causing behaviours about which teachers then feel 

guilty. Regretting working closely with children and the disturbance this work can cause to 

relationships is very frequent among teachers. Teachers regret not being able to control 

their feelings o f  frustration, losing their tempers when pushed to the edge by students’
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behaviour, or when they speak abruptly, shout or yell and when they are impatient, touchy 

or moody towards their students.

Andromache, a 33 year-old teacher in an all-day school, with 13 years of work experience 

said o f her personal experience o f stress;

The level o f  stress is related to various factors and is m anifested in several ways. I ’m 
constantly alert, on the edge, tense and irritable. I  have reached a point that 1 want no 
surprises at work, want nobody to throw me o f f  and am even moody at times. I  am not as 
flexible and calm as I  used to be. Well, I  am polite, but comparing it to previous years, but 
am not that open towards children anymore. I  have started being afraid o f  feeling  
emotionally relaxed with my students and often regret behaviours towards them. I  have 
reached a deadlock, I  realise that I ’d  be able to do better, but at least I  know that I  do my 
best, given the circumstances. I ’d  like to fe e l  more relaxed at school. I  can take decisions, 
but many times I ’m not so sure they are the right decisions. There’s always an inner 
conflict afterwards. One o f  the reasons I ’m thinking o f  changing career is that when I  
return home from  school I  d o n ’t wish to have any kind o f  contact; be talked to; touched; 
hear a sound or anything fo r  at least an hour.

When teachers are constantly alert and feel on edge because pedagogic methods fail and 

because they cannot manage their classes they may have feelings o f  worthlessness, 

helplessness, fiitility and incompetence even panic attacks. Feeling less flexible, less 

tolerant, more disillusioned and having a sense o f failing to fiilfil the pedagogic role were 

often reported as causes o f huge stress and harm to the teachers’ self-esteem. Nevertheless, 

when it came to emotional manifestations o f  stress that could be potential precursors of 

burnout, the vast majority o f the teachers reported little or no evidence o f feeling "strung 

out" inside or having lost sympathy for other people. In a typical account Helle described 

experience o f stress as follows.

I  get stressed quite often; it is when no pedagogical method I  know o f is effective; when the noise is 
getting louder and louder ... i f  I  speak in a low voice nobody is going to hear me ... then everybody 
gets louder and I  have to get louder than louder in order to be heard . ..I fe e l frustrated and raise 
my voice, despite knowing that it is ineffective, hut I  have no alternative; I  ha\’e exhausted all 
pedagogical methods ... any method seems to fa il and does not seem to be working with the class 
... and this is not me ... it is against my beliefs . . .  I  feel tightness inside, get panicky and just don’t 
want to think about school when I  get back home. I  fee l tired every day despite working hours are 
less compared to other professions ... I  experience somatic, psychological and behavioural 
symptoms. I  feel tired every day despite working hours are less compared to other professions . . .  /  

want to keep up my students ’ motivation; hut once one starts annoying, it has a domino effect on 
the rest; challenging behaviours thwart the stability and in turn I  can ’t maintain their motivation. I  
try to vary my classes with five-minute activities to help the children unwind. I  want to he able to 
make it with classroom management. I  don't think the students do not respect me. This is obvious 
during the break, when I  have more time to talk with each o f them, something that is not possible in 
the classroom, due to time constraints. It is impossible to deal with all twenty students in the 
classroom. Every day I  have no energy left when I  go back home and want to distance from school 
Fatigue goes on all day long and it has not been reduced at all since the beginning o f  the school 
year. Not only do Ifee l tense, Ifee l exhausted. I  want to sleep, to rest. Sleep and relaxation, taking
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exercise helps a lot. Sti-ess also generates cravings for food. The only days I go back home and 
feel better is when the students who cause problems ha\’e been cooperative.

Apart from the effect o f stress on teachers’ well-being, including their physiological, 

psychological and mental health and the implications o f this for students in their care, 

family relationships were also often affected in a negative way. Teachers said that 

suppressing feelings o f anger, tension and the constant demands for alertness at work 

rendered communication with one’s own family difficult or even painfLil. This seems to be 

due to the fact that teaching depletes teacher’s resources, resulting in their becoming 

impatient and being unable to give their families the energy and attention they require. 

Teachers need to disconnect from their work in order to "recharge their batteries" and to be 

able to take on domestic chores and duties, but this is not always easy. In serious incidents 

of stress teachers carry work problems home and are psychologically and mentally drained 

in the long term. Diogenes, a 43-year-old male teacher of 12-year-olds in a suburban 

school, said that when there had been a serious incident in the classroom it may not take 

hours, but several days to stop thinking about it.

An additional cause o f stress is that the surveyed teachers felt they had less time to spend 

with family members than might people who had other jobs as they had to spend extra 

time on preparing for their lessons and tests, making materials for school shows, marking 

and correcting homework. Lato, an experienced teacher, expressed her feelings about the 

symptoms o f stress and how they affect her personal and family life in a way that was 

typical o f many.

Stress is manifested by often becoming impatient. This is a typical first sign. You become more 
abrupt. Family members talk to you at home and you answer: ‘Are we going to talk about that 
again? ’ While I  am very resilient and don’t get easily frustrated with the children; I cajole them; I  
regret having been angry towards some students. I  have seldom been really angry, but only when 
they deserved it, when they had brought me to the edge ... But at home it is not so ... I  get 
impatient with my own children ... the energy invested in school is missing at home. You have no 
patience in your personal life when you have given so much in school.

One interesting finding was that there was no major difference in stress levels among 

teachers teaching at schools in non-disadvantaged and disadvantaged areas. Teachers felt 

that the extent o f unpleasant or negative feelings at work and the level o f stress caused 

varied according to the gravity o f the situation, the source[s] o f stress, the time o f the year, 

the length o f  their work experience and their coping repertoires, the latter having a 

soothing effect on the perception of a situation as stressfiil.
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7.13 TEACHERS’ LEVELS OF COPING ABILITY

Regardless of the extent of their experience, the surveyed teachers reported experiencing

feehngs of frustration caused by teaching and working closely with children. They also

sometimes felt that teaching had turned them into impatient persons to a certain degree

(N=12). In general, stress levels seemed to be inversely related to teachers’ degrees of

experience, whereas quite the opposite was reported with regard to their resilience and

coping ability, which seemed to increase with experience. There was little difference by

age or gender in relation to feeling drained by teaching, as all the surveyed teachers

attributed stress to the demands of teaching, which stem primarily from constant

interaction with students. Andromache spoke for many when she said:

When I  get back home I want to stay in a dark room all alone in order to recharge my 
batteries, to recover. It feels like I  am trying to wash away work stimidi. We have a lot o f  
stimuli at work that are related to all senses. It is not office work, where papers are 
pushed. I mean that so many people touch you at any time; talk to you; demand from you. 
It is absolutely legitimate in a caring profession ... and you have to manage many things 
and situations at the same time ... and sometimes you just can’t ... you have to be 
constantly alert for anything, to watch over all that happens. All this tires senses out and 
surely it surely is a profession which is talked about a lot. Not only is it physically tiresome 
but we have to give a lot emotionally, which is straining, draining. That’s why I  don’t want 
to have any human contact in order to come back to my senses, so to say; that’s why for  
example contact with people becomes painfid. And certainly there are some days I  am so 
tired, on Fridays, that I  need to go to sleep for hours when I  come back from work.

The fact that the majority o f the interviewees stated that teaching gave them great

satisfaction and that they generally felt capable of coping with problems arising at work is

quite remarkable. However, there were a number of teachers who stated that they could not

cope (N=2), or could only cope only with difficulty (N=8). Among those who felt unable

to cope with problems arising at work were not only teachers with least experience but also

experienced teachers in mid-career or close to retirement. Lato, a teacher with 29 years of

teaching experience, described her fatigue and distress caused by many years in service.

I  have thought o f leaving teaching many times so far. It is a stressful job; it wears you out.
I  fin d  great difference related to my mood and stamina when I  come back home at noon, i f  
I compare working in school to working in beekeeping, which is part o f my husband’s 
work, who is a farmer, which is purely physical work. I  find  mental work very draining. 
Introducing a new topic, giving the students examples, wishing to keep them motivated and 
participating, demands a lot o f effort and energy. I f  you take your job seriously, then 
teaching certainly is not a piece o f cake. At this stage I  feel I  can cope effortlessly with 
problems arising at work; well, not all o f them. I  also feel too tired to get involved in 
organising events. Despite we always plan, prepare and have a show at Christmas, I  find  
these things too laborious, after so many years in service. The same happens when it 
comes to escorting children and assuming responsibility for the safety o f a large number o f
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students. Children are naughty; they w on’t listen to you; w on’t obey; w on’t behave. These 
are tasks that are more appealing to younger teachers.

7.14 TEACHERS’ COPING STRATEGIES

The most common coping strategies for the reduction o f  stress among teachers involved 

taking immediate and considered action and dealing with problems in a positive and direct 

manner. This included thinking objectively, planning ahead and rationalising stressful 

situations. Many reported using practices which allowed them to prevent stress from 

happening i.e., helped them avoid stress before it occurred, or before it escalated or to 

mediate stress once it has occurred. According to the responses, the preferred techniques 

for coping with stressful situations at work were problem-solving, rather than emotionally 

driven. The most widespread o f them are presented in Table 7.11.

TABLE 7.11
Coping strategies used by teachers 
A Proactive
1 Looking for ways to vary/inake work m ore interesting to m otivate students
2 Planning ahead/being prepared/system atic/organising w ork w ell/being proactive/updating one’s 

knowledge
3 D ealing with the problems at w ork imm ediately as they occur/using classroom m anagem ent 

techniques to  keep students disciplined and engaged
4 Being flexible/setting realistic/achievable goals/changing aspects causing difficulty to 

students/adapting the lesson to class’s needs
5 Effective tim e management
6 Trying to  know  one’s students well/keep in touch/cooperate with students’ parents
7 D eveloping interests/activities/hobbies outside work
B Alleviating
8 Setting priorities and dealing with problem s accordingly
9 Trying to  'stand aside'/distance from /rationalise/think o f  the situation in perspective/objectively
10 G etting advice/learning fi-om colleagues/talking to understanding friends/fam ily/not keeping 

stress inside
11 Seeing the hum our in the situation
12 Trying to  recognise one’s lim itations/learning to accept the situation and live with it/selective 

ignoring o f  the stressful situation
13 Sleeping/relaxing/developing breathing and voice control techniques/taking exercise/going out 

for a w alk/enjoying with friends/colleagues
14 H aving one’s hom e as a reflige/ keeping w ork-fam ily separately
15 Excess eating/sm oking

The techniques most often reported were always or frequently looking for ways to make 

the work more interesting (N=9) and using classroom management techniques in order to 

keep students engaged and motivated, coupled with planning ahead and preparing well for 

work (N=14). The next most common strategy was dealing with problems at work 

immediately after they occurred and before they escalated (N=9), followed by setting 

priorities and dealing with problems as soon as possible, if not immediately (N=6).
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Additional techniques teachers used were employing flexibility in adapting the lesson to 

the class’s needs, changing aspects causing difficulty to students and changing one’s 

attitude towards work, especially limiting expectations and setting realistic goals and 

achievable objectives within the time available (N=12).

Most o f the interviewees highlighted the importance of good preparation and collegial 

support, which consisted either o f asking for advice from experienced colleagues or talking 

with them about a problem that had arisen (N=13). Additionally, consulting books to keep 

up to date with new teaching and class management methods, varying lessons with 

different activities to avoid boredom and talking to understanding friends were among the 

most common stress prevailing prevention techniques (N=14).

Passive rationalisation or trying to recognise one's own limitations were also used by a 

number o f participants (N=6 and N=3, respectively), while using knowledge o f their 

students’ backgrounds and keeping up satisfactory levels o f cooperation with parents were 

additional techniques applied (N=4). Personal choices to alleviate stress included 

relaxation techniques, protecting one’s personal resources, taking exercise and having 

hobbies (N=9) but few o f the teachers admitted using techniques such as excessive eating 

and smoking in order to cope with increased stress (N=4).

The least preferred coping strategy was trying to forget or ignore the problem, which was 

preferred by a very small number o f  the participants (N=2) and the option o f accepting the 

situation and learning to live with it was also unpopular. Coping strategies by and large 

favoured direct action, rather than escape-avoidance techniques. Coping methods, such as 

having home as a refuge, were more reported by some female teachers 0^=2), while some 

others reported using distractions to get their minds off problems they encountered at work 

or accepting the situation and learning to live with it (N=4). But there were not major 

differences by gender in this regard.

The fact that a significant number o f the teachers interviewed answered positively as to 

their ability to confront the main sources o f  stress at work is consistent with their having 

stated that they could generally cope with problems arising at work (N=24). The overall 

impression emerging from the data analysis was that the surveyed teachers manage to cope 

with stress to a satisfactory extent. The vast majority o f them stated that they would ask 

for advice about difficulties, in most cases turning to their colleagues. This may illustrate 

the buffering effect o f collegial support on teachers' stress (N=13). And some others said
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they would talk to family members or partners who were teachers, 0^=3), which 

emphasises the importance o f talking about problems as a way o f coping.

Few stated that they had attended seminars or read books or articles on stress prevention 

and management and they also often believed that neither their initial training, nor any in- 

service training had prepared them for coping with stress. This is quite noteworthy when 

combined with the negative answers the participants gave to the question on whether their 

schools had explicit policies for preventing or alleviating stress. It was evident that they 

would like the implementation such policies. Finally, some teachers seemed to beheve that 

stress is a personal problem, which should be dealt with, by the individual, though this is 

often now considered an "old fashioned" view. It may, however, reflect the still often 

atomised culture o f teaching, with its emphasis on coping alone, something found in 

Greece and elsewhere in the world.

7.15 CONCLUSION

It is hard to say if stress in teaching is increasing worldwide, or in Greece in particular, 

though it is possible that many teachers may not admit they are stressed, for the fear o f the 

stigma o f incompetence in performing their roles. Such evidence as is available may not 

always be reliable, making therefore conclusions between countries and over time even 

more difficult than might otherwise be the case. What was confirmed by the research is 

that stress in Greek schools co-exists with satisfaction with teaching and an overall feeling 

that teachers can cope with stress. Most o f the teachers’ evaluations suggested positive 

feelings and attitudes towards their profession, despite their usually reporting teaching as 

highly stressftil.

Prevalence o f organisational factors among sources o f  stress, as well as causes o f job 

dissatisfaction, imply that stress cannot only be attributed to the nature o f teaching. Quite 

the contrary is implied and there is a lot that can be done towards its prevention by 

improving teachers’ work environments and working conditions. The importance o f the 

support teachers have in performing a highly demanding profession emerges as an issue of 

great concern for all those involved in Greek education, and especially policy-makers. An 

interpretation o f the findings and recommendations associated with planning and 

implementing policies for the prevention o f stress in teaching and the kind o f support that 

Greek primary teachers need is provided in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION

8.1 INTRODUCTION

The aim o f this chapter is to offer an interpretation o f the data presented earher, taking into

account the objectives initially set. This is done in the light o f knowledge o f theoretical

models in the field o f occupational stress generally and stress in teaching in particular. The

approach taken relies on ideas drawn from Lincoln and Guba (1985), Atkinson and

Delamont (1986) and Glaser and Strauss (1967). According to these authors a comparative

analysis o f data develops into a general framework by revealing characteristic features,

problems and issues across a range o f different settings. This is important in allowing

researchers to develop tentative theories and to make claims about cross-case findings

from small samples (Bassey, 1999). Comstock (1982: 382) puts it thus:

Critical social research begins from  the life problems o f  definite and particular social 
agents who may be individuals, groups or classes that are oppressed by and alienated 
from  social processes they maintain or create but do not control. Beginning from  the 
practical problems o f  everyday existence it returns to that life with the aim o f  enlightening 
its subjects about unrecognised social constraints and possible courses o f  action by which 
they may liberate themselves. Its aim is enlightened self-knowledge and effective political 
action. Its method is dialogue, and its effect is to heighten its subjects se lf awareness o f  
their collective potential as the active agents o f  history.

Dewe and Trenberth (2004) argue that it is difficult to frame the experience and provide 

transactional definitions o f work-related stress. Affective factors such as personal 

characteristics have an impact on an individual’s perception o f stress in work situations 

and the extent to which stress is tlireatening o f self-esteem. There are various means by 

which an individual addresses a problematic work situation and maintains or increases 

his/her degree o f personal control over it, along with the professional and environmental 

resources available to cope with stress when it occurs. The interactive and situational 

model was adopted in interpreting teacher stress, the level o f  pressure one’s working 

conditions and organisational context have on determining the experience o f  negative 

feelings and the degree o f  ability to cope with this. The analysis o f  data revealed that stress 

in teaching is a multifaceted phenomenon that can be attributed to personal, situational and 

contextual characteristics. This section reviews the findings o f the study with regard to 

overall stress levels; outlines some o f the possible reasons for stress; evaluates stress 

related to the 2006 reform of primary school curricula and books in Greece and suggests
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actions that should be taken to prevent stress or alleviate it when it occurs among primary 

school teachers there.

8.2 PREVALENCE OF STRESS IN TEACHING

Stress is hard to measure precisely as the phenomenon is complex and stress research 

relies on a variety o f sampling methods over varying periods. An increasing trend towards 

high stress levels, not only among teachers in Greece but in all professions worldwide, in 

the climate o f economic crisis that dominated in the early twenty-first century, is probably 

discernible (Kawakami, 2000; Kendall et a i,  2000; Cox et a l, 2000a; Cooper, et al, 2001; 

WHO, 2001; Dollard, et a l, 2001; Dollard, in Bollard, Winefield & Winefield, 2003; 

Taylor, 2003; Salsky & Smith, 2005).

As has been outlined in the previous chapter, the respondents’ overall levels o f stress 

conform to the picture many have painted, that the majority o f teachers find teaching an 

alarmingly stressful occupation and this is a result which is consistent across numerous 

studies. Data from the present study indicate serious levels o f stress among Greek teachers 

who typically think their jobs are stressfiil. This finding about teaching being a stressful 

job is consistent in both Greek and international research.

Stress dynamics vary throughout the school year, with peak periods around times of 

preparing for school shows, national anniversaries, parades or games and periods 

associated with testing, marking and completing term reports. The beginning o f the school 

year is stressful because activities such as setting timetables, the appointment o f staff and 

getting things running cause problems, while the end of the year is stressful due to physical 

conditions, such as the extreme heat o f the Greek summer, which affects both teachers and 

students.

Teachers generally report physical and mental health issues, but do not, overall, suffer 

higher levels of somatic or psychoneurotic symptoms than those typically found in other 

"white collar" professionals (Howard & Johnson, 2004; Times Educational Supplement, 

2009; Guardian, 2009a; Guardian, 2009b; Moore, 2010). Somatic, psychological and 

behavioural symptoms in teaching can be attributed to the interpersonal nature of the 

profession and prolonged exposure to frustration, fatigue and tension. But the fact that 

such problems are not worse is probably due to the fact that teachers can talk about 

problems they experience at work in the staff-room and often actively seek advice and 

support from their more experienced colleagues. Turning to colleagues in this way helps in
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two ways: as a form o f protective shield from stress, and its potentially catastrophic impact 

on well-being, and as a coping technique once stress is manifested. Long holidays have a 

remedial effect on stress, too. However, deleterious effects on teachers’ health in the long 

term, in low job satisfaction and poor performance should be recognised. Intervention to 

prevent or remedy stress amongst teachers should, therefore, be a priority for policy 

makers, in Greece and elsewhere.

The negative association between occupational stress and job satisfaction that was 

highlighted in this study resonates with much research (O’ Sullivan, 2004; DeNobile & 

McCormick, 2005; Holt and Turner, 2005; Wong & Chenk, 2005). Teaching is a 

profession generally characterised by role conflict, role ambiguity and overload (Wheatley, 

2002; Van Den Berg, 2002), nevertheless, it is also regarded a satisfying and rewarding 

profession and the stress it generates appears to be manageable for the majority o f Greek 

primary teachers. The surveyed teachers, generally reported being happy with their career 

choices. However, a small number found it difficult to cope with the stress teaching entails 

and this is consistent with the international picture, as discussed previously (see p. 294-296 

above).

As for the situational nature o f stress, not all events or days are equally stressftil; the type 

and gravity o f the situational encounters significantly influence the level o f stress. An 

individual’s perception o f an event as threatening typically plays a great part in whether 

the experience will be seen as a negative one or not. Negative experiences have negative 

effects on performance and self-esteem and, consequently, on overall work commitment. 

Being present at work in body, mind and heart is o f paramount importance for teachers as 

commitment, motivation and enthusiasm are some of the factors that are generally deemed 

to make a good teacher.

The longer the state o f physical, emotional and attitudinal exhaustion the teacher 

experiences, the more likely the manifestation o f mental or physical disease. Historical, 

social and organisational factors are also associated with lower self-esteem, lack o f or 

reduction in personal accomplishment and the likelihood o f burnout. Rapid social and 

cultural change in teaching and the breakdown o f industrial and collegial relationships are 

related to teachers’ experiences o f professional stress. Decision-making is often beyond 

teachers’ control, being in the hands o f educational "experts", who are generally not 

trusted by teachers. Practitioners’ expertise is neither valued nor utilised in Greek 

educational planning and does not typically shape the curriculum. The autonomy o f
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practising teaching is diminished and their salaries are curtailed, while teaching is reduced 

to delivering "chunks" o f material that is liable for assessment. Overall, Greek teachers, 

and teachers elsewhere, feel that their profession is being undermined by bureaucracy, so 

that they are not only rendered accountable, but are also often attacked and blamed for 

poor outcomes in education over which they have no control (Troman & Woods, 2001; 

Flouris & Pasias, 2003; Gantidou, 2004; Doka & Brouzos, 2007). Individual reactions to 

stress are not uniform due to interpersonal differences, different personality traits and a 

variety o f psychological and biological characteristics. Nevertheless, the length of work 

experience differentiated the surveyed teachers' reactions to professional stress to a larger 

extent than personal or socio-demographic features, a finding consistent with other studies. 

Biographical factors emerged as having little relationship to stress. Thus, work context and 

professional considerations, such as teaching experience, level and age o f students taught, 

subject taught and situations faced by teachers were largely irrelevant, as other studies 

have also shown. However, it would appear that personality traits and personal values are 

factors that influence the way teachers experience and react to stress and these cannot be 

neglected entirely, given the interactional nature of stress. For example, perfectionists tend 

to experience greater stress when their expectations are not met, as research has shown. 

Even when exposed to the same stimuli as others, people will not perceive or interpret 

them in the same way, nor are their physiological and psychological reactions uniform in 

nature. Any individual person’s reactions to stress are related to idiosyncratic 

characteristics, such as levels or degrees o f introversion, anxiety, rigidity, neuroticism and 

self-esteem. But these research findings should be viewed cautiously, however, as human 

behaviour is complex and affected by a number o f factors. Behaviour, therefore, is not 

predictable, easily measurable, or entirely generalisable.

However, the following examples each illustrate different events which had the same result 

- stress. The complexity o f  a situation the teacher might face will involve consideration o f 

others' potential aggression, risks to the teacher's safety and the extent o f his/her awareness 

o f a student’s family background. This is especially so in difficult cases, such as those of 

suspected child abuse, when teachers have to manage the dilemma o f how to achieve 

effective intervention without causing further harm to the child, as described in the 

following incident.

Two students o f  fourth class fought until I  got into the classroom during swapping classes 
M’ith another colleague. One o f  them is very aggressive in general and has anger 
outbursts. He was out o f  control. Both his teacher and I  tried to calm him down. We are
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thinking o f  asking support from  a psychologist but don’t know how to tell the parents; we 
know that they beat him (Athena).

The appraisal o f a challenging situation and a person’s ability to meet the demands made 

on him/her in dealing with the stressor will determine the levels o f stress experienced, 

according to the person-enviromnent fit model. The ability o f a person to change and 

influence the enviromnent should not be ignored, however. Teachers' emotions and 

cognitions are closely related in a dialectic exchange o f information in the appraisal 

process. According to Sleegers and Kelchtermans (1999) teachers' professional identity is 

a result o f an interaction between their personal experiences and the social, cultural and 

institutional environments in which they fiinction daily.

Anyone might find a problem such as that described above stressfiil, but some would find 

it more so than others. To some extent, this may be inevitable. But, such extreme cases it is 

apart irom the overwhelming busyness (i.e. increased workload and intensity o f work), 

which is typical o f a teacher’s working day (Stavrakaki, 2007; ASTI Survey, 2007), that 

teachers suffer from most. The following snapshots from a day in the life o f an all-day 

schoolteacher give a rough idea o f work intensification.

The pace at work was frantic today; a lot o f  students (47) and a lot o f  homework to do. I'm  
racing up and down in order fo r  the students to understand things but they were not clear 
M’ith doing the exercises. The new books are particularly demanding, hard to understand 
and with a lot o f  material to teach. The result is that the children very often experience 
school failure. My role is difficidt. I  am trying to complete the learning gaps, to explain 
what they have not consolidated and to help them with doing their homework. This is a 
very difficult task, when there are so many students o f  different levels, different classes and 
different subjects in the classroom. Team work essentially often sounds utopian. In most 
cases this causes a lot o f  stress (Artemis, female, 38-year-old, all-day school teacher in an 
urban school, eight years o f teaching experience).

The same teacher also described an incident o f parental interference, which is a frequent 

cause of confrontation and confusion. Such situations require instant decision-making and, 

therefore, can create high levels o f stress in the work environment.

A parent demanded to see his child, during the lesson. He is divorced and the child’s 
mother, who has got the custody o f  the child, does not allow him to have access to the 
child. It is a complicated story and I  was caught in the middle. He attacked me verbally 
and was not calm enough to listen to me. This particular parent causes problems every 
year. I  informed the school principal, who is going to notify the head o f  the local 
educational authority and will discuss it with both sides.

In conclusion, stress levels may not be amenable to objective measurement; most studies 

o f stress rely on teachers’ self-reporting and are not supported by medical or observational
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data. But such methods may not be good enough to describe teachers’ understanding and 

perception of what aggravates and threatens their health and professional coiranitment. 

Interpersonal differences and the complexity o f different situations and contexts result in 

different perceptions and understandings o f psychological phenomena, including stress. 

Thus, considerations that affect teachers’ professional lives should be taken into account. 

The more complex teachers’ roles become, the greater the expectations and demands made 

on them. As various researchers have pointed out the influence o f the educational system 

in shaping this role is critical and this is as true in Greece as elsewhere (Kavouri, 1996; 

Damanakis, 1998; Persianis, 2000; Didaskalou, 2002). Kelchtermans (1996) argues that 

there are political and moral dimensions in teachers' emotional experiences o f their work. 

Teachers' emotions are inseparable from issues o f power and politics, because they 

indicate the extent o f teachers' capacities to achieve what they feel is good teaching.

8.2.1 STRESS LEVELS BY TEACHERS’ GENDER

Something uncovered in this research was the fact that stress had a serious impact on both 

the personal and institutional lives o f the surveyed teachers and that there are some gender- 

related differences in the experience o f these effects. This is consistent with other stress- 

related research. Notwithstanding the high incidence o f stress among all teachers, 

regardless o f gender, the literature indicates that stress is more prevalent among female 

teachers. Despite the prevailing view, this particular finding was not confirmed by the 

present study and a number o f international studies have claimed that women are not 

necessarily more likely than men to experience stress in teaching. However, while gender 

did not seem to have an impact on occupational stress, family status did. This is consistent 

with other studies. For example, bringing work home was an issue female participants 

consistently brought up, reporting that they did their best to complete paid work within 

school hours rather than having to do more work at home. The desire to provide more time 

to their families emerged as gender-specific. Female teachers with families emphasised 

that they needed time to do their domestic chores and take care o f their children when they 

get back home, a finding also confirmed by other research. In other words, it was not so 

much being a woman as being a wife/mother that seemed to be significant.

Absence rates due to family reasons were not specifically investigated in the study, but 

Niove reported that she had thought o f leaving her job when her twin children were 

enrolled in school. She was under tremendous pressure then and would have liked to have
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taken two years off work if it had been possible. She also suggested that legislation should 

allow for time off school in order to rear children, returning to one’s post afterwards 

without loss o f benefits, pension rights, etc. She would also have welcomed a career break 

when under too much pressure, or in order to retrain and acquire new knowledge. She 

reported feeling less stressed when she was granted two years’ leave to enroll in a 

teachers’ college for additional postgraduate studies. She believed that breaks like this 

would contribute to improved teaching and reduce instances o f burnout, while also 

encouraging female teachers to plan their careers and develop their promotional prospects. 

Married, female teachers clearly stated that were not happy with their salaries and could 

not manage unless financially supported by their spouses. Female teachers generally 

seemed to give more detailed accounts o f sources and symptoms if stress as well as coping 

strategies. However, this may be due to their willingness and ability to express their 

emotions more openly, this in itself being a coping strategy that allowed them to relieve 

stress symptoms. Both female and male teachers reported seeking social support and 

adopting considered, problem-solving, objective and rationalised coping tactics, since they 

recognised these as being effective, positive and capable o f having buffering effects on 

stress.

A participant’s family status seemed to be related to level o f stress, as among the most 

stressed was a divorced female teacher with two children. This is a likely indication o f the 

increased financial and familial responsibilities that the specific teacher reported. The 

participants were not asked for detailed information about their personal lives, so it is not 

known whether or not they had other dependants, which might cause additional domestic 

and financial stress.

The relationship status o f each o f the participants is also unknown but it can be assumed 

that those co-habiting or in relationships with others usually found their partners to be 

sources either o f stress or support with little room for indifference. Some o f the female 

participants reported being supported by their spouses, partners and families and o f 

thinking o f their homes as reftiges. Increased working hours, child-care and various 

domestic commitments and other demands, alongside work-related ones, generate stress. 

The quest for recognition as professionals is something that mostly occurs among working 

women, who have both home and work responsibilities.

At the same time, familial support, in the form o f strong emotional bonds and emotional 

stability, seemed to have a buffering effect on stress for the majority o f the teachers in this
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study, and others have found likewise. However, some studies have suggested that there is 

no correlation between stress and family status, so the matter remains controversial.

Despite the expectation o f stereotypical differences between female and male teachers, the 

female teachers felt most satisfied working in a traditionally caring profession, while male 

teachers were more likely to be unhappy working in a profession traditionally offering 

poor promotional and career prospects. However, teachers o f both genders appeared 

equally dissatisfied with their professional status, including the level o f freedom to choose 

what to do in their work and how to use their abilities in the classrooms as well as working 

conditions, including pay rates, suggesting some issues are universal.

8.2.2 STRESS LEVELS BY WORK EXPERIENCE

Data indicate that among the factors causing stress is the length o f time spent in teaching: 

those with fewer than a decade o f teaching experience (who are assumed to be younger 

teachers) reporting the highest levels o f stress. Huberman (1993) argues that teachers’ 

careers move through a number o f phases o f self-doubt, disenchantment and reassessment. 

Novice teachers are usually young, full o f energy and enthusiastic, as their professional 

expectations have not yet been frustrated. Typically, they have higher levels o f job 

satisfaction, adaptability and flexibility, but are no less upset about job changes and 

professional uncertainty 'in a world that is increasingly uncertain and insecure' (Leinberger 

& Tucker, 1991, in Hargreaves, 2005: 972) than their older colleagues.

Lower levels o f stress among older and more experienced teachers can be attributed to 

their accumulated experience and job satisfaction, which are both results and causes of 

their survival in the profession. Newly appointed teachers are concerned about their 

students, but feel that they face daily situations with which they cannot cope. They feel 

less confident of having the ability to teach, due to their lack o f professional experience, 

and have to struggle for survival in classroom and existing school cultures shaped by their 

experienced colleagues and the local community. The demands o f the curriculum and the 

lack o f mentoring support are also greater considerations for newer/younger teachers. 

These are common findings in international research. Probationers go through an initial 

adjustment period at the beginning of their careers when they experience high job 

satisfaction.

However, they are challenged at the same time by the various opportunities and 

difficulties the job offers. It takes more time for inexperienced teachers to prepare for
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classes; they feel less confident in their knowledge o f the subject matter and they are 

unsure whether or not the decisions they make are the right ones. But they may be less 

likely question a new curriculum as older/more experienced teachers might, as it is the 

only one they know (Hargreaves, 2005). A young teacher’s description in her diary o f a 

student’s behaviour in her class is typical.

The behaviour o f  a student who came from  another school in November involves verbal 
aggression (very bad swearing), which developed into a completely uncontrollable 
situation entailing physical violence and ranging from  beating or throwing objects at 
classmates to biting a student during the break. Despite the efforts o f  her classmates, none 
could make friends with her because o f  her aggression. Safeguarding the rest o f  the class’s 
safety is my main concern. Communication and cooperation with parents is impossible due 
to their attitude o f  not accepting there is a problem. They are convinced (by a 
psychologist, a teaching support person or relatives) that it is their daughter's classmates 
to blame fo r  provoking this behaviour to which she simply reacts; that it is due to the 
onset o f  puberty; and that all she needs is love and encouragement. We tried to talk with 
all involved and could not come to an agreement about what should be done. The parents 
o f the students in my class revolted. They were worried about their children’s safety and 
refused to send their children to school fo r  a week, unless these problems were resolved. 
The school had to turn to the pubic prosecutor’s office then to address the case. This 
resulted in the child getting diagnosed by a doctor (Demeter, female, 23-year-old, second 
year in teaching, currently teacher of 11-year-olds in an urban school).

An older/more experienced teacher might have taken all this in his/her stride. Stress may

also be attributed to some teachers' lack o f skills and expertise or knowledge o f certain age

groups, as in the case o f Greek EFL teachers teaching at the primary level (Chrysochoos &

Kosovitsa, 2005). Both EFL and PE teachers stated that they had not received training in

things they considered essential, showing gaps in their initial education.

My education was not satisfactory. There was a huge gap due to lack o f  education in the 
fields o f  pedagogy & psychology. I  had to do a lot o f  self-study to overcome not being 
adequately prepared to teach and fe lt a lot under pressure at the beginning o f  my teaching 
career (Semeli).

Our initial training was inadequate training around young ages; I ’m seeking ways to 
approach very young ages by m yself (Dido).

We did not prepare to teach elementary school children during our training. We were 
supposed to be secondary school teachers exclusively then (Adonis).

The finding that less experienced teachers are more vulnerable to stress in the first stage of 

the process o f identity formation and negotiation o f commitment to their teaching careers 

has been confirmed by several studies (Huberman, 1993; Arvaniti, 2004; Day et al., 2006; 

Stavrakaki, 2007). Their mid-career colleagues can be assumed to have managed change in
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their roles and professional identities with the result o f their feeling more confident in their 

teaching and tending to be more concerned with career development. Younger/newer 

teachers show less frequent symptoms o f fatigue than more experienced teachers, but the 

latter experience more work-life tensions and their sense o f professional commitment is 

more often challenged (Day et al., 2006). Older/more experienced teachers have learnt 

how to cope with stress, but can go tlirough periods o f stagnation. Specific assistance is 

thus required in order to prevent burnout and retain experienced staff in the profession. 

Teachers who are mid-way tlirough their teaching careers may also experience stress that 

can be attributed to their being neither full o f energy and expectations nor near retirement, 

when teachers are often calm because they have already fulfilled their professional 

missions. Finally, older and more experienced teachers are typically more satisfied with 

teaching, having moved on to other interests.

They seem to be able to cope better with stress, though this does not necessarily guarantee

that they experience no stress. The ability to cope may be due to self-protective attitudes

and levels o f  resilience developed over time. Such teachers may question successive

initiatives and new changes, which they have so often experienced throughout their

careers. This may lead them to have declining motivation and increasing negativity and

resistance to change (Abrahamson, 2004; Hargeaves, 2005). They may take up fewer

responsibilities or new projects and be less involved in event organisation as they are

looking to retire. However, at the same time as having increased fatigue, tiredness and

emotional distance, the empathy o f older teachers towards their younger colleagues was

evident in this group. Such attitudes were summed up by one older teacher as follows.

1 don’t spend extra time in school. I  don’t do many things, but on national holidays, 
Christmas and end o f  year shows I  act informally as a vice principal in the school 
principal’s absence because I  am one o f  the oldest sta ff members ...there’s no extra pay  
.... 1 believe that young colleagues are heroes with all what they have to face. They begin 
their careers with high expectations and there they feel the earth moving under their feet 
... The list o f  what they are going through in some schools is endless ... still they are nice 
and co-operative ... Last year I  had a first class with 23 students in the school. When the 
school decided to go on an excursion I  said that I  could not escort 23 children on my own 
responsibility and stated that I  did not want to go. This was not liked by most colleagues, 
who said that I  was ruining the plan, so well ... /  had to go, because I  didn ’t wish to ruin 
what was scheduled. But I  did it very grudgingly, without enthusiasm; I  fe lt it was 
impossible to assume responsibility fo r  such a number o f  students now that I  am not 30 
years old anymore. Responsibility fo r  children’s safety is huge, because they are very 
naughty; they w on’t listen to you; w on’t obey. They tell you: T ’ll go to the canteen, 
madam ’ and you tell them: ‘No, you will stay right here ’, but they w on’t listen; they won ’t
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behave ’ (Leto, female, 50-year-old teacher o f 7-year-olds, in a small rural school, 30 years 
in-service).

Finally, the professional profiles o f participants, including length o f work experience, 

subjects and levels taught, were found to impact on job stress to a great extent, while a 

broad spectrum of organisational deficiencies (which affected job satisfaction) also 

appeared to generate high levels o f stress. Novice, EFL and Music teachers appeared to be 

the most stressed, while teachers o f  lower primary classes were stressed as much as their 

counterparts in upper primary classes, but for different reasons. Levels o f stress also 

seemed to be higher among the least experienced of the teachers; however, this was only a 

rule o f thumb and not a universal truth. Experience, it would appear, adds confidence and 

contributing to developing skilled coping technique repertoire. Additionally, working 

conditions and milieu (involving class composition, school climate and ethos and socio

economic status o f the school area) were o f paramount importance. This applied to all 

teachers regardless o f the subjects they taught. As one teacher put it:

The level o f  stress is context based. Conditions vary a lot and so does the level o f  stress. 
Having to teach a difficidt concept to difficult children, e.g., as the ones I have been 
teaching fo r  the past tM>o years. You know in advance that you will have to do something 
different in order to maintain their attention and this stresses me out. After having taught 
them fo r  two years, 1 am not clear yet about what kind o f  children they are. The majority o f  
them are too hard fo r  me to manage and I  can V hide that I  have often thought "When is 
this going to come to an end at last?”; "When is this class going to become stable?”; 
"When will it achieve something? " But I  realise this is unrealistic ... I ’m looking fonvard  
to the school year to be over. Whenever I  think we have achieved an objective, I  have to go 
back to square number one (Antigone, female, 40-year-old teacher o f  10-year-olds, in an 
urban school, fourteen years o f work experience).

Problems related to all-day school function were also highlighted in a letter from Cynthia, 
which was attached to her diary. Cynthia is a female, 45-year-old teacher in an urban 
setting, with 25 years-in-service who wrote as follows:

Trying to record the stressful events o f  the everyday life I  noticed that these events stem 
from  the peculiarity o f  the all-day class:

1. The students are already tired from  the morning classes and do not respond 
willingly to their responsibilities;

2. Parents ’ demands are often excessive on the all-day school. They want their child 
have studied next day’s lessons. This is not always feasible, since there is a large 
number o f  subjects to be dealt with in all-day school;

3. Some students do not attend all-day school on a regular basis, so every time I  
wonder whether they were picked by their parents and have gone home. I  have to 
call at their homes to fin d  out;
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4. There are students from  all grades in all-day classes. This implies several different 
subjects that are hard to co-ordinate.

The impHcation would seem to be that teachers not only need support and assistance at 

crucial stages of their professional lives, but tliroughout their entire careers should we wish 

to prevent occupational stress and increase job satisfaction. Specific in-service professional 

development courses would be required to address these needs, which may include courses 

on topics such as new didactic methods, classroom management and stress management 

strategies.

8.2.3 STRESS BY AGE TAUGHT

The results o f the study showed that teaching different age levels is related to different 

types of problems generating stress. Teaching 11 to 12-year-olds is as stressful as teaching 

junior classes, perhaps a surprising result because high stress levels are expected among 

teachers o f senior classes as a result of discipline problems and problems related to 

puberty, which are prevalent at that age. Studies show that there is an association between 

pupils’ age levels and the levels o f stress experienced by their teachers; the older the class, 

the greater the stress reported. The intensive and fragmentary nature o f teaching work with 

this age group does not differ greatly from that experienced in secondary school teaching. 

Some o f the teachers suggested that wholesale re-structuring o f school work and the 

employment of teaching assistants was required. Special characteristics associated with 

this age group amongst pupils were apathy, resistance and teacher abuse, all o f which 

caused frustration, anxiety and burnout in teachers. The following are some examples o f 

11 and 12-year-old students’ misbehaviour in Greek schools.

Ironic and provocative behaviours, which would be justified among teenagers; continuing 
talking, playing and not giving a damn, despite having politely asked somebody to be 
quiet and standing over their head; systematic ignoring and being impudent drive me mad 
(Andromeda, female, 56-year old EFL teacher in an urban school, 28 years in-service).

Bullying among teenagers is an issue o f concern, as are aggression and disrespect towards 

peers and the teachers.

Some boys videoed a female classmate secretly, using a mobile in the classroom without 
being noticed. I  was not aware o f  what had happened until a mother o f  a student in my 
class informed me. Parents have been informed by a letter sent out to them that mobiles or 
other electronic devices are not allowed in school. What can I  do i f  their parents let them 
do it despite school regulations? It is beyond my control and an issue o f  high concern to 
me. Their intention was to embarrass and make fun  o f  her by putting it on the internet, as 
children at the age o f  twelve have already their internet networks. We're talking about a
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very good student at the beginning o f  puberty. And they had done it again in the past. And  
we're talking about a class whose performance, level o f  knowledge and behaviour has 
always been really good. They are very special children and I  had never faced  such a 
problem before. All this make me fee l very tense and confused. Children no more realise 
limits to their wishes and their behaviour. I  think it is their parents’ responsibility to set 
rules and limits. It is a common phenomenon nowadays that children haven't been taught 
to have self-control. Parents can't follow  the rapid changes in technology. They can’t 
check what's happening in their children's circles or what they do when they go out. 
They've lost control and the problem is consequently transferred to school, which doesn't 
seem to be able to face it (Nephele, female, 38-year-old teacher o f 12-year-olds in an urban 
school, 10 years in-service).

Very young pupils are equally stressfijl to teach. The anxiety o f teachers o f this age group 

consists o f concerns about adaptation, integration and socialisation o f children in their 

classes. Helle described difficulties she faced teaching an admittedly difficult class, 

compound by tardiness in diagnostic processes for students with learning difficulties and 

the lack o f extra teaching support for them generally and students with emotional- 

behavioural difficulties.

There is a SEN student in my class, who entirely lacks movement autonomy, but this is not 
a problem, because there is an assistant who takes care o f  her, additionally to the child’s 
parents. Stress is generated by a number o f  difficult students in the class, who I  cannot 
help within the existing framework. I have a student diagnosed with ADHD. I  have another 
student, who no matter how hard I  try, has not managed to recognise even the simplest 
letters or numbers nor has he managed to understand things that he should have learnt at 
kindergarten. The problem seems to go beyond his immaturity, which may be due to his 
hyper protective parents, who have not allowed him to become independent. Parents are 
cooperative and admit having hindered their child’s autonomy. He may be slightly 
mentally retarded. This is a serious problem that adds to my stress. Every class faces 
similar problems, mainly because there’s no provision fo r  extra teaching support in the 
school. The teacher can only suggest to the school advisor that a student needs to be 
diagnosed but by no means can a problem be identified earlier than February. All teachers 
know that my class is the most problematic in the school. They listen to me carefully; they 
understand how difficult my class is and it is a relief to know that they do not shift 
responsibility to me fo r  the students’ misbehaviour. There is consensus in relation to third 
parties and no rivalry (Helle, female, 24-year-old, teacher o f 7-year-olds in a big, urban 
school, three years o f teaching experience).

The study’s results highlight the fact that the constant demands o f children in junior 

classes can be as stressftil as discipline problems in senior classes. It becomes evident that 

teachers need support and guidance, no matter what levels they teach, in order to cope with 

constant and rapid changes in the social context, which deeply affect school.
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8.2.4 LEVELS OF STRESS BY SUBJECT TAUGHT

Teachers of special subjects, (EFL, Music and PE) reported being more stressed than to 

mainstream teachers, for a number o f reasons in addition to those generally reported. This 

can be attributed to several factors, including the fact that teachers o f these subjects have 

to work in more than one school to complete their contracted hours. This means that they 

often have to travel during breaks from one school to another and be on time for the next 

class, whist spending extra time, money and energy on commuting. They have to adapt to 

more than one context and to different school cultures, while also teaching enormous 

numbers of pupils. Apollo, a music teacher working in three schools, described the 

situation thus:

Adaptation to three different school cultures, cooperation and consensus with parents and 
staffs in all three schools, coordination with colleagues, adequate knowledge o f  400 
students and time constraints are some o f  the problems 1 could refer to. I ’m struggling fo r  
good communication with all parties involved in the schools I  work. It is hard to have as 
satisfactory information as I ’d wish about my students. And it is not ahvays easy to get on 
M’ith all M’ork environments, despite good intentions (Apollo, 42 years old, teaches music 
in tliree urban schools, fifteen years in-service).

A serious cause o f job dissatisfaction among teachers o f special subjects in Greek primary

schools is the discrepancy in working hours between primary and secondary schools.

Despite the fact that teachers are all graduates o f the same universities, with primary

school teachers having exactly the same qualifications as their colleagues working in

secondary education, they work 25 hours per week, whereas those working in secondary

schools work only 21 hours. This was widely considered unfair. As one teacher put it:

I ’m jealous o f  the PE colleagues who work at secondary level. They work 21 hours a week 
which are reduced to 16 hours a week in a few  years ’ time, M>hile I  will end up working 21 
hours a week after 20 years in service... having started with 25 hours/week ju s t because I  
work at primary level. I  think it is unfair ...because we do exactly the same job. I f  we all 
worked the same hours, I  wouldn’t complain, I ’d  accept it. It is hard to understand this 
discrimination (Dido).

And other considerations may add to greater stress for such teachers, a fact that should not 

be neglected. Other teachers’ negative attitudes towards EFL teachers can cause 

psychosomatic problems and feelings o f being frustrated and undervalued as professionals, 

according to earlier Greek studies (Gantidou, 2005; Stavrakaki, 2007).

An additional cause o f stress is students’ attitudes towards the subjects o f English as a 

foreign language and Music. As outlined in the previous chapter, these subjects are not 

highly appreciated, either by students or their parents. The vast majority o f Greek students
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attend these classes in private language schools {ELT News, 2003; Vima, 2011). The same 

thing happens with Music lessons, but to a lesser extent, since a smaller number of pupils 

have teaching in private schools, compared to learning English, which applies to nearly all 

Greek pupils. As a result, both pupils and their parents focus on those schools and the 

work of teachers involved with these subjects in public schools is not highly regarded.

This mentality prevails despite the fact that EFL teachers in public schools are much better 

qualified, having received higher levels of education, than those teaching in private 

language schools. Private EFL teachers are qualified to teach English if they merely have 

certificates of qualification not linguistics degrees. But state schools do not provide for 

certification of pupils’ language levels, something increasingly required in the labour 

market. Students have to sit exams for that purpose, in addition to paying high fees for 

English classes outside the state school system. The same happens with instrumental 

diplomas, which can also cause huge expense. Pressure to repay "investment" in both may 

result in overburdening of students. Parents rarely ask special subject teachers about their 

children’s progress, as opposed to class teachers, who are generally highly respected. They 

typically only appear when they want to make a complaint about marks awarded in 

English or Music. This attitude is transmitted to theii' children who, in turn, do not 

appreciate English and Music at school, causing additional stress to teachers who already 

do not feel recognised and valued.

There isn’t necessarily recognition for teachers ’ role by society. The profession has been 
undervalued for several reasons. A basic reason is that students and parents do not rely 
exclusively on the teacher and the school to learn. School is only a part o f a child’s 
education; the rest is learnt in private tutorials, frontistiria (extra teaching support 
schools), music and language schools and sports centres. From early afternoon, when 
school finishes, to late night, even at weekends, children attend lessons o f some kind. 
People appreciate only what they directly pay for. I f  there’s someone to blame, for  
anything that may go wrong, the blame will be shifted to the teacher rather than to the 
bad books, curricula, educational policies as it is easier to personalise the problem - 
with few  exceptions o f course. A teacher may not be to someone's standards; be irritable 
or inadequate - as it happens in all professions, anyway. The reason is that they invest a 
lot o f  money and time on their children’s education. Generally speaking working class 
people respect the teacher more than people with higher educational and socio-economic 
background, this not being a rule o f thumb o f course. Teachers ’ work is more appreciated 
by lower socio-economic class people, e.g. workers. Most parental interference, criticism 
and grievances concerns teachers not doing their job properly, not taking extra projects or 
organising events, marking, not behaving pedagogically correct, etc. These are addressed 
through the school principal or the head o f  local education authority and come from well 
educated people, (e.g. secondary school teachers, doctors, scientists); people who think o f  
themselves as o f superior status to ours ("Andromeda).
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Problems are compounded by the fact that marks for Music and Art are combined, despite 

the latter course being taught by mainstream teachers. In addition, music is taught for only 

one hour a week and that time is often lost due to school visits or public holidays, all of 

which leads to further devaluing o f the subject. Teachers o f Music in particular cannot get 

to know their pupils to a satisfactory extent, due to the large numbers o f pupils whom they 

teach and the fact that they have infrequent contact with them.

Lack o f basic resources for teaching specific subjects is the most frequently reported 

problem for special subjects' teachers. These include language labs and lending libraries in 

EFL classes, indoor gymnasia and facilities for physical education and music rooms and 

musical instruments. Overall, PE teachers appeared less stressed than other special subject 

teachers. This may be due to the fact that the subject is more valued and appreciated by 

most students, since it offers them an opportunity for movement, play and games. The 

most serious cause o f stress for PE teachers is always being alert to preventing injuries to 

students.

1 fin d  PE teaching stressfiil. We have to work mostly outdoors as our subject is related to 
movement, exercise, ball games and there are a lot o f injuries. Students may never learn 
how to play basketball, catch or kick the ball, but their safety is an issue o f  paramount 
importance. Injuries are a prime factor o f  stress, but stress can also be caused by a parent, 
who may come ask you why their child was injured or justify the mark you gave to them. 
We nearly physically fought with a parent last year because his child had not placed in a 
dancing group ... Special attention is also required fo r  SEN students so that they don't get 
hurt (Adonis).

The other day we had to call an ambulance fo r  a girl, who M̂ as hurt in the ribs during the 
lesson. I  got very upset ... when a child tells you  7 cannot breathe ’ then you think it is 
something serious, even i f  you know that this is due to the shock rather than the injury. 
Finally when the ambulance came, they found out that there was nothing wrong; the child 
had just got scared, that was all. Student safety is a serious factor o f  stress. Another issue 
that causes stress to me is that I  often cannot prevent or manage fights between students. I  
think I  cannot deal with it by using admonition. I  feel I  lack experience in that area 
(Dido).

Organising events can also be very stressful and may exhaust a teacher’s physical 

resources. Being exposed to extreme weather conditions, as they have to work outdoors, 

due to lack o f indoor gymnasia and facilities, can cause further problems. Some extracts 

from Dido’s diary depict such occasions.

Rehearsals fo r  the national anniversary with the two sixth grades; I  am afraid that time 
w on’t suffice fo r  rehearsals that involve traditional dances and marching fo r  the parade 
because I  started late. The students are not happy and want to play games instead. I  often 
lose my temper, get upset and give otH to the students.
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The levels o f  noise are generally incredible throughout all lessons. I  have to speak louder, 
too. I  tire my voice out and my health is deteriorating, as calluses on my vocal cords have 
appeared. I  have got a sore throat and this worries me. I  cannot control my voice.

Athletics competition and participation o f f f th  and sixth classes; the sun is very strong and 
i t ’s burning hot. Everyday exposure causes light aging, apart from  getting sun-burnt. I  had 
to change the schedule fo r  the rehearsals fo r  the end o f  the year games. Time passes 
quickly and I  am stressed about the success o f  the show. The principal reassures me that 
anything we do will seem nice in the end o f  the day and I  fee l comforted. What worries me 
most is wearing my voice out. I  fee l I ’ve reached my limits. There was a lot o f  tension, but 
we finally got the medal! — I  am so stressed at times, but I  try to refrain and be patient, 
because I  know that i f  I  lose control, I  will lose the game. I  fe e l guilty fo r  my behaviour 
yesterday ...

The majority o f PE and EFL teachers feel inadequate as their education did not include 

pedagogy and psychology lessons, while the majority o f longer-serving Music teachers 

came from conservatoires and did not receive higher education at all though this had 

changed by 2012, as Music teachers increasingly came from universities, after studying for 

five years. Dido, a PE teacher described gaps in her education, unpreparedness for the job, 

poor career promotion prospects and her professional frustration:

I think that my studies had not adequately prepared me; not fo r  primary education 
anyway. When 1 completed my studies M'e had been trained to be coaches rather than PE 
teachers in state schools. There was no specialisation in teaching early school age in 
particular. I  found  it very difficult, I  mean it. I  think that there should be different tracks 
fo r  coaches, teachers o f  PE or both. We need it. I  still feel inadequate . . .  /  learn through 
experience and reading. That’s why I ’m taking a postgraduate course; I  may have some 
promotion prospects, too, because I  have none as it is now. I  have not thought about it 
precisely; I  do n ’t know what I  can do from  there ... how long I  will be able to stand being 
in the classroom and in primary school in particular... I  do n ’t know hoM> much longer I  
can do what I ’m doing now ... playing with the little ones . . .  /  sometimes contemplate . . .  /  

don’t know what the future is going to be like ... My appointment in primary state 
education on one hand made me happy and on the other when I  went into the classroom 
and found out what primary school means ... I  thought that little children in primary 
school are quiet, sit in their desks and listen to the teacher attentively, with mouths wide 
open. Finally I  came across a totally different image, constant noise, ‘madam s/he pushed 
me ’; I  tell them ‘children come here ’ and they run away playing in the yard, as i f  I  were 
not there ... I  had a very, very hard first year ... hard to such an extend that I  often 
questioned my professional adequacy and ability to cope. Things are little by little getting 
better.

Eurydice, a highly-qualified Music teacher, described her feelings about her professional 

competence and job satisfaction thus:

My initial training would be inadequate unless I  had advanced in my studies and enhanced 
my knowledge with further studies in pedagogy. Music teachers’ initial training lacks
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pedagogy training so music teachers have to learn things by doing them. Experience in 
teaching may help the most; but w on’t help all. Our promotional prospects are poor and 
after the latest reform job security has flown out o f  the window, too. We ’re afraid o f  losing 
what we've always thought o f  a job  security as once we were appointed it was for 
permanent posts. Now working conditions are getting worse and worse and financial 
planning o f  families is no more taken fo r  granted. Salary would be unsatisfactory unless 
both my husband and 1 M’orked, M’hile M’orking hours are rather satisfactoiy.

The importance o f keeping students motivated and keeping up one’s own professional 

abilities are things clearly expressed by another teacher who described his initial and in- 

service training as follows.

Initial training was not adequate enough so to inform me about the problems I ’d  have to 
face in the beginning o f  my teaching career. Reflecting on those days I  think I ’ve made a 
lot o f  mistakes as regards my relationship with students, which I  have regretted. I  had to 
fin d  out what was wrong and bridge the gaps in my knowledge through s e l f  education. 
Managing this relationship and gaining students ’ cooperation with regard a minimum 
commitment to the subject is the idtimate rew’ard M’hile including all students is another 
huge concern. I  keep educating myself; updating one’s knowledge is required as fie ld  data 
keep developing and changing. There should be periodical professional training at least 
every 4 years, funded by the state as it is the state 's responsibility to upgrade teachers ’ 
education, status and curricula. There should be extra pay to cover the expense o f  
attendance (books, travelling, materials, etc.) and teachers should be free o f  teaching 
duties during in-service training so that school functioning isn ’t affected. I ’d  prefer 
training to be in the form  o f workshops rather than seminars; the existing model is not 
satisfactory, i f  there’s any at all (Orpheus).

Some teachers dealt with stress caused by inadequate salaries by seeking alternative or 

additional work. The PE and EFL teachers most often had additional employment. This 

can be attributed to the fact that they had skills employers were looking for. The former 

could be team coaches, athletes’ trainers or work in gyms and the latter translators or 

interpreters, while mainstream teachers could only give tutorials to children with learning 

difficulties. It is also noteworthy that among the teachers who had actively considered 

leaving teaching, or said they would seek premature retirement, EFL teachers 

predominated. Internationally, many teachers who suffer stress symptoms and 

consequences want to quit, but for various reasons, they remain in their positions and this 

study confirmed that finding.

Finally, some teachers expressed feelings o f reduced personal accomplishment, emotional 

exhaustion and depersonalisation. A typical case is that o f Calypso, an experienced teacher 

o f  English working in two urban schools, who reported discipline problems almost every 

day. She frequently logged in her diary that she was unable to manage her class, which 

was often chaotic, despite her attempts to stop, punish or simply ignore pupils’
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misbehaviour. She admitted lack o f self-confidence and felt she was in the wrong 

profession. She reported feeling helpless, unable to cope with problems arising at work 

and that her self-esteem was low. She felt more like a disciplinarian than an educator and 

pedagogue. She felt inadequate as a teacher and a professional failure most o f the time. 

Emotional and mental exhaustion, reduced personal accomplishment and negative and 

unpleasant feelings towards work are burnout symptoms. But despite feeling worn out 

from teaching, she had to endure, as she had no alternative prospect o f employment. 

Thinking o f quitting is one symptom o f burnout. Changing jobs is difficult and 

complicated and attempts to do so can often be inhibited by the unavailability o f 

alternative employment or geographical immobility. The fact that pursuing a new career 

would require leaving the profession, as well as taking on additional training, may be the 

reason that some Greek teachers remain in their jobs. Others may feel unable to leave 

because they are afraid o f losing all or part of their retirement rights. Unwillingly 

remaining in position is problematic because o f its negative effects on professional 

attitudes. It often produces in teachers’ feelings o f reduced personal satisfaction, cynicism, 

greater emotional detachment, an increased sense o f alienation, reduced interest in 

accomplishing work goals and a general decline in overall performance.

The importance o f getting satisfaction from successful teaching and from establishing 

good relationships with students has been pointed out in several international studies (Van 

Den Berg, 2002; Klechtermans, 2005; Hargreaves, 2005; Goodson & Hargreaves, 2006; 

Kitching, 2009). Pupils’ poor attitudes to schoolwork, lack o f motivation and poor teacher- 

student relationships can result in feelings o f failure that are both personal and 

professional. This sometimes results in teachers feeling unable to develop and maximise 

their students' potential and their being unable to perform effectively in the role is one o f 

the most serious sources o f stress and may possibly lead to teachers burning-out in the 

long term.

8.2.5 LEVELS OF STRESS BY SCHOOL PROFILE

Teaching in large, inner-city schools and special needs schools, or teaching composite 

classes or certain ages are thought to be more stressfiil, due to special problems that tend to 

arise in these situations. In very big schools it is probably hard for the principal to 

organsise schoolwork and to guide and support teachers (Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2009), 

making for general allienation.
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School location as a predictor of stress has been identified in some studies (Pappa- 

Soulounia, 2004; Bouckerooghe et al, 2006; Stavrakaki, 2007; Darmody & Smyth, 2011). 

But small or rural schools are not necessarily stress free places (Limond, 1997, 2007; 

Christodoulou, 2006), though some research findings do indicate generally lower stress 

levels in teachers there. However, impoverished urban contexts cannot be simplistically 

associated with higher stress levels either (Lortie, 1975; Troman & Woods 2001). There 

are cases o f teachers who were happy with their working conditions, no matter how poor 

or unfavourable they might be and commitment to students' learning has a great impact on 

teachers'job satisfaction, regardless o f context (Brief & Weiss, 2002; Day et a l, 2007). 

Nevertheless, higher levels o f stress are often associated with poor socio-economic 

conditions in a school, regardless o f whether the area is rural or urban. The latter is not a 

surprising finding, though it might be expected that tcachcrs working in areas with 

deprived socio-economic status, in larger urban school systems, or in difficult, inner-city 

environments would face more serious problems o f misbehaviour and, consequently, 

experience higher stress levels (Pappa-Soulounia, 2004).

In general, there has been little research in Greece on differences in stress levels between 

urban and rural settings, since the majority o f studies have focused exclusively on urban 

school teachers. Other studies have found greater stress among urban teachers and rural 

schools seem to offer less stressful learning environments. But it would seem that school 

climate and organisation, along with teachers’ coping skills repertoires help to alleviate 

stress levels regardless o f school location.

In this study, differences were identified with regard to stress levels experienced by 

teachers in disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged schools, as measured by the teachers 

themselves. The levels o f stress among teachers in rural, suburban and urban schools 

appear to vary only according to the different factors that cause stress, rather than by 

school locality per se, as earlier studies have suggested (Holland, 2005; Leontari, 2000; 

Voutsa, 2007; Stavrakaki, 2007; Nalbantis, 2008; Darmody, 2011).

In remote areas o f  Greece particular problems exist such as poor transport, poor road 

networks, frequent power failures, poor employment opportunities, poor health care and 

lack o f cultural activities and entertainment opportunities (especially in winter), and 

teachers there cannot provide opportunities for young people to learn outside the 

classroom, so stress levels are often higher (Stavrakaki, 2007). Semeli described working 

in such an area.
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The majority o f  the parents are farmers. Both their educational and financial status is low. 
This means that they may have not knowledge in order to help their children with 
schoolwork or in taking additional activities apart from  school. The fa c t that the area is 
not close to a big city either, implies that the children have no opportunities to do simple 
things, such as watch a performance or learn music, i.e.; they do not start from  the same 
starting point as a student in the city. Their educational environment is surely not 
advantaged (Semeli).

Research findings also suggest that teaching principals are more stressed than 

administrative principals, while teachers o f multi-grade classes are more vulnerable to 

even further stress (Economic and Social Research Institute (ESRI), 2011). This finding 

was supported by this research, from which it emerged that a greater workload was also 

demanded in preparing and planning to teach different age groups. A teaching principal in 

a remote rural area, who taught a class consisting o f three different age levels, reported his 

concern as revolving around the fact that teaching such classes requires high levels o f 

energy, motivation and management skills.

Work is intense and there a lot o f  workload. There is no time in the morning to do the red 
tape work, read and answer e-mails, keep the school record, pass up to date information to 
colleague(s). It is out o f  the question to correct homeM’ork or prepare work fo r  the classes 
during the break as I  have to be on yard duty every day. So I come back to school in the 
afternoon to complete work. When a teacher is absent, the other has to teach and 
supervise all 23 students together. There 's no alternative. Well, the number o f  students is 
not large, but i t ’s the ages and the level o f  the children that vary. On these days it is hard 
i f  not impossible to have proper classes. The experience o f  teaching at a two-teacher 
school, having to adapt teaching to different student ages, with different learning needs, 
abilities and potential, challenges the teacher’s competence and stamina, while self- 
assessment happens all the time. Fortunately the number o f  students in each age group is 
small and the effort is around setting one group doing some silent activity, while 
mathematics is taught to another group. There are certain advantages fo r  the students in 
collaborative teaching, but it needs a lot o f  effort on the part o f  the teacher. I f  the teacher 
cannot organise group work among different groups, it is time consuming and has 
negative consequences on students (Proteus).

Working in schools in rural, mountainous or island regions with populations mainly 

consisting o f farmers, or in regions that depended on tourism appeared to be o f great 

concern to teachers, as parents in such areas were thought to have different values to these 

in more urban areas. In agricultural areas, parents were often busy with their work in 

arable and stock farming, while in areas with tourism-based economies parents needed 

their children to work in small-scale family businesses such as restaurants, hotels, 

supermarkets or other stores. This pattern o f seeming parental indifference to education, 

combined with the low educational levels o f parents, which was also a frequently reported
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problem, often resulted in the reproduction o f  the parents’ poor educational achievements. 

Theseus, a 37 year-old teacher teaching first grade in a rural school, in an area reliant on 

tourism, often reported in his diary that he feared he would not be able to achieve the 

objectives o f  the lesson. This was due, in large part, to excessive noise levels in the 

classroom and low student motivation. He could do nothing but keep discussing the value 

o f  good education with the pupils and informing the parents about the value o f  learning 

and education. On the whole, his perception o f  his school was that it was disadvantaged. 

Large numbers o f  foreign pupils in one’s class was an issue among many teachers who 

reported working in disadvantaged areas, a concern noted in previous studies in the Greek 

context (Konstantinidou, 2004; Stavrakaki, 2007). Niove, who taught in a suburban school 

with large numbers o f  children o f  parents fi'om the former Soviet Union and poor, working 

class Greek people, reported that pupils had difficulty in understanding lessons, limited 

vocabularies and poor performance in class. As a result, she limited her expectations and 

focused on achieving the basics. A thena’s diary entry also gives an example o f  the similar 

situations she confronted.

A number o f  students in the area live in houses that have been built illegally in the 
outskirts o f  the suburb and have no electricity. Would you expect those students to have 
done their homework? Other students have parents, who are unemployed, have 
psychological problems, are in prison or they are abused by their carers (Athena).

Another problem reported by teachers was pollution, particularly in heavily industrialised 

areas with factories, oil refineries or power stations. Heavy traffic loads, and consequent 

high noise levels and lack o f  open spaces and parks, were the main problems reported in 

densely populated inner cities and this, too, could cause or contribute to stress for the 

teachers concerned.

However, overall, the differences in stress levels experienced by teachers were not due to 

area-specific problems and were more related to the socio-economic nature o f  the area than 

clearly defined urban, suburban or rural locations. It should be noted here that when we 

refer to the socio-economic status o f  an area, we are actually referring to the socio

economic status o f  the pupils’ parents. The association o f  socio-economic disadvantage 

with poor school performance has long been described by researchers (Coleman et a l, 

1973; Bernstein, 1978; Tsoukalas, 1987; Frangoudaki, 1985; Psacharopoulos, 1987; 

Kassimatis, 1991; Kontoyiannopoulou-Polydoridi, 1996; Katsikas & Kavvadias, 2000; 

Sianou, 2009; Koutsoubelas & Tsakloglou, 2008; Grolios, 2010; Alexiou, 2011; Gouvias, 

2012) though the matter remains complicated and controversial. Amongst other things.
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teachers highlighted the need to improve and to increase resources available to schools 

designated as disadvantaged. Adopting lower pupil-teacher ratios and securing satisfactory 

resources, including extra teaching, extra language support and adapting the curriculum to 

the pupils’ needs were generally believed to be ways o f contributing to the reduction of 

teachers’ stress levels. It becomes evident, therefore, that if we wish to improve Greek 

teachers' working conditions and job satisfaction, we should research their particular 

circumstances and contexts and the ways these relate to the demands made on them and 

the resources they have for meeting those demands.

8.3 SOURCES OF STRESS IN TEACHING

The complicated nature o f stress makes it difficult to define the phenomenon. Further 

understanding o f its nature and effects is crucial in the practical matter of developing stress 

management programmes that could help teachers cope with pressure at work. The finding 

that stress has a serious impact on either personal or institutional performance is consistent 

with previous studies (Kantas 2001; Kokkinos, 2007; Galand et al, 2007; Smyth & 

Darmody, 2011). There were several categories o f incidents that teachers who kept diaries 

perceived as stressfLil, levels o f stress being related to the incidents’ gravity, while others 

provided their understanding o f stress in interviews. The principal sources of teachers' 

stress, as attested to by several studies including the present one, belong to four major 

categories:

■ concerns about good teaching, professional adequacy, classroom management, 

student behaviour and pupil-teacher relationships;

■ organisational structure, school climate and culture, subjects to be taught, working 

conditions, workload, level o f participation in decision making, professional role, job 

security, professional development and socioeconomic considerations;

■ relationships with colleagues, parents, superiors and the need for recognition from 

broader society and

■ balancing work and family life.

Difficulties in relationships with pupils and difficulties in satisfying teaching 

responsibilities were among the major stressors. At the same time, the data suggest that a 

large number o f sources o f stress at work are of an organisational nature, which go beyond 

teachers’ training. Poor career structure, inadequate salaries and the attitudes o f society in 

general are what teachers elsewhere generally describe as their major stressors. A
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combination o f daily sources o f stress and structural factors can have a cumulative effect 

that is greater than either alone might have, as teachers' identities are shaped by 

professional, situated and personal dimensions (Day et a i, 2005). The Greek teachers 

surveyed did not depart from the international picture in these respects.

8.3.1 STRESS RELATED TO TEACHING, CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT AND STUDENTS

A broad range o f factors can cause stress to teachers. These include teacher - pupil

relationships, with special emphasis on pupils’ learning and their attitudes towards work.

Concerns over pupils' safety and wellbeing are also factors, as is maintaining class

discipline. Noisy, impolite or cheeky behaviour and increased aggression among pupils

were among the most frequently cited teaching stressors in both the interviews and diaries

o f the teachers involved in this study. Generally, teachers’ primary concerns seem to be

associated with enhancing their students’ learning, developing positive attitudes to school

work and keeping them motivated (Kyriacou & Kune, 2007). Therefore, their aspirations

towards professional adequacy and effective teaching have to be met very tight and

pressing time-frames (Vassilaki et al., 2001; Kantas, 2001; Konstantinidou, 2004;

Cliristodoulou, 2006; Stavrakaki, 2007): they need to see results by the end o f a year or, at

least, by the time pupils leave their schools, otherwise they have little chance o f  knowing if

these efforts have been wasted. But teachers do not simply want to see their pupils achieve

in teams, they also do their best in order to render the student autonomous. As one put it:

/  believe teaching is quite stressful on grounds o f  having to deal with children and being 
responsible fo r  them. It is not only about the cognitive issue; this is only part o f  it. It is 
inevitable fo r  us to act as models fo r  children. It is about what you tell them in the 
classroom and how you behave to them; the way they are going to talk about that to their 
parents or guardians; something you do that may be misunderstood or you should explain 
to them ... This frames you; there is a sense o f  responsibility so what you say match what 
you do and this is stressful. Additionally you have to always be accountable to the school 
principal, the school advisor, the local education authority, parents (Electra, female, 35- 
year-old teacher o f 10-year-oIds, in an urban school, with nine years in-service).

Nevertheless, there are constant demands for alertness to students’ behaviour, safety and 

well-being inside and outside the classroom, in the school yard, during breaks and during 

educational visits and events outside the school. These were the most frequently reported 

factors causing teachers’ stress. Some incidents that generated high stress levels to teachers 

inside and outside school are illustrated in these examples.
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/  was responsible fo r  the boys ’ parade fo r  the national celebration. Parents were told that 
they could pick their children after the parade was over. All had gone fine; there were only 
two students left, when the mother o f  one o f  my students came to me looking fo r  her son. It 
was then I  realised that the student was not with me. I  asked her i f  someone from  the 
fam ily had picked him and the answer was negative. 1 got panicked!!! We were looking fo r  
him all around fo r  ten minutes. He is a small built boy; he had walked as fa r  as three cars ’ 
length ahead o f  us, had lost contact with us, was stuck betM>een two cars, had bent down 
and was shaking with fear. You can imagine my anxiety and relief when he was found! I  
thanked god! No matter how careful you may be, you can sometimes get into trouble in no 
time (Electra).

The other day, a student sneaked into school during the break and set fire  to a litter bin in 
one o f  the classes on the first floor. The teacher on duty had not seen him. He had brought 
a lighter from  home. Fortunately there are always some teachers upstairs and w’hen they 
smelt something burning they hurried to put the fire out. There could have been an inferno. 
The student is a neglected child. He eats fo o d  from  the rubbish bins and has a lot o f  
psychological problems. His mother experiences psychological problems, too. So he has 
been in an institution fo r  a while in the past. We have no access to his diagnosis and we 
don’t know what the institution that took care o f  him was. We have attempted to get him 
diagnosed by the local social services, but they have not responded, so the student has not 
been helped fo r  over a year (Thaleia, female, 42-year-old teacher o f 12-year-olds in an 
urban school, with fourteen years in-service).

A report was addressed to the school principal by a student’s guardian that a knife was 
seen in another student’s school bag. The bag was checked and a pocket knife was found. 
The student said that he carried it fo r  protection from  drug addicts! as he came to school 
unescorted and that his custodians knew about it. The principal asked the parents to come 
to school. The next day the student refused to come into the classroom and tried to get 
away. He remained in the principal’s room fo r  a while until this \\>as discussed with the 
student’s parents. Meanwhile I  talked to him and convinced him to come into the 
classroom. During the break another first grade student bumped into a basketball post this 
resulting in a swollen eye. The student was taken to hospital by a teacher because we had 
unsuccessfully tried to contact the students’ parents (lole, female, 36-year-old teacher o f  
seven-year-olds in an urban school, two-years o f teaching experience).

Teachers also measure their effectiveness in the ability to manage their classes as the 

following examples show.

Despite being a good class in general terms, they have a serious disadvantage; they are 
very noisy. Continuous fuss, not paying attention to the lesson, talking out o f  turn and  
irrelevantly is a big problem. 1 punished the whole class by depriving them o f  the break. 
Missing the break is the ultimate punishment (for them and fo r  me!); ‘Mathematics: The 
book introduces a number o f  mathematical phenomena at the same time and this causes 
confusion to students. I  gave them photocopies and we worked together in the class 
(Orestis, male, 42-years-old, 13 years in-service, currently teaching 11-year olds in an 
urban school).

/  am really concerned about a male student’s performance. I  wonder i f  he should attend 
the previous class again. I  talked to the speech therapist who teaches him. It is not an easy
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case; two students have huge learning difficulties; they have been left behind; some 
students ’ inability stresses me. I  talked with their parents and set priorities. I  have to limit 
my demands (Ismene, female, 42-year-old teacher o f  10-year-olds, in an urban school, 16 
years in-service).

During the math class some pupils did not attend. They exchanged notes with insulting 
content about one o f  their classmates. 1 was very frustrated. I  got the notes and told them  
o ff  in a strict way. I  talked with the pupils involved in the incident later, during the break 
in a more relaxed way (Dapline, 44-year-old female teacher o f  nine-year-olds in an urban 
school, 12 years o f  teaching experience).

/  gave some tests I  had corrected back to the class. They had not done well. They do not 
take things seriously, they make mistakes due to carelessness and I  fe e l that this M>as partly  
due to the time they had the test; it was during carnival. I  was very disappointed! We had  
a long talk, we did not go on, identified again some points that cause difficulties and  
defined dates within next week to do the test in the same units (Cassiopeia, female, 32-year 
old, teaches 11-year-olds in an urban school; eight years in-service).

Failure to accomplish their goals and meet the standards set is experienced as personal 

failure. Consequently, feelings o f  frustration, guilt, low self-esteem, demotivation and low 

morale are generated, notwithstanding that a broad range o f factors are associated with 

poor levels o f  learning, often unrelated to anything the teacher can control. However, 

successful teaching experience has the contrary effect on teachers. It reinforces feelings o f  

professional adequacy and boosts self-esteem (Day et a l, 2006; 2007; Kitching, Morgan & 

O'Leary, 2011). Pupils' achievements are generally beyond teachers' ability to control and 

can be largely attributed to organisational and societal factors (Andreou & 

Papakonstantinou, 1994; Matsagouras, 2002; Dimitropoulos, 2003; Mavrogiorgos, 2003; 

Zefkili, 2004; Arvaniti, 2004; Baliou, 2004; Panagiotopoulou, 2005; Christodoulou, 2006; 

Stavrakaki, 2007). Additionally, Greek schools do not provide consultancy and support on 

social and psychological problems students may face, a fact often interpreted by Greek 

teachers as a lack o f  official concern (Dimitropoulos et al., 2003; Zefkili, 2004; Arvaniti, 

2004; Stavrakaki, 2007), but it is the teachers who end up feeling responsible for these 

problems, though they have not caused them and may be the only people who have tried to 

deal with them, as this extract from a teacher's interview shows.

I  had realised right fro m  the firs t time I  taught a sixth grade in my complementary school 
that they had huge gaps, learning difficulties and their behaviour was problematic. Today 
it was one o f  those days ... They spoke out o f  turn, interrupted, made ironic comments 
about their classmates, who then got angry, wanted to get even and looked fo r  retaliation 
through escalating verbal aggression. I  could hardly have a lesson, wasting time giving  
out to them and interrupting the lesson in order to talk about this kind o f  behaviour rather, 
than teaching. Even when I  told them that at this stage they should be able to work as a
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team and bonds o f friendship and respect shoidd have grown among them, some o f  them 
went on behaving the same way, ignoring me and the rest o f  the class showily. Another 
pupil always criticised the unacceptable behaviour o f  his classmates and interrupts to 
make me deal with them. No matter what we did, the class was chaotic and noisy. Some 
children always do the same things; they do not respect the classroom rules, their peers, 
the teacher, anyone. They do their own thing, are loud and speak out o f  turn! I  gave them 
different, manageable homework and asked them to participate doing as much as they 
could. These particular students never do any exercise. So, after unsuccessful use o f  
different ways to make them stop that practice, I  started yelling at them once again and 
asked the rest o f  the class to ignore their behaviour and continue the lesson. As such a 
thing was too difficult, annoying and frustrating I  asked the school principal to come into 
the class to help! She stayed with us fo r  the remaining time, talked with them and 
threatened fo r  sanctions as this wasn Y the first time that this happened. When I  asked her 
to ask the disrespectful students ’ parents to come to school to inform them about the 
problem, she said that there was no point in doing so. Her previous experience with those 
parents was that ‘they are hard to deal with ’ explaining that they would not discuss or 
accept any comments on their children’s behaviour, because they think it is the school’s 
and the teachers’ responsibility to manage the children. I  fee l so hopeless! (Calypso, 
female, 51-year-old, EFL teacher in two urban schools; 20 years o f teaching experience).

Teachers also feel responsible for keeping students motivated and engaged in the learning 

process and are concerned about poor attitudes towards school work and the learning 

difficulties o f students in their care. As one said:

Teaching is extremely stressful. You are responsible fo r  the students ’ safety and wellbeing; 
their learning; fostering a positive attitude toM’ards learning; changing negative 
stereotypic behaviours that come from  home — this is huge responsibility. I f  you are aware 
o f these responsibilities, you are stressed (Thaleia).

The use o f  reflective practices was often mentioned in the diaries. Reflective practices are 

adopted by the teachers who are searching for ways to gain their students’ attention, 

maintain their motivation and maximise their learning. Reflexivity is combined with 

revision o f practice so as to accommodate cultural diversity, so-called "multiple 

intelligences" and learning styles. Flexibility in adapting the curriculum to pupils’ needs 

and emphasising quality, rather than quantity, o f  knowledge is a way to motivate pupils, 

helping them realise their potential and improve their achievement levels. This appears to 

have a domino effect on raising pupils’ self-confidence and in decreasing unwanted 

behaviour. What is attainable and realistic within one’s individual work should be focused 

on, to the benefit o f both teacher and pupil. I f  pupils are not overburdened, this may reduce 

teachers’ stress levels. But, as things stand in Greek primary schools, pupils’ behaviour 

and attitudes to work present persistent problems, making for stress for teachers, 

compound by there being inadequate time available to spend with each pupil.



The students face difficulties in mathematics as the philosophy in writing the books takes 
fo r  granted that the children already know some things, which they actually don’t. 1 don’t 
know what’s involved in the kindergarten curriculum or i f  all children have attended. But 
the subject matter in mathematics is too demanding fo r  the average student, who should 
have known more things in order to be able to respond to the demands o f  the curriculum. 
Time constraints are enormous and I  am under constant pressure to complete the material. 
Things are better in the language (Helle).

The effects o f mixed ability classes (Darmody & Smyth, 2011) and overburdened, overly 

demanding curricula that exceed students’ abilities regardless o f age are evident. For 

example, one teacher said:

A lot o f  different new things are introduced at the same time. Children who have just come 
from  kindergarten have not even learnt how to hold a pencil. All students must have 
attended kindergarten, but it is with the teacher there to introduce some basic things. The 
curriculum doesn’t seem to provide fo r  that. There M’as a link between the previous and the 
present kindergarten curricula. There was writing practice, which doesn't exist now. 
Students being introduced to a text right away which causes huge confusion to the 
students. I  mean the neM> books are addressed to very advanced students (Leto).

The inability to teach the knowledge expected due to time constraints, the poor quality o f 

books and excessive material in them were things mentioned in most diaries and 

interviews.

Two hours are not enough to teach language; I  gave it a third hour. I  have been left 
behind. I  can predict I  won ’t be able to complete all units. I  asked the children to bring the 
books o f  language the next day, too, in order to do the language in the flexible zone hour. 
Inadequate time fo r  mathematics; I  am trying -  and this is typical - to squeeze what would 
need 3-4 hours to teach, in 1-2 hours. I  have to double the time fo r  mathematics and create 
my own exercises and photocopies fo r  students to work with. The book is awfid. In private 
school sites I  can see that they have put the books o f  mathematics aside. I  am trying to 
adapt the material to match the class’s needs on top o f  having to repeat everything three 
times as the students cannot particularly concentrate (Orestis).

Unclear goals and excessive curricular demands, that exceed the average class’s abilities, 

force the teacher to lower expectations o f pupils. Mathematics proved to be a real 

headache for one teacher who wrote as follows:

Who do they expect to teach this mathematics? Curricula are the M inistry’s responsibility 
and they have no idea about school reality. I  had to limit my expectations. The book is 
unacceptable ... deep breaths ... one third o f  the students are unable to follow; we revise 
and w e’ll see ... ’; ‘inability o f  a large number o f  students to understand mathematics. I  
will have to do the same lesson again next time ’; ‘mathematics get harder and harder fo r  
students. I  put the book aside and used examples o f  my own ’; I  did not have enough time to 
do what I  had planned; I  prepared material at home in the afternoon (Ismene).
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High levels o f stress are caused by the intensive and rigid nature o f a Greek school 

working day that does not allow enough rest periods and breaks for either students or 

teachers. The significance o f poorly timed and insufficiently long breaks for those who are 

asked to teach and discipline tired, demotivated and agitated students is a consistent 

international and Greek research finding (Kyriacou & Roe, 1988, in Moriarty et a l, 2001; 

Stavrakaki, 2007). In addition to having only short rest periods, there is an extra workload 

imposed on teachers as no clerical support is provided in Greek primary schools. Extra 

time spent at home on work-related activities such as preparation, correction o f homework 

and marking can be added to time spent inside or outside school on extra-curricular 

activities such as meetings with parents, preparing school shows, parades, games etc. 

These activities take up a lot o f Greek teachers’ personal time and are often sources of 

stress. At the same time, large numbers o f students in the classroom and overburdened 

curricula further curtail the extent o f time available for each individual student 

(Konstantinidou, 2004; Stavrakaki, 2007, Salteris, 2008). On top o f organisational 

deficiencies, pressure is placed on Greek teachers by their superiors to take up extra 

projects and get involved in initiatives for which extra time, equipment, resources and pay 

are not provided, causing professional dissatisfaction (Kantas, 2001; Aventisian- 

Pagoropoulou et a l, 2001; Pomaki & Anagnostopoulou, 2001; Matsagouras, 2002; 

Dimitropoulos, 2003; Mavrogiorgos, 2003; Zefkili, 2004; Arvaniti, 2004; Baliou, 2004; 

Panagiotopoulou, 2005; Christodoulou, 2006; Stavrakaki, 2007). Teachers are asked to 

accommodate everything in the working day or extend it into their personal time 

(Christodoulou, 2006; Stavrakaki, 2007). Some teachers provided letters along with their 

diaries, setting out problems and concerns. Leto, a teacher with extensive work experience 

and currently teaching first grade pupils (seven-year-olds) in a rural context, described ‘the 

most stressful issues’ as follows:

a. It is a highly varied ability class. Three out o f  fifteen students (1/5) have a great 
difficulty even learning the letters o f  the alphabet. Five out o f  fifteen (1/3) are 
‘stars ’ and could compete second grade students. This causes extreme difficulty in 
deciding about how to go on. Unfortunately there is no extra learning support at 
school so I  have to prepare different homework, copy, spelling and class work fo r  
the weakest children. The worst o f  all is that when these children are not doing any 
work, they urge the class, are not disciplined and do anything you can think of, 
despite recommendations and imposing consequences and sanctions;

b. There is confusion in mathematics. The book goes from  one topic to another in no 
time. There is no (adequate) time fo r  students to consolidate the material. In a 45- 
minute teaching session I  have to explain 2-3 different concepts to the students;
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c. In environmental study we have no time fo r  discussion, but in every unit the book 
prescribes exercises and homework. The children are tired during the last hours 
and writing somehow becomes very big deal!

d. The second two-hour session is v o y  tiring fo r  young ages/low levels. A five-minute 
break would help a lot

Problems related to all-day school function were highlighted in Cynthia's letter attached to 

her diary. She referred to her experience thus.

Trying to record the stressful events o f  the everyday life I  noticed that these events stem 
from the peculiarity o f  the all-day class:

1. The students are already tired from  the morning classes and do not respond 
willingly to their responsibilities

2. Parents ’ demands are often excessive on the all-day school. They M’ant their child 
have studied next day’s lessons. This is not always feasible, since there is a large 
number o f  subjects to be dealt with in all-day school

3. Some students do not attend all-day school on a regular basis, so every time 1 
wonder whether they were picked by their parents and have gone home. I  have to 
call at their homes to fin d  out

4. There are students from  all grades in all-day classes. This implies several different 
subjects that are hard to co-ordinate.

Maintaining discipline and managing pupils’ disruptive and disrespectful behaviour is a 
persistent problem for a large number o f Greek teachers and this has often been a source of 
stress for teachers worldwide also (Merett & Wheldall, 1984; Huberman, 1993; Kyriacou, 
2001; Vassilaki et ah, 2001; Kantas, 2001; Konstantinidou, 2004; Christodoulou, 2006; 
Stavrakaki, 2007). It is particularly draining working in mixed ability and difficult classes, 
as one teacher noted.
The most important source o f  stress is students ’ behaviour. In many cases I  think that 
students I  have this year have no limits. They do not respect their classmates, talk out o f  
turn in most cases about things that are irrelevant to the lesson. I  have a number o f  
students who are identified with ADHD, and this makes teaching harder. 1 have also very 
good students, who have no problem understanding easily any subject, are high achieving, 
know the limits, wait fo r  their turn and know when it is appropriate to talk. But the climate 
this year is extremely difficult. Well, things have improved since the beginning o f  the 
school year, but we have problems o f  misbehaviour and violent behaviour towards peers 
and it often takes long during the day to talk about the same things over and over again 
(Daphne).

Pupils’ misbehaviour is a coinmon reason for teachers experiencing high levels o f stress. It 

can sometimes be attributed to school structure, as pupils may be forced to take courses 

inappropriate for them and irrelevant to their individual needs and lived experiences, as 

this example showed.

Environmental study: children won't cooperate fo r  M’hat is required due to excess fatigue 
during the last hours, so I  chose to make a poster about healthy diet instead o f  doing 
exercises. What I  teach is fa r  more difficult than the students’ abilities and the material is
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o^erwhelming though it could be simpler. There are lessons e.g. about animals. When the 
cHldren listen to something, they always want to talk about their own experiences; their 
behaviour is impulsive; there’s no time to it ... I f  they bring some examples from  their own 
lo:al experience, time has flown. There should be time allowed fo r  the teacher to extend on 
a ‘opic e.g. on how we should behave to a stray animal. There's no time to talk about real 
lije experiences from  the students ’ own background. We have to rush all the time (Leto).

D fficulties related to poor academic achievement, lack o f motivation, low attendance rates 

ard frequent incidences o f emotional, behavioural and health problems are issues o f great 

ccncern to teachers. The need for support and intervention from the Greek state, where 

appropriate, becomes evident in the following extract from a diary.

Tnird day o fL ... ’s absence. The specific pupil is often absent. As a result his performance 
is poor. It happened repeatedly last year, too, resulting in serious learning gaps. This has 
stirted since the student’s first year in school. Now the situation is out o f  his mother’s 
ccntrol, whose attitude ranges from loose to indifferent. They live with the boy’s 
stepfather. The last teaching hour, when I  had already finished work, a p u p il’s mother 
irformed me that she had been told about the reason o f  his absence by L... s ’ mother. The 
reason had always been the same. The pupil had not studied tha t’s why he refused to come 
to school. I  tried to communicate with the mother again, because my pupil L ... has been 
absent fo r  a week. Nobody ansM’ered on the land line, while her mobile number has 
clanged. We rang the SEN adviser to talk about L... ’s problem. He would be visiting a 
neighbouring school the following day, so we could meet him there. I  left the lesson 
Ilf finished in order to do that. I  briefed him about the student’s problem. He said that he 
hcd faced  similar problems in quite a number o f  schools in the area and suggested 
scmething without giving it too much thought. He advised us that we should ask a social 
wyrker to visit the fam ily at home. L... finally came to school, since his mother was 
amoyed by the measures the state applied to her son and her whole fa m ily ’s situation. She 
has got two more children, who are neglected, too. She also came to school but it was 
wtile I  was in class so I  didn ’t meet her. I  did not make any comments on L... ’s absence 
Wien he returned, but tried to talk to him once more. The answer was that his classmates 
once pointed at him and laughed. During the next teaching hour we talked in class and I  
realised that it was just an excuse (Rhea, female, 40-year-oId teacher o f 12-year-olds, in an 
uiban school, 14 years of teaching experience).

Overall, it is the daily "hassles" rather than major disruptions that cause greater stress. 

Tiey have a serious impact on teachers’ moods and health, as they happen very frequently 

ard have a cumulative effect, whether the teachers are in Greece or elsewhere. The fact 

that constant interruptions result in the wasting o f precious time, time that could be used 

fcr meaningful learning, but is lost through chaotic classroom situations, engenders 

feelings o f helplessness and fiitility in teachers. Again, this is an international finding and 

is illustrated by the following diary extract.

7 fte n  experience stress when the students are naughty and cannot be kept under control; 
I  get frustrated. You always have some students in the class who spoil the whole climate 
and you have to do something about that. And I  do n ’t always know what should be done.
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Discipline problems include being hyperactive, noisy, being out o f  place, not completing
the work they are assigned. You ask them to take a notebook out o f  their school bags in
order to do something and they disobey; they ruin my day and I  fee l miserable when 1 give 
them punishments to keep them in order ...it is against pedagogical principles (Leto).

Continually trying to get students to do what they are assigned or keeping them in order is 

probably more stressful than intermittent stressful encounters with a few problematic 

pupils or colleagues. Children talking out o f turn, needlessly wandering about in the 

classroom, being out o f their seats, disobeying, not attending and disturbing others through 

physical and verbal aggression were the problems most frequently cited by the diarists as 

the most chronic. Failure to maintain discipline and the holding back of one’s feelings of 

frustration and resentment can have pathogenic implications and may lead to neurotic 

symptoms and feelings o f reduced worth. A typical example o f such thinking was 

summarised by Calypso.

■ I  face a big problem to make rules M’ork

■ Most o f  the times I  fe e l exhausted at the end o f  a school day

■ Are times so demanding?

■ Are kids so rude and touchy and difficult to deal with

■ Am I  so incapable o f  managing a class and maybe M’as it a fa ta l’ mistake to be a 

teacher?

Consequently, teachers often rely on their self-defence mechanisms rather than on creative 

ways to address problems. Changes in students’ behaviour cause concern for most teachers 

as they may be indicators o f family problems that can undermine both performance and 

well-being. For example:

The behaviour one o f  my students has changed. He has started coming to school 
unprepared; disorganised; as a difficulty with focusing on the task; plays with school 
equipment, consciously breaks the rides; lazing around and avoids working when it comes 
to school M>ork. He scratches some sores on his nose and constantly makes them bleed. In 
the beginning 1 tried to understand the reason this happened and was then informed that 
the student's parents had been away fo r  several weeks due to serious health problem o f  his 
mother. I  thought that the student was trying to attract my attention as a substitute o f  
motherly care and decided to take care o f  him in a more motherly way, but at the same 
time asked him firm ly not to neglect his chores. I  invested a lot o f  energy and effort to 
balance him every day and this is draining (Alcyone, female, 42-year-old teacher o f 10- 
year-olds in a suburban school, 17 years in-service).

The data support the claim that, not infrequently, teachers assume responsibility for 

students in their care in ways that go beyond their formal roles. Alcyone went on to say the 

following:
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The student’s behaviour is a source o f  stress all the time. It keeps bothering me one way or 
another and what way I  should react every time something happens. I  contacted the 
parents when they came back to the island after the mother’s surgery. We found  out that 
this problematic behaviour happens at home, too and it really bothers the parents 
seriously. When I  met them I  suggested they should ask fo r  support from  the counselling 
service o f  psychological health unit. The mother’s health issue is not over. I  was affected 
by her condition (her mobility is still restricted). I  assume that this has a huge impact on 
the child. And it was an issue fo r  me how I  could talk to them about their child’s situation 
without upsetting them too much. I  got a form  from  the psychological health unit, in which 
1 had to describe the student’s behaviour in the classroom. What bothers me now is how to 
give as accurate a description as possible.

The complicated legal demands created by caring for pupils in any country can render 

teaching a stressful enough job but additional interruptions to a class in progress (including 

those caused by superiors) may only make things worse. All o f this adds to teachers’ stress 

and the feeling that precious time for teaching and learning is being wasted. The following 

examples illustrate cases in which those who might have been expected to help actually 

made certain things worse.

The school adviser came into our class to give me instructions about the school appraisal 
that is going to be in a few  days. She talked to me while the students were alone so I  had to 
keep an eye on the students and to pay attention to her. I  would have preferred her to meet 
me during the break (Ariadne, 25-year-old teacher of 11-year-olds in a big, urban school; 
tliree years in-service)

The principal came into the classroom to ask fo r  some documents. This resulted in high 
level o f  noise caused by the pupils. While he was in the classroom 1 tried several times to 
calm the class down; they wouldn’t listen. When the principal left I  had got upset and 
angry. 1 deprived them from  reading a book I  had promised (Helene, female, 41-year-old 
teacher of nine-year-olds in an urban school, 17 years o f work experience).

Lack o f substitute cover for a teacher’s absence is a serious nuisance, sometimes causing

chaotic situations and frustration for the teachers involved as in this example.

Class was interrupted to accept five  pupils from  a colleague’s class, who was absent. 
Attention and focus were lost all day long. I  tried to give the ‘visitors ’ some work to do, 
but it wouldn’t suffice (Hippolyte, female, 42-year-old teacher o f eight year-olds in an 
urban school, 15 years in-service).

Late arrival o f students is a frequent cause o f interruption, the reason often stemming from 

the family. Both the teacher and the students can feel helpless in such situations, as these 

examples show.

The twins (D... and N...) come to school after the prayer every day. I  advised them to be at 
school on time. The children said that they get up late (themselves and their mother). 
That’s why they often arrive late to school. Today N. brought neither his books nor his
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homework. There is nothing I  can do apart from  recommendations to students and to their 
mother from time to time (Daplme).

A student was late fo r  school; waking up in the morning is difficult, because the student’s 
mother works at night (Thetis, 54 years old, female teacher o f  nine-year-olds, in an urban 
school, 32 years in-service).

Regardless of the reasons for class disruption, the effect on the class is usually the same: 

upheaval and noise upset the routine and the smooth running o f the class, leading to time 

being lost and frustration, as in these examples.

The class M>as interrupted by a carpenter, who came in to repair the door. Trying to 
refocus the pupils to the lessons was in vain (Hippolyte).

A repair man came into the classroom to fix  the door handle. I  did my best to go on with 
the language lesson, but students’ attention had flown out o f  the window. During the 
repair I  tried to keep them under control and maintain their attention but it wasn’t easy. I  
didn’t punish them, but did not manage to have a proper class. (Helene)

Tackling problems related to order and control forces teachers to spend more time than 

they ought to on these issues, rather than on actual teaching, a problem often identified in 

research while whole class relationships are more important to teachers than individual 

child relationships. But in this study a number o f "withdrawn" children were identified by 

teachers as having caused serious concern, which may not entirely confirm this claim.

But either way, dealing with people is the most stressfiil aspect o f various professions and 

in the case o f teachers, the extent o f their responsibility for students is physically and 

emotionally draining. Relationships between teachers and their students appear to be of 

paramount importance to teachers and relationship breakdown is associated with high 

levels o f stress and burnout. A great deal o f teachers’ satisfaction comes from successftil 

teaching, as teachers’ overall concern is to be able to motivate their students and make 

them autonomous learners and individuals. As one said:

Children may figh t or misbehave, or be violent, so on one hand we have to soothe parents ’ 
anger who come to school to ask fo r  an explanation about an incident or an injury and on 
the other hand we should try to eliminate or at least minimise violent behaviour and 
aggression inside and outside the classroom, and help children who are isolated and are 
not acceptable by the rest. I  mean that you have such circumstances in the classroom that 
w on’t allow you advance in the cognitive field. You must resolve some o f  the problems 
first; establish good relationships among children; teach the class how to work as a team; 
help them socialise. Then it is much easier to teach them addition and subtraction. The 
development o f  children’s personality matters most. I  don’t want a fearful child. I  don’t 
want an isolated child. I  don 7 want a child who is afraid o f  me. I  want a child M’ho 
respects me and a child who gradually builds up his/her personality through school. I  
believe this is my role. (Electra)
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Anything that makes a child in a teacher’s class unliappy may make the teacher wonder 

what is wrong or what could be done to help.

-Y has been crying since he has come into the classroom. I  asked him i f  he wished to tell me 
the reason, but he wouldn 't talk to me ... X  was crying again, but only at the beginning; he 
forgot about it later. He wouldn’t talk to me today either ... Today X  was not crying, but 
looked sad. I  asked him i f  he wanted to swap place or i f  there were something else at 
school that made him unhappy. He answered no to all the questions ... X ’s mother has not 
yet told me the reason why the child was crying, despite coming across me every day 
(Daplme).

Students’ behavioural-emotional problems and increased aggression, coupled with lack of 

support from the Greek state, were amongst the most frequently stated problems. Incidents 

o f fighting and aggression, both verbal and physical, occurring among pupils not only 

during break time, but also in the classroom were frequently reported by the diarists. For 

example:

Apart from  workload and overburdened syllabi, the relationship with students is a huge 
factor o f stress. This is the second year I  have this difficult class with regard to both 
students’ cognitive abilities and behaviour. Disruptive behaviour in the class causes 
problems in the teaching - learning process in terms o f  wasting time and not allowing time 
fo r  group work or fo r  playing games. All problems regardless their nature; emotional, 
learning difficulties, fam ily issues require support and resolution. These children have not 
managed to create bonds among them despite being together fo r  six years, since they 
started school. I've systematically tried to bring them close, to set them work as a team but 
I  haven’t managed. They form  some teams periodically, but they don’t last long. There is 
serious recrimination and aggression, both verbal (in the classroom) and physical (in the 
yard) among students and unfortunately this causes a lot o f  problems. It has been worse 
this year due to the onset o f  puberty (Poseidon, male, 34-year-old teacher of 12-year-olds 
in a suburban school, 10 years o f teaching experience).

The diarists, time and again, reported feeling that their training was not adequate to coping 

with violence, bullying, absenteeism, parental neglect or abuse, bereavement or the loss o f 

a parent and all the other problems pupils unavoidably brought with them to school. Both 

diarists and interviewees repeatedly and clearly stated that they had neither been prepared 

for teaching by their education, nor did they have anyone to turn to for advice. The 

surveyed teachers felt that, while their education was academically satisfactory, as to 

teaching their subjects, it lacked a practical training component. Typical comments 

included the following.

I ’m very satisfied with my education, but despite being theoretically adequate, I  am not 
prepared fo r  what I  face at work. Practice and classroom management was missing. This 
could be taught through attending a lot o f  sample lessons during training. Teaching 
practice and lessons taught by practitioners, not lecturers who may have not taught in a
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primary school class fo r  20 yrs or have never taught at all at primary level would help 
(Demeter).

My education was very satisfactory at a theoretical level; but inadequate at a practical 
level. I  often use the same methodology my teacher at primary school used. Practice was 
missing due to inadequate s ta ff in the school o f  teachers ’ education. Even i f  things change 
radically in the future I  fee l being adequate and will survive, either as a teacher or in 
another job  (Helle).

Effective teaching and professional adequacy appeared to be closely related to education 

and in-service training, combined with growing teaching experience. What the surveyed 

teachers did not know at first, they often found out through lengthy and sometimes painful 

experience.

h4y education was adequate to prepare me fo r  teaching. Well, at a theoretical level; at a 
practical level, it w asn’t. A few  hours’ practice during the fina l year in order just to meet 
some requirements is not enough. Teachers’ colleges should be linked to schools, to 
reality. Linking theory to practice in every subject should be a necessary component. 
Doing some kind o f  assignment using surveys and Meriting a report about it is not all we 
should be doing. There should be a different kind o f  relationship. I  believe initial training 
is cut o ff from  the real world; here is theory ... there is practice. Should these two elements 
converge, we w’ould all be benefited. It takes time to gain an understanding o f  where 
you ’re standing in education, in your professional environment and your practices in 
order to start experimenting, improving and re-directing things. /  could claim that after 
nine years in teaching I  have a clear picture about what is important in the classroom, 
what to place emphasis on regarding relationships with students, at cognitive level, at any 
level ... So I  think o f  these nine years as an apprenticeship. I  have already started having 
quests and redefining things within the domain o f  professional seminars, postgraduate 
study and being in charge o f  laboratory work. At this stage I  overall fee l like I  have found  
a balance in my profession. I  would like to develop professionally on criteria related to my 
professional needs ... /  think that every ten years or so, professional development should 
be provided. But I  want to make it clear; I  don’t need just anything. There are thousands 
o f  seminars about just anything. It has to be something meaningful (Electra).

The lack o f consistency as regards school policies and parental back-up on matters o f 

discipline make maintenance o f class discipline even harder, particularly because students 

expect to be disciplined in the same way as at home. Lack o f consensus among parents, 

and among teachers in schools, is an additional obstacle to achieving and maintaining 

discipline, as this extract suggests.

Apart from  coping with discipline problems in your classroom, you realise that not only is 
there lack o f  co-operation with parents, but also lack o f  consensus among colleagues but 
from  most o f  the parents ... They beat up, they abuse their children. And when children 
come to school and the teacher does not use the disciplinary methods parents use, they 
become bold, because they have learnt these behaviours. They are being told: ‘don’t do 
that or else!’, 'stop or I'll give you something to cry about!', ‘leave me alone ’ or ‘wait till 
daddy gets home!" I  mean directions and the methods used in the contemporary school
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are modern and different from  the vieM’s and mentality o f  traditional fam ilies in a rural 
area. Parents work and don ’t wish to deal with their children (Leto).

The presence o f pupils with special education needs in mainstream classes was a recurring

problem, causing considerable stress to teachers: 'A pupil with autism was very uneasy and

beat one o f his classmates. I asked another pupil to sit beside him and take care o f him',

Sappho reported in her diary, while Apollo stated: 'A pupil with attention deficit disorder

disturbs and beats repeatedly some o f her classmates. This always results in continuous

trouble. I always try to be near her to anticipate this behaviour' and Hippolyte reported:

A pupil with severe learning difficulties started singing, while the lesson was in progress. 
I  stopped and tried to calm her doM>n, hut she was very tense. She sang and rolled on the 
floor  ... /  couldn’t manage the situation. Finally, I  sent her to the SEN teacher.

By contrast, a teacher who had a severely disabled student in her class, but had a teaching 

assistant, stated that the class was not disturbed at all by the SEN student’s presence. 

Though it would not be wise to extrapolate too much, this may suggest that more support 

is needed for SEN pupils within Greek mainstream education and that extra human and 

material resources are required.

The bureaucratic and time-consuming process o f identification of students’ problems does 

not allow for early diagnosis and intervention. This was an issue o f concern raised by a 

large number o f the participants, as well as the lack o f extra language support for students 

o f foreign origin.

Apart from  several problems we have to cope with, due to the disadvantaged school status, 
we have a number o f  students have either poor or no Greek at all. There are no classes o f  
extra language support. They have in fac t been banned as the prerequisites fo r  their 
formation, such as that students are required to have been repatriated in the last two years 
and that the number o f  those students have be a percentage o f  ’A o f  the total number o f  
school students, make it impossible. Well, some o f  them have been here fo r  4-5 years, but 
this does not mean that they have got the same level o f  language as Greek students since 
they speak their native language at home. I  usually teach fifth  and sixth grades and always 
have a number o f  students who do not speak Greek; it is too difficult fo r  them to attend in 
the beginning. What I  can do is trying to communicate with the children, who d on ’t speak 
any other language but their native, any possible way, mainly using body language, since 
there is no other way. Then I  give them extra language support fo r  one hour a day, 
remaining at school longer and beyond my teaching hours. It is a very difficult situation ... 
I ’m trying to integrate them into the class ... the issue o f  socialisation and integration 
comes firs t ... the cognitive/learning issue comes second. I  have a girl in my class, who 
comes from Moldova, at present. She came to school at the end o f  the last school year and 
she has now started communicating. Children learn by talking to their peers and while 
playing games. But when a child is shy, introvert or older than her peers, then it takes a 
long time to speak as she fee l embarrassed when making mistakes and this keeps her back. 
It is much easier when they come to school at younger ages (Andromeda).



The importance o f the quality o f student-teacher interaction and the relationship between 

teachers’ job satisfaction and stress is evident in this study, as in others as previously 

mentioned. Examples o f stress caused by responsibility for pupils’ growth and well-being 

and problems o f pupils’ misbehaviour were provided by most teachers. Typical comments 

included: 'the teaching profession is one of extreme responsibility and demands constant 

awareness about matters that range from education to protection o f the children'; 'pupil 

misbehaviour is growing due to the socioeconomic deprivation of their families'; 'I want to 

go on working as a teacher, without discarding my personal values and principles' and 

'after 25 years in-service, 1 think I’m entitled to say that teaching is a hard, complicated 

and tiresome profession'.

Drafting a discipline code for Greek schools to reduce pupils’ apathy would be wise. This, 

combined with more time for classroom and behaviour management courses in teachers’ 

initial and in-service training would be likely to be o f huge practical benefit for 

practitioners. Self-awareness programmes may help teachers modify their behaviour, 

understand their limits, feel more competent and more satisfied with their work and be less 

frustrated and, therefore, less prone to illness.

8.3.2 STRESS RELATED TO ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE

This study attests to the importance o f external factors contributing to higher stress levels, 

regardless o f biographical and personality differences among teachers or schools’ 

characteristics. Institutional organisation and poor working conditions were among key 

stressors identified by teachers. This is not a surprising finding as lower levels o f  job 

satisfaction are associated with higher levels o f stress, which is consistent with studies in 

the Greek context (Kyriacou, 2001; Kantas, 2001; Antoniou et al, 2006; Leontari, Kyridis 

& Gialamas, 2000; Koustelios & Kousteliou, 2001; Panagiotopoulou, 2005; Stavrakaki, 

2007).

Overall, and the principal focus o f this study, the most consistent source o f stress reported 

by teachers was educational reform and insufficient information on its implementation. 

Lack of support from the state, numbers o f pupils in class be due to a lack o f substitute 

cover for personal leave or illness, unavailability o f  resources, poor school equipment, 

materials and facilities and SEN pupils in mainstream classes were also frequently given as 

causes o f stress. However, the extent of the commitment o f Greek teachers to their work
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and their students was evident, as well as their satisfaction at the implementation o f new 

policies. Teachers' desire to make a difference in their pupils' lives is strong, and they 

seemed largely to be willing and able to "rise above" such concerns. By contrast, reforms 

could not be avoided, as one lengthy diary extract shows.

My class is one o f  varied abilities with 3-4 different levels, so apart from  the normal daily 
tasks such as correction o f  written essays, tests, homework and preparation fo r  all 
subjects, I  have to prepare different work fo r  the students who are dyslexic or o f  foreign 
origin and have poor language skills, from  the work I  prepare fo r the rest o f  the class . . . I f  
I  did everything by the book, very few  students, about 20%, would understand what it is all 
about. I  have to intervene as the books only match my students ’ needs to a small extent and 
target students o f  ability above average. Books have only been positively accepted by 
teachers and parents to a very small extent. Even parents, who are well educated, are 
mathematics teachers, e.g., have got a big problem with the books; they cannot help their 
children. The books o f  first and second grades in particular are too bad; they’re 
impossible to teach. The w’ay concepts are presented is chaotic. The material in 
mathematics and science is huge, thus impossible to complete, while in language time 
available is too little fo r  reading comprehension and the student to learn how to write. 
Unless the multitude o f  concepts introduced is reduced, students have no time to 
consolidate o f  what they have been taught. Students come across a new concept only once 
and then have to move to the next. I fee l extremely stressed about the new reform that is 
being implemented; it is going to make our work more difficult as there's going to be a 
larger number o f  students in the class (up to 30). When we are experiencing difficulties 
M>ith 20 students in the class, it is assumed that it is going to be too difficidt to M’ork M’ith 
30 ... I  fee l I  w on’t be able to influence the children’s future, even to a small extent and 
this is an important factor o f  stress fo r  me. I  am concerned about assessment-related pay, 
but not because I ’m going to lose money, but because I  know that people who put their 
conscience first, will be disheartened. I  don’t agree on terms such as productivity when it 
comes to educating children ... because I  have seen that in schools that are considered 
'productive ’ are schools undertaking projects. The average student and the student facing  
difficulties are excluded, however making the most out o f  high achievers exclusively. I  
disagree with such an educational system. Simply preserving the status quo through the 
institution whereby a good student remains good means nothing to me. What really 
matters is our ability to change this by improving the disadvantaged children’s 
performance. I  don’t mean that we can do miracles, but it is worth trying. What stresses 
me most is how long teachers will be able to resist. It is only through working people’s 
reaction and struggle that things can be achieved. And since there will be no extra support 
fo r  students who most need it, 'leave students who are facing difficulties aside and deal 
only with the average and above average student’. This is unacceptable ... School mergers 
are an issue o f  concern as some schools in rural places and islands are going to disappear 
(Thaleia).

An additional stressor was lack o f time available for individual pupils and completing 

teaching work is inadequate. And as stress occurs when there are too many tasks to be 

accomplished in too short a time; when demands on a person exceed resources, or when 

the skills o f the person are not utilised. So both experienced and less experienced teachers
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reported experiencing anxiety due to time constraints and extraneous demands made on 

them. This was an issue o f considerable concern among teachers, being a consistent 

problem to which almost all o f them referred. For example:

I  fe e l fram ed by curriculum, by time. I  have to rush everything. It is impossible to go 
deeper into something w’ith my students. Whenever I  do it, I  have to face time constraints, 
due to the excess material fo r  the time available, which on top o f everything, is too difficult 
fo r  the students cognitive abilities and needs that do not match the demands o f  the 
curriculum (Daphne).

Decreasing pupil-teacher ratios would reduce workloads and increase time available for 

each individual pupil. A better designed curriculum, not overburdened and with clearly 

defined aims, would also help.

I  surely had to do some alterations as to what to teach. It was only through applying things 
in the classroom I  could check what was too difficult fo r  the children. So, I  theoretically 
had a plan in mind, M’hich changed a lot during the first year I  worked with the specific 
books. A steady topic in conversations held among colleagues in the sta ff room in all 
breaks was about the new books; all teachers agreed that books were very badly written. 
During the first and second year we started forming a view on how we should work Math 
the neM> books. It was obvious that the authors at each level d idn ’t  have time to talk to each 
other and that planning was not right. This resulted in the material o f  mathematics o f  first 
grade not be connected to the material o f  the second grade and so on. Additionally the 
authors were probably not be related to the classroom reality, so the objectives in each 
subject were too demanding or differentiated in every lesson, so fo r  a student to achieve 
them would require more time than the one available. On the other hand I  believe that an 
overall evaluation o f  the books implies that they address the student who is o f  average or 
higher level. This means that weak students have lost the game. The amount o f  the 
material is huge, so you have to make choices, focus on specific things and work on two or 
three out o f  the five  lesson objectives, in order to achieve teaching the most o f  the material 
by the end o f  the school year. Apart from  that I  can’t go on teaching new material, unless 
I  make sure that things have been consolidated. Objectives and information are too many 
and not all students can get helped at home. And why should they? It is our institutional 
role to complete work in school. I  believe it all relies on the teacher’s good will. Teachers 
have to rush in order to catch up, especially those o f  fifth  grade, who have the most 
subjects to teach (Electra).

Intensification o f their own work was not the teachers’ only organisational concern, 

however. They felt that their pupils were overburdened by both meaningless school work 

and extra classes outside school, resulting in excess fatigue, demotivation and loss of 

childhood.

I ’d  like the children to have completed studying by the time they leave school fo r  home; do 
anything they need to do in the school. They should leave their stu ff in school; have free  
time to play basketball; go out play with a friend; read a book they like; watch TV; do 
whatever they wish. I 'd  like everything being made available to students within school, 
provided that schools had resources they need (Andromeda).
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Teachers’ work in general involves much more investment o f time than in actual teaching 

hours, as they have to spend extra time on activities either at school (preparing school 

shows, meeting parents, attending staff meetings or covering for absent colleagues) or at 

home (preparing, marking or correcting homework). The lack o f sufficient time to spend 

with individual pupils is due to large classes, which reduces the time available for each 

pupil, with negative implications for the pupils’ education and their relationships with 

teachers. The need to respond to the increased demands o f young pupils in particular 

seems to cause considerable stress. Liaison with parents takes up much o f teachers’ time as 

well.

The overwhelming busyness, fragmentation and intensity o f the work and multiplicity o f a 

teacher’s roles have been noted in many studies, while frequent interruptions take up 

substantial amounts o f teachers' lives and are a considerable source o f stress, regardless o f 

any time management skills a teacher may have (Northern Ireland Teachers’ Health and 

Wellbeing Survey, 2001; Konstantinidou, 2004; ASTI, 2007; Stavrakaki, 2007; Day et al., 

2006, 2007; Kitching, 2009).

Evidently, greater attention needs to be paid to the nature o f work in educational 

organisations in Greece and elsewhere by policy-makers as people who have too many 

responsibilities for too short a time end up performing poorly. Apart from the considerable 

financial cost and the harmful implications for teachers’ health and well-being, this can 

also have a considerable impact on a nation’s education. This is due to reduced 

organisational effectiveness, deterioration in individual performance, poor interpersonal 

relationships and increased absenteeism (Taylor, 2003).

Greek teachers seem to feel that their role is multiple because, beyond their strictly

professional roles they also have a mission that is even more important than transmitting

knowledge. Not only do they feel responsible for their students’ security and wellbeing,

but they are also concerned with transferring values, helping pupils build character,

develop their personalities, discover their talents, acquire social skills and prepare for life

and citizenship. The teacher’s role is often seen as a mission (Nias, 1997; Fullan, 1993;

Noddings, 1994; Tsolidis & Pollard, 2007). As one teacher in the survey said:

A teacher is entrusted with a great mission. This is the way I  fe e l about it; a huge 
responsibility. I ’d  like to know that i f  some day I  come across a student o f  mine, who has 
become a plumber, to hear 7  have a nice family, I ’m a respectable person and have 
achieved this or that ’ rather, than be a damaged personality with a collection o f  academic 
qualifications. They seem to have forgotten about the children being children. They d o n ’t
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play, their imagination and creativity is not developed and they d o n ’t explore their 
abilities. There must be a kind o f  professional orientation or to pu t it differently a quest o f  
students' aptitudes and skills. It is impossible all children to be doing excellent in all 
subjects. This is what we are pursuing, which results in students, who despite being well 
able in a lot o f  fields, to be confined. I  am very concerned about children, w’hose aptitude 
is in a fie ld  that is not catered fo r  in school and who think o f  themselves as being useless. 
This results in distancing from  the learning process or even early school leaving and it is 
sad ... There is brainstorming with cognitive subjects, overwhelming information, but is 
there real education? Why is Art i.e., considered as a subject o f  minor importance? Why 
c a n ’t we learn our history through Art? Some students would be able to express 
themselves better through A rt (Ariadne).

But if such concerns are, in a way, "timeless" (i.e. fixed features or failings o f Greek 

education over many decades, w ith some aspects that are universal, being found in 

countries elsewhere), the fact that this research was conducted a short time after a ‘bail 

ou t’ o f  the Greek economy in which other countries loaned large sums to support an 

economy in danger o f  bankruptcy should not be ignored. Greek teachers’ salaries were cut 

in 2010-2011 by 40%, but taxes were doubled at the same time. A newly appointed 

teacher’s monthly salary in 2012 was as low as 670 Euros. Many o f  the teachers 

interviewed referred to the discussions that took place in staff-rooms in their schools about 

changes then recently brought about in teachers’ working conditions as well as those then 

under way. Among measures taken in 2010-2011 by the M inistry o f  Education were 

school mergers and closures, curtailment o f  teachers’ salaries, no appointment o f new 

teachers to replace those who retired and expansion o f  the number o f  a new type o f  school. 

The surveyed teachers also referred to insecurity about the future, low morale and 

frustration at the M inistry’s plan for the implementation o f  a system o f  teacher appraisal 

and its effect on promotion prospects and payment.

I  don't think people respect teachers any more. N ot only does the way they behave to us 
disappoints me but it enrages me, too. What people think o f  teachers is that they don't 
work because they have the few est working hours compared to other state and private 
sector employees. As regards the mass media, they give huge publicity to fe w  unfortunate 
incidents o f  teachers who do something impropriate and this is unfair ... There is a 
combination o f  factors that result in lack o f  respect and appreciation fo r  teachers and this 
is reflected in their status. It's not accidental that teachers' salary in Greece is the lowest 
among all other state workers and am ong the lowest - i f  not the lowest - among teachers in 
E U  countries. A new education Bill is under way that threatens public education. Merging  
and closing down schools instead o f  opening new ones is not a good sign fo r  the fu ture  ... /  
love my job, but fe e l worn out and powerless as I  witness professional deterioration and  
anticipate that I  will be able to do even less than I  can do now in the near future. We all 
have certain limits as to our professional attitude, which is directly associated with the 
way we are treated as employees. The level o f  a country’s civilisation is determined by the 
way society values its teachers and education. (Nephele)
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True recognition for the multiple roles o f teachers and schools by policy-makers should be 

shown by actions that contribute to increasing schools’ and teachers’ standing in the eyes 

o f the public. This is what most Greek teachers ask for, even if the majority o f them seem 

to be intrinsically rather than extrinsically rewarded. They believe that teachers matter and 

that they deserve recognition for their work.

On one hand, Education Ministers often make statements like these: ‘they d on ’t work’; 
‘they must keep up with their European colleagues, because w e’re left behind’. On the 
other hand I  think that despite derogatory comments and views o f  the type: ‘come on, you 
dare speak; what do you, teachers do? ’; ‘you are paid fo r  doing nothing much'; ‘ you ’re 
ju s t sitting there fo r  ha lf a day and; or when we go on strike: ‘time o ff again? ’, which are 
often heard in conversations ... Well, yeah. I ’d  reply that I  lose 60 euro fo r  every day on 
strike, i f  anyone w’ould care about that. And I  don’t think i t ’s ignorance. I  think that all 
working people are under pressure, but working rights have been contravened in the 
private sector, where someone works fo r  10 or 12 hours and people are pushed to achieve 
more and more goals ... They can see no good in claiming amelioration o f one’s working 
conditions; turn against other working people’s rights and demand these should be 
curtailed. They think: ‘why do I  work so many hours? You should work longer hours, loo ’. 
They don’t think that i f  they worked less, they ’d  be more effective and would have spare 
time fo r  their personal lives, fo r  relaxation, fo r  their families. I  think this is the trend in 
our society. But when parents talk about their children’s teacher, they talk with respect 
and this is what I  receive from  my students ’ parents. All these years I  have taken part in all 
strikes. It was only on returning to our classes after six w>eeks ’ strike, that I  was verbally 
‘attacked’ by two out o f  the 19 parents o f  my students, M’ho shifted responsibility to me fo r  
their children’s progj-ess. I  think that in no other occasion parents were against us. Nor 
could I  affirm that they were on our side either. What they might be saying outside school 
is a different issue, altogether. But I  see they are concerned with what teachers tell them, 
either it is about the hours their children spend watching TV or anything ... They simply 
should take our moves, our attitude, our opinion into accoimt. Teachers matter (Electra).

A cause o f low motivation is inability to make the most o f one’s abilities and talents at 

work. In Greece, career development opportunities and promotion prospects for teachers 

are rare. One expanded on this point at length.

I  think that teachers in Greece have no great promotion prospects. I  mean you can be a 
vice principal after some years, which in fac t means that you get some extra money and 
take on responsibilities o f  secretarial and bureaucratic nature. The next best post is the 
one o f  the principal and certainly the majority o f  teachers cannot become principals. In 
most cases those who are promoted to principals are not appointed because they are best 
qualified, but because o f  a veiy good network that secures very good information and 
support. Long story short, promoting your career in Greece, is not mainly related to your 
qualifications and personality, but your acquaintances. I  regret to say that the people who 
are suitably qualified to pursue a post are few. I  think that only one or tM>o out o f ten 
principals are qualified and deserve the post they hold. Since this is so, an individual who 
has qualifications but has no acquaintances, should constantly seek fo r  more 
qualifications to enhance their knowledge and keep it up-to-date. It is a costly investment
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to acquire such qualifications, however, and not affordable to many. The problem remains 
in Greece since no matter how highly qualified you are, you get the most credit fo r  
promotion to a post through an interview. The interviewers mostly belong to the network 
that creates this vicious circle. Therefore I  think that the interview is not related to what 
you are going to be asked or what you are going to ansM’er, but to the number o f  the 
interviewers you know (Ariadne).

Teaching is generally thought o f as a secure job in Greece, but the financial crisis of 2010- 

2011 made this less so, with many relocations, school mergers, pay cuts, replacement of 

permanent, fiill-time jobs with temporary, part-time ones and deterioration in the working 

conditions and status o f all working people, leading to uncertainty, unpredictability and 

fear for the future.

I M’ouldn 7 say I  fee l professionally secure with all tha t’s happening in the last months in 
Greece. I  am a state employee, I ’m supposed to have a permanent job, a steady, monthly 
salary, but this doesn’t necessarily mean that it is not going to change in the future. Nor 
have I  ever fe lt that this makes me more secure than other people, that I  have secured my 
professional life fo r  ever (Antigone).

As research has shown occupational stress is related to the extent that a working person 

can influence his/her own work situation and is inversely related to perceived job control 

(Karasek & Theorell, 1979; Dunham, 1983; Delongis, Folkman & Lazarus, 1986; 

Bandura, 1997; Leontari, Kyridis, Gialamas, 2001; Matsagouras, 2002; Taris et a l, 2005). 

The feeling that everything is beyond one’s control and that there is a career ceiling in a 

career is a frequent cause o f dissatisfaction o f teachers worldwide. A low degree o f control 

is generally associated with adverse outcomes, higher levels o f helplessness and lower 

motivation, job satisfaction and self-esteem, whereas high degree o f control offers 

opportunities to experiment with different ways o f solving problems at work (Kyriacou & 

Sutcliffe, 1979b; Kyriacou, 1980b; Karasek & Theorell, 1981; Sleegers, 1999; Taris et al, 

2005). This suggests that occupational stress and burnout are not merely matters of 

individual and subjective perceptions o f work envirormient. Work stress could be reduced 

by enhancing the extent to which people can exert influence over their own situations. 

Non-participation in decision-making increases teachers’ dissatisfaction, whereas 

participation can boost professional confidence (Lortie, 1975; Rudow, 1999; Crosso & 

Costigan, 2007). Research has shown that teachers who feel they have control over their 

work report higher degrees o f work satisfaction, more positive attitudes towards their jobs 

and lower stress levels.
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Teachers who experience difficulties with excessive demands in their schools caused by 

those schools’ characteristics, or difficulties they have in fiilfilling their teaching roles, 

experience high levels o f dissatisfaction and distress that manifested themselves in 

physiological and emotional-behavioural symptoms. Despite the fact that teachers show no 

significant differences in their stress levels compared to the general population there were 

qualitative differences that stemmed from lack o f control over their work. The extent to 

which teachers have mastery over their working environments influences their stress 

levels. This is due to the fact that control is associated with achievement, performance, 

competence, efficacy and autonomy. Consequently, the level o f influence and power over 

work, matters. Failure to perfomi a professional role effectively is related to feelings o f 

personal failure. This general truth, coupled with rapid changes in the Greek social context 

had had serious effects for teachers’ roles there by the early twentieth-century, thus 

contributing to higher stress levels.

Notwithstanding the high stress levels reported by the teachers, they also reported being 

capable of coping with problems arising at work. In the same vein, the analysis o f  the data 

showed that, while teachers rated their jobs as very stressfiil, the majority were still 

satisfied with teaching as their career choice, which is consistent with previous studies in 

Greece and elsewhere (Elliot, 2000; Balliou, 2004; Holland, 2005, Taris et al, 2005, 

Stavrakaki, 2007).

Teachers' daily confrontation with hassles in the classroom, and in school in general (the 

reality for the majority o f the teachers worldwide) makes it difficult for them to relax. The 

results showed the occurrence o f fatigue to be widespread among the surveyed teachers 

and that this grows with age, though this research cannot confirm that it is endemic to the 

Greek teaching profession since it can also be attributed to general life problems and the 

study was limited in scope. The levels o f emotional exhaustion, reduced personal 

accomplishment and depersonalisation, things which can be the precursors o f burnout, 

were low for the majority o f the participants in this research. With regard to teachers’ 

autonomy, levels o f control over their work, self-esteem, personal, emotional and cognitive 

resources, the surveyed teachers appeared mostly satisfied. Contrary results would have 

meant that they had developed negative attitudes towards pupils and feelings o f  not being 

capable of being o f service to them, because o f depleted physical, mental, psychological 

and emotional resources.
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A trust-based, teacher-friendly attitude, which appreciates teachers’ efforts, could be 

fostered in Greece, in addition to provision o f the resources required. Accountability 

should apply equally to all teachers for schools to be effective and politicians/state officials 

should also be accountable, showing that they are acting always to the overall benefit o f 

students’ education. Currently this is not the case as the Greek state views teachers as mere 

skilled technicians who apply prescribed curricula, acting as conveyor belts and executors 

of government orders. Politicians and officials should ensure that teachers are 

knowledgeable about the subject matter taught and are kept updated. This is a state 

responsibility, which can be met through appropriate initial and ongoing professional 

training on the one hand and by having curricula tailored to match the students’ needs and 

abilities at each age on the other.

8.3.3 STRESS RELATED TO TEACHERS’ RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHERS

The link between teachers’ levels o f job satisfaction and their relationships with society is 

important and can be achieved/improved by having better social support networks. Staff 

relations and relations with others, namely parents, the school principal and members o f a 

school’s administration, have great influence on teachers, as they can act either as 

reinforcers or mediators o f stress. Poor social relationships at work account for

psychological distress and poor physical and mental health, while supportive relationships 

are conducive to higher levels o f well-being (Taylor, 2003; Cano-Garcia, 2005). 

Satisfactory collegial relationships can act as an antidote to dissatisfaction at work. 

Supportive relationships, shared responsibility between the school principal and staff, 

participation in decision making and autonomy for teachers to choose their own methods 

o f work are all parts o f the most desirable model for school effectiveness and for teachers’ 

welfare (Schaufeli & Bakker, 2004; Hakanen, 2006; Leun & Lee, 2006).

Some benefits that come from social support include providing teachers opportunities to 

discuss problems and difficulties at work and allowing them to get advice from colleagues 

about coping with work problems and even to joke during breaks, all these things enabling 

them to unwind and providing relief from tension. The staff-room can become a place 

where a caring community can grow for teachers in a school. The fact that teachers work 

in isolation, each trying to cope with various difficulties based on his/her own strengths, 

rather than expecting external support, can be mitigated by efforts on the part o f school
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principals to promote opportunities for teachers to collaborate and increase the extent of

contact among them. The opposite state of affairs makes teachers feel like assembly line

workers, doing mechanical work. One teacher illustrated these points thus:

The way things work m’c have led us to a point, that we cannot form educational 
communities in the real meaning o f it. We have to face day-to-day issues, so that each o f us 
is with their back against the wall. We don’t wish to take further responsibility ... We are 
more alienated than ever and probably this is why we our relationships are not great; We 
simply have no time to it. We have tM>o breaks 20 minutes long, which theoretically is long 
enough to sit back and relax, as the term implies. What we do instead, due to lack o f 
resources, poor organisation in our schools and not commonly accepted school policies, is 
constantly rushing to cover the gaps. Gaps vary from getting equipment, which is not 
available in our classrooms, so we have to run here and there like headless chickens, i.e. 
to find  out where the CD player is, i f  a colleague who used it the previous hour hasn’t put 
it back; looking for it in every classroom means missing our break; trying to correct 
homework during the break, in order not to take work home; photocopying, so M’e end up 
without having rested or been able to build any true relationships among us. We don’t do 
things together with colleagues apart from a little talking during the breaks. Additionally 
there is excess bureaucracy and administrative work adding extra workload on teachers, 
since there are no secretaries in schools. A number o f duties and clerical work has 
therefore to be undertaken mainly by the school principal, as well as by teachers. We are 
asked five times a year to send statistical data, which we send and resend; i t ’s even data 
which do not change during the school year. In a lot o f cases documents are lost through 
various public services. This is ridiculous because while P/Cs have supposedly been 
introduced to make our lives easier, bureaucracy has increased for some strange reason. 
How come that files disappear and you have to do everything again? In fact all o f us have 
to deal with administration. It is ok when you are lucky enough to have a good school 
principal, who is tridy capable o f managing the school, as it is the case this year, because 
there are cases o f principals who come to school at the designated time and then 
disappear doing their own chores, pushing their work to us (Andromache).

For teachers’ professional status in Greek society to be increased there must be recognition 

of good teaching, parental support on matters of discipline, autonomy and influence over 

school decisions. Typical o f the problems the surveyed teachers faced in dealing with 

complicated relationships with pupils, their parents and between pupils and their parents 

are those described below.

Parents can be a serious source o f stress. I  have managed to co-operate with them to a 
satisfactory extent so far, but I  believe it is parents’ fault that the children cannot get in 
order. Relationships among parents o f my class are poor and the same happens among 
students in my class. I  have taught them for two years and meet parents i f  not once a 
month, every second month. We’ve talked about cognitive and learning issues only once. 
In all the rest o f our meetings we've focused on their children's behaviour and on enabling 
them to work as a team. While these children would always be sympathetic and supportive 
to a classmate o f theirs who has got hurt the very next moment they would kick or beat 
them with hatred and uncontrollably ... This behaviour is beyond understanding ... i t ’s 
contradictory, incomprehensible ... It never happens to enter the classroom in peace
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Mnthout having at least 3-5 students shouting: ‘madam ... this .... ‘madam ... that ’ 
There is neither team spirit nor empathy among them. I ’ve tried to make them understand, 
but have not achieved it. What else can I  do? How much harder can I  try? I  told parents 
that their children should get together outside school, too; be friends with whoever they 
can be friends with. They could play at the square, at the mini football ground fo r  ten 
minutes after school, when the weather is fine. They haven’t got many chances to do that 
elsewhere. They would bloM> o ff steam playing together, socialising. These children aren’t 
friends; they’re just classmates. Their socialisation is really problematic (Antigone).

Close relationships in primary schools, relationships that allow teachers to know their 

students well and contribute to strong bonds between them, can achieve supportive 

structures among school community members, positive school climates and the reduction 

of misunderstanding. Quality relationships, on one hand, help teachers to avoid adopting 

stereotypical attitudes towards their students' performance or behaviour, based on culture 

or etlinicity. On the other hand, they are conducive to a shared professional identity and the 

growth of collegiality and mutual understanding amongst colleagues. Knowledge of 

children’s background, o f personal or family problems and frequent contact with parents 

were reported by the surveyed teachers as being of paramount importance if teachers were 

to feel effective in their work and so be less stressed.

Parents usually talk to you (the teacher) about the problems facing children in half o f  the 
cases. Unfortunately unless they do, you will be the last to hear about a serious problem  
facing the students and your mouth will fa ll wide open. I  have a student, w’ho I  used to 
push hard last year, as I  knew his potential; he is a clever guy ... His mother had never 
shown up in school ... only his father came to school once. I  could only guess something 
was wrong ... and suddenly once I  put pressure on him he started ciying and told me: ‘my 
parents are getting a divorce ’ and I  M>as shocked. Shortly after the child’s confession, his 
mother came to meet me fo r  the first time. I  reviewed my behaviour and no longer pushed 
the child fo r  often coming to school not having done homework ... /  wouldn ’t allow this in 
the past. Since I ’ve known his problem, it was okay (Orestis).

Teachers frequently feel confiised about what their roles entail and whether decisions they

take are right, since these involve responsibility for children’s well being, safety and

emotional balance. Two incidents on the same day were described by a teacher in her

diary, neither o f which was a major matter, but the cumulative effect o f such 'hassles' can

be considerable and teachers are never sure if they are educators or childminders.

The grandmother o f  one o f  my pupils whose parents are divorced asked me not to take the 
child after school. I  tried to fin d  out who the child’s minder was. I  was stressed out 
because I  couldn’t sort it out. Fortunately the child’s father came to school during the 
break to see the child, so we avoided the clash between the child’s father and grandmother 
in school’ ... ‘After the break one o f  my pupils was missing. I  was very upset; I  searched 
the yard but couldn ’t fin d  her. Finally I  found her in the big hall watching the rehearsal 
fo r  the Christmas show. I  asked her to always stay among her classmates (Hippolyte).
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The teacher needs to know whether changes in a child’s behaviour are indicative o f a 

serious problem s/he is facing, or a major life event, or even a sign o f neglect/abuse which, 

given the extent o f child sexual abuse in Greece, is entirely possible (Agathonos- 

Georgopoulou, 1997, cited in Gerouki, 2010). Typical situations in which abuse was 

feared were described by one teacher as follows:

I  saw a bruise on his face and he told me again that he had fallen o ff his bicycle; he tells 
me the same all the time and I  don’t know what’s going on at home ... There’s a girl o f  
foreign origin who never speaks; is melancholic and introvert. She is at the onset o f  
premature puberty and has sometimes come to school with intense makeup or looks 
somehow ... 1 don’t know what the situation may be at home (Andromeda).

The dilemma o f not knowing what to do once a child entrusts a problem to the teacher, 

especially if the source of the problem is the child’s family, is often a source of stress, 

because o f  the lack o f a legal framework in Greece allowing the teacher to intervene, seek 

advice or help. As one teacher put it:

Collaboration with fam ily is an important factor in school life that needs improvement. I  
am convinced that the vast majority o f  the problems I ’m facing this year stem from  the 
students’ families. I  have a good level o f  collaboration with parents o f  students, who are 
doing well and are balanced. 1 don 7 believe that these children are good students just 
because their parents help them with their lessons. I  believe that their parents have set 
limits on certain matters, so the children know what their responsibilities are. Students, 
whose parents are not consistent, are not consistent either. I  simply believe that this is the 
cause and beyond that, it is state responsibility as M>ell. Parents have to M’ork from  
morning to evening and can not avail time fo r  their children. We all are looking fo r  more 
and more money. It is important to know the child’s background because each time you 
have a helpless creature in your care, who wants to communicate a message. But when I  
attempt to talk to one’s mother discreetly and see anger in her eyes, then I  realise that 
maybe what was confided to me should have remained untold. Losing trustworthiness is at 
stake, so in case o f  certain incidents I  dare not talk to the parents, but try to tackle the 
problem alone and resolution be between me and the student (Daplme).

A balanced family life and the setting o f limits by parents at home can help teachers with

their work, while infrequent contact between parents and schools and clashes o f values are

obstacles. Typical incidents showing this were logged in one teacher’s diary:

C ... has been absent too often. I  asked her mother to come to school to talk about it as 
well as about the child’s arriving late to school. She answered that the child does not want 
to come to school and she allows her to decide fo r  herself; she also confided to me that she 
faces discipline problems at home and that the family faces financial problems, too. She 
has three children and is pregnant to a fourth, outside marriage. She argues that this 
situation does not affect C ... and believes that the child must help her at home with the 
younger children. I  promised her that I  would talk to the child, but advised her that she 
should give the child free time (Daphne).
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A sense of helplessness and feeling unable to intervene in unacceptable situations o f 

parental neglect o f children was very upsetting for the teachers surveyed, as a typical case 

shows.

I think that a child with such problems as having two apparently disturbed parents — they 
are ju st creepy people - who would not agree on getting the child's difficulty identified by 
a specialist should get helped. She is unfortunate to be born to such a home. The state 
should intervene and take care o f  this child. You cannot wait until the parents accept some 
inter\>ention, since they are driving the child crazy. They keep her up till early morning. 
She smells o f  tobacco from  head to toe; she is dirty and looks neglected. Ducks, geese and 
dogs are living with the family. She comes to school wearing very dirty clothes; i t ’s 
obvious that she hasn’t changed clothes fo r  days; she never has proper food; all the fam ily  
together watch porn videos on TV. Well, what would you expect from  this child? It is a 
very weird situation. She is extremely aggi’essive and veiy violent. Both my school 
principal and the school advisor shared the same views: ‘you have fa iled  in managing 
your class ’; or: ‘it is none o f  our business ’ (Phaedra, female, 45-year-old EFL teacher in 
two urban schools, 24 years in teaching).

Parental involvement in Greek primary schools is limited, but while there are no clear

policies as to the roles and responsibilities o f parents, who are not regarded as partners in

education, parental interference is a frequent cause of friction with teachers.

Parents are not allowed to enter the school yard, something they do n ’t seem to understand 
fully. We have to ask them to leave the school. We also have to ask them not to bring fo o d  
to children during the breaks. They pass it through the school bars. Some parents conform 
and walk aw^ay. With some o f  them we have to argue as they keeping doing it. The other 
day we had to ask a student’s mother to leave, because she had entered school violently, in 
order to resolve an issue with a student who had hit her son. There are no caretakers in 
schools, you see (Alkmene, female, 28-year old teacher o f 11 year-olds in an urban school, 
four years o f teaching experience).

It is evident from the examples provided that various factors affect Greek teachers’ levels 

o f job satisfaction and occupational stress, especially where teacher-parent relationships 

are concerned. The surveyed teachers were likely to be satisfied when all parents are 

present at school meetings, while higher stress levels were reported when attendance is 

low. Lack o f parental involvement in a child’s school life was often reported as a cause o f 

stress for teachers; especially in cases were lack o f home-school liaison hindered 

discussion, both about the child’s academic progress and discipline issues. These findings 

highlight the importance o f encouraging day-to-day interaction among the members o f the 

school community - teachers - students - parents, the last being especially important in 

students’ education and well-being. Parents matter because they play an important role in 

their children’s educational, social and emotional development (Darmody, 2011). Parental
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involvement can be direct, i.e. attending school meetings and events (Lareau, 2000; Smyth 

et a l, 2009), or indirect, i.e. helping children develop positive attitudes towards learning 

by creating motivating enviromnents at home. Other contributions o f importance include 

supporting children’s learning at home, supervising their free time activities and 

monitoring the completion o f their homework and undertaking joint learning activities at 

home. Overall, parents have a significant part to play in their children’s learning, thus their 

involvement matters (Georgiou & Tourva, 2007), though this has largely been a fact 

ignored in Greece, adding to teachers' stress there.

People in schools, however, both in Greece and elsewhere, rarely view parental 

involvement as a feasible equal partnership due to the multitude o f parental behaviours, 

different practices at home, different attitudes, aspirations, expectations and beliefs 

regarding children’s education (Hong & Ho, 2005, in Darmody, 2011). Additionally, as 

parents' educational levels rise their involvement in their children's education, their 

demands on and criticism o f teachers increase, too, with the consequences that their 

dissatisfaction leads to more stress and lower morale for teachers (Stoeber & Rennert, 

2008). Active parental involvement o f the "right" sort, however, would give them more 

opportunity to take part in a variety o f activities and assume responsibility for school- 

improvement in a way that was not counter-productive (Didaskalou, 2002; Darmody, 

2011). If greater communication with parents were to be encouraged it might be conducive 

to some parents gaining understanding o f the need for, and thus supporting teachers in, 

discipline. Building partnerships in which school and home share responsibility for 

children’s learning improves students’ outcomes, provided that the partnerships are 

founded on mutual respect (Domina, 2005; Darmody, 2011) and are not "uni

dimensional", as teachers may sometimes wish (i.e. parents are docile and comply with 

"expert" instructions.

It is also true that Greek schools lack the support they need to help pupils with the social 

and psychological problems they face and to help teachers in the same way, resulting in 

teachers’ perception o f poor state support for education (Zefkili, 2004; Arvaniti, 2004; 

Dimitropoulos et a l, 2003; Stavrakaki 2007). The lack o f someone for teachers to turn to 

for help is evident in two examples one EFL teacher gave.

/  have a student with terrible difficulties; she suffers a syndrome; I  don’t know exactly 
what it is. She sharpens her pencils and pricks her classmates ’ arms with them or throws 
scissors at them. Children have been injured in the classroom, both during my class and 
the mainstream teacher’s class. What matters is the students to arrive safe at home; all the
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rest can be dealt with. She is a strange girl with premature puberty. The school advisor 
does not quite understand what we ’re going through. ‘Since you are a teacher, it is you job  
to integrate her in your class; this is your role and i f  you fail, it is not my fau lt ’ he stated. 
But this child is an extreme case. You can’t turn around to write something on the 
blackboard because somebody may get hurt; she may have cut somebody’s hair or torn 
somebody's book. It is an appalling situation. I  have experienced less serious incidents 
with children who might be doing silly things or were overly aggressive ... but this child is 
so different... I  have developed a phobia because it has never happened before to have 
such a serious problem in the class and not even being able to prevent injuries. It is an 
extremely difficult school year fo r  me ... The child does not seem to be sane. Her mother is 
imable to take care o f  her either ... she is a young lady now ... (Phaedra)

The need to have somebody, whom one could consult when a problem arose, emerged in a 

large number o f interviews, since the surveyed teachers believe that immediate handling o f 

a problem leads to immediate resolution. Ignoring a problem and turning a blind eye to it 

makes matters worse. Teachers directly ask for support, but in a meaningful, purposeful 

way. Most o f the teachers surveyed thus viewed the role o f the school adviser in a different 

way to the ways in which the advisers presumably saw themselves.

There should be suitably qualified a specialist, knowledgeable about school matters at the 
local education office we could turn to about problems arising in school, which need 
immediate handling. The school advisor, who comes into the classroom, knows a lot o f  
things, has an opinion about pedagogical and cognitive aspects o f  teaching, learning and 
takes part in decision making . Therefore the school advisor woidd be able to reduce my 
levels o f  stress i f  she fidfiUed her role; give me advice and answer to my questions. Not 
only is she unable to answer to my questions, but she blackmails me in various ways. She 
came to school to tell us about initiatives, innovative projects, etc. When we asked her why 
it woidd be worth to take on something like that and what the benefit would be the 
students, since this requires valuable extra time, which is precious and unavailable, while 
we can do projects through teaching any subject anyway, she answered that children 
learn better; they do n ’t experience it as a subject but as a game, and the like. 1 told her 
that this can be achieved through art and playing anyway and asked why it should be a 
clearly distinct activity. She said that some kind o f  report was required to enable her to 
assess my work and this would add to my career development — and hers o f  course! I 'd  
appreciate someone who would be close to advise me and not someone who enters the 
classroom to appraise me. I  fe e l threatened ...We are not supermen/women, we can’t do 
everything, know everything, each o f  us having an area o f  specialisation. I ’d  like that 
person to be able to tell me in a systematic and responsible way: ‘this is what you need to 
d o ’; inform me on a legal issue, i.e. whether I ’m allowed to do or claim something or i f  
I ’m talking nonsense. I  wouldn ’t claim something against the law, but I  want to know what 
the law is. I ’d  like to have people around I  would be able to consult (Electra).

The development of a supportive, collaborative, stable and trusting atmosphere cannot be 

achieved in schools with formal structures and limited opportunities for communication 

and shared vision on school development. The lack of this can be seen to contribute to 

stress and burnout among teachers generally and Greek teachers may be no exception.
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The school principal is often said to be a pivotal figure when it comes to determining the 

success o f the school and in preventing or reducing stress as they can shape the school’s 

ethos and strike a balance between institutional and school demands (Polard, 1985, Fullan, 

1996, cited in Troman & Woods, 2001). The principal’s role is extremely difficult to carry 

out effectively, however, as the tasks expected of principals have changed significantly in 

Europe and north America in recent decades, becoming more complex and demanding 

(Chaplain, 2001; Ryan, 2003; Fullan, 2006; Phillips et a l,  2007). As the centrality o f the 

principal’s position and the considerable challenges principals face are increasingly 

recognised, it is increasingly important that they function efficiently (Murdoch & Schiller, 

2002; De Nobile & Me Cormick, 2005; Fullan, 2006). In a context characterised by 

changes in legislation and work practices and where the demand for compliance with state 

rules and policies has increased their management roles (Queen & Queen, 2005; Devos et 

a l,  2006; Phillips et a l ,  2007) principals themselves may be under increased stress. 

According to the literature change is endemic in education, so the role o f the principal 

needs to be re-conceptualised. An authoritarian principal risks endangering principal-staff 

relationships and can further curtail communication and reinforce withdrawal or tension, 

while poor management skills and incompetence may lead to poor coordination o f teachers 

and poor school performance. Not only are cooperation and a democratic culture necessary 

for problem solving, conflict resolution and prevention or reduction o f stress at work, but 

they can also be vital for effective planning for the fiiture. It is in poor working conditions 

that dissatisfaction, disillusiomnent and stress are increased (Balliou, 2004). Teachers’ 

feelings o f alienation at work are directly related to the difference between their preferred 

and actual experiences o f  working with a principal. The importance o f the training a school 

principal can have in interpersonal relations and "human resource management" becomes 

evident in situations such as the following.

The typical characteristics o f our principal’s management style are authoritarianism and lack o f 
democratic culture: 7 am the one who takes decisions He simply announces the decisions he has 
taken to the staff. Cliques have been created; the staff has been divided in tu’o camps, and this is 
not a personal view. People, who depend on him either due to fear or to buy favours and have 
better information belong to one camp, leaving the rest o f the staff out o f everything. A negative 
climate has developed in the staff room caused by the way the school is managed by the specific 
principal. We have never experienced this before; admonition, shouting, sulking, discrimination 
against particular members o f staff, the principal has unresolved issues with, involving even the 
provision of materials and resources, which seems scandalous, ridiculous. Interpersonal 
relationships are important and I  realised that only when balance was overthrown. I  took for 
granted that we work in a non competitive environment, due to the nature o f our work. It is not the 
same as in the private sector that is highly competitive and I  felt really privileged to work in such a 
peaceful environment. Now I  think this was obviously due to the way the school was managed. I
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wouldn’t get involved in conflict with the principal fo r  personal reasons. But when I  was when 1 
saw the obvious injustice against a colleague, the cause o f  which started as a political argument. 
There was no reason to transfer tension into school, get ground o f  rights and hurt the dignity o f  
colleagues in such a crude way. Incredible things happened such as asking the school advisor to 
act as a mediator; we watched 16-17 people remaining silent while listening to lies being said  
against one o f  our colleagues. It was a matter o f  principle fo r  me to inten’ene, so I  asked to and 
did speak in a very rigid and forcefid way. That’s how I  was involved in the conflict in defence o f  
the colleague. On one hand I  was congratulated by that colleague and some o f  the rest, who told 
me that guts were required to do what nobody else would do, because there should be limits as to 
how much we can take. It was beyond my strength to show apathy, to accept this behaviour and 
this cost me my relationship with the principal. . On the other hand I  had to pay the price fo r  
adopting this attitude later as this was followed by a series o f  actions such as buying I I  PCs fo r  11 
teachers, but not one fo r  the teacher o f  English - me; organising school-based IC T training and 
excluding me and the colleague in the bad books, by not informing us about it. When we went there 
we found  out that there were no seats fo r  us in the room, not to talk about PCs; it was obvious 
injustice. Then all boards in the school were replaced, but the one in my classroom; this type o f  
actions, which was ridiculous. It was the first time in my entire working life I  experienced so 
disagreeable and stressful situations, which I  d idn ’t know how to manage. First time at this age 1 
suffered work stress and transferred work problems home. I  often cried because o f  frustration, 
despair and fe lt like I  didn't want to work in such an environment. I  couldn 't endure such a 
climate. It spoilt my whole image o f  what a school is about. Fatigue fl'om teaching is different from  
authoritarianism. Hitting o n e’s hand on the table is unacceptable, not only when it turns against 
me, but anybody. Colleagues who did not react to this beha\’iour, all looking at the desk or the 
floor; this is all they did when I  reacted. And I  was punished in several ways every single day fo r  a 
whole year. First time I  thought so often whether I  should lea\>e my school, where conditions, apart 
from  management, were very good. Industrial relationships were disturbed and directly affected 
my relationship to the school. A small number o f  teachers, including me, would no longer go into 
the s ta ff room during the breaks, cramming in another small room and commimicating after 
school. We had got strictly divided into those who we would greet ‘good morning ’ and those we 
wouldn't and this climate is still the same, though a lot milder. I  think it is a question o f  the 
principal’s personality; experiences; self-confidence; unfulfilled pursuits; conspiracy attitudes; 
insecurities ... I'm  not sure whether he would be a better principal i f  he was better qualified. I 
definitely believe that additional administrative knowledge and specialisation in school and human 
resources management is essential. School principals get better qualified nowadays, but school 
principals in the past had guts and administrative knowledge to manage the school properly. Our 
previous principal was an example; having ju st two years' education, he could manage the school 
perfectly and the climate was excellent. The school is not the same today, that's why I  think that 
personality’ is the most important element fo r  a school principal’s role (Andromeda).

The negative effects o f  pressures exercised on teachers by school principals or advisers

were clearly stated both in various teachers’ diaries and interviews. However, in most

cases conflicts were dealt with by discussion. One teacher described the preferred model.

A more understanding school adviser, who would offer help, give answers to our 
problems, show some new way o f  doing things and whose aim wouldn't be to control us 
and causes more stress to us would be most welcome (Nephele).

Mutual respect and recognition are very important in such relationships and this especially 

true in Greece, where teachers experience low professional status (Lynch & Lodge, 2002; 

Baker et a l, 2004; Doka & Brouzos, 2006). They feel they are often unfairly blamed for
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the low standards o f work that pupils produce, by people who ignore the social context in 

which teaching and learning take place and the effects of educational policies not devised 

by practitioners.

/  think what is wrong about the way things have recently turned out in education is that the 
ministry only care fo r  what education looks like in the eyes o f  voters. They have different 
priorities. They do not deal with practical issues; they only deal with projects and what 
will show o ff  to third parties; they don’t know what happens in schools, however. In the 
school I  work in particular, some o f  my students ’ parents appreciate me. But in broader 
society the teacher is not appreciated as a professional; they are not considered 
important; they are devalued. The prevailing values are different from  the ones the teacher 
is trying to convey. Mass media promote different principles. The way teachers are 
presented by the mass media is derogatory; teachers are rarely portrayed in a good light; 
Why? Maybe this is the plan; to have no values at all. Overall, I  fee l valued by my 
superiors, but not by the ministry o f  education. They just don’t care fo r  teachers' 
wellbeing; they don’t wish to know about teachers ’feelings; they just want to force things 
down on them (Demeter).

Collegial support, as well as recognition for good work, seem to have a buffering effect on 

the alleviation o f stress, while lack o f consensus appears to be a serious stressor, a point 

made clearly by one teacher:

I always identified problems in administration, co-operation among teachers in a school 
and lack o f consensus in dealing with issues arising from  liaison with parents. There is one 
teacher who is strict; another who is permissive; one w’hose attitude is: ‘i t ’s none o f  my 
business’; one who is conciliatory; one who flatters parents (the public relations type) and 
so on (Orestis).

Lack o f support, or even the experience of being undermined by parents, school principal,

school adviser or other superior, coupled with pressure to take on extra projects and work,

such as marking and testing, time management problems and time constraints, lack o f

adequate staff and substitute cover for absence are all systemic problems in Greek

schools. Several o f these problems can come together, as in this incident.

The school adviser visited the school unexpectedly. Instead o f  helping us with practical 
issues we have to face daily, she lectured on project work. As the children didn Y have a 
special subject at the time and there is no substitute cover fo r  such occasions, we had to 
think o f  who would take care o f  them while I  was at the meeting. I  burdened the teacher o f  
English with my class and d idn’t go on with any o f  the subjects (Hippo lyte).

Teachers working in schools which employ collaborative decision-making structures and 

foster participation in decision-making feel sufficiently challenged and rewarded, while 

their stressful experiences are mediated. The results o f this study confirm the view that 

teachers who get recognition for good work and have attention paid to suggestions they
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make benefit and find this recognition a source of satisfaction. One summed up how the 

best and worst aspects o f the job can be true simultaneously.

School atmosphere and relationships among colleagues are very good. They are friendly, 
cooperative, caring and accommodating everybody’s needs. Teachers influence decision 
making in our school, as our principal lets us decide and always provides us the support 
we need. As fo r  the level o f  support I  get from  the state, 1 don't think the state shows much 
respect to the teachers. Decisions are taken despite teachers. The level o f  support from  
parents varies. Some o f  them are cooperative, respect and help teachers; others are 
prejudiced against teachers. The Ministry o f  Education; the school adviser; the school 
principal can all contribute to the reduction o f  stress. But more resources and equipment 
are required in a state school, too. We lack basic infrastructures, such as a library and a 
theatre fo r  school shows, compared to other schools in our area. There aren't classrooms 
fo r  foreign languages, music and PE, either (Calypso).

A supportive school principal, one who allows collaboration among teachers in a school, is 

o f great importance. Strengthening collegial support and cooperation among staff, sharing 

resources and making time to accommodate discussion o f issues, in addition to planning 

work collaboratively, are practices which should be part o f the weekly timetable so as to 

afford teachers feelings o f  control over their work. Shared leadership bears the 

characteristics o f partnership and should be incorporated in both interpersonal and 

organisational culture. The more responsibility is shared with others, the more 

opportunities for partnership and empowerment grow, as responsibility levels are directly 

associated with power levels.

Most of the surveyed teachers needed their roles to be well defined and were stressed

because o f ambiguity about these. Teachers often cannot cope well in environments with

little structure and identify stress with the multitude o f roles expected o f them. In general,

a combination o f insidious daily stressors and structural and organisational sources of

stress concerned the majority o f teachers who participated in the research. As one put it:

/  think the school principal is the most suitable to help you with experiencing less stress 
and so does the school advisor but to a lesser extent. It all depends on the qualities o f  the 
principal; their knowledge, experience and skills. Resources are with the state. There's no 
chance to improve education but through the empowerment o f  teachers in terms o f  social 
status, pay, initial and in-service training and resources provision. I f  you work in a school 
where there is no money in order to do a couple o f  things; the Mayor, the Vice- Mayor ... /  
ju s t can’t suggest anything unless it has been approved by ten different people. We need 
autonomy and financial self-sufficiency. There was a s ta ff meeting this year. I  asked fo r  
new plastic boards, because the ones w e’ve got are worn out and fo r  a projector in the 
classroom. Did I  get it? O f course not. The principal said: ‘Ok, o k ’; the school advisor 
said: ‘Isn ’t this a state responsibility? ’ Well, wait fo r  the state to take care o f  that. Why 
ca n ’t we spend 500-600 euro when we need it? I  have to carry the projector, the PCs, the 
speakers upstairs - downstairs any time something extra is required. What can you do in
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such a context? Nothing much ... You organise a show and there a ren’t two good 
microphones; nothing o f  what is being said can be heard by the audience. Your work goes 
astray. It is an unforgivable state . . . I t  is lack o f  organisation funding and above all, lack 
o f  authority, without which nothing can be achieved. In order to be a better teacher, you 
have to invest a lot o f  your own personal time, spend your own money and a lot more 
(Orestis).

The results o f this study confirmed what research in Greece had previously shown, that 

relations between teachers and their principals, colleagues, parents and society matter 

enormously (Kourtesi & Kantas, 2000; Vassilaki et a l, 2001; Matsagouras, 2002; Zefkili, 

2004; Arvaniti, 2004; Baliou, 2004; Panagiotopoulou, 2005; Christodoulou, 2006; 

Stavrakaki, 2007). Channels for regular and meaningful communication between the 

administration and teachers and between teachers and parents should be encouraged, as 

this could help to prevent stress and contribute to the resolution o f  stressflil disputes. The 

communication and management skills o f the school principal can be vital in creating a 

supportive atmosphere and in achieving a community that fosters shared aspirations. 

Emotional support is necessary so that teachers feel reassured that they are valued and 

cared for (Taylor, 2003). Rewards, rather than punisliment for poor performance, enhance 

morale and motivation and may result in better performance.

8.3.4 STRESS RELATED TO WORK AND FAMILY LIFE INTERFERENCE

Participants o f both genders stated that the most stressful factors associated with their work 

in the classroom involved their relationships with pupils, colleagues and pupils’ parents. 

Family status o f the participants also appeared to be affecting levels o f stress, with 

divorced teachers with family responsibilities appearing to be the most stressed. The 

experience of increased stress among these teachers may be due to factors such as 

increased financial responsibilities and the emotional burden o f divorce as a major life 

event (Taylor, 2003). However, in some cases work acts therapeutically and the stress o f a 

divorce is eased by work, as this example shows.

/  went through a phase I  wasn ’t veiy positive and would do nothing good fo r  myself. I  went 
through depression fo r  a long time; I  guess it was bereavement fo r  my divorce ... I  didn ’t 
want any social contact or to go out. I  thought I  was unable to enjoy despite being an 
otherwise sociable and extrovert individual. In the first two years. I ’d  keep to m yse lf ... /  

wouldn ’t answer the phone, because I  d idn’t fe e l good ...it was unbearable even to talk to 
a close friend on the phone and this was against my nature ... I  have been through an 
intense state o f  self-neglect fo r  the last five  years. I ’m overcoming this phase now. I  fee l  
that it is time I  found  out what to do with my life. It is time I  did something about it I
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forgot about my troubles when at work and this was hugely beneficial to me. Colleagues 
who were informed about my divorce at that time wondered how I  managed with work. 
Nobody was aware o f  me being unwell because I  kept smiling when people \\>ere around. I  
thought I  had to live with my problem. It was out o f  the question to fe e l better doing 
something else. Fortunately I  had to go to work; I  had to get dressed and go out. But I  
could manage at work. I  always laughed with colleagues during the breaks and fe lt really 
good when I  was at work. Then I  wmild go back home and fee l the same again. 1 fe lt that I  
had given all my energy in school while I  should have saved some fo r  my OM>n children. I  
couldn’t give anything beyond that. I  had reached my limits. It is really the first time in 
years that I  fee l like getting involved in projects and I'm  definitely taking up something in 
winter (Phaedra).

The participants were not asked for information about their personal hves, so vve do not

know if some had elderly relatives or the like to support, which might mean more domestic

and financial responsibilities. But the results show that the majority o f the teachers who

had families had some kind o f social support, despite the fact that relationships at home are

sometimes themselves sources o f stress and home-life pressures and domestic

commitments can actually add to work-related problems. Combining family and work

responsibilities creates increased demands, as depleting one’s resources at work and

spending time at home on preparation, marking or correction leaves little time and

emotional strength to deal with family demands and interferes with teachers’ personal

lives. The boundary between work at school and work at home are often unclear.

In order to prepare things fo r  school you may have worked five hours at home. This has an 
impact on your personal life. It absorbs you, while you have a fam ily with legitimate 
demands. You can't always be there fo r  them, because you have to deal with getting 
material ready fo r  the next day; you have to invest your time in work-related activities. 
Especially when you have undertaken a school show, you are crazy busy and cannot do all 
you have to do. When you are told: ‘We must have a show, we must do this, we must do 
tha t’, ok ... you cannot do everything, without investing a huge amount o f  your personal 
time. Well, quality work adds up to your professional profile and integrity in the school 
community, but there’s no reward ... promotional prospects are poor anyway. Good 
teaching requires a lot o f  personal sacrifices, it goes without saying (Orestis).

Further, Greek teachers generally spend their working lives without being promoted. Lack 

o f  promotion is something that may cause stress to teachers, who view a teaching career as 

worthwhile only in the light o f career development. Female teachers may be discouraged 

from pursuing promotion at the early stages o f their careers, for reasons which often stem 

from their roles as mothers. They should be encouraged, and be given extra support, to 

seek promotion opportunities so that they do not hit the "glass ceiling" at an early stage, 

thus counteracting their traditional under-representation and involvement in decision 

making in Greece. One typical teacher and mother said:
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/  had thought o f  leaving my job when my twin children went to school. I  M>as under huge 
pressure then and w’ould have liked to take a couple o f  years o ff \\>ork i f  it were possible. 
But legislation did not allow time fo r  rearing children and then return to one's post; or 
take a rest when too much under pressure. That would be positive towards career tenure 
and burnout prevention. It would encourage female teachers in career planning and in 
reinforcing their promotion prospects (Niove).

Teachers often have to keep their feelings o f frustration inside when at work. They can 

only be themselves and "blow off steam" at home, which can result in conflict between 

work and their social lives caused by the intrusion o f one sphere into the other.

8.3.5 STRESS RELATED TO EDUCATIONAL REFORM

Since change in education may be endemic in the twenty-first century (Kauffman et al.,

2002; Manzo, 2005; Dillon, 2006; Costigan & Crocco, 2004, 2007), the role o f the teacher

needs to be re-conceptualised. As mentioned previously, educational reform, in the form of

constant initiatives, often with insufficient information on their implementation, was one

the most prevalent sources o f stress and factors o f professional dissatisfaction identified by

Greek primary teachers. Changes in schools and curricula, as well as their working

conditions, influence teachers’ job satisfaction and, therefore, their occupational stress

levels, as research for Greece, and internationally, has shown (Dyson & Millward, 2000;

Flouri & Passia, 2006; Stavrakaki, 2007). Lazarus and Folkman (1984) argue that when

individuals face new, changing environments and conditions they appraise the meaning of

the new situations for them. If  the appraisal creates negative feelings and the situation is

felt to be threatening or harmftil to the senses o f worth and self-esteem or challenging to

the fiiture prospects people may experience stress. As one teacher put it referring

particularly to changes in conditions relating to retirement in Greece introduced in 2010:

Salaries and expenditure on education will be further cut off, so quality in education 
provided is likely to be affected negatively. I f  funding o f  schools further decrease, schools 
maintenance and basic needs will not be covered. With regard to our salaries, we are paid  
low ... 100 euros per month has been cut o ff  my salary this month along with some benefits 
... /  will survive, but my living standard will certainly drop ... We have to manage to get 
back on our fee t again ... There is great disappointment ...We are worried about the future 
. . . It  is hard to imagine ...to think o f  the perspective o f  working fo r  40 years as a teacher. 
Just think I ’m in the first five  and I  don Y know what it is going to be like after 20 years in- 
service. I  have no feeling o f  how it might fe e l  Changing retirement age is actually the 
hardest measure o f  all. I  don’t know what a teacher can offer after so many years in the 
classroom ... I'd  see collective coping and a whole school policy as the only things that 
could work (Electra).
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Job satisfaction is an important matter in light o f the fact that it is closely connected with 

teachers’ motivation and performance, factors that may eventually have an effect on 

students’ learning. Moreover, stress is extremely costly for any organisation, including the 

school, as it has both financial and personal implications. It can result in stress-related 

illness, lateness, absenteeism, poor performance or burnout and thus affect pupil outcomes 

(Taylor, 2003). Teachers who cannot affect their working situations by taking part in 

decision-making tend to feel under pressure, powerless, alienated and lacking in 

commitment to that work. Acknowledging the importance o f identifying causes o f 

professional dissatisfaction and stress among teachers is, therefore, important and the 

ability to cope with change has become increasingly important for teachers (Kyriacou, 

2001). The suggestions the teachers included in this research made about meaningful 

reforms that would improve their working conditions and the quality o f education provided 

were very well articulated and o f practical value. They suggested reforms in:

■ curricula,

■ organisational structure and

■ teacher training.

Most o f these would be cost-effective and only require reorganising and making the most 

o f existing resources. Increased job satisfaction amongst teachers can lead to improved 

educational standards amongst pupils as teachers’ satisfaction can be directly reflected in 

their classroom practices and their students’ well-being and progress. The teachers who 

participated in this study called for teaching materials matching average students’ needs 

and abilities; less material to teach in proportion to the time available; piloting o f new 

materials and adequate information and training on new materials ahead o f teaching them. 

Overburdening students and teachers so that they experience an intensification o f school 

work may only have negative outcomes, depleting their resources and leading to students' 

demotivation and teachers' disenchantment. The teachers studied asked for a supportive 

culture for their work and recognition o f the problems facing them, rather than an increase 

in the state’s stranglehold on, and control over, them.

Reforming teachers’ initial education and providing targeted, well-planned, quality in- 

service training are not impossible demands, provided the Greek state respects teachers, 

listens to them and makes the most o f their lived experiences with students, whose needs 

they know better than anyone else. By contrast, reforms planned without consultation with 

teachers are likely to fail, as teachers are the means to the end o f making reforms work.
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Teachers cannot be mere executors o f "top-down", imposed orders. They want to, and 

should, assume responsibility for their students’ learning and well-being.

The data suggest that organisational reform should involve provision for supportive 

structures for all those involved in the Greek educational system. The appointment of 

school psychologists was widely recommended, as societal changes and economic 

depression can lead to extreme problems for students, and their families, and concomitant 

emotional and behavioural problems. The need for school communities to be consulted 

was considered o f vital importance in a climate where insecurity, unemployment and 

social discrimination tend to be an epidemic. Family breakdown and general deterioration 

o f social structures may breed more misbehaviour, aggression, violence and poor school 

performance. Strengthening partnerships with parents and local society was deemed 

especially important in times o f hardship.

The sense o f education as a public good entails providing equal opportunities, especially 

for the weakest members o f the community. In many cases, the reasons for school 

underachievement, failure and early school leaving are deeply rooted in family problems 

and issues o f inequality o f opportunity. Early "diagnosis" o f and intervention in cases o f 

special education needs, including extra language support for students of foreign origin, 

may help prevent marginalisation and withdrawal and retaining students in schools longer 

can give them more opportunities.

Organisational changes are not always cost free, but expenditure on education in Greece 

has long and widely been seen as inadequate, substandard and in need of increase. More 

generous funding o f schools providing for more/better staff, facilities, materials and 

resources could improve teaching and learning. Better planning o f  school buildings and 

school yards so they are safer places; gymnasia that protect students from extreme weather 

conditions; music rooms; language laboratories and easily accessible classroom facilities 

would all be welcome developments. The same can be said o f better student-teacher ratios, 

which would make for more time overall and more time for each individual student. Extra 

contact time would not only allow for meeting students’ needs, but students might also feel 

valued and cared for. The importance o f better school management by school principals, 

who should be suitably qualified and trained, with emphasis on conflict resolution and 

human resources management was mentioned frequently by the participants. The existing 

model for their selection has proved inadequate in Greek schools where management 

skills, which are not required, are not valued in the current selection system.
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Suggestions for improving teachers’ levels o f competence included systematic, well- 

planned, high quality and purposeful initial and in-service professional learning and 

training. This included providing a range o f skills, technical expertise and practical 

knowledge, i.e., principles o f classroom management, applied behavioural management, 

coping with bereavement, conflict resolution, stress management and adequate teaching 

practice which would enable teachers to perform better in most situations. Overall, 

emphasis was placed on teachers' claims to be considered as highly skilled professionals, 

experienced practitioners and adult learners, who should, therefore, be co-shapers o f the 

structure, content and processes o f professional training and not be seen as passive 

receivers o f knowledge or as novices trained by experts. A discourse that recognises 

teachers' practical knowledge in the design and implementation of professional 

development programmes is required, so as to minimise the discrepancy between what is 

provided and what is needed (Gravani, 2003). Generally, the extent of "fit" o f teachers' 

skills, beliefs, needs, dispositions, collective ideas and working conditions will all 

influence to the success or failure o f a programme of reform. Teachers do not wish to be 

viewed simply as "empty vessels" (Dadds, 2001: 51) in professional learning programmes, 

as they bring with them experiences, practices, perspectives, insight and anxieties about 

the complex nature o f their work. If educational community members share ownership, 

responsibility and authority, so that genuine collaboration, trust and mutual planning are 

allowed for, then the nature o f their relationship will be transformed.

Additionally, clearly set aims, principles and organisation o f professional training should 

make professional learning more likely to succeed. Extra support for newly appointed 

teachers, who lack teaching experience and the confidence that comes with it, was also 

identified as a way of preventing additional stress. Similarly, the need for experienced 

teachers to be kept up to date about new teaching methods, ITC and techniques o f 

behavioural management should be acknowledged, as changes in education and society are 

rapid, resulting in fiirther complexity, uncertainty, instability and value conflict in teaching 

and the work o f teachers (Dunliam, 1992; Travers & Cooper, 1996; Smylie, 1999, cited in 

Troman & Woods, 2001).

Teachers should be clear about what their roles involve and be properly prepared for what 

they are expected to do. Adequate information and clear guidelines are required in order to 

understand and perform those roles successfully, to prevent confusion, dissatisfaction, lack
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of motivation and consequent feelings o f fijtility, low self-esteem and, finally, feelings o f 

being unable to accomplish work.

The need for high-quality collegial relationships, building teachers’ support networks, 

combined with partnerships with parents and society as a whole in promoting the best 

possible school climate and culture was frequently mentioned by the teachers in the 

sample. Opportunities for interaction, mutual dependence and identification with the other 

members o f their communities were thought to be necessary in promoting such cultures in 

their own classrooms, too. Increased organisational support from the state and upgrading 

both o f teachers’ status and schools’ roles, were also considered of paramount importance 

for educational improvement.

Despite the fact that teachers often welcome change, because it provides them 

opportunities for variety and challenge, the teachers studied here felt that changes in Greek 

education were more frequent than necessary and not in areas they themselves thought 

should be changed. It was frequently claimed that the Greek primary curriculum needs 

revision as it does not match pupils’ needs, finding consistent with earlier research 

(Stavrakaki, 2007). Participants also felt that the centralised structure o f the Greek 

educational system makes it inflexible. The implementation o f changes is undertaken in 

such a way that teachers’ proposals are not heard by the Ministry, where all decision

making takes place (Andreou, Papakonstantinou, 1994; Damanakis, 2003; Patsalis, 2003; 

Stavrakaki, 2007; Dimaras, 2008). The teachers concerned felt reform happens despite 

their and their students’ views, this often being the cause o f strikes by teachers in Greece 

(Dimitropoulos, 2003; Mavrogiorgos, 2003; Arvaniti, 2004; Zefkili, 2004; Stavrakaki, 

2007). As one said;

As regards initiatives and programmes o f  the ‘flexible zone ’ type ... they are patchwork ... 
there's no long-term planning, no resources; we are ju s t told: ‘Here teacher, do a 
project, no matter how incomplete, wrong, bad, just do it, get started, implement it in the 
classroom’. I  mean it is not meaningful, purposeful... with regard to flexible zone i.e., the 
interdisciplinary approach is nothing new; i t ’s things y o u ’ve already been doing. You 
d o n ’t need a couple o f  hours in order to do something irrelevant, name it with a novice 
term and have to present it; this causes stress to us. W hat’s the point in promoting 
interdisciplinary approach when they tell you to cover more material in all subjects? I  
wonder isn ’t interdisciplinary approach an attitude to life, a teaching approach anyway? 
It is something like celebrating international women’s day; how about the rest 364 days? 
Should women take abuse? These are silly things. Resources to support the books fo r  what 
is proposed through books, exists in some schools and not in some others. In our school 
this year resources are adequate; there is a library and a computer room, but this was not 
so in the school I  worked last year (Electra).
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The majority o f  the participants believed that it was the state’s responsibility to change a 

centralised, bureaucratic, inflexible, top-down educational model by applying a bottom-up, 

strategically-planned model informed by practitioners’ experiences in an holistic way, thus 

fostering the school community’s well-being. Not only did the surveyed teachers feel that 

they were not adequately valued, cared for and rewarded in the current system, they also 

felt that they were the ones most blamed for poor educational standards and students’ 

underachievement. As one put it:

The material is too difficult excess in all subjects and impossible to complete, unless you 
set more manageable teaching objectives. Curriculum demands do not match students’ 
abilities, so fe w  students can follow  through. Its goals cannot be achieved, neither have 
they been embraced by colleagues and parents. There was no information about how to 
teach the books; only theoretical knoM’ledge from  initial training helped. Reforms 
introduced in the form  o f  projects and initiatives only lead to further devaluation o f  
education. I f  I  were the Minister o f  Education I  would focus on people working in 
education. I f  teachers do not fee l well in their profession, what would books and 
computers be good for?  (Demeter).

Encountering career obstacles, poor funding, lack o f resources and clashes between 

teachers’ professional beliefs, values and the need for job satisfaction, against a 

background o f organisational structures that are incapable of meeting those demands, can 

breed stress (Travers & Cooper, 1996; Woods, 1989a; Dunham, 1992; Byrne, 1994a; 

Sleegers, 1999; Troman & Woods, 2001). Mistrust o f reform and its implementation was 

expressed by the majority o f the participants. A model o f performance-related pay is 

questioned, as it would not 'press the right buttons in terms o f professional cultures and 

identities o f teachers' (Mahoney et a l, 2004: 444). There was also opposition to appraisal, 

or its misapplication. As one teacher said:

Teacher appraisal can work both ways; a positive one, i f  it doesn’t cause additional 
stress; a negative one, i f  it triggers stress in terms o f  who/in what context/on what 
criteria/how the assessment will be used. I  think teacher appraisal should be in the form  o f  
mentoring and support. Teachers should first be offered what they need in order to do 
their job  and then an evaluation o f  the extent to which mentoring intervention was effective 
can follow. I f  there is no provision fo r  what is necessary fo r  good work, this is an 
additional source o f  stress. I f  assessment is to fimction in a pedagogical way, then it 
should be advisory. The school advisor could act as a mentor. Performance-related pay on 
the criterion o f  students ’ results would be fe lt by teachers as threatening and would cause 
huge stress. I  cannot see how this could improve teachers' performance, as a multitude o f  
factors, apart from  teaching, such as i.e., the school context, shape the students’ 
performance. I ’d  say yes to evaluation linked with guidance and help and not a punitive 
one, because this reminds us o f  times in the past we all wish to forget (Eurydice).
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The experience o f inspection in the UK since the 1980s when inspection practices there 

(especially in England) changed significantly, has had a negative rather than positive 

impact on teachers. It has overworked them and increased stress. Teachers feel that they 

are under a punitive regime, which generates emotions o f  fear, anger and disaffection 

(Perryman, 2007, cited in Morgan et a l, 2010). It is expected that initiatives intended to 

enhance teaching and learning based on criteria of performativity, accountability, 

ideological compliance and a technocratic-bureaucratic view of education, despite issues 

o f context and socio-economic considerations, will increasingly be experienced throughout 

Europe, Greece included (Goodson & Hargreaves, 2007). The unintentional negative 

consequences stemming from reform and restructuring of education are reduced morale, 

poor job satisfaction and stress (Morgan et a l, 2010). Disappointment at the predictable 

failure o f reform is, therefore, widespread. As one teacher said:

1 don’t believe in educational reforms. I  don't believe that something changes as reform 
has always been implemented just fo r  the sake o f  it. Every minister has to present some 
achievements, has a couple o f  ideas and decides to put them into practice. They apply 
personal policies. There have been a lot o f  educational reforms in the past years, but I  
don’t know w hat’s good in that. What I  can suggest from my own experience is, first there 
should be generous funding o f  education. I f  there's no sufficient money, nothing can be 
done. And money is not available. Quality in education is associated with resources, 
school appraisal and promotion prospects fo r  the best o f  teachers. There is an issue there. 
How can all these be evaluated? Second, empowerment o f  teachers is vital. I  don’t think 
we have significant power as professionals. I  think we are left adrift o f  parents, contexts, 
economic problems and all these further disempowering us (Orestis).

Poorly planned and organised "reform for the sake o f reform" causes stress to teachers, 

who think that good teaching is about understanding and developing meta-cognitive skills 

and not simply about the transmission o f knowledge. Reform should, therefore, aim at 

improving educational practice, taking into account all the factors involved in effective 

professional practice such as different contexts, environments, students' aptitudes, teacher 

development and the need for resources adapted to specific needs. A better approach for 

successful school change can be achieved through empowering and rewarding teachers for 

their commitment to their students, rather than adopting punitive or threatening methods to 

discipline and control them.Democratisation, decentrahsation, and modernisation of the 

Greek education system were overwhelmingly the most significant items on the 

participants' agendas o f needs and priorities.
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8. 4 TEACHERS’ COPING WITH STRESS

Detrimental consequences o f high levels o f stress are identified in the symptoms 

experienced by teachers and their negative feelings towards the profession. Frustration, 

prolonged fatigue (mental or physical), stomach upsets, sleeping and eating disorders, 

body rashes, loss o f voice, anxiety, panic attacks related to feelings o f  professional 

inadequacy, professional confidence and self-esteem are only some o f the symptoms 

reported by the participants. A typical participant said:

/  fee l very stressed about the new reform that is being implemented that is going to make 
our work more difficult as there's going to be a larger number o f  students in the class - up 
to 30 -  when we are experiencing difficulties with 20 students in the class it is going to be 
too difficult to work, to help ... I  believe that it Mill be a class where I  w on’t be able to 
change the future o f  the children, even to the least, and this is an important factor o f  stress 
fo r  me. I  am concerned about the assessment-related pay but not because I ’m going to lose 
money, but because I  will know that some people could - and would — put their conscience 
first will be disheartened. I  do n ’t agree on productivity as they mean it ends up in 
producing uneducated people ... because I  have seen that in schools that are considered 
‘productive ’ are schools undertaking projects, but where the average student and the 
student facing difficulties are left outside. They only make the most out o f  high achieving 
students exclusively and 1 disagree M’ith such an educational system. I f  a good student 
remains good that means nothing, then coming to school is unnecessary. What really 
matters is i f  \\>e could change this. I  don’t mean that you can do miracles, but to simply 
preserve the status quo through this institution is meaningless to me. What stresses me 
most is how long teachers will be able to resist. It is only through working people’s 
reaction and struggling that things can be achieved. And since there is no extra help fo r  
those who most need it, in case o f  pay is related to ‘productivity’, productivity then will 
have the meaning ‘leave students who are facing difficulties aside and deal only we the 
average and above student’ and this is unacceptable ... school mergers and is an issue o f  
concern as well as whether some schools are going to disappear (Thaleia).

Many had had thoughts o f leaving teaching, though these only stayed at the intentions 

stage, as the teachers studied found it unthinkable to quit their jobs in a climate of 

economic depression such as that being experienced in Greece in 2010-2012. Early 

retirement was also out o f the question due to drastic public sector pay cuts and an increase 

in the retirement age introduced in Greece in 2010-2011. Remaining in the job despite 

feeling withdrawn and worn out is not ideal for a teacher’s well-being, while the likely 

impact on students and educational standards is obvious. The participants admitted that 

moderate stress levels had positive effects on their performance which is consistent with 

research findings; the levels o f stress experienced, however, were o f the kind associated 

with biological, psychological and personality characteristics o f the individuals, and not 

the "productive" forms o f  stress such as a tendency to set higher standards due to
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perfectionism. Measuring stress is difficult since understandings o f the phenomenon 

involved are different and admitting feeling stressed may be thought o f as a stigma or 

involve revealing aspects o f their lives that people may not be easily willing to disclose, 

but it seems fair to see that most Greek primary teachers experience it in ways that are 

counter-productive, not productive.

Coping with stress is multi-fianctional and involves management o f problems that cause 

psychological distress. The ability to cope is also influenced by the appraisal o f a situation 

as stressfiil. Anticipation that one’s abilities will not suffice to cope with the stressor can 

have a more powerftil impact on coping ability than the stressor itself, However, 

rationalisation o f an event or a situation, or standing back to think about it, may reduce the 

effect o f stress. This ability is affected by an individual’s personality and is subject to the 

social resources and support one can avail o f  The social context within which coping 

occurs is important as it that can either breed stress, by exercising too many demands on 

the individual, or prevent it, by providing support. Hence, it should not be ignored. 

Immediate tackling o f a problem is thought better than emotional coping in the form o f 

escapism and denial o f the problem, which is widely considered dysfunctional. Numerous 

researchers argue that taking direct action to change stressfiil conditions, addressing the 

cause o f the problem, can have the effect o f minimising its emotional consequences by 

modifying one’s thoughts and feelings. Overall, this is more effective than remaining stuck 

in trying to deny the problem exists.

The aim o f problem-solving, focused coping or active confrontation is either to change an 

individual’s attitude towards the source of stress or the factors in the environment that 

cause the stress. This does not mean that cognitive appraisal coping is a panacea, because 

not all aspects of a complex phenomenon such as stress can be addressed.

But the lower the individual’s coping ability, the greater the short or long-term 

consequences, due to the constant effort invested in understanding and managing the 

stressfiil event. Being stressed is a draining experience that can negatively affect an 

individual’s health, self-confidence and ability to perform normal duties. The greater the 

effort to cope with stress, the higher the level o f stress experienced.

The response to a stressor is associated with the exchange between the individual’s internal 

situation and the influence o f the external environment. Events are stressful when they are 

perceived as such, with consequent detrimental effects on self-esteem, sense o f mastery 

and identity, physical and mental health. The potential negative effects on teachers’
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performance and for their self-esteem become obvious. However, teachers are often 

unaw^are o f  the stress they experience or think that it is their fault that they are stressed. 

They believe that something is wrong with them. As one said:

It took me long to realise that it is not my fa u lt being stressed; teachers need help. I  still 
don ’t fe e l able to cope with stress and this is not due to my inadequacy. I f  there were time 
available, I  would be able to deal with a problem instantly and be more effective in 
resolving it. I  think nobody talks about or cares fo r  teachers' stress. It is like non existent. 
I  was so stressed out when I  had to teach a fir s t class fo r  the firs t time . . .  but who cares 
about that . . .  Teachers should be aware o f  what stress is and that they are not to blame fo r  
all what goes wrong in education. They should also know about prevention and coping 
techniques in order not to experience feelings o f  M’orthlessness; futility; isolation; 
helplessness and reduced se lf  esteem. You cannot teach without s e lf  confidence. It should  
be knoMm that stress is common among teachers; it would be a re lie f to know that you are 
not alone  (Helle).

The majority of the participants appeared to be willing to express their feelings and seek 

support from spouses and family or understanding friends and colleagues and did not 

favour emotion-focused or escape-avoidant strategies. They were more likely to modify or 

terminate the unpleasant experience or turn to somebody for help. The importance o f 

social support has been highlighted in various studies. In addition to an individual’s 

personal social network (family and friends), improving the school climate and relations 

with colleagues, parents and superiors is of paramount importance in stress prevention or 

alleviation. Good collegial relationships and support are therapeutic when the teacher 

experiences stress from life sources. Lack o f support has a negative impact on the 

individual who cannot rely on anyone for social, emotional or professional help. In such 

cases people may remain in service but feel unfit for the job or incompetent, thus being 

unhappy but unable to tell anybody, for the fear o f stigmatisation, meaning that they 

cannot carry out their professional roles effectively.

Finally, support from a teacher’s environment should not only come from colleagues, but 

must also come from principals, superiors, parents, the state, students and the broader 

community. In cases where social support is unavailable, fiirther stress can be generated, 

making for a vicious circle or spiral o f decline.

Problem-solving, objective and rationalised coping tactics were most favoured by the 

majority o f teachers, who preferred to address the sources of their problems rather than 

ignoring them. Selective ignoring or palliative strategies, such as trying to come to tenns 

with a situation, proved less popular and this was consistent with earlier research on Greek 

teachers.
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Social support techniques were recognised as being effective and capable o f having a 

buffering effect on stress but ultimately, all the teachers had to try to come to terms with 

their situations as most o f them had no alternative. There were no important gender 

differences with regard to the most preferred coping teclmiques. The greater use o f social 

support by female teachers may be attributed to their willingness to talk more openly about 

problems arising at work, while there was probably a tendency among male teachers to 

under-report stressfiil events in their interviews, if earlier findings are to be believed, 

though, as has already been pointed out (p. 78) this is only a general rule of thumb and not 

a universal truth. Research has shown that escape-avoidant and distancing techniques are 

the least successful in dealing with stress, as they cannot address the roots o f the stressors 

and, consequently, have no long-term effect on stress reduction.

Immediately tackling stressful situations and trying to influence or change the aspects of 

the work environment causing stress is considered the best coping technique, not 

withstanding the fact that some problems are difficult to deal with directly as they stem 

from general social conditions and, therefore, cannot be tackled effectively in the school 

context alone. It is also true that excess stress will exhaust even the strongest individual’s 

resources. For that reason, the employment o f qualified counsellors in schools to support 

teachers with emerging problems was favoured by the majority o f the participants. Hence, 

it becomes clear that organisational structure, school characteristics and professional 

resources directly affect working environments and, consequently, levels o f occupational 

stress.

Greek teachers would welcome receiving in-service training courses that could provide 

practical, applicable guidance on classroom and behaviour management which might, in 

turn, have a beneficial effect on alleviating stress in teaching. If personalities or individual 

circumstances o f teachers cannot change easily, at least their behavioural and cognitive 

attitudes sometimes can, if, as Erikson (1963) claims, individuals can change at any stage 

o f their lives, by developing new skills or adapting to changing social contexts. Acquiring 

the skills required to increase the individual’s ability to focus on positive life events and 

make the most of social networks, thus reducing psychological distress, is possible, as 

much research has shown. In this case individuals are able to learn how to ask for the 

assistance, information and emotional support they need. Such learning can increase the 

success o f social support. Even knowing that support is available, if  required, is valuable 

for buffering stress.
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The tendency o f the participants to use direct action and problem-focused techniques is an 

indicator o f their general ability to cope, to exercise control over stressors and to keep 

stress at a moderate level. It becomes obvious that avoidance techniques were not 

preferred because the teachers concerned were well aware o f the fact that using them will 

not help to minimise problems, but succeed only in pushing them into the background. If 

problems remain they may come back, perhaps worse. Achilles logged an incident that 

showed his understanding o f this.

A pupil stammers during narrating a personal experience. Four o f  his classmates make 
ironic comments. I  tried to calm him down and explained to the class that we shouldn’t 
laugh at somebody M>ho is different . . .  /  encouraged the p u p il’s mother to visit a speech 
therapist, as he cannot utter words that have more than t\\! 0  syllables. The mother believes 
her son ‘is simply lazy. ' While she says she is willing to do as she was advised, it is proved  
that she is lying ... The pupil who stammers calls a classmate ‘sissy  ’ and claims they have 
got old scores to settle, since they have been in kindergarten. I  ask the pupil who said that 
to explain to me what the word means. I  deprived them both o f  the fir s t break and asked  
them to help me in the classroom ... The pupil keeps on stammering. I  try to anticipate 
ironic comments. 1 talk to his mother again. 1 recommended that she should see a 
specialist. She is positive this time.

If pupil indiscipline is a problem, the teachers studied tended to think it more beneficial to 

address the cause o f the difficulty than ignore it, since it would not go away by itself 

Communicating with the parents of the pupil in an effort to resolve the situation may 

alleviate stress to a great degree and the stressor may be removed. Amaltheia wrote in her 

diary in a way that demonstrated this point.

A student insisted on sitting with a fr ien d  o f  hers, despite having changed her seating the 
previous day, because her mother had asked that from  the school principal. I  explained to 
the student that there are classroom rules, which all students should follow. With regard to 
the principal, I  told her that she should not interfere with the way I  manage my class 
(Amaltheia, female, 51-year-old, EFL teacher in an urban school, with 26 years o f 
experience).

Palliative methods such as taking exercise, breathing techniques, meditation, taking up a 

sport or hobby, setting some time for relaxation, switching off, doing no school-related 

activities at certain times, going out with friends and immersing oneself in other activities 

seem to offer more relief than escapism or denial o f problems. Behavioural change 

methods such as conservation one’s strengths, protecting the personal sphere, keeping 

things in perspective and learning to be flexible in work situations help, but still can have 

little effect, as they will not change the way things are at work and the reasons actually 

causing stress or the way the teacher appraises a situation as stressfiil remain (Coates &
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Thorensen, 1976, cited in Dunham, 1992; Kyriacou & Suttcliffe, 1978b). Saying "No" to 

extra work demands, admitting one’s limits, openly talking about existing problems and 

"blowing off steam" by letting out feelings and views are some for their suggestions for 

successful ways o f coping the teachers in the sample themselves put forward.

Individual coping seemed to be effective for inter-personal issues but less effective in 

dealing with stressfiil problems arising at work. Teachers believe that problems such as 

poor working conditions, bad organisational structure, demanding curricula, lack o f 

adequate staff, resources or finances or inappropriate school and education policies, 

require collective action and are beyond their ability to influence. This is particularly true 

in Greece, where teachers’ low salaries not only cause huge dissatisfaction, but are both a 

cause and an effect or consequence o f teachers’ low status (see p. 128).

Striking a balance between personal and working life cannot be achieved by extreme 

coping strategies such as overeating and excessive smoking, which were the two most 

frequently self-harming behaviours adopted by teachers in the sample. Overall, coping is 

not a question o f personal choices and resources, but a matter o f having broader resources, 

such as money, time, education, qualifications, and stability in one’s job and social 

network, family support and standard o f living.

The participants stated that they would also feel more comfortable seeking advice on the 

problems they faced in teaching from someone whom they could trust, such as a 

knowledgeable adviser or counsellors based in their schools or in local education offices. 

This is implicitly related to the multiplicity o f roles teachers are asked to perform and for 

which they feel they are not adequately prepared. School-based support structures, that 

would enable teachers under strain to ask for advice and help in a confidential way, such as 

a counselling service providing educational-psychological support "on the spot", were also 

thought to be required.

Identifying the sources of stress at work and understanding the association between 

teachers’ stress and mental ill-health suggests that the practical coping strategies adopted 

by the teachers surveyed worked successfiilly and could be used in whole-school 

prevention and intervention policies. Despite most studies having been descriptive rather 

than evaluative o f coping behaviours and techniques used by teachers (which broadly vary 

from withdrawal, compliance and apathy to frustration and anger) there are certain 

strategies that do seem to work. It should be remarked, however, that negative feelings co

exist with positive experiences in a teacher's work life, the latter often alleviating the
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former (Folkman & Moskowitz, 2000; Kitching et a l, 2009). Therefore, it is important for 

policy-makers to know that in order to prevent undermining teachers' health as well as 

their confidence in their ability to teach, their motivation and morale should be 

strengthened through specific strategies. These strategies should be included in teachers’ 

initial and in-service training, spreading the word that it is not evidence o f personal fault, 

professional inadequacy or incompetence to experience stress and that there are successfiil 

forms of prevention and intervention available as a whole both for school and individual 

teachers. Accepting diversity o f personalities, making the most o f the abilities and 

experience o f teachers, supporting and empowering them can help to keep stress under 

control, ensuring that it does not escalate into burnout.

8.5 SUMMARY

The effects o f occupational stress are usually estimated in economic and monetary terms. 

The high level o f stress experienced by Greek teachers is alarming and the need for its 

prevention was identified as a priority by those surveyed. Reducing or removing sources 

o f stress, instead of relying on counterproductive palliative or symptom reduction tactics, 

should be an issue o f great concern. This can be achieved by anticipatory intervention, by 

preventing disparity between jobs' demands and teachers' abilities and by collaborative 

cooperation in defining responsibilities. The success o f any intervention depends upon 

commitment, willingness to expend and involve significant economic and human resources 

emphasising the target o f both culture change, retention o f the teachers’ morale and health. 

Successful teaching and improved school performance can be the results o f better support 

provision throughout teachers' careers.

Most changes should, therefore, be directed towards the possibility o f restructuring work 

environments so that as many factors causing stress in teaching as possible are removed, 

rather than expecting teachers' personalities to change. If the key obstacle to devising 

long-term intervention policies is cost, then it is useful to consider that stress is not cost- 

free. If teachers adopt detached attitudes at work, although this may not be quantifiable, 

the consequent poor teaching can have a direct impact on educational standards, the latter 

having indirect, but serious, social and financial implications for a country as a whole. 

Even if stress cannot be eradicated due to its complicated nature, it is important that it 

should not impair teachers’ job satisfaction or the quality o f their teaching.
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CHAPTER NINE 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 INTRODUCTION

Based on a careful evaluation o f the research findings it can be confirmed that Greek 

primary teachers are affected by a host o f work-related stressors, associated with the tasks 

o f teaching, the nature and conduct o f pupils or organisational matters, with implications 

for stress prevention and management, at both micro (school) and macro (educational 

policy) levels. The surveyed teachers' stress levels changed as the intensity o f their work 

varied, especially during critical periods throughout the school year. The gravity of the 

incidents causing the stress and the teachers' specific school contexts also contributed to 

variations in stress levels.

The multiplicity o f  roles required from the teacher in the modern world, where teachers try 

constantly to juggle protection o f the self and the demands o f others, acting as 

diagnosticians, counsellors, remedial experts, surrogate parents or guardians, 

disciplinarians, social workers and (if time permits!) teachers, create day-to-day role 

conflicts. Supportive structures are thus required in Greek primary schools in order to 

reduce workloads and stress levels.

Teachers invest both physical and emotional resources in their work. They commit 

themselves to successful teaching which consists in promoting children's learning and 

well-being and preparing them for life. Attention should be paid to the complexities o f 

cognitive and emotional contexts in which Greek teachers work by policy-makers (i.e. 

politicians and bureaucrats). Understanding o f  the human cost o f increased care demands 

and responsibilities should be increased, so that they are helped to cope.

9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

This thesis aimed to pin down those ideas and practices which, suitably adapted, could 

contribute to preventing stress, safeguarding teachers’ mental health and professional well

being and could best inform Greek educational policies. In order to prevent the occurrence 

o f stress, the fiiture issues presented in Figure 3.2, would have to be addressed.
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Greek primary teachers’ perceptions o f their lack of autonomy and control over school 

matters make them susceptible to stress. Their suggestions echo views, often discussed in 

staff rooms, but seldom taken into consideration by the state. The teachers think that their 

contribution to, and involvement in, decision-making based on their experiences and 

shared wisdom, can be beneficial to them, in improved morale and job satisfaction. It can 

also be o f benefit to Greek society through their being able to provide high quality 

education. Since students' learning and well-being are at the very heart o f teachers' 

concerns, the role o f the public school becomes especially critical in the social and 

economic climate in Greece, when government austerity programmes have made it 

difficult for an increasing number o f parents to pay extra money for their children's 

education. Overall, Greek teachers think o f teaching as a rewarding career but they also 

think o f  upgrading their professional status, securing jobs and stable working conditions in 

a climate o f increasing insecurity, as an undisputed prerequisite for sustained commitment. 

Alongside gains they experience from teaching there are often losses. However, these 

losses could be mitigated, and stress reduced, if Greek teachers were not expected to be 

"all things to all people".

The broader Greek socio-economic context in 2012 was a source o f stress, as working 

conditions, combined with repeated educational reforms, affected the teachers. Rapid and 

significant changes in the workplace, resulting in professional insecurity, at a time o f 

budget cuts (2009-2011), resource scarcity and difficulty in securing permanent jobs, for 

young teachers in particular, all contributed to increased stress levels. Society’s attitudes 

towards school in Greece have changed in the second half o f the twentieth century and 

responsibility has been shifted to teachers for problems in, and outcomes of, an educational 

system which teachers have neither planned nor were even asked about. An important 

consideration, and one that should be at the core of teachers’ professional development and 

practices, is that the teacher should be a person-pedagogue, whose emotional well-being, 

mental health and ability to cope with the emotionally demanding nature o f teaching 

matter.

The processes o f globalisation and Europeanisation of education may be having direct and 

significant impacts on European educational systems, including the Greek and the 

surveyed teachers thus asked for long-term strategic planning in education, adopting a 

well-planned, whole school approach with regard to change. They were o f the view that 

change and restructuring o f schools should focus on rewarding rather than threatening
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teachers, taking account o f their views and trusting their expertise and experience. The 

implementing of change should be done in such a way that follow-up after the 

implementation of new policies was made equally important, so policies could be modified 

once underway if they were seen to be ineffective or misguided.

Valuing and empowering practitioners as intellectual agents and acknowledging the 

centrality o f their roles in successful reform, rather than considering them only as skilled 

teclinicians or knowledge conduits, who execute the prescribed curriculum and official 

directives, would help them maintain their morale and their commitment to the profession 

and should have a positive impact on students’ academic success. Developing an 

understanding of how teachers view educational change does not imply that all their views 

be embraced, but it would make sense to teachers, and they would be more likely to 

engage in reform efforts, if they were included in, rather than excluded from, reform 

design and if their experiences were reflected in educational policies. Confining teaching 

to teclinical effectiveness and expecting teachers to comply with constantly changing 

policy agendas is surely a mere guarantee o f resistance to reform than a recipe for good 

education.

Improved staff-management relationships, nurturing of democratic participation and 

cooperation and equality in educational policies could promote healthier work-places for 

Greek teachers and positive learning environments or students alike. Reviewing, 

rethinking, providing new perspectives on and questioning the influence o f external 

powers (such as politicians, bureaucrats and university academics) over educational 

change in Greece could make severe stress less likely to develop into burnout.

9. 3 STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY - IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

So what is new in stress research brought in the field by contacting this study? The most 

innovative feature o f the study was the use o f exclusively qualitative methods to research 

the problem o f stress in teaching. Employing the diary as a research method, in particular, 

which is a research method mostly used in psychology, where the focus is principally on 

emotions, moods and feelings o f intimacy, was especially novel to this area o f study. The 

novelty o f the method lies with participants' reconstruction o f events, by depicting aspects 

o f  their work environment and frequently providing personal interpretation o f those 

aspects as opposed to survey methods, which have been extensively used in stress 

research. Diaries can be a particularly useful tool in exploring the origins o f stress.
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identifying the difficulties and the complexities which face teachers daily and informing 

policy-makers towards formulating realistic stress prevention policies.

Future research can be conducted in a longitudinal way over a number o f  years, in such a 

way as to shed light on the development o f stress as a process and provide more detailed 

information about teachers’ needs and career development by more widespread adoption 

o f research methods of a qualitative nature, such as interviews, diaries and narratives, 

researchers could further explore the impact o f stress upon teachers.

Research should be as representative as possible o f schools and teachers, both nationwide 

in Greece and across other European countries. A broader study o f school types with a 

balance o f locations, sizes and in socioeconomic status would be wise. In addition, an in- 

depth analysis o f the effect o f institutional factors on teaching in different contexts and 

circumstances should be undertaken.

Issues for more detailed examination include whether there is an association between the 

occurrence o f stress and various working conditions; its implications for teachers’ pre

service and in-service training and options for developing (i.e. how should these be 

changed to take account of the need to prepare people for stress) and the effects o f support 

structures and confidential welfare service for teachers throughout their careers. 

Examining such matters could contribute to debate as to what policies should be adopted. 

Knowledge about external demands and pressures that may undermine pupil-teacher 

relationships is necessary both for maintaining individual teachers’ health and providing 

them with safe work-places and improving students' experiences. A comparative study 

between countries with apparently low stress levels and successful educational systems 

would explore the differences and inform policy and professional practice by providing 

insight into what "works" in education.

Finally, given that sweeping educational and societal reforms in Greece in 2010-2011 

created a climate o f social volatility and economic crisis, in which uncertainty and 

instability in employment prevailed to an extent likely to lead to physical and even mental 

illness, research into the effect(s) of this could challenge theoretical assumptions as to the 

relationship between life stress and work stress.

9.4 EPILOGUE

In conclusion, we can say that, overall, stress in primary teachers in Greece:
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■ cannot be attributed to organisational deficiencies, the nature o f  teaching or 

teachers' inadequacies alone;

■ can be left neither to individuals' endurance, coping techniques, personal charisma 

and talents, nor to chance;

■ may not be eradicated no matter how hard we try, because it is a natural reaction o f  

body and mind to external pressures;

■ may be typical o f any profession where workers are involved in dealing closely 

with people, something that demands a high emotional cost and

■ is primarily a political problem and one that the Greek state should seek to 

minimise by improving existing work environments and implementing both 

preventative and support policies.

Greek teachers' personal lives are inevitably linked to teaching, as their emotional 

responses are directly related to their workplace conditions, therefore rendering the nature 

o f their work essentially political. In an age o f  high complexity and hardship, teachers and 

policy-makers have significant roles to play in ensuring that education remains a public 

good and is not transformed into a privilege for elites. They need, therefore, to come 

together and act to build effective educational communities where learning can thrive.

It is time education in Greece moved from political rhetoric and fragmentary reform to 

action. Educational reform can only be sustained if  the focus shifts from absence o f  long

term plarming and personal educational policies any time the minister o f  education 

changes, to communication, sincere dialogue, value sharing and organisational coherence 

policies. As Antigone said when she was asked about what changes should be made to 

improve Greek education and make a difference in teaching her students:

In the last few  days there is a barrage o f  changes, all o f  them fo r  the worse in my opinion. 
I  fe e l  my mind's blocked. I  experience more stress than 1 have ever done before in my 
entire working life. I  d o n ’t know what waits fo r  me around the corner. I  fe e l a lot o f  weight 
on my "chest" all the time. I  cannot tell you what should change, but I  think we all should  
explore what we should be doing from  now on; because school is going to change 
dramatically. I  d o n ’t know fo r  "whom", and whether or to what extent it can be better. I  
fe e l  stressed, very "stuck" and above all, incredibly sad. 1 d o n ’t know what to tell my 
students when I  go back to school, because I ’m on strike today and tomorrow. However, I  
will be fra n k  with them. So d o n ’t ask me what changes should be brought forw ard  in 
schools, because I  d o n ’t know. EVERYTHING  [emphasised by voice tone] should change.

Greek teachers want to do things right, but it is the system that is the problem  rather than 

the solution. Teachers know what to do and they should be allowed to do what they know.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 6.1: Diary cover letter to teachers

Dear Colleague,

My name is Niki Stavrakaki. I teach in the 13̂ ^̂  Primary School o f Korydallos, Attica and 1 
am conducting this research as part o f  pursuing a PhD in Education in Trinity College, 
Dublin. The aim o f the research is to explore the incidence o f stress in teaching and I 
would really appreciate your views on the topic.

While there has been some research in the general area o f teacher burnout in Greece, there 
has been little research in the area o f  stress in teaching, while the majority o f  the studies 
that have been conducted refer to teachers in Attica prefecture and to mainstream teachers. 
Little attention has been given to the perception o f  stress held by the teachers working in 
rural and semi urban areas and teachers who teach English, Physical Education and Music.

My overall aims are;

examine the perceived sources o f stress causing the most concerns in the teaching
profession, the extent o f  stress among teachers; the impact o f  the last reform o f the
curriculum and books will be emphasised;
how stress is manifested and what their impact is on teachers;
which actions and coping mechanisms are used or are available to teachers and
schools to deal with stress in teaching and what action should be taken for the
prevention o f  burnout in schools will also be examined.

Not only will it be significant for fiiture school organisation research, but it will be o f  
considerable practical benefit to teachers operating in an increasingly demanding 
environment. For these reasons I encourage you to participate in the research and would be 
grateful if  you accepted by answering the questions.

The research is administered to primary school teachers in several areas all over the 
country. Please be assured that both you and your school will remain totally anonymous. 
Your responses will remain completely confidential as this interview will be concerned 
with overall results and not with each one o f  the specific participants. W henever your 
views will appear as direct quotations, giving voice to you, you will be referred to by using 
a pseudonym.

Thank you very much for your assistance. Your time and cooperation are greatly 
appreciated. Contact details: phone numbers; 00353 14759044/00353 876881800 and e- 
mail addresses; nikistavrakaki2003@,yahoo.gr/stavrakn@ tcd.ie.

Yours sincerely,

Niki Stavrakaki
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Appendix 6.2: Instructions to the diarists

Dear colleague,

Keeping a diary for research purposes in the field o f stress in teaching is a complementary 
method to collecting data by using interviews. The interview as a method o f data collection 
provides responses directly from people. The diary enables the researcher to gain access to 
an indirect form o f observation o f everyday behaviour in the school, in relation to all those 
involved in the educational process: pupils, teachers, parents and administrators. The diary 
is anonymous and confidential. Information provided by its completion is going to be used 
exclusively for the purposes o f this particular research.

The scale you can see on top o f the diary will be used by you for evaluating the level o f 
stress caused as it was perceived by you during the stressful event. It ranges between 0: no 
stress and 5: extremely high stress. You should consider that all numbers falling in 
between 1 and 5 should indicate no, little, some, medium, quite a lot and high stress levels, 
thus expressing how stress should be evaluated by you who experience the stressful event.

Please try:

not to neglect completing it daily, so that incidents have not been forgotten; 
not to skip reporting any day. On a day when everything is perfect, with nothing 
special to report, you should also refer the date, with a comment like ‘nothing 
worthwhile reporting’ or the like. If  more than one stressftil event took place on the 
same day, you should report it on the same report sheet writing down the date and 
the different times they occurred according to time order. If the provided space is 
not enough, you can use a second page, referring the date on it again. The incidents 
described may have happened in the classroom, in the staff room or in the school 
yard or while on duty;
to describe the incident, who was involved and the way o f coping in brief .The 
actors involved can be pupils, colleagues, parents, administrators or school 
advisors.

The aim o f the research is to provide the researcher with a reliable and accurate first hand 
image about the nature and frequency o f stressful events, the way of coping with them and 
the repercussions they have as far as concerns the teacher and the educational process.

Any problem that might possibly come to light during the completion o f  the diary, we 
could talk about on the phone, on either: 00353 14759044/00353 876881800 or by e-mail: 
nikistavrakaki2003@yahoo.gr/stavrakn@tcd.ie. On completion o f each part o f the diary, 
you may seal it and return it by post. The final part o f the diary will be collected by the 
researcher herself on the pre-arranged time, date and place o f the interview. Thank you 
very much for your assistance. Your time and cooperation are greatly appreciated.

Niki Stavrakaki
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Appendix 6.3: Diary form page

DIARY

Please write down the stressful events that take place at school daily, noting when they happened (date, time), who was involved (a pupil, a 
parent, a colleague, the principal), what caused them (describing them briefly) and rating them according to the stress levels caused. Write 
down how you tried to cope with them. Keep notes o f  all situations that made you feel stressed (at work), right after they happen (if possible) 
or at the end o f  the day. On dates when nothing worth reporting happened, you should not skip them, but write down that nothing worth 
reporting happened on that specific date.

Rate your stress level each time from 0 to 10.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10

No stress Moderate stress Extreme stress

DATE TIM E W H A T  W AS TH E SITUATION / TH E  EVENT?
W H O  WAS 

INVOLVED? H OW  DU) YOU TRY  TO COPE W IT H  IT?
STRESS
RATING
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Appendix 6.4: Reminder letter for diarists

Dear colleagues,

1 hope you had a good time at carnival and have your batteries charged! I ’m sending you a short 
reminder note about the period o f tim e we are going to keep a diary. This time it is going to be 
betw'een 22"‘* February and 19* March. The third period will be from 10* M ay to 4* June.

I would like to inform you that there are fifty colleagues who have kept diaries for the first period. 
They have been translated and partly analysed based on the data which has been provided by you 
so far. With regard to this period o f keeping the diary I would like to  ask you to:

Try to be as narrative and analytical as possible in writing events. Feel free to express
thoughts, views and feelings about the events you are describing -  as much as possible 
within the time available -
N ot to neglect completing it on a daily basis, so that incidents have not been forgotten 
To include issues that are associated with the new books, the amount, appropriateness and 
time available o f the material that needs to be taught; the degree o f acceptance by your 
students and your own evaluation o f  their functionality 

^  Attention: Not to forget to post the diary when you finish, writing your name and address 
on the envelope, in order to know who and where the diary comes from.

I am expecting your contribution to the research with a high interest. 1 cordially thank you for your
participation so far. It is greatly appreciated, as without you, nothing would be possible change 
towards practices and policies which are directly related to our profession.

Some colleagues have said that the clim ate in their school is good and they do not face any kind o f 
problem. This is desirable for us and our students. But if there are things that can be done to 
enhance the situation, it would be great to get a scientific stance based on research and be subjected 
to discussion, claiming and acquirement.

1 should also tell you that there are colleagues who have enjoyed the process o f  keeping a diary and 
have acquired positive experiences, by reflecting their practices (organization, preparation, tim e 
management, relationships (with their colleagues, in the work place, with parents) and behaviours. 
It is very com forting for me to think that this process was not merely a favour you did for me, but a 
meaningful experience for you as well.

I thank you once again for your help, time and cooperation! I wish you all strength, health, have a 
good Lent and be healthy to celebrate Easter, too! I remind you o f my phone numbers: 00353 
14759044/00353 876881800 and my e-mail addresses :n ikistavrakaki2003 @vahoo. gr/
stavrakn@ tcd.ie

Yours Sincerely,

Niki Stavrakaki
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Appendix 6.5: Sample Diary, diarist 16, pseudonym Leto

Diarist's details; Leto is a 50 years old, married with two children. She has got 30 years o f  work 
experience and works 21 hours/week. The school she works in is in a rural area, has got four 
teachers apart from the principal and 68 students. It is in a nice and quiet location overlooking a 
plain, it has a big yard, which they share with a SEN school which has got students with problems 
o f hearing. This year she teaches a class o f 15, 7-year-old students.

H M E P O A O r iO
l l a p a i c a X 6) ju ip a tc o X o u 8 el<rce t a  o y x w c u c d  n e p io T a n ic d .  < rto  C T ipfubvovT O ^ n 6 t e  t y iv o v  ( r in e p o ) iT iv la ,  d ip a ) ,  a o i6 <;

e p iX c K d r a v  O i a ^ i r n i ^ 't p i a ,  y a v i a ^ ,  ODvdSeXxjKjq, 6 i s u 0 u v r n ^ x p » a ) ,  n  i a  j ip o ic n P ^ o e  ( n e p iy p a q jo v x m ; t o  t n i v r o t i a )  ic a i P ad^oX oycbvT ca^  t a  (oq Tipoq 
TO P<i6 p d  jrp O K iiX co a v . E jr io i i^  y p 6 i^»TE jriSx; ip o o jta G V io a T E  v a  t a  a v n f i f i t a n r io e t c .  K a ta y p d ii /T S  6 X £^ tc a T a a r d o c t ^  < m ^  o n o i£ ^

Q io6 irv 0 i iK a te  6 y% o^ ( o t t i  5o d X £ i6  a a q ) ,  a ^ e o o x ;  m if ip o o v  ( e d v  e i v a i  S u v a t d )  f |  o t o  M t[V  x a p a ) ^ ^ ^ ^  v o  <roj«iX T|pw oeTE

K ajiva  T incpo fiT iv ia , q k o ^  t a  a v  5 c v  in n ip x c  r a v ^  o ^ W JO T i^ fito ro  w cp iO T ax iico . X '  o u t t i  t t ] v  j t t p u n to o r i  y p a v fT t  6 n  x q  a irf ic c K p if iiv r i

i lj if ip o ^ T iv ia , T i«O T a X d y o v  S c v  eruvfepn-

BaO^oXoycUxTc t o  dy^cx; tcdOe <popd and t o  0 t o  5.

1 0 2 3 4 S
’ KaOoXov «3ry7(x; Aiyo drnfOi M ctpio anoc. Apkcto irnoQ I1o)i.lj dYYO< ndpct ffoXv dyyoc

W lA  OTA
n o w  HTAN R KATACTALH/TO rF.rONOE; 

T1 TO nrOKAAtXC:

Opoyp[î aaiD^

oiv̂ uL 
•juM Sfloa î&.

r\m -.

I'gi. 
zgjJ

^ oVct7
i.-fh A Jn ^T! 7.C!

Tu »/^yVO

JcaW
a u s

ẐK n  A A . h r aU2. th\A>vliI A/a^
;3vvW

V a ( I t (TVKL o  • ■

IIM E P O A O n O
riopaicaXdi) aapaicoXouGeicrre ta  OYxtoTiKd Ji£p\<mmxd o t o  oxoXeto KdOe n^po, aT yiE K bvm T a^  noxc. eyivav (T ]ficpo (ir |v la , <bpa), noidq 
c p x X c K d ta v  ( ^ a 6 r |T ^ T p i a ,  yov^o^ 0 u v d 5 cX4i0 (;, S ieu O u v n ^ ^ /T p ia ) , n  r a  npoicdTxae (T ccprjrpdqtovrd^ t o  owropa) k q i  paO^oXoycbvra^ t q  om; npoq 
TO Pa6^6 dvxP^ npoicdXeoav. Ypdv*te luoq npuoTindi’ioaTs va to  avnpCTCDicioere. Katcr/pdHrTe dXe<; T^ KaTooidosu; on^ onois^
aioOav0f|KOTe dyxo? (otti 5owX«id ocq). apficox; îdXî  ouhPouv (edv civai SuvaTd) r| <rco t^Xo*; nW^'s- Mnv TtapaXfiyetc va oujiitXTipibotTe 
K a ^ id  T y ifip o fin v ia , a r d f x a  Ki av Sev t)inTpxfi v a v i ^ a  a^to<Tri|iEtfOTO ayxcdTTKd *epv<rniTi»c6 . 2 ’ aurri niv wipbnfiyni Y pdvT f. 6 n  tt )  (ruyicEKpiiiAvi) 

r |ficp o p T ]v (a , T inoT o d^u>  X dyou  5 c v  g u v^ P t̂ .

B o O^o Xo yc io tc  t o  d r x c ^  o o c  k o Oc q>opd o b 6  t o  0  <oq t o  S .

0 1 2 3 4 5
Ka86Xov otyoc AlyodYxo^ M ^ p io  dT7oc A pK trd dyyo^ I I0X.V rid p a  noXu 6noc.

jfW N IA OPA
nOIA IfTAN II KATAZTAIII /TO IXTONOI: 

TI TO nPOKAAnX:
n o io c

CMIUCKOTAN; iini:npo£fU »M iA T C N A  TO A N T iM rm n irn T .:
BAdMO-
AOTHXM

w t n /2^Ma/f' iA xua! nMh)ix/^ (jjo/h-ry)
c

UmjoalCdcoi/rxAl /© <  . \ ’Oe:i(anv\/
r A - / y n '  ^  u -
HM /<-> - i ) n , - n ! U ocU J‘> A /a  eho<

hjdenaV YT/i/^votS. r £
^  f o 4 ) - J ^ 'lO  T?> rriA/int!^ '

f h  aJiAjUpiUj^ ,

W A \
rly 1 !̂pf}/iDa^hO i/of

hfA'-Th/.vi^ fTi/tA/uyC’tz /xJ ~1^/ nnnifnyp jiM
ffvrvd n./A / “ • tfr/)/bana '^  TU ’n A  iyi~iaJi/S

I /y'a.I ^ r  b u ^ i < n fuso/ 0 / fc,i> ’h j-i' tftyiolap P  d<MJ.
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HMEPOAOnO
llapaxxiX/j) napoKoXoi>Of:iax£ m  ayx(i>tiK6 nEptcrraTiKd o t o  o ^ o ^ o  kqO c M^pa, ori|i£icbvovTQ^ ji6 t& - t r fw a y  (Tmepojanvia. d>pa). ;io i6 ^  
e^jiXekotov (na0TTrf(q/Tpia, cyuvd6cX4p<x;, 6icu6\)vtf|^Tpia), n  to  upoKoXeofi (jrepiYp<i(j>ovtd<; to oijvropa) koi 0a0noXaY<il>vTa<; to  ox; ;ipoq
TO Pa0ji6 ayxo^ tiou ckk; TtpoKdXfaav. EKiotjc; -ypayTe ndx; TcpooTraOfjoaxe va xa QvnjisTCDTrioere. KatOYpdvTE dXe  ̂Tvg Kataataoei^ orv; ojrotet; 
aioDovOi^icats frfXP? (<rrn 5owXeui ca^), ajieooi^ 6̂X14 crupPoTSv (edv efvai 5uvat6) f| ctto t£Xoc trit; njifepa .̂ Mtjv TtapoXeivetE va cv^JiJ^Ttptoacre 
jcajiid njiEpopnv'itt, atc6>ui ta av 5£v wnipjff; n i v ^  a^wxnineUiyro <ryx®tiK6 nepiora-nicd. Z* ourii ttjv TiEpurrcDaTi ypayte on  rq ovj^KpiMivri 
T]pEpopT|via, TuroTO 6 ^  X670U 5cv <n>vfepTi.

Ba6jioXo7euTt£ t o  dyxo^ oat; k60£ <pop4 a n 6  t o  0 (oq t o  5.

0 I 2 3 1 4 S
KaOdXot) dmr« Aiyo OY70C M npio & TfOz ApKcTd O T to? 1 n o X »  i n o q n&pa xoXv dryoc

nOIA irTAN H K aTaTTaIH /TO  rE rm O ll; 
TiTonpoKAAa:!:: ru irn p o a m » t» ;* 7 E  na ioANTiMETiuiDa.Ti:;

a i n  n a ij : Ga /S i (LUiXLUlLc

 ̂  On\AFAi'\
 ClAj.e:̂ -̂ Uu

rH£23̂
^ O y O U ^

TIL- n a * Q i^/ e w o i^ r ^

HMEPOAOnO
llapoKoXA jtapaicoXouOeiffTe Ta jiRpicmiTiiai oro oxoXcio KdOe ji^pa, OT]H£i(lbvovTaq 7i6T£.^vav (Tinepojiijvla, 6pa), noi6(;
EpJtXeKOTCiv (naftriTTi^Tpio, ̂ ovica;, ouvdSeXipo ,̂ 8ieD0uvni^Tpui), ti  to  jipoKdXeoe (7iepiypd<povrd5 to  auvto|ia) icai PaGnoXoydjvra^ to ox; Tcpoq 
TO pa0fi6 dyxow? oo^ jrpotcdXEoav. Eiricnjq ypdyTe 7id>̂  5ipoo7ta0i^craTe va Ta avnfintDjriaeTe. KaToypdyTE 6 X e c  tx  ̂>:ora<TTdoEi5 otic ojrota; 
ajoOavOtitcoxe dyxp^ (<rrri ScuXfid aoi;), a^^trotq ^Xi^ oupPouv (edv eivai 5wot6) q oro t£Xo  ̂ttj<; n î^po .̂ Mrjv TiopaXciyKTE va <n>juiXT|pc)a£TE 
Ka t̂id rjncpo^iivia, aKOjia k x  av 5ev vwipxc xaviva a îoaii îeiaiTO oyx<bt̂ >̂ 6 jttpiaranKd. £’ aimi n^v Jicpuncooii ypdvTt 6n  u] ovyiccKpi^;^ 
riiiepoji'nvta, tiw>to d^io X^ou 5ev odv̂Pti.

BaŜoXayELoTE to 6ryxo<; ca<; >cd0e <{)Opd a«6 to 0 o)̂ to 5.
0 1 2 3 4 5

KaOoXov dyyoc Aiyo dyxoi; MCTplO 0770C A pkgto  6 t y<k rioXv dr/oc ndpa }ToXv ay70<;

nOIA IITAN II KATATTAZII /TO FETONOLi -n TO nroitAAei£;____ noiO£EMflAeKOTAN; BA0MO-
AOIIUJ;!

h iu (^ c ry ^___
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H M E P O A O n O
r ia p a K o X x b  i r a p a K o X o v O e io r e  t o  a y x u T iK d  i t c p io r a T i i c d  o x o  o x o X e io  icdO e ^ e p a ,  a r i ^ e i u v o v r a ^  Ti&te e y iv a v  ( ru iE p o ^ ir fv ia ,  u p Q ) ,  t i o i 6 <; 

K jucX eicO Tav ( ^ a 6 I^T l^ ^ T p la , y ov^ A i^ , < p ^ 5 eX<po(;, S i £ u O u v r r |^ T p ia ) .  t i  t o  n p o ic i iX c a c  ( r t e p i y p o p o v t d i ;  t a  o u v r o ^ a )  i c a i  p a O fio X o T rtb v ta g  z a  coq n p o t ;  

TO P o 0 n 6  d y x o ^ ^  n p o ic d X e o a v .  E jr ia i ] ( ;  y p d y T E  Tctb^ n p o a 7ta & f)o a x E  v q  x a  a v n j i e t t i m o e x e .  K a x a 7 p d v x e  6 Xe<; t u ;  K a x a a x d o E u ;  o n o ie i ;

a i o 0 c v 0 f |ic a x £  d y x o ?  ( o t t )  S o u X e id  o o c ;) ,  o f j i o a x ;  n 6 X u; f f u n p o u v  ( c d v  e i v o v 5 u v a T d )  ^  o x o  x4X o ^  xr)(; t ^ n ip a i ; .  M t j v  T io p a X t iv e x f i  v a  a v^JiX T ^ pdw jexe  

i c a ^ i a  T jp e p o ^ iT v v o , a i r o ^ a  k i  a v  5 b v  v T if ip j^  K o v e v o  a 4 «>OTmeia>T0  T O p io x a x iK d . I’ c n jn i  t t j v  nepbrtOMTTi y p d v jr te  6 x i t t ]  CTuyK Expm fevq

tm£po^T|vio, xi^ora 6^10 Xoyov Sev cruvePn-
B a B ^ o X o Y c io x E  x o  0 7 x 0 9  o a ^  icd6 c  ip o p d  o x o  t o  0  coi; x o  5 .

0 2 , 3 4 5
Ka66Xov a*nroc Atro irrvx; Mctpio vtyo^ Apkcto OY70C TIoXv oYKoc; Tldpa noXv oytoc

' Z  n a 'jT v y s
n^7f ^ i ^ U !  U7̂    IC d ^ _
A n /j  nyip^fji tn n r \y i r r ^ j i )  ^ .

/T-lfdAji n n ^ . r ^ f r  UsnA'nn_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ £ / 7'^ b v \ /
iU r < J c i> n ^ A  ' ^ ' x i n j  ------------------- a  .  ,

n (n ^ n U /x ^ ~ a i L e o . fi'iSOi/itu l a ^W ) 0  ino<fO/ m o v n n b > p n f.d /i^
JMJCLCrukiujdf I ^  - __________________________ i _

H M E P O A O n O
napoKoXu) TuxpoKoXovOeioxc xa ocrxtonxu TECpiotaxiKd oxo cxoXeio Kd9c £̂pa, ormcuuvovxâ ndxe îvav (rmepôTivia, (bpu), 3ioi6(; 
E fu:X cK 6 x a v  (jiaBqxfî /xpia, T o v ^ a ? ,  ow65eXq)oq, 6in)ftuvni(;/Tpui), x i  x a  npoicdXcoe (jceptYpdqwvrdu; xa <yuvxO fia) ic a i  PaGnoXoytbvxoc x o  a >5 apot; 
xo paOji6 6yXP̂ xpowiXeaov. Eiriorĵ  -ypdvxe 7id>q npo<nca8iioaxc vo xa avxî cxdjjriocxe. KaxoYpdvxe dXt;̂  xu; xaxaoxdoeu; oru; oxoi£<;
aio0avOf]Kaxc dyx®? 5ovXeid o o ^ ,  ofiwoq ji6X4̂ ovjipauv (sdv e i v a v S u v o x o )  f |  oxo xfiXô xiyi M'H'' wipaXeiyexe v a  o v u J t^ T ip w o E x e

wxmd im e p o n T jv l a ,  aKd̂ia k i  a v  6ev wrfipx® ̂ oviva a ^ u x j r ip e u o x o  a 7 x® T iK 6  ncpmaxiicd. S’ awxfi xr^v r t c p u r x o o r i  Ypdyxe 6xt xt̂ au7K E icp»ji4vT i 

T]|ieponT|via, tkoxa d̂ io X6yoy 5fv ovvePn-
B a O ^ o X c n re io x e  x o  d y x o ^  o o q  K d 6 e  ( p o p d  a n 6  t o  0  (i>^ x o  S .

0 1 _
Mctpio &uoe,

3 1 4
Ka063uOt) dYYÔ A£yo frrxoq Apket6 dnroi; | lIoXv <̂ <k U d p a  gygOQ I

IIOIA KTAN M KATATTATH /T O  rCrON O C; 
TITOIIfOK**FEK;
'C'(A  (2<jU

- r ^ /p O A  O/f  r ,u ^  <J___

n o iO E
EMHAEKOT^N; n i g  n p o u u e H E A T E  n a  t o  A w r iM tT n n o x rE ;

t
± a  A f a  X C (/(

't £ p f s r c f f
<b < 0 . L a . n f i ^ a /

L iZ ^ i
I c a r i n j q  / x - f e g g f c n y  F

(O p i 7JT1.

i ^ a

0.

ri tj byp^
v i ’KJT'yi an.

l / f  7 a  Lr c r Q ^  f/ a 'm
( l!( f  \  r  UrL/i^in/

ari»LA
'

J 3 _

K(t
lu ^ Q v i jd S ^ ( k i ^  f  ;/3 c^a< w _

O  — Ll^ t  * I T ir?
— r i /V lA A

L k j- iA
Kft.i 'KOO.S-^

UJUk ^
-0  flUi

£  A O ^ y  XyO L /e u  C^i m v
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H M E P O A o n o
riapaicaXd> JtapaKoXouBeujre xa ayxto îiOT itepioTonica o to  o x p ^ io  •caOe jitpa , or^neiwvovra^ n6t t  eyivav (r))i£ponTivia, <bpa), noi6q 
EfUcXfx^Tov (na0riTr|9'tpui, yovte?. CTUvd&eXipô  8»cv>(h)v-rf)«;/Tpia), t i  to spoKoXeoe (nEpiYp6 q)0VTd  ̂t a  w ivtopa) icai paOjioXoyrfmo^ xa tuc Jipo^ 
10 pa8n6 oyxovq wru oaq repoicdXeoav. Ejtioriq ypdyre upoOTia&naoxs va to  ovn^extojaaers. K.axaypdvirtE oXe^ tiq  tcaxacrwocw; OT^ oxoic^ 
aio0av©i^icaxe 6yxo^ ( o t t i  5ouXeui ocu^, an£o(o<; fioXu; o v ji^ u v  (cdv etvavSvvatd) f| oro  tcXo^ t t i ;  Mt[v napoXciyctc vo cropjiXTiptbaers
Ka|i,id Tinepo^iTivia, atc6p a  k i  a v  6 e v  vjciipxE icav6va o^uxTnM^Uoto a 7 X M ntc6  J i e p i a r a i iK O .  I ’ a u T r j  t i ] v  jrepucrcDori ypdyxe o n  t t i  <JvyK€tcpm^ 
TinepojiTivia, TutoTa d^io XOYOU 5ev o w ip q .

BaOjioXoyriarc to  frfxoq aa<; icdOe ^opd an 6 to  0  ox; to  5.

0 1 2 . 1  3 4 5
Ka66X oi) anoc, A tyo OTXoq M n p io  flrmroc A p k c to  0 7 7 0 ^ noXwoTj-o^ n d p o  noXv ornroc

CITS
n o u  IITAN H KATAZTA£il/TO rcrONOC; 

TI TO nrOKAAIXE;
n o ios

CMI1AEKOTAN: (IflX ItPOLIUtHILATE NA TO ArOIMLTlUlCCCTCi
BA9MO-
Aonc:ii

S r J ^

; . X

f i j r i  a ^ / 7 / j  ? /< *
S / a - / '  { ^ J a  1 P ^ /  k  K O yf .

f

/ ( p C J  .
A'Ai'y^

1 '
/ m / s  '-fiUlAjnni U L  6XZ£U/!^ 4

i\'dn f? }n i hL/0'ri7'fA

/ i!̂ ak 'ifiii I / ' mJuLl!->rY&A^
/ 9 l n l < ^ ^iMF^Ou^ 0 (7Ufn/£AtJAltt) ; - A w  i>Y w f. ic -a .k ^ i'U /ja .c r  /
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Appendix 6.6: Sample Diary, diarist 16, pseudonym Leto (my translation)

Part

21/9: 8.30: 1 tried to seat the students in their desks. Some o f  them were naughty. I focused/talked 
about on the role o f school
12.30: The weekly tim etable was presented by the principal for approval. I made some changes 

22/9: 8.30: The students behave as they did in kindergarten. I swap desks
11:00: 1 taught them tw o - three consonants along with vowels to form dipthongs: a  - pa - pi. I 
tried to keep it simple

23/9: 10.00: Difficulty in understanding mathematical concepts. I m ade use o f some geometrical 
shapes

24/9: 10.00: Difficulty in language; too many dipthongs: ta  - po - o

25/9: 8.30: Behavioural problems, order disrupted. 1 put some students’ names in the discipline box 

28/9: 8 .3 0 :1 taught two-three dipthongs. Time was tight

29/9: 8.30: Difficulty in understanding instructions (e.g. open your notebooks, write this or that, 
etc.)

30/9: morning: There is a student with AHD in the class. 1 assigned him with handing out the class 
notebooks and workbooks

1/10: morning: Naughty behaviour o f students, inability o f understanding o f rules?

6/10: morning: Time pressure in language teaching. 1 move to the next unit fast

7/10: 11.00: Naughty behaviour o f  students, inability o f focusing on their work. 1 let them go out 
for short to drink some water ...

8/10: 9.30: Inability o f students to sit in their desks. They were tired o f writing in class - too much 
material that has to be introduced in a tw o hour session. We sang a song involving movement until 
the bell rang for the break

9/10: 10.00-11.30: The continued two hour session with mathematics and environmental study tires 
students out. They stand up, they want to  go to the toilet and they cannot focus. I am trying attract 
their attention by showing them some nice pictures o f animals that I keep in my drawer

12/10: 12 .00 :1 am on duty in the school yard. There is no time to check the students’ books. I just 
take a look at them and sign while the students are completing letter writing in their workbooks

13/10: 9.30: The students are naughty. They want to go out in the yard. We sing a song for the
forthcoming national holiday

14/10: 11:00: Difficulty in understanding mathematical concepts. I try to make them clear with 
drawings on the blackboard
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15/10: 8.30: Some students are not capable of getting used to the new situation, which is different 
from kindergarten, and focus on their booi<. I put some students’ names in the discipline box and 
become more strict

16/10: 10.30: 1 am in a hurry in order to complete language revision. I ran out of time. We leave 
some things for homework

* In general teaching A ' class causes a lot of stress, because the students come from kindergarten 
with no primary knowledge that would enable them to attend the language book for A ' class, 
which introduces syllables, texts and letters right form the start. It is also difficult for A ' class 
students to discipline themselves to rules, especially in the beginning of the school year. They want 
to drink water, go to the toilet, etc. every now and then. The ongoing two hour session (1 0 -1 1 .3 0 ) 
is also very pressing/long, because the students get tired and start making noise. The reason maybe 
that in our school, which is located in a village/rural area, the majority o f the parents are farmers 
and their educational level is not high.

** This year 1 teach first grade. The most stressftil issues are
• It is a highly varied ability class. Three out of fifteen students (1/5) have a great difficulty 

even learning the letters of the alphabet. Five out of fifteen (1/3) are ‘stars’ and could 
compete second grade students. This causes an extreme difficulty in deciding about how to 
go on. Unfortunately there is no extra learning support at school so 1 have to prepare 
different homework, copy, spelling and class work for the weakest children. The worst of 
all is that when these children do not do any work are urging the class, are not disciplined 
and do anything you can think of, despite recommendations and imposing consequences 
and sanctions;

• There is confusion in mathematics. The book goes from one topic to another in no time. 
There is no (adequate) time for students to consolidate the material. In one 45-minute hour 
1 have to explain 2-3 different things to the students;

• In environmental study we have no time for discussion, but in every unit the book dictates 
exercises and homework. The children are tired the last hours and writing something 
becomes very big deal!

• The second two-hour session is very tiring for young ages/low levels. A five-minute break 
would help a lot.

2'"' Part

P’hour: A student brought a mobile phone in the classroom. I explained the risks for children using 
mobiles

23/2: 4* hour: In the lesson of environmental study the children had not adequate time to answer in 
written to the questions in the book. I left that and I preferred to talk about it

24/2: 1̂ ’ hour: Two students have difficulties in reading. They need additional learning support, 
which unfortunately does not exist in our school. I lost a lot o f time to revise the letters again, with 
no positive outcome

25/2: No school today due to general assembly at the local teachers’ union

26/2: 3̂ “* hour: We have had difficulties in understanding tens and units. A lot of phenomena are 
involved in the same lesson. We worked in the notebook with a lot of examples

1/3: 1®‘ & 2"̂  hour: Explanation in language of word stress in pou/pos. Time is inadequate. I leave 
on grammatical phenomenon for the next day
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2/3: 3’̂  ̂ hour: M athem atics: tw o students have great difficulty  in understanding  tens. T he book 
introduces a num ber o f  m athem atical phenom ena and causes confusion. I gave them  photocopies 
for hom ew ork and w e w orked together analytically

3/3: 1®‘ & 2"‘* hour: E nvironm ental study; the  students are tired and w ill not coopera te  in w riting  
w hat the book asks for. 1 preferred to  m ake a poster about diet needs instead o f  w riting

4/3: 3"‘*& 4* hour: T he continued  tw o-hour lesson (m athem atics and environm ental study) is very  
tiring for the children, w ho ask to  go to  the to ile t and go out all the tim e. I tu rned  strict. 1 w en t on 
w ith draw ings

5/3: r ’ &  2"“̂ hour: W e start w riting  sentences and subtitles. Som e pupils have a serious d ifficulty . 
It is a tw o-speed (varied  ability) class. 1 individualise teaching. The advanced pup ils finish qu ick ly  
and urge the class

8/3: 3'̂ '̂  hour: A n incident in the school yard; tw o pupils o f  fifth form  w ere hurt, w hile they  w ere 
playing w ith a ball. I took the  ball aw ay and 1 forbid them  to  play during the break

9/3: 4* hour: T im e pressure; will there  be enough tim e for environm ental study?

10/3: r '  &  2"‘* hour: Som e students are not discip lined, com e w ithout having done the ir hom ew ork. 
D ifficulties in reading; 1 ind iv idualise w ork and set them  to do revision exercises and read again 
the previous lesson. I send a note to  their parents

11/3: 3^“̂ & 4* hour: T his tw o-hour session is very  tiring  for children. They canno t attend beyond 
som e stage. D uring the environm ental study they  are  naughty. I sent som e o f  the  naughtiest to  do 
som e w ork in the  yard, in order the class to calm  dow n

12/3: 4‘*’ & fifth hour: In som e a rt activities, such as m aking a little boat and a boat som e children  
are  very  naughty. There m ust be a special room  for arts and crafts so tha t the c lim ate  in the 
classroom  does not get d isturbed and get a lot o f  paper and rubbish on th e  floor. 1 asked the 
students for their attention. I also  set them  pick  up w hat w as left behind and w e aw arded the  best 
handicrafts. This took a long tim e

15/3: 3'̂ '̂ : M athem atics: lesson on tag  ram . G reat tim e pressure; I have to  explain  in 45 m inutes 
w hat this gam e is, construct it and the students m ust do their w ork, w hich is d ifferen t from  tag  ram. 
The lesson deals w ith th ree d ifferent things. 1 only dealt w ith tag  ram . I left all the  rest for another 
teaching  hour

16/3: 1*‘ & 2"“* hour: R evision o f  gram m atical phenom ena through the creation o f  a tex t based on a 
picture. Som e naughty  pupils do not participate and cause a lot o f  noise. I sw ap seats to  the 
children w ho are  indifferent and m ake noise. They need psychological support, but w here can w e 
find it?

17/3: 4 ‘''hou r: E nvironm ental study after physical education. The children w ill not sit dow n and are 
urged to  go out. T he continuous session  o f  3'̂ ‘*& 4*’’ hour w ithout a break does not help at all. I sent 
som e o f  the naughtiest to  drink som e w ater and let them  loose fro five m inutes. T hen w e read a 
story

18/3: 5* hour: I asked som e o f  m y p up ils’ m others, w ho are  indifferent for the ir children to  m eet 
me aim ing  at inform ation and cooperation. T hey do not assum e their responsibilities and  shift them  
to me. 1 w as very  frustrated. I m ade som e recom m endations about their ch ild ren ’s behav iou r and 
show ed them  som e w ays to  help them  w ith the ir daily  hom ew ork
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19/3: Break: A naughty student climbed on the fencing o f  the yard and jum ping down he sprained 
his ankle badly. He cries continuously and causes a lot o f disturbance! We gave him first aid and 
called his parents to come and the child to an orthopaedic

r ‘' Part

10/5: 12.30: The mother o f one o f my students is at school every day and asks me constantly about 
her son. The child is a very good student but has ADHD. 1 reminded her that there is a set time 
every W ednesday when parents can meet me about their children

11/5: 11.00: Tension in the lesson o f mathematics with learning about decades. Some students do 
not participate at all. There is time pressure. 1 do exercises for practise on the blackboard

12/5: 10.00: Organisation o f athletic games by the higher grades. My students’ minds are on the 
yard, they pay no attention! I finish the lesson any way 1 can and let them out

13/5: 10.00: School advisor’s visit to school. W e talked about some students who have serious 
learning difficulties. In general he was happy with the standard o f the class. I think that school 
advisors should make lesson plans for first grade.

14/5: 12.00: The students stand up and dance to the songs during the lesson o f music. 1 turn the CD 
player off and ask them to respect the classroom rules otherwise the lesson will not go on

17/5: 12.00: 1 am on duty in the yard. The students want to play with a ball, which is not allowed 
during the break. I take the balls from them and warn them that I will ring the bell in order to go 
back into their classrooms if they do not behave

18/5: 8.00-10.00: The lesson o f language refers to the use o f the past and endings -  loa, - Tioa. The 
students have a great difficulty in consolidating the rules. 1 gave them a lot o f examples and gave 
them more exercises for homework to practise

19/5: 12.30: Discussion with the mothers o f students with problems. They will not understand their 
role as parents who have a child in the first grade. I explain to them that they have to supervise 
their children on a daily basis. Unfortunately we have a problem

20/5: 9.00-12.00: Visit to the archaeological site o f Phaestos; small scale panic. The students run 
up and down. We have a simplistic guided tour o f the site and then let the children have lunch in an 
open space

21/5: 8.00-12.00: Revision day in language. The students are busy writing so they do not make 
much noise. Because they behaved today we played in the yard a game called ‘catch my tail’ for an 
hour!!!

24/4: Holy Ghost holiday - schools closed.

25/5: 8.00-10.00: We do cleaning and tidying activities in the yard. Some students run up and 
down all the time and do not participate. I deprive them o f the break and they cry. Panic!!!

26/5: General assembly o f the local teachers’ union. No classes.

27/5: 3̂ ‘* and 4'*’ hour: Second two hour teaching session was very pressing on my little ones. They 
want to go out all the time during environmental study. I finish the lesson any way possible and we 
go out in the yard to continue the lesson
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28/5: 3"'' and 4"' hour: Cross-curricular project about butterflies. W e sing and dance in the butterfly 
rhythm ... Some students - the usual suspects - make huge noise, climb on the desks, they turn the 
class upside-down! I ask the naughty students to stand in one corner o f the classroom. 1 threaten 
that 1 will call their homes

31/5: Break: Yard duty! Fighting o f students o f sixth grade with hard o f hearing students from the 
SEN school. I have a great difficulty with pulling them apart. I took those involved to the principal. 
Unfortunately we cannot send away form school some students for 2-3 days!! The principal gets 
very angry, but they are not afraid o f  her at all!!

1/6: The day rolled rather calmly. W e selected the most popular student o f the class. There is some 
noise. Everybody wants to be first. I gave responsibilities to the most o f  them, so they became 
quiet

2/6: Morning: V isit to a folklore museum, without m others’ escort. The children have not learnt to 
be quiet when they go to school outings. Some o f  them did crazy things. They will not listen to 
what they are told to do. The teacher o f second grade and I had planned to go to a ceramic 
laboratory in the neighbouring village together (W e did not). W e returned to school. The outings 
without m others’ escort is a pain in the neck

3/6: 12.30: M eeting with parents!! The mother o f one o f my students is married to a man who 
comes from Albania. The child must do the first grade again, but the parents will not accept! How 
can 1 resolve this!!! The child was bom on 31®' o f December (is one o f the youngest). He has a lot 
o f problems w'ith language. He has not even learnt to spell. I finally told the parents to ask the 
school advisor to come to school and talk to them

4/6: 10.00-11.00: The school orgnanises a show for the end o f the school year. Rehearsals take 
place in the yard. The children want to watch the rehearsals and cannot concentrate on the lesson! 1 
am giving out!!! When the rehearsal is in the first two hours, I have a problem with the language 
lesson. Time is pressing. There are a lot o f lessons to be taught in the last unit. We cannot take a 
breath. 1 closed the curtains. I locked the door so they cannot go in and out o f the classroom and 
gave out to them. Fortunately school will soon close!!! Have a nice holiday!
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Appendix 6.7: Semi-structured interview schedule
The questions that follow were asked o f all the teachers surveyed but were tailored to each one's 

particular circumstances under which each interview was conducted. Thus, they appear in a 

different form and order in each interview transcript.

Date and place of the interview:

Part One: Demographic and professional features of teachers/their schools' profiles

a. Biographical Information (gender - age - family status)
b. Education (Could you give me a brief account o f the education you have had so far?)
c. Work experience and status (years in the profession [how many years have you been teaching?] - 
teaching level/age range o f pupils - school type/location/status/size [in what type o f area 
(urban/rural/island) is your school? - class size [how many students have you got in your 
class(es)?] - working hours - extra working time)
d. Are you currently seeking extra/additional/alternative employment?

Part Two: Sources of stress at work context

What would the greatest source o f stress be for you? (Probes provided if necessary)

Part Three: Levels of stress in teaching/emotional impact on teachers' personal lives/job 
satisfaction and dissatisfaction factors/ impact of the 2006 educational reform on teachers

1. Do you feel able to cope with problems arising at work? Do you feel that the coping o f daily 
situations you encounter is within your training and capabilities? Do you think you can confront 
the main sources o f stress at work? Do you think your training prepared you adequately for coping 
with stress in teaching?
2. Do you usually ask for advice in response to difficulties you encounter as a teacher?
3. Do you have enough authority to do your best/Do you have enough freedom as how to do your 
work/Are you satisfied with the ability to choose your own method o f working/the opportunity to 
use my abilities in the classroom?
4. Do you feel you make a significant contribution towards the organisation o f your school/the 
am ount o f  responsibility you are given
5. Do you feel your promotion prospects/professional growth is satisfactory?
6. Do you feel that curriculum requirements match the needs o f  your students?
7. Do you feel the 2006 educational reform is contributing to this?
8. Could you state the good and the weak points o f the reform?
9. Do you ever regret having chosen teaching as a career?
10. Do you feel worn out from teaching/Do you feel 'strung up' inside?
11. Have you ever read an article about stress in teaching?
12. How do you rate your ability to cope with stress?
13. In general do you find teaching stressftil?
14. Have you ever considered leaving/ask for premature retirement?

Part Four: Teachers' coping mechanisms/view s on preventive policies for stress.

1. Do you think that in-service courses o f stress management should be available to all primary 
school teachers on a regular basis?
2. Is there a need for implementing school policy/policies for alleviating stress?
3. W hat tech n iq u es  do  y ou  use  to  p reven t stress in teach in g ?  (P ro b es p ro v id ed  i f  
n ecessary )
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Appendix 6.8: Interview transcript, teacher's pseudonym Electra.

EYNENTEYSH HAEKTPA (6idpK8ia 87 XETrrd)
E: 'Ovo^a;
H: H>i;KTpa.
E: HIvKia;
H: 35.
E: OiKoyeveiaKT] KaTdoiaoTi;
H: Aya)j.r|.
E: H eKTraiSeuaf] aaq;
H: Ex® TeA£icboei to  navETtioTrmio ABrjvcbv, to  riaiSaycoyiKO tt|(; A6f|va(; Kai exco Kdvei 
|xeTa7iTUxia'<^6 o to  OaiSaycoyiKO, OuoiKeq eTnoifijxeq orriv eKTraiSeuorj.
E: H ooa xpovia epyaoiaKi] e\iKe\p\a exeie;
H : Elvai 9 xpovia. E ivai o 9°  ̂xpovoq ttou 5ouA£UC0.
E: Se Ti Trepioxfi PploKeiai to axoXeio oaq; A otikt]; H)iuxoTiKf|;
H; Ee aoTiicf| Tiepioxn.
E: 0 a  GecopouoaTe o n  ppioKeiai oe U7topa0)xia^evT| Jtepioxii, o n  eivai p,r| jtpovojiioijxoq;
H : Ewoeite tt| SouA^id Ttou SouA^uco cpeToq;
E: Nai.
H: N ai, ;rioTei3co 6ti 0a ^.Ttopouae va  xapaKTtjpioTei U7copa0)j,io^evri jrepioxn-
E: rio ia  eivai l a  i5xaiTepa xapaKTripioTiKd tt|i; n:epioxf|<;; T laii, n  oaq Kdvei va  to ^ l e  auio;
H: KaT’ apx^v KoiTcbvTaq Ta cpuXa epyaaiaq, £i5a o ti apKeioi yoveiq exouv TeA,8icbo8i to  SrmoiiKO 
Kai e^ieva ^lou 8Kave evroTcooorj. YTidpxouv Ttdpa noXXd  TiaiSid, Ta OTioia eivai a^A.o5a;td o to  
oxoX^io ^ia(; Kai eKToq ajc’ aDio aKO^a Kai r| e)X(pdviof| toix;, pXiJico yia TtapdSeiy^ia rrj (p6p |ia  evog 
TiaiSiot) Kai )X7ropei va eivai TpuTiia Kai va A^ei «Kupia, eivai ipUTiia t| (p6pfia» Kai va ^co  «5ev 
Tteipd^ei, 6^01 KUKA,o(popoiJ|.ie |ie TpuTiia (p6p|ia» Kai |a.ia p5o)xd5a ixeid, ouvexi^ei va (popdei aunq 
rri (pop^ia. flioTeiJCO o ti oi)Te oikovo^iiki^ dveotj exouve oi TiepiaooTepoi yoveu;, ouTe 6|ico(; Kai 
iSiaiTepr] ^opcpcooT).
E: Eaq OTevaxcopei auTO, va  ^epeTe oti to koivcoviko Kai oikovo îiko ;tepipdA.A,ov tou TtaiSiou; Eivai 
oievdxcopo;
H: Dxi. Atto tt |v  d7co\j/T] o ti au n i eivai |iia  7rpayp.anK6Tr|Ta Kai xctipo^iai o ’ auTec; Tiq ow0r|Ke(;, va 
liTiopcb va poT|0f|O(B Ta oi)yK8Kpi|X8va jiaiSid, va Kdvco tt | SouA^id |ie Ta auyKeKpi|ieva TtaiSid. 
Autt) eivai )xia TipayiianKoniTa. Aev îTtopco va  aXXd^co, ouTe tt|v  Koivcovia, oi3ie tov  k 6o|io. Aurrj 
eivai T| ai3v0eot| Triq yeiiovid(;. D o a  epe0io)xaTa p.7topcb va lovq 56aco Sivco Kai o to  Pa0|i6 tcou 
p,7topcb va Toix; Ta 8®oco to  Kdvouv. N a  Jtd^ie p,ia cpopd tt|v  ep5op,d5a ott] PiP>.io0fiKr|, va Souv 
GeaipiKeg TtapaoTdaeu;...
E: Eivai 5 t|A,. ^iia TtpoK^iiori yia oaq.
H: Nai. K ai cpeToq xot^po^ai itou SovA^vco l̂e Ta auyKeKpineva JtaiSid, yiaTi Kd0e xpovo eivai Kai 
7t®(; Taipid^eiq, Trioieijco, p,e Tr|v Td^rj aou, y ia ii eivai 7toA.i3 cpi>,6Tip,a TtaiSid. Mjiopei va  p,T|v eivai 
Ta aoTepia, av  eTipejie va Scboouv E^eidaey; oe yvcootiKo eTitJieSo, aXkd eivai tioA,ij (piX,OTi|ia 
TtaiSid Kai ex® 5ei n:oA.i) |ieydX,Ti p8A,Ti£oor| Kai p,’ apeoei Kai 0a fi0eA,a va Ta Tidp® Kai tou  xpovou. 
0 a  fi0eA,a 8riA,. auTf] tt|v  7cpoo7td0eia va Ttj ouvexioro Kai tou  xpovou.
E: H oaoi 8d0Ka>t0i uitdpxouv o to  oxoA^eio oaq; E k t6(; a;i6 Touq ®po|iio0iou(;. M 6vi)xoi.
H: 18 SaaKokzq.
E: K ai aito eiSiKorriTeq; DX,oi pa^i;
H: '0x1, JtpeTtei va  eivai 5-6.
E: At|}l. p.6vo o to  8ik6 aaq oxoA^io eivai 18 8doKaA,oi;
H : Eivai oi)OTeyai^6)ievo oxoA£io.
E: Eivai 8uo oxoA£ia. F ia  to 8ik6 oaq oxoA,eio Ai® povo.
H: 'Eva A£7rT6 va  oKecpT®. Eivai 8 SaoKdA^q Kai 3 ei8iK6TT|Te(;.
E: riooo i (ia0r|Te(; DTtdpxouv o io  oxoXsio, ^epeie;
H: Fi3p® OTa 160 pe 170 m iSid.
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E: n 6 o a  JiaiSid exeie arriv td^ri oaq;
H: 16 TiaiSid.
E; td^eu; Kaza |xeao opo oxo oxo^xio;
H: r up(o Ota 18 |18  19.
E: r io ia  T|XiKia SiSdoKexe; H ota xd̂ T);
H: TexdpxTj xd^r|.
E: n ooeq  cbpe(; xr|v eP5o|xd5a SiSdoKexe;
H: 24.
E: 08X.CO va oa  pcoxfjo® Tiooeq dbpeq xr|v eP5o|id5a ^oSEuexe oe aXXsq 5paaxripi6xTixe(;, tiou sxovv  
oxeorj ^8 xo axoXeto, sv ioq  xou oxo^Lfiiou. Ekxo^ xou 5i5aKxiKou aaq  (opapiou xo copdpio, aXXa 
Evxoq xov axoXsiov. Ar|?t. yia va 8xoi)idoxe yiopxeq, va 7rapouoidoex8 Kdxi;
H; E^apxdxai xr|v TtepioSo. Ar|^. oxav r| xd r̂j ê êi avaA,dp8i KdTtoux yiopxf), aiyoupa oi 7ip6p8(; 8ivai 
Tidpa noXXsq, oi exoi^iaoiec;, xa oKrjviKd. Ar|I. SKei 7ipay)iaxiKd 8ivai 7to>̂ u Ttepioooxepeq oi cbpeq 
an ’ 6,xi 6Xt| xrjv u7i6A,oi7rri TiepioSo. Yiro^oyi^co yupco axu; 5 cbp8(; xrjv 8p5o|.id5a, 8kx6(; aaq Xeco 
and  xi<; TiepioSouq Ttou eivai 7roX,t> Ttio 8VxaxiKti, OTioxe 8Kei [iTiopei va ;rdv8 Kai 12 Kai 15 cbp8q xr|v 
ep5o|ad5a.
E: nepioxaciaK d 8t|>v., avdXoya xo av UTrdpxei Kdxv eKeivT] xiiv 87coxtV 
H: 'Exoi, 8XCI.
E; n6o8(^ cbpeq tt|v  eP5o|j,d5a rtepvdx8 |i8 d^Xec; SpaoxiipioxriTei; ttod exoDV8 oxeoii p,e xr| SouXeid, 
0X0 ortvxi, yxa 7rpo8xoi|iaoia, yia 5iop06o8ii;, yia pa0^oA,oyia;
H: ZuvTjOcoq 2 |i8 3 cbp8i; xr|v ii|iepa, yia va SiopGcboco 5iaycovio|iaxa Kai va  Jipo8xoi|iaoxcc) yia xrjv 
eTio^evTj (lepa. F la  va ij;d^co KdTioux Tipdy^axa oxo ivxepvex, oe a.XXe.q m^yec;, yia va  fiTiopeoco va  
KaXi3v|/co 08)iaxa Kai eKxoq ajto xt] oxo>.iKii
E; Xpeidoxi^Ke va Ka>-u\|/ex8 ouvdSe^cpo Jiou ajrouoia^e yia ao0eveia xov ;tepao|j,evo )if|va;
H: Kap.ia.
E: 'Exexe OKecpxei Troxe va acpf|oexe xr] 5ouA£id oaq;
H: Dxi. Mexpi oxiyiiTjc; 6xi.
E: 0 a  \|;dxvaxe yia Seuxepr) SouA^id fj evalA,aKxiKT| 5ouX8id;
H: Oxi.
E: reviKd, PpioKexe xr| 5ouXeid aaq  ayx<BxiKi]; ArjA,. av UTn^pxe |iia  KA.i)iaKa„ 0a ^ y a x e  6xi eivai 
eXax'^ '̂^o., apKexd, Ttdpa tio^tj, e^aipexiKd ayxcoxiKi'i; ri(b(; 0a xii Pa0|j.o>ooyoijoaxe;
H: riioxeuco 6xi eivai apKexd ayxcoxiKTj, aizo noia  djrov|/ri; AKpipcbq eTteiSi] exoi)|ie va  Kdvoujxe )ie 
TiaiSid, eivai Kai euGuvr) a;revavxi xouq, aXXa ...
E; Eu0ijvr|, oe Ttoio xo|xea; To yvcooxiKo eivai eva 0e|o.a.
H: Aev eivai |i.6vo xo yvcooxiKo. Auxo eivai xo eva Ko^idxi. Ek xcov 7ipay|idxcov Xeixoupyoi3p.e coq 
eva Pa0|x6 coq TipoxuTta yux xa nai5ux. Apa aKo^ia Kai auxd ttod 0a 7tei<; |xeoa oxTjv xd^t), o xp6n:o(; 
rtOD 0a xa [lexacpepouv xoui; yovei; xoix; f| oxouq SiKouq xouq, KdTtoia Trpd t̂j oou, ttod 7ti0av6xaxa 
va 7tape^riyr|0ei f| va Tipe^ei va xriv e^riyfiaeu;, 5r|^. Ttioxeuo) 6xi o ’ auxij xt| Sou^td, OTicoq Kai oe 
oX£q . . .

E: E ivai TipoxuTio o 8 doKaA,0 (; 5t|L
H: Ey® Ttioxeuco 6xi eivai Kai oe |ieydA,o Pa0|i6 aKO|ia. Auxo x®P^ va oe jrepiopi^ei, ujrdpxei |xia 
ouvaiaOrjOT) xr|(; eu0uvr|(; Kai oxo xi Kdvei^ Kai oxo xi X£,q. Kai aTt’ auxf| xt|v d;rov(/T| vai, eivai 
ayxcoxiKTj. Auxo eivai xo ^ a  K0)x|xdxi. To aXXo KO|i)idTi eivai 6xi 0a Tipe^iei va avacpepeoai oe eva 
Aieu0uvxf|, oe p.ia ExoXiki] Lu^ipouXo, oe eva ripoioxd|ievo, oe yovei^.
E: Aev exou)ie 5r|X. )i6vo xa 7tai5id oxr|v xd^r|.
H: 'Exoi.
E: rioioi; eivai 8ti^. o opiojioq xou dyxouc; oxt] 5ou}^£id ; Flcac; xo Kaxa^apaivexe xo epyaouxKo 
dyxoq; Ti ewoeixe eoeu; TipoocoTiiKd oxav Aixe «fie ayx®vei r| SouXeid»; Ti eiSouq yeyovoxa 5t|>.. f| 
Kaxaoxdoeu;, 7tpoKaX.ouv djxoq  oxi] 5ou>xid; Mnopeixe va  )i,ou Srooexe KdTtoia irapaSeiy^axa;
H: Mjropei va  xoaKco0ouv Kditoia TiaiSid Kai va 7iapa(pep0ouv, va  xTUJrrioei xo eva xo aXXo, oTioxe 
9a  TtpeTcei ano  xt] )xia va  Kaxeuvdoou^ie xo 0u(i6 xcov yovicbv, nou )i7ropei va  ep0ouv oxo oxoX,eio Kai 
v a  5Tiji,ioupyf|oouv KdTioio exceiooSio, ajio Trjv d l^ri oiicoq 0a  jipejiei va  e^aA£ivj/ou|ie |xeoa oxrjv 
xd^T| T] xouAxixioi^ov v a  a;ra?tUVOU|xe xri piairj ou^Trepicpopd, e7ii0exiK6xr|xa, TiaiSid xa OTroia eivai 
a 7to)iovco|xeva Kai 5ev eivai aTtoSeKxd ano  xa aXXa. 'OXa auxd eivai ;rp6pA,T||j,a oxr| Sou^^eid ixaq.
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At|X. av exeiq TeTOieq auv0f|Ke(; |i£oa ott|v xd^T), 5ev |i7ropei(; va  naq napanepa oto yvcooTiKO 
ETcmeSo. ripcbxa TtpeTiei av Xuoeu; Kdjioux, va  PoiiGi'-joeiq o io  va e^o|xaXi)v0oi3v oi oxeoeiq Touq icai 
va 5ouv rriv iafy\ ©q )a.ia op.d5a Kai v a  KoivcoviKO7ioiri0oiJV Kai [letd va TODq fid0ei<; 7rp6a0eor| Kai 
a(paipeori. A uto  epxetai tioA.i3 7:10 suKo^a.
E: Apa Becopeiie or|p,avTiKr| TTjv avdTrru^Ti Kai tk; TtpoocoTtiKOTTiTai;.
H; AmpaiTTiTri. Aev 0eXco sva  cpoPiojievo m i5 i. Aev' 0eA,co eva a 7ro|iovcojievo jiaiSl. Aev BeAxo eva 
TiaiSi TTOi) |ie cpopdiai. 0 eA,co eva jtaiSl ttou fie oeP eia i Kai eva TraiSi Jtou oiyd oiyd  
TrpoocoTciKOTTiTd TOD ^leoa ajto to  oxoA^io, auToq eivai o p6 X,o<; [lou. Ey® jtioTeum o ti auTO  ̂eivai 0 
p6A,o<; |ioD.
E: HioTeuo) o t i  e^eTe 5 ikio, o ti o SdoKaA-oq Sivei 60 a vojii^ei, yia va  yivei aDTOVOjioc; o iiaBrin^q.
H: Auto aKpipcbt;.
E: Tcbpa Kchq a i o B d v e o T e  ozav e i o T e  ayxcoiievrj; Flcbq e K c p p d ^ e T a i  a u T O  t o  d y x o q ;  Aev 0a ekzya 
o u ) i 7t T c b | a , a T a ,  T t o i a  e i v a i  T a  o r | ( j , d 5 i a  e K e i v a ,  n : o u  A £ T 8 « c o x ! »

H: To yeyovoq o t i )i7topei va  cpuyco ano tov  epyaoiaKo |j.ou x®P°5 va ep0co o to  oTciTi Kai va to  
OKe(pTO)iai Kai va  to  OKecpTo^ai Kai to  PpdSu Kai va ;tdpco Kai ouva5eX,(poui; f| (piXeq [lou 
TTj^cpcovo, va pcoTT|off) TT| yvcb|ir| Tou(; yia to  n(hq va xeipioTM KdTioux 7ipdy|xaTa, yiaTi )X7ropei va )xe 
ayxcbvei, ^iniopei va l̂e (popi^si, jj-Tropei va voicb0co a)xf|xava.
E: BpioKeTe SuokoXo yeviKd va xctXapcboeTe, OTav yupii^eTe ano tt| SouA^id;
H: Xpeid^O)xai TOuA,dxioTOv 2 |ie 3 copec;, 5r|>̂ . tk; e;r6)ieveq 2 f| 3 cbpeq, av exco to xpovo icai rr|V 
7to^uTeA£ia Ttpay^iaTiKd va îTropeoco va Koi îr|0cb, va firjv ei^iai oe eva x®po (paoapia, )xe 
)xoup)iOupa, )ie 0Ti8f|7r0Te, to ex® avdyKr|. To ex® Tidpa 7roX,u |ieydA,r| avdyKr). ArjA.. epxoiiai 
(popTio îevTj and to oxoXxio t| aXl£q cpopeq epxo)xai l̂e t6ot| evepyeux Kai 5ev |i7top® va 5®o® Kai 
oe |iia d^^r] SpaoTripioTtiTa. Xpeidi^O|iai to xpovo va aTiocpopTioT® Kai l̂eTd va ouvexio® 
OTl5ll7IOTe Kdv®.
E: AvaoTaTcbveoxe euKoAxi; XdveTe euKoXa tt|v UTi:o)iovf| aaq f| va a io 0avooaoTe o t i t| SouA^id rsaq 
exei Kdvei avuTio^iovo dv0po37io;
H: Dxi. B epaia e^apTdTai ano tt] (pdor| ^ou ppioKO^iaoTC o tt| ^®fi. 'OTav ott] i^®f| jxaq yeviKd 
UTtdpxouv looppOTtieq, to te  auTO pyaivei Kai ott) S o u ^ id  ^aq Kai oe oXa. 'Oxav eivai |xux (pdot| xou 
rtie^o^iaoTe Kai Ttio veupiKoi ei)xaoTe Kai ;rio ayx®|ievoi Kai io®<; va 7rpoKaA,ou^ie Kai E\iz\q dy;(Oi; 
)ieoa OTT|v Td^T|. T a TraiSid xa avTilajiPdvovTai Ttdpa toXu euKoXa au id  xa ori|id5ia. Ar|X,. 6:av 
^iia fiepa 5ev 7uf|ye KaM, p.jropei e)xei^ va ^eKivfjoafie oTpapd.
E: MeTavicbveTe yia noXXsq aTto Tiq 7cpoTiyoufieve(; oup,7tepicpopeq aaq;
H: MeTavubvffl; 0 e®p® o ti o tt|v  ;ropeia auTO f|^epa, auTO eKava. Ar|A,. av r\^zpa va Kdv® koti 
KaX,uTepo, 0a to  eixa Kdvei to  KaXuTepo.
E: 'ExeTe SuoK olia oto va  Ttaipvete ajtocpdoeK;, oe oxeoT) ^e tt] SouX^id oaq;
H: Dxi iSiaiTepa. MTtopei Kdiroia 7tpdy|j,aTa va p,e JtpoPA,TmaTi^ouv TiepioooTepo, aXXa aKO|j,r| icai 
oe TeTOiec; 7repi;iT®oei(;, av KUTa^apaiv® oti 5ev eip,ai oe 0eori va itdp® fiia ajrocpaoTj, KoiTd® va 
TO ou^T|Tf|o® )ie ouva8eA,(pouq f| va  to oui^riTi^o® l̂e Kd;roiov tcou e)i7rioTeuo)a.ai, SrjA,. (pilo )iou, eiTe 
eivai OTO x®pO; 6 x1. 0eX® va aKOu®, oe ormavTiKeq aTtocpdoeu; f| oe Kpioi)ie(; aTtocpdoeK; icai 
jiux 5euTepr] yv®)iT|, doxeTO |ieTd ti 0a aTiocpaoio®. 0eA.® va ex® Kai )j,ia eiKova tou ti yiveTai.
E; Aio0dveoTe yeviKd Koupao^ievii f| e^ou0ev®p,evo(; oto xe^oq Ttiq KdBe [lepaq ajco tt] 5ouA£id;
H: E^apTdTai. E^apTdTai tt] xpovid, Tiioxeu®. E^apTdTai and to  uX,ik6 ttou exei o Kd0e SdoKaAo^. 
At|)l. cpeToq yia |i ^ a ,  av Kai to  yv®oTiKO Kai koiv®vik6 eTiijreSo t®v TtaiSubv 5ev f|Tav iSiaiTapa 
KaA,6, Be®p® o ti f|Tav eTiiTuxilĤ evrj xpovid. Eixa KaAiq oxeoek; p,e Touq ouva5ei>u(pou(;, Ei%a napa 
KoXv KaXtq oxeoeiq, t] AieuBuvTpia tou oxo^iou  ePya^e iooppo;ria o to  oxoA^io, KaTd ouveTieia 
5ev eixa va ayx®0® yi’ auTO to KOji îdTi.
E: To epyaouxKO TtepiPdAAov 5riA. fiiav  KaA.6, Jtapd xu; avxi^oeq ouv0f|Kei;, ooov acpopd Ta ;tai5iix.
H: Nai Kai auxo jie Pof|Bt|o8. ArjA. Jiioxeu® oti fjTav |iia KaX,f| xpovid yia |i ^ a .  Yn:dpxouv cpooec; 
7I0U exeK; |xia xa^r\, tiou jiTiopei va voicbBeu; oti 8ev Kdveiq TijiOTa. ArjA. Jtpiv Tpia xpc^via eixa a,ia 
rtpcbTT] 14 TiaiSicbv Kai ;taipvovTa(; |iia jrpcorri 14 naiSicbv, ^oi® 0a euTuxiojxevoi Kai 6A,oi 01 

ouvdSeXcpoi )xe ^rjAeuav, yuxTi eixa ;rp®TdKia, Aiya 7rp®TdKia, 6)i®(; Ta ouyKeKpi)ieva JtaiSid eixav 
apKeTd ;ipopA,f|)xaTa. Av®piji6Tr|Ta, aTrooTcaorj 7rpoooxii<;, eTtiBeTiKOTrjTa. S ’ auTf) tt] xpovid anc xo 
0>Lepdpr| Kai iiexd, evouo0a oti 6 ,ti Kai va Kdv®, Ttap’ 6A,o tiou 01 ouv0T)Ke(; 08®pTixiKd i]:av 
iSaviKei;, auxo (j,e Koupai^e.
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E: Se oxeoT| pe to  cpeiivo, OTav to  ouyKpivETE, ii(bq eivai;
H; Ka|iia oxeot|.
E: NouB0eT8 eva aia0T||ia e7tiTei) r̂i<;, oti e%eTe e;riTiJxei pepiKouq oTOxouq.
H: Nai, auTO eivai.
E: Kai auTo eivai ttou aag iKavoTtoiei. Aio0dveoTe yeviKd oti |X7iopeiTe va avTi îeTCOTticeTe to 
TcpopAi'niaTa 7IOV) jipoKUTiTouv aTto TT) SouA îd; To dyxo(; tiou TipOKUjiTei and n i SouAeid;
H: Nai.
E: Aia0dveoie oti r| SouA îd oaq exei cp0eipei oe KdTioio pa0|i6;
H: Dxi, eycb TtioTeuco o ti eivai p ia e^aipeTiKi^ aA.A,r]A.e7ri5paar|. KaT’ apxf|v Kd0e xpovo â ^AÂ ouv 
Trdpa 7ToA.A.oi TtapdyovTeq. AAAd^ouv Ta jtaiSid, exou|ie tt | SuvaTOTiiTa, iisxpi Tcopa touM xiotov, 
edv 5ev pa(; iKavoiroiei eva epyaouxKO 7repipdA.A,ov, |ie |iia  ajiooTiaori, yia ^lapdSeiypa, va ;id)i.e a s  
eva dXXo epyaoiaKO jrepipdAA.ov.
E: Av aaq exei Koupdoei.
H: Nai. 'H av ^r|Tdco KdTi dXXo, av QeXco KdKOieq aXhxyeq o tti î cofj p,ou. OTtore 0e®pcb o ti |.ieo® Trjc; 
SovXstdq iiou ex® aX,Axx̂ ei Kai ey® t) i5ia Kai auTo to  0e®p® ...
E: MeiavubveTe ttod 5uxA.£̂ aTe auTo to eirdyyeAfia;
H : Aev to  5uxX£^a.
E: Ti ewoeixe;
H: Ewo® OTI i]Tave r| 19'* e7ii?Loyfi oio ^TixwvoypacpiKO p,ou Kai OTav ;repaoa eK^aiya. 'EKAxiiya 
TrpaypariKd.
E: rioia fiTav r| JipcbTrj, av eTriTpeTieTai;
H: laTpiKq. OjroTe eKlaiya yta p.ia pSojidSa. 'OTav |i.ou eXeyav ouyxaprjTrjpia, v6p.i^a o ti )ie 
KopoiSeiJouv, yuxTi ey® TioTe 5ev |j.rtopoi3oa va cpavTaoT® tov eauTO jiou SaoKdAa.
E: Aev f|Tav eniJtoyii aaq 5T|A.a5f|.
H: Aev f|Tav e;ri)tOyf) jiou, 6xi- ATiAd Ppe0i]Ka. O k o te  oKccpTriKa v a  7tapaKoAou0qa®  Kai av  5ev 
)iot) dpeoe v a  OTaixaTOuoa, eiAiKpivd. M expi Jtou eKava KdTioia )ia0iipaTa, v|/t>xo?^oyia Kai q)uoiKi^ 
Kai eiSa o n  auxd  Ta |i,a0fi|iaTa |iou  Taipia^av Kai to tc  aTCOcpdoioa v a  aoxo^ii0® auTd tiod pou 
apeoouv  TiepioooTepo. TeAeitbvovTaq A-oittov, evrd^ei, I'niouv p.ia tioAu KaA.fi (poiTHTpia, 
aoxoAf|0TiKa p,e to  iieTaTiTuxictKO, |ie t t |  (puaiKf), Ttou CTtioriq f|Tav to  KO|xpdTi Jiou jiou dpeoe. 
M expi eKei t| aAfiOeia eivai o n  5ev eixa i5ea  to  t i  yiveTai |ieo a  oe |xia Td^r]. Mn:aivovTa(; 5r|>t. rn v  
TipcoTTi |i,ou xpovid oe Td^ii, eKava oaEq pA.aKeieq |X7topoiJoa v a  Kdv®. AtjA.. eoTeAva TtaiSid o to  
AieuOuvrrj, tiod TeAiKd auTO eivai t] TeA,iKf| oou Ai3or|, yiaxi KaTaA,aPaivouv o t i  5ev exoDv TiTiOTe 
d>̂ A.o . . .

E: Eivai o doooq o to  [laviKi STiAaSi'].
H: EvTeAcbq. AXXd U7rf|pxav 7ipdy|iaTa ttou |ie 7tpopAr||idTi^av, x®P^ £/C® 5i7rA®p.aTia OTOug 
yovei(; Kai pepaia Kavevat; yovioq 5ev aTioSexeTai o ti to  n:ai5i tod  ^iTtopei va  jrpeitei va  aXXd^Ei jiia 
ov|i7r8pi(popd. O Kd0e yovioq 0e®pei o ti to  ;iai5i tod  eivai to  KaA.iJTepo. 'Oxv JtdvTa, aXXd riq 
TrepioooTepeg cpope(; ou|xPaivei auTO.
E: Ei|iaoTe A,iyo ^epoA rjT iT iK oi |ie Ta SiK d  [laq TiaiSid.
H: Apa AoiTtov, p.eTd tt]v 7tp®TT| xpovid, ttou ;rpay^aTiKd to  naveTtioTfuxio 8ev eixe Ka|iia oxeoT] p.e 
TTjv TipaypaTiKOTTiTa, dpxioa va  pitaiv® Hyo o to  KA,ipa tod x®pot» Kai tt|(; 5ouA£id(;.
E: Ti ewoeiTe, 5ev eixe Ka|iia oxeot) jxe n iv  7ipay|xanK6Tr|Ta;
H: To va Kdveiq SiacpopiKeq e^iomoeK; Kai va  aoxoA,eioai jie |j.iKp6Koa|xo Kai va  oou Xeve aro  
lieTaTiTuxictKO, yia TiapdSeiy^ia o n  t| o|ia5oot)vepyaTiKf| eivai r] KaAuTepri pe0o5o<;, TtpdyjiaTi eivai. 
'OTav 6|i®(; ott|v ;ip®Tr| |xou xpovid 5ouA£V|/a Kai eKava o|i,a6ooi)vepyaTiKfi |ie 16 m i5id Kai eyive 
liTtdxaAo (leoa ott|v Td^tj, e7teiSf| ouvexi^a va ex® e7ta(pf| )j,e to nave7iion])iio, Tn^ya Kai ppi^Ka tt|v 
Ka0riyf|Tpia Kai TTjq eiTia «Sev ioxuodv auTd tiod Xe)x8» Kai Aiei «vai, ^eKivdi; ^pcoTa p.e 5i3o TtaiSid, 
TuriyaiveK; oxa Tteoepa Kai Ta e^i ;:ai5id eivai to TeXiKo oTdSio». Ey® 4 Kai 2 xpovia oto 
navertioTTiiiio, 5ev Ta eixa aKouoei auTd.
E: Nai, aXXd eKei eixe Kdvei to  p,eTa7rruxiotK6 rr|<; r| KaOtiyfiTpia.
H: Nai, o®oTd. 'H yux 7iapd8eiy|xa, 0a fjGeJta o to  navemoTqixio va U7tf|pxe p.d0rma op0o(pmvia(;, 
5 i6t i  eixa, Ta Trpcbra xpovux 7id0aiva a(p®via.
E: H op0o(p®via 0a fjTav ^ a  )id0rma ttoA-ij auapaiTr|TO oe 6oou(; oKOTieuouv va yivoDV SdoKaAoi.
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H: 'E to i ;rioTei3(o koi eycb. K a i 0a  eTtpejie r a  n av e T rio rrn iia  v a  exoDv KaX,T3T8pr| oxeo tj jxe tt | 
o%oA.iki] TtpayiiaTiKOTrjTa.
E: T a  voui)0eTe Kdjrcog oav 5oKi|xaoTiK6 ocoA,f|va oXa uvtol Trou |xd0aT8; I^aq |xd0aivav 7rpdyp,aTa, 
Ta OTioia 0a E(pap(ioi^ovTav oe |iia  iSaviicri KttTdoTaori; Ze ouv0fjK8(; spyaoTTipiou;
H:'Oxi,
E: AXhx;
H; E7t8i5f| jipay/iaTiKd 8ev exava TiapdSoorj, 5t|>o. TeXskooa eKiri ott] xpovid )iot) Kai jrpcoTri o to  
jieTaTiTuxiaKO, 0ecopcb o ti eixa |id0ei napa noXXa Trpdy^iaia. Fupvcbviac; o to  oxoA£io Kai 
7ta0aivovTa(; ook, yuiTi epX^jia oti oXa a m a  tiou eXe.ya, 5ev eixav axeor) jxe Trjv Ttpay^iaTiKorriTa 
Kai eym evouM0a o n  x^vco tov eA^yxo, ^avayupioa ora jiovTeAxx tcov 5ik®v |iou 5aoKdA,cov. STa 
auoTTipd ^ovTe?^a tcov 5ikcov )iou SaoKdAxov. At|A„ cpcbva^a, e^a^a Tiiicopieq. XpeidoTTjKe aKO|j,a va 
ppco z\q looppojrieq |iou |ieoa ott|v  Td^rj, yia va ^e0dvj/co Kai va ^ava0u|iri0C)i) TtpdyjiaTa tiou eixa 
^d0ei OTO nave7:ioTf||iio Kai va apxi^co va ...
E: Tt| 0ecopia t t | 0ecopeiTe dxpr|OTT| Te^iKd;
H: D x i, 6x1. 2^e Kap.ia ;repijrTC0OT|. AriX. Tidvco ott) 0 ecopia pao i^eT ai. Aev [iTropei; ^acpviKd v a  X&q 
«0e^co v a  ylvco 5doKaXo(;» K ai v a  p.;taiveK; fieo a . K ai Ta |io v T e ^  0a  |id 0eu; K ai zvq 5 id(pope(; 
axoXAq 0a  )id0eu;. Aji:A,d ) ia 0aivovTd(; zvq, KaXo  e iv a i v a  UTidpxei |i i a  TtpaKTiKf), e io i  cboTe v a  to  
ecpapiio^eu;, v a  ^av ay u p v d q  Tiioco K ai v a  pAiTieij; t i  a ;t’ auT d jXTtopei v a  7iep 7caTf|oei Kai n  6xi.
E: N a  exeiq t t | yvcborj Kai va  XEq t i  laipid^ei Kai o to  Ttepipd^^ov, OTOuq ^ia0r|Te(; ood.
H: K ai o to  nav e ;rio T rn iio  ac; UTtfjpxav Ta iiEjaXa a|X(pi0 eaT pa, aq jiriv fjTav K d;to ia 7ipdyp.aTa 
0ecopTiTiKd. D to v  7rriyaivap.e o^coq f ie zd  a z o v  TO)iea tcov epyaorrjp icov, o i o iidSeq, eKei, o i P o r|0 o i 
TCOV Ka0riyTiT(BV, v a  e ixav  K ai eKeivoi efXTteipia, eK7ia i5 euTiKT| e)x;reipia, aXXa v a  e ixav  K ai )j.ia dXA,r| 
eTciSpaor). Eycb to  0eoopcb jrd p a  ttoAu oi]^iavnK 6 auTO.
E: EinaTe >.oirt6v o ti  |x6Ik; TrijyaTe o to  axoXeio, f|Tav Kdjicoq 5iacpopeiiKd Ta 7cpdy|aaTa.
H: 'HTave ook.
E: Tcbpa, Kd0e TCOTe piobvere auTd Ta apvi^TiKd ODvaio0fn iaT a; At|A.. voico0eTe o ti «ou(p», OTav 
yupi/^ere o r tin , o n  e io a o ie  tto Iu  cpopTiofievr) K ai K dveie cbpa v a  ouveA,0eTe. 0 a  ^ y a T e  jxepiKec; 
(popeq TO xpovo; M epiKeq cpopeq to  Tpi|xrivo; M epiKeq cpopeq to  |if)va ; M epiKeq cpopd t t | p5o [id 5a ; 
M epiKeq cpopeq rr | |ie p a ;
H : 0 a  tXerfa iocoq )j.ia )i.e 6i3o iiepeq t t |v  ep5 o^.d6a .  0 ecopcb o n  e iv a i ouxvo  cpaiv6 )ievo.
E: rioioi dA,A,oi TiapdyovTeq, 0a AiyaTe oti TipoKaXouv auTO ott] 5ouA£id; Mou eiTiaie |iepiKd. Mou 
eiTiaTe oti aaq evSuxcpepei t] KoivcoviKOTioitiori tcov |xa0riTcbv Kai va TteruxeTe Touq OToxouq aaq. 
(tavTd^ofiai o ti oi otoxoi oaq Ttpooapfioi^ovTai Kai )ie to  uA,ik6 tiou 0a exeTe. Ooioi d^A,oi 
TtapdyovTeq; MiropeiTe va OKecpTeiTe KdTi; H pa0 |ioXoyia, t] oxeot) [le Touq yoveiq, t] ecpimepia, t| 
oxeoT] )xe louq avcoTepouq, oi oi)va5eA,cpiKe(; oxeoeiq; Ixtq 5ivco ixepiKeq iSeeq, 5ev eivai a3TapaiTT|T0 
va eivai aurd.
H: Liyoupa t] e(pr||i,epia eivai eva ayxcoTiKo yeyovoq, aTio Tr|v dTtovj/ri o ti av jiTcopeiq va eXiy^eig Ta 
anjxil^aTa, oixcoq 5ev tov 0up.doai. At|A,. aKop.a Kai aDio to  SeKdX̂ TCTo ttou 0a naq Kai 0a neiq tt] 
pX,aKeia oou )xeoa oto  ypacpeio 5ev Tteiq Kap,ia P^^aKeia, 0a Kdioeu; anlxt Kai 0a airocpopTioTeiq 
aTTO TTjv id^T), eivai oT|)i.avTiKi .̂ Ar|>^. KarePaivco KdTco oto  7rpoau>„io, 7rpe;tei ouvexrac; va ei)iai oe 
eypfjyopoTi Kai ^avavepaivco Tidvco va ^avaKdvco )id0r|)j,a Kai va PydX,co ^ a  e^dcopo, vai, TcioTeuco 
OTI eivai t\/a ^leoo cpopTioriq.
ETiioriq TO 0ep.a tcov paGjxcbv. EiSiKd oto  StmouKo, oi yoveiq exouv Tijv evnjTicoori oti to  A 
ocpeiXoDV va to  exoDv Ta naiSid, tcou anXa. TipooTia0oiJV. ArjA,. eivai evaq Pa0 ,̂6(; Ttou KaTaKTeiiai 
Ttdpa TtoAi3 euKoXa. Kai ajto tt|v dXA.r| to  A, B, F eivai tooo TrepiopioTiKO, 5t|X,. to  A exei |ieoa Touq 
|ia0T]Te(; ai)TOij Ttou Kdvouv nq .̂lyoTepeq TtpooTtdOeieq Kai eivai oe eva KaXo eTtijteSo, ^expi Kai 
Touq dpioTOuq, TO B eivai eTtioriq aTto Touq |xa0T|Te(; Ttou Kdvouv |xia TtpooTtd0eia, |J.expi Touq 

l̂eTpiouq Kai aSuva^iouq Kai to F exei Ttepdoei oti eivai Tijxcopia. KaTd ouveiteia t i  7tepi0(i)pia exeiq; 
N a pdXeu; A Kai va pd̂ êu; Kai l̂epiKd B. To F 5t)A,. eva jtaiSi ;tou 7rpoojta0ei, eivai oav va )it|v 
UTtdpxei. Apa eivai 5uo Ttpdy^iaia Ttou jiJtopeiq va pdA îq, A Kai B Kai va OTpififfl^ev; eKei |ieoa 16 
TtaiSid.
E: T a  OTtoia ojicoq exouv |iia  yKd)xa oto evSid^ieoo, TtoXu p,eyaX,UTepri.
H: F Id p a  TtoA,u |xeya?LUTepTi. K ai 5ev e iv a i o u ie  avTiKei|xeviKO 5eiy|i,a, ouTe avTiKeip£viKO Kpirripio, 
TO Ti Pa0|i6 Ttfipav Ta jta iS id , aXXa om e  ixTtopeiq v a  e^T|yf|oeK; o e  ^ a  yovio  f] to u M x io to v  e r o i
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OTiooq exei Ttepdoei, oti vai, [iepaux, to  jcaiSi aou ;tpoo7ra0ei, aXka eivai aKO|ia o to  B. Nai, vo)xi^co 
OTI r| Pa0)io>i.oyia eivai tvaq  ayxcoTiKoq TiapdyovTaq.
E: Ti alXo  0a AiyaTe;
H: Oi epyaoiaKeq o^eoe^. Ar|X. OTav uTtdpxei 7rieoT| ajio to  Aieu0uvTf) f| OTav ^leoa oto oxoAsio 
uTtdpxouv TioAxoiievec; oxeoei^; )xeTa^u tcov ouva5eA,(pcov, auTO oe eTOiped^ei. To SeKdAeTtTO oou 
08X£u; va x^Aapcooeu;. Aev (i7ropei<; va jiTieu; ott] 6ia5iKaoia t i Aeco, 7icb(; to  Aeco Kai Tioioq 0a 
7tape^T|yri0ei.
E: 'Exei Kav^'a tbtoio KA,i|ia oto oxoA^io oa^;
H: Eutux®? ex'-  ̂ ')(p6v\a jrou SouAeuco, eixa tt|v tux’! va |ir|v oDjiPei auTO, ouTe o ’ auTO to
oxoAeio Kai oto 7rpor|yoTj|ievo oxoAeio um^p^av Kditoieq oTiyjxec; |ie|j,ov(B|ieva TiepioTaTiKd, ;iou to 
ouvoAo TCOV SiSaoKOVTcov Touq a7i:o|j,dKpuve Kai Touq epaAe eKei Ttou ejipejre, ott] ycovid toix;. 
'ExovTaq 6)icoq ;tapa8eiy)iaTa aTto (piA.ou(; |xod tiou SouAeuouv oTa oxoAeia, OTav tuxgk; oe eva 
TETOIO oxoAeio, KoiTdq to poAoi, TtOTe 0a TeAeicboei t| iiepa.
E: 'OTav AeTe TiieoeK;, ti ewoeiTe, Ttpo oAiyou Ttou eiiraTe, otu; epyaoiaKeq oxeaeiq. Ti Aoyfjc; 
Tiieoeu;; Ekt6(; ano x\q SiaTtpoocoTtiKeq oxeoeiq Kai oe oxeorj )ie Touq ouvaSeAcpotx;. Mou euiaTe 
Tcpiv Aiyo KdTi yia tt| EufiPouAo. 0 a  0eAaTe Aiyo va |xod JteiTe, va |o,ou TiepiypdyeTe Jicbi; to  
voicboaTe, ttclx; to  PuaoaTe auTo; To puioaTe oav Tiieorj;
H: rioioyeyovoq;
E: To OTI T) Lt))j.poi)Ao(; I'̂ Tav oto oxoAeio oaq Kai;
H: Eivai |iia Trieor).
E: Ti f|Tav auTO nov voubdaze o ti aaq Tiie êi; Noicb0eTe oti a7teiAf|OTe 8r|A, p.e k&koio xpOKo;
H: D xi OTI an:eiAoi3)iai...
E: EKPid^eoie;
H: 'Oxi OTi aTteiloujiai. Noiii^co 6)j,co(; oti a^ioAoyoujxai. BePaia o poAoq TT|q eivai ouiiPouAeuTiKoq 
Kai p.expi Tcbpa 8ev exei Kdvei Ttapefipdoeu; oto epyo.
E: Aev UTuripxe leTOioq vojioq.
H: ScooTd. AAAd yeviKd tj irapouoia TTji;, 8ev ^ep® av auTO to ouvaio0ri|.ia to TtpoKaAei o p6Ao<; 
TT|q, 5tiA. o TiTAo(; Triq, aAAd 6m v epxeTai oto oxoAeio, 0a T|0eAa va ei|iai ooo tiio d\|/oyr| yiverai.
E: npooexeTe.
H: ndpa ttoAtj. Fia TtapdSeiyjxa, (iTcopei o to  Ka0r|)iepiv6 l̂ou 7ipoypa|i|ia, va êcpuyco Aiyo Kai o to  
Xpovo, ooov acpopd Ta )xa0fniaTd |i.ou ...
E: 'OTav eivai 8ev 0a ê(pi3yeTe.
H: 'OTav eivai, vai, 8ev 0a êcpuyco. Mrapei eKeivr) tt|v cbpa, av 8co o ti Ta 7iai8id SeAouv va 
XaAapcboouv, va Touq ttco «evTd^ei, Tcbpa ag Kadapiaov^is tu  0pavia )ia(;» Kai Pyd^ou^ie Ta 
p.avTr|AdKia iiaq t| «Ka0ioTe TMpa eva 8eKdAe;iT0 va ^eKOupaoTeiTe, Tipiv Tiepdooujxe o to  eTto îevo 
p,d0rm,a».
E: Auto TtpoKUTtTei aTio ttiv TipoocoTriKOTriTd TTjq f| a;r6 to poAo rpq;
H: Aev ^epco va oaq a7ravTf|oco. 'locoq K a i ...
E: Sfmepa yuxTi f|Tav oto  oxoAeio r| Eu)iPot)Ao(;;
H: S to oxoAeio e:rei8fi 0a eTtpejie va 8ei Kdnoia ;tai8id tt|(; 7ipcbTT|q, yia to av 0a eTtpeTte va 
eTtavaAdpouv Trjv Td t̂j f| oxi, Tijv KdAeoe t] Aieu0i3vTpia, jia^i jie Toug ouva8eA{poi)(;, anM  yia va 
exei Kai tt] 8ikt| rijq djtov|/Ti. Aev |i,7rr)Ke ott|v Td r̂| )xou, ouvf|0co(; 8ev |i7taivei oe Kdjtoux Td r̂), OTav 
5ev Tpv KaAeoow. 2iivf|0(i)<; jiTiaivei oe Td̂ ei<; tiou UTidpxei TtpopArnia i'i ttod tt| ^r|Tdei o 
ouvdSeAcpoq f| r| ouvdSeAcpoq. Eyco vo îi ĉo oti |j.e ayxcbvei coq Ttapouoia.
E: Aio0dveoTe oti exeTe apKerri eAe"o0epia, e^ouoia, yia va ^eSurAcboeTe Ta TaXsvxa aaq, tov  
KaAuTepo aaq eauTO, Tiq iKav6rr|Teq oaq, ^eoa orriv Td̂ r;; 'ExeTe TTjv iKavoTTjTa va eTiiAi^eTe tov  
Tpojio 8ouAeid(;, tt| p.e0o86 aaq, voicbOeTe auTovofiri;
H: Nai. nioievco 8t|A. oti btoi Kai aAAuoq KdTroia TrAaioia Kai eivai avayKaia Kai Ta xpewx^6|iaoTe. 
Aev 0a KaTapyfjoco pipAio f| 8ev 0a aAAd ĉo Tr|v uAt| oe Kdjroiov. Kd;roia Trpdy îaTa 0a yivouv, yiaTi 
exei aTTOcpaoioTei airo to  YTioupyeio, aTto av0p®itou(; aTio naveTiioTrmiaKouq, aTco avOpcoTiouq Ttou 
exouv oxeoT) )xe to  avTiKel)xevo. Atto eKei Kai Ttepa 6|ico<;, to  Kcbq 0a to  8i8d^co f| yia Trapd8eiyp.a, 
TO )id0ri|ia to  OTioio eKava T®pa oto  oxoAeio, eivai Suxipeot] |ie 8ivj/fi(pio SiaipeTTj. Auto to  
KO|j.|idTi 0 X0  PipAio eivai Trdpa ttoAu SuokoAo ott|v TeTdprrj Kai evcb TrpooTra0eiq )j.e 8ux(p0peTiK0U(; 
TpoTrouq, |j.e eiravaAa|iPav6)xeve(; Ttpoo0eoeu;, acpaipeoeiq kAtt., eyco 0ecop(i) o ti TrpdbTa Trpejrei va
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ex o u v  e v a v  iiTioTJoo-uAa t a  T taiSid, v a  ^epoD v tcoij v a  K ivo iivxai K a i l i e td  v a  T te ip a^ ia tio T o u v  a e  
ojroux5 f |7roTe dA,A,T| )ie9 o 5 o . ArjA.. Gecopco 6 x i S ivov tdc; to u q  l a u t o x p o v a  t o u  ; i a i8 io u , 5 u 6  tp e n ;  
SuxcpopetiKOUc; ipoT touq , xcopu; v a  e%ei K d ti  au y K eK p i|iev o  a t o  fiuaA ,6 l o u  K a i v a  t o  e^ e i
^ av a5ouX ev |/e i a u x o  t o  KO|i(idTi, eycb TrpoocoTriKd, eTreiSf) e^co ^ava5oD A £\|/e i K a i T tepvoi T eT d p rrj, 
e i5 a  OTI DTO^pxe o ijy x u o r |.  A p a  eiTta o t i  t o  p ipA io  8 ev  0 a  t o  K d v o u |ie , 5oi3A£\(/a Tpeu; p.epe<; o t o  
TeTpdSio K ai e K a v a  e7riA,oyfi 5i3o aoK iioecov  and ti^; SeK a t o u  U Tidpxouv o t o  p iPA io K a i o t o  
x e ip d S io  ep y ao icb v .
E : K a i  tod<; p.d0aTe auTO to v  TpoTio.
H : T o u q  8 )x a0 a  auTO to v  TpOTio K a i OTav TtAiov 6 a  t o  exoD v KOTaKTi^oei, TOTe 0 a  Tidfxe v a  5ou)xe, aq 
TO K dvoD |ie K a i auTO, aXXd va  e x o u v  e v a  7rA,aioio, v a  ^ e p o u v  naq va  K iv r|0o ijv  K ai jieT d ac; 
SuxA e^ouv o ,T i 0eA.ouv. flioT etico  o t i  aKO)xa t o  oxoA eio , 5 e v  ^epco a v  aA A d^ei, aX,A,d aK o^ ia  o t o  
oxoA ^io  e x c u s e  t t |  S uvaT on^T a v a  K dvoup,e 7 tpdy |xaxa  |ie  t o  5 ik 6  }iaq xpOTro.
E : A io 0 d v e o T e  o t i  ou^pdA A ^T e a p K e rd  o t t |v  opydvcoor] to u  oxoA eiou  aaq, o t i  S iv e ia i  apK eTfj 
TTpoooxi) OTu; TipOTdoeiq jto d  KdveTe, aaq acpfjvouv ap K ereg  ap|xo5i6TTiTe(;;
H: Nai. EvTd^ei. Aev 0a f|0eAa Kai T iepioooTepeq. S ’ avxo t o  KO)X)j,dTi UTtdpxei )xia ou^f|T T |or|.
E : H  oxeoT | aaq ^ e  Touq ouvaSeA cpotx; aaq Kcbq e iv a i ;
H: n d p a  tioAu KaAfj.
E : O i e p y a o ia K e i; o x e o e iq  iieT a^u  A ieu0uvT fi K a i ;rpooco;riK ou;
H: ETtioriq Ttdpa ttoAij KaAei;.
E ; © eA ere  v a  )io u  ;reiTe y ia  Touq ouvaSeA cpouq;
H: E;tei5ii eivai t] TtpcoTti xpovid tio u  SouAeuco o ’ auTO t o  oxoAeio, ^Tiopei va |xt|v eijxai KoA,ATiTf| 
(piXri )ie Kdiroia ouvdSeAcpo, aXXd Ttap’ oXa auxd t |  KdGe |iia and |iaq ^epei t o  p6A,o rriq  eKei |ieoa, 
Xcopu; va a v aK aT e ijeT a i t] .̂la o t o  n:65ia Triq dAAriq Kai auTO t o  Gecopco ndpa tioAij orm avT iK o.
E : E iv a i  5iaKpiTiKe(; o i ax^aeiq.
H : KaAec; o x e o e iq . 'E x e i T uxei Kdiroiec; (popeq K ai v a  Pyot))j,e y ia  Kacpe, e x e i Tt)xei v a  7td ) ie  |ia i^ i v a  
(pd |ie  KdTtoia p p d S ia ,  aXXd f iex p i eKei.
E: To yeviKO K ^ ijia , t |  aT^ioocpaipa o t o  oxoA^io oa<;, 7icb(; 6a t t)  x“ POtKTT|pi^aTe; At|A. 
ou)j.;repiXa)j,pavo|xevcov oAxov oocov e îJtAeKOVTat, yovecov, 5aoKdA.cov, cruvaSeAcpcov, JcaiSicbv;
H : A pK eTd iK avo7toir|TiK 6.
E: O p6Ao(; aaq K a rd  jrooo void)0eTe o t i  yiverai a 7ro 8 eKT6 <; and Tijv Koivcovia; O poAoc; t o u  
SaoKdAoi), TT|g 5aoKdAa(;;
H: 0ecopcb o t i  ev®  yeviK d iiTropei v a  aKOU® jisaa o e  K O uP ^T eq , u 7roT i|ir|T iK d oxoA ux yux Touq 
SaoK dA ouq, aTco r t iv  d 3iov|/T| «eA,a K a i i i  K dveTe;» f] «K d0eoT e K ai o a q  7tA r|pcbvouv», yev iK d y ia  to u (; 
SaoKdAouq aKOTjyovTai.
E : F ev iK d  aTro t o u ;  S e  K d7roi£(; oui^T)Tf|oeiq |ie  TpiTouq; A tco r a  M M E ; A tco jioi3; A tto  t o v  tu t to  a q  
n o v u s ;  A tio ttov;

H : K a T ’ a p x n v  a ; r6  YTtoupyouc; tio u  K a rd  K a ip o u q  e x o u v  T tepdoei, OTr®^ t |  Fuxw dK O U , y ia  
T tap d S e iy n a , o t i  « 5 ev  8 ot)A euot)v», o t i  « 7ip e n e i  va (pzdaovv lovq avva5eX(povq nov e iv a i  o t t |  
EupcoTtTi, yuxTi e ip ,aoT e 7tio®».
E : E u |icp® vou|i.e  v a  tou(; cpT dooujie K a i o iK ovo)iiK d K a i o e  oAxx. Su^i(p® vot)fie ajioAuTffiq
H : A tio Trjv dAAt) K ai o e  oui^TiTfioeiq, «eAdTe Tcopa K a i eo e iq  ttou K d0eoT e» f | K dvou fie  a ; te p y ia
«7idAi Kd0eoTe;», vai aXXd xdv® TtapdAArjAa Kai 60 eupcb, av void^ei Kavevav auTO.
E : T o  a 7to 5 i5 eTe o e  dyvoux; F l a r i  K aveu; 5 ev  ^ e p e i o t i  5 ev  e i |ia o T e  | i 6 v o  tu ;  ® pe(; n o u  e i^ iaoT e eK ei 
|j .e o a  oTT|v Td^Tj K a i o t o  oxoA eio .
H: Oxi, 5ev vo)j.i^® o t i  eivai dyvoia. nioxeu® o t i  e7rei5f| oAoi oi epya^6|j,evoi Ttie^ovTai, 8r|A. Ta 
epyaouxKd 5 iK ai® |xaT a exouv K aTaoTpaTTiyr|0el o to v  iS u o tik o  TO)iea, orav Kd7toio<; 8ouAfiuei 12 
cbpe(; Kai 10 ®pe<; k o i  t o v  Tcie^ouv va cpTdoei OTOxouq kX ti., 5ev îTtopei va pA,ej:ei, KaA.6 eivai va 
5ieK6iKT|oei KdTtoux 7tpdy|iaTa, 0eAei va Ko\j/ei Ta Ttpovofiux dAAmv.
E : A u to  tcou A eyap,e Ttpiv.
H : A e e i «yuxTi v a  SouA eu®  eycb zoasq (bpeq; A ouA eue K a i e o u » . A ev  e x e i oK ecprei o t i  « a v  8 ouAe\|/®  
ey®  AiyoTepe<;, aXXa va  e i|i.a i irio  aTO 8 0 TiK0 (;». N o |i i^ ®  o t i  e iv a i  t |  Tdor] tt|<; KOiv®via(; fiac;.
E : AAA.d 6 |i,®(; auTO 8 ev  t o  A a)j.pdveT ai and nov; FuxTi t o  cpepare  Kdjiraq o a v  avT i8 uxoToA,f|. 'O t i  o i  
yeviKOTepec; KOuPevTeq e i v a i . . .
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H: Oi yevvKotepeq Koupevieq eivai o ti «Kd0eoTe Kai ixiAxxTe Kai eaeiq». 'OTav 6p,coq yoveu; Xive yia 
TO 5doKa?^,o Toi) 5ikoij touc; TcaiSiot), p,iXdve |xe aepao |i6  Kai to  i5io exco 5ei Kai aito Touq yoveiq Trjq 
Td^riq )xot). At|A,. o la  auTd Ta xpovia exco Kdvei o'Xzq Tiq aTiepyieq. Movo arri îeydA,r| axcepyia tcov 6 
eP8o|i,d5cov, oTav ^lexd iiq 6 epSoiidSeq yupiaa)xe p,eoa o tt|v  Td^T| Kai KaAioa^ie Touq yoveiq oi 
SdoKaJtOi, yia va Touq evTna,epoDaoup.e, OTa 19 7tai5id ttou ei%a Toie, Se^OriKa ^eoa ae  eiaaymyiKd 
«e7ti0eoT)» Kai |iov) pi^ave euGuveq yia tt |v  TipooSo tou  TcaiSioi) Touq, 5uo yoveiq. 'O’keq Tiq dAleq 
(popeq 5ev Becopouv oxi, 5ev e^ouixe Touq yoveiq a;tevavTi fxaq.
E: Touq e%8Te S ii t^ .
E: Aev ^epco av TODq exoup-e SiTiXxx. OuTe 5i7t>.a Touq exou|ie. AnXd UTto^oyi^ouv Tiq Kivfioeu; paq 
Kai KdTTOieq (popeq oKecpTOvrai auTd Ttou 0a Touq Tiou^ie. To t i  0a Ttouv e^co, eivai eva aXko 
KopiidTi. AXkA pXiTtco o n  UTtdp^ei evaq TtpopIr|)a.aTiop6(;, OTav KdTi rouq Ttei o SdoKaXoq, eiTe yia 
Tiq cbpeq Ttou pXiTtouv ra  TtaiSid xouq rriAEOpaori ...
E: YTto?^oyi^ouv rr) yvcbp,r| tou SaaKdX,ou.
H: 'Etoi. YTtoA,oyi^ouv tt| yvdi)|iTi tou SaaKdXou.
E: 0eA,co va  oaq pconioco, Ttooo oaq iKavoTtoiei o TpOTtoq SioiKT^oTiq oto oxoJ^io aaq. 
H: ApKeid.
E: H eKTtaiSeuofj oaq 0ecopeiTe o n  UTtqp^e eTtapKi^q, yia va aaq 7tpoeTop,daei yia tt] SouXeid auxi'i 
Ttou KdveTe;
H; Ero 0ecopT]TiK6 eTtiTteSo vui. ©ecopd) 5iiA,. oti I'lTav iKavoTtoirjTiKT .̂ Ee TtpaKTiKO e;tiTte5o 6xi.
E: T i 0a eTtpeTte va  yiveTai 5i]Aft5T|; EiTtaTe va ouv5eeTai to naveTtioTfi|i.io )i.e Ta oxo>xia, |ie ir|v 
TtpayjxaTiKOTriTa 5t)A,. H Oecopia pe Trjv Ttpd^Ti-
H: Auto. K a i 6xi TtpaKTiKeq tov TeXeuTaio xpovo, aTtXd Kai povo yia va ou|iTt>.r|pcboou)xe KdTtoieq 
cbpeq. Ze Kd0e |id0iDxa va eivai aTtapaiTi"|TO OTOixeio r| 0ecopia pe tt|v Ttpd^r). KdTtoia 
ep(0Tii|iaT0A,6yia Ttou Ta jioipd^oupe, xa Ttaipvoupe Kai Ka0o[iaoTe copeq aTe^icoTeq otou<; 
UTto^oyioTeq Kai Kdvou|ie epyaoieq Kai niXd|xe oe 0ecopr|TiK6 ETtiTte5o. N a  UTtdp^ei dA, r̂i oxeoT). 
Ar|?t. TtioTeuco oti eivai X,iyo aTtoKo^ieva ra  TtpdyjiaTa. Atto eScb eivai i] Bempia Kai aTto eKei eivai 
I] Ttpd^T). 0 a  ^Ttopouoe va UTtdpxei cruyKliar] a ’ auTO to KoppdTi Kai o^oi 0a fmaoxav K8p5io)xevoi. 
E: Atto rr|v eTtayye^paTiKfi aaq e^eA,i^r| ecoq Tcbpa I'l tk; TtpooTtTiKeq eTtayye> )̂j.aTiKfi(; ei^e^i^Tjq, eioTe 
iKavoTtouiiievTi;
H; N a  aaq nco, 0ecopcb o ti xpeid^eoai KdTtoio xpovo aTT|v eKTtaiSeuoT), o to  x®po oou, ott] SouXeid 
oou, yia va  KaTaXdpeiq Myo t i  aou yiveiai. F ia va aTtOKTfiaeiq eou |iia  oacpf] eiKOva tou  t i  Kdveiq 
Kai va  apxi^eiq va  Pe^Ticbveoai Kai va Tteipa|xaTi/^eaai Kai va eTtavaTtpoo5iopi^ei<; TtpdypaTa. Ai]^. 
Tcbpa Ttou Xepe, |ieTd and 9 xpovia, |i,Ttopdb va Tt03 o ti  exco )iia ^eKd0apr| eiKova, tou  t i  eivai 
ariiiavTiKo |xeaa o tt|v  Td^t) Kai Ttou 0a TtpeTtei va 6cboco TtepioaoTepo pdpoq Kai oTiq oxeoeu; tcov 
TtaiSuBv Kai OTO yvcooTiKo eTtiTteSo Kai oe oXouq Touq TO)i.eu;. Se Ttdpa Tto^A,d Ttpdyp,aTa. Apa 
vo)xi^co o n  auTd Ta 9 xpovia, f|Tav xpovia paGrixeiaq yia |ieva, Ttou 5ev 0a i]0eAxx ouTe va 
e^ei5iKeux6, ouTe va cpuyco vaiplTepa and tt|v  Td^rj. Ee KdTtoia .. .aX,f|0eia eivai o n  ex® apxioei f|8r| 
va  8X00 KdTtoieq ava^rjTfjoeK;, o to  va  eTtavaTtpooSiopioco TtpdyjxaTa, |ieoa and tov  naveTtioTrmiaKO 
X®po, eiTe |ie KdTtoio dA.A,o oepivdpio, eire pe eva dXXo ixeTaTtTuxuiKO, eiTe coq uTteu0uvr| 
epyaoTTipuxKou Tiifniaxoq. 
r eviKd loiTtov, T®pa Ttou aio0dvo|j,ai o ti  exco ppei tk; looppoTtieq oxo eTtdyye^|xd |iou, 0a i'i0e>La va 
e^e^iX0cb oe o ti acpopd to  .... KO|i|idTi. Nojiii^co o ti avd 5eKa xpovia, KdTtou tooo , TtpeTtei va 
UTtdpxei pux eTtip6p(pcoor|.
E: AXAxi oe ooPapo eTtiTteSo, 6xi 6 ,ti vdvai.
H: Aev exco avdyKT| 6 ,ti vdvai. YTtdpxouv x>^ict8eq r||j.epi5eq 6 ,ti vdvai. AuTd 86^a to  0e6, 
|a.Ttopoufie va m  p,a^ev|/ou|ie Kai va Ta pd^ou|xe o to  Ti^dKi.
E: ricbq 0a tt) pAiTtaTe, eKToq aTto TtepioSiKi], eKToq aito u\|/t|A,ou eTtiTteSou, va opyavcbveTai aTto 
evav cpopea, o OTtoioq va  exei Kupoq, n  dXXo 6a 0eA.aTe va  TtepiAxxjipdvei r) eTtipopcpcoorj; T i va exei; 
T i xapaKTTipioTiKd; OoTe va  yiveTai, aq Ttoupe;
H: Kut’ apxnv va ouvSeeTai |ie tt) SouA^id |iou. Ar|>.. va ei\'ai eva KO|i|idTi Ttou va |iTtopcb va to  
eTtiAi^co eycb f| 6xi. ATto tt |v  dA,A,r| 0a |i;topouae eiTe va eivai KdTtoio Sidorrma )j,eoa o to  KaA.OKaipi, 
e^ieva 8ev 0a |ie evoxX,ouoe auTO. Ar|A. va eivai eva )if|va )xeoa o to  KaXoKaipi f| va eivai eva 
5i)iT|vo rtou va jiTtopcb va Ttdpco jiia eKTtaiSeuTiKi] d8eia ii 0a ^iTtopouoe va eivai evaq xpovoq ... 
At|>.. eycb TtioTeuco oti 8Ttip,6pcpcoori Kai oxoX^io |o.a î eivai «Kdvco Myo aTt’ 6A,a». E ioai fiiooq Kai
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a z a  5vo  k u i 5ev Kdveii; riTiOTa. Tpsxsu; va  ;ipoX,dp8u;. A p a  5ev 0 a  f)0eXa Tr| xpoviKr) TcepioSo ttou 
0a  Kdvco TTiv eTTifiopcpcoaTi, 7i:apdAXr|Aa va  exoo k u i U7io%pecboEii; an'i 5ouAeid |io\). © a  i^OeAa v a  
aTiexco aTTO tt |v  zdfy\.
E: At|A. ;rpoTeivETe ev a  |xovTeA,o, OTicog y iv e ia i oxo  e^coxepiKO, ottou evaq dv0pco;to(; )i7topei, evaq 
SdoKaAoq, v a  Tidpei eva  xpovo dSeia , v a  Kdvei xt] ixexEKTtaiSeuof] xou Kai v a  yu p iae i oxr| 0eo t| xou, 
0 X0  o^oA^io xou.
H: Eycb ttioxetjco 6xi Eivai iSaviKO auxo Kai Evd) Ttioxeijco 6xi 0ECOprixiKd loxp ei o e  [laq . ..
E: 'H yux v a  ^eKoupaoxei, aTio (iia  d7ro\|/r|, ano xijv xd^T|, y ia  v a  Tidpei Kaivoupyia jcpdyp.axa.
H; K a i v a  a7tooxaoio7roir|9ei A.iyo aTio xo xcbpo. ArjA. av  OeA^u; Kd;roia 7ipdy|xaxa an' e^co y ia  eva  
Xpovo, oxav |i.7raiveu; Kai ex e i;  e7rava;tpoo5iopioei xiAia 8uo 7ipdy|iaxa, oxav e io a i o e  eva  
oi3oxr||j.a, 5ev iiTiopeii; v a  Kpiveiq xo ouoxruia. HpeTiei v a  a7iooxaoiojtoir|08u; Aiyo, yux va  ^ijiopeiq 
va Kpiveu; Kdxi.
E: Kai oxav eioai ttio ^eKoupaoxoq p-Ttopeiq va 5ei^ xa Tipdy îaxa SuxcpopexiKd.
H; Sa(p®(;. K a i evcb Kai e5®  oxr|v EAAdSa u m p x e i eKTraiSeuxiKq d5eux, evac; EK;tai58i)xiK6<; 5 ev exei 
 v a  XT| Tidpei. A p a  ttioxeijco 6xi ai)x6 0 a  STrpETis v a  fixav Trpoi)Tt608OTi.
E: 'Exexe xouAdxioxov |xia KaxdKXT|ori o i SdoKaAoi, xo M apdoA sio, Ttou Ecp’ o o o v  irExuxeif; oxiq 
E^ExdoEu;, iiTcopEu; v a  xr|v Ttdpeiq auxoSiKaux xriv dSEUx, Evcb oe |iaq 5 ev UTidpxei ouxe Kdv auxo.
H : O xav Aexe eodq;
E: Exouq KaOtiyrjieq xcov ayyAiKcbv.
H: Nai, oacpcbq.
E: 'H 0a  Kdveiq ^lexaTrxuxuxKO f| 5i5aKxopiKo. A ev exei dAAo. Evcb xo M apdoA eio Eivai )j,ux a v d o a . 
npoq  0EOU, 5ev Ewocb 6xi Tcaq v a  Kdveu; Suxkottei;. Mux SuxKOTrr] aTio xrjv zafyi] Kai avapd0|iioT | Kai 
xcov yvcboecov Kai eTiavaouv5Eot| |ie  xt] 0ecopia Kai ^le Kaivoupyux Ttpdyjiaxa kAti.
H: Auxo eivai TidAi yeviKO. At|A,. oxav )j.iAi'ioeu; |xe ouvaSeAcpouq tiou eivai oxt| MapdoAeio, oacpcbc; 
eivai ^ a q  0eo)i6q tiou a^i^ei va UTidpxei, aAAd xpeidi^exai Kai va PeAxico0ei.
E: Ouxe Aoyoq, aAAd ^Tiopeix; v a  Tidpeu; |i ia  Kaxdpxior] oe Kdxi tiou oe EvSiacpEpEi. M?iopEi v a  xo 
etiiAx ^eu; oxu; £pyaoie(; oou . E iv a i Aiyo apxtipiooKAripoxiKO, Eivai Aiyo TiaAai0|i05ixiK0.
H: Ar]?i. t] yeviKf] f) siSiKfj. Kai and xr| oxiy|j,fi tiou 9a Tcdpeu; eiSiKf), 9a jipejrsi va 
6ou}l8\|/81(; KdTtoia xpovia as £i5iKd oxoA^la. Eivai A,lyo jiepiopioxiKO.
E: ricbq aiaGdvsaxs xcbpa ano  tt)v epyaoiaKf) oaq aocpdA.8ia; AiaGdveate spyaaiaKd 
aa(pa?tf|(;;
H: Mexpi Kai Tipiv eva |xf|va vat Tcbpa mXdxe yux Kdxi tiou ppcô idei.
E: K a i eycb oxav eypacpa xu; epcoxfjOEiq, auxo Eixa oxo jiuaAo ^lou, 6xi «p,r|v xt|v KdvEiq auxfj xr|v 
Epcbxr|or|, yuxxi 5ev exei vorm a. Ei^iaoxE |i6vi)i.oi UTidAAr|Aoi».
H; npayiiaxiKd vai. At|A. tiAeov Eixa|iE xo Tipov6)iio va  )iTiopou)ie va 8ieK6iK0U)ie Tipdy|iaxa yux xov 
KAd5o [laq, doxexa av fjxav ocooxd fj AdOoq auxd tiou 5ieK5iKouoa|xe Kai |ie xov xpOTio tiou xa 
5ieK5iKouoa|ie, )j.7iopouoa)xe oixcoq va 5ieK5iKou|ie, exovzaq Kaxoxupcboei xo SiKaico^ia va [irjv [laq 
Tiexd^ei Kavevaq e^co aTio xt| SouAeux )iaq. 'H  va ^it|v |xcx<; Tiexd^ei e ĉo aiio xr| 6ouAeux p-aq, yux evav 
av^xi|io  Aoyo. HAeov xov xeAeuxaio |ifiva 5ev loxuei auxo.
OTicoq aaq eiTia Kai oe TipoocoTiiKf| jxai; ou f̂|XT|oTi, Tipiv ^eKivrjoei t| ouvevxeu^t), Kax’ apxf|v 
aAAdi^ouv Tipdy|iaxa, oticoc; yux Tiapd5eiy|xa oxo e^coxepiKO, xo eTii[iio0io oxo e^coxepiKO, otiou xo 
KaxePaoav ^leoa oe |j.ia p5op,d5a 650 eupcb p,eoa oe (iia x®pa, tou xpovo 0a yivouv ouyxcoveuoeiq 
oxoAeicov, tiou oTi)iaivei 6xi eKei tiou eixeq tva  oxaOepo api0|j,6 TiaiSubv, yupco oxa 20, xcbpa 0a 
exeu; eva oxa0ep6 apiOfio TiaiSubv, yupco oxa 28. Hepoujie 6xi Kd0e ixaGrixfic; tiou )iTiaivei oxr|v 
xd̂ T), 5ev eivai p,ux p,ovd5a, aAAdi^ei oAo xo ouoxr|)xa.
E: Meubvei xo xpovo tiou 5ux0exeu; oxo Kd0e TiaiSi.
H; K a i 6xi |i6 v o  auxo. AAAd^ei xiq aAArjAeTiiSpdoeu;, xr| 8uva|iiKr| xrjq 0(id5a(;. E |iev a  auxo |ie  
ayxcbvei Tidpa noAu.
E: K a i e iva i Kai tioAu ixeydAoq cpopxoq epyaoiai;.
H: 'E xoi aKpiPcb(; otico  ̂xo Aexe Kai oxa  28 TiaiSux Kai o x a  26 TiaiSux, 5ev 0 a  exeu; xriv TioAuxeAeux va  
aoxoAtjOei ;̂ )xe xa TiaiSui tiou xpeidi^ovxai Aiyo TiapaTidvco aTio xo xpovo oou . Ta TiaiSux, xa OTioia 
avxijiexcoTii^ouv 5uoKoAie(; yvcooxiKe(;, ouvaio0r||j,axiKe(;, KoivcoviKe(; Kai OTiouxSî Tioxe dAAr| 
5uoKoAia.
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Ekt6<; aTt’ auto, kocvod teX^utaia tt|v  e^fjq oKexj/T] Kai |iaKdpi va pyco XdOoq. Atio tt | aTiyp.f| Jiou 9a 
yivouv ouyxcoveuoEK; oxoJ^ekov, armaivei o n  KdTtoioi 5doKaX,oi 6a jrepiooeyow. Auioi oi 
5doKaA,oi, aTto rri any)if| Ttou 0a eivai 1-2, KdTtoioi SdoKaloi aTto Kd9e o^o^io , UTtepdpi9|ioi, 
Kaveva Kpdxoq Kai TtoA.u A,oyiKo eivai Kai Kav^a(; cpopeaq Kai Kaveva YTtoupyeio 8ev 9a xouq e^ei 
OTTi 5id0eor| Kai 9a touq TtXripcbvei x®P^ va epydi^ovtai. Apa auxoi oi dv9pci)Ttoi 9a Ttdve tiou; 
E|xei(;, yiaxi eip.ai Kai eycb fisaa a ’ avTovg, 6a Ttdco Ttou; 'H 9a Ttdco oe dX,A,r| Tt6A,ri, va UTtripexi'ioco oe 
KdTioia opyaviKT) 0eoTi oxav KA£ioouv oi opyaviKe(; Oeaeiq oxa SuoTtpooixa, 0a iiou Ttei t| 
DTxripeoia ^.ou «ouyvcb^r|, 5ev aaq xpeid^o|iai dA,A,o;».
E: ©ecopeixe 6xi 9a yivou UTto/pecoxiKeq ^,exa0eaeiq Kai xoTto0exf|oei<;, OTtou UTtdp^ouv Kevd.
H: Nai. Kai 5ev êpco av eivai xpeA,6 oevdpio. Fliaxeijco 6xi 0a Kaxapyr|9ei Kai t] |iovi|i6xr|xa.
E: Milfjaave yia A îxoupyiKd Kevd, 6%i opyaviKd. Oxav |iia opyaviKf) 9eor) Ttou xdvexai, xdvexai.
H: N ai, aXXd eycb SouX^uco Kai o oDvdSeA-cpoq SouA^ijei Kai oxo xeXoq xi 0a Kdvou|j,e; Aev ^epco, 
6Xo avTO |iTtopei va  9ecopeixai xpeA.6 oevdpio, aXXa Kai va |iou k6i|/ouv 150 eupcb xo 15v0f|p,epo 
Ttpiv xpei^ iifiveq Kai auxo xo Oecopouoa xpeXo oevdpio Kai op-coq auxo xo ^f|va eyive.
E: riooo oaq eKo\|/av;
H: 150 eupcb. 'Hxav oi 5uo artepyiei; Ttou eKava, ouv xa avaSpo^iiKd, cruv 5ev ^Epco Kai ey® xi dXXo. 
E: E(i, OeÂ xe Kai aTtepyie<;.
H; Kai ouvexi^® va xk; Kdv®.
E: Atio xo epyaoiaKo oaq ®pdpio, sioxe euxapioriiixev)];
H: Nai.
E: Atio xo ^iioOo aaq;
H: 'Hxav evaq iKavoitoirixiKoc; ^iioOoq. Exa 9 xpovia Ttou SouA^u® fjxav 1.200 eupcb. BePaia )ie 45 
eupcb i îKxd xo iiexaTtxuxiaKO, Ttou ori|iaivei 30 eupcb KaBapd, 0e®pcb 5r|X,. 6xi eivai tioA,u A,iyo auxo 
xo OTtoio Ttaipv® Kai eivai 30 eupcb aTto xrjv r|)iepa Ttou xo KaxeOeaa, SrjA,. xa xeAxuxaia 9 xpovia, 
and  xoxe Ttou ^eKivtjoa va  Souleu®.
E: Kai xi 0eA,axe; Na oaq xo au^dvouv;
H: Teloq itdvxrov, va avayv®pi^av 6xi eivai eva Kpixf|pio PeXxi®or|(;, Kdxi va eKavav xeA,0(; 
Ttdvxrov.
E: ATto xov xpoTto Ttou Siaxeipii^eaxe xo xpovo aaq, eioaoxe euxapioxrmevr|;
H: Ewoeixe fieoa axt|v xd^r|; Ewoeixe yeviKd xo xpovo (lou;
E: 'Oxi yeviKd oxo OTtixi aaq, oxrjv xd^T).
H: Hepexe Kdxi; 'Exei xuxei Ttdpa zoXXsq q>opeq v a  |ir|v Kdv® laxopia, eTtei5i'i eKeivt] xr| oxiy|if| 
0e®pcb TtoXu Ttio ornxavxiKO va Kdxo® Kai va  ou^rixi^o® |ie xa TtaiSid, yia ^ a  0e)xa xo OTtoio xa 
aTtaoxoXrjae i'i aTtaaxoArioe xriv ofidSa. 'Eva xoaK®|io 5ik6 xou(;, eva doxr|no yeyovoq Ttou eiSav 
oxT|v xr|Ae6paor| Kai xa ooKape ...
E: Kaiva Xuoexe 5r|L Suxcpopeq jxexa^u x®v TtaiSicbv.
H: AXXd aKoiia Kai yia eva yeyovoq, xo OTtoio xa aoKape oxriv xr|A£6paoT| Kai 5® 6xi avacpepexai 
aTto 1 -2 dxo)xa, eTteiSf) Kai xa TtaiSid eivai (leAri xt|(; oxoA,iki^i; Koiv6xT)xaq, aXXa eivai Kai îeA.T| ixiaq 
Koivmviac;. Auxo xo xpovo 5ev xov 0e®pcb xotoi^io xpovou. Tov 0e®p® icou crrmavxiKo fie xo va 
Ttapa5cba® eva )id0rma loxopiaq. A pa aTtA,d, 0e®pcb 6xi vai, ei|ia i iKavoTtoir|p,£rvT| aTto xov xpoTto 
Ttou 5iaxeipii^o)iai xo xpovo p,eoa oxt|v xd^r|, vai.
E: n®(; Kpivexe xcbpa xa Kaivoupyia PipA,ia, |j.e pdatj xrjv e|j,Tt8ipia oaq  xr] jiexpi x®pa; N a  xo Kdv® 
Ttio ouyKeKpi|ievo. Eixaxe iKavoTtoiT]xiKr| TtA,T|po(p6pT|OT|, oSrjyieq, eKTtai5euot|, yux va xa SiSd^exe;
H: 'Oxi, 5ev eixajxe Kap,ia TtA,ripocp6pT|aTi. Ey® exovxaq xeAeicboei xo jiexaTtxuxiaKO, |ie eixav Ttdpei 
KttTtoux oxiy|if| xT|>xcp®vo, va yiv® ey® cpopeaq eKTtai58ucir|(; x®v auva5e>.cp®v. ATtA,d 87tei5f| eixa 
KaA,uxepT| axecjrj l̂e xo avxiKei|ievo axr| cpuoiKi] Kai eTtei5f| eKeivr| xr|v TtepioSo eKava KdTtoieq 
epyaoieq Kai yvcbpi^a 6xi ypdcpovxav xa PipA îa. Aev eypa\j/a sy® xa p ip lia  xr|q cpuoiKfiq, ouxe 
i]|xouv oxT|v o)xd5a Ttou xa eypacpe. ATtXd yvcbpi^a xouc; av0pcbTtou(; Ttou xo eKavav, x®P^ 6)i®(; va 
ex® aoxoA,T|0ei iSiaixepa f| x®P^ va ex® TtepioooxepT) eTtip.6pcp®oT| yia Ttdv® aTto 15 )iepeq Ttdv® o ’ 
auxo xo KO|i)idxi.
r l a  KOTtoioue; Ttpoo®TtiKouc; >.6you 5ev xo eKava xoxe. Ati>l. io®(; v a  |j.7topouaa v a  xo Kdv®, aXXd 
ixexpux. At|?l. o p.ov6cp0a?^no(; va  Ttdei va  eKTtaiSeuoei xov xucplo. Aev 0e®pcb 5r|A,. 6xi 0a |iTtopouoa 
v a  xo Kdv®. Xpeidc5XT|Ke 6|i®(; oe xooo (iiKpo xpoviKo 5idoxr||ia va eKTtaiSeuxiKouq xooei;
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SdoKaJtOi, Ttou TO pAiTtco Xiyo oav  aA,A,r|A,o5i8aKTiKr|, auTO ^ou xpTlovno;roioTJoav TtaXavoTepa o to  
oxo?Leia. A uto eivai to  eva KO|i)j,dTi.
To SeuTepo eivai oti Ttaipvoviaq Ta Kaivoupyia pipiia, aq 7toi3)j,8 o n  a io  KO|i.p,dTi ttou ei^a 
e^ei5iKeu08i, p,7ropei va evoicoGa )ieya^i3Tepr| aacpdA^ia, m]pa ojicog p,a^i |ie t t |  cpuaiKî  Ta 
^aBrmaiiKd, Trqpa Kai t t ]  yecoypacpia, Trfjpa oXa xa )ia0f|)iaTa Kai auTO fiou 5rmioi3pyrioe eva Tto îJ 
|ieydA,o dy%oq.
E: Ti ew oeke Trfipaie;
H; rii]pa)ie l a  PipXia tov Iotjvio Kai e7ipen:e va xa SiSd^ouiie oe Si3o iiiiveq, oe Tpeiq îfive(;.
E: Apa t o  KaXoKaipi to  nepdoaTe Siapd^ovTaq Ta pip>.ia;
H: Aidpaoa to PipMo tou SaoKdXou ...
E: FIouk; Td^rig ô icoq; HepaTe TOia Td^ri 0a TidpeTe f| Ta SiaPdoaTe o h x ;
H; Dxu 6^1. Aev )i7i6peoa va la  Siapdoco 6Xa. To ^lovo tiou ^Tiopei^ va Kdvei<; eivai eva 
TtaodA îp-na.
E: N a pi^en; ^iia )iand.
H: Nai, aXXd TiTcoTe aXXo. A dto tiou |j.7t6peoa va Kdvco eivai ejiei8f| ei)iai o to  iSio oxoA^io Kai 
eivai )x6vi)i.o to  TrpoocojtiKo, 5ev exoujie noXXovq avanXr\pcoxeq, and tov  Touvio eixap,e eva ;iIdvo, 
TtepiTTOD n  Td̂ T) 0a 7idpou)xe. Apa aTio t t | )iia eixeq tt |v  avaocpdA^ia, o n  fXTiopei Ttpdy^iaTi va jxrjV 
exei^ auni niv xd^r|, aXXd rj^epa ttoij va KivriGcb, fj^epa oe Tioia Td^r| va Kivr|0cb.
E: XpeidoTrjKe va aA.A,d̂ 8T8 t t ] ^ie0o5o 5i5aoKaA,ia(; oaq, oe oxeoT] )X8 Ta 7tporiyoij|i,eva pip^ia t i o u  

5i5doKaT8 Kai eixaTe Kd;roia Ka0o5f|yriori yi’ auTo;
H; Eacpcbq va Kdvco KdTioieq TpoTroTioifjoeu; Kai aTio Ttjv dXA,r| )i6vo ott|v  Td^T|, jiKopeaa va  5co 
7ioi8(; epyaoieq qTav 8ijokoA£(; yia Ta jiaiSid. Ar|X,. 0ecopr|TiKd eixa eva tiAxxvo oto .̂uaX,6 fiou, 6 |ico(; 
TpO7iO7ioir|0r|Ke apKeTd, KaTd rr| 5idpK8ia TT|q Tipcbxriq xpo^idc; tiou 6ot)Xe\|/a Ta ouyKeKpi|ieva 
pipX,ia. Oti6 t 8 tt|v  eTioiievii xpovid Kai ou^rjTcbvTaq )xe Touq ouvaSeA-cpotx;, yiaxi tt]v Tipcbnj xpovid 
f)Tav TO 08)ia ou î^TTiorn; oe 6Xa xa 8iaXei)i)iaTa, to  Tioia PipA,ia eivai KaXd, Ttoia piPÂ ia eivai 
8VT8 ĉb<; dxpT|OTa f| KaKoypa|i|j.eva, va fir| Aijie tt| dxpr|OTa. KaTd tt] 6 idpKeia tti<; 7ipcbTr|(; Kai 
TT|(; 8eiJTepri(; xpovidq, apxioa|ie va 5iap.op(poi)voi)}ie |iia d7io\|/r| yia to  Ticbq 0a ^pcTici va Kivr|0oij^e 
lie xa Kttivoupyia pipAia.
E: EioaoTe euxapioTr|)j,evoi and to  PaOjio KaTavoT|or|(; aTio Touq )ia0TiTe(;, |ie pdoii xvq 
TipoT|yot))ieve(; yvcboeij; T o u q ,  t o u  Tiepiexonevou t c o v  PiPA,icov;
H: Ti ewoeiTe;
E: Ar|A.. oi avdyKeq f] oi eTiiiayeq t o u  avaAuTiKou 7i p o y p d ) a , | i a T O ( ; ,  ou|iPa51i^ouv |xe t u ;  avdyKec; Kai 
T i ^  i K a v o T T i T e c ;  t c o v  )xa0r|Tcbv;
H: KaT’ apxnv va caq t i c o  o ti oe apKeTd pipx.ia, 6xi oe oXa, aXXd oe apKcid piPAia UTidpxei xdopia 
jiExa^v TTjc; ^iiaq xd^riq )ie Trjv eTi6 )i.evri. ArjA. ...
E: riou TO aTioSiSeTe auTo;
H: Z t o  yEyovoq o t i  oi ouyypacpiKeq ojidSeq 5ev eixav t o  xpovo f| 5ev eixe yivei ocooTd o 
oxeSuxoiioq, 5ev cpTaive oi ouyypacpiKeq o^idSeq, va KdToouv va ou^T|Tf|oouv T a  t o u  Tiporiyou^ievou 
PiPA,iou Kai Ta t o u  eTio^ievo PipA,iou. N a ouv8e0ouv Ta |xa0ri|iaTiKd njc; T p i T T | q  |ie TTjq SeuTepaq Kai 
TTjq TeTdpTTiq.
Apa UTidpxouv KaKoypa)i|i^a pipx,ia, yuxTi aq Ttou îe o n  oi dv0pci)Tioi nou Ta eypav|/av, p,Tiopei va 
p.r|v eixav tio>̂ u |ieydA,r| oxeor) )ie tt|v  TipayiiaiiKOTtiTa |xeoa ott|v  Td^rj, dpa oi otoxoi oe Kd0e 
|id0T||ia va f|Tav uv)/r|>.oi, va f|Tav jioXv SuxcpopeTiKoi SiSaKTiKoi otoxoi oe eva |id0rma, tiou yia va 
TO KaTaKTi^oei eva rcaiSi, 8ev ecpTavav Suo SiSaKTiKei; cbpec;, aXXd p,Tiopei va xpevd^ovTav Kai Ksvxe 
5i5aKxiK£q apsq Kai and tt|v  dXA,r| TiioTeuco on, Kpivoviaq yeviKd Ta PiP>tia, aTieu0uveTai and xov 
jieoo opo TOU fia0r|n] oe yvcooTiKo eTiin:e8o Kai Tidvco. At)A,. oi a8uva|ioi fia0TiTe(; Tie^Tirri Kai eKTrj, 
exouv xaoei to  Tiaixvi8i. Auto to  Tiioieuco.
E: Eivai UTiepPoXiKd aTiainiTiKO 8riX.
H: K ai t i o A,u  )xeydA,0(; oyKoq TiXripocpopiaq.
E: 'H0eAxi va aaq pcoTf|oco yi’ auTO, nrnq Kpivsxe xov oyKO tt|(; 8 i8aKTeaq uA-ti*;, oe ox£cjt| (j,e xov 
8ia0eoi|io xpovo yia va tov SiSd^eie;
H: noA,u |ieydA,0(; oyKoi; u^ti<;. Atj .̂ t| 0a TipeTiei v a  yivovTai KdTioieq eTiiloyeq, eycb va eondoco oe 
ouyKeKpijiwa Tipdyp,aTa, aXXd av Kd0e cpopd ano Touq TievTe SiSaKiiKoiiq otoxoui;, eycb 8ouX£uco 
Tout; 8uo, Touq xpeK;, (pidvoujxe o to  xsXoq tt|(; xpovidt; Kai xa TiaiSid 8ev exouv 8i8ax0ei Kop,p,dTia
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i)X,T|(;. At|A,. 5ev Eivai 6 ti o ’ au to  to  |xd0Ti|ia eivai 7roA,A,oi 5i5aKiiKoi otoxoi Kai oto 8Jt6)xevo 
Hd0rma e^co Tr| SuvaxoTriTa va yupioco, va eTiavaXdPco, va oD|i7i^T|p6oco ;cpdyp.aTa. ETieiSf] 
aKpipcbc; eivai tooo Jto>̂ A.oi oi SiSaKiiKoi oto^oi Kai Toooq jieydloq o 6yKO(; ;:A,r|po{popiaq, 5ev eivai 
Kai 6>.oi |ia0T|Te(;, 5ev e^ow Kai 6>.oi oi |ia0r|Te(; pofi0eia and to  a n k i Tovq.
E: Kai yiaTi 0a e;rpe7t8 va tt|v  e^ouv;
H: Kai yuxTi 0a e;rpE7i:8 va tt|v  e^ouv, aTio tt] oTiy)if| nou auTOi; eivai o 0eo|HKO(; [laq poAoq, to  
oxoA^io; riioTEuco oti Kai naXi  Paoi^eiai oto (piXoTi îo tou SaoKdXou. Ar|X. Tpexei va TipoXxxPei. 
EiSiKd auToi oi djioipoi SdoKaAoi Triq Tre|iTiTr|(; Td t̂jc;, TipayiiaTiKd Tpexouv va TtpoXdpouv aurd  ttod 
Sev TrpoX,aPaivoDv.
E: N a oac; pooTfjocL), Kai Ttcbq yecpupcbveTai auTO to  x<io|j.a, avdjxeoa, eiTtaTe oi ouyypacpiKeq ojidSeq 
Sev eixav eTiiKoivcovia [lexaip Touq, ouTe li^ri va 5evei, rrjc; [iuk; Td̂ Tjc; )j,e Trjv uXr] tt](; eTtonevr|i; Kai 
va uTidpxei ouvexeia Kai fiux X,oyiKfj fieTdPaorj. Flcbc; to  pÂ TieTe va ?uweTai auTO to  TcpopXrma; 
npcoTa snpens va UTtdp^ei ouvepyaoia, 6tcco<; ?^Te. Aev UTn^p ê auTi .̂ Flcbc; 0a pAiTcaTe va AuveTai 
auTO TO 0e|xa; npeTiei va ava^iopcpcoGouv pii îKd Ta pipxia; OpeTiei va aTiooup0oiJv; Xpeid^eTai 
iocoq ^la oTaSiaKi] eioaycoyfj; Ar|A,. va Ta pdA.ou|j,e ottiv Trpcorri Td̂ T] ta  pipAia )xe to  Kaivoupyio 
Trepiex6)ievo, tt|v  Kaivoupyia (pJ^ooocpia, Trjv Kaivoupyia îe0o5o>Loyia Kai ^lexd va pdA.ou)i,e Ttpcbrr)
- SeuTepa, va 5oi3|ie Ttcbq 0a nave; Mia TtdoTiKî  ecpapp-oyfi; Ti pÂ TieTe va  aTto8i5ei otov TO|xea 
«PipAia»;
H: ETteiSi  ̂ pAiTico Ta Tipdy|xaTa KdTtcoq ttio peaAioTiKd Kai eTteiSi'] Ta Tipoiiyot))i,eva PipA,ia Ttou 
6i5a^a eycb Ta Tpia TipcoTa xpovia, OTicoq Ta eixa 5i5ax0ei eycb coq |ia0f|Tpux oto SrmoTiKO, ^epco oti 
Ta  PiPAia, yia va  yivei 6A,ti aurf) r| SouAeid, Ta p ip iia  Sev TipOKeiTai va aXAxx^ouv Ta eTtop,eva ScKa
- SeKaTtevTe xpwict OTrjv EA.Ad5a. F ia  tt|v  EAXdSa )xiX.d|i.e. A pa exovraq auTd za p ip lia , eycb 
TtioTeuco OTI 0a TtpeTcei va  Sou^e KdTi tiio peaA.ioTiK6. AtjA. auTfj tt) oTiy|if| 5cboou)j,e dAXa zooa 
Kov5uA,ia, yia va  aXAd^ou)ie pi^iKd Ta oxoAxia Kai tt|v eKTtai5ei)oT|, Sev to  pAeTico.
Auto ofiocx; ttou 0a |i.Tropouoe va yivei, eivai Tipay|iaTiKd va UTtdpxei |o.ia ouoiaoTiKi'i ejiiKoivcovia 
Tcov SaoKdAcov )ie tu; ouyypacpiKec; o|idSeq, |ie Touq cpopeu;, )j.e Ta riaveTrioTf||iia, eToi cboTe auTd za 
epcoTT|)i.aToA.6yia (pTdvouv otou<; (popeu;, OTOuq CTriarrmoviKoui; (popeix; ...
E: Atio ttou TipoepxovTai aurd la  epcoTr||xaToA6yia;
H: Ta TipcoTa xpovia, KaTd Kaipouq )xaq epxovTav airo Ta riaveTrioTf||iia, aTio tk; ouyypacpiKe(; 
o)j.dSe(;, and to  TtaiSaycoyiKO ivotitouto, oe |j,a(; Touq SaoKdAouq. Ta oû i7tX,r|p(Bva)ie ...
E: Aev ^epeTe oiicoq ti eyive (le Ta aTiOTeAeo îaTa. ArjX. Tn]pav auTi] Tr|v TpocpoSorriori aTio Touq 
SaoKdA,ouq Kai eijtav oi SdoKaAoi auTO. Ti yiveTai |ieTd;
H: Aev eiSa KdTioia aAX,ayf|.
E: Auto aaq Aico, exeTe UTt’ 6\|/iv aaq t i  yivovTai aurd za  epcoTr|)j.aToX6yia, av a^ioTtoiouvTai;
H: Dxi. OTTcoq Aeei oAoq o Koo^oq ...
E: Av a^iOTtoieiTai SrjA,. r] ep,Tteipia tcov SaoKdAxov aTto ...
H: 'OTTCoq Aeei 6Xo o Koofioc; yux 6X,ouq Touq dAAouq, Sev eyive TiTiOTa. AXXd  eTreiSf) Sev ^epou^ie ti  
yiveTai )ieoa o to  TlaiSaycoyiKo Ivotitouto Kai Ttoioi SouAeuouv Kai tioioi TO|iei<; SouAeuouv kItc., 
oav aTiOTeA^o îa Sev f|p0e TiTtoxa. Oi dv0p(OTtoi |j,Tropei va eKavav Ta KaA,UTepa. Se |ieva, ott] pdori 
Sev ecpTaoe TiTrora.
E: Eivai oav va |j,T|v UTidpxei 5r|X,aSf|.
H; Aev ex® Sei Kdiioio aTiOTeAeofia.
E: ncbq 0a 8Trp8Tie va ypdcpovTai Ta PipAia 5riA,aSf|; 'ExeTe yvcb(ir| yia to  0e^ia f| t i  eivai auTO Ttou 
(pTaiei, 7i(bq |j,Ttopou|i,e va exou)ie KaAuTepa epyaA^ia yia rri SouAeid;
H: Fva)pi^oup,e o ti oe yvcooTiKo eitiTteSo UTtdpxouv KdTtoie(; axoMq, UTtdpxei eva Tt?^aioio 
eTtioTT||ioviK6, Ttdvco OTO OTtoio TtpeTtei va Kivou^iaoTe cog Koivcovia. Ar|A.. UTtdpxouv KdTtoia 
Ttpdy|iaTa, za onoia exouv pyei l̂eTd aito ixeAeTrj. Aev |j,Ttopei ^ a q  SdaKaXoq and e|iTteipia va 
apxioei va ypdcpei 6,ti tou ep0ei. Zacpaq AoiTtov xpeia^o^iaoTe to  eTtiorrmoviKo uTtoPa0po, to  ti  
loxpei ofip.epa.
E: ATtoK̂ ueioTiKî q aTtaox6Ar|or|(; ouyypacpeu; PipAicov, ioco(;.
H : Eacpcbc; Kai va exouv Kai to xpovo oi dv0pcoTtoi.
E; ATtaA,Any|j,evoi aTto za SiSaKTiKd Ka0f|KovTa Kai Ttou va ^epouv Kai tov TpoTto Ttou ypdcpovTai Ta 
PiPAia.
H : Kai va ^epouv tov TpOTto Kai va nt|v Ttie^ovTai aTto Ta xp6\’o.
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E: Ew oeiie 5r|?t. 6xi m  7rA,aKd)vot)v xa pvPA,ia.
H: E7t8i5f| oi)i f̂|XT]oa )xe avOpcoTcouq, ov on:oioi ou^^exevxav oe ouyypacpiKeq o^dSeq, 7rpay|iaxiKd 
eTtai^av jie xv; r|p,epe(; jrpoKein-evou va 5o0oijv xa PiPMa oxa oxoJieia.
E; rlax i 5ev fijtopoijoe va yivei h^aq fiaKp07t:p69eG^0(; cxeSiao^oc; Kai va eivai oxt|v rapa xouq xa 
Jtpdy^iaxa Kai ojtojc; e;tpe3ie;
H: Aev ^epco va oaq nco. Aev ^epco va aaq aTtavxi'-joco.
E: Tiq TTxaiei;
H; Kdxi (pxaiei. ArjA,. 5ev BeAxa va ein.ai ^epoAxxq, ac; xo Ppouv xi cpxaiei. To jE jo v o q  6xi 5ev yivovxai 
fiaKpoxpovoi oxe5iacp,oi; To yeyovoq 6xi KdOe KuPepvT|or| 0a Kdvei xa SiKd xr|(;; To yeyovoq 6xi yia 
KdTtoio A,6yo ...
E: Kd0e Y7toupy6(; Kai xrjg iSuxc; KuPepvriari(;, o^i Kd0e KUpepvrjori.
H: K ai oxa sw id  xpovia tiou SouÂ uco, oxav 5i3o YTioupyoi HaiSeiaq e^ouv aTia^icboei xouq 
SaoKdXoix;, xi va oaq tico;
E: Me Ttoio xpOTto xoDq exouv an:a^ubaei; Me xi<; STjAxboeî  xouq;
H: Nai, |ie xiq SriXcboeu; xouq l̂eoco xcov MME. ATjL 0eAxa va ttco 6xi 5ev xo pAeTiouv xo n:pdyfia 
oopapd Kai vo)xi^co 6xi auxo eivai as apKexd K0|x|idxia xr|q TraiSeiaq. flpeTtei va aXAA^ouv ndpa 
noXXd 7tpdyp.axa oxo KO)i)i.dxi TtaiSeia.
E: Eivai xuxotio xo 6xi aTia^ubvouv xo 5doKaA,o, 0e(Mpeixe; 'Hxave 5t|A.. axuxei<; SriAcboei!;;
H: Oxi PePaia. O 5daKaA,oq 0eo)p(B 6xi eivai |iia TtpayiiaxiKOXTjxa, 6xi exei eva tioIij orniavxiKO 
poXo oxT] 5iap.6p(pcoor| oxdoecov. 'Exei 7io?̂ i3 )xeyd>̂ Ti 5ijva|iTi oxa xepia xou. Eycb 0eA,co Kai 
KaA-iJxepoui; SaoKdAouq. Ey® 0eA.co Kai eycb va yivco KaA,uxepri, aAA,d 7ipay|iaxiKd 0eA,co xa 7rai5id, 
l̂e xa OTioia epxop.ai oe eTiacpii, )xe xa OTioia DTidpxei a>,A.T|X£7ri5paoTi, Ttpay^iaxiKd va ou|xPdA,X,co Kai 

eyd) 0X0 va yivouv u7re'u0uvoi TioA-ixeq, euxuxicffJ-evoi dv0pco7toi. Adxo rtou xorx; Xsco eivai 6xi 5ev l̂e 
void^ei av Kdvexe Ttevxe aoKi^oeu; :idvco t| Jievxe aoKTiaeu; A-iyoxepeq. Aev aaq exco (pcovd^ei ouxe 
fiia cpopd, edv exexe ep0ei aSidPaoxoi. Aev 5exo)j.ai o îcoq oxrj SiKid p.ou xd^t), va Kopoi5ev)/ei o evac; 
xov dX,A,ov. Eycb ano e56 )xeoa 0e>.co va pyeixe xapou|ievoi dv0pco7ioi. 0eXco va Pyeixe dvOpcoTioi, oi 
OTioioi va ^epexe xi ^rixdxe.
E; At|A,. xu; a^ieg aaq )i.jropeixe va xu; TipocoGi'ioexe r a p ’ oka auxd.
H: Nai, eycb n:ioxei)co vai.
E: Auxi] T| u7tepoyKT| tjAt), ppioKexai 6xi oufipaivei axo Kd0e ^id0T||ia Kai auxo xo Ttpoxeipo ypd\|/ifio 
f| xriq ayvoTioTiq xr|(; TrpayiiaxiKOxrixaq, oujiPaivei oxo Kd0e )id0ri)i.a; 'Exou)i.8 )ia0T]fiaxiKd, (puoiKi], 
loxopia, jieJtexT) TtepipdXXovxoq, yecoypacpia.
H: riioxeuco 6xi ou|iPaivei Kupicoq oxr| yXaaaa  Kai oxa |ia0r|)iaxiKd, oxa OpiioKeuxiKd eycb eiSa )iia 
ejtavdAriyri xcov 7taX,icbv PipXicov, x®P^ JtpayixaxiKd va ... Eycb StiX. Tiioxeuco 6xi xa GpT^oKeuxiKd 
0a n.7ropouoe va eivai eva ujrepoxo )j.d0Tma, 7tpayp,axiKd va eivai eva DTtepoxo )id0T|)j,a, aA.A.d 5ev 
)i7topd) auxo xo oxeyavo i] auxo xo tcoXu TtaiSidoxiKo, xo 7toA,u aTtloiKo Ttou jrepvdve oxa ;rai5id. 
Eycb 0eAco 7tpay|iaxiKd va exei ^leoa Ko^idxia and jxrjyeq xrjq xpioi îciviKfiq 0pr]OKeia(;. npay|iaxiKd 
xa TiaiSid va yvcopii^ouv. Dxi va xeAeicbvouv xo 5t|̂ ioxik6 Kai ^lexd piaq va yvcopi^ouv xo TTioxeuco f| 
auxo xo yeviKO, «va ei^iaoxe Kaloi dv0pco;roi». DAoi Kaloi dv0pco;roi ei|iaoxe.
E: Nai, aXka xo «KaA,oi dv0pco7toi», 7i:pe;cei va xo Scboeiq oxo :rai5i va xo Kaxaldpei. Tuxxi aq Troupe 
Aiei «fiOu ei;re o 7ia:id<; va eip,ai xaXo naiSi. Ti 0a Jtei va ei|iai KaA.6 7iai5i;». Aev eivai auxovoT|xo.
H: Dxi, 0ecopcb 6xi 7ipay|iaxiKd 6ev exei yivei ooPapf| SouX^id oxa 0prioKeuxiKd. 0 a  |i7topouoav 
d^ioi dvBpcoTTOi TipayfiaxiKd va Kdvouv auxo xo PipA-io Kai auxo xo îd0T]fia ...
E: EA-kuoxiko Kai yAxxcpupo.
H: Kai ormavxiKO. Kai 6xi |i6vo auxo. Auxfj t| eprmri jieAexr] xou ^pipdAlovxoc;, eivai eva 
dxprjoxo piPAio, oe oaeq xd^ev; xt|v exco SouAevj/ei. M a eva dxprjoxo PipAio.
E: Ti 0a jiTiopouae va |i7iei oxr| 0eoTi xou;
H: Aev ^epco va aaq ttco.
E: Ti 0a PploKaxe ttio xpiioi^o;
H: 'locoq 0a )iTOpouae va )i7:ei. . 5ev xo exco oKecpxei.
E: Tux TipcoxoPouAieq Kai jrpoypd|j.p,axa xou xutcou «eueAiKTr| ^cbvr|», xi yv6^r| exete;
H: npdy|iaxa 7toA,u xou TcoSapiou. Ar|A. 5ev xo exoufie oxf|oei, 5ev exou^ie xt|v u7to5o^if| «n:dpe 
SdoKaAe, Kdve eva 7ip6ypa|xp,a, kouxoo, oxpaPo, avanobo xo Kdveu;, OKeu, ai; xo ^8Kivf|ooufie va 
xo pdXou|ie |ieoa axr|v xd^r|».
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E: A vooio e w o e iie  doKOTto.
H: N ai, TriaTeuco o n  e ta i  Kai a>.A.icb<;, eue>aKni ^cbvr], xr] 5ia9c|i,aTiK6niTa exai Kai aA,>vUb{; tt |v  txzvq. 
Aev xpeux^eoai auTeq tu; 5i3o ©pec; va Kdveu; Kdn doxeto, va tu; ovopdosK; Kai va 7tp87iei va nq  
TtapouoidoEK; Kai 0a TrpsTtEi va  oou Srinioupyei Kai dy^pq.
E: rt)|j.(pOL)v6, yuxTi to  5ik6 |iou pd0r||i.a eivai 5ux0e|j.aTiK6 ouTCoq f| dA-lcoq.
H: Ma yia  6vo)ia to u  0eoi3. 'H to  exei^ auTO f| 5ev to  sxek; f] te^oi; TidvTcov to  7tpoa7ta0Eu; Kai to  
TcaXETJEK;. AlXd  t i  v6rip,a £^£1 auTEq Tiq 8i3o cbpEq v a  7cpoo)0EiT£ r] 5ia0£^aTiK6TTiTa Kai oe 6A,a Ta 
d^L^a TidpE i3>.ri ttou 5ev p.n:opE{(; v a  tt] Kalu\j/£u;; At|X. t| 6ia0E)iaTiK6Tr|Ta 5ev Eivai jiia  OTdor) ^cofjq 
T) p,ia OTdari TipooEyyiariq;
E: E ivai, acpou p.E pcoTdTE. To anavTdxe Kai eoeu; exai;
H; E ivai o a v  v a  A-£|ie r| rj^Epa rriq yuvaiKaq. Ar|X. oi D7t6A,oi7CE(; 364 ti; Tpcbco ^uXo; E ivai %a^d 
au rd .
E: Y7to5op£<; UTidpxouv y ia  v a  orripi^ouv za  PipA,ia, yia  6 ,t i  TipoTEivETai p s o a  ano za  pipXia; 'E^ete 
Tu; aTtapairriTEi; U7ro8o|X£(;;
H: Ee dXht axo lzia  Ttioreijco o t i  DTidpxouv, ae  aXlxt 5ev UTidpxouv.
E: E to  8ik6 aaq;
H: E to  5ik6 paq to  oxoA^io cpsToq uTtdpxEi PiP^ioGfiKri, uirdpxEi aiBouaa UTto^oyioTcbv. OiaTeiJco 
OTi 01 U7io5o|I£<; 08 iKavoTioiTiTiKO pa0p,6.
E: Tcbpa aio0dvEOT8 o ti  to  dyxoc; Eivai ou|X(pDTO [lE tt] SiSaoKa^ia; HdvE mKSTo; Eivai 
avajtocpEDKTO f) un:dpxouv Kd7toi8<; TaKTiKeq va to  7tpoIdPou|i£ f| va to  avTi|ieTO);iioot))XE av oujipEi; 
H: KoiTd^TE, TTioTEUco OTI Eivai 0£|ia av0p(B7rou. Ar| .̂ t \ ’aq ayxcbSrjq dv0pcoTcoc;, Eivai ivaq  ayxcbSr̂ q 
dvOpcoTtoq.
E: A et8 o n  Eivai 0E)ia 7cpooco7riK6TT|Ta(;;
H: N ai. D ,t i  5oDl8id Kai v a  Kdv8i<; o tt) ĉoi'] oou, dA,A,oi dv0pco;roi ayxcbvovxai \ie rn v  Kapcpiioa ;rou 
87:808 Kai dX,A,oi dv0po:>H:oi avTipeTCOTci^ouv Ta 7ipdy|j.aTa 5ia(pop8TiKd. A;i6 EKEi Kai JiEpa 6)icoq, 0a  
ii0E^a OTO x®po |iou , v a  pou 5 iao (pa lioouv  Tiq 7Tpoi37to0EO£K;, Ttou v a  |X7ropd) v a  Kdvco t t |  5ou>^id 
^lou KaJ^UTEpa Kai x®pi^ v a  0EO3pcb o ti  ...
E: 'O ti oaq Kdvow xapT] fj o ti Eivai 7toA,t)T£A.Eia;
H : K ai |j.oi) KdvoDv x^P^l^ aXka o ti  0a 7tp8rt8i va  XoyoSoTcb yia 3tpdy|iaTa avouoia, yux to  av 0a
Kdvco f] 5ev 0a Kdvco 8ueA.iKTTi ^covt].
E: Saq ^8(pEi3y£i r| o u o ia  A^te.
H: riioTEuco :rco(; vai. Aq y ivow  aXkayeq, £xoti|i£ avdyKT] aTio aXkayeq, aXkd aXkaytq ;tou va |iaq 
TtdvE 3IpO(; TO KaXuTEpo.
E: Y7i:o>Lcy)̂ iî ETai r| yvcbp,ri tcov SaoKdAcov, ooov acpopd tu; aXkayeq ameq; Noico0£T£ o t i  KdTtoioq
|ia(; aKouei OTav )iild|iE;
H: Aev vojiii^co o n  KdTtoioq 0 a  jtdpEi o o p ap d  Ta a7i0TEAe0|iaTa. O avT d^opai auTo v a  yiv8Tai |ie o a  
0710 87tioTT|)ioviK8(; ep8i)V8(;, OE ouvfiSpia 7101) 7tap0D0id^0VTai Epyaoi£(;, 07rou e x o w  aoxoA,r|0£i y ia  
eva ouyKeKpi|i.evo KoppdTi oe eva ouyKeKpipevo TteTpaSdKt, oXo auTO v a  to  pai^e\j/ei evaq cpopEaq. 
A u to  a7i6 )i6vo to u  5ev cpTdvei. AXka 6Xo auTO v a  to  pa^8\j/ei evaq cpopea(; Kai v a  Jtei «yia KdToe, 
TtaiSi (lou, 6A.01 auToi oi eTtionmoveq, oe 0ecopr|TiK6 eTiiTteSo, 7iou eKavav oXsq auTeq tk ; epyaoi8(;, 
|id^e\|/av Kd7toia ;tpdy|iaTa, yux to  oxoAiko dy%oq, yux %ikia 5uo 7tpdypaTa, auTd 7tcbc; |i7iopou|ie va
xa 8(papp6oou|j,e o rr|v  Kpafy\; Aev ^ep®. Aev to  exco 8ei auTO,
'Eva(; Ka0TjyriTr|q oe |j.ia ripepiSa eixe Jiei o ti  PeXTubveTai OTav U7tdpxei avaTpo(po8oTT|ori a jto  rnv  
Kopucpi  ̂ 7rpo(; t t | pdoT] Kai 7idA.i npoq xa Kdvco.
E: Auto Sev to  pXe7reTe. ©ecopeiTe o ti  7rdvT0Te Tcaipvouv a7:6 7idvco 7tpoq Ta KdTco;
H : ©ecopcb o n  o KaOsvai; Kdvei ...
E: 'H uTidpxei Kap-ia cpopd Kai ajro KdTCO 7ipO(; Ta 7tdvco; ©ecopeiTe o ti  exei TiEpdoEi r] dTroyr] tcov 
SaoKdAcov KdTCOTE 7ipO(; Ta Ttdvco;
H: Na oai; tico t i  tcioteuco. FIioteuco ...
E: 'Exouv pf|)i.a oi SdoKaXoi yui v a  ^titi^oouv auTd tiou 0eA,ouv, y ia  t t |  SouAeux Touq; '©xi |i6vo y ia  
Ta |iio0oXoyiKd Touq.
H: Hepexe KdTi; OuTe Kai oi 8doKaAoi 7tioieuco o n  exouv pui ^eKd0apr| eiKova yux to  t i  0eA,ouv. 
At|A. aq )itA,f|ooupe eiliKpivd. OuTe Kai oi 8doKaA,oi ^epom’ aKpiPcbq. At|A.. exouv p,ux eTiacpf], exouv 
KdTtoux 7rpdy|xaTa f| Siaio0r|TiKd Kdvouv Kd7ioux TipdypaTa o to  va pe^TicoGouv, aXXd auTfj t|
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a>tA.ri^7ti5paor| o t o  t i  kcxvouv, u T rd p x e i ertioT r|)xoviK fi p d o T | iiTtopcb va t o  o T tjp i^co  K dTtou, 5ev 
vo|ii^co o il  UTidpxei.
E: Av en-Ttavvav op̂ coq ott| S ia S iK a o ia ;

H: npETCi v a  tyzxq eva KivriTpo.
E: EwoeiTs o t i  e:rpe7i8 va "Urtdpxev ^ a  S i k t u o  jrA.r|po(p6pr|OT|(; (leTa^u SaoKdlcov; Mia evSooxoXiKfj 
87ri(i6p(p(ooT|; Mia ouve\a'6T|or| u k o  oxoA^io ae oxoA^io; ToiriKd, jieTa^u ouva5eX,(p®v 
ouvavTTjoeu;;
H: K o t’ apxTiv TtioTeiJco o n  TidvTa, oe o7toia5f|7toTe tctoux  opydvcoor], Siopydvcoor], v a  DTtdpxei £vaq 
eTcioTTiiioviKoc; (popeaq. «Ep,eu; copaia Ta eiTtajie, aXXa evTd^ei, ;rd|xe Tfflpa oTa oTtina jxaqw, 
evTd^ei, |xexpi eKei.
E : N a  D T tdpxei | i i a  o u v e T te ia  K a i  ) i i a  cruvexeux .

H: 'E to i. N a  UTidpxei ^ a q  e7rioTT|)ioviK6(; cpopeac;, v a  UTidpxei |xux o|X7rpe?^a. N a  KataXaPaivco o ti  
eycb KttTi OKecpTO^iai, KdTi aKoiico, aXXd Kai K d n o io q  [le aKouei k u i  6xi «£Xa e5cb v a  T a  7tov)|ie» oe 
otu A , Kacpeveiov. Yvidpxei a u T f | t] aA,A.riX£3ri5paor|.
E: MTtopeke v a  TteiTe o n  UTidpxouv ;rdvTCO(; Tpo;ioi ttou va  Por|0r|0ei o SdoK aloq o tt) 5ouA£id T0t>; 
Ari>t. eiJiaTe a ;i6  t t |  |i ia  jiepid o t i  to  0ecopeiTe Kai jro>.^oi dv0pco7toi to  TtioTeiiouv, o t i  e ivai 0ejia  
TtpoocoJiiKOTTiTac; Kai OTI )i,epiKoi dv0pco7ioi ayxcbvovTai Tiepioootepo ko i d p a  eivai 5ik6 Toug 0e^,a 
v a  TO ?tijooi)v.
H: Dxi, 5ev eivai 5 ik6 T ouq Oejia v a  t o  I u o o u v .

E :  0eA xo  va aaq  pcon^oco , e o d q  TrpoocoTiiKd, T ioioq 0 a  aaq  p o r |0 o i jo e  o t o  v a  7rpoX,r|(p0ei t o  dyxoq K a i 

a v  jrpoK U \|/e i v a  avTi|i8TCO 7tio0ei. T o  Y ;to t) p y e io  F la iS e ia i ; ;  H  E x o I ik t )  E u i ip o u ^ o q ;  O  SxoA ,ik6(; 

X u fiP o u ^ -o q ; O  A ie i)0 W T f|( ;;  K d 7 t0 i0 (; e iS iK o q ; H o io q .
H: 'Tococ; 0a ixTropouoe va UTtdpxei, yia 7iapd5eiy|ia, o t t |  5ieT30uvoT|, eKTO(; a;r6 t t |  XxoX,iKf| 
riJ(ipouA,o, T| OTtoia fiTtaivei ^leoa, aTtocpaoi^ei, 6xi aTtocpaoi^ei, exei yvcbot) K a i d7rovj/T| yux J id p a  

TzoXXa Tipayjiaza, eycb t t io tc u c o  o t i  . . .

E: r ia iS a y co y iK O  K a i yvcooTiKO KO|i)xdTi.
H: 'E to i. Eycb TtioTeuco o t i  oe Kd0e 5iei)0DVOT| 0a  e;tpe7te v a  UTidpxei evaq vj/uxoA,6yO(;, evaq 
KoivcoviKoq ^iTOUpyoq, svaq dvOpcoKoq nov v a  exei e^eiSiKeuTei OTrj SioiKrjorj tcov oxoX-eicov, e io i 
cboTe 0;i0i05f|7t0Te 0e|i.a u;rdpxei |ie o a  o to  oxoA^ia, eym )ie tt]v  KaXf| |iou TTjv Kap8id, o u te  v a  [lou 
TO Xijvei o ouvdSeA-cpoq, ouTe o Aieu0uvTf)(;. At)A,. v a  ^epco o n  DTcdpxei eva e^ei5iKei)|j,evoq 
oij^.poi)X,oq, evaq e^eiSiKeuixevoq dv0pco7io(;, k o v  va  Tidco eycb o av  5aoKdXa to u  KopDSaXXou, o to  
4° ypacpeio Heipaux, v a  Toug Ttco «^epeTe KdTi; Ejieva OTrjv Td^rj ^lou UTcdpxei u7repKivr|TiK6 7rai5i. 
N a )ir|v eivai UTreuOwoq oiJTe o IiJiipouXoq y i’ auTO, ouTe o npoioTdixevoq Kai v a  iiou Scboei...
E: 'Evaq eTi:ioTT]^oviKd un:eT30Dvoq.

H: 'Evaq dv0pco7roq, o OTtoioq yvcopii^ei Kai t t |  0ecopia. Nai, 0 a  f|0eA.a va  UTtdpxei auTo, o ojroioq 5ev 
0 a  |i7rei o tt |v  xdfy\ ^ou  v a  |ie Kpivei yux KdTi. Aev exoD^e u7iepvo|iapxieq, oXa za  Kdvco, oAxx Ta 
ocpd^co, oXa za  )xaxaipcbvco. O Ka0evaq o to  KOfi|idTi to u , aXXct eTcioTrmoviKd, u7ret)0uva, v a  p.ou Trei 
«^epeu; KdTi; A u to  TipeTtei v a  yivei». AioiKrjTiKd exco SiKaico^a v a  to  Kdvco f] 5ev exco; Aev 0eA,co 
KdTi, TO OTioio 5ev TipopAiTieTai aTro to  vo^io, aXXa eycb 5ev to v  ^epco to  vo^io. AXXd 0 a  f|0eAxx 
dv0pco7to, evav SiKTiyopo, «e7ciTpe7reTai v a  to  SiskSiki^oco f| 5ev emTpeTteTai f| Aico pX,aKeieq;». At|X,. 
0a  T|0eAxx v a  eixa 3-5 av0pcb7couq, Ttou v a  ^epco o t i  [uropcb v a  ou)iPouA£UT®.
E: H 5uxyvcooT| yux T a  TiaiSux ; ro u  e x o u v  e iS iK O T ep a  7rpoPA,f|)j.aTa, eiT e ( i a 0 r |o ia K d ,  eiTe 

o u |i7 re p i(p o p d q , eiT e o u v a io 0 T |) ia T iK d , GecopeiTe o t i  a p K e i  o ’ auT O  to  eTiijteSo ; to u  e iv a i ;

H: Oi 8doKaA,oi evTa^tjq, s iva i SdoKaXoi, oi oxcoioi exouv xeA,eicboei to  MapdoAxio, k o v  orm aivei 
OTI exouv Kdvei t t | v  e^eiSiKeuof) Touq oi dv0pco7toi yux 5uo xpovux. A u to  o iyoupa touq exei 
Tipoocpepei KdTtoieq yvcboeiq o ’ auTO to  KO^jidTi, 7ii0av6TaTa Kai fiux e^iireipia o to  0e)xa oe 
SiSaKTiKO e7ri7re5o, aXXd )iexpi eKei. K ai eivai eu iu x ia  va UTidpxei 5doKa?uoq eiSiKi^q Td^riq oe eva 
oxoX£io, SioTi OTO oxoA^eio ttou e ijia i Tcbpa, 5ev UTtdpxei.
E: Ewoeire o t i  KdTtoioq A,oyo0epa7reuTf|q, 0a |i7ropouoe va aoxoA,r|0ei |ie 7rpopX,f||j,aTa X,6you Kai 0a 
|irtopouoe va Ta 5iayvcboei.
H: lacpcbq.
E: Edv UTo^pxe ouvaio0r|(iaTiKii a v c o p i^ io r r iT a  o t o  ;rai5i, 0a )j.;topouae va  poTi0f|oei iocoq K a i t t | v  

oiKoy^eux K a j i i a  cpopd, yuxri o SdoKaXoq 5ev eivai o SdoKaloq K a i t o  TtaiSi )i.6vo.
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H; nioxei)co o n  avd Ttepicpepeia 0a ejtpejre va UTtdpxouv KdTtoioi dvOpcojtoi. HepsTe xi |isydA.o 
7tp6pA,Ti|j,a auvavxd^ie, oxav 5ev UTtdpxev Kax’ apxiiv ouvepyaoxa, odouxoxikt) auvepyaaia, avd|ieoa 
0X0 VTiTruxycoyeio Kai oxrjv Tcpcbxri, .̂e an:oxe^o}ia va cpxdvouv Kdjtoui ;rai5ui av(i)pi|ia oxrjv TrpcbxT), 
va ixrjv xa exei- Sei Kditoioq dvOpcoTtoq, o oTtoioq va Ttei «KaXiJxepa va e7ravaXdpei<; oxo 
\T|7ruxycoyeio», va )ir|v exei Ttpay^axiKfj e^iJteipia xo Jtai5i, va ^r|v exev 7rpay)iaxiKii e)i7teipia Kai o 
5doKa}^0(;, Jtou 0a Trpejcsi va exei eva ouvaio0TmaxiKd xexpdxpovo |ieoa xr|v Tipcbxrj, OTtou eixe 0a 
\ ’ouboei a;r6ppi\};ri Kai auxo 0a xo PydA,ei |o.e Sidcpopouq xpoTiouq.
E: O 5doKaA,0(; 0a kA,t|081 va Jtai^ei Kai xo p6A.o xou yoviou, xrjq VTavzaq.
H: La(pcb(; Kai oxo x8A.oq va JtpeTiei va Ttei oxo yovio Kai va Tteioei xo yovio, 6xi eivai yux xo KaXo 
xou jraiSioij, yuxxi UTidpxei Kai xo koivcdviko oxiy^ia, 6xi eivai yux xo KaXo xou TiaiSiou va fxeivei 
oxT|v Tipcbxr]. 'Exou|ie itdpa noXka xexoia 0e|iaxa.
AKO|ia eTtiorjc; 6xi exoup,e u7ro\j/i£<; f) evSei^eu;, yux |iux yvcooxiKr) a5uva|iia. Ey<a 0a |iiA,f|oco )xe xorx; 
yoveiq Kai yia va Tiepdoei aTTO xa KAAY, |i7ropei va Jiepdoei Kai evd)xior|(; xpovoq.
E: Kai 0a exei x<ioei eva xpovo xo TiaiSi.
H: Exoi Ktti 5ev eivai |x6vo auxo.
E: 0 a  xavei Kai xr|v auxoeKxifirjof) xou ^leoa eKsi. 0 a  vo|ii^ei 8t|)i. 6xi eivai Kdxi tiou Ttdvxoxe xo 
Xpecbvexai xo ;iai5i 6xi «ey6 5ev KaxalaPaivco, eycb 5ev ei|.iai KaA,6<;».
H: Kai o ’ auxo xo ouoxr|)ia epx6|iaoxe xa 18 7rai5id va xa Kdvou)ie 26.
E; Eoeu; TtpoocoTtiKd |X7ropeixe va avxi îexcoTtioexe to dyxoq oxt| SouXsux oa ;̂; Me xi xpOTto xo 
avxijiexcoTri^exe;
H; Me xr|v 7rpoexoip,aoia (lou, Sioxi oacpcbq, edv eou o iSioq 5ev 7ipoexoi|iaoxei^, 8ev Pyaivei t| |iepa 
euKO^, xo ^epou^ie auxo. At|A.. TipooTtaOcb ano xt] 5ikt| |iou xt|v JtA^upd va 3tpoexoi|iaoxcb oxo 
Pa0n6 TIOU îTtopcb, 6oo Ka^uxepa yivexai. Na ei)iai KaXu|i|ie\'Ti oe vojiiKd 0e)xaxa, yux ;rapd5eiy)ia 
oxav eivai eu0uvi] )iou oxi"|v ecpr^epia va ppioKOfiai oxo oxoA,eio 8 Tcapd 10, 0a ei^iai oxo oxoA^io 
)iou 8 Tiapd 10. '0,xi 6t|X,. Tiepvdei aTio xo xepi va xo Kdvco, TtpoomOfb va xo Kdvco oe 
iKavojionixiKO Pa0^6. A^o eKei Kai Ttepa ô icoq, UTidpxouv Kai aoxd0p,i]xoi Ttapdyovxeq. Av avoi^ei 
eva 7rai5i xo Kecpd î xou, oacpcbi; eivai dyxoq Kai yux xt|v uyeia xou 7rai6iou K ai...
E: Fia xt| oco^axiKf] xou aKepaioxr|xa, yia xt|v aocpdA^ux xou. Fvcopi^exe av yivovxai i'] 
Tipoocpepovxai |xa0Ti|iaxa, yia xr|v 7tp6A,T|\|/T| i'] xt|v avxi|i,exd)7tioT| xou dyxouq; 'Exexe
7rapaKoX,ou0f|oei Jtoxe;
H:'Oxi.
E: 'Exexe Suxpdoei kottoio Pip? îo, kutioio dp0po oe jiepioSiKo;
H: 'Eva piplio, xo oitoio Oecopcb 6xi f|xav jcdpa 7roX,u ormavxiKO, eivai r| ouvaio0r|)iaxiKfi 
vormoouvT) xou ...., ojiou xo Sidpaoa, (iJtopcb va aaq tico, xpeiq cpopei; Kai oKOTieuco va xo Suxpdoco 
Kai (pexo<; xo Ka^oKaipi. Oioxeuco 6xi |ieoa aTro eKei îTiopou îe va Ttdpoufxe Tidpa tio^M Tipdyjxaxa. 
Eivai ;rdpa TtoXu xaXo.
E: Eivai 7toX,u KaA,6. To ex® Kai eycb.
H: 'OTtcix; e;i:ioTi(; |xou dpeoe eva pip>.io ;tou avacpepexai oe ;:ai8id, pipHo i|/uxoX,oyiai;, 6xi «Aya3icb 
6,xi KaxaXxxPaivco». Ar|A,. TipeTiei va aKOuq xu; avdyKec; xcov TtaiSuov. 0ecop6 Kai auxo xo PipA,io 
TTô u oopapo.
E: E)iei(; xu; aKOUjie xk; avdyKeq xcov jiaiSubv;
H: To TraXsuou îe. E5cb 5ev aKou|xe xu; 5ik8(; |xa(; avdyKeq. To 7raA£uou|j,8. Flioxeuco 6xi 
;rpoorta0ou|ie va xo Kdvou|ie.
E: 0eX£xe va neixe Kdxi aXko jcou exexe ujt’ oyiv aaq;
H: Kaxd Kaipoui; exei xuxeî  va avoi^co PipA,ia, xa nave7tioxri)j,uxKd |iou PiP>.ia kui oxa |ia0ii|xaxa 
xr|(; v)/uxo?v.oyia(;, yux TiapaPaxiKet; ouiiTrepupopec;, KdTioiec; oxiyiieq tiou exco ep0ei oe aSie^oSo.
E: YTtdpxouv oxo oxoXeio e7rioxr||xoviKd jtepioSiKd f) pipxia oxr| PipA,io0iiKri, ouyxpova, Ttou p,7topei 
va oup,pouA£uxei o SdoKa^o^;
H: Mexpi xcbpa 5ev exei Tteoei Kdnoio pipMo oxr|v avxiA,Ti\)/fi |iou. ArjA,. eycb 5ev exco ppei kutioio f| 
Kdrtoia Ttou UTidpxouv eivai naAxxioxepcov eK56oecov, Tia^aioxepcov e;roxcbv.
E: Ti ei5ouq 5pdor| 0a enpeTte va UTtdpxei, cboxe va avxijiexcoTri^exe f] va 7rpo>uap,pdvex8 xo dyxoq 
oxa cxoXe-ia; Ti X,oyf|(; :tpdy)i.axa 0a pXiTtaxe va exou\’ ai^ia yia oaq, yux va PoT)0f|oouv eodq 
TTpoocoTciKd; ArjA,. 0a p>i;taxe |iux ouvo>.iki  ̂ ;toXixiKr| ano xr| l̂epux xou oxoXeiou, yux )i.ux KOivii 
avxinexcbTTioTj |j,epiKft)v ;rpay(idxcov 0exiKi ;̂ 0 a  p^ êrraxe BexiKd Kdjioux oe)ii\’dpia fj pipA,ia; KdTioia
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epyaoTTipia, t a  OTcoia 0a Por|9oi3oav xouc; auvaSe t̂CpoDi; va aTrocpopTiatouv, va KaxaA,dPouv Trprata 
7ipQ)Ta Ti eivai dyxoq, va owei5r|T07toif|OoDV tu; Jrnysĉ , yia va ^iJiopsoouv va tu; avTiixeTCOTtioouv; 
0 a  ppioKaie GeiiKf] rriv orfipi^ri and Kdjioiov eiSiKo ttou 0a eivai oto oxo^io ; Ti ei5ou(; 
U7tooTf|pi^r| voiii^eTS o n  p,7ropei va PorjOfioei e a d q  KpoacomKa;
H: N a aaq tico. Xcopiq va e^co TtpoocoTriKfj e|X7reipia, ou^tixcbvrac; oixcoc; [xe ouvaSeAxpouq ttov 
5ouA£i3ouv oe iSuaxiKd axo?i£ia Kai ex<^vv \|/uxoA,6yo |xsoa o ia  oxoA£ia lotx;, av o \|/u%o>.6yo<; Kdvei 
Ka>^ n ]  5ot)X£id tou, ixTiopow va :rdpouv KdTioia d7ro\|/T|. Edv 5ev eivai KaX6<; o n ]  SouA^ux tou, 
Ttou Kai auTO |i7iopei va yivei, e;rior|(; t a  7ipdy(i.aTa eivai Ti)ii|j.eTpa. Ar|X. auto, «oxeX,vco ^ a v  
dv0pco7to», eivai ^iyo oxexiKO. Eym Kax’ apxfiv Oecopco napa noXv ainiavxiKo, x®P^ va xo exco 
OKecpxei vcopixepa, auxo ttou ei;iaxe, oeiiivdpux 5uxxeipioTi(; xou oxo^i'*^o  ̂ayxouq. N a KaxaX,dpou|ie 
5t|1. Kax’ apxnv va owei8T|xo7toif|oo'U|i,e 6xi auxo tiou aup.(3aivei 5ev oup.paivei ^lovo oe |ia<;, 6xi 
5ev exou|ie ep.eii; xo 7tp6p^r|^ia.
E: Dxi 6ev exou^e xo 7rp6p?tTma, xo xpecov6p,aoxe, 6xi 5ev exou^ie xo oxiy|ia, 6xi Kdxi eA,axxco)xaxiK6 
|ie [laq.
H :  'E x o i. « K d x i xpexei, K dxoe v a  xo  Kpu\|/co, y ia x i K dxi y iv e x a i» . A u x o  0ecopcb o n  e iv a i  o rm av x iK o  
K a i vo|ii^CL) 6 x1 o ’ a u x o  xo  K0 )x(idxi o  K a0evac; xo  T ta ^ u e i  o n c o q  ^ e p e i K a i | i 7to p e i . At|X. o ’ a u x o  xo 
KO|i|xdxi 7rpay)i.axiKd . . .
E: Auxoq o oxixoq |i.ou f|p0e Kai e |i^ a  oxo )xuaA,6.
H: S ’ auxo xo Ko î)xdxi 6a ■n0e?̂ a xa Ttpdy^iaxa va yivouv tiio ajioxe^eo^iaxiKd. Xpeia^6|iaoxe 
Pof|0eia 015doKaA,oi.
E: Kai p,7topou îe va x r |v  e x o u |x e .  Aev eivai x a fx e v r i  U 7 i6 0 e o r |,  ouxe eivai eva T ip d y ^ ia  t io u  x o  TtaA^uei 
Ka0eva<; iiovoq xou.
H: Dxi PePaia. AkM. ioco(; uTiopei îTtpooxd iiag va  firiv exou^ie xiq Sie^oSouq.
E: Nai, p,ou eiTiaxe Kai Ttpiv 6xi exei xa0ei k ĉ ii t| e|iJiioxoouvr| oxr] ouA,?toyiK6xr|xa.
H :  'Exoi eivai.
E: Aev UTtdpxei Kai xp6vo(; va oKecpxou^e l̂epiKd 7tpdy|iaxa va Ka0ioou|j,e va avxaX,M^ou)xe 
a7r6\|/eK;, oe eva eTtiTieSo, Tipdy îaxa Ttou l̂aq evSiacpepouv 7rpay|i,axiKd.
H: Ziyoupa t| eKTraiSeuof) fiat; 0a ^Ttopouoe va eivai Ka^uxepT). To ocpeiloufxe Kai oxa m iSid, xo 
o(pei>.ou)i,e Kai oxouq eauxouq p,ac;, xo o(pei^ou|ie ...
E: 0sXa> va aaq euxapioxr|oco yia xo xpovo Kai xr| Pof|0eid oac;.
H :  Oepaoa Tidpa jroA,u copaia.
E: Auxo eivai Jio^u KoAxxKeuxiKO. Euxapioxcb. K ai fi0eAxx va aaq pcoxf|aco av undpxei Kdxi Ttou 8ev 
xo Ka>.u\|/a)i.e. Kdxi Ttou xo Gecopeixe ormavxiKo Kai Ge^exe and |i,6vr| oaq va xo Tteixe.
H :  E y c b  a u x o  t i o u  0 a  f |0 e A ,a  T tp a y p .a x iK d  e i v a i  v a  Ttco o n  x e X e if f lv o v x a i;  a u x f |  x r |v  e p e u v a ,  v a  | id 0 c o  

xeA .iK d XI P y fjK e . Ar|X,. n a q  v a  a a q  Ttco; n p a y ) i a x i K d  v a  e x ®  | i i a  i 5 e a ,  x i  y i v e x a i  o x o u q  o u v a S e X c p o u i;  

f i o u ,  T to ia  e i v a i  x a  7 tp d y ) ia x a  t i o u  x o u q  a T ta o x o X o u v  K a i  6 x i  |j .6 v o  a u x o .  0 a  f |0 e A x i K d T to ia  o x i y | i f | ,  

a T to  XT| o x iy p ,f | T tou a o x o ^ e i o G e  |x e  x o  o u y K e K p i |i e v o  a v x iK e i)x e v o  o e  e T t io x r |) io v iK 6  e itiT ce S o , v a  

T tp o x e iv e x e  K a i  K dT toux P ip X io y p a c p ia ,  J to u  |XTtopd) v a  a v a x p e ^ c o  e y m  K a i  a u x r )  x r | P iP A ,io y p a c p ia  v a  

xTiv Ttdco K a i  0 X 0  o x o X e io  )xou  K a i  K d 0 e  o u v d 5 eA ,(p o c ; T tou  o u ) i | i e x e x e i  o ’ a u x r i  XTjv e p e u v a ,  v a  x t |v  

T td p e i  0 X 0  o x o X £ io  x o u ,  6 x i  « p p e  T ta iS id ,  U T td p x o u v  a u x d  x a  p ip x . i a  T tou | i7 to p e ix e  v a  a v a x p e ^ e x e » .

E: M Ttopou)xe v a  xo K dvou|j,e K a i |iT to p o u |ie  K a i va K dvoup,e K a i ^iia o p ,d 5 a  SouA ^idq. M T topou|i.e  v a  
aT ta ix n o o u |ie  v a  y iv e i KdTtoio o u v e S p io  p,e xo  a v x iK e i|iev o  a u x o , KdTtoiec; 8 r i |io o ie u o e u ;, KdTtoia 
d p G p a  Ttou 0 a  5 rm o o ie u 0 o u v  K a i 0 a  e iv a i  x p ilo i|J .a  v a  aaq e p 0 o u v  o x a  o a q . A iK a io u o 0 e , y ia x i 
au x fj xT|v e p e u v a  xrjv ouvS iajxopcpcbvou^e. A ev  uT tdpxei e p e u v a , x ® P ^  o u v e p y a o ia  xcov 
ouva5e?L(pci)v. A t|A,. e v x d ^ e i . . .
H: To Ttioxeu® auxo Ttou Xsrs.
E: Eyo) e i | i a i  eK ei ^le KdTtoio 5 id P a o ( j ,a  K ai k iv®  KdTtoia v rj^ iaxa . ATto eK ei K ai Ttepa 5 ev  o ri|a ,a ive i 
6 x1 ^iTtopcb v a  ex®  a u x o  Ttou xpew i^o^ ia i y ia  x t|v  e p e u v d  p.ou, y ia  v a  5ou)xe x i e iv a i  a u x d ,  Ticbq 
linopovfiE v a  K dvou^ie x a  T tpdy^iaxa K a>tuxepa k I t i . ,  x®P^ ^ u q  ouvaSeX cpoug;
H :  K a i  eiX,iKpivd 0 a  f|0e> .a , a v  exexe au x i] xt| 5 u v ax 6 x rix a , x r|v  e p e u v a  xp v  O T to ia  0 a  K dvexe, v a  x r|v  
Ttpoco0f|oexe K ai o e  MME. Fla T tapdS eiy iia , |x ia  e(pr|)iepi8 a ,  6 x i eKTtaiSeuxiKi], a u x q  xr| 5 ia p d ^ o u ) ie  
lie x a ^ u  iia q  K a i a v  xr| S ia p d o o u f ie .
I: H 5T i[ioo i6xr|xa 5 ev  e iv a i  Ttdvxa KaXfj. E iv a i  K a i 8 uo(pf|)iioT | oxiq  l̂epeq p.a<;.
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H: Aev Tteipdi^ei. Aq (pidvouv Kai npoq za e^co, aq (ptdvouv Kai aiouq  yoveiq, aq (ptdvouv Kai ae 
d^L^ouc; (popel<;, Tipdyiiaxa, t a  OTioia p.7ropei va za oKecpiouv.
I : E w o eh e  va |xt| )xeivei azo pdcpi tt|(; Pip .̂ioGi'iKTjc;.
H: Nai, aXXa va  to jid0ei Kai o Kooiioq. Ar|A,. va ujtdpxei aurr] t| a?̂ X,TiA£7ci5paoTi. Aq Kdtoei va 
8iapdoei evaq yovioq tt]v KvpiaKi ,̂ eiie to  SdppaTO t| Kdjioia oTiy|j.fi, 6 ti «KOiTa va  Seu;, DTidpxei 
Kai auT6». N a  UTtdpxei )iia a>^XriA£7ti5paoTi. T a oxo^ia va avoi^ouv ott|v  Koivcovia, aXkd )xe to  
OCOOTO TpoTto, 6x1 p.e TOV Xd0O(; Tp67to.
1 : Lupcpcovcb aTTO^UTa j i a ^ i  aaq, o t i  l a  o x o > ^ i a  TipeTiei va eivai a v o i x T d ,  5ev 0a ou|i(pcovouoa Kav 
Kai )j.e za KdyKeXa. QeXeze va neize KdTi dXXo;
H: Dxi.
1: Laq evxapiozcb Ttdpa tioIu.
H: KaX.f|
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Appendix 6.9: Interview, teacher's pseudonym Electra (my translation)

The interview was conducted at the participant's home on the 13th M ay 2010. It lasted from 18.00 

to 19.27. It started with a brief introduction about the study and how the interview was to going be 

conducted, proceed and how data was going to be used.

* I  stands for interviewer and E  stands for the interviewee with the pseudonym Electra

In terv iew  E lec tra  (length: 87)

Gender: Female 
Age: 35
Marital Status: Single
Education: I have studied Pedagogy in the Pedagogy School o f Prim aiy Education in Athens 
University and have a M asters in teaching Physics in education.
Work experience: 9
1: W hat location is your school in? Rural/suburban/urban?
E: Urban.
I: Would you say that your school is a disadvantaged/substandard area?
E: Do you mean the one I ’m teaching this year?
I: Yes.
E: Yes, 1 think it could be considered disadvantaged.
1: W hat are the typical characteristics o f the area? W hat makes you think it is disadvantaged?
E: First by looking at the students’ records I found out that a lot o f parents have completed primary 
education and 1 was impressed. There are a lot o f children who come from foreign countries in our 
school and apart from this even their appearances ... to give you an example 1 see a hole in a 
child’s track suit and s/he tells me: ‘There’s a hole in my a child’s track suit m iss’ and I tell 
him/her ‘N o worries, we all w ear track suits with holes in them ’ and a week later s/he still is 
wearing this track suit. I think that most parents can neither afford it nor are educated.
I: Are you concerned about being aware o f the socio-economic background o f the student? To 
what extent is this issue o f  concern?
E: N o ... on the grounds o f this being a reality and am happy with being able to help the specific 
children in the specific conditions. This is a reality. 1 can change neither the world nor society. This 
is the social stratification o f the area. I can provide them with stimuli - 1 do it to the extent I can ... 
To take them once a week to the library, to attend theatrical performances ...
1: It is a challenge for you.
E: Yes. And T’m happy to  work with the specific children this year, because it is how you match 
with your class every year; because they are very conscientious children. They might not be high 
achievers if they had to sit an exam in a cognitive field, but they try hard, have made a lot o f 
progress and 1 like that and would like to teach them again next year. I ’d like to carry on this effort 
next year, too.
I: How many teachers are there in your school? Apart from the ones paid hourly.
E: 18
I: Are teachers o f  special subjects included?
E: No, there 5-6 o f them.
I: So are there 18 teachers in your own school?
E: Two schools share the buildings.
I: It is two schools. How about your own school only?
E: Let me think. There are 8 mainstream teachers and 3 teachers o f special subjects.
I: How many students are there in the school?
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E: There are about 160-170 students.
1: H ow many students are there in your class?
E: 16.
1: W hat’s the average number o f students per class in the school?
E: There are about 18-19 on the average.
1: W hat age group do you currently teach?
E: Fourth grade.
1: How many hours a week do you teach?
E: 24.
1: T’d like to ask you how many hours a week you spend in the school on other school related 
activities apart fi-om teaching? To prepare shows, on a project, etc.?
E: It depends on the time o f  the school year. I mean that when the class has undertaken a show, 
then there are a lot o f  rehearsals, the preparations, the scenes. It is a lot more hours during that time 
than the rest o f the year. I ’d approximately say 5 hours a week apart form the specific times I 
described before, which can be much more intensive, and then it can be 12 or 15 hours a week.
1; Occasionally, depending on what is on at that time o f the year.
E: Yeah, yeah.
I: H ow many hours a week do you spend at home on work-related activities such as preparation, 
correcting homework, marking?
E: Usually 2-3 hours a day, to mark tests and get prepared for the next day; to look for things on 
the internet or other sources, to be able to supplement topics apart form the material 1 have to 
teach.
1: Did you have to cover a colleague’s absence on sick leave during last month, if any?
E :N o.
1: Have you ever thought o f leaving your job?
E: No; not so far.
1: W ould you seek for a second or an alternative job?
E: No.
I: Do you overall find teaching stressful? I f  yes, to what extend on a scale o f little, quite, very, 
extrem e stress?
E: 1 believe it is quite stressful on grounds o f having to deal with children; o f being responsible for 
them, but ...
I: Responsible in relation to what? The cognitive part is one issue.
E: It is not only about the cognitive issue. This is only part o f it. It is inevitable for us to act as 
models for children. In conclusion what you tell them in the classroom; the way they are going to 
talk about that to their parents or guardians; something you do that may be misunderstood or you 
should explain to them not only in this profession only, but in all professions ...
1: So the teacher is a model.
E: I believe that s/he still is to a great extent. This frames you; there is a sense o f responsibility that 
(what you say) your words match (es) (what you do) your actions. In that sense, yes it is stressful. 
This is part o f it. The other is that you have to always be accountable to a school principal, a school 
advisor, a local education authority supervisor, parents ...
1: W e not only have the students in the classroom.
E: Yeah.
I: So what is the definition o f stress at work? How is stress manifested? How do you feel when you 
are stressed at work? W hat kind o f incidents or situations cause stress at work? Can you give me 
some examples?
E: Children may fight or misbehave, beat each other, so on one hand we will have to soothe 
parents’ anger, who may come to school and generate some incident, but on the other hand we 
should eliminate or at least alleviate violent behaviour and aggression in the classroom, o f children 
who are isolated and are not acceptable by the rest. All these are problems we face at work. I mean 
that if  you have such circumstances in the classroom, you cannot advance in the cognitive field. 
You must resolve some o f them first, help with settling their relationships; viewing the class as a 
team; socialising and then teach them addition and subtraction. This comes much easier.
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1: So you think the development o f personality.
E: Necessary. 1 don’t want a fearflil child. I don’t want an isolated child. I don’t want a child who 
is afraid o f me. 1 want a child who respects me and a child who gradually builds up his/her 
personality through school; this is my role. I believe this is my role.
I: 1 think you are right about the teacher doing his/her best in order to render the student 
autonomous.
E: Exactly.
I: I ’d like you to  tell me how you feel when you are stressed. How is stress manifested? I would 
not ask what the symptoms are those signs that make you think ‘O ops!’
E: The fact that I may leave work place, to come home and think about it till evening time and call 
colleagues or friends on the phone, to ask them about their opinion about how to deal with some 
issues, because it may be stressftil, it may be scary, it may make me feel embarrassed.
I: Do you generally find it difficult to relax when you come back home form work?
E: It takes at least 2-3 hours. I f  1 have the luxury to  be bale to sleep, not to be in a place with high 
levels o f  noise, with murmuring, with anything like that, 1 need it. 1 need it badly. I mean I come 
back form school feeling tense or in other occasions T come back having given it so much energy 
that I can give no more to any other activity. 1 need to defuse and then carry on with whatever I 
have to do.
1: Do you get easily upset? Do you lose patience or feel work has turned you into an impatient 
person?
E: No. It surely depends on the life stage we are. When our life is balanced, this is obvious in our 
work and in anything. When it is a stage we are under pressure, not only do we become tenser and 
more stressed but we may also be the ones who generate stress in the classroom. The children 
sense these signs very easily. When a day has not gone well, we may have started the day wrong.
1: Do you regret for some o f your previous behaviours?
E: If  1 regret ... Well, I think that this is all 1 could do at that time. 1 mean ... had I known what 
might be better to do, 1 would have done better.
1: Have you any difficulty in taking decisions in relation to work?
E: Not particularly. There are some things that concern me to a larger extent, but even in such 
cases, if  1 realise that 1 can’t take a decision 1 try to talk about it with somebody I trust, a friend 
either at work or outside work. W hen it comes to important or critical decisions 1 want to listen to a 
second opinion, regardless what decision I’m going to take. 1 want to have an idea o f what is going 
on.
I: Do feel tired or exhausted in the end o f a working day?
E: 1 think it depends on the year. It is related to the human potential available for each teacher. I 
mean this year has been successful for me, despite the cognitive and social level o f the children. 
My relationship with the colleagues was good, very good; the school principal kept school in 
balance, consequently this part was stress-fi'ee.
1: So the work environment was good, despite the unfavourable conditions related to the children.
E: And this helped me. I believe it has been a good year for me. There are times you have a class 
where you feel like you do nothing. To give you an example, three years ago 1 taught a first class 
with 14 students and 1 felt happy and all colleagues were jealous o f me, because 1 had first class 
with a small number o f  students, but the specific children had quite some problems - immaturity, 
ADHD, aggression. That year after February, I felt like that no matter what I did, despite the 
theoretically ideal conditions, this tired me out.
1: Compared to the current year, what is it like?
E: They cannot be compared.
1: You experience a feeling o f achievement, that you have achieved some objectives.
E: Yes, exactly.
I; And this is what satisfies you. Do you overall feel like you can cope with problem s/the stress 
arising at work?
E: Yes.
1: Do you feel work has worn you out to some extent?
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E: No, I think it is a special kind o f interaction. A lot o f factors change every year. Students change 
and it’s up to us - so far - to change our work environment for a year, if  w e are not satisfied with it. 
1: If  it has tired you out?
E; Yes. Or if  I ’m seeking for something else, if I want to make changes around my life. 1 mean I
think that I have changed as a person through my work, too and I think this is ...
1: Have you regretted for having chosen teaching as a career?
E: 1 didn’t.
1: W hat do you mean?
E: 1 mean that it was the 19* choice in my list o f applying for schools I ’d prefer to study and when 
1 passed in the teacher training college 1 cried.
I: Can you tell me what your first preference was?
E: Medicine. So I kept crying for a week. When people congratulated me, 1 thought they laughed at 
me, because 1 could never think o f m yself as a teacher.
I; So it was not your choice.
E: No, it was not my choice, no. I simply was found there quite by chance. So 1 decided to attend 
the courses and in case I didn’t like it. I’d honestly give up. This is until I attended some lectures 
such as Psychology, Physics and 1 realised that 1 was interested in these subjects and decided to 
deal with them in depth. So 1 was a very good student and when I completed my studies 1 did my 
M asters in Physics, which was a field 1 liked. Until I entered the classroom for the first time I had 
no idea what is going on in a classroom. I made as many silly things as they could be. 1 sent 
students to the principal, which should be your last resort, because they understand that they have 
no other ...
I: You mean it is an ace up one’s sleeve.
E: Absolutely. But there were issues o f concern such as not being diplomatic towards parents and 
certainly no parents would accept that their child may need to modify their behaviour. Every parent 
thinks their child is the best in the world. This is not always the case.
1: We are a little biased when it comes to our own children.
E: So after the first year in teaching, when 1 realised that university was not to the least related to 
reality, I started being aware o f  the school climate and work.
1: W hat do you mean by saying that ‘university was not to the least related to reality’?
E; Doing differential equations, dealing with microcosm and telling you e.g. that collaborative
teaching is the best method o f  teaching during the postgraduate studies, is true. But when 1 worked
for the first time and applied collaborative teaching with 16 students and there was a chaos in the 
classroom and because 1 kept in touch with the university, I met the professor and told her: ‘What 
we are talking about are not valid’, she told me: ‘W e start with two students, move to four students 
and finally to  six students, which is the last stage’. 1 was four years at college as an undergraduate 
and two years as a postgraduate and had not heard o f  this.
1: Yes, but the professor possibly had researched collaborative teaching.
E: Yes, that’s right; or for example, I would like to have a subject o f  voice training at university, 
because 1 got speechless in the first years.
I: Voice training should be absolutely necessary to all who are training to be teachers.
E: This is what I believe. In addition universities should have a better relationship with school 
reality.
I: You feel like what you’ve learnt are like laboratory products? They taught you things that would 
be applicable in an ideal situation? In laboratory conditions?
E :N o.
1: So?
E: It was partly because I never missed a lecture, I finished my M asters first in the sixth year of 
studies and think I had learnt a lot o f things. On returning to school I had a shock, because I 
realised that all I said were not related to the reality and I feeling that I was losing control, I 
returned to the models o f my own teachers. The strict models o f my own teachers; I mean I 
shouted, I gave punishments. 1 had also to find some balance in the classroom, in order to 
remember w hat 1 had been taught at university and s ta r t ...
1: Do you finally think that theory is useless?
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E: No, no. N o way. Teaching is theory based. You can’t say; ‘I want to  be a teacher’ and ju s t get 
into the classroom. You are going to learn about the different models (o f teaching) and approaches. 
It is ju st that learning these, it would be nice if you could apply them, to review and reflect on w hat 
can work and what can’t.
I: You should have the knowledge and decide what suits to the (specific) context, to your students. 
E: At university level, apart from big lecture rooms, there could be some things that w ouldn’t be 
theoretical. When it came to workshops, the groups that were there, the teaching assistants, who 
had educational experience, were influential in a different sense. 1 think this was really important.
I: So you said that when you went to  school you found out that the situation was som ehow 
different.
E: It was a shock.
I: Well, could you tell me now how often you experience these negative feelings? Do you feel like 
you are overloaded and it takes quite some time to  switch off? Some times a year/a term/a month/a 
week/a day?
E: I’d say two or three days in a week. I think it is a frequent phenomenon.
I: W hat other factors would you say are those that trigger stress at work? You told me that some o f 
them are socialisation o f the students and to achieve your goals. I assume that those goals re-adapt 
in terms o f the human potential yo u ’ve got. Any other factors? Can you think o f something? How 
about marking; liaison with parents; yard duty; relationships with superiors; collegial 
relationships? 1 ju st give you some ideas; they don’t necessarily have to be these things.
E: Yard duty is certainly a stressful incident, from the point o f view o f controlling accidents, which 
you tend to forget. I mean these ten minutes you spend in the staff room and will say something 
silly in there or you will not say something silly but will simply sit and defuse form the classroom. 
When I’m on duty, 1 have to be alert all the tim e and then back to the classroom again and manage 
for six hours, yes, I believe it is a stressftil situation.
The issue o f  marking now; especially in primary school parents think that their children deserve an 
A mark, who make an effort. They think it is a mark that can be easily obtained. On the other hand 
A, B, C limit the teacher. A includes students who range from those who make less effort and are 
at a good level to excellent students. B is meant to be for students ranging between those who 
make a certain effort and those who are so-so and C is considered as punishment. So what choices 
are available? To give some As and some Bs. C that is meant to represent a student who makes a 
minor effort, it is like non existent. So there are only two marks you can give the students A and B 
and try to squeeze in all 16 students.
I: There is a broader range o f abilities across 16 students however.
E: Much broader. It may neither be an objective sample, nor an objective criterion what m ark the 
students obtained, but you can’t explain to a parent or as it is thought to be that well, your child is 
making a good effort but still is at B. Yes, I ’d say that marking is a factor o f stress.
I: W hat else would you say?
E: Industrial relationships. When there is pressure by the principal or when there are polarised 
relationships among colleagues, this affects you. You want to relax in your ten-minute break. You 
can’t go though a process o f what you say, how you say it and if someone is going to take the 
wrong way.
I: Is there such a climate in your school?
E: Fortunately not. I mean I was lucky enough not to happen to me in any o f  the schools I have 
worked. In the previous school there were at moments some isolated incidents o f such kind, that 
the whole staff removed and placed them where they belonged, pushing them aside. Having talked 
to friends who are teachers, I know such examples. When it happens to work in such schools, you 
look at your watch and look forward to the end o f the working day.
I: W hat do you mean when you say ‘pressures’ in industrial relationships? W hat kind o f pressures? 
Apart from the interpersonal relationships and relationships with colleagues. You said something 
about the school advisor. Would you like to tell me, to  describe how you experienced that? Did 
you experience it as pressure?
E: Which event?
I: That the school advisor was in your school and ...?
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E: It is (a kind of) pressure.
I: W hat was it that put you under pressure? Do you feel threatened any way?
E: No, not that I ’m threatened ...
1: Blackmailed?
E: N ot threatened. But 1 think I’m being appraised. O f course her role has been advisory so far and 
she has not interfered in the work.
1: There was no such law to date.
E: T hat’s right. But her presence in general ... 1 don’t know whether it is in her role or in her 
status, but whenever she comes to school I ’d like to be as irreproachable as possible.
1: You are carefiil.
E: Very much. To give you an example, 1 may turn away from my daily schedule, not manage my 
time with regard to my classes ...
1: When she is around you w on’t turn away.
E: When she is around yeah, 1 w on’t turn away. 1 may tell the students -  if 1 see they need to relax 
-  ‘ok, let’s clean our desks now ’ and we take out our tissues or ‘take a break now, relax for ten 
minutes, before we shift to the next class.’
I: Is this generated by her personality or by her role?
E: 1 don’t know what to answer to this; it may be both ...
I: W'hy was the school advisor in your school today?
E: She came to school in order to see some students of first grade about whether they’d have to 
repeat the class or not. She had been invited by the school principal and the two colleagues o f first 
grade, simply to have her view on that, too. She did not come into my class; she doesn’t usually get 
into a class, unless invited. She usually goes into classes that have some kind o f problem or when 
asked by a colleague. I think she stresses me with being present.
1: Do you feel that you have enough freedom to do your job, autonomy, power to unfold your 
talents, to show your best self, your abilities in the classroom? Have you freedom to select your 
teaching method, your way o f work? Do you feel autonomous?
E: Yes. 1 mean 1 believe that anyway some framework is necessary and we need them. I w on’t ban 
the book or change the material in a class. Some things will be done because they have been 
decided by the M inistry o f Education, by academics, by people who are related to the subject. But 
beyond that, how I’m going to teach or e.g. the lesson 1 had at school now was division with a 
double-figure divisor. This part in the book is very difficult for fourth grade and while you try 
different ways, with repetitive additions, subtractions, etc. I think that the children should first have 
a compass in order to know which direction to move and then experiment with any other method. 1 
mean I think that providing them two or three different ways at the same time, without having 
something clear-cut in their minds or without having worked on this before, I personally think -  
because I had worked with fourth grade again last year -  that causes confijsion. So I told the 
students that we are not going to work in the book; I worked three days having selected two 
exercises out o f  ten that are in the book and in the workbook.
1: And you taught them how to use this method.
E: I taught them that method and when they are going to have consolidated that then we can go to 
another and say let’s do this, too, but they should have a framework, to know how to do it and then 
choose any method they want. I believe that we still have the possibility to do things in our own 
way.
1: Do you feel like contributing adequately to your school organisation? Is there enough attention 
paid to suggestions you make about an issue? Have you been given enough responsibility?
E: Well, yes, I w ouldn’t like to have more than the ones that I ’m assigned. There is some 
discussion around this.
I: W hat do you think o f your collegial relationships?
E: They are very good.
I: How about the industrial relationships between staff and the school principal?
E: They are very good, too.
1: Would you like to tell me more about your colleagues?
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E: Because it is the first year I woric in this school; I may not be friends with any o f the colleagues, 
but despite that each o f them  know their role in there, without getting involved in one another’s 
business and I think this is very important.
1: They are discreet relationships.
E: Good relationships. It has happened to go out for coffee or dinner, but as far as that.
I: W hat would you think o f the overall climate/the atm osphere in your school?
E: It is quite satisfactory.
1: To w hat extent do you think o f the role o f the teacher is accepted by society?
E: I think that despite the fact that derogatory comments and views o f the type: ‘come on, what do 
you, teachers do?’ or ‘you are paid for nothing' are generally heard in conversations ...
1: Generally? Could you be more specific what kind o f  conversations these are? With third parties? 
On mass media? W hose conversations? The Press? Where?
E: First o f  all. Education M inisters who were in charge at different times like G ... (names an ex- 
M inister o f  Education is mentioned) for example: ‘they don’t w ork’; ‘they must keep up with their 
European colleagues, because w e’re left behind’.
I: W e agree to keep up with them in terms o f pay and any other aspect. We entirely agree.
E: On the other hand in conversations: ‘come on now you just sit there’ or when we go on strike: 
‘sitting again?’ Well, yeah but I lose 60 euro at the same time, if anyone would care about that.
1: Do you attribute this to ignorance? Because nobody seems to realise that we do not only work 
during the time we are in the classroom and in the school.
E: No, I don’t think it is ignorance. 1 think that all working people are under pressure, but working
rights have been contravened in the private sector, where someone works for 10 or 12 hours and 
they push them to achieve goals, etc. they can’t see that is good to claim some things, they just 
want the other working people’s privileges to be taken away.
1: This is what we were talking about.
E: They say: ‘why should I work so many hours? Y ou’d better work, too’. They don’t think that:
‘if I worked less (hours). I’d be more effective’. I think this is the trend in our society.
1: But this not what you get from all? Because you sounded like you brought it up in a way like this 
is what happens as opposed to what? That the general conversations are ...
E: M ore general conversations are: ‘you ju st sit there and you dare speak’ ... But when parents talk 
about their children’s teacher, they talk with respect and this is what 1 have received from my 
students’ parents. 1 mean that all these years I have taken part in all strikes. It was only in the long 
six-week strike that, on returning to our classes after six weeks’ time, when we teachers had invited 
parents to school in order to put them in the picture, that I was ‘attacked’ by two out o f  the 19 
parents o f my students then, who shifted responsibility to me for their children’s progress. In any 
other occasion teachers do not think that parents are opposed to us.
I: They are by your side.
E: I don’t know if they are by our side. They are not by our side either. They simply take our 
moves into account and sometimes think o f what we have to tell them. W hat they may say outside 
school is a different issue. But I see there is some concern when the teacher talks to them, either 
about the hours their children watch TV ...
I: The teacher’s opinion matters.
E: Yes, they take the teacher’s opinion into account.
I: I want to ask you to what extent are you satisfied by the way your school is managed?
E: Quite.
I: Do you think that your education was adequate to prepare you for your profession?
E: At theoretical level, yes, I think it was adequate; at practical level, no.
I: W hat do you think should be done about that? You said that university should be linked to 
schools, to reality you mean; theory with practice.
E: Yes. No practice during the final year ju st in order to complete some hours. In every subject 
linking theory to practice should be a necessary component. Some questionnaires we distribute and 
then when we collect them sit endless hours in front o f the computers to do assignments and talk at 
theoretical level. There should be a different kind o f relationship. I mean I believe that things are a
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little cut off. Here is theory ... there is practice. There could be convergence in this part and we 
would all have profited out o f that.
1: Are you satisfied with professional development or promotion prospects?
E: Let me tell something; 1 think it takes time to understand where you are standing in education, 
in your environment, at work, in order to acquire a clear picture o f  w hat you are doing and start 
improving, experiment and re-direct things. I mean after nine years in service T can say that 1 have 
a clear picture about what is important in the classroom and what I should place emphasis on with 
regard relationships with students and at cognitive level and at all levels ... in a lot o f things. So 1 
think these nine years were years o f  apprenticeship for me, who neither wanted to specialise in 
something nor leave the class earlier. In
some (other things) ... it is true that I have already started to have some quests , to redefine things 
within either the university domain or some other seminar, postgraduate study, or in charge o f 
laboratory work. So now I overall feel like I have found balance in my profession I ’d like to 
develop in relation to ....  I think that every ten years or so, there m ust be some professional 
development.
I: But at a serious level, not ju st anything.
E: I don’t need just anything. There are thousands o f  seminars about ju st anything. Thank god we
can gather those and use them in the fireplace.
I: How would you like it to be, apart from periodic, apart from high standard, be organised by a 
prestigious organisation, what else would you like professional training to include? Which 
characteristics? How often should it take place?
E: First 1 want it to be connected to my work. I ’d like it to be som ething 1 could make choices 
about. On the other hand it could be some time during summer; I w ouldn’t mind that. It could be 
one month in the summer or a two-month period when I ’d be able to get an educational leave or 
even a year ... I think that in-service training and teaching at school at the same time is ‘doing a 
little o f everything’ You are split in two and you manage in none. You run to catch up with 
everything. So I w ouldn’t like to during training to have responsibilities related to my job  at the 
same time. I ’d like to be outside the classroom.
I: So you suggest a model similar to the one they’ve got abroad, where someone, a teacher can take
a year off, do their in-service training and go back to their posts, to their schools.
E: I think that this would be ideal and despite 1 believe that this exists in theory for us ...
I: O r to take a break from the classroom in order to acquire new knowledge.
E: And distance oneself for a while from the working domain. This means that if you want to get 
certain things outside work for a year, to do this training you can re-define a thousand things on 
your return and you cannot judge the system while you are within a system. One should distance 
him /herself in order to be able to evaluate something.
I: And when you are more relaxed you can see thing from a different perspective.
E: Obviously. And despite the educational leave being one o f teachers’ rights, the teacher can’t it 
because ... So I think this should be a prerequisite.
I: You teachers have achieved at least Teachers’ College entrance which automatically grants you 
an educational leave as opposed to us (EFL, PE and M usic teachers), for whom this is non 
existent. You will either study at M asters or PhD level. There’s no alternative as opposed to 
Teachers’ College, which is a rest. For god’s sake 1 don’t mean that you go on holidays; I view it 
as a break from the classroom, upgrading o f knowledge and linking back to theory and up-to-date 
things, etc.
E: Still this is general, too. When you talk about it to your colleagues who study in Teachers’ 
College - an institution that should exist -  they say it needs to be improved.
I: That goes without saying, but you can get some training within your scope o f interests. You can 
m ake choices about assignments you carry out. It is a little old-fashioned.
E: This means you will either take the general or the special education track. Once you take up 
special education, you have to work in special schools for some years. It is limiting you.
I: How do you feel about your professional security? Do you feel professionally safe?
E: I did until one month ago. Now you are talking about something that stinks.
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I: W hen I was writing down the questions I had this in my mind and thought; ‘well, don’t ask this 
question, because it makes no sense. We have permanent jo b s’.
E: This is true. T mean we used to have the privilege to claim things for our profession, regardless 
if  what we claimed was right or wrong or if  the way we claimed them was right or wrong, we still 
could claim them having safeguarded our right not to be thrown out o f work; or not to be thrown 
out o f work for a dishonest reason. This does no longer happen. As I told you in our personal 
discussion before the interview started that they start changing things like cutting off the extra 
money a teacher is paid when he teaches in a school abroad, by 650E in each country; there will be 
school merges, so that the average number which is today 20 students per class will go to 28. We 
know that every student who jo ins the class is not a unit; s/he changes the whole system.
1: It reduces the time available for each child.
E: It is not only about that. It changes interactions, group dynamics. This is something that stresses 
me very much.
I: And it adds to workload.
E: Yes, exactly, and with 26 or 28 students you are not going to have the luxury o f  dealing with 
students who need a little bit more o f your time; the students who face cognitive, emotional, social 
or any other difficulty. Apart from that, I have had this thought lately and wish to be wrong about 
it. When school merges happen, teachers will be superfluous. These teachers, 1-2 per school, a 
number o f  teachers who are going to be superfluous in each school, it becomes evident that no 
state, no organisation and no m inistry will be willing to keep paying them without working. So 
where are those people going to  go? We, because I will be one o f those where am I supposed to 
go? 1 will have to ether move to another city or serve in a ‘difficult’ area or when these posts in 
‘difficult’ areas close down, is the organisation going to tell me: ‘thank you, 1 need you no m ore’?
I: You think there are going to be com pulsory transfers and appointments where there are 
vacancies.
E: Yes; and 1 don’t know whether this is a crazy scenario. I think job  security/permanency will be 
abolished.
1: They have talked about functional vacancies, not permanent posts. When a permanent post is 
lost, it is lost for good.
E: Yes, but I work and another colleague works, too, so what are we supposed to do finally? I don’t 
know, all this may sound like a crazy scenario, but to cut o ff 150E a month on my salary sounded 
crazy three months ago, but it came true this month.
I; How much has been cut off?
E: 150E. It was two strikes I took part in, plus this, plus that; I don’t know what else.
I: But you want to go on strikes.
E: And I still do.
1: Are you satisfied by your working hours?
E: Yes.
I: By your salary?
E: It was a satisfactory salary. It has been l,200E, plus 45E a month gross, which means 30E net 
for my Masters; I mean that this is little money since the day I submitted, nine years ago, since I 
started working.
I: Do you mean that you’d like them to be raising that?
E: Anyway, recognising it as a criterion for improvement, do something about it anyway.
I; Are you happy with the way you manage your time?
E; Do you mean time in the classroom or my time in general?
I: Not in your personal life, time in your classroom.
E: Do you what? It has very often happened not to do the history lesson because at that time I think 
it is much more important to talk with the children about an issue that has concerned them. A fight 
between them; a shocking event that they saw on TV ...
I: And resolve conflicts between children.
E: But even when I see that an event they heard about on TV has shocked them and is mentioned 
by two students or so and because the students are members o f the school community, but they are 
also members o f the society, (we talk about it). I don’t think o f this as a waste o f time. I think o f  it
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as equally important with teaching a new history lesson. So I simply think that I am happy with the 
way I manage my time.
1: W hat do you think o f the new books judging from your experience o f  teaching them so far? Let 
me be more specific. Did you have adequate information, training, instructions or education on 
how to teach them?
E: N o, we had no such information. On completing my Masters, they had called me on the phone 
at some stage in order to be teachers’ trainer. Tt was simply due to  having a better relationship with 
the subject (Physics) and because I did some assignments at the tim e and knew that new books 
were being written. 1 didn’t belong to the group o f authors who wrote the books. 1 simply knew the 
people who did it, without having been involved in particular and w ithout having any particular 
training for longer than 15 days on that. 1 did not do it for some personal reasons. I mean I might 
be bale to do it, but mediocre, like the one-eyed leading the blind. T mean I don’t think that I could 
do it. It took so short a time to train so many thousands o f teachers that 1 viewed like a teaching 
each other process, what they used to do in schools in the past. Second, on getting the new books 1 
felt more confident in the part 1 had specialised in, but apart from the science book 1 got 
mathematics, geography, books o f all subjects and this created very high stress.
T: W hat do you mean you got?
E: W e got the books in June and we had to teach them in 2-3 m onths’ time.
I: So you spent summer reading the books?
E: 1 read teachers’ books ...
1: O f which grade? Did you know which grade you were going to teach or you read them all?
E; No, no, I couldn’t read them all. The only thing 1 could do was skipping through.
1: Take a look.
E: Yes, but nothing other than that. The only thing I was able to do -  because 1 was in the same 
school and the staff was permanent teachers and we haven’t many substitute teachers -  was that we 
had a plan in place and knew more or less which grade w e’d take. So on one hand you felt insecure 
that you might not get that grade, but 1 almost knew which direction to move, I knew which 
grade’s books 1 should read.
I: Did you have to change your method o f teaching compared to the previous books you used to 
teach? Did you get some guidance on that?
E: I surely had to do some alterations but it was only on applying things in the classroom I could 
see which assignments were difficult for the children. So, T theoretically had a plan in mind, which 
changed a lot during the first year 1 worked with the specific books. So next year and through 
conversations with colleagues -  because this was a conversation topic in all breaks, which books 
were totally useless or badly written, w e’d rather not use the word useless. During the first and 
second year we started forming a view on how we should work with the new books.
1: To what extend are you happy with the comprehension level by students? Are the books suitable 
to link with their previously acquired knowledge?
E: W hat do you mean?
I: Do you think the demands o f the curricula as they are described in the existing books do not 
match the cognitive and general ability o f the children and their needs?
E: I first should tell you that in many books, if not in all, but in a lot o f  them there is a gap from 
one class to the other. 1 mean ...
I: W hat do you attribute it to?
E: To the fact that the groups o f authors didn’t have the time or that planning had not been right. It 
is the authors’ fault they didn’t discuss about the books o f the previous and the next class so that 
the mathematics o f first grade level were connected to m athematics o f the second grade level. So 
there are badly written books, because people who wrote them m ay have not had a very close 
relationship to  the classroom reality, so the objectives in each subject were too high or very 
different teaching in every lesson, so in order for a student to achieve them it would not take only 
two teaching hours, but five. On the other hand 1 believe that an overall evaluation o f the books is 
that they address the student who is o f average and higher level. This means that weak students o f 
fifth and sixth forms have lost the game. And this is w hat I believe.
I: You mean it is too demanding.
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E: And a huge amount o f information, too.
I: How about the amount o f the material and the teaching hours available?
E: It is very big. T believe that there must be some choices, to focus on specific things, but if  each 
time 1 work on two or three out o f  the five lesson objectives, we reach the end o f the school year 
and the students have not yet been taught parts o f the material. I mean it is not about one lesson 
the objectives are too many and in the next lesson I will be able to return, to revise, to repeat, to 
complete things. It is exactly because the teaching objectives are too many and the am ount o f 
information is that big; it is about that not all students can get helped at home.
1: And why should they have it?
E: And why should they have it since this is our institutional role, the role o f school? I believe it all 
relies on the teacher’s good will. The teacher will have to run in order to catch up. Especially those 
poor fifth class teachers really have to run and they can’t catch up.
1; Can I ask you how this gap is bridged between the different groups o f writers who had no
communication among them so not only isn’t the material connected to the one o f the previous and
next class nor is there a consistency and rational transition from class to class. How would this 
problem be solved? You said there should be collaboration in the first place. This didn’t happen. 
Should the books be radically reformed? Should they be withdrawn? Would it help to gradually 
introduce the books? First introduce the books with the new content, the new philosophy, the new 
m ethodology in the first grade and then roll to first and second grades, and check how they work? 
Pilot the books? W hat would you see to work in the domain ‘books’?
E: Because I view things somehow more realistically and because I taught the previous books in 
the same way that 1 had been taught as a student, because all this work has been done on the new 
books 1 know that books are not going to change (in Greece) in the next 10-15 years. We are 
talking about Greece. So, having these books I believe we should see agree to something more 
realistic. I mean I don’t see probable to spend more allocations on changing schools and education 
at the present stage. W hat could be done if there was really an essential communication between 
teachers and the groups o f authors, the bodies, universities, so that the questionnaires reach the 
institutions, the scientific bodies ...
I: W here do these questionnaires come from?
E: In the first years, teachers received questionnaires coming from universities, from the groups of 
authors, from the Pedagogical Institute. We completed them ...
1: But you don’t know what happened with the results. So teachers didn’t get feedback on what 
they said about the books. What happened next?
E: I didn’t see any change.
T: This is what I ’m asking about; if you know what happens with these questionnaires and if they 
use the results obtained.
E: No. As it is being said ...
1: Is the teachers’ experience (with teaching the books) used in any form or shape?
E: As it is being said (about all the rest?) nothing has happened. But because we don’t know  what 
is going on at the Pedagogical Institute and which sectors work (on that?), etc. nothing came back 
to us as a result. M aybe the people did their best; but nothing came back to me, to the bottom.
I: So it sounds like nothing has ever happened.
E: I have not seen any result.
I: How should books be written then? Have you got an opinion on that or w hat’s wrong with 
writing the school books? How can we have better tools for work?
E: We know that at cognitive levels there are some university schools, there is a scientific 
framework, within which we move as society. I mean there are certain conclusions com ing from 
studies. It is not possible that a teacher ju st empirically starts writing what ever comes into his/her 
mind. W e certainly need the scientific basis on what applies (to the contemporary context).
I: Specialised in school book writing authors perhaps?
E: Certainly and avail the time needed.
I: Free from teaching duties and knowing how to write school books.
E: Have the know-how and not be under time pressure.
I: You imply that what happens now is this is rushed into a process.
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E: Because I talked with people who took part in writing the books, they were really struggling 
form day to day in order for the books to be sent to schools.
1: W hy couldn’t there be a long-term planning and things being in place when they should?
E: 1 don’t know what to say. 1 don’t know the answer.
1: W hose fault is it?
E: Something is wrong. But 1 don’t want to pretend 1 know everything. 1 leave to them to fmd 
w hat’s wrong. The fact that there’s no long-term planning? The fact that each government do their 
own thing? The fact that for some reason ...
1: Each M inister o f  even the same government, not each different government.
E: When two M insters in the nine years I ’ve been working have failed to failed to acknowledge 
teachers, what can 1 say?
1: W hat way have they failed to acknowledge teachers? With their statements?
E: Yes with their statements in the MM. 1 mean that they don’t view it seriously and 1 think this is 
not only related to the writing o f school books but in a number o f  fields in education. There are a 
lot o f  things that need to change in education.
I; Do you think that it is accidental not to acknowledge teachers? Do you think that they were just 
unfortunate/inappropriate declarations?
E: O f course not. Teachers are a reality; they have an important role in shaping attitudes. They 
have a lot o f power in their hands. I want better teachers. 1 want to be a better teacher, too, but 
what 1 want above all is to contribute to the children’s 1 come into contact, whom 1 interact with, 
becoming conscientious citizens and happy individuals. What I keep telling them is: T ’m not 
concerned with you doing five exercises more or five exercises less. I have not given out to you for 
such a reason, even once, if  you have come to school without having studied. 1 w on’t accept in my 
class somebody to laugh at a classmate however. I want you to be happy individuals. I want you to 
become people who know what you w ant.’
1: So you are concerned about your values in life and to promote them no matter what.
E: Yes, I believe (in that).
1; Is it common in all subjects to have all this huge material to teach? Are books o f  all subjects 
badly written? Does this ignoring reality happen in every subject?
E: 1 think this mainly happens in language and mathematics. In relation with religion I ’d say it is a 
review o f the old books without really ... 1 believe that religion could be a wonderfiil subject, it is 
actually a wonderful subject, but 1 can’t this stereotyped or very childish, very naive message that 
is conveyed to the children. I want it to really contain pieces from sources o f Christian religion; the 
children to  really know; not to finish primary school and hardly know the Creed or this general: ‘to 
be nice people’. We all are nice people.
I: But you have to make the child understand what ‘to be nice people’ means. Because a child 
might ask e.g. ‘the priest told me to be nice. W hat does it mean to be nice?’ It is not self-evident.
E: No, 1 really think that no serious work has been done in religion. The book and the subject could 
have been done by capable people ...
I: Attractive and vivid.
E: And not only in this subject, that poor environmental study, is a useless book, in any class I have 
taught i t ... a really useless book.
I: W hat could replace that?
E: 1 don’t know what to say.
I: W hat would you find more usefiji?
E: I haven’t thought o f what it could be replaced by ...
I: W hat do you think o f initiatives and programmes o f ‘flexible zone’ type?
E: Patchwork ... I mean we have no plan, we have no resources and we ju st say: ‘Here teacher, do 
a project, no matter how incomplete, wrong, bad, just do it, ok, let’s get started, let’s implement it 
in the classroom ’.
I: You mean not meaningfiil, not purposeful.
E: Yes, I think that anyway, flexible zone and interdisciplinary approach are things you’ve already 
got. You don’t need this couple o f hours in order to do something irrelevant, to name it and to have 
to present it, something that will cause stress to you.
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1: I agree because the subject 1 teach is interdisciplinary anyway.
E: But for god’s sake. You either have it or not have it or anyway you are trying and struggling. 
But w hat’s the point in promoting interdisciplinary approach while in all other subjects they tell 
you: ‘take more m aterial’ to cover? I wonder isn’t interdisciplinary approach an attitude to life, an 
approach anyway?
I: It is if  you want my view. Do you share this view?
E: It is something like international w om en’s day; how about the rest 364 days? I take abuse? 
These are silly things.
I: Are there resources to support the books, for all that is proposed through books? Have you got 
the necessary resources?
E: 1 think there are in some schools and there aren’t in some others.
1: How about your school?
E: In our school this year there is a library and a computer room. I think the resources are adequate. 
I: I ’d like to ask something else now. Do you feel that stress is inherent to teaching? Teaching and 
stress come hand in hand? Is it inevitable or are there ways o f  preventing it or coping when it 
occurs?
E: 1 think this varies for each individual. I mean that it is a fact that there are anxious or neurotic 
people.
I: You think it is a matter o f personality.
E: Yes. N o matter what your profession may be, some people are stressed if a pin falls on the floor 
and some others react to things differently. But beyond that I would like to have secured in my 
profession an environment for me that would enable me to do my work better and without thinking 
o f i t ...
I: That they do you a favour or that it is a luxury?
E; N ot only do they think that they do me a favour but I also have to be accountable for 
meaningless matters such as if I do or don’t do the flexible zone programme.
1: You mean that you miss essential things.
E: I think so. Let changes happen, we need changes, but we need changes that lead us to a better 
situation.
I: Does teachers’ opinion matter with regard to these changes? Do you think anybody listens to 
teachers talking?
E: I don’t think that that someone will take the results seriously. I think that this is done through 
scientific research, through conferences where papers are presented, that have dealt with a specific 
part, with a specific bit and all this to be gathered by a body. But this alone would not be enough. 
All these research findings o f  scientists at both theoretical and empirical level, about school stress, 
about a thousand things, should be gathered by a body, which would take care o f how these things 
could be used in practice. I don’t know. I have not seen this (happening). A secondary school 
teacher had said that he improves when there is feedback top down and vice versa.
1: You say this doesn’t happen. Do you think that it always works top down?
E: 1 think that everyone does ...
I: Or is there an instance the opposite happens? Do you think that teachers’ views have ever been 
listened to by those at the top?
E: I believe that even teachers themselves haven’t got a clear idea about what they want. Let’s talk 
honestly. Neither teacher exactly knows. They are not in contact (with theory); they have a sense, a 
good feeling about how to do some things in order to improve, but I don’t think there is interaction 
or any scientific basis in what they do.
I: W hat if they went into the process?
E: You should be motivated.
I: Do you mean that there should be an information network among teachers? School-based 
professional training? Communication between schools? M eetings among teachers at local level?
E: First I believe that always in any such organisation, event, there should be a scientific body. ‘We 
had a good talk, but ok, let’s go home now ’, all right, so far so good.
I: You mean there should be consistency and continuity.
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E: Exactly. A scientific body should be in place, an umbrella. I realise that 1 think o f  certain things, 
1 hear o f certain things, but another teacher who hears me he says: ‘no, come here to talk about it’ 
like we would meet in a cafe for coffee. This is the type o f interaction that exists.
1: Would you say there are ways for the teachers to be helped with their work? I mean you said that 
on one hand you think you think that many people believe it that it is a personality matter that 
some people get more stressed than others so it is a problem they should cope with.
E: No, it is not their problem and it is up to them to solve it.
1: 1 want to ask you personally who could help you to prevent stress or in case it occurred to cope 
with it? Would it be the ministry o f education/the school advisor/the school principal/some 
specialist? Who?
E: There could be for instance at local level, apart from the school advisor, who comes into the 
classroom, knows a lot o f  things, has an opinion about a lot o f  things, takes decisions, I think ...
I: The pedagogical and the cognitive part o f  it.
E: Yes. 1 believe that there should be a psychologist, a social worker, a person who would have 
specialised in school management at all local education offices, so that any issue that might arise to 
be resolved, as not me with my good intentions or a colleague or the principal would do that. I 
mean 1 want to know that there is a specialised person, who I, a teacher in the area be able to go to 
the local education office meet and tell them; T have a student with a ADHA’. T should expect 
neither the school advisor nor the head o f the local office to give me ...
1: Someone suitably qualified.
E: Someone who knows theory and practice. Yes, I ’d like that to be there for me to advise me and 
not someone who will enter my classroom for my appraisal. We are not supermen/women, we 
can’t do everything, we can’t know everything. Each o f  us has an area o f specialisation, but that 
person in a systematic and responsible way would tell me: ‘this is what should be done’. With 
regard to a legal issue: ‘Am I allowed to this or not?’ 1 don’t want something that is not allowed for 
by legislation, but 1 don’t know the law. I’d like to be bale to ask someone: ‘Am entitled to claim 
this or that or am I talking nonsense?’ I mean I’d like to have 3-5 people I would be able to consult. 
I: Do you think that the level o f  identification o f children’s special problems, either in relation to 
learning, behavioural or emotional difficulties is adequate?
E: SEN teachers are teachers who have obtained specialised knowledge in SEN through two extra 
years o f study teachers’ college. The knowledge in this area, in addition to an experience in 
teaching practice is valuable but not every school has got such a teacher, including mine.
I: You mean that a speech therapist e.g. would possibly be able to identify and deal with speech 
problems.
E: Exactly.
I: If  a child is emotionally immature, s/he would probably be able to help the family as well, 
because the teacher is not alone with the child.
E: I believe that there should be a support team o f specialised people at local level. Let me give 
you an example: Do you know how serious the problem o f lack o f communication is between 
kindergarten and first grade, resulting in not having advised the parents o f  an immature child to 
repeat kindergarten. This ends in a child who hasn’t got the emotional age to be in first grade and a 
teacher who hasn’t got the experience to deal with having a four-year-old in his/her class. The 
most probable thing that may happen is that the child will experience rejection and this will be 
expressed in various ways.
1: The teacher will have to play the role o f  the parent, o f the child minder.
E: Certainly; and in the end s/he will have to tell the parent and convince the parent that it is for the 
child’s own good to remain in the first grade; because there is also the social stigma. We have a lot 
o f  such issues. In cases where we have indications or guess there is some learning difficulty, I will 
have to talk to the parents, to the school advisor and a year and a half may have passed until the 
child is taken care o f  by the relevant authority.
I: And the child will have lost this time.
E: Yes, and this is not the only problem.
I: The child will lose self-esteem in there and will think it is his/her fault that s/he doesn’t 
understand and think s/he is no good.
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E: And it is in this system we now add children so that the class o f 18 students becomes a class of 
26.
T: Do you personally think that you can cope with problems arising at work? How do you cope 
with work-related stress?
E: With being prepared, because it is evident that if you don’t get prepared, the day will not be 
easy, we know that. I mean I try to be prepared to the highest level, the best way possible. I try to 
be covered in relation to legal issues e.g. to be at school in time when I am on duty yard and it is 
my responsibility to be earlier. Whatever is up to me 1 try to do it to a satisfactory extent. But there 
are unforeseeable factors, too. If a child is injured in the head, you can’t help stress about the 
child’s safety and ...
1: His/her security and wellbeing. Do you know if there are seminars, training for stress 
prevention? Have you ever attended one?
E:No.
I: Have you ever read an article in a scientific journal or a book related to work-related stress?
E: A book I think is very important is Emotional Intelligence o f ... which I’ve read three times and 
I plan to read it again this summer. I believe that we can get a lot of things form that book. It is 
very good.
I: It is very good. I have read it, too; it's Goleman ...
E: I also liked a book of school psychology I  love what I  understand. I mean you should listen to 
the children’s needs. I think this book is very important.
I: Do we listen to the children’s needs?
E: We try. The fact is that we don’t even listen to our own needs. We do our best. I believe we do.
I: Would you like to say something else?
E: I have re- read things in my university psychology books now and then about misbehaviour and 
I have often come to a dead-end.
I: Are there scientific journals or books that a teacher can consult?
E: I have seen no such book so far. I have only found some old editions, outdated books.
I: What type of action would school take or change in order to reduce stress in the school context? 
What kind of services could organisations have in place in relation to occupational stress? Should 
there be a whole school policy about how to cope with stressful events? Would view positively 
some seminars to help teachers defiise, become aware of what stress is, know the sources so that 
they can deal with them? How about books and journals? Would you think support from a school- 
based specialist? What kind of support would help you, personally?
E: Let me tell you something. Without having personal experience, by talking to colleagues who 
work in private schools and have a school psychologist, they believe that if the psychologist is 
good at his job, they can consult him/her. If  s/he is not good at his/her job -  something may happen 
-  it would be half good. First I must say that I think that seminars of managing stress would be 
useftil. I had not thought about that before. I mean to realise that it does not only happen to us, 
there nothing wrong with us.
I: That it is not our problem, though we are held responsible for it; that stress should not be thought 
of as stigma; we should not think of ourselves as incompetent.
E: Exactly. We should not run to hide it because there’s nothing wrong with us.
I think it is important and I think that everybody is trying to cope any way s/he can as the song 
goes.
I: These lyrics came into my mind, too.
E: I would like to this part to be more effective. We (teachers) need help.
I: And we can have it. It is neither a lost case nor something that each of us should deal with by 
him/herself.
E: O f course not. We may simply not have offered ways out.
1: Yes, and you have also told me that trust in collective action.
E: Yes, it is so.
I: There is no time to think of certain things or exchange views at some level, about things that 
really concern us.
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E: Our education and training could certainly be better. We owe that to the children, we owe that to 
ourselves, we owe ...
I: I ’d like to thank you for your time and help.
E: 1 had a very good time.
1: This is vey flattering. I thank you and would like to ask you if there is something we didn’t cover 
in our conversation and you’d like to say it.
E: What I ’d like to ask you is to know what has come to light after having completed this research. 
I ’d like to have an idea o f what colleagues think, o f  what their concerns are and not only this; I ’d 
like to ask you for some bibliography that you’d suggest since you’re researching the specific 
field, so I can disseminate the information to colleagues. Every participant could do that and help 
their colleagues.
I: We could do that and we can from a work group. We can demand to organise a conference on 
the topic, have the articles that may be published in your hands. You are entitled to it because we 
form this research together. There’s no research without colleagues’ participation. Ok.
E: I do believe that, too.
I: I ’m the one who do some reading, move some strings. Beyond that, it doesn’t mean that I can 
have what I need in my research, to identify what way we should be doing things, etc. without 
asking colleagues.
E: And I’d really like, if you have this ability, to promote this research through the mass media. 
Not in a professional newspaper, which we may either read or not read, I mean a daily paper.
I: Publicity isn’t always good. It can be defamation nowadays.
E: It doesn’t matter. Let them come to light, reach parents, reach bodies, universities, and 
politicians, anyone, who would think about it.
I: You mean not let it just stay on a library self
E: Yes, but everybody to know about it; generate some interaction; let a parent read on a Saturday 
or any time about it and say: ‘ah, so there’s something about it’; create a conversation. School 
should open to society, but in the right way, not the wrong way.
I: I entirely agree with you, that schools should be open, I w ouldn’t even agree with iron railings 
around schools. Anything else?
E:N o.
I: Thank you very much.
E: Good luck with w hat’s remaining.
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A ppendix 6.10 Cartoons

In 50 years a lot has changed in school 1961 -  January 6, 2012 Posted in: Media. Pictures
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